Fraternities hope for high yield from dry rush

TANYA WEINSTEIN
ORIENT Asst. News Editor

If the number of freshmen showing up for most rush functions is any indication, a large percentage of the class of 1992 will drop at the various fraternities this year.

Most of the freshmen are pleased with the efforts of the fraternities to attract them. According to the rush chairmen of many fraternities, freshmen have been showing up consistently each night of rush.

The consensus among nine of the ten rush chairmen interviewed is that the shortened rush has been successful, although a longer period would be better. Representatives from Delta Kappa Epsilon were unable to be reached for comment.

Alph Bet Rho Rush Chairman Shannon Krummer '90 said, "We have a consistent number of people coming every night regardless of the event. Freshmen are just showing up out of curiosity."

Zeta Psi Rush Chairman Susan Ericson '90 agreed the freshmen are eager about going over to the houses. "We are pretty pleased with the way rush is going. Many freshmen are pretty enthusiastic about coming over," Ericson said.

She added that the most successful Rush function so far was the semi-formal dinner Monday night.

Pi Upsilon Rush Chairman Mitchell Bank "Penn" '90 was sold on his fraternity's semi-formal dinner attracted the most freshmen. "Rush has been really good. Freshmen have been showing up every night," he said.

Rick Arena '90, one of Beta Theta Pi's rush chairmen, said rush has been good in general although "a lot of people came over to see earlier events. During the week, it's been tough for as new people coming over." According to Arena, Beta's most popular events have been Mud Volleyball and The Dating Game.

Petra Eaton '91, one of Theta Delta Chi's rush chairmen, agreed the first few nights attracted significantly more freshmen. She said, "Casino Night was held on the first night of rush and all the freshmen came out in full force, but some of the houses do a lot of the same thing and for freshmen it gets a little boring."

Eaton added there has been a consistently larger crowd at TD each night. She said, "After the first couple of nights the freshmen that are interested in the house just want to come over it is to know the house better, regardless of what the event is."

Alpha Beta Phi Rush Chairman Jill Seymour '90 commented, "Rush is going extremely well despite our recent setbacks. Not having a house has made it more difficult to contact freshmen, as they can't find us as easily. However, Chi Psi has been helping out a lot with rush functions."

Rush is also going reasonably well for Chi Psi, according to Rush Chairman Bill McConnell '89. However, he also commented that the 10-day period of rush is not long enough for freshmen to decide on a commitment to a fraternity house.

McConnell said, "It's ridiculous to expect freshmen to make a decision in 10 days that will affect the next four years of their life."

Most of the rush chairmen agree the rush period should be extended - past 10 days. Ericson pointed out the shortened rush period makes it easier on the houses, as rush "is such a large effort. It takes a lot out of everyone."

However, she added the short period of time also makes it difficult for freshmen to get to know the houses completely.

Nora Sturges '90, rush chairman of Alpha Rho Upsilon, agreed the rush period is too short. She added, "I think you will get more people that drop out of fraternities because afterwards they find they haven't made the right choice."

Sturges added ARU "is having trouble getting anyone over. We don't have the volume that we'd like. However, the people we've gotten over keep coming back."

Alpha Delta Phi Rush Chairman Ted Sanderson '89 also said attendance has been low. He said, "The people we're getting are good, but it's been very slow."

Sarah Williams '99 and Trishka Waterbury '99 talk to Scott Mendel '90 about the Masque and Gown during the Student Organizations Day in the Moulton Union Sunday. (Photo by Dave Wilby.)

ROSEMARIE DOUGHERTY
ORIENT Staff

Are you looking for a new place to socialize at Bowdoin? The new student-run cafe on campus could be your answer.

Soon to be known as the "The Coffee Grounds Cafe," it is intended to be an innovative and non-alcoholic social alternative by co-creators Matthew Horbeck '89 and Josh Fost '91.

Located in the basement of Baxter House, with a separate entrance in the back, the cafe boasts a cappuccino/espresso maker, a blender and a mixer, among its newfangled electrical equipment.

The cafe is set up with small intimate tables.

Horbeck and Fost plan to serve crushed ice fruit drinks, "every hot drink you can think of" and 20 different types of "mocktails" available at any one time.

The cafe does not permit the preparation of food, but ice cream, fruit juice bars, popcorn, cookies and other snacks will be available to munch.

There will be a chalkboard set up listing nightly specials, and of their

proposed menu Fost said, "We're not set into anything. If somebody says, 'Hey, can you do this?,' we'll try and get it."

Food and fruity drinks are not the only thing Horbeck and Fost are striving to offer the Bowdoin community, but a fun-filled alternative atmosphere as well.

The tables will be covered with paper, and crayons provided for all budding artists, merely graffiti or otherwise. Games will be planned, other silly toys will be made available and musical requests will be taken.

Bring a tape and they'll play it. There may be live entertainment on occasional weekends.

Horbeck and Fost got the idea of the student-run cafe from Haverford and decided it was something needed on the Bowdoin campus.

(Continued on page 15)

Blackout forces evacuation

KEVIN WESLEY
ORIENT Copy Editor

A powerful electrical surge blew out a generator in Coles Tower last Wednesday, forcing its evacuation and keeping most of the campus in the dark on the eve of the fall semester.

Brunswick Fire Department personnel and Bowdoin College security officers cleared the Tower after the generator located in the basement caught on fire. The accident kept power off to most campus buildings until 1 a.m. last Thursday morning.

The accident was the result of an electrical surge which began in Topsham. The surge was sent to the Bowdoin generator, which destroyed switches and shorted it out.

The generator, one of two located on the campus, is supposed to provide emergency power.

The decision to evacuate Coles Tower was made after a strong electrical burn odor began wafting up to the floors. Fire personnel decided to pull the fire alarm, which actually was inoperable as a result of the blown generator.

Thompson Interns Ann St. Peter '89 and Todd Greene '89, along with security officers, climbed up to the top floor of the tower. Both interns said students were cooperative during the evacuation.

Rumors persisted among students milling outside the Tower as to whether Thursday's classes would be cancelled.

In addition, preparations were being made during the blackout by Dean of Students Kenneth A. Lewallen and College Treasurer Dudley Woodall to accommodate students living in the Tower in case power was not restored. St. Peter said students would not have stayed in the building if power remained out, due to safety threats.

Many students were told to find alternative lodging for the night. However, the power was restored at 1 a.m. and students were allowed to return to their rooms.
College buys Alpha Rho Upsilon

MICHELLE PERKINS
ORIENT Contributor

Bowdoin College is the new owner of the Alpha Rho Upsilon house, located at 238 Maine Street. The purchase of the fraternity house was finalized in May, and approved by both the house corporation and the Bowdoin College Governing Boards. Prior to the sale, the fraternity had been in financial trouble for a number of years and according to APU leaders, the debt problem was unresolved.

The fraternity would have had a mortgage payment due in 1990 which members felt they could not meet. Defaulting on the payment would have meant losing the house.

The college has always been helpful in the past, Moscyn said, and the house corporation, composed of alumni, strongly advised selling the house. The house members agreed, and approached the college in May. The end result is that the college is now the landlord, with APU leasing back the common rooms.

ARU is required to fill half the house with members, while Assistant Dean of Students Ana Brown fills the remaining rooms. Brown said it is sometimes hard to get non-members into the rooms because the students still think of the house as a fraternity house. Members of the house corporation, many of them lawyers, worked with the college on the sale and the resulting lease.

The college is now in the process of bringing the house up to college standards. For example, the exterior of the house received a new paint job; an upstairs lounge was built and the bathroom was renovated.

In addition, there were more popular additions to the house was a state-of-the-art fan installed in the bathroom that admitted to being new movement.

Viewpoint: Hiking trip unites freshmen

Dinner was over and people were milling about, introducing themselves, making friends. Sporadic games of Ultimate Frisbee and Noatball were played and seemed to end. Soon each group's two leaders were walking to groups for the disbursement of the food and the tents.

It never occurred to me or to most of the other people in my group that we would have to carry our own food and shelter. Some times the simple aspects of anything are forgotten in the rush to take care of details. I thought about how many pairs of shorts I should bring, but making sure I had enough room for food never occurred to me.

Somehow, don't ask me how, we managed to cram everything into the nicks and crannies of our packs. As the night wore on, sleeping bags were unrolled, teeth were brushed, and people wondered how they were supposed to sleep. Then we thought about how many pairs of shorts I should bring, but making sure I had enough room for food never occurred to me.

We woke to the gentle pitter-patter of rain on the roof. On a day when one had the opportunity to lie around and listen to its beat, it would have been a very pretty sounds, but that morning it sounded like a death knell. Soon we were ready to officially begin the 1989 Bowdoin Under the Sun Pre-orientation Trip. The only problems I saw were the facts that we weren't going to be at Bowdoin and we would have to spend the day under the sun. The car trip up to the trail was peaceful. Our group, composed of ten freshmen and two upperclassmen, were talking, making jokes, and laughing. We weren't really a group, just ten people meeting for the first time.

When we reached the point where we were going to enter the A.T. Appalachian Trail, we helped each other put on our packs and start the up the trail. After the first ten steps, I realized that the trail was vertical, almost vertical. I looked at Chris Meyers '99, a.k.a. our fearless leader. He smiled and said, “Nice trail, huh? This is really great!”

I looked at him again to make sure he was sure and started walking. “Nice guy,” I thought to myself. “A little deluded, but a nice guy nevertheless.”

The first day's hike was only six miles. It seemed like it was 60. My right leg ached after only a few steps. This pack is heavy and I'm going to have to sit down in a minute. This pack is heavy and I'm going to collapse very soon. This pack is an immense load, my very last blisters is killing me and it's raining a lot. What, in God's name, am I doing here? I'm sure I wasn't not the only person pondering this very philosophical question.

That night four of us sat in a wet tent and listened to that insidious rain. I thought to myself, “This trip will never be over.”

“At least it's darker than the field house,” offered one of our intrepid comrades, Bill Rohan. We had all found his optimism very funny.

The next morning, we poured the water out of our boots and began Day 2 of our trip. The only difference from yesterday was now the trail had been washed away. We hiked through a swamp and up another two peaks. Every time our little group thought we had crested the first time, there would be another to conquer. I don't think half of us, including me, would have made it, if we were not buoyed by Bonnie Berryman's unparalleled optimism in the face of some of the most wretched conditions known to man. (Well maybe they weren't the most wretched conditions known to man, but a little exaggeration is good for the soul). Bonnie was also known as Fearless Leader and Giggles. I think she liked Fearless Leader better as a nickname.

Lunch on the trail is something to look forward to. We had gorp. Good rations and peanuts, with M&M's and granola thrown in. I loved the stuff. One of our travelers, Peter Kazanoff, called it "horse feed." I don't think that he liked it. One knows one is going insane when the highlight of one's lunch is a handful of pepperoni at lunch. Process meat should never become an obsession with nobody.

After lunch we resumed our march. The sky began to alternate between closely and clear. Some of the views were spectacular. We kept on stopping and starting off into the distance, at other mountains, at clouds, whatever there was to look at.

It was our second night of camping that caused our missionary business to start. Before we knew it, every member of our team had been christened with a nickname by our two resident comedians, Kazanoff and Jonas Saldana. Unconsciously, they both caused a bonding among the group. These nicknames, and what they insinuated, were a private joke between us, something we shared with one another. Two days before we had been complete strangers. Now we were a band of 12 friends.

We are back now. It's been two weeks since we suffered and lived to laugh about our comic misfortune. We looked back on our trip and realize that it was more than accomplished its goals. Not only did we get a taste of the outdoors but learned a little about ourselves and about the others. In our rush for showers and real toilets, we didn't forget to thank our two fearless leaders, Bonnie and Kazanoff. We may have forgotten to thank another. We may have been able to have made it home without each other, but we certainly wouldn't have had as good a time.

Sean Bell is a freshman who participated in this year's pre-orientation trips.

Pre-orientation trips prove successful

AMY CAPEN
ORIENT Contributor

Despite less than perfect weather this year's pre-orientation trips were a great success.

Interest in the four-day trips was up, with 176 freshmen returning applications on time, a 50 percent increase over 1987. Each person who applied in time was accommodated, and 154 students participated in sixteen trips.

The program was coordinated by Mari Ennis '89 and Patrick Coughlin '89. Ennis was the pre-orientation coordinator in 1986, and Christian Advisor Bina Chaddha approved his application again.

Ennis decided he should apply again because the trips are "actually one of the best things at Bowdoin... freshmen tend to be rather spontaneous."

There were a number of changes and additions to the program this year.

For the first time, "trippers" spent the first night in Farley Field House. The change was made, said Chaddha, for security reasons. "No one would have been monitoring people in the dorms and everyone would have been very spread out," she said. "The field house gives everyone a chance to get acquainted."

"I just wonder if anyone got any sleep," said Coughlin. "The trip offerings were different this year as well. New choices included sea kayaking, rock climbing, and "Delving Downward," an environmental tour of Washington County sponsored by the Environmental Studies Office."

Each group was comprised of seven to 12 freshmen and two upperclassmen leaders. "One of the best things about the trips were the "trip leaders,"" said Coughlin. "I was really pleased with the quality of the leaders we had."

Coughlin said all the leaders took a weekend training seminar in wilderness first aid from Stonehearth Open Learning Opportunities (SOLO). The training seemed to have given the leaders confidence to decide to take a trip. Those who didn't participate, however, felt that they would have had an easier adjustment to Bowdoin if they had taken a trip.

The trips were advertised after the necessary "trippers" disagreed whether or not the level of difficulty was what they expected.

However, many others were surprised. Jessica MacKenzie, a cyclist, said, "It was definitely harder than I expected... but it made Orientation a lot easier. I was able to be around a lot of friends when tons of people started arriving on Sunday." Some groups are even having reunions to share negatives and memories. One tripster remarked, "I can hardly recognize the girl in my group, now that we've had a chance to shower."
About the Class of 1992...

College creates new dean position

ERIC ENGLEMAN
ORIENT Contributor

The selection for the new position of Dean of Fraternities and Student Organizations is proving to be a more time-consuming process than was expected.

The new dean will provide leadership for the 34 coeducational organizations on campus, including Bowdoin's fraternities. He or she would provide a "focus of leadership and guidance to the fraternities, improving their responsibility and commitment" to the college, according to Dean of Students Kenneth Lewallen.

The "Greek dean" will also be responsible for submitting reports and recommendations to the various campus groups.

After sending notices across the country which spell out the qualifications and responsibilities of the proposed dean, 43 applicants have expressed interest, a disappointment to the Bowdoin administration's goal of 300 applicants.

A committee will convene shortly to assess whether there is enough quality in the applicant pool to merit further investigation. If the search must continue, several representative groups within the Bowdoin community will participate in the final choice, including the Interfraternity Council (IFC), Lewallen, and a cross-section of students and faculty.

Lewallen stressed that the fraternity houses will indeed be a part of the selection process, and he stated that finally the administration "is not preaching. It's putting its money where its mouth is."

Even if the search is cut short by a lack of applicants, the administration will work toward hiring a Greek dean by the beginning of the second semester.

"Nothing is finalized, and the administration understands that," Lewallen said.

IT DIDN'T COME EASY FOR THEM EITHER

Each one had to practice. Again and again. When the biggest test came, each athlete was ready. Striving for his personal best.
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When President of the College A. Leroy Greason unveiled the long-awaited report of the Committee to Review Fraternities to the college community last spring, the fraternity system received it with mixed reactions.

Despite the expression of anger and anxiety on the part of some fraternities at the report's implications, many of the houses found the report's recommendations well-thought out, fair, predictable and reasonable. Some even suggested that not only would these recommendations serve to improve the individual houses but they would also strengthen the fraternity system as a whole and its relationship with the college administration.

After the unveiling of the report Greason recommended that the Executive Committee forward the report to the Governing Boards of the College so that they might vote upon the approval of its recommendations at their May 27, 1988 meetings. In a memorandum to the Bowdoin College community he explained that he was pushing for the quick approval of the report's recommendations because, "to delay any longer is simply to perpetuate the anxiety that has colored this year."

The Governing Boards did in fact approve 53 of the report recommendations with only minimal changes when they met on May 27. At that time these recommendations became official college policy and the responsibility of implementing this policy fell to the college administration.

One recommendation the administration opted to implement immediately was the limitation of the combined time period for rush and orientation to four weeks. The administration, however, neglected to inform the fraternities of this change until late this summer.

On Aug. 1, Dean of Students Kenneth A. Lewallen sent a letter regarding the "Report to the President from the Committee to Review Fraternities" to all of the fraternity house and corporation presidents. This letter informed the houses of the Governing Boards' approval of the report, offered them work to an Advisor for Fraternities and Student Organizations, and informed them of the college's plan to move rapidly to implement formal policies for a number of the recommendations.

House officers thus returned to campus for the start of fall semester to discover their orientation period cut by over 25% and themselves faced with limited time to prepare for a 10 day rush. In response to this discovery the Interfraternity Council sent a letter to Lewallen in which they outlined their grievances with this implementation of policy.

In an Aug. 29 letter to Lewallen the fraternities expressed their feelings that the administration had treated them unfairly because of the lack of a reasonable opportunity for discussion or debate of the actual recommendation.

The letter read, "no one from the administration gave us any clear indication that any major change in rushing and orientation that would be recommended or approved would be implemented immediately in September. We view this change as a slap in the face to the fraternities and to the relationship between the fraternities and the administration...we feel this blow is particularly unwarranted and ill-timed considering the way in which the IFC and the fraternities have made towards increasing the IFC's role and its leadership, and the many recommendations made to them...I hope you will reconsider this decision."

After receiving this letter, Lewallen met with the IFC. In a compromise with the IFC, Lewallen decided that this semester's orientation period should be extended from two and a half weeks to four weeks. All orientation activities must now be completed by Thursday, October 6.

This past week Lewallen sent a letter to the fraternities praising them for their handling of the dry rush. Lewallen said, "I think the IFC, its leadership, and the individual organizations deserve genuine recognition for their efforts. Every house seems committed to upholding College and IFC policy. Rush is as it should be: non-disruptive to the campus, yet entertaining and informative to prospective members. I plan to share my observations with the Dean of the College and the President of the College immediately. Thus far, each house, with few exceptions, has done a remarkable job, and I support your continued commitment. Please share my remarks with your respective house membership."

On the following page is what the presidents of various Greek organizations and Interfraternity Council President Jeff Patterson had to say about the IFC's letter to Lewallen and the recent developments in the implementation of the report's recommendations.
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The Experience

CORSICAN

The Corsican in Brunswick has closed its doors.

Full operations have moved to Freeport, serving the same original menu. We hope to see our Bowdoin clientele!

Open daily 11-9, closed Tuesdays.

729-8117

---

**delightful & affordable**

**The Side Door**

at 22 Lincoln

A fresh approach to casual dining, featuring gourmet sandwiches, the freshest fish, thick steaks, sumptuous bruses, and fresh pasta. All this, and live entertainment weekends, too.

Celebrating 10 years of service to the Brunswick area!

---

**PARENTS!**

Give your college student a very special care package! An Ice Cream Cake from Ben & Jerry's for birthdays, study breaks, exams, surprises, rainy days...

Call and order your cake today.

Free Delivery  (207) 725-2723
96 Maine Street, Brunswick
JEFF PATTSONNER, Interfraternity Council President

In the letter to Dean (Kenneth) Lewallen we were not necessarily arguing with the philosophy of completing rush and orientation within a four week period, but the administration was cutting down our orientation period by over 25 percent. We were being given so little time to rethink our orientation schedule that we felt that was unreasonable. The fraternities never received any letter updating us on action concerning the fraternity review report recommendations until August 1. At that time they informed us that the report had been passed in its entirety by the Governing Boards of the College. They updated us on the search for a new student organizations dean and also informed us that the college would have to implement certain policies immediately. One recommendation they decided to implement immediately was the limitation of rush and orientation to four weeks. It did not seem a reasonable, appropriate request to cut down our orientation time without giving us adequate time.

What was really shocking to me was that the fraternity review committee recommendations call for building up the fraternity system again while at the same time you have the fraternities making positive changes of their own. And that we were seeing a destructive move by the administration in the way of making a change like that without giving us adequate time. Nowhere does it give an explanation of why some things had to be implemented immediately and why some could wait — it just didn't seem to make sense.

The foundation of the letter was the feeling of the fraternities that we had cooperated with the review committee and with what the administration was doing and that it seemed the end of spring semester was not a reasonable time for the report to be released. It didn't offer us an appropriate or reasonable opportunity to express our feelings or thoughts. It seemed to me

I think we were all under the impression — that when the president of the college called for the review of the fraternities that the committee would review the system, and then the college would take the recommendations and get the response from the college and the student body, and then it would make its decision based on the recommendations and the response. We didn't think they'd say, "Hey, you had your chance to speak back in September and September and that was it!” We didn't have an opportunity really to work on it because it wasn't released until right before finals, and that was wrong. To me successful policies don't happen when the party being affected feel like they have played some role in the decision-making process. We didn't expect to be able to make our own policies, but leaving us some opportunity to play any role in the final policy change seems to me like it would lead to an unsuccessful change or a mistake like it did here.

The report criticized the administration for having a shallow relationship with the fraternities before. The long-seem element to rebuilding the system is to first establish a strong working, cooperative relationship between the fraternities and the administration and this was clearly not being done in this case. Instead the administration was turning around and giving back to what it has always done in the past by leaving the fraternities out of a role at such a key time.

The IFC feels very much in the dark as to how the college is going to fit the fraternity system into the college schedule to keep them from being isolated from the rest of the student body. We ourselves would like to play an active role in solving some of these changes, but to avoid creating circumstances such as what happened this fall with the change in orientation we would like to hear clearly from the dean and the president of the college what their plan is for addressing the committee's recommendations and establishing the policy changes.

KEVIN STOEHR, Zeta Psi President

I'd say that the letter from the Interfraternity Council to the administration was very appropriate considering the facts of the letter. We have cooperated with the administration in response to the fraternity review report which came out at the end of spring semester right before exams.

As far as policies that have been implemented by the administration so far in regards to rush and orientation, I feel that a 10 day rush period is sufficient time to get to know the freshmen who are rushing. I'm very glad the administration extended the orientation period to four weeks as two and a half was ridiculous for an orientation period.

I would hope and expect that from here on in the Interfraternity Council and the administration will be working hand in hand in making the fraternities and the College system a whole, a better place.

STANLEY BLAKE, Delta Sigma House President

As far as the letter is concerned, its main complaint is in the change in the fraternity schedule. That doesn't pertain to Delta Sig. We don't have an orientation, so it doesn't bother us that it's been changed to four weeks. We signed the letter because we had no problems with anything it said.

The immediate changes don't really affect Delta Sig, but some of the things that are going to happen are going to affect Delta Sig. What's bad is what some of the things passed by the Governing Boards can be implemented now and some can't. Some things will happen in the future. What worries us is that we don't know when that's going to be.

One of the recommendations has to do with their appointment of the person in charge of fraternity relations. I know they haven't done that and that's a problem because they're trying to make changes and they really need a person to take care of it.

It would be nice if the college would keep a little more informed of what they're going to do so we can conform and comply with college policy.

Prospective Theta Delta Chi drops watch Monday Night Football.

BRIAN DEVEAUVE, THETA DELTA CHI PRESIDENT

It seemed to me that what the administration wanted to do is to accomplish through this report was to pull the fraternities and the school closer together. It appeared that one of their major goals was to establish better relations with the Greek system as a whole, and this was clearly not being done in this case. Instead the administration was turning around and giving back to what it has always done in the past by leaving the fraternities out of a role at such a key time.

The IFC feels very much in the dark as to how the college is going to fit the fraternity system into the college schedule to keep them from being isolated from the rest of the student body. We ourselves would like to play an active role in solving some of these changes, but to avoid creating circumstances such as what happened this fall with the change in orientation we would like to hear clearly from the dean and the president of the college what their plan is for addressing the committee's recommendations and establishing the policy changes. What I really saw out of the whole report was that the school wanted to establish a better relationship with the fraternities, and one of my major gripes was that by not telling us earlier about these changes they were stalling us in the back. I think Dean (Kenneth) Lewallen's been good through all of this, because as much as they were telling us, it was good of him and the administration to reconsider and extend initiation period to four weeks.

When they came out and told us about the changes involving rush and orientation we didn't fully find out until August 1. Certainly we weren't provided ample time to take these changes into consideration. What I really saw out of the whole report was that the school wanted to establish a better relationship with the fraternities, and one of my major gripes was that by not telling us earlier about these changes they were stalling us in the back. I think Dean (Kenneth) Lewallen's been good through all of this, because as much as they were telling us, it was good of him and the administration to reconsider and extend initiation period to four weeks.

I think that if the administration expects us to be honest, sincere, and informed then we'd like them to be the same for us. I do think that their coming along and doing all of this for us will help the system as a whole, but if they expect us to be honest with them then they have to be honest with us.

ANDREW ROBERTS, Pi Upsilon President

The extension of the orientation period to four weeks was nice, but I wasn't fighting for it. It wasn't a big thing for me — it wasn't really a big deal for our house because we don't have any kind of a long term orientation.

I'm glad that the Dean (Dean of Students Kenneth A. Lewallen) has recognized that we've done a really good job — that we've come up with alternative activities during this dry rush. We feel, me and my house, that we've done a really good job in meeting the freshmen, especially with no alcohol coloring our conversations with them. We've gotten to know them at a more important level. You really get to know them and what their daily life is like.

I'm pleased with the way the whole Greek system has responded to the dry rush. We've settled down to very creative and interesting ways of dealing with dry rush. I'm happy with the way dry rush has been handled by the whole fraternity system.
Public urination puts
Deke house on probation

Delta Kappa Epsilon was placed on social probation by Dean of Students Kenneth Lewallen last Thursday for misconduct, including public urination.

The probation, which ends Oct. 9, is the result of misconduct by Deke house members on their traditional end-of-the-year “booze cruise” last spring. According to Lewallen, the cruise involved “public misbehavior, illegal drinking, public urination, and embarrassment to the college community.”

Lewallen said the social probation is a period of time for Deke members to reflect on their misconduct and to organize ways in which to develop and grow from the experience.

In addition to placing Deke on social probation, Lewallen also gave the house four objectives to be met by the end of probation. Current Deke house members must “perform appropriate public service” in Lincoln County, in which Deke’s misconduct occurred.

Lewallen also asked Deke to find a suitable alternative to the traditional “booze cruise” this spring. The misbehavior will not cause the termination of other fraternity “booze cruises,” although Lewallen referred to “boozes cruises” as bad ideas in general.

In addition, Deke must also provide the campus with “a well-publicized program addressing the issue of alcohol and substance abuse.” This educational program results from the part that alcohol abuse played in Deke’s “cruise” problem last spring.

Finally, Deke is required to apologize in writing to the Sheriff’s Department in Lincoln County. When asked about the problems that developed from the “boozes cruises,” Deke President Tom Groves ’90 said, “I fully understand the extent of Deke’s mistake, and I feel that the administration has handled the problem well.

“I am pleased to see the administration looking toward positive reparations for Deke such as community service and an alcohol awareness program. Hopefully this will be a lesson from which all fraternities at Bowdoin can learn.”

Lewallen said, “Throughout this process, I have been impressed by the manner in which the Deke house and corporate leadership have addressed the issues. Student leaders and corporate advisors have already begun developing changes which will clearly result in more responsible social programming.”
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Greason gives address

President A. LeRoy Greason’s annual convocation last Wednesday detailed the virtues of a liberal arts education for avoiding substance abuse and pre-professionalism.

A portion of the Bowdoin community gathered in the First Parish Church to worship in the 1988-89 school year with Greason’s speech on Aug. 31.

Greason claimed the concerns of the college to things that formerly institutionalized people valued most: the need for someone who cares regardless, a home-like atmosphere, and a place free from substance abuse.

Greason focused his remarks on this third point. He mentioned various ways in which students abuse a liberal arts education in much the same way as intoxicating substances, by going through “drugged.”

Greason used the explanations of peer pressure and the fear of work as to why some students prefer to take the “medicated route” through the liberal arts education.

Greason also mentioned abusing the liberal arts education by turning one’s years at Bowdoin into a pre-professional grind. Pre-professionals, said Greason, “are in danger of turning their liberal arts opportunity into vocational training...they want the practical stuff.”

In addition, Greason commented on what Bowdoin can offer its students. This year’s budget is over $40 million...for teaching, research, for operating libraries and laboratories, dormitories and dining rooms, for scholarships and loans, and, a varied curriculum, he said.

Greason also mentioned the array of extra-curricular activities Bowdoin offers. On the subject of fraternities he said, “Our fraternities hold the potential for being both educational in a broad sense and recreational and social too, and this year they are being challenged and supported as never before in their efforts to realize that potential.”

In closing Greason stated, “You will be leaving this part of the experience in four years. And when you do, when you say farewell to this institution Bowdoin, I hope you will have found some who care — regard of your personal place and freedom from every medication that will hinder you from living the promise that lies ahead.”
Orientation places emphasis on academics

REBECCA AUSTIN
ORIENT Staff

New Student Orientation was quite different this year, due to changes in its length and focus. Orientation was shortened from seven days to four. According to administrators, the shorter length allowed new students to be rested for the start of classes.

Another prominent change centered upon an attempt by the administration to try and have a more academic focus and strike a balance between introducing academic life and social life.

To make the orientation more academic, freshmen were sent Toni Morrison's novel "Sula," and asked to read it before arriving at Bowdoin. Small discussion groups were led by faculty and staff, including President A. LeRoy Geason.

In addition, a forum entitled "Academics at Bowdoin" presented faculty and students discussing collegiate expectations and the nature of a liberal arts education. A session called "Who's Who" introduced various staff members to the freshmen.

Student life at Bowdoin was also approached in new ways this year. Instead of the "Building Bridges," workshop which had been offered in the past, the freshmen attended a panel called "Beyond the Classroom," discussing topics such as relationships, alcohol, and sexual harassment.

Another new social event was the Luau sponsored by the Bowdoin Dining Service and featuring Hawaiian food.

Responsible for the changes was the Orientation Subcommittee of Student Life, comprised of faculty, students, and staff. Most of the committee's proposals for a New Student Orientation were adopted.

William Frosch, student activities coordinator and a member of the Orientation Subcommittee, said, "Considering the work we did with making proposals and changes in orientation, I think we met our goal for what we were trying to achieve." Ana Brown, Assistant Dean of Students, said the shorter orientation assured that "the students weren't burnt out before class started."

"We've gotten really good response from students and faculty," said Bina Chaddha, freshman advisor. "The freshmen have to start out on the right foot and keep the momentum going."

---

Alpha Beta Phi perseveres

JAMIE WATT
ORIENT Contributor

As most Greek organizations are busy coming up with rush activities, the sorority is coping with a much bigger problem. Its members don't have a house.

Alpha Beta Phi lost its house, located on Harpswell Road, when its landlord, Robert Home, opted to turn the house into a bed and breakfast. Due to the somewhat precarious relationship with their landlord, the women of Alpha Beta Phi had always been a little unsure of the state of the lease on their house. Yet it still came as a blow when Home decided to repurpose the house last spring. With little time or options left, most of the women applied for school housing and now live spread out over campus.

Alpha Beta Phi, Bowdoin's unrecognized sorority, was founded in 1983 by a group of women who were unsatisfied with what the school's Greek organizations had to offer. Despite the co-ed statues of the other houses, this group felt they were extremely male-dominated with limited opportunities for female leadership. Rather than struggle to attain their share of authority, they decided to branch off and begin their own sorority.

At the outset, Alpha Beta Phi had neither a national chapter, nor a house on campus. With these very unfavorable odds the group still managed to hold together and eventually acquired a house. Located across from Alpha Kappa Sigma, the women now had a place to call their own and it looked as though they might have beaten the odds. The house traditionally had a stronger second semester rush and did not have any problem finding freshmen pledges. However, just as the sorority was getting it's roots in the ground, another obstacle presented itself.

The general mood of the women seems to be frustration as they have been swimming upstream since the beginning, yet there is not a feeling of futility or severe animosity towards the landlord or the administration. As President Wendy Carlson said, "a sorority is more than a house" and the absence of a separate building will not eliminate the existence of the group.
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Two Tom Stoppard shows to hit GHQ Theatre

LIZZ MILLAN
ORIENT Staff

There were some rhythmic shakings emanating from the Maine Lounge during the Student Activists' student union on Tuesday. Their origins were the band Mikata. Fusing the sounds of Brazil, North and South America, and African funk, Mikata describes their particular groove as "world beat" music. Among the lines of the group Casselberry-Dupree, who performed here last year, Mikata is a popular dance band with a message.

Songs such as "World Upside Down," "Media" make strong social and political commentary on the prejudice and repression not only in the countries whose cultures have influenced the band, but everywhere.

Mikata have one album out, "Gang Gang Dance," and plan to go into recording this winter for another. Yet their real power is in their live show.

Their performance on Sunday was exciting to watch as well as listen in. Dressed in brightly colored costumes and jewelry, the three lead singers writhed and sang, begging the audience at every break between songs to participate.

Alternating between slow ballads and dance jams, Mikata never stopped moving. One song, "Work Your Body," brought just about everyone on the dance floor and to the floor. At the end of another number the entire ensemble ( nine people) pulled up different percussion instruments, hopped off the stage, and led the audience across the room in an interpretative dance and there to the floor. Theirs was a free-form, unstructured jam, regardless of shape, sex, color, or shoe size, together, lost in the moment and shows them a good time.

Their music and their message echo the same theme - we are all the same, on this earth together, so we might as well have some fun.

The stage of the George H. Quincy Memorial is in the Bowl. Performances are English comedies written by Tom Stoppard.

The plays were selected in the spring. The works selected were submitted by Jennifer James '90 and Jeff Spear '99.

"We thought it was funny that we picked 'After Magritte' and 'The Real Inspector Hound'; it's worked well, becoming the theme of the opening," James said.

James describes "After Magritte," which begins with a seemingly absurd situation which progresses to its logical end. A bizarre London family is accused of performing illegal operations on immigrant musicians by an overambitious detective. But when asked for their versions of what really happened, none of the characters can agree on the truth of the matter.

"It's a comedy about perception. The characters in the play have all witnessed the same event but they draw very different conclusions from it," James said.

The cast, chosen last spring, includes Sarah Williams '99, Margot Downs '99, Louise Fredericks '90, Jack Cahill '99 and Al Mauro '89.

All five actors play roles in "The Real Inspector Hound" as well. "It's interesting to watch one play and then to see the same actors come out and play completely different characters in the next play," James said.

In addition to the ensemble cast, Dave Mittel '89, Matt Arbour '91 and Julie Feltin '91, will appear in "The Real Inspector Hound," directed by Jeff Spear.

In "The Real Inspector Hound," Stoppard uses the structure of a play within a play to comment on the themes of participation and criticism. It takes place in a theatre where everyone has something to lose. They all have come to see the premiere of a murder mystery. Events take a turn for the unexpected when the critics are pulled into the act and unwittingly become participants in the play or do they?

The interesting structure of the play within the play provides the focus for Stoppard's message, while the satire of traditional British murder mysteries provides laughs.

Freshman, transfer students and exchanges are invited to preview the plays on Wednesday, Sept. 14 at 8 p.m. There will be a reception following the performance, where new students who are interested may meet with members of Mikata and Gown, the college's dramatic society, and discuss opportunities to participate in all aspects of theatre at Bowdoin from directing, acting and playwriting to technical theatre and costume.

General viewing begins on Thursday. The plays will also be shown on Friday and Saturday nights. All performances begin at 8 p.m.

"We really encourage people to come on Thursday if they can because we have a problem seating people on Friday and Saturday nights," James said.

Tickets will be available in the Student Office, free with a Bowdoin ID. Remaining tickets can be obtained at the box office at 6:30 p.m. the night of the performance.

NRBQ rocks Bowdoin

GENEVIEVE ANDERSON
ORIENT Staff

They are billed in Rolling Stone magazine as "the greatest party band in America," and they are playing here at Bowdoin tonight.

The New Rhythm and Blues Quartet (NRBQ) have a legendary reputation built on the music they have created together for the past 20 years. The Student Union Committee is sponsoring these rock and roll dinosaurs to liven up a dry night of rush.

Singing about such things as "Wacky Tobacky" and "Ridin' in my Car," NRBQ play a jumping, stomping, mix of jazz, rock, country, soul, R&B and swing.

NRBQ consists of four people: Terry Adams (piano and vocals), Joey Spampinato (bass), Al Anderson (guitar), and Tom Ardoino (drums).

NRBQ have recorded 12 records, and together the LP's reflect their humorous attitude towards their considerable musical talent. Although they have yet to break into the mainstream of popular music, NRBQ have written songs recorded by Bonnie Raitt and Dave Edmunds.

They have also made an album with wrestling celebrity Captain Lou Albano. In their 20 year history they have established an almost cultish following including fans such as Keith Richards, Pat Metheny and Elvis Costello. Definitive showmen, NRBQ have as much fun on stage as they want their audience to have watching.

The show tonight promises to be a unique combination of comedy and good music. You might not know what to expect but it is guaranteed to be fun.

The circus will start at 8:30 p.m. in Morrell Gymnasium. Admission is free for Bowdoin students with I.D. cards, and $5 for the general public.
Computer department witnesses rapid expansion

RICH LITTLEHALE
ORIENT Contributor

Bowdoin is a college rich in history, everything from viewing Nathaniel Hawthorne's signature at Matriculation to aimed/lavish Massachusetts Hall serves to remind students here that they are carrying on a proud tradition. And yet we live in a world of constant change, "Out with the old, in with the new" has been our culture's cardinal philosophy in everything from medicine and biology to politics and business administration.

One would expect, therefore, to find the signs of technological advance in a progressive educational institution like Bowdoin. As it turns out, one would not be disappointed; one area in particular which the College is faithfully keeping pace with is that of microcomputers, and academic computing in general. In the past few years much progress has been made towards providing students with exceptional personal computing resources, and the most positive step yet was taken only months before the College's opening this Fall.

Bowdoin College has only been actively supporting the expansion of microcomputer facilities for a short time. Before this period of involvement the College looked on the situation in general with what Peter Miller, Manager of Academic Computing, called "sympathetic disinterest." His colleague, Mr. Harry Hopcroft (Microcomputer Coordinator), attributed the current state of affairs, i.e. that of much-increased microcomputer availability and recognition, to be the result of a "convergence of enthusiasm" on the part of many interested parties.

Among these were the then recently-appointed professor of Computer Science, Allen Tucker, the Dean for Planning and General Administration, Thomas Hochstetler, and various other members of the faculty and staff who shared their recognition of the need for additional computing resources. The resultant allocation of funds allowed the current three-year plan for improvement to begin.

As recently as two years ago, the only access Bowdoin students had to computers was through some twenty-two terminals networked into the school mainframe. At the beginning of last year, however, the College decided to invest in twelve microcomputers (the units more commonly known as desktop or home computers), namely, six Apple Macintoshes and six IBM PCs. A few more were added during the course of the year, and one Macintosh was upgraded, but all in all it was really only the first step.

What followed was the previously mentioned "convergence of enthusiasm" and subsequent budget increases, encouraged in part by the traffic tangles that were inevitable with so few machines. The additional funds permitted the purchase of twenty additional Macintoshes at the beginning of this year, as well as an upgrade on the Ethernet terminal network's mainframes (including the purchase of new mainframes and software) and the procurement of additional printing resources.

Much progress has been made of late in other areas involving computers as well, including:

* The College has made available for students' use a number of laser printers. These printers' high resolution allows students preparing resumes, theses, and other such important documents the superior print quality that they require. Unfortunately, due to the high cost of operating such machines, the laser printers will soon be available only for such projects as are mentioned above. There will be no loss of printing capability, however, as the College will replace each laser printer with a pair of dot matrix machines.

* Smaller computer labs are springing up in discipline-specific areas, including a fairly exclusive one belonging to the Psychology Department (only approved students can use it) and a more broadly available language lab in Sills, the only criterion for non-departmental use being that no student with a higher claim to the machine than the non-departmental user needs it.

* The College has encouraged students to acquire their own computers as well, and to that end has entered into contracts with Apple Computers and IBM to supply machines at a substantial discount to students. The Moulton Union bookstore has begun stocking computer peripherals to support the growing number of personally owned micros on campus, including items such as surge suppressors, blank disks, and fanfold printer paper.

While these notes give a good picture of what is available to Bowdoin students at this time, it is hard to say what the future will bring with any degree of certainty. There are, however, a few things worth mentioning:

* Apple Computers is holding a "Macfest", a fair-like display of their products, in the Moulton Union Main Lounge on October 14th. For those of you who haven't yet decided on purchasing a computer, but want to look into it a little further, stopping by this show would probably be a good idea.

* The Academic Computing Department is always open to students who wish to explore computers as a learning tool more seriously than they had before, and their policy of encouraging creative and innovative use of micros and computers in general is sure to keep Bowdoin moving along with the times. So even if you cannot at present imagine using a computer without it using you, give them a call; it's their job to help, after all.

One might wonder, having discovered all this, what the students have to say about these opportunities. The question "Do you think Bowdoin's computer facilities are adequate for your needs?" was posed to a number of Bowdoin students. Responses varied from the noncommittal to the vehement, and took both sides of the issue.

Henry Wong '92, a computer center student monitor; "[the facilities are] heading in the right direction."

Jeffrey Zeman '92; "From what I've read and the [material] I received it looks great."

Obviously, there is a broad spectrum of opinion about Bowdoin's computer facilities expressed here, even among such a limited group of quotations. There is as a result little in the way of advice that anyone can pass on to the student body as a whole; it is safe to say, however, that it would most likely be worthwhile to check out the microcomputer facilities here, and see how they can help you. The times, after all, are changing, and it's not a good idea to be left behind.

---
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Polar Bears look to gridiron opener

**BONNIE BRYMAN**

**ORIENT Staff**

After posting a 5-3 record last year, the 1986 Bowdoin College football team is eager to pick up right where it left off in winning style.

Coach Howard Vandersee said experience will be the key to the season. "We haven't experienced players returning this year. Last year's team was a sophomore team. This year is more of a junior team," he said.

With 31 lettermen returning, experience is certainly not a problem on this team.

Veteran quarterback Ryan Stafford '89 will be returning to lead the Bowdoin offense. Stafford, a co-captain, is a talented athlete with a strong arm and keen ability to read the opposition's defense.

Stafford possesses the ability to read the defense and deautobase at the line of scrimmage. Vandersee calls him another "coach on the field."

His 921 passing yardage and 102.4 efficiency rating were career bests for the senior quarterback.

Veterans John Sousa '89, Tim Leland '89, Thomas Bilodeau '90, and Michael Cavanaugh '90 will be the prime targets for Stafford's passes this season. Last season Cavanaugh led the team in pass receiving yardage with 306 yards and scored two touchdowns.

The Polar Bear's running game will be forced to deal with the loss of Gregg Bohman, the explosive force in the Bowdoin backfield last season. Gerry Cronin '89, Brian Devereux '90, Richard Lestibury '90, and Paul Popo '90 all have a shot at becoming this year's star rusher.

This year's offensive line will prove to play a decisive role in the success of the Polar Bear attack. Experienced veterans make up the majority of this year's starters.

Taking over the duties as center is junior William Bombeti. Also returning this year are Vincent Carrara '90, William Mackey '89, and Timothy Turner '91.

The defense will be a key factor in the number of wins this year. Last year's defense allowed only 131 points, in comparison to the 162 which the offense scored.

This year's defense has the potential to be even better. The linemen in Bowdoin's 5-2 look are all very talented and experienced athletes.

Co-captain Edward Daft '89, a pre-season All-American candidate, returns for the Bears at middle guard. Daft, the strongest player on the roster, registered a team-high four sacks last season.

Along with ends Dave Otto '89 and Scott Wilkin '90 and tackles Steve Wojcik '89 and Jeff Kent '90, the defensive front is the strongest area on the entire team. Wilkin, along with Daft, registered four sacks last year.

This looks to be a good year for junior Richard Arena, who will be starting at linebacker for the first time. Arena's 53 tackles in '87 placed him right at the top with other defensive members of the team.

The secondary is a solid one as well. Defensive back Terence Conroy '89, will return for the Bowdoin squad. Conroy put in an impressive performance last year, making 57 tackles and two interceptions.

Senior Kenneth McLaughlin, who led the team with four interceptions last year, will also be returning. Strong safety Mike Burnett '89, who had 46 tackles and 3 interceptions returns to add his experience to the Bears.

Returning to the Bowdoin gridiron is place kicker Rick Saretta, a seasoned veteran, who is very "consistent and accurate," say Vandersee.

Look for John Hartnett '91 to do the punting this year. Last year, Hartnett averaged 39 yards per punt, his longest a 57 yard kick.

Lance Conrad '91 advances the ball in last fall's soccer action on Pickard Field. Photo by Dave Wilby.

**Harriers off and running**

**TONY JACCAGI**

**ORIENT Staff**

To say that this year's men's cross country team is young would be an understatement.

Fifteen of the 18 runners on the team are either freshmen or sophomores, and four of the five returning lettermen have not been around long enough to know what wet rush is.

As the team prepares for its first meet against the University of Maine and the University of Southern Maine on Saturday, Sept. 17, things are beginning to fall into line. For the first time in four years the Bears will be hosting a meet, using the trails around Pickard Field and sections of the campus.

The Polar Bears are led by senior captain Tod Dillon, who has received all-NESCAC and all-Maine honors during his career. Unfortunately due to injury, Dillon may not be able to run in the team's first meet and Coach Peter Slovensky feels it is going to be quite a battle without him.

Two new runners to watch this season will be freshmen William Callahan and Matthew Siegel, both of whom have run quite well this fall.

Others to watch for the Polar Bear harriers this fall will be returning lettermen John Dougherty '91, Lance Hickey '90, Bredic Vickerman '90, Ed Boag '91, and Sean Hale '91.

**Co-captain I.C. Daft '89 will continue to bolster the Bowdoin defense this fall. Photo by Asaf Farashuddin.**

Sheehan '91, who has excellent speed, and freshmen Jim Hanschew, a quarterback, and Earl Stancil, linebacker. Vandersee's squad will kick off the season with a home game against Middlebury on Sept. 24.

**Veterans lead men's soccer**

**PETER GOLDMAN**

**ORIENT Contributor**

Last year, the Bowdoin men's soccer team used valuable experience to post a strong 4-8-2 record, while narrowly missing the ECAC playoffs. For this year's team to repeat last year's success, it must overcome the loss of four valuable players.

Graduated from the 1987 squad are co-captains Scott Farrell and Rich Adams, and midfielder Stathis Mantamatis. David Novaria is also gone, having transferred to Brandeis University.

Three of the four were defenders, leaving the defense as this year's primary concern. "Last year we had a good, solid defense which played well throughout the year. We are anxious to get that back this year," said Coach Tim Gilbride.

"If we can set a solid defense quickly, I am optimistic about the upcoming year," he said.

Returning defensive starter is Blair Dils '90. He will be joined by Amin Khadurri '91, who was a substitute most of the year for the injured Farrell, and Andy Roberts '90, as the only experienced defenders.

This year's co-captains are Karl Maier '89 and John Sceor '90. Both are midfielders. Gilbride said, "Both are hard-working individuals who are setting a good example for the rest of the team. In addition to their outstanding work habits, both have good personalities and are well- respected off the field as well as on. "They help to provide a good working atmosphere for the rest of the team."

Also returning for the Polar Bears are striker Lance Conrad '89 and midfielder Dirk Asherman '90. The two were among the team's leading scorers a year ago and should continue to help the offense this season. Two year lettermen Chris Garbaccio '89 and Bob Schulte '90 have come back to pre-season in strong condition as well. Anchoring the team's defense will be returning goalkeepers Will Waldron '90 and Bruce Wilson '80.

Both alternated with the graduated Peter Levitt for playing time last year.

Gilbride did not rule out the possibility of the two alternating again this season. "Both have varsity experience last year and played well when asked to. I don't know if one will win the position outright or if I will alternate as last year.

The team appears to repeat its 1987 performance. The opening game against Amherst College should be one of the Polar Bear's tougher games. Amherst was one of the three NESCAC teams, along with Williams College and Middlebury College, selected for the ECAC playoffs a year ago.

The Polar Bears face current New England Division 3 number one Williams later in the season. A win against either Amherst or Williams may mean the difference in making the playoffs this year.

"We have the potential to do as well as we did last year. We need to build a solid defensive foundation and work from there," said Gilbride.

**NEXT WEEK'S PREVIEWS:**

Women's Soccer

Rugby

Golf

Sailing

Water Polo

Exclusive interview with Tom Aldrich '88
Wald, Andrew to lead spikers

BRETT WICKARD
ORIENT Staff

Having only lost one person from last year's team, the women's volleyball team hopes to improve on its 16-13 finish from last year.

Coach Lynn Ruddy was impressed with the team's preparation for this season. "Everyone's in good shape and ready to play," Ruddy said.

The team is counting on the fine play of co-captains Jenny Wald and Karen Andrew. Both return to the team with All-State distinctions from last year's play. According to Ruddy, sophomore Michelle Melendez and Abby Joosmal will also play key roles in the success of the team. The team also looks forward to the return of Laura Rusor, who is an "excellent setter," according to Ruddy.

Besides the loss of only one player, the team welcomes the fine newcomer of Ellen Williamson, Ingrid Gustafson, and Maria Matsuoka.

Tennis returns stronger

BLAIR DILS
ORIENT Ass. Sports Editor

The Bowdoin women's tennis team, with several returning starters, is eager in anticipation as the 1988 campaign quickly approaches.

Much of this excitement can be attributed to first-year coach, Paul Baker. Baker brings to Bowdoin many years of experience: head tennis and squash coach at the Millbrook School in New York, tennis director of the prestigious Windridge Tennis Camp in Jeffersonville, Vt., and a successful career as both a tennis and squash player at Colorado College in his undergraduate days.

Women runners replete with talent

TONY JACCAGI
ORIENT Staff

This year's women's cross country team is off and running, as they prepare for a season which coach Peter Slovisky feels will be a very competitive one.

The team's first and only home meet will be held on Saturday, Sept. 17 as the Polar Bears play host to strong Division I teams from Brown University and the University of Maine.

The Black and White are coming off of a successful season last year in which Bowdoin finished third in place out of 23 teams at the ECAC Division III Championships. This year's team consists of seven returning letterwinners.

The Polar Bears are led by senior co-captains Deanna Hodgkin and Rosie Dougherty. Hodgkin is in a three-year varsity winner as well as an all-Maine, all-NECAC and all-ECAC honors recipient.

Dougherty is also a three-year letter winner. Coach Slovisky states that the two co-captains are excellent leaders and create a good running work ethic which inspires the team.

Also looking forward to a strong season is senior co-captain Colin Beard, junior Laura Ingraham, and senior Catherine Gradek, who was a key person on last year's team.

The team returns home after a week of practice and a win over the University of Maine. This year's team will certainly be a big test for the Polar Bears.

Ornery defense factors in field hockey success

ERIKA GUSTAFSON
ORIENT Staff

The Bowdoin field hockey team returns this fall under the leadership of co-captains Kate Erda '89 and Kathy McDermott '90. Despite the loss of some key scorers from last year's squad, the combination of strong returning starters and talented freshmen should prove to be a successful season.

Coach Sally LaPointe commented on the overflow of skilled players trying out for the varsity team. "It's the hardest year yet to decide. It is definitely the best total group ever," she said.

Last year's squad finished at 9-5-1. The team lost in the semifinals of the NIAC playoffs to Williams College where they played outstandingly well.

The success of the season will depend on the defense. Lyn Warner, a sophomore goalkeeper and 1987 All Maine selection, returns looking stronger than ever. With Warner's experience in goal and a tough returning defensive unit, the team also looks to improve upon a defense that allowed only 13 goals last season.

The two captains, along with senior veterans Kathy McDermott '88, are the backbone of the team's defense. Michelle Godbout '91, Kerrie McDevitt '90, Nancy Beverage '91, and Margaret Danenbarger '90, round out the defensive corps.

"Nothing will get by us this year," McDermott said.

Although the team lost three forwards from last year, scoring machine Sheila Carroll '90, and freshmen Alex Gehring, Beth Succop and Sara Board should more than make up for the gap left by the graduates.

There is no doubt that there is an abundance of talent, yet the key to the success of the season will rely on how the players work together as a team.

"Everyone is enthusiastic and that's important on a team," Erda said.
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Memories of days gone by

Members of the class of 1992 were not treated to a rush in the traditional Bowdoin style this fall. Indeed, the rush they saw was not even equal to last year. Perhaps this is an indicator of the shape of things to come, and these changes are inevitable. But we don't have to like it. And we don't.

We can not blame the leadership of the respective fraternities, who went the extra yard to comply with the dry policies instituted last year. Whatever feelings may have been in the past about dry rush, and there were indeed strong feelings on both sides, these ideas had pod the test of time and are here to stay. Upperclassmen and alumni who recall fondly the days of traditional rush may complain, but it seems that drop classes have remained fairly large. This proves one point that the fraternities have maintained throughout the controversy: Greek life is about more than drinking.

In this spirit, house leadership this fall took on new social and interesting rush activities which kept the fraternities full of prospective members over the past week. In addition, controversy with the new rules has been enforced by the fraternities themselves with fairness and honesty. For this, house officers and members are to be commended in the strongest terms, as well as the leadership of the Inter-Fraternity Council. They bargained in good faith.

We wish we could say as much for the administration as a whole. There are, of course, situations where the word, sometimes under great pressure, in order to be fair with the fraternities. But there are also those who are responsible for the severe cutsback suffered by the fraternities in amount of time they will be allowed for orientation of new members. We share the feelings of the fraternities that the new rules for orientation period undermine the very purpose of fraternities, that is, to foster a sense of community on a campus where provisions for social life are sometimes lacking.

But perhaps even more disturbing than the rules themselves is the fact that they were sprung on the fraternities on such short notice. The IFC has expressed feelings that they were not treated fairly in being given notice of the new rules shortly before the beginning of the new academic year. They suggested that a year is a more adequate length of time to prepare for such a drastic change than a few days or even an entire summer, and we can not help but agree with them. Rush and orientation are key features of any fraternity, and how well-organized a rush or orientation is can make or break a house for a period of a few years, or indeed change the course of the history of the house. This leads us to question the motives of the administration in shortening orientation by over 25 percent. Does the college believe a student can get to know a house better in a shorter period of time? We know that this is not only the function of rush and not orientation, but the flexible nature of fraternities at Bowdoin, compared to larger schools with more traditional Greek life puts the roles of the two events in a different light. We do not believe the interests of modern fraternities can be served by this severely curtailed orientation and rush.

We share the frustration the IFC expressed in its recent letter to Dean Lewallen. They feel they have been not only cheated and misled, but almost doubly insulted by the new rules and the cavalier manner in which they were implemented. This fall’s development reveals a disturbing lack of good faith on the part of several members of the administration. How can we take seriously their allegations of immaturity and unreasoned behavior on the part of fraternities when they are the ones who have answered sincere attempts to bring about harmony and cooperation with a slap in the face?
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Letter
Alumnus reacts to Fraternity Review Committee Report

The recent report on fraternities at Bowdoin, while comprehensive in its scope and undoubtedly long overdue in many of its aspects, is seriously flawed. Sadly omitted is any objective appraisal of the role which fraternities and sororities play in the psychological development of youth by virtue of their being one sex organizations. This seems to be based on the unexamined value judgment that any institutionalization of gender specific social groupings is bad, and therefore ought to be abolished.

I would not want to indicate that there is no need for reform of the fraternity system at Bowdoin. There are significant problems, and the report is candid in placing some of the blame on the treatment fraternities have had from the college in the past. The report fails to examine the sociological nature of fraternities, however, even superficially.

Individuals need, not only in their formative years, but even on into adult life, opportunities to develop their identities in a gender specific context. A boy naturally seeks out other boys to play with while growing up. This social interaction on the peer level is absolutely essential for the boy's development of his identity as a male. Girls do the same thing. If deprived of this opportunity, or if an individual has difficulties in this regard, serious psychological difficulties and abnormal social adjustments may develop. Perhaps the social phenomenon of gay and lesbian personal identities is a consequence of this basic need not being met in our society.

Since Bowdoin has only just become a coeducational college, it may be that the justifiable enthusiasm for coeducation has clouded our vision and caused us to overlook an aspect of Bowdoin which nobody considered might be lost because it was taken for granted. I am referring to the way in which character and male identity developed within the context of an all-male college. The male to male bonding is lasting friendships is one of the important aspects of the "Bowdoin character." It may be largely responsible for the astonishing accomplishments of Bowdoin alumni, and it assuredly contributes to the unique bonds of affection which alumni feel for their college. I submit that this is implicit in "The Oyer of the College." If so, it needs to be examined and recognized before it is lost, and the same character formation needs to be extended to women. I wonder if any of the psychology or sociology professors have thought of this.

Clearly in the light of coeducation at the college level, the opportunity for gender specific social order at the fraternity level may be retained without compromising the institution's overall commitment to coeducation. Indeed sex distinct fraternities and sororities ought to be seen as an asset rather than a liability.

C. David Burt '62
Theta Delta Chi

BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed

Aed! Listen! There are too many skeletons in your closet.


BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed

If you try, I will


BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed

I'm old. I have no


Café
(Continued from page one)
"We think with limited social options for non-fraternity members and the student center still a few years away, it's a much needed option on campus," said Hornbeck.

The student-run cafe does not plan to try and compete with the Moulton Union or the fraternities, but simply to offer an alternative.

"We want something fresh and new," said Fost.

The cafe plans to open on Saturday, Sept. 17, and "The response has been overwhelming by everyone," said Hornbeck.

Dean of the College Jane Jarvis is supportive of the organization of a non-alcoholic student-run cafe. "Bowdoin really needs alternative social activity that's not centered around alcohol. We can't have too many of these places," said Jarvis.

In a process began last spring, the cafe was chartered by the Executive Board and funded by the Student Activities Fee Committee. It is a purely non-profit student organization, to be operated by a volunteer staff, currently made up of only Hornbeck and Fost.

Beginning Sept. 17, the cafe will be open two weeknights each week from 9:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., and Friday and Saturday from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.

It's exclusively non-alcoholic, open to all students and faculty, and intended to be a fun place to hang out. We want people to leave wanting to come back," said Hornbeck.
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Fraternities experience sharp decline in drops

LISA CARTER
ORIENT Contributor

Last Saturday night, the smallest percentage of freshmen drop in the history of Bowdoin fraternities. As of Sunday morning, a total of 161 students dropped at various fraternities on campus. This unoffi-
cial number was compiled by the Dean's Office from fraternity presi-
dents. Official statistics are not yet
available.

Of the 161 drops reported, 72.1 percent were freshmen. Sopho-
resses accounted for 21.7 percent and 3.7 percent were juniors. 2.5
percent of the total number were seniors.

However, as of the time this issue went to press, the total number of
drops had fallen to 155. Since drop
night five students dropped out of various fraternities, and there was a minute of one extra drop at one fraternity.

Alpha Kappa Sigma had nine
drops, three women and six men. This is only half as many drops as
Kappa Sigma received last year.

Rush Chairman Shawn
Crummer '90 felt the low number of drops resulted from the shortened
rush period. Crummer said a longer rush period led to fewer fresh-
en one period of time to make
up their minds.

Crummer added rotational din-
ing was "a very important part
of rush — an excellent idea. It gave freshmen a chance to see houses in
motion, a chance to see how house
members actually interact with each other."

Bill Bonstemp '90, president of Beta
Theta Pi, reported 20 drops — 12
men and eight women. He said this
is somewhat lower than the number of people in past drop classes.

Bonstemp agreed with Crummer
about the importance of rotational
dining. He pointed out that while
all of the members of a house are not
always present at rush functions,
meal time is a time when most of
the members of a house are present.

Bonstemp mentioned the special ro-
tational dining events such as the
lobster bake have proven to be most
effective rotational dining event.

Nora Sturges '90, rush chair-
woman of Alpha Rho Upsilon, commented the shortened rush was
not long enough. Sturges said ARU
definitely reached people but the
length of time for people to make up
their minds was not long enough.

Sturges reported ARU had six
drops, five men and one women.

Chi Psi President Steve Cote '90

Student Center plans materialize

AMY CAPEN
ORIENT Contributor

Preliminary plans for a new stu-
dent life center are finally on the
boards.

Bowdoin students have long
lamented a place to hang out. The
school has a 1,600-square-foot

Lewallen commends rush efforts

LISA CARTER
ORIENT Contributor

Approximately 29.5 percent of
the freshmen class dropped at Greek
organizations on campus last Sat-
urdag night. The percentage of
women in the 1988 drop class shows a sharp decline from recent years.

When asked to comment about
drop night and rush, Dean of Stu-
dents Kenneth A. Lewallen made
several observations.

Lewallen said security had no
incidents to report on drop night.
He said, "As far as conventional
problems associated with rush —
nuisance complaints, inflammatory
and hospital incidents, drinking and the
like — this year's drop night and rush
were as close to picture perfect as
you can get."

According to Lewallen, this
drop night "produced less com-
plaints than an ordinary weekend
at Bowdoin, and this shows that the
Interfraternity Council and the re-
spective houses responsibly sup-
ervised rush and drop night."

Lewallen added rush and drop
night problems have improved over
the years, and that this was the best
year so far.

Contrary to the opinion of some of
the fraternities on campus, Lew-
allen does not believe the shorten-
ed length of rush resulted in a
smaller number of freshmen drops.

Lewallen said the success of an
individual fraternity depends on
how hard a house supports its
rush chairs through participation in
rush activities.

Lewallen cited Zeta Psi as an
example of a fraternity who put a
lot of work into their rush and was
successful as a result.

The fall 1988 drop class was
overwhelmingly male. In early fig-
tures which include drop informa-
tion on Alpha Beta Phi and Chi Psi,
the sorority and fraternity were not
cognized by the college, the percent-
age of men in the 1988 drop class was
67.7. The percentage of females who
dropped was only 32.3.

Lewallen said the larger num-
ber of men than women in the class
in 1992 accounts for some of this
difference. This cannot however
account for all of the difference.

The gap in the number of male
and female drops of the past two
years was not as large as this year's.
In 1986, 54.1 percent of the drop

(Continued on Page 15)
Anderson and Halperin head North

SEAN BELL
ORIENT Contributor

Most people would agree that a liberal arts college affords the opportunity to explore different options and to develop creativity. Such an opportunity has recently arisen in the birth of the literary magazine North.

North magazine was created under the guiding hands of two dedicated, young writers, Jon Halperin and Genevieve Anderson. Halperin and Anderson have three goals for North. "First, we hope to give Bowdoin students a wider, more open audience than what they are used to. Secondly, we want to extend this advantage to the Maine community at large. We're different from any other literary publication at Bowdoin in that we are accepting material from the Maine community. This will give aspiring writers and artists both at Bowdoin College and in the community more literary exposure. Thirdly, we hope to develop relations between the Bowdoin community and Maine. There is a large, very talented artistic community within Maine which is virtually unknown to Bowdoin students, and there are many students at Bowdoin that could make a valuable contribution to this community. Both sides have a lot to offer each other if there is a common medium for the exchange of ideas and art."

While starting anything in the publishing business today can be a tough accomplishment, North is enjoying a tremendous amount of support from both the college and surrounding community. The magazine is affiliated with the Bowdoin Literary Society and enjoys the support of the English Department. North is also currently receiving "mental support and backing" from the Maine Writer's and Publisher's Alliance.

"They're really excited about North's potential," said Liz McGee, Kristin Wright, Katherine Groehnich, Frank Leonetti, and Jane Easton, who are all serving as editors for North.

In conjunction with North, the Bowdoin Literary Society has also created a workshop for aspiring writers and poets which meets Tuesday evenings at seven. This workshop welcomes any student who wishes to join in an active critique of his work by fellow aspirants. "We've been good to each other and have a forty dollars from SMART magazine in New York and we are hoping for more," said Anderson.

Also, the magazine is planning on funds from the Student Activity Fee. "We're trying to make the magazine self-sustaining. It is co-sponsoring a request with another literary publication, the "Maine Travel" magazine. We are seeking additional equipment and are seeking further sponsorship from various sources in order to secure a future for the magazine which we can maintain.

The magazine is hoping that students will respond with enthusiasm, especially since said Halperin, "I've seen some tremendous talent at Bowdoin. The magazine is presently accepting submissions/0 North, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, ME 04011.

The crew team trains for the coming season on the Androscoggin River, in Brunswick. The team has not been successful in its attempts to obtain the status of a varsity sport. Photo by Pam Haas.

Rowsers denied varsity status

JAMIE COX
ORIENT Staff

Although Bowdoin's crew team has been in existence since the fall of 1986, the administration has yet to recognize it as a varsity sport on campus.

The crew team has never received any funds from the Athletic Department. It relies financially on the support of the Student Activities Fee Committee and the generosity of alumni.

The administration recently decided against recognizing the team as a varsity sport. Dean of the College Jane Jervis explained this decision was due to many factors. One factor was the decision of the administration several years ago to maintain only thirty varsity sports. Jervis pointed out Bowdoin already supports more varsity sports than many colleges of comparable size.

Jervis added a crew team is expensive to support, and it would involve a "substantial commitment of resources" which are not currently available. Another consideration taken into account by the college is that of insurance. The administration feels by recognizing the existence of the crew team the college would be liable if an accident occurred.

This refusal of recognition does not signal the end of crew, however, for Bowdoin's rowers remain undeterred. They will continue to seek the financial support of SAFC. In addition, the rowers are expanding both their size and schedule this year.

Co-organizer Elizabeth Boetcher '89 said the club has doubled in size since last semester, and now includes almost sixty rowers. They will represent Bowdoin in at least four races, including both the Head of the Charles and the Head of the Connecticut.

Boetcher said she and the other rowers are "obviously disappointed that we can't be recognized, but we hope to build and be recognized sometime in the future." So, despite such an obstacle as the administration's refusal to grant varsity status, crew is still alive and thriving at Bowdoin.

New director to strengthen capital campaign

KATHERINE DEMING
ORIENT Staff

The creator of a popular Italian ice cream will soon be helping raise money for Bowdoin College.

There will be a new face in the Bowdoin development staff beginning Oct. 1, when William Torrey of Boston assumes his duties as Director of Development.

Torrey will be responsible for organizing, planning and conducting the College's expanding effort to seek capital gifts from individuals, corporations and foundations.

Torrey created the highly successful Italian ice cream enterprise Gelato Prosecco of Philadelphia. He later sold the enterprise in 1983.

Vice President for Development Richard F. Seaman, expressed enthusiasm about the addition of Torrey to his staff, commenting, "He will bring dynamic new energy and enthusiasm to the College's fund-raising efforts as we enter the critical final months of the record-setting Campaign for Bowdoin."

Torrey earned his bachelor's and master's degrees at Bucknell University and, later served several years there as director of annual giving.

Torrey's professional experience has included a recent management partnership with a national fund-raising consulting firm in Boston and serving as a fund-raising counsel to nonprofit organizations.

LISA KANE
ORIENT Asst. News Editor

The administration began its campaign to educate the Bowdoin community on the subject of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome and other sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) this week by issuing a letter and information pamphlet to every student.

The letter was written by Dr. Roy E. Weymouth, Department of Health and Physical Education, and a Bowdoin graduate who has devoted his practice to student health since 1975. Weymouth, who is in his ninth year at Bowdoin commented, "It was clearly a time to draw attention to what is a major health problem." Weymouth explained he chose to focus on non-AIDS STDs since "To the best of our knowledge we have no AIDS cases on this campus... but we can't know." Weymouth aimed to distribute the facts about AIDS while also providing a more personal and less threatening approach to the STDs common to the Bowdoin campus.

Specifically Weymouth described such diseases as Human Papillomavirus (HPV) or "Veneral Warts" which has had a 200% increase in the last year. He pointed out that STDs which in his view have been ignored due to a more prevalent fear about the AIDS virus. Less space was devoted to Gonorrhea and Syphilis as there have been very few cases reported at Bowdoin.

Weymouth said of the pamphlet, "It wasn't written to scare, just to raise awareness and worry, it was written to raise awareness.

Dean of the College Jane Jervis was involved in the deliberation process about the best way to inform the Bowdoin community. She said the letter and the pamphlet is a good way to begin to get people to participate in educational follow up activity."

The timing of the distribution of the letter and pamphlet coincides with the implementation of the condom machines which should be appearing in the laundry rooms of Coles Tower, Brunswick Apartments, Maine Hall and Appleton Hall in the next few weeks.

The machines were ordered when the Deans Office approved the proposal last April but the recent high demand has created a delay. The College had the option of hiring a private company to come in and install the machines, according to Halperin, "We had to buy our own machines... that was the only way we could keep the price down and not defeat the purpose."

Over 1,000 condoms were sold at the Dudley Coe Health Center last semester but Weymouth anticipates sales will increase with the greater awareness of the problems and prevalence of the machines.

The Dudley Coe Health Center plans to continue offering educational programs although talks on similar topics in the past have gone virtually unnoticed by Bowdoin students.

Weymouth attributes the poor response to the lack of communication on a very personal and sensitive issue to discuss in such a small community. He said, "I think the main reason I chose to write the letter because it's hopefully something people can read in private."

Dear Fellow Dean of Students Bina Chadha and Ian Bochan, a physician's assistant for the college, are in the process of organizing a workshop on Non-AIDS STDs. The format will be a 2 to 3 day retreat with films, speakers and open forums.

Chadha, who has been collecting information about similar programs at other schools, emphasized, "I think the most important things is that it won't be just on AIDS... it will be on other STDs... they are far more prevalent on this campus."

Chadha gave her own explanation of why the ignorance about other STDs is prevalent. According to Chadha, "Bowdoin has such a secure and comfortable atmosphere — you can't help but feel invincible."
Kitty Dukakis visits Brunswick

KATHERINE DEMING

Office Staff

Talk on campus concerning the upcoming presidential election is only just becoming audible. In the surrounding community, however, the sound of campaign spirit was very much in evidence last Sunday afternoon.

At Thomas Point Beach in Brunswick, Kitty Dukakis, Maine Senator George Mitchell and Representative Joe Brennan spoke on behalf of the Democratic ticket.

Red, white and blue balloons, signs, stickers, posters, buttons and other campaign paraphernalia set the stage for a festive atmosphere. The three Democrats spoke to a crowd of about 200 members of the Brunswick and Bowdoin community, including members of the campus organization Bowdoin Students for Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis.

Dukakis covered the main themes of her husband's campaign so far, including the importance of environmental protection, family values, and leadership. She stated the candidate's last eight years in office have produced the worst environmental record ever, while Michael Dukakis is considered to have one of the best environmental records of any governor.

In addition, she criticized George Bush's use of the "Pledge of Allegiance" to "divide Americans, not unite them." This controversy stems from Bush's accusation that Dukakis is "unpatriotic" for vetoing a bill by the Massachusetts legislature stating that Mass. students must say the "Pledge of Allegiance" at the start of each school day. She went on to say that focusing attention on issues as trivial as this diverts candidates from addressing serious issues, such as Republican Vice Presidential candidate Dan Quayle's questionable qualifications for holding an office as high as vice president. She stated it is time to "get tough" with Bush, implying that the serious issues needed to be brought to the fore and debated. Dukakis also touched upon her husband's devotion to family values. She referred to his family as his "anchor," and pointed out the tireless work of their four children who all are campaigning across the country in support of their father.

Mitchell, a Bowdoin graduate, spoke in support of Dukakis. He stressed the importance of environmental issues and education. Mitchell led the 1986 Democratic Campaign Committee in regaining a Democratic majority in the Senate, as well as a spectacular performance of clear-minded leadership during the Iran-Contra hearings.

Brennan, former two-term governor of Maine and current House Representative, also spoke on behalf of Dukakis.

In addition to expressing his support for what Dukakis stands for, he also expressed his concern that the campaigns of both candidates depart from issues such as the "Pledge of Allegiance" controversy that merely "waste time," and start to focus on issues that will reveal each candidate's ability for leadership.

---

Students back the Duke

LISA KANE

ORIENT Ass't. News Editor

With only seven weeks remaining until the presidential election the majority of Bowdoin students continue to remain disinterested, according to the leaders of both Students for George Bush and Students for Dukakis and Bennett.

On Thursday, Sept. 8, Zach Messitte '90, who started a Students for Dukakis group last year and who has personally done a great deal of work for the campaign, spoke to students about how they could be of assistance. He discussed his plan to have a voter registration drive and to continue phone banking.

Scott Smith '89, who is working with some other students from the College Republicans organization on campus, anticipates most of their time will also be spent working on the phone. Smith predicts they will have close contact with the Bush campaign headquarters in Portland, although he said nothing has been accomplished yet.

Messitte counted about 25 students at his meeting and about 15 at Thomas Point Beach where Kitty Dukakis spoke last Saturday. The numbers did not shock Messitte. "I think Bowdoin is politically inactive as I think by and large most small New England colleges are," he said. "I would characterize the student body as leaning conservative but primarily apathetic."

Messitte estimated about 20 percent of the student population voted in the primaries. He expressed a desire to help raise the participation level to 50 percent. Messitte attributed the lack of voting among students to be partly due to the fact that many students are not eligible to vote in Maine. Obtaining an absentee ballot or transferring voter locations are both, "...very easy procedures," stresses Messitte. He said, "In this voter registration drive it's more important to me that people just register and vote than that they vote for the Dukakis thing. The people in the Bush campaign would want the same thing...an increased interest and awareness of both political campaigns."

Messitte was quick to point out although student involvement appears to be minimal, "that is obviously not true of the whole campus. There are groups that are very active and very involved but it's a small pocket of the Bowdoin community."

Smith shared Messitte's view, stating, "I think as with most issues Bowdoin is different than the real world in that there are people who don't know what is going on, but there is also a good group that is involved."

Smith admitted his disappointment at the lack of student interest but as he said "It's very easy to get preoccupied with work and social activities." Smith also expressed his hope that with the ever increasing excitement of this particular presidential race, which appears to be the closest race in recent years, students will come to realize the importance of the upcoming election and will be encouraged to participate in it.

President A. LeRoy Greason, who has witnessed the political scene at Bowdoin since the election of Eisenhower, also suggested the majority of Bowdoin students are not politically active as a result of "more urgent academic or extracurricular concerns."

Greason agreed some students are very active but as for the rest of the student body he surmised the presidential race isn't that real to them.

Director of Admissions William Mason said, "If you span the 12 years I've been here, it's a period of lessening activity compared to the 10 previous years. I think what is noticeable is how active the conservatitives are."

Mason, a registered Democrat, continued, "Student political activity has changed quite a bit from the far left to the right."

As for any more recent changes in the political behavior of the Bowdoin campus towards this presidential election, Greason said, "I'm not aware of any differences but it's too early to say."

---
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Students celebrate Rosh Hashanah

GREG LIPITZ
ORIENT Contributor

For a 10 day period beginning this past Monday, at Bowdoin College as well as around the world are celebrating their New Year.

Unlike January 1, when people usher in the New Year in a mood of festivity and celebration, both Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur are extremely sober and serious religious holidays known as the "High Holy Days."

Rosh Hashanah marks the beginning of the New Year of 5749 on the Jewish calendar.

During this religious period, Jews reflect on and atone for sins they may have committed in the past year. The culmination of this holiday period occurs with Yom Kippur, when Jews fast, pray, and meditate on the previous year and the year to come. Yom Kippur this year will begin on Tuesday evening and end with a breaking of the fast the next morning.

Services for Rosh Hashanah were held on Sunday evening and Monday morning in the Main Lounge of the Moulton Union. The religious services, sponsored by the Bowdoin Jewish Organization, were once again conducted by Stewart Weisberg, a fifth year rabbinical student at Hebrew Union College in New York. Services were attended by members of both the Bowdoin and Brunswick community.

Services for Yom Kippur will be held next Tuesday at 6 P.M. and Wednesday starting at 10 A.M. and then again at 5 P.M. All are welcome to attend.

TANYA WEINSTEIN
ORIENT Assoc. News Editor

For the second year in a row, the Student Activities Office has organized a Student Leaders Retreat, which will take place this weekend. A similar retreat was held last February, and the first time such a retreat was held at Bowdoin. Twenty-five student leaders from various campus organizations attended.

This year the Student Leaders Retreat is being held early in the year rather than in February. Student Activities Coordinator William Fruth said having it early in the year "will give us a chance to look at goals for the whole year."

The retreat is being held at Kingsley Pines in Raymond.

This year Fruth expects about 50 students to attend. The intended audience is specifically new student leaders — ones recently appointed to leadership positions on campus.

The targeted organizations include fraternities, student organizations such as programming committees, and organizations in transition that are under new leadership.

Three different sessions are scheduled as part of the retreat. The first session is entitled "Getting Organized and Setting Goals for the Coming Year."

The second session, "How to Lead," involves a personality test called the Myers Briggs Type Inventory. This test will help individuals understand different styles of leadership, and identify their particular style.

The third session is entitled "The Art of Negotiation and Conflict Resolution for Organizational Leaders." In a form letter describing the lecture, Fruth said the way in which an organization resolves conflicts can determine its future strength and organization.

Two follow up sessions will be held on campus in the following weeks. One will deal with financial and money matters in regard to college guidelines and policies. The second one will be an open discussion with the administration and policy makers of Bowdoin.

Suzanna Makowski '90 who attended the retreat last year said, "The lectures were really good...they emphasized that individuals are leaders in different areas, and pointed them to an area that they're good in...You realize your shortcomings and strengths."

Makowski added, "The retreat also helped in learning how to deal with other people who have different styles of working."

Fruth said the retreat would be helpful to students because "they have a chance to identify themselves as leaders. They get a chance to know who each other is and to get to know one another."

He emphasized the importance of the administration offering this student leadership training. "It is an investment in our student leaders," he said. "We make expectations of them. This is one way to invest in their leadership and have them develop individual skills that will benefit their organizations."
Kevin Cremer '89 draws a beer from the tap at the Bear Necessity. (Photo by Dave Wilby.)

Pub taps a new market

KATHERINE DEMING
ORIENT Staff

Although some students have grumbled about no longer being able to choose their own cookie, recent changes in after-hours food and beverage service in the Moulton Union have proved successful.

Last April, the cookies, shakes, sandwiches and other items offered by the cafeteria were transferred next door to the Bear Necessity. The pub formerly provided mainly alcoholic drinks and traditional snacks such as pizza and nachos and appealed mainly to seniors and legal juniors.

Kevin Haley '87, manager of the Bear Necessity, said the expanded range of food and drink was meant "to increase traffic flow into the pub, and let students under 21 realize the pub is there to serve them as well and to make use of it."

Mary Lou Kennedy, Assistant Director of Dining Services, has reported success with the change. She stated "it reduced the labor cost of employing six to seven workers for the night shift for an amount of business that barely covered costs."

The people working on the night staff were rescheduled to work the day shift, where they were needed to help out on the deli line.

There were some physical changes made to the pub as well. Haley stated, "one of the booth tables next to the bar was removed to provide more room for people to mill about around the bar."

In addition, large soda tanks were removed to provide space for two refrigerators needed to store perishable food and canned soda.

The management is looking to draw more people into the pub by adding regular events such as a Friday evening music series consisting of local acts and campus bands.

Haley commented the changes have been successful so far. "There are more people using the pub now of all ages, and sales have gone up."
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The choice of two short Tom Stoppard plays, After Magritte and The Real Inspector Hound, for this weekend's "freshman introduction" works as an excellent one. Aside from the fact that the necessary cast and set fit much more comfortably on stage, and the Common Stage is not quite large enough for the show's second piece, the student remember Buxom Bum's Saloon or You're A Good Man, Charlie B! — the plays give Bowdoin's actors expansive, farcical material to sink their teeth into and enjoy performing. Or should.

For, as performed by the actors who are, by most accounts, among the best on campus, After Magritte and The Real Inspector Hound reveal all the weaknesses of our casual, club-like acting troupe. Not one of these performers demonstrates the necessary urgency and approach — except perhaps Sarah Williams, for making no attempt to trade her broad American accent for a pseudo-English one — but they leave the audience wondering nonetheless. Each has the required "tools," namely solid presence and skillful presentation of lines and blocking, but none of them has been forced beyond his or her "comfort zone," to truly begin telling his or her own story. Stoppard's cousin's best friend twice removed minus melodic words, or his second cousin's once removed, all of which the plays themselves clause the audience of a complete understanding of Stoppard's meaning and asks students involved from progressing.

After Magritte is Tom Stoppard's comment on the uncertainty of perception and the individual's helplessness before blind bureaucratic forces. Too complicated and bizarre to really summarize, the plot involves Reginald (Louis Frederick), Thelma (Margot Downs), and Mother (Sarah Williams) Harris, located by the London police and charged with providing cut-rate amputations to illegal immigrants without a license. Racing on from its ridiculous opening scenario, the play gets even more confused, convoluted, and entertaining. The potential for the audience to enjoy and be amused by the play is interred with, however.

No firm decisions about the nature of Stoppard's form of comedy seem to have been made, for instance. All the characters are playing the humor "straight" and then one comes on looking and acting like a Keystone Cop. The actors are uncomfortable with the eccentricities required by their characters and, as a result, their energy, pace, and reaction times slows down to a standstill. Inspector Foot (Al Mauro) and Constable Holmes (Jack Cahill), with their more conventional roles, have an easier time of it and seem to invigorate the rest. The cast's general reluctance to bust out and risk the possibility of embarrassing themselves while realizing their weird characters prevents them from reaching a crescendo where the play needs it. The audience watches five good individual performances and the fact that they aren't fully realized and don't mesh well with one another wouldn't be so irritating if one didn't sense that they could have succeeded with it.

The Real Inspector Hound is performed by the cast from After Magritte, with four additions, which allows the audience the unusual opportunity to see actors in completely new roles. Hound, a satire of Agatha Christie's The Mouse Trap — the seminal British drawing room murder mystery that everyone has seen or will see once in his or her life — is a much more conventional plot and the actors relax visibly with it.

Margot Downs' positively glowing playing, Lady Cynthia Muldoon, looking like your favorite "60's movie star and fully enjoying the comic elements of the role. Louis Frederick also seems more comfortable, but still neglects to fill out the character of Moon, the ridiculously pompous, self-important second-string theater critic. As Felicity Cunningham, the suspiciously vengeful titled lower, Major Magnus Muldoon, Cynthia's gun-obsessed, wheelchair-ridden tenant, and Simon Gascony, the indiscernible playwright who earns every other character's derision, Louis Fielding's performance is, as usual, stellar. The Mauro and Matthew Arbour look distinctly uncomfortable and uncertain about their purpose.

What makes these actors really earn criticism, however, is the contrast of David Mitte's complete control over his role as the sleazy theater critic, Birdfoot. Mitte's performance as the other cast members as well as his own star on stage, infusing his character with energetic, well-planned and detailed mannerisms and inflections. His excellent performance is the high point of the evening, but can't quite make the play. Once again, the cast doesn't manage to crescendo with the play and, despite Stoppard's wise, end, is resolved rather than cathartic end.

Jeff Spear and Jennifer James have done a good, but somewhat needlessly, job directing After Magritte and The Real Inspector Hound. The actors were obviously left hanging with their pants and did their best with what they could conjure up on their own. Still — and you may think it's a little late for a "still," — the play come off well and Stoppard is always worth seeing. Besides, Louis Clements does a wonderful characterization of a murder victim. A definite must-see.

Crimmins brings special blend of politics and laughs to Kresge

One of the nation's hottest comedians comes to Kresge Auditorium Friday night. Barry Crimmins, who combines the material of political satirists such as Mark Russell and Art Buchwald with the style of a stand-up Belushi brother, unveils his act for a Bowdoin audience.

Crimmins goes for more than laughs when he's on stage. He's concerned with political issues, and all of his jokes are topical as well as hilarious. His political views reflect his Massuchussets upbringing: he's a resident of Malden, Mass., a blue-collar suburb of Boston, and he cuts into targets ranging from Barry Crimmins, from the Iran-Contra controversy to Robert B.ork ("Intellectual conservative") to Michael Dukakis thinking foreign policy has something to do with areas of Massachusetts that fall outside Boston's area code.

While the 35-year old comic has been a regular on the Boston scene for some 10 years, it is only in the past two to three years or so that he has gained nationwide attention as a professional groucho, comedian, playing dates in Los Angeles and New York as well as the Boston area. He recently played on the HBO Young Comedians' Ten Year Anniversary Special. Crimmins has even starred on London's Saturday Live week end satire television program.

Crimmins' social comment is reflected not only in the jokes he tells, but where he tells them. Known for: Contracting all his time and talents to various benefi ts, Crimmins has helped Amnesty International, Physicians for Social responsibil ity, Oxfam America, Greenpeace, and Boston's Homeless Project. Boston Food Bank, and Pine Street Inn raise money for various causes at benefi cience concerts.

Barry Crimmins will appear in a free performance Friday night, 9 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium.

Clapton continues rock tradition

JENCKY GOOSBY
MICHIELE PERKINS
ORIENT Contributors

Eric Clapton has been one of rock's premiere performers and innovators since before any of Bowdoin's current students were born. He was born in 1945, and his first band, the Cream, was a key to creating the Great Woods Festival for the Performing Arts in Manfield, Mass. demonstrated that his illustrious career is far from over.

The show opened appropriately enough with "Crossroads," a fitting introduction to an evening of celebration of his contributions to music. He paid respect to his past endeavors with Blind Faith, Derek and the Dominos, and Cream by including many of their numbers in the show. Joining Clapton on his tour were keyboard player Alan Clarke and guitarist Mark Knopfler, both of Dire Straits fame. With the addition of electronic percussionists to the band, Clapton showed that he is willing to bring his sound into the eighties. The audience on stage was completely without ego. Clapton shared an evening with his band and traded center stage and solos with Knopfler throughout the evening. This lack of conceit was refreshing, considering the amount of talent collected under the pavilion.

Clapton revitalized songs that were well over a decade old, sounding better on some than he had when he originally recorded them. He sailed through such standbys as "Cocaine," "Layla," and believably moving ballad "Wonderful Tonight." Grindering through "White Room," Clapton demonstrated without a doubt what real rocks in a day when White noise is considered rockin', dude.

The audience,spanning the range between veteran and their kids, responded to the show with overwhelming enthusiasm, whether they were discovering or rediscovering Clapton in the eighties.

The true spirit of the evening was reflected in the first encore. Clapton and his band backed up Knopfler in a driving rendition of Dire Straits' "Money for Nothing." It isn't very often that a performer has the close to allow a sideman his own number, let alone one of the last ones of the show. The final song was Clapton's signature piece "Sunshine of Your Love," playing the often imitated but never surpassed riffs that have become his trademark.

As the concert came to a close, it became apparent that Clapton's reign is far from over, but his ranks are being joined by the unquestiona
tely talented Knopfler, who owes a good deal of credit to helping emphasized Eric Clapton's contribution to the music of the past, present, and the sounds of the music yet to come.
Harlem art commemorated

Harlem Renaissance: Art of Black America is a landmark exhibition celebrating the achievements of five pioneering Black American artists. Included are the works of painters Aaron Douglas, William H. Johnson, Palmer Hayden, sculptor Meta Vaux Warrick Fuller, and photographer James Van Der Zee—central figures in the cultural awakening of Harlem at the turn of the 20th century. The exhibition will be on view at the Bowdoin College Museum of Art from September 24 through November 20, 1988.

Spanning the years 1919 to 1929, the Harlem Renaissance was a fertile period of creativity during which black artists, poets, philosophers, novelists, dramatists, and musicians were united by a powerful desire to portray and glorify the black American experience. This creative outpouring established Harlem as the international capital of black culture and marked the emergence of the black artist in America.

Co-curators Dr. Mary Schmidt Campbell, former executive director of The Studio Museum in Harlem and Curator Catherine M. Morris, formerly chairman of the Department of Art at the University of Maryland, have selected over 100 paintings, sculptures, photographs, and woodcuts, dating from 1900 to 1964. Working in many artistic styles, ranging from naturalism to primitivism and cubism, and combining images from Black folklore and religion, the African tradition and the everyday life in Black urban America, the featured artists were among the first to define a visual vocabulary for Black American art.

Highlights of the exhibition include works by Aaron Douglas and William H. Johnson, the first black American painters to define the Black experience and presence. Douglas, in Building Mere Stately Mansions, combines a cubist aesthetic with African ancestral imagery, and Johnson, in I Baptize Thine, celebrates the theme of Black Christianity by depicting subject matter drawn from Italian Renaissance art.

Photographer James Van Der Zee, one of Harlem's most celebrated social documentarians, portrayed the experience of everyday life in Black America. Examples of his work in the exhibition include scenes of children crowding a refreshment stand, men playing billiards, and portraits of elegantly dressed Harlem socialites.

A selection of paintings by Palmer Hayden includes two scenes from his celebrated series of the life of John Henry. The Nile by Meta Vaux Warrick Fuller is a six foot bronze, one of the artist's major sculptures. The exhibition also features photographs of Black luminaries of the period from the collection of noted art patron and photographer Carl Van Vechten.

In conjunction with the exhibition, David Driskell will deliver a lecture entitled "Antecedents and Emergence of Black Art in America."

Organized by The Studio Museum in Harlem, the exhibition has been supported by Philip Morris Companies, Inc., with additional funding from the National Endowment for the Arts, the National Endowment for the Humanities, the New York Council on the Arts, and the New York State Museum. At Bowdoin, the exhibition and lecture have been supported in part by a grant from the Institute of Museum Services, a federal agency.
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Women's soccer primes for title defense

TONY JACCACI
ORIENT Staff

The women's varsity soccer team will be defending the NICAC title this year and it looks like the Polar Bears are up to the task.

Coach John Cullen is very optimistic about the team's depth and he feels that the experience gained last year will provide for a tight, controlled squad.

Bowdoin jumps right into their schedule as they host Middlebury College today and Trinity College tomorrow. Both teams took the Black and White into overtime last year and should be tested once again for the Polar Bears.

Cullen plans to play a 4-4-2 (four forwards and two out wide) with a pair of midfielders. The middle of the pitch is going to be their key. The team will be playing both the wings and the midfielders.

The highly successful women's soccer team this year is stocked with defensive talent. Last year's starter Melanie Kozak '91, and Naomi Schatz '92 will control the field from the back. Both keepers are looking sharp and the position, at present, will vary game to game.

Suzanne Garibaldi '90 and senior co-captain Kara Brock will be starting in the sweeper and stopper positions respectively. This will be their season as they work together in the backfield.

Holding down the wing-back positions will be Kathleen Devaney '90 on the right and Sue Kovacs '89 and Lynne Mastre '91 on the left.

Perhaps the most important factor in the success of the 4-4-2 is the scoring ability of the midfield. Because there will be less pressure on them, the midfield will feel a greater weight of the scoring responsibility.

Sarah Russell '91 will be the only starter from last year in the midfield. Book Smith '90 and Liz Skinner '90 will also be returning veterans to the midfield position, while Karen Crehore '90 and Liz Brown '90 will be converted from forwards to midfielders this year.

Two freshmen to look for in the midfield position will be Sarah Wastinger and K.C. Frey.

Returning to the explosive forward line this year will be the one-two punch of high-scoring Christine Nell '91 and senior co-captain Jen Russell. Nell had the season scoring record last year with 18 goals and she will be looking to break that record this year.

Cullen feels that Nell will have to work a lot harder this year because the other teams will be looking for her.

Other forwards will include Sue Ingram '90, Liz Cahn '89, Kristen O'Keeffe '90 and Didi Salmon '92.

The Polar Bears are looking at a tougher schedule this year as the league seems to be leveling out in talent. Bowdoin does not have an easy game on the schedule and if they want to protect their title, they will have to play to their maximum potential and nothing less.

The Midseason Classic begins this weekend as the Black and White host Middlebury today at 3:15 p.m. and Trinity tomorrow at 12 noon.

The women's soccer team, in practice recently, prepares for its opening game against Middlebury this afternoon. Photo by Asaf Farashuddin.

Linksters tee up golf season

BONNIE BERRYMAN
ORIENT Staff

A glimpse of the wooden chair, a small gold Detroit Tiger pendent encircling his neck. He smiled. He did not speak, but breathed in the dream which once seemed so faraway—the major leagues. Only, it didn't seem so faraway anymore.

For this is Tom Aldrich, the 1988 Linksters captain, who destroyed previous school baseball records. This is Tom Aldrich, voted to the All-Region, All-ECWC, All-Penn League, and the All-America Second Team. This is Tom Aldrich, who led the nation with 135 home runs in Division III and set eight Bowdoin hitting records. And, after being selected by the Detroit Tigers in the eighth round of the amateur draft in June, he now has a shot at the big leagues.

"I remember that night," Aldrich recalls. "It was about 10:30, 11:00 and I was waiting for the phone to ring. I kept waiting and it got later and I thought, 'Well, maybe they won't be calling after all.' About two minutes later, the phone rang — and it was the Tigers. I was so happy to be picked; it really didn't feel like a game team it was." After receiving the fantastic news, the Somerset, Massachusetts native, who has honed his baseball skills in Bristol, Virginia, with a local amateur league and the Delmarva League. The team kept busy, playing 72 games in 70 days.

The linksters started the season after much of an adjustment to make between Bowdoin and the major league, I was used to playing with a wooden bat, so I didn't have the difficulties with hitting that some of the other guys did." His final stats prove that Aldrich finished the season with a .388 batting average, 10 home runs, and 48 RBIs.

Aldrich credits much of his experience to the summer before his senior year with the Cape Cod League.

"In the summer before my junior year, a player was injured, so I was invited to play about the last ten games of the season. I did well, and was invited back for the next summer. This was the first time I had used a wooden bat and the experience really helped me a lot.

After an outstanding collegiate career, the future looks even brighter for the talented athlete. In fact, Aldrich had been selected by the Tigers to attend the club's Instructional League in Florida this month. This invitation implies Aldrich had moved up from a potential player to a definite prospect in the eyes of the organization.

"I'll be in Lakeland, Florida for about six weeks," states Aldrich. "I need to work on keeping my hands in on offspeed pitches, but other than that I'm pretty strong. After that, I'm not going to be doing anything with baseball until about August. I'll start getting ready for the fall, and I'll keep busy playing in college games.

How about it? What are the chances of Aldrich really playing in the majors?"

"The level of (A-ball) that I play will play a big part in determining if I'm ready to make a transition. It's hard because when you come up, you have to play with some other guys who are a lot older than most players who start playing."

FELT GOLMAN
ORIENT Staff

The Bowdoin golf team opens its 1988 fall season today as it hosts the Bowdoin Invitational. Fourteen teams will be competing in the two day event.

The team's brief season is comprised of five scheduled matches over the next month. The only home match of the season is the invitational, while other important matches scheduled this season include the CBB and New England Championships.

Two 12-player squad were held over from the past weeks. Players had to submit their two lowest scores for 18 holes. The two rounds were then added together with the 12 lowest scores making the team.

The team is coming off a solid season last fall in which it placed in the top 15 in New England. Key performers this year should be Steve Mitchell '90, last year's captain Mike Mootz '87, and Pete Cook '90.

Last season Mitchell was a medalist in the CBB and match and duplicate that success this year. "Steve is a very good golfer for two reasons; first, he has a skill and knowledge of the game, and more importantly, his intelligence and personality," said Coach Terry Meagher.

Meagher added that both Cook and Mootz have the potential to do well this season also. Bowdoin has its sights on some solid links play winning the CBB title and placing well at the Bowdoin Invitational are two goals.

Meagher summed up the team's outlook saying "despite the tough competition, we have an excellent group of people who enjoy playing and the New England fall weather should make for excellent playing conditions."

Unlike other sports, which tend to have set rosters, the players practice scores during the season are important in determining who will play in the upcoming match.

The number of players per match depends on the number of competing teams. Either seven people play with the top five scores counted, or as with the larger matches, five play with four scoring. Matches are medal play with every stroke counting towards a team total.

Aquaquaks take the plunge

ED BEAGAN
ORIENT Contributor

The Bowdoin water polo team is back in the water. Led by captains Tom Francoeur '89, Bob Paglione '90, and Dave Morey '91, they hope to once again be a dominant force in New England Division II competition.

The 1988 edition will hopefully improve on their third-place Division II finish in 1987, after graduating only one member of the starting crew. With three members of the 1987 All Division II team, Francoeur, Bill Hall '89, and Robert Tisdale '89, the Polar Bears' prospects seem bright.

In addition to the seasoned veterans, the Aquaquaks will be looking to incoming freshmen to make substantial contributions to the squad.

Returning senior Hall is very optimistic about the coming season, which he expects to be a very successful one. Finishing second or better in New England and qualifying for the Easterns at Brown University are some of the goals he and his teammates have set for the coming months.

The first glimpse that Polar Bear faithful will get of the team in action will be Sept. 21, as they host the visiting squad from Exeter.

NEXTWEEK'S PREVIEWS:
Introducing "Polar Bear of the Week"

Scores, Highlights, and much more...
Ruggers rallying for season

MITH ZUKLIE
GREGG LINBURG
ORIENT Contributors

Men’s —

Over the past two years a golden age has dawned for the Bowdoin men’s rugby. With a new emphasis on skill and finesse, the All-Blacks have dominated the sport at the college level in Maine, going 8-0 against in-state competition in the past two years.

Last year, the team compiled an 8-1 record en route to becoming the Maine state collegiate champs, as well as the runners-up in the Division II rugby championships at Orono.

The All-Blacks have a solid contingent of veterans and a surprising number of new players that should give an already strong program depth to rely on. The club’s president is Joseph Mclean ’90 and captain Mark Swann ’90.

Aldrich —

He’s fond of his years at Bowdoin, saying how much he loved playing both hockey and baseball.

“My favorite baseball game at Bowdoin was a doubleheader against Tufts last year. I went 8 for 10 and hit his 3 home runs in the first game,” he says excitedly. “The best part about it was that there were several scouts at the game. I was really nervous, but I was able to play well. That was a great feeling."

Aldrich’s future here is unclear, although he seems open to the idea of playing baseball in college. He has been known to love the game, but he also has a passion for hockey, which he says he will miss greatly.

“Hockey was my first love,” he says. “But when I’m not playing, I love to watch hockey on TV.”

Aldrich also has an intelligent, smart personality. He realized that despite his determination to succeed, sometimes life itself throws a curve ball or two that he may not make it to in the majors. Even if he does, he further realizes that he needs a life after baseball.

“Though I may not be going to another school, like a Division I school with a big baseball program, because the academics at Bowdoin are important to me. I have already been accepted to graduate school at Ohio State University and will probably go there in a few years.”

Aldrich’s future is looking up quickly in the right direction. In fact, he even has his own baseball card now, which he says he is proud of. His talent and determination to be successful in any league. At least, Tom Aldrich is about to realize his dream.

A few rooms still available for Parent’s Weekend, Oct. 7 & 8
Call for Reservations

THE ATRIUM
Cooks Corner
729-5555

DR. WILLIAM R. OUELLETTE
DR. BRIAN L. DANIELS
OPTOMETRISTS
Eye Examinations
Optical Services
Specializing in Contact Lenses
Pleasant Street Professional Building
53 Pleasant Street, Brunswick
Telephone 725-2161

delightful & affordable*

A fresh approach to casual dining, featuring gourmet sandwiches, the freshest fish, thick steaks, sumptuous brises, and fresh pasta. All this, and live entertainment weekends, too. Celebrating 20 years of service to the Brunswick area.

Beverages from 5:00. Cafe specials from 5:30. Dinner in our dining rooms from 5:00. Closed Mondays.

The Side Door
Cafe at 22 Lincoln
22 Lincoln St., Brunswick, ME. One block off Maine St. 725-5693

Saturday Specials
Three hour classes from 9:00 until 12:00
Sept. 17 - Finishing Techniques
Sept. 24 - Carrying Colors pre-registration required
Close to campus at the foot of Noble St.

SPORTS SHORTS

SCORSE

Women’s JV Soccer (1-1)
V Thomas College L 1-0
V St. Josephs W 3-0
V Bates L 0-2

Women’s Tennis (1-0)
V University of Maine W 8-1

Women’s JV Field Hockey (1-0)
V Hebron Academy W 8-0
V Waynfleet W 8-0

Saturday’s Slate
men’s cross country v UMOMS U 11:00
women’s cross country v UMO U 11:00
field hockey v Trinity 11:00

Sailing rigs up for autumn cruise

The varsity opened the season Sept. 10 with the Bag-a-Douce Regatta at Maine Maritime Academy, while the freshmen opened on Sept. 11 with an invitational regatta at Brown University in Providence, RI.

“We do very well for what we’re given,” said Thode. “We try as hard as we can.”

The team looks to build its strength around senior co-captains Holly Lunt and Brian Thode. Other key returnees include Amy Hamilton ’89, Tom Gibbons ’90, Martha Scher ’89, Sarah McClure ’89 and Debbie Elgg ’89.

The team hosts its only home regatta of the season on Oct. 15 at 9:30 a.m. on Casco Bay, one of 12 regattas scheduled for the year. All meet are scheduled for weekends, with the season ending on November 5.

The freshman team has four meets scheduled.

PARTY HEADQUARTERS...

LET’S VOTE FOR LOW PRICES!

Liberal Selection - Conservative Prices

WINE, BEER, CHEESE, KEGS, ICE

Saturday Specials
300 Main St., Litchfield, ME
9:00 to 2:00

Saturday Specials
Three hour classes from 9:00 until 12:00
Sept. 17 - Finishing Techniques
Sept. 24 - Carrying Colors pre-registration required
Close to campus at the foot of Noble St.

Pleasant Street Professional Building
53 Pleasant Street, Brunswick
Telephone 725-2161

Saturday’s Slate
men’s cross country v UMOMS U 11:00
women’s cross country v UMO U 11:00
field hockey v Trinity 11:00

Sailing rigs up for autumn cruise

The varsity opened the season Sept. 10 with the Bag-a-Douce Regatta at Maine Maritime Academy, while the freshmen opened on Sept. 11 with an invitational regatta at Brown University in Providence, RI.

“We do very well for what we’re given,” said Thode. “We try as hard as we can.”

The team looks to build its strength around senior co-captains Holly Lunt and Brian Thode. Other key returnees include Amy Hamilton ’89, Tom Gibbons ’90, Martha Scher ’89, Sarah McClure ’89 and Debbie Elgg ’89.

The team hosts its only home regatta of the season on Oct. 15 at 9:30 a.m. on Casco Bay, one of 12 regattas scheduled for the year. All meet are scheduled for weekends, with the season ending on November 5.

The freshman team has four meets scheduled.

Pleasant Street Professional Building
53 Pleasant Street, Brunswick
Telephone 725-2161

Saturday Specials
Three hour classes from 9:00 until 12:00
Sept. 17 - Finishing Techniques
Sept. 24 - Carrying Colors pre-registration required
Close to campus at the foot of Noble St.

Tennis downs UMO

The women’s tennis team began their 1988 season Wednesday with an 8-1 drubbing of the University of Maine at Orono.

Coach Paul Baker registered his first career win as his charges cruised to victory. Jenny Grimes suffered the lone loss in a tough match. The Bears face Middlebury today in court action.

Tennis downs UMO

The women’s tennis team began their 1988 season Wednesday with an 8-1 drubbing of the University of Maine at Orono.

Coach Paul Baker registered his first career win as his charges cruised to victory. Jenny Grimes suffered the lone loss in a tough match. The Bears face Middlebury today in court action.
The word around campus is that if it weren't for the fraternities, the Orient often wouldn't have much news to print. In all truthfulness, fraternity-related issues often dominate the pages of this college newspaper. The fraternities are often in the news — and sometimes that news is good. Unfortunately, this week that news is bad and forecasts a rocky road ahead for Bowdoin's social system.

If Saturday's drop numbers are any indication, the fraternities may soon find themselves on the ropes. For the first time in years, class marks a sharp decline over the numbers of recent years. Only 29 percent of the class of 1995 chose to drop at the respective houses this past weekend. This is the lowest percentage of a freshman class to drop ever in the history of Bowdoin's fraternities.

Moreover, the number of females who dropped has continued to fall, and the gap between the number of male and female drops has increased. In just one year's time that gap has widened dramatically. In 1987, 58.5 percent of the drop class was male and 41.5 percent was female. This fall only 32.3 percent of the drop class was male, and 67.7 of the 1988 drop class according to Dean of the College Kenneth Lewallen, should the downward trend continue it shall elicit the response not only of the fraternity system but of the college administration.

Beta Theta Pi and Delta Kappa Epsilon were especially hard hit by the decline in drop numbers this fall. Beta received 15 less drop than a year ago and 13 less people chose to drop at Dike. This decline, however, did not affect all of the houses. The numbers to drop at Zeta Psi and Kappa Psi Upsilon doubled over last fall's drop class. So, the question that remains is, what accounts for the marked decline that the majority of the fraternities have witnessed in the 1988 drop class over that of recent years?

In an effort to arrive at an explanation many of the houses have pointed to the shortened length of rush. These houses claim that ten days is simply not a long enough amount of time for the freshmen to decide whether to drop or not, or at least in their opinion, the length of the fraternity rush does not make such a decision a simple one. However, a look at the Zeta Psi House in particular, however, contradicts such an explanation.

Contrary to the opinion of some fraternity members on campus, Lewallen was quick to point out that a shorter length of time did not make a difference in the number of freshman drop. So, with regard to rush makes absolute sense — the success of an individual house's rush ultimately depends upon the support a house's members throw behind its rush chair through participation in rush activities. Therefore, it was fitting for Lewallen to cite Zeta Psi as an example of a house who worked hard to rush prospective members, and as a result witnessed successful results.

So perhaps the shortened length of rush does not in fact account for the dramatic decrease in drop numbers. It may be the case that the more frequently freshmen are finding the "independent life" a tantalizing and attractive way of life that is not the shortened length of rush that accounted for the smaller number of freshman drops. Unfortunately, however, if this argument holds true, the rush chair does make absolute sense — the success of an individual house's rush ultimately depends upon the support a house's members throw behind its rush chair through participation in rush activities.

The Hangout is usually a fast-food or a family-owned ethnic restaurant. It is usually crowded with kids who all are attending this restaurant to hang around. The Hangout has been immortalized in television ("Arndt's") — Happy Days, "Cheers" — and on film ("River's Edge," "St. Elmo's Fire").

What do other cities do for hangouts? An informal poll of roommates and co-workers came up with Burger King and McDonald's ("to have the best eats in the parking lot"). The All-Night Eggplant (an all-night restaurant "where everybody is, always"), Friendly's ("you go to a movie, you go to Friend's") and the ever-popular shopping mall.

For my hometown, The Hangout is a small shop, a nickel's famous Roast Beef. To its regulars though, The Hangout is simply known as Nick's.

Nick's sandwich is indeed famous. One wall of his shop are adorned with pictures of people standing at landmarks across the world, holding a Nick's Roast Beef Bumper Sticker.

You can see Nick's niche's of the Lincoln Memorial, the Soviet Union, London, Paris and Pakistan.

(Briefly graduate from Bowdoin College, I'll take a picture of myself with a Nick's bumper sticker in front of the polar bear statue.)

The Hangout is the service it provides. His workers, most of whom are Greek, can handle more orders at once than any restaurant I've ever seen.

A customer will come in, give an order of "one large beef, sauce, mayo and ketchup, one junior beef with gravy and sauce, another large with mayo, an onion rings, and three medium fries.

The cashier will yell back the order to the cooks, who will go to work slapping condiments on roast beef sandwich and make their shifts more的战略.

The four alums complained about the fraternity review report, saying the place just wasn't the same anymore. The other undergrad and I just nodded along, talking away about Camp Bisco.

We never sort of hanging out.

The Bowdoin Orient welcomes all letters to the editor. Letters of 350 words or less will be considered for publication first. Editorial policy dictates that no letters to the editor will be printed unless signed. Also, an address and phone number must be included so the accuracy of all letters may be verified.
Frats see smallest drop in Bowdoin history

(Continued from page one) reported five men dropped at the fraternity. He said this is average for Chi Psi, as there is usually a larger drop class second semester. Delta Kappa Epsilon had 22 drops Saturday night, 14 men and eight women. According to President Tom Groves '90, this number was close to what Deke anticipated.

Alpha Delta Phi President Shal-lee Page '89 reported 14 drops, 11 men and three women. Page added, "I was kind of disappointed about the preponderance of men...we're not sure why." Previously the number of men and women drops have been equal.

Chip Blake '90, president of Delta Sigma, felt rush went well for the house. Delta Sig received eight drops—four men and four women. This drop class is larger than the class last fall.

Pipp Upsilon Vice President Lisa Howell '90 reported 15 drops, eight men and seven women, a drop class larger than previous years. Howell called rush successful and said Psi U attracted "a lot of incredibly good people."

As for the length of rush, Psi U House Secretary Will Saunders '91 said a longer rush is more enjoyable for the house, as it allows house members to get to know people better. However, Saunders added the shortened rush worked for Psi U.

Alpha Beta Phi, the sorority, had two women drop Saturday night. President Wendy Caroline '90 commented Alpha Phi traditionally has a larger drop class in the spring.

Initiation Chairman of Theta Delta Chi Dana Bureau '89 reported a drop of 15 men and three women. Bureau commented the number of male drops is about average for TD. The number of female drops is below average, but Bureau said it is necessary to remember TD only turned coed again three years ago.

When asked about the length of rush, Bureau replied, "The pressure on fraternities was very high because rush was so short. Everyone handled the pressure well, and rush was successful." He added the fraternities should be commended for doing so well.

Zeta Psi Vice President Judd Kleiman '91 reported 35 people dropped at Zeta, 26 men and nine women. This is twice the amount of people who dropped last year. Kleiman said the members of Zete were really happy with the turn out.

Kleiman added the shortened rush was not a problem for Zete. He said a longer rush just puts stress on a fraternity and its members, and the time allotted for rush was long enough for freshman to get a good impression of the house.

Alumni: Big Red Printing next to the College

• stationery
• resumes
• posters
• newsletters

212E Maine Street Brunswick 729-4840

American Heart Association WERE FIGHTING FOR YOUR FUTURE

Help Wanted

Full and part time sales positions available

56 Main St.
Freeport
865-6369

Lewallen responds to Rush

(Continued from page one) class was male and 65.1 percent was female. In 1987, 58.5 percent of the drop class was male and 41.5 percent of the drop class was female. The number of females joining fraternities has been consistently falling each year. According to Lewallen, the continuation of this trend will elicit the response of both the college administration and the fraternity system.

We could make your life easier!

Word Processing? Yes, we can do it!
Private Post Box rental? Yes, we can do it!
Packaging and UPS shipping? Yes, we can do it!
Western Union money? Yes, we can do it!
Passport photos? Yes!
Copies? Yes!
Laminating? Yes!

Etc., Etc., Etc.

Postal and Business Services

MAIL BOXES ETC., USA®

Cooks Corner Shopping Center 729-8774

With our personalized attention & expertise

Cruise deals • VCR lending library • Rail • Hotels
Car rentals • Greyhound bus • Western Union
$150,000 Automatic Flight Insurance
Lowest Available Airlines Guaranteed

Save $$

Established since 1950
9 Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine 04011
207-725-5557 1-800-552-9990 (in Maine only)

Early plans unveiled for new student center

(Continued from page one) space, sciences and administrative offices.

As planned, the Curtis Pool and Hyde Cage fall perfectly into the student support zone.

Saratoga's proposal centers around a glassed over arcade which would connect many different sections of the center. Plans include a Nautilus room and lockers, a coffee house, various lounges, a space suitable for dances, a new dining area, the mail room and boxes, and the bookstore.

Above this would be a U-shaped balcony of student activity offices, and a second level to the bookstore. The Curtis Pool itself would be converted into a theatre.

The project will be completed "as fast as we can get the money," said Jervis. She explained, "The Governing Boards have approved funds for the committee to plan the center, but the money itself isn't in hand. We're talking about seven to ten million dollars. The fastest the project could be completed would be two to three years from now."

The plans that Saratoga Associates have shown are simply space projects. The next step would be to find an architect, who may have a very different idea of what the space should look like.

Several architectural firms have already approached the college about the possibility of the center's construction. It is probable that members of the committee would be interviewing other architects to see what they've built...many schools have recently built campus centers, said Jervis.

The campus may be changing in many ways in the near future. The Moulton Union may become the new home for the administrative offices, which have been temporarily occupying Haws- thorne-Lonfellow Hall. This would allow for expansion of the library facilities.

The construction of new dormitories in the vicinity of the Farley Fieldhouse has been proposed. This could create classroom space in the brick dorms. According to Jervis, these ideas are the result of brainstorming about possibilities for the best use of space in the years to come.

Lewallen: Big Red Printing next to the College
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212E Maine Street Brunswick 729-4840
Back to School Specials

Two Dollars Off!
Any 16" 2-item or more pizza. One coupon per pizza. Expires: 9-25-88
Fast, Free Delivery
26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561
Includes all applicable state and local taxes
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26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561
Includes all applicable state and local taxes
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Execs elect officers, plan next elections

Wednesday, Oct. 5 at 7 p.m. in Bean Classroom. The balloting will take place the following Monday, Oct. 10. Students interested in participating in the election will be able to pick up pensions for candidacy starting today at the Moulton Union Information desk. Twenty-five students' signatures will be required to be considered for candidacy. In other business, Ann St. Peter '89, chairman of the Student Judiciary Board, submitted her report to Winter. Winter also appointed a Judiciary Committee to be chaired by Mauro.

President Michael Cary proposing a "mentor program" which would allow students to make contact with alumni before and after graduation in order to enhance career prospects.

Employees benefit from Children's Center

Christopher Lierle ORIENT Contributor

The newest additions to Bowdoin’s employee benefit package include a live rabbit, Lego blocks, and a table full of dirt. Fortunately, these items are found in the appropriate setting of the college's new Children's Center.

Jame Smith, special assistant to President A. LeRoy Geason, called the new center a "creative, exciting place" for the children of faculty, administrators, and staff members. It is open weekdays from 8:00 A.M. until 5:30 p.m. However, the center's director, Betty Spettel, has indicated that the center might open as early as 6:30 A.M. if parents working the earlier shifts so desire.

Currently, eight children ranging from 2-1/2 to 5 years old play under the supervision of five experienced instructors. Four other children will be joining the program by January, as they pass the minimum age requirements. Plans are now under discussion for expanding the facility to care for children in the under-2-1/2 years category.

Spettel has her Bachelor's and Master's degrees in Early Child Care from Wheelock College, a leader in child care education. She came to Bowdoin after five years of running the Echo Falls Preschool, which she founded in Newton, Massachusetts. Each of the other supervisors has either a Bachelor's degree in child care or extensive experience in the field. The staff averages five years of experience each.

The center is the realization of many years of planning, according to Smith. The college first sought to set up the program as a joint venture with a local hospital, then with Brunswick businesses. When these possibilities fell through, Smith and Treasurer Dudley Wooddall joined forces to organize the current center.

Smith and Wooddall quickly enlisted Spettel to head the project. Later, Patty Hinkley, an engineer in the Physical Plant Department, lent her talents to the logistical problems inherent in the undertaking. The college had recently acquired

Navy plans to test Cruise Missile in Maine...page 4
BNAS
(Continued from page one)
to human health or the environment, seven (of 10) warrant further investigation... to assess potential long term impacts.
With the passage of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) in 1986, BNAS became eligible for inclusion under Superfund. They were included in 1987.
After the latest study is conducted during the coming spring or summer the process will turn to deciding what to do with the sites. As Lieutenant Commander Bill Melcoughlin from BNAS explained, "ranged of corrective answers" could be suggested by this study. He said this study, unlike the previous preliminary studies, will be "extensive" and will be used to "determine exactly what's there and what might occur to it." At the present time he only speculated about what action might be taken. A dramatic "emergency response" doesn't seem likely. Removal will probably be the "least attractive alternative," according to Melcoughlin.
The action taken will most likely range from doing nothing (for landfills containing such materials as asbestos which pose no threat of moving or becoming airborne) to moving or cleaning up barriers. Melcoughlin added, however, there's "no discussion of anything" yet.
The sites themselves are visually unimpressive. Susan Corderman Weddle, a geologist and the town's representative to the EPA's technical committee on the BNAS sites said apart from the occasional "shock" on water very near a site, a person walking through "probably wouldn't know" of the waste as the general sites are thoroughly covered.
The waste contains everything from oil, pesticides and transformer oils (which can become PCB's). Some of the sites may contain more than two thousand gallons of motor oil and over a thousand gallons of the transformer oil.
One site of particular concern is site 8, the site nearest Jordan Acres well field where trace heavy metals have shown up in preliminary tests. Sites 1 and 3 are also of concern: they are close to wetlands that drain into Harpswell cove. These may be particularly prone to surface water movement especially during the fall rains and spring thaw. The only wells in this direction appear to be protected by a relatively impermeable soil type, according to Corderman Weddle. They may contain pesticides which (may include DDT and chlordane).
The effect on wildlife so far is unknown, and Corderman Weddle "doesn't see that as a concern at this point." Deer, moose, beaver and sharp-tailed Sparrow (a Maine Endangered Species) have all been reported to be on the property.
There has been no special effort on the part of BNAS to find alternatives or reduce the amounts of hazardous substances now used at the base. McLaughlin said it is not the responsibility of the local base to do so, nor is it possible as the Navy has to test and approve any change.
Despite being on a national list of potentially dangerous hazardous waste dumps, there has been relatively little concern or interest on the part of the town of Brunswick and Bowdoin College. Both McLaughlin and Corderman Weddle expressed surprise by this, but added in the preliminary tests and tests of the water supply there hasn't been any immediate danger found that would raise concern. McLaughlin also felt the base has the community's support, pointing out the Maine Department of Environmental Protection has called their present waste disposal "a model program."
Not all are so unconcerned by the presence of the waste sites. Last April there was a caravan of citizen's groups from across the state trying to draw attention to industries they considered to be major polluters.
The Naval Base was one of the sites. The citizens pointed out the dumps, claiming there had been gas spills on the base since 1975 and there have been training exercises in areas with surficial contamination. McLaughlin didn't comment on these charges beyond saying they were presented in general terms to raise concern.

LISA CARTER
ORIENT Staff
"I want to make our Senior year a year that stands out for everyone when they look back at Bowdoin." This is the goal of Sarah Thorp, this year's Senior Class President, and if the evidence is correct she is well on her way to achieving this goal. Thorp is working with what she describes as an "outstanding" Senior Committee and a "great" Senior Class. Thorp said this year they have already had a pub night, a Seniorparty at Campus-Alumni House, and a bar-hopping trip to Portland.
Thorp, who has wanted to be president since her sophomore year, has big plans for the senior class. In the past, many Senior Class officers have basically only collected dues and planned Senior Week, pub nights, and bar-hopping trips. Thorp wants to do more. She wants to get the seniors involved and take advantage of the special knowledge and experiences that come with being a part of Bowdoin for four years.
One way such Thorp and the other class officers plan to use the resources of the class is to publish a senior class-sponsored student handbook. The handbook would be compiled by seniors who would each be expected to write a page on their experiences at Bowdoin. The information each senior contributes is intended to include information on courses that the Senior especially liked or disliked, information on what the students particularly enjoyed extracurricularly, and information on what the senior would change about Bowdoin if possible. This project is at the same time an academic and a co-curricular contribution to the Bowdoin community.

New director of personnel named
JSATU FUNNA
ORIENT Contributor
Bowdoin welcomes the newest addition to its staff as Caroline Garcia ends her third week as Bowdoin's first full time head of personnel.
Garcia is now responsible for the organization of benefit programs at Bowdoin which includes health insurance, life insurance and retirement programs for campus staff.
Job evaluation and compensation also play a big role in Garcia's work, as she is responsible for determining the proper wage and salary ranges for positions available to worker's on campus. In addition, Garcia will be responsible for conditions of employment at Bowdoin.
Garcia was involved in student affairs while attending graduate school at Kent State College and later while working her M.A. at Hiram College, Ohio. She then worked at Bates College as director of Student Affairs. Garcia later earned her doctorate degree from Boston University in Higher Education.
Her main interest in accepting a position as head of personnel was to pursue a career in higher education, and also to take advantage some of the skills she has learned through years of experience in the field of education.

College Briefs
Both Bates and Wesleyan colleges are hosting Soviet exchange students this year under a new consortium of which Bowdoin is also a member. The American Consortium for Eastern European Cultural Exchange, with its headquarters at Middlebury College has placed 56 Soviet students in 26 liberal arts colleges across the country. Bowdoin is this year hosting three students.
According to the Wesleyan Argus, Three members of Wesleyan's a cappella group, the Wesleyan Spirits were arrested and charged with simple trespassing "after they allegedly set up lighted candles in a graveyard as part of their yearly initiation ceremony."
The fire department spotted the "fire" in the corner of the cemetery while returning to headquarters. "When they arrived at the scene, the firefighters found 13 small styrofoam cups set up in a column formation on a few gravestones," states the Argus. The fire department then called the Police who charged the students with simple trespassing.

Private contractors test for toxic waste at Naval Air Station, Brunswick. U.S. Navy photos.
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Children’s Center

(Continued from page one) and razed "two small, old, non-descript houses" on South Street behind Zeta Psi. Spenkel said the proximity of the lot to existing gas, electric, and water lines made it an attractive choice for easy installation of the center.
With $70,000.00 budgeted by the Governing Board and the General Operating Fund, the College purchased a "double modular unit," two prefabricated buildings seamet together.
Woodall and Spenkel each estimated that the facility will require $100,000.00 each year for operating expenses, about half of which will be paid by the parents utilizing the service. Woodall expects that in the future, "up to two-thirds of the operating expenses may be paid by the parents of children at the Center," but it will never fully pay for itself. Then again, self-sufficiency was never a goal for this project, nor should it have been."

Smith echoed Woodall’s statement, adding that the College viewed the Center as part of its already-generous employee benefits program. The modular units were an excellent choice, according to Spenkel. Built by the Maine-based Spenkel Company, the buildings were constructed specifically to meet codes for child-care facilities. Similar units are used at Brunswick High School and other schools around the country as extra classrooms.

The center, intended from the start to be a quality facility, fills that purpose well. The part- and full-time supervisors play a secondary role to the child’s own initiative in determining a day’s activities. For that reason, Spenkel says, they like to refer to themselves as "facilitators." Available for the children are various activity areas, including space for reading, housekeeping (where the children bake their own snacks at snacktime), art, manipulative toys (like blocks, etc., for the development of motor skills), and uncaged pets including a rabbit and a budgerigar named Larkspur.

The children have a half acre yard extending around the corner at Coffin street. A play structure, swings, and a sandbox occupy some of the spaces.

Spenkel said that every day warmer than 12 degrees Fahrenheit will involve some outdoor activity for the children.

Trips for the children occur on a monthly or more frequent basis. The most recent was a trip to an apple orchard this past Wednesday.

Spenkel organizes the available activities around broad themes, so the center had a farming motif on the day of the field trip. In a day or two, the theme changes, so that the children stay interested and the center does not stay totally the same for too long.

Given the age groups of the children and the nature of the facility, academic matters are not emphasized. However, larger objects in the room are labeled to assist with reading skills development.

No students currently work or volunteer at the center, but Spenkel looks for openings for students in the future, perhaps after the proposed expansion.

The fee schedule for college employees is a sliding one, ranging from $20 to $50 per week per child, depending on the income level of both parents. All employees, part-time or full-time, can utilize this service. Those interested can contact Spenkel at college extension 3700.

Recent bicycle thefts have prompted Moulton Union Bookstore to carry two brands of bike locks at Security's request. Photo by Dave Wilby.

Seven unlocked bikes stolen from campus

Seven cases of bicycle theft have been reported to Bowdoin security since the start of the fall semester. Another bike was recovered by security and returned to the owner before the theft was reported.

According to Director of Security, Michael Pander, six of the seven bikes were unlocked. One of the bikes was taken from the basement of a residence hall.

Pander pointed to the necessity of parking bicycles under lock and key. According to Pander, the Moulton Union bookstore now carries two brands of bike locks at his request. "The locks are very easy to use, and both come with insurance policies to cover the cost of the bikes if they are stolen," said Pander.

The thefts, along with the serial numbers of the bikes have also been reported to Brunswick Police.

Pander added that his department is still investigating the crimes. "We assume that the thefts are being committed by people off-campus," said Pander.

Pauline's Bloomers

Totton Mall, Brunswick, 725-5952

Quality flower service for all occasions
Large selection of fresh, dried and silk flowers, balloons, plants and fruit baskets.
Wire Service WE DELIVER

Saint Louis University’s
Academic Year in Madrid
COMPLETE CURRICULUM: English, Spanish, Liberal Arts, Business & Administration, TSOL, Sciences, Hispanic Studies
SLU in Madrid is a member of AA/EOE

Apply NOW for Spring and Summer 1989
More than 1000 students in the Program

Raymond L. Sullivant, S.J.
Saint Louis University in Madrid
Calle de la Vina, 3
Madrid 28003 SPAIN
Tel: 213-3023213-2412

Mad About Our
Classic Levi's

For The College Male.

Comfortable fashions you return to again and again by Levi Strauss & Co.

Left: Levi's cotton/poly blend shirt in charcoal grey with white stripes.
S, M, L, XL: $27.50

Levi's Silver Tab black denim jeans with that famous fit and quality you trust.
Heavy-weight all cotton denim. $49.50

Right: Levi's International Collection shirt.
In cotton/poly blend. Assorted stripes.
S, M, L, XL: $27

Ready for relaxing, Levi's Dockers - pleated pants with cuffs in 100% cotton.
Garment washed. In olive drab. $30

Men's dept., 1st floor

WE COULD MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER!
Word Processing? Yes, we can do it!
Private post box rental? Yes, we can do it!
Packaging and UPS shipping? Yes, we can do it!
Western Union money? Yes, we can do it!
Passport photos? Yes!
Copies? Yes!
Laminating? Yes!
ETC., ETC., ETC.

Mailboxes ETC. USA®
Postal and Business Services
Cooks Corner Shopping Center 729-8774

124 Maine St.
Brunswick, Maine 04011

Open Mon - Fri 9 to 6, Thurs. 9 to 8, Sat. 9 to 5
Enjoy Etc Cafe' 19 Main St. Ed of the Library
Proposed missile test draw protests

TANYA WEINSTEIN
ORIENT ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

Proposed missile test draws protests. The campaign has undertaken action to prevent the test. Members of the campaign have circulated petitions, sent out newsletters, and are organizing Peace Walk '88 to take place October 16.

One reason the campaign is opposed to the test is that the missiles will be launched near the coast of Maine, which is a highly populated area. The missiles will fly over the coastline in a northern direction, make a loop, and then return to the launch site. The campaign is concerned about the potential for harm to people and property.

The campaign is also opposed to the test because of the environmental impact. The missiles will fly over several towns and cities, and there is concern about the noise and vibrations caused by the launch. The campaign is calling for a moratorium on all nuclear testing.

The campaign is supported by a wide range of organizations, including peace groups, environmental organizations, and community groups. They are calling for a stop to the testing and an end to the buildup of nuclear weapons.

The campaign is also appealing to the public to join in the protest. They are calling on people to sign petitions, attend rallies, and participate in the Peace Walk. They hope that their efforts will convince the government to cancel the test.

The campaign is also calling on other countries to join in the protest. They hope that a international consensus can be reached to end the testing and deployment of nuclear weapons.

The campaign is also appealing to the media to cover the story. They hope that the public will be made aware of the dangers of nuclear testing and the risks to our future.
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Meddies gear up for 1988-1989 season

DAWN VANCE
ORIENT Entertainment Editor

Bowedn’s male a cappella group, the Meddlebemsters, is presently gearing up for the year in which it hopes, according to Business Manager Peter Douglas ‘89, "to be more generally appealing and to entertain a larger cross-section of people."

This year marks the 51st for this nine-man group. Following the direction of Business Manager Douglas and Musical Director David Voe Fogler ‘90 the group will make its debut for the 1988-1989 season on October 7 and 8 in two parent’s weekend performances with Miscellania, Bowdoin’s female a cappella group.

This season’s repertoire will include many traditional Meddies favorites. Songs upon which the Meddies are presently working are "Sing, Sing, Sing", "Satin Doll", "Political Science", "No Fade Away", "No Bad News", the "Mighty Mouse" theme song and "Rock Island Line". The group will also work toward incorporating new music into its repertoire. With regard to songs it will add to complement the more traditional favorites, Driskell explained, "We’ll be putting together a few new songs together as people come up with ideas, we listen to tapes and sort things out that way or people arrange things.

LIZZ MILLAN
ORIENT Assoc. Entertainment Editor

"A bold, intense experiment — a cultural reawakening — a new beginning. People write the words delivered by David C. Driskell to describe the Harlem Renaissance.

Driskell delivered his talk entitled "Antecedent and Reflection on the Harlem Renaissance: Art of Black America" last Friday night in Kresge Auditorium. During the course of his talk he reviewed this grand cultural movement and introduced its major contributors.

Through a series of slides, Driskell presented the audience with the how and why of the Harlem Renaissance. He showed how after years of oppression the spirit of the black emerged symbolically through art. The Harlem Renaissance did, of course, entail many types of art, and so Driskell discussed the contributions of such music legends as Duke Ellington and Buddy Holiday and the importance of dozens of writers, artists and stage stars.

Driskell emphasized the emergence of a self-created image. The Harlem Renaissance represented a break from the conformity to the stereotypes of whites. This resulted in a redefinition of race and form, with many black artists returning to the art of Africa for inspiration.

After this introduction to the how and why of the Harlem Renaissance, the audience was invited to enjoy the opening of the exhibit, Harlem Renaissance: Art of Black America. Candles placed on the steps of the Walker Art Museum as well as the blaring of jazz music outside provided a fitting welcome.

Upon entry to the lower gallery of the Walker Art Museum, one transcends into the world of the Harlem Renaissance. A collection of sculpture, photography, and canvases greets the eye: each piece brings with it the feeling of the movement of the Harlem Renaissance. One becomes surrounded with a powerfully moving feeling of strength and pride. This strength shows itself through many forms and many styles.

Renaissance, the audience was invited to enjoy the opening of the exhibit, Harlem Renaissance: Art of Black America. Candles placed on the steps of the Walker Art Museum as well as the blaring of jazz music outside provided a fitting welcome.

Although it has not made definite plans, Douglas said the group "is now looking around New York and New England — at Vassar and St. Lawrence, many of the same places as last October," and will also "at alumni groups".

It is through such tours that the Meddies generate funds because the group, like Miscellania, does not put their singing up for funding through the Student Activities Fee Committee. Other means through which the group earns funds include record sales, private concerts and alumni support. The Meddies' album "Canned" released in April 1986, is presently on sale in the Moulton Union bookstore.

The Meddies recorded their latest album in mid-December 1987, at Megaphone Studios in Portland. A collection of 15 songs, the album was produced by World Records, Inc. Douglas indicated thus far the Meddies are anticipating another successful season and their debut on Oct. 7 and 8 with Miscellania. The Meddies and Miscellania will perform at 8:30 P.M. on Friday, Oct. 7 in Kresge Auditorium and at 9:00 P.M. on Saturday, Oct. 8 in the Moulton Union.

This year’s Meddies are: first tenors Fogler and Wesley; second tenors Lovell and Jody Condra ‘91, baritones Jody Condra ‘91, Adam Gibbons ‘91, Ethan Lovell ‘89, David Fogler ‘90, Peter Douglas ‘89; and basses Douglas, Gibbons, Lovell and Scott Stevens ‘91.

In regard to attendance of these films Voe explained, "Attendance has varied. It all depends on what is going on in the campus itself, but generally we advertise and about 50 people show up. The exception to this are the Wednesday showings. I do not know if it’s because people have a lot of homework or because they’re not interested, but the Wednesday showings are usually not as popular."

Theme weekends are another facet of the BVFS. "We’ve had, for instance, a Woody Allen weekend and are planning a Mel Brooks weekend. We have to be careful because there are very few types of films that people can sit through for four hours. Woody Allen and Mel Brooks being exceptions to the rules, of course."

So load up on the popcorn and raisins and get a move on. It only costs a dollar and you see some great movies. It will give you a chance to relax and veg out for a little while, and some of them may even give you a different perspective on what’s going on in the world.
German department offers Holocaust films

ALYSSA HOGGATT
OUTLOOK CONTRIBUTOR

This semester the Department of German is offering a film series in conjunction with German 51, "The Literary Imagination and the Holocaust." Films dealing with the Holocaust from the viewpoints of various sectors affected by it is being filmed in the United States, and will be shown this semester.

Professor Stephen Cerf and the German Department created the showing of this series as a special study of German literature in translation and includes readings as diverse as the "The material is so compelling that it cries out for serious study." supplied by the Van Vechten circle and resulting in a war are shown each Wednesday night at 7:30 p.m. in Smith Auditorium.

Cerf said, "the material is so compelling that it cries out for serious study."

The course analyzes various literary showings of the period from 1933-1945 when 11 million people, most of them of Jewish descent, suffered their deaths at the hands of Nazi rule. Such a stigmatizing subject as the Holocaust which occupied famed account of a young girl's experience in hiding during the German occupation of Europe, The Diary of Anne Frank and Rezzetti's Memoirs of an Anti-Semite. The course analyzes various literary showings of the period from 1933-1945 when 11 million people, most of them of Jewish descent, suffered their deaths at the hands of Nazi rule.

Van Vechten's film, "The White Rose", a story dealing with a German family who moved to Nazi Germany, is included in this film series. The subject of much of his work involved the exploration of national and ethnic identity in America. Climbing Jacob's Ladder, is a painting expressing the struggle of blacks trying to raise themselves up. The simplicity of figures reflects the African-American subject and other artists of his time were not willing to use up this primitiveness epitomized the extent to which Africa was an integral part of the Harlem Renaissance. "I have the soundest of reasons for being proud of my people. ... Ours is the truest dignity of man, the dignity of the defeated." This statement by Ethel Waters echoes the feeling of many blacks of the time.

The Unknown, a work of pastel colors and shadowy colorism, provides a representation of this form. Hayden was criticized by critics for his style of this symbolism, which he wanted to make his reason of criticism quite clear to the viewer. Later works, however, were endeared with the pride of his people.

Michael Perkiss, ORIENT CONTRIBUTOR

The Board of the Masque and Crown has announced the selection of the three-one-act plays for the annual season of One-acts. These one-acts were selected from proposal submissions by students of the University of Wisconsin in directing plays. And the winners are: "Bourne's" by "Amateur Hour, an unusual valentine," and "The Deep Blue Sea.", "Bourne's" is a play that "stirs the soul," by Harold and Maude," and "The Deep Blue Sea." "Bourne's" is a play that "stirs the soul," by Harold and Maude," and "The Deep Blue Sea."

Next Wednesday's featured film is "The White Rose," a story dealing with the German family who moved to Nazi Germany, is included in this film series. The subject of much of his work involved the exploration of national and ethnic identity in America. Climbing Jacob's Ladder, is a painting expressing the struggle of blacks trying to raise themselves up. The simplicity of figures reflects the African-American subject and other artists of his time were not willing to use up this primitiveness epitomized the extent to which Africa was an integral part of the Harlem Renaissance. "I have the soundest of reasons for being proud of my people. ... Ours is the truest dignity of man, the dignity of the defeated." This statement by Ethel Waters echoes the feeling of many blacks of the time.

The Unknown, a work of pastel colors and shadowy colorism, provides a representation of this form. Hayden was criticized by critics for his style of this symbolism, which he wanted to make his reason of criticism quite clear to the viewer. Later works, however, were endeared with the pride of his people.
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SPORTS

Football upends Middlebury in opener

BONNIE BERRYMAN
ORIENT Staff

The football team kicked off their season with a thrilling home opener as they squeaked by the visiting Panthers of Middlebury, 13-0.

The 13-0 final is in favor of the Polar Bears at halftime as it appeared that a Bowdoin victory was assured. All the Bears had to do was control the final ball. Unfortunately, this proved impossible.

It took a field goal by Rick Saletta '90 and an interception in the last second of the game by Mike Rumet '89 to assure the victory.

The weather at kickoff time was ideal; sunny and warm, as the teams took to Whitter Field.

The visiting Panthers kicked off to the Bears to start the game. However, Coach Howard Vanderzee's squad was forced to punt after their first series of plays. Both teams appeared to be a little jittery as each had difficulty moving the ball and both drew various flags.

Bowdoin practically ended the opening game with 5:58 remaining in the first quarter, senior cornerback and quarterback Ryan Stafford took the ball from in the 19-yard line. Stafford's extra point failed and it left Bowdoin on top 0-6.

Coach Vanderzee was pleased with the play of the defense in the first half as they shut down Middlebury offense. With a situation of 3rd and 14, Scott Wojcicki '89 and Scott Wilkin '90 sacked John Hayden '88 for a loss of 9 yards. The Panthers were forced to punt as a result.

Bowdoin quickly capitalized on the lack of offense and defense by the visitors as they rallied for another first quarter touchdown.

Stafford hit Mike Cavanagh and a junior took it in from the 22 yard line for the score. Saletta converted the point after and Bowdoin held a 13-0 lead.

"I was very pleased with the way both Stafford and the receivers played. They moved the ball well," cited Vanderzee.

The second quarter passed rather uneventfully, as neither team was able to put together a scoring drive. Bowdoin fumbled and was intercepted in its first two possessions of the quarter.

Bears struggled on offense and were held to one first down in the second quarter. They scored, however, on a 53-yard pass to sophomore quarterback John Stafford. His 2-yard touch-down pass to junior wide receiver Steve Osterbloom gave the Bears a 20-0 halftime lead.

"With the exception of one defensive tackle, the Bears were able to play with some confidence," said Stafford.

Captain John Secor '90 controls ball at midfield in action against Conn College. Photo by Marc Hertz.

Men's x-c races at SMU

STEVE CRAM
ORIENT Contributor

The men's harriers traveled to Dartmouth, Massachusetts last week to compete in the SMU Invitational. In the varsity and JV races there were several strong performances that indicate gradual strengthening of this young squad.

Brandis, who have traditionally been a cross country and track power house, dominated the men in impressive style with a winning score of 29 points, which easily outdistanced Middlebury's 70-4.

However, Bowdoin turned in some outstanding individual performances. Coach Pete Slovenski felt the squad needed to build through this meet so he elected to run the freshmen in the JV race.

As a result, John Dougherty '91 and Alex McKendrick '90 were the lone Polar Bear harriers in the varsity race. Dougherty raced to a 76th place finish over the five-mile course with Wickard following in 97th. In the JV race the fresh don of Matt Segal and Bill Callahan led the way with solid 26th and 28th place finishes.

Finishing up behind them was the trio of Ted Labbe, Dan Gallagher, and Alex Bently, all of whom are showing strong potential for the rest of the season.

Slovenski and captain Tod Dillon expressed optimism in the team's improvement and both echoed similar statements about the team's chances. Dillon, "the team showed a lot of character on Saturday and the younger runners are really coming along."

"Tomorrow finds the harriers in Waterville to take on Colby and USM on a very challenging course that also serves as this year's site for the state meet.

Harriers finish fourth

BLAIR DILS
ORIENT Staff

Buoyed by a strong team performance the women's harriers lay claim to 4th place at the Southeastern Massachusetts University Invitational.

Marlyn Fredy led the squad as she gutted out a tough 5th place finish. Coming up behind Fredy was senior co-captain Deanna Hodgkin in 15th. Rookie Dougherty, the other half of the captain combination, captured 23rd with a strong finish.

Arguably, senior Jessica Gaylord's 34th place run was the team's performance of the day as she ran 4th for the Bears.

Sophomores Jen Snow and Gwen Kuehne showed with identical times and were awarded 36th and 37th place, respectively.

Kim Dirani '91 finished close behind as she grabbed 42nd. Classmate Margaret Heron claimed 57th to finish out the scoring.

The extra point was good, and for the first time in the game, Middlebury had the lead, 14-13.

"They surprised us with those two plays," said Vanderzee. "We weren't ready for either the pitch or the long pass. That's the way football is. Of course, we gave them a few surprises too."

The Bears were not ready to throw in the towel and they began a march towards the Middlebury end.

The extra point was good, and for the first time in the game, Middlebury had the lead, 14-13.

"They surprised us with those two plays," said Vanderzee. "We weren't ready for either the pitch or the long pass. That's the way football is. Of course, we gave them a few surprises too."

The Bears were not ready to throw in the towel and they began a march towards the Middlebury end (continued on page eight).

Next week's previews

Rugby

Golf

Quarterback Ryan Stafford '89 completes touchdown. Photo by Dave Wilby.

BEARS battle Camels to a draw

PETE GOLDMAN
ORIENT Staff

The men's soccer team turned in its third strong consecutive effort last Saturday against Connecticut College. The team continued to play strong defensively, posting its third shutout in as many games, but struggled offensively as the Bears played the Camels to a scoreless tie.

The game was evenly played throughout with both teams having good scoring opportunities to break the tie in overtime. The Camels outshot the Bears 9-6 for the game but goal tender Bruce Wilson '90 made seven saves, including two spectacular saves in overtime, to prevent the Camels from scoring.

Coach Gilbride praised Wilson after the game saying, "Bruce played an exceptional game, he was solid throughout and made some great saves. Wilson has 13 saves through two games in alternating with Will Waldorf '90 who saved two shots against Maine Maritime and also beat University of Southern Maine. The two have yielded only one goal over the first four games.

The offense struggled against the Camels having few scoring opportunities. "Even when we did had opportunities, we did not get off great shots," said Gilbride.

Injuries seem to be taking their toll on the offense. Co-captain Karl Mayer '89 is hurt and not expected to return for four weeks. Lance Conrad '91, perhaps the team's most dangerous offensive player, pulled a muscle against Connecticut College.

"Karl is a very deadly player who has a good knack for getting into scoring position and for creating scoring opportunities for others. In that respect, we will miss him offensively," commented Gilbride. "Conrad's injury is not as serious and should be available for upcoming games."

Saturday, the offense seemed to lack rhythm; the Bears had only one dangerous scoring opportunity. (continued on page eight)
**Field hockey tames Bobcats in OT**

**BLAIR DILS**

**ORIENT Ass't. Sports Editor**

The Bobowdien Field Hockey team got back to winning ways Tuesday as the Polar Bears silenced Bears in a hard fought, overtime game, 4-3. The contest was the only one on the slate for the Bears this week.

Shelia Carrol once again provided the majority of the scoring. She tallied three times for her first hat trick of the season. The third goal, however, was the most important of the three as it came in overtime to seal the fate of the visiting Bobcats.

The game was a seesaw battle from the onset, as the lead changed hands four separate occasions. The visitors scored the lead quickly, scoring 8:56 into the game. The Bobowdien faithful on the sidelines subsequently raised their eyelids, underlining the sentiment by repeating at intervals, "the zone."

Football Saturday ORIENT scoring hands was Coach Middlebury's in an attempt to improve on Carrol's assessment as they travel to Wheaton this Friday for their next game.

As the opening touch of last Saturday's game, there was never a doubt who was the dominant team. Bobowdien controlled play in both the offensive and defensive ends of the field.

**TONY JACCACI**

**ORIENT Staff**

To say that the women's varsity soccer team beat Baldwin last Saturday would be an injustice. The Polar Bears dominated the visiting team by a score of 5-0 while improving their record to 2-0-1 on the year.

Coach John Cullen was pleased with his team's performance stating that the game was "the best soccer we have played so far this year."

The Black and White will attempt to improve on Cullen's assessment as they travel to Wheaton this Friday for their next game.

The team's 11th win of the season, and first in seven outings, gave the team's record a 4-1-1 finish to the season.

With that, the team will once again set their eyes on the Academy at the New England Prep School Soccer Tournament on October 7th.

---

**DR. WILLIAM R. OUELLETTE**

**DR. BRIAN L. DANIELS**

**OPTOMETRISTS**

Eye Examinations Optical Services Specializing in Contact Lenses

Pleasant Street Professional Building 53 Pleasant Street, Brunswick Telephone 725-2161

---

**Polar Bear of the Week**

**Bruce Wilson**

Wilson registered his second consecutive shut-out of the season Saturday against Connecticut College. He had 6 saves to keep the game a scoreless tie.

**Men's soccer**

(continued from page seven)

Midway through the second half, Ben Grinnell '92 brought the ball up the left side and passed to Conrad who quickly turned and centered the ball to Chris Garbaccio '90. Garbaccio's shot was headed wide right of the net before co-captain John Secor '90 broke into the box and headed the ball just left of the goalnet.

No changes are expected to be made offensively. However, Gilbride noted, "The defense is going to have to help create some offensive opportunities." More movement among the midfielders and strikers will also be needed.

On Tuesday, the team travelled to the University of Southern Maine attempting to get another win against a weaker USM squad.

The team came out very flat in the first half and scoring became secondary to surviving shaky play. The defense remained unscorched as USM failed to tally a shot in the first half. Its best shot hit the post.

The Bears went to the intermission with a scoreless tie but had to be disappointed with their play.

The second half presented a new challenge for the Bears when USM scored on a direct kick from about 22 yards away. Waldorf was unable to save the shot which caught the upper right corner of the net.

The goal was the first allowed by the team this year after playing over 315 minutes without a goal. It, therefore, was also the first time the Bears had trailed in any of their games.

The goal seemed to shock the team back to life at least temporarily. The Bears picked up the pace somewhat and were able to even the score at 1-1 off a corner kick. Dirk Asherman '91 provided an excellent cross which Patrick Hopkins '92 headed into the upper left corner of the net.

Hopkins, the team's stopper on defense, was up for the corner kick; the assist was Asherman's second of the year, both off corner kicks.

The team assumed command of the game a few minutes later when Bob Schultz '90 and his first goal of the year. Schultz's goal was the result of a goal in play by the Bears. Akin Hadzicrih out the ball in from the right sideline. Grinnell headed the ball far to the far post where an open Schultz scored to give the Bears a 2-1 advantage that they would not relinquish.

USM was unable to threaten the Bears after that.

The team's bid for his second goal of the game came on a breakaway late in the game, however, the USM goalie made a good save and the game ended 2-1.

The Bears will travel to Babson tomorrow looking to add to their 5-1-1 record. Wilson likes to be the goalies against the Beavers. The team then returns home to play the University of New England on Tuesday.

---

**Help Wanted**

Waiters, waitresses and kitchen help needed. Apply in person, 200-500 Narcissa Stone Restaurant 10 Water St., Brunswick

---
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**COOK'S LOBSTER HOUSE**

**LAST WEEK FOR**

**TWO FOR ONE LOBSTER SPECIAL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2 People, 2 Dinners $12.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dinners include: lobster hot rolls and butter cole slaw choice of potato, rice or vegetables
Students tell of study-away experience at sea

Study away. It's been a hot topic here at Bowdoin during the past month as people have shared stories and photos of last year's overseas experiences. For those who have yet to study away, we would like to share some thoughts and information about our experience away.

The program that we both attended was not quite in a foreign country, but it did take us, quite literally, "over the sea." The Williams-Mystic Seaport Program is a semester of American maritime studies sponsored by Williams College and taught at the Mystic Seaport Museum in Mystic, Conn. The program emphasizes the unique culture of seafaring and the world of the sea.

In advancing liberal arts tradition, we studied one topic from every possible angle. That topic was the sea. Classes included American maritime history, literature of the sea, marine policy, including economical and political concerns, and a choice of oceanography or marine biology. Extensive hands-on experience complemented the academic atmosphere and increased the depth of learning.

Mystic Seaport is one of the world's largest maritime museums and the Williams-Mystic students have every opportunity to utilize this resource. Two afternoons each week had the chance to work alongside seaport staff in either ship restoration, boathousebuilding, sailing, demonstration of activities in support exhibits or practical colonial navigation.

A semester at Mystic is very different from being on a college campus. We lived in houses owned by the program and located around the edges of the seaport. The houses are corded and the cooking, shopping and cleaning were done cooperatively. The 21 students in the program came from a variety of American colleges. Enrollments are not limited to any specific major, but all students shared an intense interest in the sea. This common interest made for long-lasting friendships among students and professors alike.

The highlight of our semester was a two-week practical cruise aboard the 125-foot staysail schooner Westward. Cruising the waters off Cape Cod in the fall semester or the Gulf of Mexico in the spring, the students are the crew of the vessel. Organized into three watch groups, each standing watch two or three times a day, we sailed the ship and conducted Marine research 24 hours a day. The actual experience at sea integrated all we learned at Mystic into an exciting reality. From hauling the lines, steering, and setting sail, to sampling marine organisms, water temperatures and chemical properties to working in the galley, we saw it all.

If you are interested in knowing more about it, please join us next Wednesday, October 5, at 7 p. m. in Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union, for a slide show and application information with the Williams-Mystic admissions director.

Western by Sig MacDonald '89 and Debbie Flagg '89. Please feel free to contact them for more information.
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The Williams-Mystic Program offers you a challenging opportunity to focus one semester of your studies on our relationship with the sea. While living in cooperative houses at Mystic Seaport Museum, you take four Williams College courses in history, literature, oceanography or marine biology, and marine policy. You can also develop new maritime skills such as boat building, sailing, or celestial navigation, and spend two weeks offshore on a marine vessel. The incomparable facilities of the Museum, Mystic's varied marine habitats, and the companionship of fellow students interested in the sea provide an exceptional setting for maritime studies.
The Student Body will be given another chance this week when the Student Executive Board holds elections to elect five members, bringing the board up to full strength. The Executive Board has the potential to be the most effective tool of Bowdoin's students in effecting change in all aspects of college life, from relations with the administration to Saturday night dances, but in the recent past the board has been subject to ridicule, and its potential undermined. Last week's elections were a prime example of the hobbles which have been placed on the board in the past by the students it honestly strives to represent. At last week's open forum to elect the 15 representatives to the board, only 10 candidates threw their hats in the ring, it would seem by the attendance and interest in the elections that students are happy as they are. They apparently have no complaints to voice. Or is it that they just don't care about the community in which they live for at least a year, for some as long as four? The college is presently facing one of the most dynamic phases in its history. Extensive additions have already been made to Bowdoin's infrastructure and further projects are presently in the planning stages. Issues with fraternities, athletics, social life and the faculty will also be major factors in the direction the college will take over the next several years. A college is, by its nature, a dynamic institution. This is especially true at a small liberal arts college like Bowdoin. Bowdoin exists not for research, nor for the production of engineers and technicians. It is presumably for the shaping of people able to function members of a community who can contribute to all its vital aspects, from intellectual life to the nuts and bolts of governing, the students enjoy the abilities and potential to succeed in this endeavor.

What was witnessed last week opens the question of how much students really care. Hopefully, this week's events will sustain our faith in the character as well as the abilities of the student body.
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**Danger on the footpaths**

The saga of the chain barriers continues...

The wooden additions to the chains are an improvement, but still not optimal. The chains still makes a dangerous situation. The blockade next to Hyde Hall still masks its real purpose. A College pickup was seen driving up to the barrier. It stopped in front of blockade and paused, before shifting into reverse and backing up. It then swerved and drove on the grass around the barrier. The blockade has lost its meager purpose of purpose and should be removed. It does not even serve as a deterrent to traffic on the path, except for students.

The real threat to students does not lie in stray vehicles on college paths. Rather, it lies in the college vehicles which use those paths. Anyone sitting at a bay window at Wentworth Hall for lunch Wednesday or walking up to the Tower about 12:20 p.m. would have witnessed the college's mail delivery van witnessed its daily rounds.

They also would have witnessed the van swerving around large groups of students making their way up the paths leading to the Tower and then parking in front when an entrance to the Tower, instead of using the roadway leading to the parking lot. After taking a small batch of mail into Coles Tower, the mailman drove the short distance to the Admissions office and delivered a small bundle of mail. The mailman then returned to his vehicle and made off down the path leading past the Afro-American Center to the Tower. Large groups of oncoming students were forced to move off the paths to make way for the college vehicle, and when one group did not move quickly enough, the van swerved off of the path and across the grass. Groups of students were left staring backwards at the van driving off.

The college cannot hope to control the conduct of their employees by physical barriers to their actions. They must do it through strict enforcement of policies that we hope must exist.
Letters

Filipino's personal account unmasks "Hidden face"

A retired Filipino in a land far from his own, it was sickening to hear a stranger speak with such conviction on his behalf, and to hear him speak for him. Playing on the emotions brought about by photographs of the Philippines, Chris Carter (Bowdoin Orient) went on to present a twisted and maneuvered portrait of the general direction of Filipino Development. He portrayed the NPA (New People's Army) terrorist movement as a noble cause, as the Filipino's only way to make his voice heard in an increasingly oppressive government. The truth is, as a result of this noble cause, many Filipinos live in fear of being victims of terrorism that comes in the form of kidnapping, random bombings, and death. Many of the people whom the NPA are supposed to be fighting for, the Philippines masses, are also killing the NPA. They forcefully collect "protection money" from many farmers and businessmen and have the legal obligation to protect its citizens against the terrorism of the NPA. This has brought the Philippine Military against the NPA. The NPA has brought the government to silence the needs of the people. The Philippine political structure of today is undoubtedly the most democratic that has existed in the past decades. The prospect of a more honest government and the encouragement of the previous president has encouraged increased economic activity. In 1987, there was a real economic growth of 4.4% (versus contractions of 5.6% and 3.8% in the years 1984 and 1985). It was due to the political instability in the Philippines that one of the leading medical research centers in the world will be here in the Philippines for the coming months. It is a real economic growth that has brought the government to silence the needs of the people.

Reader defends Orient

In response to a letter written to the editor, John M. Healy '90 says, "It is not just a matter of writing a letter, but exercise my right as the editor of the Orient. Usually the letters section of the Orient is not intended to be read, since it gives both students and others the perspectives of us, the Orient staff, about the University community. However, last week was an exceptional week.

I agree, the Bowdoin Orient is not perfect and it does have areas that are completely disagreeable. As an avid reader, I believe that more often than not it contains most major events occurring on campus, some other week and important other issues concerning the community, and sometimes elsewhere. If someone has a complaint, then he/she should also address it. However, show some class in doing so. Instead of directing harsh comments toward a single individual, people should express their frustrations in a more appropriate fashion.

After spending nearly four years at Bowdoin College, I have been experienced and met people who are truly interested in what I am trying to say. My friends and colleagues all agree with me.

What was it? Were you afraid of sitting through another holier-than-thou argument? Did you expect us to be "men-haters"? Did you expect it would be another "let's blame the fraternity" session? Or did you have "something better to do"?

Sorry, but none of these arguments are going to it. PRSG is not a group that hates men. And we don't blame the fraternities in

Student clarifies Jewish Holidays

I would like to help to clarify the argumentative position by Frederick S. Beless '90 and "Rosh Hashana" by Greg Lipisz. This article stated that "Unlike January 1 and July 4, Rosh Hashana is not a national holiday. Year in a mood of festivity and celebration, both Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur are Jewish religious holidays, known as "High Holidays." The comparison of the Jewish New Year to the secular New Year could be explained as follows. By their existence.

Rosh Hashana is not an extremely somber Jewish holiday. It is a time for three-months of the past year and celebrating the new year that is about to begin. During Rosh Hashana we celebrate the Jewish calendar, or Chanukah, and a shared identity. Shana Tova Tikvatenu" which in Hebrew means "may you be inscribed in the book of life for a sweet new year." Just because the beginning of the Jewish new year is not the beginning of the Gregorian new year, parties do not in any way imply that it is a somber holiday.

Following these ten days are ten days known as the "Ten Days of Repentance" during which Jews are expected to say they have "wounded" and ask for their forgiveness. This is also a time to examine who we are and the ways in which we can improve ourselves for the year to come. Kol Nidre is the name of the service that begins on Yom Kippur. Translated this means "all vows," and it is this prayer that allows Jews to pray together even though some among them have not fulfilled vows made to God. The prayer absolves all people from vows which they made to God over the past year. However, it does not provide a release from vows made to other human beings. Vows made to other human beings may only be absolved through specific prayers that confuses the person to whom the vow was made and asks to be forgiven.

Yom Kippur is also not an extremely somber holiday despite traditional observance. Traditions include fasting for twenty-four hours or praying throughout the day. Traditions such as fasting are done to show that an individual is sincere in his or her intention to atone and repent for sins and to ask for forgiveness. This is also a time to examine our own behavior and to examine ourselves for ways in which we can improve ourselves for the coming year. Kol Nidre is the name of the service that begins on Yom Kippur. Translated this means "all vows," and it is this prayer that allows Jews to pray together even though some among them have not fulfilled vows made to God. The prayer absolves all people from vows which they made to God over the past year. However, it does not provide a release from vows made to other human beings. Vows made to other human beings may only be absolved through specific prayers that confuses the person to whom the vow was made and asks to be forgiven.

I hope this letter helps to clarify what the Jewish High Holidays are essentially about. If anyone is interested in learning more about the High Holidays or other Jewish festivals, you are welcome to attend the Bowdoin Jewish Organization's weekly meetings in Coles Tower 2 South.

Josh Brockman '92

Reckless behavior spoils Zete party

It sometimes frustrates me when things go wrong. Last weekend I went to a fraternity party. It was the night of Friday night. I had not only out-of-town friends with me but my sister as well, so we decided to have a good time.

But as the night wore on, I realized that I was too tired and wanted to go home. Being drunk or even halfway so alters judgement, it certainly doesn't redden me. A person could do something odd while drunk has, before drinking, the proper courtesy to do the old thing — the beer only makes it easier for her or he to rationalize it.

It's not the wild and crazy nature of those connected with fraternity; such a generalization is thought of as incorrect and generalizations, by definition, do not work. Fraternity members and their friends are no different than the campus from which their microcosm originates.

As the answer...I have not the finest idea. People, it seems, don't want to enjoy each other's company. They don't want to give others the same rights they have. They demand to show others how to do it to them to the good of the untrusted others and people expect similar trust in return. Kind of makes one wonder how to have to think about — it certainly ruined the evening.

Brad Otsen '90

Playgoers appraise one-acts

We were dismayed to read Erica Lowrey's criticism of Professor M. Neilson's one-act plays. We found both the productions and the acting excellent. We applaud all the actors in "After Magritte," "...uncomfortable with the expectations of Pythonesque," and "The Road." All three plays was optimal. Perhaps Ms. Lowrey mistakenly thinks that all British audiences are "...uncomfortable with the expectations of Pythonesque." As members of the Brunswick community we are appreciative of the hard work that was provided by the Masque and Gown. The Stoppard one-acts were excellently well done and entertaining.

Nancy Eng

Susan Kertzer
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CANDIDATES Vie for Execs, Other Seats

JACK CAHILL
ORIENT News Editor

Races for sophomore class vice president, alternate to the board of overseers, and the five still-vacant seats on the executive board began Wednesday night in Beal Class-room as a total of 12 candidates for the seven positions filed petitions and spoke to an audience of about 400 students.

The open forum for candidates was opened by Andrew Winter '89, chairman of the Executive Board, and vice-chair Scott Townsend '89, who will administer balloting and counting of votes in Monday's election.

In the election's big race, eight candidates representing all four classes threw their hats in the ring for the executive board.

Brendan Riedy '92 said he was concerned with the atmosphere of apathy at Bowdoin. "When I first arrived here I was appalled at the number of students who wouldn't speak up," he said. Riedy's classmate Jonathan Schwartz suggested a monthly questionnaire as a means for "rejuvenating this board" and quoted presidential candidate George Bush in his speech.

Two candidates from the sophomore class outlined their qualifications for the board. Angela Crangle said she wanted to maintain "the college's high standards." Alan Parks said his experiences both as an independent and a member of Alpha Kappa Sigma gave him a "kind of dual view that can help the executive board."

Last year a lot of negative things happened at Bowdoin, and I think the board could have curbed them. It didn't," Parks said.

Tanya Weinstein was the only candidate representing the class of 1990. She cited her experience with the Orient as assistant news editor as a factor in her understanding of the way the Executive Board functions and her acquaintance with the procedures and personnel of the administration.

Three candidates from the senior class outlined their qualifications. Scott Belles said his understanding of fraternity issues made him a strong candidate, but said he would not play favorites as a board member.

BOWDOIN Honors Scholastic Achievement

DANIELLE ST. LAURENT
ORIENT Contributor

This afternoon Bowdoin College will be celebrating its 47th annual James Bowdoin Day to honor the academic achievement of some 232 students.

The students to be commended are undergraduates who have completed at least two full semesters' work in addition to obtaining honors grades and one quarter high honors grades.

Those students who have carried a full course program and have received high honors in each course during that academic year will receive a book with a replica that distinguishes the James Bowdoin Collection in the library.

JBS speaker Goodman describes career, values

ORIENT: I'd like to start with your earlier career.

Goodman: I started with it, why shouldn't you.

O: You began as a researcher/reporter for Newsweek and then moved on to work in features for the Detroit Free Press.

G: I didn't work as a reporter for Newsweek because woman weren't allowed to be reporters for Newsweek. I was a researcher, to keep the historic record straight since nobody believes that as recently as '63 it was really very limited.

O: What is it that attracted you to features writing?

G: I went from Newsweek to the Detroit Free Press where I was a general assignment reporter working on the city desk.

O: You did make the shift to features writing at some point.

G: I made the shift, or the shift was made for me, when I came back to Bowdoin and that was the job that was open. I like both kinds of writing, I like feature writing, what we call feature writing. It really allows you a lot more latitude for writing, its not as formulaic and I think that what is something that I responded to, that I really enjoy.

O: Was it then a natural progression for you to move on to become a columnist or what is it that being a columnist provides you that you didn't get being a features writer?

G: Well, being a columnist lets you write what you want, that's the essential part of writing a column.

When you're a news reporter of any kind, you're not supposed to say what you think. When you're a columnist that's the job. I often get funny letters from people saying your column was much too opinionated, why didn't you look at both sides of the story, it wasn't fair, which completely misreads what column writing is about. You try to be fair and show the readers that you understand there is another side, but essentially the business is saying what you think.

O: Do you often try to be provocative to provoke these responses, to be controversial?

G: Well, I try to say what I think and if other people regard that as provocative that's OK.

O: When you first started writing your column did you have a clear impression of what you wanted to accomplish or was it something that evolved as you were writing it?

G: I wrote six the first year, just very erratically, when something happened that I wanted to comment on. I thought that it is generally easier to write from a sense of outrage. They were probably the first six things that happened that I found really amusing, I can't remember what they were. Quite often you're motivated to write something when you see it's either funny or infuriating. And then I started to do it once a week and I did that for a couple years. I had a mid-career fellowship and then when I came back from that I did it full-time.

(Continued on page 9)

MOOSE Flash

A female moose was spotted running across the Farley Field House parking lot heading toward the practice football field at approximately 8:30 p.m. last Saturday. "It looked like a horse, but it wasn't," said Blair Dels '90, who witnessed the bizarre event. He added, "Bowdoin resident children were chasing it on BMX bikes toward the fields."

A male moose was also sighted near Whitier Field on Tuesday. Mark Spencer '89, who lives in a private house on Pine Street, said, "I stopped out of the door on Tuesday morning and looked to my right...there was a moose prancing down the street towards the field...he then headed to Pine Street Apartments..."

Albert Mauro '89 also spotted a moose on Tuesday morning from the 16th floor of Coles Tower. The moose was wandering around the fields near Farley Field House. Mauro said the moose was bare-headed.

The moose sightings culminated late Wednesday night when Steve Bell '89 sighted a moose near Cleveland Hall. Bell said at first he mistook the moose in the mist and darkness for a truck, but then realized what it was and pursued it across the quad before being eluded. Bell said the moose was sporting a large set of antlers.

When you're a news reporter of any kind, you're not supposed to say what you think. When you're a columnist that's the job. I often get funny letters from people saying your column was much too opinionated, why didn't you look at both sides of the story, it wasn't fair, which completely misreads what column writing is about. You try to be fair and show the readers that you understand there is another side, but essentially the business is saying what you think.

O: Do you often try to be provocative to provoke these responses, to be controversial?

G: Well, I try to say what I think and if other people regard that as provocative that's OK.

O: When you first started writing your column did you have a clear impression of what you wanted to accomplish or was it something that evolved as you were writing it?

G: I wrote six the first year, just very erratically, when something happened that I wanted to comment on. I thought that it is generally easier to write from a sense of outrage. They were probably the first six things that happened that I found really amusing, I can't remember what they were. Quite often you're motivated to write something when you see it's either funny or infuriating. And then I started to do it once a week and I did that for a couple years. I had a mid-career fellowship and then when I came back from that I did it full-time.

(Continued on page 9)

Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist Ellen Goodman will speak at the James Bowdoin Day ceremonies this afternoon.
Senior interviewers talk their way into a job

CHRISTOPHER LIELE
ORIENT Staff

Ron Brady's campus job pays him $5.50 per hour for talking to young people from around the world.

As part of the Admissions Office's Senior Interviewers program, Brady is among ten members of the Class of '89 selected to conduct interviews with prospective freshmen. The Admissions Office has been running the Senior Interviewer program since 1979, which it initiated in the early 1970's.

Like his fellow interviewers, Brady was asked to have his job as the Admissions Office is to have the seniors.

"It's great! I talk to people and get paid for it," Brady said.

Assistant Director of Admissions Leon Brasswell praised the attitude and performance of the group, saying "Their excitement and enthusiasm is contagious."

Brasswell described the selection of this past group of interviewers. Last spring Assistant Director of Admissions Sammie Robinson held meetings and interviews with juniors interested in the program. Robinson repeated the process in this fall for those who were away in the spring.

Robinson and other admissions staff members then narrowed the initial pool of 60 seniors down to the five men and five women now filling the positions.

"We look for someone with enthusiasm and a balanced view of the college. Someone who can analyze prospective students and look for intellectual curiosity and depth," Brasswell said.

"Their's is a difficult task. They must ask the right questions, they must always be ready for the next person, and, since their write-ups are presented in committee, part of that student's file, they must be clear."

A true appreciation of the liberal arts education, professionalism, and the honesty to say, "We just didn't click," after a bad interview with a good candidate rank high on the list of necessary characteristics for potential interviewers.

Brasswell stressed the role of the interviewer as a representative of the college. "The interview is very human, and it's where, rightly or wrongly, often students can make the decision whether or not to pursue their application to Bowdoin."

Training for the seniors consisted of two meetings and sitting in on at least two interviews with different admissions counselors. To impress upon them their role as representatives of the college, the interviewers read up on Bowdoin and met with President A. LeRoy Greason. Weekly meetings with Robinson are held to continue training and address concerns that arise on the job. After three weeks on the job, the seniors and the admissions staff seem thoroughly pleased with the assignment.

Not only do the seniors provide an emotional lift for the admissions regulars, their presence also allows the staff time to travel to high schools during the fall, the busiest interview season of the year.

Admissions counselor Kelly McKinney '87 prefers hiring seniors to bringing in temporary help from outside the college. "They give a perspective on Bowdoin that even recent graduates can't give. They have a realistic connection with the school and with the interviewers."

As for the seniors, Jennifer Tews said the like "having student involvement in the future of Bowdoin and meeting such a diverse group of interesting, motivated people."

Want a campus job where all you have to do is talk to people? Mitchell Price '90 is one of 10 senior interviewers for the admissions office.

Photo by Ann Farahahdick

BRENDAN RIELLY
ORIENT Contributor

The Students for Dukakis organization began the primaries in the fall of 1987. Sen. Lloyd Bentsen (D-Tex.) was recently added to the organization's name when he joined the ticket. According to Zack Messitte '90, the Dukakis/Bentsen organization currently has a mailing list of thirty students, about twelve of whom are very active.

The Students for Dukakis/Bentsen organization is very involved in calling targeted voters (independents and Reagan Democrats) to find out preferences in congressional, senatorial, and presidential races.

The organization sponsored the voter registration held on Bowdoin campus to Congressional Woman Olympian Snow, both of whom have agreed to speak. Messitte expressed his hope Sen. George Mitchell, Bowdoin '62, will also speak.

Bowdoin was once a major campus for political candidates, especially in 1968, when all the presidential candidates except for Richard Nixon came to campus to speak.

As for the competition, Messitte called George Bush's choice of J. Danforth Quayle (R-Ind.) as a running mate "an insult to people our age...to our intelligence." Messitte said a politician should not be praised for looks and a pleasant voice but for knowledge and ideas.

"The question American voters should be asking themselves is: Is Quayle qualified for the presidency, not the vice-presidency? The answer to that is emphatically no." Messitte added.

Photo by Ann Farahahdick

Dukakis supporters gear up for election

Chemistry student Daniel Gallagher '92 employs the technique of distillation at the microscale level. Photo by Jeff Bradley.

Mayo, Pike merit award

Professor Dana Mayo of Bowdoin College and Professor Ronald Pike of Merrimack College are the winners of the 1988 James Flack Norris Award for Excellence in the Teaching of Chemistry, the Northeast Section of the American Chemical Society has announced.

"Mayo is the Charles Weston Pickard Professor of Chemistry at Bowdoin, and Pike is professor of chemistry at Merrimack College.

Microscale uses miniature laboratory equipment and minute quantities of chemicals in fundamental experiments and introduces students, as a part of their sophomore year, to instruments and methods used in modern research.

Microscale reduces the cost of materials and the threat of fire and explosion. In addition, it gives students access to a greater range of reactions and results and motivates them to make more careful observations.

Since its development in 1980-81, when Pike was a visiting professor at Bowdoin, the microscale curriculum has been adopted by some 190 colleges and universities, among them Harvard, Williams, Stanford, Notre Dame, Baylor, and the Air Force Academy.

In 1986, Mayo and Pike, along with Bowdoin Professor Samuel Butler, received the first Charles A. Dana Award for Pioneering Achievement in Higher Education, which included a prize of $50,000.

Pike and Mayo will be the guests of honor at the ACS awards ceremony at Simmons College in Boston on November 10, where they will deliver a lecture, "The Miniaturization of Organic Laboratory Programs."

Mayo, a member of the Bowdoin faculty since 1962, is an internationally known leader of the field of infrared spectroscopy and an expert in inorganic coal fuel. A graduate of MIT, he earned his doctorate at Indiana University.

In 1968, two Bowdoin chemistry professors, William Root and Samuel Kamerting, shared the James Flack Norris Award. At the same time, the pair jointly held the Pickard chair at Bowdoin, the same chair Mayo now holds.
A parents' guide to the ins and outs of Bowdoin life

To those parents who have never experienced a Parent Visit Weekend at Bowdoin college, the idea of visiting your child in a college atmosphere is exhilarating — and okay, maybe you're a little nervous. To make your stay a pleasant and rewarding one, I've compiled a list of THINGS PARENTS SHOULD KNOW:

Things to expect:
1. Expect your child to come running out of his dormitory with the words "What did you bring me?" or "Let's go to the Tower!" on his lips.
2. Expect an exceptionally spotless room — DONOT be fooled into thinking this is ordinary behavior. College students DO NOT make their beds except on Parents Weekend or when they are trying to find lost articles of clothing. (Hint: Do not look under things such as the bed, desk, bureau, etc. as all of the empty beer cans will have been swept there just as you walked in the door.
3. Do not be surprised if the furniture in the room is not used for its expected purposes. (Example: your child may have his clothes on a chair, sit on his desk, use the bed to pile books on, and sleep on the couch.)
4. Your child's roommate will have every electronic gadget ever made and your child will make sure you realize how deprived he is in comparison. ("Look, Mom — he has that new stereo/can opener/ hair dryer/toaster oven system you wouldn't buy me for Christmas.")
5. Do NOT allow yourself to be swayed by this guilt tactic. Your child does not need to move into the world of laser sound technology just yet.
6. Do NOT be surprised if your child tells you he is taking classes in the old pool, a barn or in the chapel — there really are classes in these places.
7. Expect your child to tell you how much he really needs a car in the wilderness of Maine as there is no sign of life within 50 miles (and don't fall for the line "during the winter the snow piles up here so high you need a 4 wheel vehicle to get through"), and can't you fly home or something and leave the Audi here for the rest of the semester?
8. Campus landmarks you should be familiar with:
   1. The Moulton Union. This houses two important places on campus — the game room and the bookstore. I don't know if the bookstore actually sells books, but you will be sure to find more kinds of Bowdoin paraphernalia than you could ever possibly want, from boxes (perfect for Maine winters!) to mugs to tacky polar bear ties.
   2. Cole Tower. If your child lives here during his Bowdoin career he will most likely turn into what is known as a "Tower Rat" — one who eats, sleeps and studies in the Tower, and doesn't really remember where the front door is anymore.
   3. Haworth-Cole-Lemoyne Library. This building may fool you — just because there are 750,000 volumes housed in here does not mean this is a place to study. This is the local hangout on campus.
   4. Campus lounge.
   1. Drop. If your child tells you he "dropped," it doesn't mean he dropped out of school, dropped his new computer, dropped acid, etc. but that he joined one of the eleven Greek organizations on campus.
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2. Tool, a 19 yr. old has been doing a lot of this, no, he is not taking Shop 101. He is instead pursuing his academic environs in his fullest extent (i.e. studying). Do NOT believe your son or daughter. This is what his roommate does. Your child is not sure where the library is. He thinks that's where they keep the books.
3. No L.D. No Eat. Refers to the college's recently enforced policy that a student show proper identification in order to experience the culinary wonders of the dining service, including the immensely popular sprit of parsley adorning each plate.
4. VAC. If your child wants to show you the VAC, this could only mean one of two things — he has developed a certain attachment to the dorm Electrics, or he wants to show you the Visual Arts Center. Once you know what to expect of your child and exactly how to talk to him in a language he will recognize, you can relax and enjoy the campus. So fire up that "get psyched" to have a great weekend!

---

SUGARLOAF
gives you a run for the money... 70 in fact!
A STUDENT SEASON PASS is the best ski deal around. Buy now ski a lot and save a lot! Only $250 with purchase before 10/31/88 for a full season of skiing. Contact your campus representative today!
Your campus representative is:
Matthew Griswald
725-3938
sugarloaf@usa
Caribou Valley, Maine 04947
Telephone 207/231-2000

Are you considering professional school?

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
JOHN F. KENNEDY SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT
Is looking for future leaders in public affairs.
Come learn about Harvard's two-year master's program in public policy, leading to either the master in public policy or city and regional planning degree.

JOINT DEGREE OPTIONS AND CROSS-REGISTRATION OPPORTUNITIES WITH OTHER SCHOOLS

MEET WITH A KENNEDY SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE
DATE: OCTOBER 26
TIME: 3:00-4:30 PM GROUP SESSION
PLACE: PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR THIS INFORMATION

All Students, All Majors, All Years Welcome!

---

THE BRUNSWICK FLOWER SHOP
Welcome Parents!

---
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Student center needed to alleviate social problems

AL MAURO
Orient Art Director

In-Depth News Analysis

Hyde Cage/Curtis Pool Project
First in a series: The need for a student center

The Moulton Union was built in 1928 as a social, service and recreational center for the campus. The building was designed for a student body of around 500 students. In the last 60 years, the school has almost tripled in size, but the Moulton Union still serves as the main student center on campus.

How can the Moulton Union still successfully fill this role? Most students, administrators, and faculty agree that it does not.

Last spring, President A. Leroy Ganszoni appointed a special committee to study the possibility of building a new student center in the Hyde Cage and Curtis Pool. The cage and pool were left empty when the Fieldley Fieldhouse was finished last fall.

The committee's first task was to decide exactly what was lacking on campus in order to determine what is needed. The committee's findings are reported in a position paper which analyzes the situation on campus.

Social life, which once revolved around a nearly 100% fraternity student body, is now in a state of transition, as the over one-half of the student body that does not belong to fraternities looks to the college to provide the socializing and recreational space once provided by fraternities. That has put a crunch on the existing facilities.

"The Moulton Union was built for a smaller campus at a different time when the school had different needs than today," said Bill Fruth, student activities coordinator and a member of the committee. The concept of a social space in the twenties was different from that of today said, "It's more of a grandparent's living room versus a family den."

Ana Brown, assistant dean of students, also said the Union has the wrong atmosphere for a student center. "Students feel going into the Union is like going into your great aunt's house where you can't move anything around."

The Union's main problems, however, are not with its atmosphere. It is a problem of lack of space and the usefulness of the space. The lounge space is not used to lounge, but it is used for everything else," said Fruth. "Office supplies are kept in what used to be part of a dark room."

Fruth said the number of offices for student organizations has been cut to two in the Union and it is difficult to schedule events or meetings into the other rooms in the Union because of the great demand. Space in Wentworth Hall that was originally designated for student space has also been taken over for meeting and office space.

The position paper points out that there is no central spot for activity still serves as a student center would serve as a legitimate to many decentralized spots on campus. The library serves as a gathering spot, which interferes with studying. Makeshift lounges in the dorms are also used.

The campus' greatest need, according to most students and administrators, is a centralized meeting place where students can eat, shop, get their mail and just "hangout."

"The position paper said, "The campus center we envision will be a lively, attractive, probably rather noisy place, where students can expect to find people and activities at all times of the day and late into the night. The campus' greatest need is to draw people there — food, mail, xerox machines, a newsstand and the college store."

Good Food in a Great Atmosphere

Enclosed Tropical Atrium
Daily Chinese-American Lunch Buffet
Dinners Until 10p.m. Nightly
Lobsters, too!

Take Out Available Anytime

Limited Social Facilities

Adequate space for social activities in college-owned facilities is virtually nonexistent. Those areas in Wentworth Hall that were designed for this purpose have been largely taken over by the critical need for housing space and the new requirements have become so overcrowded that casual social use is not possible. Likewise, the Moulton Union, which served the college well when it was new so overcrowded and heavily booked for formal functions that it no longer serves as a social center. Social spaces created in various dormitories have been unsuccessful due to their small sizes and inappropriate locations. Almost everyone who spoke with the committee identified this current lack of social space as a serious problem.

The most obvious consequence of limited social facilities is that fraternities — to which only half the students belong — have become the center for most campus social activities. These activities consist largely of campuswide open houses, parties of various sizes, kid parties, etc., and their behavioral consequences leave much to be desired. Almost all reported cases of alcohol and sexual harassment occur in fraternity houses, which is hardly surprising since this is where College social life is centered. It is a commonly expressed opinion on campus that the fraternities' social role has been forced on them unfairly and puts undue burdens on them.

For the sake of all students, it is essential that the College create adequate College social facilities without further delay. Failure to do so would be unfair both to the student body and the fraternities.

"From the Report to the President from the Committee to Review"

Get A's and for your parents, and a for yourself.

Try a Macintosh today — you may win a Sony Discman.

Now that a new school year is under way, we have an idea that'll make both you and your parents feel a bit more confident come finals time.

Get a Macintosh computer to help with your homework. Then you'll never have to spend another all-nighter retying a paper just to purge a few typos and dangling modifiers. You'll be able to crank out assignments that look as though you bribed a friend in art school. And with an amazing new program called HyperCard — which just happens to come packaged with every Macintosh — you can easily store, organize, and cross-reference research notes in your heart's content.

And if that isn't enough reason to look at a Macintosh today, here's another: Right now, you have three chances to win one of Sony's Discman" CD players — including the exciting Sony Pocket Discman, which also plays the new 3-inch CDs. And even if you miss out on the CD player, you may still win one of 15 Apple T-shirts. No strings attached — just fill out a registration form at the location listed below.

Enter Sept. 26 - Oct. 14
Moulton Union Bookstore

The power to be your best.
East German researches Peary

JACK CAHILL
ORIENT News Editor

A bit of the Eastern Bloc's literary scene came to Bowdoin Tuesday night as Otto Emmerleben, a distinguished East German writer, spoke in the Bean Classroom of the V.A.C. on being a writer in the German Democratic Republic.

Emmerleben, who left a promising career as a physicist to finish his first novel, has been on campus for several weeks researching his next book, which will be a historical novel about Admiral Robert Peary, a Bowdoin graduate and distinguished Arctic explorer. He has another Bowdoin connection in Professor Helen Cafferty of the German department, who has translated some of his short fiction into English.

Emmerleben studied physics in East Germany and later in Bulgaria, and graduated from the University of Sophia in 1964. After getting a job researching and teaching film development techniques, he was able to travel to Italy, France, and the Soviet Union. After his return to East Germany, he began writing short fiction and was first published at the age of 30. He began working with the East German Writers' Union at that time.

Emmerleben's first long work of fiction was a historical novel about an Italian philosopher executed by the inquisition in 1590. He compared the religiously divided world of the sixteenth century to the politically divided world of today.

Emmerleben, who has since left his industrial world to devote all his time to writing, gave the first public reading of his short story "Night Duty," translated into English by Cafferty. "Night Duty" is account of the moon landing from the point of view of a night watchman listening to it on the radio.

Anita Fuchslocher '91 examining volumes in Special Collections. Photo by Dave Wilby.
**UB40**

with special guests

**Wednesday, October 19, 1988  8:00p.m.**

**Wadsworth Gym  Colby College**

$12  General Admission

Tickets Available in the Student Activities Office

For more information, call 872-3338 or x3186
**Importance strives hard to be earnest**

The importance of Being Earnest is one of the most perfect comedies in the English language. It is a masterpiece of wit and satire, and a delight to read. The cast is superb, and the production is first-rate. The show is not to be missed. It is a must-see for lovers of theater.

Robert Laugliun '92, in his role as John Worthing, brings life to the characters of the text. The play takes off a slow and painfully awkward start as the actors work out the stage as automatons; most are over-enthusiastic with their accents and mannerisms, and rather weakly with the audience. As the curtain rises on the London flat of Algernon Moncrieff, there is immediately a certain distance between the audience and the rigidity of the actors. Algernon, played by James Simon '92, and Ernest, played by Robert Laugliun '92, are a delightful pair of characters, and their relationship is one of the highlights of the play. The show is performed by the Portland Symphony Orchestra, and the music is wonderful. The cast is superb, and the production is first-rate. The show is not to be missed. It is a must-see for lovers of theater.

## Calendar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct 7</td>
<td>JAMES BOWDOW DAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 9, 10</td>
<td>PARENT'S WEEKEND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 11</td>
<td>Monday, October 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 12</td>
<td>Tuesday, October 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 13</td>
<td>Wednesday, October 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 14</td>
<td>Thursday, October 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 15</td>
<td>Friday, October 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 16</td>
<td>Saturday, October 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Movies**

- **On Campus**
  - 7:30 p.m. Calvin Hall, Portland State University
  - 8:30 p.m. McCracken Hall, Oregon State University

- **Around Town**
  - 7:30 p.m. The Movie Palace, Portland
  - 7:30 p.m. The Regal, Salem
  - 7:30 p.m. The Crystal, Portland

**Outdoor Activities**

- 7:30 p.m. The Mountain Theater, Mount Hood
- 7:30 p.m. The Art Center, Portland
- 7:30 p.m. The Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Ashland
- 7:30 p.m. The Oregon Symphony, Portland

**Current Exhibitions**

- 7:30 p.m. The Portland Art Museum
- 7:30 p.m. The Oregon Historical Society
- 7:30 p.m. The Portland Museum of Art

---

**The Importance of Being Earnest** is a perfect comedy that you must see. It is a must-see for lovers of theater. It is a must-see for lovers of comedy. It is a must-see for lovers of life. It is a must-see for lovers of the universe. It is a must-see for lovers of the infinite. It is a must-see for lovers of the finite. It is a must-see for lovers of the infinite and the finite. It is a must-see for lovers of the infinite and the finite.
Campus bands play for charity

GENEVIEVE ANDERSON
ORIENT Staff

The Inter-Fraternity Council will sponsor a benefit entitled "Bow-Aid" for the charity organization CARE (Cooperative for American Relief Everywhere) this Saturday on the quad from 1:30-6:30P.M.

Initiated by Phil Upsal fraternity, this benefit will help raise money for emergency relief in countries blighted by mass starvation, drought, flood and war. Proceeds from Saturday's event will also contribute to CARE's ongoing comprehensive aid in educating needy communities in grassroots technology aimed at strengthening their economies.

Saturday afternoon's event will feature six student bands and the female a-capella group Miscellanea. Volunteers will be soliciting for immediate donations as well as pledges for future involvement in the organization. A representative from the Boston branch of CARE will attend the event to distribute information and establish contacts with Bowdoin students.

Trinka Hamilton '88 works for CARE now and Ken Lord '88, who has provided the main source of motivation for this event with the help of Lisa Howell '90 and Arlen Johnson '91, hopes this benefit will motivate more students to volunteer their time to organizations similar in nature to CARE. Lord cited the reason for the event lies in "spurring interest and raising awareness of the emergencies which exist in a number of countries."

Lord said, "In my five years at Bowdoin, I have consistently been surprised at the lack of support for philanthropic causes like CARE. You hear shocking statistics concerning the number of people living around the world because they have no food and you can't believe more people don't get involved. I hope that this benefit might motivate people into seeing that they can take positive steps to help others."

Lord chose CARE for its reputation of getting money and supplies where needed. Lord said, "We chose CARE because of their holistic approach to aiding countries. As well as feeding people, CARE shows communities which to plant that will enrich their soil, they build houses and teach skills to give each community a self-reliance that will last when the organization leaves."

Lord asks that people come to the benefit and show their support. "It's not often an event like this that we get such an easy opportunity to show our responsibility to the rest of the world, "Lord says.

In case of rain, the event will take place on Sunday afternoon from 1:30-6:30.

Rowing Shell
For Sale
Old Town single scull
Excellent condition - Ready to go
Leave a message
833-2895

CRUISE SHIPS
Now Hiring Men and Women. Summer & Career Opportunities (Will Train). Excellent Pay Plus World Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, etc.
CALL NOW!
207-756-7000 Ext. 352C

$60.00 PER HUNDRED remailing letters from home! Details, send self-addressed, stamped envelope. Associates, Box 309-T, Colonia, NJ 07067

JAMESON 1779
TAVERN
Main Street, Freeport
585-4196

Noted under landlord Jameson for its quality spirits and excellent cuisine, we aspire to an old tradition. Steaks + Seafood + Cocktails
Light meals in the Lounge Banquet Facilities
Mag 4 No. 57

The Style...The Savings

79th Anniversary Sale

20%-30% off
Come discover really terrific savings on our new fall collections

Great Finds
From every department - now 20%-30% off

Sale Begins
Saturday
October 8th

The Style...The Savings

BECAUSE GIRAFFES DON'T BROWSE IN A TEST TUBE...

because giraffes don't brose in a test tube...

join us in the best of all laboratories: to study real-world environmental issues including:

- Wildlife Management in Kenya
- Marine Biology in the Virgin Islands
- Tropical Rainforests in Australia
- Marine Mammal Behavior in Mexico
- Resource Management in the Circumpolar North
- and 14 other critical environmental issues

Financial Aid and College Credit available for all programs

THE SCHOOL FOR FIELD STUDIES
Box V, 16 Broadway, Beverly, MA 01915

For more information on Semester, Summer and January programs, please join us:
Moulton Union Conference Room
1 PM, Tuesday, October 11
OR CALL (508) 927-7777
The World is Your Classroom

79th Anniversary Sale

20%-30% off
Come discover really terrific savings on our new fall collections

Great Finds
From every department - now 20%-30% off

Sale Begins
Saturday
October 8th

The Style...The Savings

BECAUSE GIRAFFES DON'T BROWSE IN A TEST TUBE...

because giraffes don't brose in a test tube...

join us in the best of all laboratories: to study real-world environmental issues including:

- Wildlife Management in Kenya
- Marine Biology in the Virgin Islands
- Tropical Rainforests in Australia
- Marine Mammal Behavior in Mexico
- Resource Management in the Circumpolar North
- and 14 other critical environmental issues

Financial Aid and College Credit available for all programs

THE SCHOOL FOR FIELD STUDIES
Box V, 16 Broadway, Beverly, MA 01915

For more information on Semester, Summer and January programs, please join us:
Moulton Union Conference Room
1 PM, Tuesday, October 11
OR CALL (508) 927-7777
The World is Your Classroom
Unbuilding Walls features photographs of Chinese daily life

SEAN BELL

Unbuilding Walls encountered...

The first picture that struck me was a photograph of two old men sitting together in a village called Wuxi. I pictured them sitting there most of the day, talking to one another about what was going on in town, the cold, maybe even what they had for lunch that day. They both were smiling, probably enjoying the sunny day. What struck me as strange was that one of them had the same look on his face that my grandfather has when something pleases him.

There were a number of photos of children in different parts of the country. A lot of the children were making the funny types of faces that your mother used to yell at you for making, saying, "it ruined a beautiful picture of you!". I wondered if these children would have gotten in trouble if their mothers had seen the pictures. One photo was a picture of three young girls, all lined up against the wall, leaning. They had their faces on, like they were trying to impress their maturity. The photographer. All three had their pants rolled up to their knees, and the others had round arms around each other's necks. But they were sisters.

One of my favorite photos was of a teenage boy, probably about seventeen, who was posing for the photographer. He was standing in the middle of the road with his right hand on his hip. His body was oriented to the left and the head had his lifted, so he was staring into the sun. What made the photograph my favorite, was that he was wearing a pair of sunglasses, that looked exactly like a pair of cheap Raybands. He looked cool.

As I walked through the people and the photographs, I began to understand the importance of the title. Groups of people were talking to one another about what they were looking at. Many asked questions of the Chinese people there as well as the two artists concerning what they were viewing. Many of the people were looking at the pictures the same way the Chinese people in the pictures were looking at the camera — with curiosity and interest.

It seems painfully obvious to me now that I knew very little about the Chinese as human beings. I always pictured the Chinese culture as being severe, gray and humorless. In twenty minutes, I learned that they were just like many of us in the United States. I saw looks of curiosity, godlessness, distrust, and wisdom. Just like I see on the faces of Americans.

After I finished, I asked Lenhart and Bernard what they planned on doing with the pictures. They weren't sure what was going to happen to the pictures. But if they had their way: "We'd like to send the pictures back to China. They're pictures of the Chinese... Although the pictures mean a lot to us, so do the people in them. We'd like them to see how their pictures came out!"

Bernard and Lenhart wrote that the pictures themselves "suggest something about both the universality of the human condition and the pervasiveness of our barriers." By looking at the photos themselves, they realized they were right. The happiness of youth and the wisdom of age were not seen solely in the Western world, but are universal in their implications and their effectiveness.

These artists attempted to unbuild some walls. If the curiosity of the crowd and the answers they received are any indication of achievement, then congratulations Mr. Bernard and Mr. Lenhart, you succeeded.

Typists - Hundreds weekly at home!
Write: P.O. Box 16,
Clark, NJ 07606

---

The Apple Macintosh™ personal computer is powerful, yet easy to use. And now is the time to purchase yours.

As a student you're eligible for Apple's higher education discount. You'll never see prices like this again.

Ask questions, see a Macintosh demonstration and meet software representatives at Apple MacFest.

Friday, October 14
9 to 5

Maine Lounge
Moulton Union

Bowdoin

Register To Win
Free Sony Discman CD Player
in Moulton Union Bookstore
Drawing held at MacFest

---

Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

MacFest is a service mark of Apple Computer, Inc.
(Continued from page one) O: You've been many labels attached to the type of writing that you do, you've been called "a serious writer about soft subjects" or a writer who "writes about social change and how it effects people." How would you define your own work?
G: I probably would say that I write about values, if I had to put a label on it, but either of those other labels are OK except that I challenge the notion that I write about soft subjects because soft subjects is a very traditional definition. There was a point at which issues about family life, issues about what we call social issues were regarded as soft issues and today they're very pivotal political issues as well. And in fact soft issues was a euphemism for anything having to do with women. We won't go into the biological reasons why male issues were called hard and female issues were called soft because we can't do it without getting prurient. But there was definitely a kind of breakdown there.
O: You've often been compared with Erma Bombeck. I think that the ads for your first book stressed to the thinking woman's Erma Bombeck. G: Needless to say I didn't write the ads. I thought it was stupid ads. In fact, I wrote Erma Bombeck a note saying I hadn't written it. I'm not the thinking women's Erma Bombeck, you are the thinking women's Erma Bombeck. She's quite an interesting, nice woman and she sent me back a note saying "don't worry about it."
O: My first book came out they had advertised it with "Jean Kerr, look to your daughters." (Kerr being a columnist from an earlier era than the Erma Bombeck era.) Then not too long ago someone was promoting a column describing the columnist as "a conservative Ellen Goodman." whatever that means. So just de- vised this sort of fantasy that there is this horrible chain linking all the way back to Jane Austen who was "the conservative Mary Wollstonecraft, or something, it's just hopeless. They just go on comparing women to each other hopelessly. There's nothing to be done about it.
O: You've often used humor in both your columns and in your earlier features work.
G: Even in my personal life. I hope you do too.
O: It is just your sense of humor coming out or do you consciously use humor to achieve a certain effect?
G: I don't know, I think it just is there.
O: Two weeks ago after watching all that Olympics stuff, I wrote a column on the Olympic event of getting up in the morning, and it just sort of comes out, just the way I see the world. You can't fake that kind of thing, as we can see from watching Michael Dukakis.
O: I was wondering why you titled your column "At Large"?
G: I happened a long time ago when the column ran here. In another incarnation it was called "At Large." I don't call it that myself, but it runs some places with that title. And I guess it's sort of the same thing, that I don't write about one thing, I write about private life and public life, I write about social issues, political issues, so it is far-ranging.
O: Do you ever have difficulty coming up with two columns a week? I know that at one point you had three columns and then went back to doing two.
G: Three columns nobody should have to do. I think you've got to throw the third one away when you're doing three. You haven't got the time to do any research. In general, there are those weeks when you're suffering, but in general I'm in a rhythm of it and it's my work and I pretty much feel it's a rhythm that works. There are days of panic, I think that's true for anybody.
O: How often do you have those days?
G: If I had them more than three or four times a year I would find another line of work.
O: Well that's not so bad.
G: No it isn't so bad. My definition of panic is when its two o'clock in the afternoon and you haven't got an idea. I think you what you have to do in this business is say there are going to be days when you're really on, terrific, and days when you don't want to read the paper in the morning but you get rolling and you do it. It's different than doing creative writing in that sense. If you're a novelist or something you can wait until the inspiration hits you. If you're a columnist you've got a deadline. Your editor is not very sympathetic. In terms of college students I've often thought of it because it's like having two papers a week with no possibility of an extension. There's no "the dog ate the homework" or "the computer went down" — none of this.
O: Your three most recent books have all been compilations of your columns. In reading the reviews, one of the criticisms that's been made is that columns don't fit well in book form. I thought they may read well in a newspaper they don't read well as a coherent work. Do you think there is any validity to that criticism?
G: I think they may have a different kind of problem. They have to read a book from beginning to end in one fell swoop, which is not what you're supposed to do with collections. They're supposed to do and what most people do who read them, they leave by the bed, they leave them in the bathroom, they read a couple and put it down. That's the way an average person would read a collection.
O: The reviews for your most recent book Keeping in Touch were very favorable except for one I read by Joseph Sobran in the National Review. He said that, his first comment was "well, we don't see Erma the way he does it."
G: Oh well. For a reason that escapes me, in any number of columns, I don't know how you feel about it, but when columnists do this it's because they haven't got anything to write about that day or something, they haven't got their own thing to write about. I have a quote here from him that I just wanted to read and get your response to it. He says you "offer them a role model of a certain middle-brow sensibility, liberal, feminist, upwardly mobile, reacting to the topics of the hour in an assuredly fashionable way. She is an attenuating arborer of Proper Sentiments. The true, the good, the beautiful, even the factual — these don't interest her. But the stylish — that is her domain."
O: Where did he write this, I never saw this before. Was this in his column?
G: It was printed in the National Review.
O: Oh, yeah, well. I have never struggled to be approved by the National Review.
G: So you would say this is unusual criticism then, you don't get this often?
O: You know in my business you get criticized by everybody. It is somewhat predictable you would admit from the trash by the National Review. Our overlapping sensibilities are at the margins shall we say.
O: Have you had to develop a tough skin as a columnist?
G: I think as a journalist, particularly as a reporter, you develop that because there is it, you write what you think and people will call you up and tell you what they think of what you think. You find another line of work long before you get to be at my age and level. The hardest thing to do is work for a small newspaper, walk down the street and run into the people that you just wrote pieces about.
O: You also have that same dynamic working at college newspapers where its even a closer community.
G: You got it. And if you get through that hurdle you can do it. You can do it when people criticize you in letters, in print or whatever.
O: It is different to be criticized for a column I than it is for an article, when you're giving your own personal views in a column.
G: I must say its nothing I've had a major problem with. It's sort of an expectation. I have a much greater problem with my husband criticizing me a human being than somebody criticizing something, I said. It is personal but it is expected, its part of the dialogue as they say.
O: You have considered writing another full length book like your first book, Turning Points?
G: No while I'm doing daily journalism. It really almost kills me, I just can't do it. You write all day and you go home and you write and you write on weekends, is just too hard.
O: What do you plan to speak about when you come to Bowdoin?
G: I'm going to talk about the values of community and individualism. The conflicts between them, how it worked out in the women's movement, how it works out on college campuses, where we're going. It is a whole ball of wax. It's a little hard to give it to you in a 30 second bite as they say.
— interviewed by ORIENT staff member Dr. Doug Jones
The water polo team, shown in recent action, fared well in the Bowdoin invitational. Photo by Elizabeth Schwartz.

Polo Bears maintain first in Division II East

ED BEAGAN
ORIENT Contributor

The Bowdoin College water polo team hosted their own tournament last weekend and made a respectable showing in Fairley Field House, finishing with an overall record of 2-3.

Although they played well, they were beaten by strong Amherst and Williams teams, as well as coming up short against Dartmouth in an 11-10 game.

They did, however, manage two decisive victories against BU and URI. Fortunately, the aquabears are still in first place in Division II East following the tournament, in which they competed against mostly non-league teams.

Captain Tom Francour '98 was satisfied with the weekend, impressed by his team's performance against Amherst and Williams. Goalie Rob Tisdale '89 was reported to be strong in net, as were Bill Hall '98 and Keith Payne '90 on offense.

The Bears also hosted Bates at home, and on October 29, Francour and his teammates will compete in a rematch of their first tournament at Williams. Still hoping to qualify for the Easterns, the Polar Bears look to the New England regions, where they will have to beat Amherst and Williams to advance.

Field hockey splits pair

BLAIR DILS
ORIENT Asst. Sports Editor

The Bowdoin Field Hockey team had an up and down week, beating Wheaton and losing to Salem St. in a recent trip south. The record now stands at 3-2 for the year.

Friday, the Polar Bears emerged victorious in hard-fought game at Wheaton, prevailing by a one goal margin, 14-1. The contest was a constant physical struggle. Kathy McPherson '89 felt that the game was one of the more physical games that she has been in for four years. Neither team could capitalize on the scoring opportunities of the first half. The Bears finally broke the deadlock with a goal off a long shot from Kathy McPherson. Amin Khadouri '91 closed the first half scoring with a controversial goal.

The Polar Bears did not have much time to savor the victory, as Salem St. awaited the Bears on Saturday. Salem St. entered the game as the 6th ranked team in the Northeast. Again, a physical tone was established from the outset. The game saw-sawed through the first half and under 100. The biggest scoring threat of the first half was a penalty stroke for Salem which Warner was able to turn back.

In the second half, the intensity did not diminish. With the strong rushes of Susie Suskind '89 and the tough defense of freshman Isabelle Taube, the Bears were able to stay in stride with Salem.

The combination of the constant Salem attack and the tiring contest of the day before, led to a breakdown and Salem tallied the lone goal of the game.

Tennis wins one in three

BLAIR DILS
ORIENT Asst. Sports Editor

The Women's Tennis team had a sub-par week, losing two of three matches in recent weekend action. The lone victory came at the hands of Simmons College.

Friday, the Bears travelled to Wheaton with the Field Hockey and Women's Soccer teams and lost by 6-3 score. Co-captain Erica Gustafson '90 and freshman Nicole Gasconguy won in singles play, while Gustafson and Heidi Waldorf '90 upset their opponents in straight sets. The match was unique in that Waldorf lost her first single match of the season. She has been plagued with a foot problem as of late.

Saturday morning, Bowdoin travelled to Brandeis to face the Judges. Brandeis lived up to their pre-match billing as a very strong team and handled the Polar Bears easily, 8-1. Gustafson and Waldorf once again won in straight sets, and seem to be emerging as one of New England's strongest doubles pairings. They are unbeaten this season.

Finally on Saturday afternoon, the Bears came away with a victory. Jen Grimes '90, frustrated by two three set losses to Brandeis and Wheaton, paced the four singles winners. Gustafson, Gasconguy, and co-captain Jen Tews '89 were the other singles victors. Leading 4-2, Bowdoin left no doubts of the outcome of the match and swept the three doubles matches. Gustafson/Waldorf, Gasconguy/Gastons and Kathryn Loeb's '91/Katie Graf's '91 paired for the wins.

The Tennis is eagerly anticipating the match versus the Colby College on Saturday. Bowdoin returned and engaged in a series of close matches last season with the team from Waterville.
Bears battle Bantams to stalemate

BONNIE BERRYMAN

The Bowdoin football team didn’t win last Saturday against the Trinity
Bears, but they played better than many people expected. Trinity won 6-2 last year and is considered one of the best teams in the New England
CAC conference. Many figured Bowdoin would be slaughtered by the Bantams, but instead, they came out with a 10-10 tie.

It was a game characterized by many ties. The referees declared at three points during the game.

The first quarter began with Bowdoin receiving the kickoff. However, the Bears couldn’t do anything with their first possession and were forced to punt. The Ban-
tams had the same luck as the Bears in putting together a scoring drive and punting the ball right back again.

Bowdoin’s next possession contained a couple of promising performances, although the team failed to score. Senior co-captain quarterback
Daves ran a strong 4-yard pass to tight end Hodges Hay-
den ’94. A 15-yard run by Brian Denning ’92 followed, and the Bear’s weak running game.

However, the ball went back and forth between the two teams, with neither one being able to put together a drive. The referees declared the way the first quarter ended—a scoreless tie.

The second quarter soon ended the scoring drought. With 10:44 left in the half, disaster struck the Bowdoin
offense as Bowdoin lost in its own end zone, John Harrett ’91 bodied quarterback Todd Levine, who was able to take possession on the Bowdoin 2 yard line.

Two plays was all Trinity needed to put it in the end zone, and they took the lead 7-0.

"The score could never have happened," said Vandervies. "It’s the snap that was bad. We simply had very poor blocking on the play.

After losing Trinity a touchdown, Bowdoin still couldn’t put together any kind of a drive. Harrett had a good game overall. Although his average was 30-2, down from the previous week against Middlebury, he managed to put three punts in-
side the twenty yard line. In fact, near the end of the first quarter, one of his punts was downed at the Trinity 5 yard line.

The results of the second quarter passed uneventfully and the Ban-
tams went to the locker room with a 7 point lead.

Since their starting quarterback was out, the Bears didn’t have an especially good time with junior Todd Levine, who did a good job as quarterback. Some thought Bowdoin might have had an easier time with Trinity because they went with their second string QB.

"That had little to do with it," said Vandervies. "He (Levine) was out of his depth and confused the starters were playing, so it didn’t make very much difference."

The third quarter began in the same frustrating vein for the Bowd-
oin defense. The Bears first drive finished with a field goal attempt, but was consumed nearly seven minutes of the clock, until they still could not score. Sta-
ford and running back Paul Pepe ’90 comprised nearly all of the offense. The Bears were in rushing with 50 yards and played the entire game despite separating his shoulder early in the first quarter.

However, the Bears turned things around on their next possession and were able to play to score to a touchdown. Stafford connected with Bantam TD. Rick Salter’s 90 extra point was good and the score was once again tied, 7-7.

The quarter ended with the two teams dead locked. The defense had contain the Bantam’s offense.

Senior defensive end Dave Otto ’89 led the way. He finished the game with 8 unassisted tackles and one sack. So good was his performance that he was named NESCAC defensive player of the week.

The Bears held their score in the fourth quarter. On this drive, split end Mike Cavanaugh ’90 had receptions of 11 and 8 yards and running back Gerry Cronin ’89 had a 5-yard run, but could not pull the ball in the end zone.

Salter’s 37 yard field goal attempt was good, and the score remained the same for the first lead of the game, 10-7.

Trinity scored another, however. Trinity stormed eight back and scored a field goal of their own. Bears coach Bantams kicker Tim Jensen hit a 42 yard field goal to once again tie the game.

That’s the way the score remained. The teams made a valiant effort to regain the lead. Cronin even brought down a 30 yard reception. Unfortunately, the offense was unsuccessful and the game ended in a tie.

The game had many positive aspects. The defense was simply outstanding, allowing only a field goal in seven minutes of the second quarter. The Bears were running past the Trinity offense, improved with Stafford finishing with 203 passing yards. The penalties were once again down from last week’s game.

A couple of injuries occurred last week. Stafford hurt his hand and Hardett had to take over at QB in the last seconds of the game. In addition, Denning was out with a rib injury and he will definitely be out for the remainder of the season.

The Bears host Hamilton tomorrov. Kickoff time is 13:00 at Whittier field.

Sailing season breezes along

DAVE JACKSON

Starting the season in the right direction was a goal of the Bowdoin sailing team, and they certainly ac-

ceeded by finishing in the top three races of the True North Series and at the Hewitt Trophy Race.

The True North Series involves schools in this area and consists of five races. At the first regatta, on Saturday, September 17 at Middletown, the A team, the Academy, the A division team of Mammoth teams, and the B team of McCue ’89 took first in their class.

The team of co-captain Brian Thede ’89, Doug Jankey ’89, Tom Gibbons ’90, John Randalls ’89, Curt Perrin ’92, Sharon Hayes ’92 and Ethan Ross ’91, dominated the fleets and won seven out of seven races.

The following weekend, at Colby, the A team, the Academy, and the True North B division regatta.

The true regatta of the series, on October 1, the A division of Middletown, the A division of Bowdoin, and the A division of Bowdoin raced in the B division.

The third regatta of the series, on October 18, which was a race in the division against the winner of the last two races. In the B division, both teams finished strong.

The true regatta of the series, on October 18, which was a race in the division against the winner of the last two races. In the B division, both teams finished strong.

The teams of co-captain Brian Thede ’89, Doug Jankey ’89, Tom Gibbons ’90, and the B team of McCue ’89, won the event.

The freshman team has raced in regattas against top-level college teams. The team of co-captain Brian Thede ’89, Doug Jankey ’89, Todd Wheaton ’90, John Randalls ’89, Curt Perrin ’92, Sharon Hayes ’92 and Ethan Ross ’91, dominated the fleets and won seven out of seven races.
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The team of co-captain Brian Thede ’89, Doug Jankey ’89, Todd Wheaton ’90, John Randalls ’89, Curt Perrin ’92, Sharon Hayes ’92 and Ethan Ross ’91, dominated the fleets and won seven out of seven races.
Golfers seize CBB title

SEAN HALE
ORIENT Contributor

With the two biggest matches of the season coming up, men's varsity golf has emerged this year as a "very consistent golf team" according to Coach Terry Meagher. "They have been able to play as a team, which is a difficult thing to do in golf," commented Meagher.

The team began the 1988 season impressively with a strong showing at the two-day Bowdoin Invitational, finishing second to the University of New Hampshire. Two days later the team again finished second to key opponents UNH, while beating Merrimack and St. Anselm's in a match at Portsmouth. Last week Bowdoin drove its way to victory in the CBB classic at Bates, beating both Bates and Colby.

The squad has been led this year by the consistent play of Steve Mitchell ’90, followed by senior co-captains Peter Cook and Mike Moynihan. Rounding out the top five are Alex Rutenburg ’91 and Brendan Hickey ’89. Also contributing has been Brad Chin ’91.

Going into yesterday's ECAC regional qualifier Coach Meagher was concerned that the weather would be a factor in the outcome of the match. The top ten individual finishers qualify for the national championships. In Pennsylvania and any of the top five golfers had the chance to qualify on a good day.

After the ECAC's set the NEIGA championships down at New Seabury, on Cape Cod. The team has a chance to finish among the top 13 teams this year, with solid performances from all golfers.

Steve Mitchell finished eleventh last year, and Meagher noted that he would like to see a Bowdoin golfer finish in the top ten this year. If the team keeps playing as well as it has been, they just might accomplish both.

Regardless of how the team the team fares, Coach Meagher pointed out, "It has been a very enjoyable season to date."

Soccer

(Continued from page 11)

eight seconds. Trucano took a pass on the left side beat a defender into the box and shot the ball over the goalie for a 4-0 lead. Dave Schultz ’92 and Tom Groves ’92 were credited with the assist on the goal.

Next trip down the field, Craig Crov ’81 beat a defender deep along the left side and forced the goalie out of the net. He crossed the ball over the goalie to Trucano who wasted no time in scoring his second goal of the game and the season. Langford credited the game's scoring with the best goal of the game. Lange started the play by winning a goal kick in the midfield. He trapped the ball and passed to the left to midfielder Craig Roberts ’91. Roberts spotted striker Greg Hostetter ’91 at the top of the box. Hostetter took the pass on his chest and released the ball back to Lange who beat the defense cleanly and rocketed a shot past the charging UNE goalie.

The team puts its 4-1-1 record on the line this week playing two important games on the road. Tomorrow, the team travels to Tufts and then to UMO on October 12. The team returns with a crucial home game against Williams on the 15th.

Tough defense, as seen here, has been the key for the volleyball team this season. Photo by Dave Wilby.

Spikers repeat as Invitational champs

For the second year in a row, the women's volleyball team has won the Polar Bear Invitational. Colby, St. Joe's, University of Maine Machias and Farmington, University of New England, and Unity College were outlasted by the dominant Polar Bears. Bowdoin's greatest victory was in the final match against University of New England. The Bears downed UNE in only to games, 15-10 and 16-14. "I was really happy with our performance against UNE," commented Coach Lynn Ruddy.

Unfortunately Bowdoin's domination of UNE only lasted for ten days. On September 26th, the Bears fell to the Wildcats in a lengthy five game match. The match flipped back and forth with the game going 6-15, 15-7, 11-15, 15-7, 15-12. "It's disappointing, but it took them five games," Ruddy said.

Following the loss to UNE, Bowdoin's power ranking was third for Maine. "It doesn't really hurt our chances... The ratings place far more importance on the later matches... our most important games are yet to come," commented Ruddy.

So far, no one has stood out from the team as an "all-star". "Everybody's contributing their part," said Ruddy. Bowdoin no longer has to rely on one person to hold up their team; they now have a deep line of fine players.

This weekend, the Bowdoin Round Robin Volleyball Tournament will be a make or break tournament for the Bears. The tournament is loaded with playoff contenders. Tufts and Bates will be Bowdoin's main competition. "Bates is definitely the favorite," said Ruddy of the number one ranked team in New England. Bowdoin's hope to beat Bates will rely on their defense. The defense will have to repell the excellent hitting ability of Bates' Rachael Clayton. "Our defense has improved a lot over last year," Ruddy commented. "Also, our passing has improved greatly. Our difficult schedule has helped us to improve."

The Round Robin will be taking place all day Saturday in Morrell. At 9, 11, 1, and 3 o'clock the Polar Bears will have matches. Come by Morrell anytime from 9 to 4 and watch some of the best teams in New England play.
October is a time for change of seasons in Maine. Last week the temperatures were in the 70s; this week, they dip into the 30s at night. Last week it was possible to lounge in shorts on the quad; this week we wipe the frost off the windows when we wake up for morning classes.

Maybe this is an appropriate time of year for Parents' Weekend. College seems eternal while we are here; we make no mistakes, are responsible to no one, and have no parents, but bright prospects still lie ahead of us. It'll be too easy to waste this time if we're not reminded of the need to take advantage of it.

If all we take away from Parents' Weekend is a good dinner at a nice restaurant, a trip to Bean's for a new sweater, and a few laughs over a beer in the pub with Mom and Dad, that's surely not too bad. Browning once said if all we get from life is simple beauty, we have some of the best there is. But there might be more to Parents' Weekend than just that.

We all know our lives are changing. Sometimes we don't want to think about it, even if we will eventually welcome the changes. That's natural, especially to undergraduates, savoring the short time were are allowed to live in a community where little is expected of us but to read a few good books and play a little ball and sip a few beers. But we mustn't let these good times pull us into a sense that they will last forever.

It's also easy for parents to be lulled into complacency. The kids are at a good college, headed for the job they care to name, out of the house and paying their own bills. Career prospects are settled. Parents know where their 'children' will be professionally and personally in the next few years, and it's not much time to start looking forward to grandchildren.

If the future is not the bright nooning sun of the undergraduate, it is at least the mellow gold of the afternoon.

Fall in Maine is a reminder that, just as seasons flower, seasons fade. What we have now must yield to the forces of change, and we can't stop it any more than we can stop a river from flowing from down to the sea. Don't let it slip away without extracting every bit of goodness it can yield.

Bobby Kennedy once said he couldn't see his brother Jack's death as a tragedy, because every day of his life had been lived to the fullest, and not a bit had been wasted. Cherish parents; cherish children. When we wake up, they're gone forever. Make your memories now.

---

**BARGAINING FOR BIKES IN CHINESE**

Buying a bicycle in America is simple—you open the Yellow Pages to "Bicycle" and locate the nearest shop. Or if you are a bargain hunter you might shop around. Whatever the case, there are always bicycles for sale.

In China, bicycles are a necessity. In Beijing, where few people have their own cars, it seems that there are more bicycles than people. Beijing is a spread-out city and public transportation is always filled to maximum capacity. Okay, so I needed a bike, but where to get one?

The Chinese department stores usually sell brand new bikes, but they are very expensive and fall apart on the way home because the factory only hand tightens all the bolts. No, no, a new bicycle was not for me. A high-tuned, road-tested machine held together by rust was what the streets of Beijing demanded.

But did a used bike exist, and if so, where? One afternoon, two friends and I went on safari. A taxi dropped us off downtown by Tianian Park. Used bicycle stores have excellent camouflage in China; every store in Beijing has a thousand bicycles parked in front of it. Asking people also proved fruitless. People either did not know of any store, or gave us directions that landed us in a maze of countless backalleys.

Finally, we met two bicycle cab drivers who said they would take us to a store. With my two friends in one cab and I in the other, the two drivers peddled with deftness and speed. Weaving in and out of the bicycle traffic and almost hitting a couple of people, we made it to the first bicycle store. "Mei you"— no bikes today, so back in the cans we went.

At the second store, the manager, said yes she did have some used bicycles, but she was only willing to rent them. Back in the cans we went. Success at last. Just another hole-in-the-wall with a myriad of bicycles outside. But these bicycles had price tags on them! Now buying a bicycle became a mere formality of exchanging money for keys and registration. So now I have a bike, but I had to get home.

A rider on the back of a bicycle cab is akin to a Sunday afternoon couch quarterback. Vicarious participation can't prepare you for when you are thrown into the action. The only way to describe Beijing bicycle traffic is to compare it to the Indy 500. Imagine thousands of bicycles, tire-to-tire, going twenty miles per hour with other bicycles weaving in and out. Now sit in hundreds of people getting on and off the buses. Add a few trucks making spontaneous turns just to make things interesting. Then of course there is the optional and occasional "waiguoren" (foreigner). All the Chinese stare at foreigners. To Chinese bicyclists, "waiguoren" means distraction. Starting at foreigners accounts for a large percentage of the accidents. Biking Beijing style is a recipe for the adventurous only.

There is no room for the timid or the auto-pilots. You must have bolv moves and be constantly thinking to survive. The mere thrill of bicycling in Beijing makes a trip to China worthwhile.

Justin Priezendorf '90 is presently studying in Beijing, China.

---

**Correction**
The article entitled "Proposed missile test draws protest," which appeared in the Orient of Friday, Sept. 30, contained an error. The test cruise missiles are not equipped with warheads as stated in the article. The missiles carry instead instrumentation to measure their progress.
Much as I wanted to write a disparaging letter, full of gratuitous invective and denigration, about Kevin Wesley’s latest effort at journalism, a few moments of careful consideration changed my mind. Of what use is vituperation? I asked myself. Can I, in the name of constructive criticism, justify a no- hold-back attack on the personal and grammatical good sense of one of Bowdoin’s seniors? Surely not, I concluded. And yet I felt compelled to discover and illuminate those aspects of Kevin’s scribblings which I found to be edifying, enlightening, and, in the best sense of the word, fulfilling. What I found, after hours of careful study, was that Kevin Wesley indeed provided us with a landmark of journalistic prose, a paragraph of opinion page worthies, which, in the interest of a fair evaluation of literary history, should not, and cannot, be ignored. I offer the following judgement not for consideration, but as the final and irrefutable truth: What Kevin Wesley says in his columns (dare I say his friends?) and indeed to posterity, is an article to which we might all want to compare. Nowhere in our written language—prose, poetry, or a combination of the two—is there to be found a more emetic combination of words, a more nauseous presentation of information than that of Wesley’s lamenting muddle style. In short, Kevin has created, no doubt unwittingly, a truly nauseating and thoroughly mind-numbing style. While it may be of benefit to me to reveal what is in fact, a good thing, and I would be lying, to both myself and this newspaper, if I were to say that I have found myself in a position of humility after reading Kevin’s article. For those of you who question this, I furnish the following examples. How many of us know, prior to reading Kevin’s column, that "No Edifying, Inappropriate" installment, that the existence of God implied political turmoil and irresponsibility in Washington? Let’s be honest, I certainly didn’t know, and I consider such information vital for our comprehension of the political system in Washington. Public votes Vice-President Bush and Senator Quayle into the White House, it’s only a matter of weeks until God’s existence is proven beyond doubt and his rightous hand descend to take back better. Politically speaking, the Judgement Day would most certainly be the ruin of the Republic, which, incidentally, would have a dangerously high concentration of Pure Blige, and left me almost permanently inarticulate.

M. Todd Breslow ’90

Over the past two years Miscellania has held discussions with the administration and the Meddiebempers in an effort to create a system that would enable both singing groups to appear at the men’s hockey games. Throughout these discussions, the Meddiebempers have maintained that, in any such arrangement, Miscellania would be entrenching on their long-established traditions. It seems best then that rather than stir up any more bad blood between our groups, Miscellania will leave the Meddiebempers to manage their own affairs. We have no right to interfere with their traditions, lest we lose the rights to manage our own. From now on, therefore, we will be opening all home football games instead. We wish to express our thanks to everyone who aided us or empathized with this protracted issue, of course, wish the Bears a long, successful and well-attended season!

Lowry ’89 and Sonja Thorpe ’89

Miscellania trades a hockey for football

As concerned women, we must take exception to the president’s disingenuous claim that has appeared in the Orient for the last two weeks. Both the use of the male, female body in the photograph and the text of the ad, “Put some color in your cheeks...Nothing looks better or more sexy than a dark, deep all-over tan,” is a constructive and negative way to promote an esthetic as they promote a stereotypically feminine ideal. We were surprised to see that at a second time after an informal complaint was made to the advertising editor last week.

There’s nothing black in my skin,” said Brany. He also cited his study away experience in England last year as bringing important perspective to his candidacy.

Clement said her position as a "hockey for football" was one of the reasons she was interested in Vandalism. The following is what’s happening in this department.

Elizabeth McChesney ’89

senior is important to her qualifications. "I’m able to judge Bowdoin both in its main academic component as Kevin Wesley’s batting average was .300 and the ability to prepare people for the job market... definitely in line with our tradition," she said. She mentioned the quality of social life, the management of funds, and the dedication and competence of faculty and administration as major concerns.

Vandalism

Yesterday afternoon I found that a "George Bush for President" sticker had been added to my collection of bumperstickers on the back of my car. This act of basic vandalism simply reveals the ignorance of its perpetrators. Suffice it to say that this incident annoyed me and reflected the quality of their presidential candidate.

Vandalism
Domino’s Pizza Delivers® the tastiest, most nutritious ‘course’ on your busy schedule. We make great custom-made pizza and deliver — steamy hot — in less than 30 minutes! So take a break from studying and have a tasty treat. One call does it all!

One Dollar Off!
Any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 10-14-88

Fast, Free Delivery™
26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561

Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
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26 Bath Rd.

Includes all applicable state and local taxes.
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Execs voice elections, hear J-Board report

Fifteen questionable ballots cast doubt on accuracy of results

JACK CAHILL
ORIENT News Editor

Results of last Monday's elections for the five vacant seats on the Executive Board and student senate representatives to the Board of overseers were thrown out this week after fifteen questionable ballots cast doubt on the accuracy of the vote. The Election Committee counted 155 votes cast at the Tower, but had recorded the names of only 106 seniors who had voted. The source of the 15 extra ballots is not known, but invalidates the results of the election because the margin between the winner with the lowest number of votes and the next-lowest votegetter was only one.

The protest against the election was lodged originally by Richard Coombs '89, who was among the three candidates not seated on the Board. The Board voted not to accept the results of the elections and held referenda elections on the recommendation of Scott Townsend '89, chairman of the election committee.

Elections of sophomore class officers will stand, because none of the questionable votes were cast at Moulton Union, where all votes in the sophomore election were cast. In that race, Matthew Rogers received 39 votes to Danielle Palmer's 28.

Yet another vote was cast into question when it was discovered that one senior was recorded as having voted both at the Tower and in the Union. After a 20-minute executive session, the Board decided that there was no wrongdoing involved, and that a mistake had probably been made on the part of election personnel.

Board member Jeff Bradley '90 moved to accept the results of the election, saying there were no signs of malice or dishonesty involved in the irregularities. "If we throw out these elections, it keeps us underpowered as a working board for another week," Bradley said.

After discussion, Bradley's motion was adopted.

(Continued on page 11)

Report raises issue of disclosure

JACK CAHILL
ORIENT News Editor

Information about the decisions of last semester's Student Judiciary Board will be distributed by the Executive Board this week, after controversy at this week's meeting over the level of disclosure made in the Judiciary Board's report to the Judiciary Committee of the Executive Board.

This semester's report will disclose only the number of cases heard by the Judiciary Board, the punishments meted out, and whether the cases were offenses against the Social or Honor Codes. While these facts are all that is required by the Constitution of the Student Assembly, past reports have also included descriptions of the nature of the offense.

Ann St. Peter, chairperson of the Judiciary Board, told the executives she would not release further information about the cases because she felt it served no educational purpose and might violate the confidentiality regulations under which the report of the executive committee, submitted by committee chairman Albert Mauro '99, included the comments of board member Scott Townsend '89, who said the disclosure clause was included in the constitution to de-mystify the J-Board and to inform students about the relationships between different degrees of offense and punishment.

Mauri's report recommended that St. Peter's report be accepted, but that the committee felt St. Peter had compiled with the letter of the constitution while ignoring its spirit.

In other Executive Board business, board member Robert Smith '91 recommended that the petition (Continued on page three)

Peary's polar attempt comes under fire

TAMARA DASSANAYAKE
ORIENT Editor in Chief

New allegations in the media are reviving an 80-year-old debate on whether Arctic Explorer Robert Peary, class of 1877, deliberately faked his claim of being the first person to reach the North Pole.

Articles in this week's New York Times, Washington Post and USA Today take fresh shots over the history of the North Pole with announcements of the new findings of astronaut Dennis Rawlins.

According to Rawlins, who has been researching Peary's claim since the mid-sixties, a "magic document" with ponytails in Peary's hand of sexton measurements has revealed that Peary was in fact 121 statute miles from the pole on April 6, 1909 — the day on which he is thought to have reached his destination.

Rawlins first came across a copy of the document at Johns Hopkins Eisenhower Library. The document was part of a collection of the personal belongings of Isaiah Bowman, a former director of the American Geographical Society and friend of the Peary family, which was released in 1984.

After realizing the "magnitude" of his discovery, Rawlins found the original document at the National Archives. Rawlins claims the data was "relatively easy" to analyze.

"Bowman had tremendous influence in the academic world... and was able to cover up the most amazing scientific hoax of the century," said Rawlins.

"The measurements, because of their accuracy, would have placed him [Peary] quite precisely," said Rawlins. He added that although the reference point for the measurements was not noted in the documents, "it can be shown that he did use the North Pole... only the sun would be a feasible reference point in April."

Rawlins claims that he has pieced together the "most circumspect evidence" presented in his 1975 book Peary at the North Pole: Fact or Fiction with his new findings. The result, according to Rawlins is that Peary "deliberately faked" his claim to the North Pole.

According to Rawlins, "He [Peary] cared so much about the trip that he didn't want to burn such an important piece of paper and left it in the care of his wife." Also Rawlins believes "He [Peary] knew how close he was... he probably suspected that the truth would come out some day — it shows a core of untruth".

(Continued on page nine)
Dining Services to add 250 seats

LISA CARTER
ORIENT Staff

Lines, a lack of seating and crowded dining facilities are what most Bowdoin students encounter nowadays when eating lunch or dinner at the Moulton Union or Coles Tower, and crowding is not a recent problem for dining service at Bowdoin.

The decision last year to have classes throughout the lunch period was made in part to reduce the number of students eating at the same time and thus to reduce crowding in the dining facilities.

According to Cheryl Schultz '91, the student representative for the sub-committee, the need for dining service expansion has been studied in committees for about five years.

Last year the committee to rebuild Hyde Cage formed a sub-committee to look at dining as is applied to Hyde Cage and to dining problems in general. This committee has been active in proposing plans for Hyde Cage and for Bowdoin's current dining facilities.

Assistant Director of Dining Services Mary Lou Kennedy said she presented the sub-committee with information on the extent of the dining facility crowding problem. Taking into consideration the rate of seat turnover, the amount of seats needed when the most people are fed on an average day and other factors, Kennedy told the sub-committee 250 more seats are needed to meet present seating needs. This estimate does not take into account the additional overcrowding that might occur due to the possible delay of rush until second semester sometime in the near future.

Kennedy also said seating is not the only problem currently facing dining service. Limited kitchen space and food preparation space has lead to safety problems for the dining service staff. According to Kennedy, off-campus storage space is needed, especially at the Union.

The sub-committee has submitted five premises on what dining service should be at Bowdoin. Kennedy related some of the premises:

1. Dining should be more than eating. It should be a time to relax and meet with friends.
2. Dining should not be rushed.
3. Dining should not require standing in long lines.
4. Dining location should not be assigned.
5. Students should be allowed to choose between the Union and the Tower, and transfer of food from fraternities should be allowed.

5. Optimal dining should involve student choice between locations based on menu choices.

An experienced dining consultant should be used in making plans for dining service expansion. Based on these premises as well as research the sub-committee asked the committee to recommend more seating in dining facilities be provided as soon as possible to handle present overcrowding. The committee did so on September 26th. The President's staff and the Board of Trustees still have to accept and act upon this recommendation.

According to Kennedy, Hyde Cage as the new student center will house some of the current dining facilities, possibly a coffee shop or pizza parlor. However, the facilities will most likely not be the needed new cafeteria space. Kennedy said, "The Moulton Union does not lend itself to expansion. With the location of where the expansion will take place, plans have been drawn up to expand Westminster so the feasibility is there."

The sub-committee has recommended that increasing Westworth is less appealing than building a new dining area because of the ambience of Westworth could be lost. Also, a new dining area would provide dining service with more flexibility.

Students aid storm victims

BECKY AUSTIN
ORIENT Contributor

The student activist group Struggle and Change brought news of a call to Jamaica to the Bowdoin Community in an effort to raise funds for the victims of Hurricane Gilbert. In a three day fund raising drive over parent's weekend, the concerned students surpassed their $500 goal with a grand total of $694. These efforts were reinforced by Alpha Delta Phi, who sponsored a can drive through the churches for the Jamaicans as well.

The hurricane hit September 14th, but much support is still needed after the initial shock. The relief efforts were instigated at Bowdoin by associate professor, Lyn Rollins, who has firsthand knowledge of the impact of the hurricane. Four out of every five houses were destroyed in the Mona Rehabilitation Center and the National Children's Home. These two organizations will receive the funds raised at Bowdoin. Checks will be sent directly to the directors of these organizations to avoid difficulties with the government of Jamaica or the danger of fraud.

Although the drive was successful overall, it was not without complications. The main set back was that Dining Service only gave Struggle and Change one dollar per meal that were given up by students. The explanation given was that there are overhead costs and other hurdles in giving money back to students. Regardless, one of the presidents of Struggle and Change, David Spoth, commented, "I was pleased by the amount of student participation even if the conditions didn't allow for that much money to be raised."

Struggle and Change wishes to raise awareness of political and social issues on campus. The other president, Vincent P. Jacks, stated, "There exists a general political apathy on campus. Through this campaign, I found there were more students socially concerned about political issues even though they're not aware of them."

If you can join Struggle and Change's efforts; their meet Tuesday at 6:00 in the Small Dining Room of the Moulton Union.

Television journalist Bradley to speak

Television journalist Ed Bradley will speak Thursday, Oct. 20, at 8 p.m. in Pickard Theater. "Ed Bradley: Past, Present, and Future" is part of the Afro-American Studies Program 20th Anniversary Symposium, which will run through the current academic year.

Bradley joined the CBS weekly news magazine "60 Minutes" as a co-editor in 1981. He had been a principal correspondent for "CBS Reports" since September 1978, after serving as a CBS News White House correspondent since November 1976 to May 1981. In the early 1970s, the award-winning journalist covered the fighting in Vietnam and Cambodia, where he was wounded while on assignment. In 1975 he volunteered to return to Indochina and covered the fall of Saigon and Cambodia. A native of Philadelphia, Bradley earned his bachelor's degree in education at Cheyney State College.

His lecture is sponsored by the Afro-American Studies Program and Society. The public is welcome at no charge.

New APA program puts "Peers at your Side"

LISA KANE
ORIENT Staff

Several intoxicated students will no longer have to suffer alone due to the establishment of the PAYS (Peers at Your Side) Pays program for the Bowdoin community.

Starting tonight and every following Friday and Saturday night of the semester, when a drunken student goes to the Dudley Coe Health Center he will find a member of the college's Alcohol Peer Advisor program already there and ready to attend to them as long as they need help. The student volunteer, whose shift begins at 11 p.m., can sleep through the night unless an intoxicated student comes in, at which time the nurse on duty will awaken the APA.

According to Sara Gagne '91 and Joe Akley '90, coordinators of PAYS Pays Program, then idea came up at last year's APA retreat, where there was much discussion about the need for intoxicated students more effectively.

Gagne said, "We are hoping that by having an APA these people that somehow will bring a drunk friend and that person will stay overnight because there is someone there who can spend some time with them."

The informal normally handles about two or three cases of intoxication on an average weekend night. In the past the nurse on duty, who was already busy with other patients, cared for drunk students but it was impossible for her to give the required attention. As Akley explained, "They need to be watched closely in case they start to aspirate." Gagne added, "A lot of people come in upset, so that they need emotional attention as well."

The APA on duty will help the student in any way he can and the night nurse is available if any serious medical problems arise. Akley and Gagne predict that more students will opt to stay the night as they benefit from more attention than they could have received previously. Akley emphasized a different reason: "People were intoxicated by the night nurse and the possibility of the administration finding out. We are hoping that students will be a little more receptive with another student."

Gagne and Akley said students will not be lectured and confidentiality is respected. They added that a visit to the Counselling Center will be suggested only to students who show up repeatedly or who inflict harm on themselves or others.

"IT IS ALL THE ANNUAL FIVE SECONDS OF SALES BOWL CONTEST BUT NOT MEET RECORDS LIFE CUPMENT"

Elizabeth Bechter '99 delivered a speech entitled "Young at Heart and in Mind" last Friday at the James Bowdoin Day ceremonies which honored those students who achieved scholastic excellence last year. Bechter was recently inducted into the Phi Beta Kappa national honor society. Photo by Asaf Farahuddin.
News from other campuses

From The Wesleyan Argus

Alpha Delt to confront international about co-educational policy

While pressure for co-education is growing on campus, Alpha Delta Phi is facing pressure from their international organization to exclude women from becoming members of their house.

The Alpha Delta Phi Board of Governors will visit Middletown on November 11 in a "very important meeting for us," according to Chairman of the House Committee Gordon Agnew '89.

The visit follows a 1985 resolution by the Alpha Delta Phi convention demanding that the five co-ed chapters in the international organization eliminate women from their houses by 1990 or face expulsion. There are 33 chapters in the organization.

Eighty protestors holler and honk for divestment

Approximately 80 students affiliated with Divers Now chanted, banged on empty kegs, created a "web of conspiracy" out of red string, and encouraged passing cars to "honk for divestment" outside of Downey House on Saturday (Oct. 1) in protest of Wesleyan's continued involvement with companies doing business in South Africa.

Students arrested in public disturbance

The Middletown Police Department has filed a complaint with Wesleyan's Student Judiciary Board against 11 students who were arrested and charged with creating a public disturbance late Tuesday night. All belong to the Psi Upsilon fraternity.

The incident occurred at around 11 p.m. after an unidentified student threw a cup of beer onto an unmarked police car as it passed by, said Sgt. Philip Peniston, a police spokesman.

According to Peniston, a group of between 20 and 30 "boisterous" students had congregated on the sidewalk and roadways of Church Street, forcing the police car to drive into the oncoming lane to avoid hitting them. One of the students and many of the others had individual cups, he said.

The Psi-U brothers had been out with a "roving keg," visiting fresh, and were on the way back to the fraternity house when the incident occurred, according to Thomas O'neic Jr. '89, president of Psi-U. The outing was not an official fraternity function and many of the students who were flown were not Psi-U members, Diascord said.

From The Amherst Student

Condom machines installed

Condom vending machines were installed in upper-level rooms of the Campus Center early last week. According to Director of the Campus Center and Anteann Dean of Students Irvine Nussbaum, the Campus Center Advisory Committee recommended the installation of condom machines last year because the center is an accessible location.

"We felt that putting condom machines in the Campus Center is a good start. It's a location everyone goes to,'" Nussbaum said. "We're not condoning anything, we're not encouraging promiscuity, but safe sex, health and wisdom."
 tempted at the prices charged.

This is a student-run radio station, and the local community is a large part of what makes the station operate. The station tries to provide a wide variety of music, with a heavy emphasis on independent artists and new releases.

In addition to the music, the station also provides news, sports, and weather updates. They also have a variety of shows, such as a morning show, a late night show, and a show that features local musicians.

Overall, WBOR is a great alternative to the commercial stations in the area. They play a wide variety of music, and they do it for the love of it. If you are looking for something different, check out WBOR.
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Newspaper promotes political awareness

SEAN BELL

ORIENT Staff

"In our age there is no such thing as 'keeping out of politics.' All issues are political issues." - George Orwell

Politics. It is a word that strikes scorn into the hearts of most college students. Many people have no idea what the Presidential candidates stand for, what the issues are or where the candidates stand on these issues. People in this country and at this college are plainly uninformed, not just about politics, but about many other important happenings in our world and in our own country.

This poses a very serious problem, especially when one considers that the election for the President of the United States will occur within the next month. What is vital in the next few weeks is an exchange of ideas, principles and beliefs at Bowdoin in order that people can grow and learn and can vote with intelligence.

One organization helping to facilitate this process is the newspaper To The Root. "Basically, we're attempting to publish viewpoints that are not found in the mainstream sphere of thinking, stated one of the editors of To The Root, Sean Roberts. When asked what he meant by the mainstream, Roberts emphasized To The Root is "trying to show another viewpoint to American politics than that espoused by the two-party system of Democrats and Republicans."

"Not only does To The Root offer viewpoints on politics, but it also exposes people to other cultures, and problems in other nations." Roberts continued. To The Root's involvement in Bowdoin's divestment of South Africa was an example of how it was able to provide information to students about an international controversy which directly involved the college.

"We offer an analytical viewpoint of what is going on in the world and at Bowdoin in order to inform," said Roberts.

"At Bowdoin, students are not the only means of communication. To The Root also offers part of its production as a forum of literature and poetry, as an alternate form of expression on different issues."

"The response has been pretty good so far. We'll be coming out with this year's first edition probably in a week or a half," Roberts said.

To the Root has co-sponsored a drive with Struggle and Change, a politically progressive group at Bowdoin, to brief students about the upcoming election. In regard to this Roberts explained, "We're non-partisan on issues and politics. Our general aim this year is to give the Bowdoin student population a general overview of the country and the world, and let them make their own decisions. Most of the articles in this issue carry are non-partisan, but we are also forum by which students themselves can make their own point of view on a subject."

When asked about the issue of apathy at Bowdoin, Roberts stated his feelings that "many of the students at Bowdoin are not apathetic. They may want to say something about what is going on at Bowdoin, but they are unsure or hesitant about how to go about it. That is what we are here for. We're giving people a written forum through which they can make their viewpoint known."

In a country where people didn't know who the vice president was until this year, where a person gets elected to a position of powerful position in the world by 30% of the population and where a majority of students between ages of 18 and 24 couldn't find the Soviet Union on the map, (and yes, I am talking about the United States of America), it is vital that people become informed about the world around them. So read To The Root. Or even make a statement yourself and submit an article. Its important that someone takes the time, or everyone loses in the end.

Submissions for the first issue are due by Monday, October 17, but To The Root will consider any article submitted after the deadline for its next issue.

The Copasetics, legendary jazz/tap dance performers will perform this evening at 8:00 p.m. at Pickard Theater, as part of the Afro-American Studies Program 20th Anniversary Symposium. Admission is free and open to the general public.

Terrific tappers to tap tonight

The Copasetics, legendary performers from the heyday of jazz/tap dance, will perform this evening at 8:00 P.M. in Pickard Theater. Admission is free to the public.

The Jim Roberts trio will accompany dancers Leroy Myers, Buster Brown, Phace Roberts, Lewis Sims, Bulbba Gaines and Cookie Cooke in their appearance.

This rare opportunity to see the Copasetics is presented in conjunction with the Afro-American Studies Program 20th Anniversary Symposium and with the exhibition "Harlem Renaissance: Art of Black America," on display at the Walker Art Museum through Nov. 9.

The Copasetics bring a brilliance and authenticity to the classic tradition of tap. After almost a half-century in show business, they are one of the few remaining groups presently preserving this unique art form. With careers stemming back to the 1930's and Harlem's famed Cotton Club, they have lent their appeal to major Hollywood films, Broadway shows and nightclubs.

The Copasetics are a tribute to the great Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, who popularized the smooth "tap-in-a-tux" approach, and who liked to say everything was "copasetic."

Friday night's performance marks the Copasetics first appearance in Maine. The event is sponsored by the Afro-American studies program, the Walker Art Museum, the division of dance, and the department of theater arts; also by the Institute of Museum Services (a federal agency), the Lennox Fund, and the Mellons Foundation, in cooperation with Stanley Weinstein/Arts Management.

Following the performance, the audience is invited to a reception with the artists at the John Brown Ruddworm Afro-American Center, 6-8 College St.

Groups bring Bach to life in voice and original instruments

Musica Antiqua Köln, under the direction of Reinhard Goebel, will perform music of the Bach family with the West German chamber chorus Rheinische Kantorei, Thursday, Oct. 20, at 7:30 p.m. in the Chapel. Admission is free to the public.

The program features motets and cantatas by Johann Sebastian Bach, Heinrich Bach, Johann Christoph Bach, Johann Michael Bach, and Signer M. Bach.

Musica Antiqua Köln has established itself as the leading Baroque chamber music group on the international concert scene. The septet performs on some of the finest old instruments that have been restored to their original playing condition. Since it was founded in 1973 by Goebel, the group has toured North and South America, the Far East, Australia, and Europe and now has more than 150 concert and recording engagements each year. Rheinische Kantorei, founded nearly 10 years ago by its director, Hermann Max, dedicates itself to the study and performance of Baroque and early classical choral music. Its 20 members have developed a unique sound noted for its clarity, articulation, and richness.

The performance is sponsored by the department of music with support from the Goethe Institute in Boston and the Jasper Jacob Stahl Lectureship.

The Japer Jacob Stahl Lectureship in the Humanities was initiated in 1970 with a bequest from the 1909 Bowdoin graduate to establish a series of talks on the Ancient World and selected eras in European and English history.

The performers will give a free preconcert lecture at 4 p.m. in the Chapel.
BOBS premiere new wave acapella

San Francisco's premiere a capella vocal group, BOBS, will perform Saturday, Oct. 15 at 9:00 P.M. in Kresge Auditorium. The event will be sponsored by the Living Arts Committee of the Student Union Committee.

Admission is free with a Bowdoin I.D. and $5.00 for the general public. Tickets are available at the Events Office in the Municipal Union.

Saturday's event is one not to be missed. The BOBS have received rave reviews for their performances all over the country, including by the Performing Arts Center of Portland, Maine: "The BOBS are the most remarkable a capella vocal group to emerge from American popular music since the great doo-wop groups of the 1950's. In fact, the BOBS have opened a whole new chapter in the book of a capella. Combining awe-inspiring vocal capabilities with sophisticated contemporary material and a wide swathe of punk sensibilities, the BOBS have built an old musical genre into the present. And how! The quartet bases its show around the brilliantly funny lyrics of "Groom (bob) Maden and bass singer (bob) Creme. They are joined by Matthew (Bob) Stull and Jodie (Bob) Scott for a total vocal range from 700-700. Described by the Los Angeles Daily News as 'nothing less than the most likely group of the year,' the BOBS are one of the freshest, most original performing groups currently working.'"
SPORTS
Volleyball snare second in tourney

BRETT WICKARD
OBTAIN

Last weekend, the women's volle-
byball team won four of their five
matches for a second place finish in
Bowdoin's Round Robin tourna-
ment.
Tulip, Southeastern Massachu-
setts University, Colby-Sawyer, and
Colby all fell to the Bears. The wins
over Tufts and SMU, both probable
play-off contenders, were the high-
lights of the tournament. "After
beating them, we should be ranked
next week," commented coach
Ruddy.
SMU, who fell to Bowdoin, Bates,
and Tufts, was ranked in New
England in the last coach's poll.
Volleyball powerhouse Bates, ran-
ked first in Maine, was the only
school to knock down the Jumbos.
The Bears improved on their earlier
performance but still lost in two games 15-9
and 15-6.
Bates and Bowdoin alternated the
losses in the first game, but Bates
pulled away thanks to some power-
ful serves. "This team is too fast," com-
mented coach Ruddy. She added that
Bowdoin's intensity they
played with against Tufts. "If we
kept up that intensity, we would
have been strong there."
This year's tournament marked a
strong turnaround from last
season's outcome when the Bears
fell to every opponent. "This was a
turning point... and we did very
well," said Ruddy. "It was really a
make or break time, and it 'made
us'."
After Tuesday's victories over
Thomas and Colby, the team's cover-
age of .500 was not reached until
the last game against Bates.

"We've come back as a team,"
commented Laura Raser '89, the best
server in the tournament. "It helps
us to have people who've been
winning.
This weekend will be another
critical time when the Bears com-
test against MAIAW Tournament
on November 5th, where another
meeting with Bates is likely to oc-
cur.
A strong performance could
push the Bears towards the play-
offs.

Continents snatch victory from Bears

BONNIE BERRYMAN
ORIENT

It was a cold, rainy Saturday. Mixed in with the constant rain was a
discovery of on average 4.00, unexpected for an early
October day. A good size current's
Weekend crown huddled in the
stands at Whitter field, hoping to
see another Bowdoin football vic-
tory. However, Hamilton had other
times.
Rucker Nathan '92, with a 19-year-old field goal as time expired to
give the Colonials a narrow 11-
to-10 victory-a near breaking breaking.
"The weather wasn't really a
factor," said head coach Howard
Vandename. "We played well and it
was a game we should have had."
The Bowdoin squad began play-
ing aggressively, "it's the first time
a Hamilton fumble on the opening
kicker." Running back Richard Ledbury
'90 ran for 6 and 5 yards on the
Bear's first two plays. Co-captain
Quarterback Ryan Stafford '99
rove the Bears offense into field
ground.
The 23 yard field goal attempt by
placekicker Rick Saletta '90 was
good, and Bowdoin took and early
lead, 3-0.
The Polar Bear's defense contin-
ed its dominating ways, prevent-
ing the Hamilton offense from scor-
ing. Senior Scott Welpick's sack of
Hamilton quarterback Kieran Clair
for a 6 yard loss forced the Conti-

Bowdoin scored again late in
the first quarter, on a 15 yard run by
freshman running back Jim LeClair.
This was LeClair's first Bowdoin
TD, and it put the Bears on top, 10-
0. The first quarter ended this way,
with the Bears holding a substantial
lead.
The tone of the game shifted in the
second quarter, however, as the
Colonials put some points on the
board when they blocked sophom-
more John Hartnett's punt. Hamil-
ton scored again late in the
second quarter, on a 15 yard run by
there's a chance that the Bears
missed two chances to
lead the fourth quarter
when Claire missed field goals of 35
and 43 yards.
Bowdoin also had a chance as
time ran down. Sain'te's 36 yard
good field goal attempt sailed wide
and the two teams remained tied until
the end of the game.
With 22:22 remaining in the game,
Hamilton began driving relentlessly
in the fourth quarter, toward the
Bears' end zone. The Colonials fumbled the ball at one point
in the drive, but they man-
egaged to recover.
As the final seconds were elaps-
ing on the clock, Hamilton kicker
O'Meara's 55 yard field goal attempt
was good, as they eked out a 13-10
victory.
(continued on page 8)

Next Week:
Cross Country
Men's Soccer
Polar Bear of the Week

 Despite strong defense, Bowdoin was unable to prevent a Hamilton victory last Saturday. Photo by Asaf Farazhuddin.

Soccer grabs three in a row

TONY JACCAI
ORIENT

The women's varsity soccer team
improved their record to 5-1-1 last
week as the team bounced back from
their loss to Wheaton with victories over
Colby, Tufts and the Univer-
sity of Southern Maine.
Coach John Cullen was pleased
with the squad's play, but still feels
that the team tends to lower the
level of intensity in the final
minutes of the games.
The Polar Bears are now entering
the tougher half of their season and
with games against Weslayan and
Connecticut College this weekend,
they will have to play a consistent
90 minutes if they are going to win.
Currently the Bears are ranked
46th in the Division III standings and
with the outcome of the games this
weekend, the Black and White will
undoubtedly shift in the standings.
On Wednesday Bowdoin battled
the arch-rival Mules of Colby. The
game began quickly asDid Salen
'92 scored the only goal of the game
with ten minutes gone in the first
half. Salmon took a cross from co-
captain Jen Russell '99 at the 10
and headed the ball into the upper left
hand corner of the net.
The team continued their strong
play in the first half with good pass-
ing and ball control. The second
half was a different story as the
Polar Bears looked like the opposi-
tion. Both teams struggled to gain
control of the game and luckily for
the Bears, nobody did take control
of the match.
The game ended with a 1-0 vic-
tory for Bowdoin and the second
shut-out of the season for goalie
Mel Kosa '91.
Colby had several good forwards
but their shots were thwarted by
excellent defensive play from co-
captains Karla Brock '89, Lynn
Brock '90, and Rebecca Derr
'90. Coach Cullen was happy with
the win and was quite concerned with
the loss of concentration in the
second half.
The next victims to fall to the
traveling Polar Bears were the
Jumbos of Tufts on the Jumbos'
(continued on page 8)
Men's soccer revs up for Ephemn

PETE GOLDMAN
ORIENT Staff

The men's soccer team faces its stiffest test of the year tomorrow as the Ephemn of Williams pay a visit to Pickard Field. The team reached the midpoint of its season last Saturday with a shutout victory over Tufts, building on a strong start to the year. With a win over UNE, Tufts were unable to score in the adverse conditions at Tufts. The game was played in 35-degree weather with a 20 mph wind and driving rain. Many of the Bulldogs commended that they were playing the conditions as much as their opponents. Coach Gilbride noted that such poor weather tends to "neutralize both team's strengths and weaknesses and turns the contest into a tight game.

USM nips field hockey

BLAIRE DILLS
ORIENT Arts & Sports Editor

The Women's Tennis split their matches this week in CBB action, losing to Colby and defeating Bates.

The Mules from Waterville descended upon the Franklin Field and House and triumphed the Polar Bears 6-1. Co-captain Erika Gustafson '90 was the lone singles winner, prevailing in come-from-behind fashion 6-4, 6-4, 6-3. Nicole Gastonguay '92 and the doubles team of Heidi Walters '91 and Claudia Costello played well but lost in three sets.

Wednesday, the squad travelled to Lewiston and emerged as the state's number 2 team, defeating Bates 6-3.

Singles winners included Wallenfels (6-6, 6-0), Gustafson (6-2, 5-7, 6-2), Jen Grimes '90 (6-4, 7-5), , and co-captain June, '90. In doubles, Wallenfels and Gustafson cruised to victory as did the team of Kathleen Leech '91 and Katie Gradek '91, to finish out the scoring. In J.V. action at Bates, Molly Forrestman '91, Patty Ingham '89, Katie Supper '91 and Gradek turned in solid performances, further demonstrating the strength of the Polar Bear squad.

The Maine State Championships are next in line for Bowdoin on October 22 and 23.

Polar Bear of the Week

Susanne Garibaldi '90
Kathleen Devaney '90
Karla Brock '89
Lynne Mastre '91

The women's soccer defense, which has been solid all season, yielded only one goal in last week's play. Their play has been a big factor in the Bear's current three game win streak.

Football

(Continued from page seven)

It was a painful loss indeed for the Bears, as they never trailed the Continentals throughout the entire game. Once again the defensive squad played a commendable game. Defensive back Mike Burnet '89 had an onside kick, finishing the game with 17 tackles. Junior Scott Wilkin leads the defense with 27 tackles. Also with impressive numbers was DB Terry Conroy '89 with 9 solo tackles.

"I'm proud of this team. We have a very good football team and we are very competitive against Amherst," stated Vanderveer.

The Bears travel to Amherst this weekend to do battle with the Lord Jeffs on Saturday.

SUNDAY’S SLATE:

men's cross country
NESCAC's at Hamilton A 2:00
women's cross country
NESCAC's at Hamilton A 1:00
football v Amherst A 1:30
field hockey v Wesleyan H 11:00
sailing True North Series V H 9:30
men’s soccer v Williams H 11:00
women’s soccer v Wesleyan H 11:00
volleyball SMU Invitational A 7:00

Tennis nets CBB split

BLAIRE DILLS
ORIENT Arts & Sports Editor

The Field Hockey team suffered a week of mediocrity, beating Tufts 3-2 and losing to University of Southern Maine by the same score Saturday, the Polar Bears endured a bone-chilling rain storm and a potent Tufts offense to escape from Medford, MA with the narrow margin of victory.

As usual, the Bears spotted the opposition the early lead. Tufts jumped out with two goals in the early-going. It appeared as if the Polar Bear legs were still on the bus. The Jumbo's lead, however, did not last long. Sara Bead '92 commenced the comeback by tallying on a drive from outside of the circle. Minutes later, Susie Swanen '90 tipped home a shot from Nancy Bead's '91. The score remained at 2-2 as the first half came to a close.

The play settled down into a defensive battle in the second half as the sloppy weather conditions got the better of both teams. The Bears scored two goals. Sheila Carrol '90 broke the tie half way through the second half, scoring her sixth goal of the season. The Polar Bears added an insurance goal with just 2:25 left in the game. The Bear's defense was sealed with Tufts' one shot on goal. The Bears won 3-1 to remain atop the conference.

The Field Hockey team suffered a week of mediocrity, beating Tufts 3-2 and losing to University of Southern Maine by the same score Saturday, the Polar Bears endured a bone-chilling rain storm and a potent Tufts offense to escape from Medford, MA with the narrow margin of victory.

As usual, the Bears spotted the opposition the early lead. Tufts jumped out with two goals in the early-going. It appeared as if the Polar Bear legs were still on the bus. The Jumbo's lead, however, did not last long. Sara Bead '92 commenced the comeback by tallying on a drive from outside of the circle. Minutes later, Susie Swanen '90 tipped home a shot from Nancy Bead's '91. The score remained at 2-2 as the first half came to a close.

Women's soccer

(Continued from page seven)

It was a tight game in the quagmire. Bowdoin quickly took control of the game. With the wind to their backs, the Black and White peppered the Tufts goal with shots but it was not until there was a minute in the first half that this barrage paid off. Christine Neil '91 fought for the ball on the 18 and then sent a slide pass to her right. Sarah Russell '91 took the ball and sent it deep into the lower right hand corner of the net for the only goal the Polar Bear squad would need.

It was the first career assist for Neil and Cullen feels that she is developing into a smarter player this year.

The second half went well for Bowdoin as the rains increased. Sweeper Susanne Garibaldi '90 controlled the backfield as the defense shut down anything that Tufts tried to do. Neil was a standout with a 1-0 victory in favor of Bowdoin.

Mel Koza registered her third shut-out of the season and second in as many games.

Last Wednesday, the Polar Bears finished their road trip as they played the University of Southern Maine. The Polar Bears wasted no time in this game as they scored with two minutes gone in the first half. Neil took a breakaway in from half-field and put the ball past the goalie into the left hand side of the net.

Russell followed quickly and as the thirteen minute mark in the first half, she scored her first of two goals on a semi-breakaway. The mid-field was the deciding factor in this game as the Bowdoin half-backs dominated the play. Liz Brown '98, KC Froey '92, Sarah Wasinger '92 and Karen Crohre '90 controlled the middle of the field and did not allow USM to make many scoring bids. The hosts' defense tried to use the offside trap and the speedy Polar Bear offense capitalized on it as they continued to send through balls to the Bowdoin forwards who in the words of coach Cullen "had a field day".

The second half witnessed another let down of intensity. With three minutes into the second half, the Bears were outscored 3-1. The Polar Bears gained control of the ball, the force of the shot carried the ball into the net.

With a 3-0 lead, the team settled back and enjoyed the 3-0 lead, managed to score one goal on Koza and had two very close bids on the second goal. The Bears scored a 3-1 victory for Bowdoin but Cullen was again concerned with the second half.

Bowdoin will host the Cardinals of Wesleyan tomorrow at 11:00 and the Camels from Connecticut College on Sunday at 1:00. This is the last home stand for the Black and White until the last game of the scheduled season. The Polar Bears will host the University of Vermont Catamounts.

$60.00 PER HUNDRED remailing letters from home. Details, send self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Travel Sales - Sell Spring Break package tours to Caribean. Free travel and money. Great sales experience and flexible hours.

Call 1-800-426-7710
A giant hole was dug behind the Bowdoin Orient, in the Physical Plant parking lot, to replace an 18-year-old, 10,000 gallon fuel tank with a new 6,000 lb. fiberglass tank. Photo by Asaf Farashuddin.

More news from other campuses...

From The Bates Student

Football team bans alcohol, builds attitude

It’s time for a change. Essentially that is what Jack Foley and the rest of the senior football players told the 1988 squad even before preseason workouts. Thus this year’s team is making Bates history by becoming the first to abstain from drinking alcohol from Sunday night through Friday.

Lewiston Police come on campus again

The Lewiston Police Department has appeared at two major parties on campus since the beginning of school in response to public complaints of general rowdiness.

A part in the back of Roger Williams Hall on September 10 was broken up by police in response to calls complaining of excessive noise. Police encountered rude students who in the words of Mark McCrank, director of security, “left a bitter taste in the mouths of the police.”

On Wednesday, September 14, the Police again on campus to break up a Pierce House party. A neighbor of Pierce House complained of noise at 1:05 a.m. The Police arrived on the scene to quell the disturbance. Again, the Police were greeted by rude students.

One out of four will marry fellow Batesie

The fact that 60 percent of people who graduate from Bates go on to marry other Batesies is just a part of Bates’ lore. No one really knows where this mystery comes from but it gets around quite a bit.

Computer results indicated approximately 25 percent of Bates graduates marry another Batesie. The study found of the 12,350 living Bates alumni, 3,178 were married to other alumni. And most often the married couples were both members of the same class.

DR. WILLIAM R. OUELLETTE
DR. BRIAN L. DANIELS

OPTOMETRISTS

Eye Examinations
Optical Services
Specializing in Contact Lenses
Pleasant Street Professional Building
53 Pleasant Street, Brunswick
Telephone 725-2161

A Likely You
90 UNION STREET
BRUNSWICK, ME 04011
(207) 725-2147

Tues-Fri 9-5
(Tues 'til 6)
Sat 9-2

Wouldn’t you like warm, Fleece-Stuffed Mittens for yourself or to give as a gift?
Classes start Wed. Oct 19 7-9 p.m.
3 sessions for only $18.00
Oct. 19, Nov. 2, Nov. 16.

Don’t forget our Saturday workshops!
Just off campus at the foot of Noble Street.

Peary
(Continued from page one)

integrity in Peary.”

Kavaliros also points out that “although Peary might not have quite made it to the pole, he got closer than anyone else, without the aid of back-up aeroplanes. What he did was extremely dangerous and deserves admiration.”

Curator of the Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum, Gerald Bigelow, said yesterday that the news in no way confirmed that Peary’s claim was false. “We’ll never know what happened with any certainty,” said Bigelow.

“The thing to remember is the difficulty of taking readings in arctic conditions and the technical difficulties of the expeditions,” he added.

Bigelow also cited Peary’s reason for preserving the document—to settle controversy and the absence of a seminal reference point on the actual document as points in favor of Peary.

“Whatever the actual happenings, we must remember the tremendous work and contributions of Peary to arctic exploration,” said Bigelow.

BICYCLES
EXERCISE EQUIPMENT X-COUNTRY SKIS
CUSTOM BRAZING - FRAME REPAIR - WHEEL BUILDING

ALL BICYCLES FULLY ASSEMBLED AND GUARANTEED WITH FREE 30 DAY CHECK-UP

442-7002
ROUTE 1, WOOLWICH, ME

729-8895
216A Maine St
Mon-Sat: 9:30-6
We Deliver
Wire Service

LOWEST PRICES
OUTSTANDING SELECTION.
THE AREA’S PREMIUM WINE AND BEER ESTABLISHMENT.

A BOWDOIN TRADITION SINCE 1979

WINE - BEER - CHEESE - KEGS - ICE

The Thirsty Dolphin Lounge

Sunday: Cribbage tournament
Monday: Dart tournament
Monday Night Football on wide-screen TV
Tuesday: The Ripper Show (50's, 60's, 70's music)
College Night
Wednesday: Ladies Night
Thursday: Nuts & Bolts

Cooks Corner Shopping Center 729-8774

Clare’s Dolphin Restaurant

Daily Specials

The Thirsty Dolphin Lounge

Sunday: Cribbage tournament
Monday: Dart tournament
Monday Night Football on wide-screen TV
Tuesday: The Ripper Show (50's, 60's, 70's music)
College Night
Wednesday: Ladies Night
Thursday: Nuts & Bolts

Wednesday thru Saturday
Live Entertainment with Jeff Savastone

Pauline's Bloomers

Tortoise Mall, Brunswick, 725-5952
Quality flower service for all occasions
Large selection of fresh, dried and silk flowers, balloons, plants and fruit baskets.

Wire Service
WE DELIVER

KAPLAN PUTS YOU IN SCORING POSITION.

Want a touchdown on the SAT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE, or other admissions exams? Then call the team with the best scoring record in the state! Stanley H. Kaplan

KAPLAN STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

KAPLAN

LSAT class is filling fast.
There’s still time to join GRE.

Call now!

1-800-332-TEST

WE COULD MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER!
Word Processing?
Yes, we can do it!
Private post box rental?
Yes, we can do it!
Packaging and UPS shipping?
Yes, we can do it!
Western Union money?
Yes, we can do it!
Passport photos?
Yes!
Copies?
Yes!
Laminating?
Yes!
ETC., ETC., ETC.

Postal and Business Services
MAIL BOXES ETC. USA®

Cooks Corner Shopping Center 729-8774

Clare’s Dolphin Restaurant

Sunday: Cribbage tournament
Monday: Dart tournament
Monday Night Football on wide-screen TV
Tuesday: The Ripper Show (50's, 60's, 70's music)
College Night
Wednesday: Ladies Night
Thursday: Nuts & Bolts

Wednesday thru Saturday
Live Entertainment with Jeff Savastone
OPINION

Now look here, folks...

No one really understands the reasons that the results of this past week's elections for Executive Board and alternate to the Board Of Overseers had to be nullified. Fifteen ballots from an unknown source threw the accuracy of the election into doubt, and there will be a new election next week.

Some members of the student body will take these developments as another reason to dismiss the Board as a bastion of incompetence and ineffectuality (never mind that the error was discovered due to a new, more thorough voting procedure employed for the first time this year by the new elections committee). Smug and superior, having shown once again that they are above it all, these students will continue on to class or out for a few beers, safe in the knowledge that they aren't involved in all that Executive Board business.

Well, that knowledge is ignorance of the purest ray serene. You are involved in that Executive Board business, whether you know it or not. The Executive Board is the body of student servants—yes, servants—who make it possible for you to take part in any campus group you choose, or to form one if you can't find one to meet your needs. They also approve the decisions of the Student Activities Fee Committee and keep tabs of the Student Judiciary Board. If you don't think these groups have a direct affect on your life, then you might as well keep your head in the sand.

The Executive Board is also the students' advocate with the administration. Groups such as the rowers know where the score is—it's just too bad so many others on campus don't know how often the Execs go to bat for the entire student body. Fortunately, we won't know this year what things would be like without an Executive Board.

Only a few of the student body are thankful for this fact. We are not speaking exclusively of the ten members of the Board already sitting, or of the eight who will throw their hats into the ring again on Monday—although they are to be congratulated on their concern and effort. We are speaking of the fewer than 25 percent of the student body who actually could be bothered to read a newspaper, talk to some people, and then actually vote.

In a community where there are so few votes to cast, a few can make the difference, or even one. In the executive election, ten votes separated fourth and sixth place. The senior class cast 98 votes—the most of any class. If you and the people with whom you ate lunch today had all fired up and voted, you could have changed the outcome of that election. So what? you ask. Well, don't complain. Rather, be thankful you have another chance. The elections committee, chaired by Scott Townsend, is doing it all again this week. Do just once for them. Vote.

---

CONVERSATION PARTNERS
by Brad Olsen

E.B. White, in the foreword to a collection of his essays, once wrote—"The essayist is a self-liberated man, sustained by the childish belief that everything he thinks about, everything that happens to him, is of general interest." That rings true. I suppose my wanting to do this is partly an ego thing: I'm assuming my observations mean something to you, and that you care enough about my life to spend time reading this. A grand assumption, I realize, though I don't take it lightly. I believe that most of you go through some of the same things I do. I believe that these experiences and perceptions have the potential to strike you as amusing or depressing or interesting just as they do me. I think however, that it's not always a conscious realization—not everyone considers the stuff I think is commonplace. I mean, among all of us here, it's not all of you it's going to care about; certainly not all of it will you agree with (I'm probably too cynical for my own good...), but I'm hoping that enough of it will prove interesting such that your reading this is not a total waste of time. At worst, I hope you're entertained.

One of my roommates told me I'm crazy. He said all I was in for is a lot of harassment in the form of letters-to-the-editor. "No matter what you write, everyone's gonna dump on you." He's probably right. I'm just honestly thinking that there's so much funny stuff and also intriguing stuff in our lives here at Bowdoin that someone's got to bring our attention to it—no one has done it yet, so I'll give it a try.

That said, now I launch into the subjective, racist, right?

We've got these two cats. Actually they're still just kittens; we were given them by Professor Turner about three weeks ago. Walter and Bernie. They're great kittens (though they do come in my room at night, crawling over my face and waking me up). I try to dodge their claws by pulling the blankets over my head but that—I think—just heightens the challenge for them. It's this late-night forays that sometimes make me hate them. But this is an irrelevant digression...

So they're great animals to have around and often when I'm thinking about stuff, I'll pick one up (usually Walter cause he's fatter) and while pacing around the room I talk to him. I tell him about my bad day or my good day, I tell him about the huge crush I've got on this girl. Maybe I tell him about some momentous new concept I've stumbled on. But I do talk to the cats. Here's the problem. Occasionally I notice myself as reflected in the glass door and I see me talking to a cat. What's really odd about this is that it doesn't strike me as being odd. People talk to their plants (yeah, I know that's sometimes because they know that the carbon dioxide helps photosynthesis, but still...), kids talk to stuffed animals or to their Action Jackson or Barbies; adults talk to their cats on cold mornings or to their pot roasts as they come out of the oven. None of this is strange. However, if I walked around campus talking to a softball or perhaps to a yellow linen tablecloth, I'd be considered a bit weird. What is this notion of some objects being acceptable conversation partners while others being not acceptable? Who's the guy (or girl, of course) that gets to make up the rules on what un-tellable objects we can talk to and which ones are taboo? Is this sanity concept an issue of degree? Next time I catch myself conversing with the kittens I'm immediately going to think about people conversing with placemats or broccoli. I'm immediately going to think about how really dumb this whole talking-to-objects thing is. I wonder if I've ruined it. Perhaps ignorance actually is bliss.
Letters

IDAC educates community

October 16 to 22 is National College Alcohol Awareness Week. Here at Bowdoin, the Inter-Departmental Alcohol Committee has been formed to educate the College community about issues of alcohol and substance use and abuse.

IDAC meets monthly during the academic year to review and discuss the College’s alcohol policies.

Bell’s moose sighting questioned

To the Editor:

This letter concerns last week’s “Moose Flap.” Steve Bell ’89 is alleged to have seen a moose on the quad. Obviously, the editor of the Orient are aware of Mr. Bell’s repeated history of animal incidents. Last year while studying in Germany he alleged to have been attacked by a hawk. By printing his accusations, you give credibility to his story, thus encouraging his twisted behavior. I hope in the future, if Mr. Bell continues to report sightings of big game around the Bowdoin campus, the Orient will be responsible enough to encourage him to get help, rather than perpetuating this terrible afflication.

Ryan K. Stafford ’89

CRUISE SHIPS


JOBS IN AUSTRALIA

Immediate Opening for Men and Women. $11,000 to $60,000. Connexion, Sales, Secretarial Work, Nurses, Engineering, Manufacturing. Hundreds of Jobs Listed. CALL NOW! 206-736-7000 Ext. 352A

U.S. News

(Continued from page one) Black the academic quality of the schools mentioned.

In terms of selectivity, Harvard ranked first out of the top five national universities listed. The school reports 85 percent of its applicants. The average combined SAT score for the class of ’92 at Harvard was 1,370.

As for national liberal-arts colleges, Amherst took the number one spot. Williams, Haverford, Swarthmore and Wesleyan were the next four.

In faculty quality rating, the California Institute of Technology ranked first in the national universities category. Pomona, Smith, Swarthmore, Wellesley and Williams (in alphabetical order) took the top five spots in the national liberal-arts colleges.

Bowdoin received a high rating in the category of “retention” (the percentage of freshmen returning for sophomore year and those who graduate in four years). It is ranked as one of the top five liberal-arts colleges in terms of retention. Others in the top five include: Duke, Princeton, Tufts, University of Notre Dame and Yale.

The report comments on the decline in the number of freshmen who succeed in seeing students through to graduation often credit orientation programs, economic safety nets and an emphasis on faculty-student interaction.”

Among the schools with high retention numbers, several schools house students in small residences equipped with faculty and peer advisors, or offer for-credit orientation seminars. The report also adds, “Membership in fraternities, sororities and other campus organizations also is seen as a means to survival.”

Jill James ’90

Jane L. Jervis, Dean of the College

Deke hosts alcohol awareness program

To the Editor:

On the evening of Monday, October 17, Delta Kappa Epsilon will be presenting a different approach to substance and alcohol awareness. The program, entitled “A Six Pack of Soliloquies,” will be presented in Krorge Auditorium at 7 p.m. The program has been created in conjunction with Group Relations Ongoing Workshops, a substance-counseling and teaching center. This program is open to the entire community.

Tom Groves

President, Delta Kappa Epsilon

There is a difference in Law Schools.

Do you want to prepare for an international career?

Do you want to get practical experience with an internship abroad?

Do you want to become fluent in a foreign language?

Visit the University of South Carolina table at the MBA Forum in Boston, 57 Park Plaza Hotel, 200 Stuart Street.

- October 28 - 29, 1988

Or write: MBAS Program—Dept. XM

College of Business Administration

University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29080 / Phone: (803) 777-2720

STUDY ABROAD

in

STOCKHOLM

- Instruction in English
- Fall, Spring or Academic Year
- Full credit granted by the University of Stockholm
- Live with a Swedish family or in a dormitory

INFORMATIONAL MEETING

with Professor Ken Wagner

TIME: 3:00 p.m.
DATE: Wednesday, Oct. 19, 1988
PLACE: Fessenden Room, 2nd Floor, Hawthorne - Longfellow Hall

For future MBAs

Friday, October 28, 2-8 p.m.
Saturday, October 29, 10-4 p.m.
57 Park Plaza Hotel
200 Stuart Street

LOOKOUT POINT HOUSE

On the Water
Bed and Breakfast

Lookout Point Road
Harpworth Center, ME 04079
207-833-3509

Sewall Family

FOR FUTURE MBAS

THE SEARCH ENDS HERE

...at the MBA Forums where you can


Participants in different workshops:
- The MBA and You and MBA Careers (concurrent)
  - Friday, 3 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 6 p.m.
  - Saturday, 11 a.m., 12:30 p.m., 2 p.m.
- Doctoral Programs
  - Friday, 4:30 p.m., Saturday, 12:30 p.m.
- Call (800) 537-7862 for workshop descriptions.

Register for the MBA Forums and workshops at the door.

The charge is $5 daily.
THE DOMINO'S PIZZA GUARANTEE

At Domino's Pizza, we take pride in making the very best pizza. Pizza with freshly baked crust, quality toppings and 100% Real cheese, all custom-made to your order. Delivered hot to your door in 30 minutes or less.

If, for some reason, you're not 100% satisfied with your pizza or our service, we want to know about it.

That's why we're offering this Guarantee. To keep the NOID out. And quality pizza with prompt, courteous service in.

Because if you're not 100% satisfied, neither are we.

729-5561
26 Bath Rd.

Hours:
4:30pm-1am Sun.-Thurs.
4:30pm-2am Fri. & Sat.

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS FREE.

Call Domino's Pizza and start counting. We've become the world's biggest pizza delivery company because we make the best custom-made pizza we can, and deliver it hot and fresh in 30 minutes or less.

We know how disappointing it can be to expect a hot, delicious pizza from Domino's Pizza and have it arrive later than promised.

That's why, if the delivery person arrives later than 30 minutes, from the time you called, we'll take $3.00 off the price of your order. We guarantee it!
Dean's office releases fraternity standards

JACK CAHILL, ORIENT News Editor

Dean of the College Jane Jervis released new standards for fraternities at Bowdoin College Saturday. The document, subtitled "A Draft Document for Discussion," is another step toward implementing the regulations set forth by last year's Fraternity Review Committee and adopted by the Governing Boards of the college last May.

According to Jervis, there is nothing new in the document. The 16-page report contains the 53 suggestions outlined by the Fraternity Review Committee, as well as specifications of the Physical Plant regulations which will soon apply to the fraternity houses as well as other college buildings.

Jervis said the most substantive changes in the suggestions adopted by the Governing Boards. "I just changed the verb forms from 'It is suggested' to 'It is...'. Those 53 things are now policy."

'This is what we have to date, along with a call to the fraternities to begin to implement this," Jervis said.

Faculty reconsiders athletics, admissions

KEVIN WESLEY, ORIENT Copy Editor

On Monday afternoon, the Bowdoin College faculty could vote to reconsider a vote to de-emphasize the role of athletics in the admissions process.

The vote to reconsider the Barker Report, which examined the role of athletics, academic performance and admissions, could occur at Monday's faculty meeting, at the request of Professor of History Daniel Levine.

Students, especially athletes, are upset over the vote to reconsider, and are planning a rally in front of Massachusetts Hall prior to the start of Monday's meeting.

The Barker Report, a 72-page document which examined the role of athletics in the admissions process, concluded that there is some correlation between athletics and poor academic performance. The report was prepared by the Admissions Committee, and presented to the faculty last year. The report is named after William H. Barker, associate professor of mathematics, who headed the group which prepared the report.

The faculty voted this spring to accept the Barker Report, but the vote did not pass for the major policy, which would have limited the number of athletic ratings at 200. Instead, the faculty accepted one of two minority reports, prepared by dissenting members of the committee, which called for unlimited ratings.

Prior to last year, incoming athletes were rated on a five point scale: 1+, 1, 2, 2+, and 3, denoting an immediate impact player, and 3 denoting an average athlete. The Barker Report did eliminate the lower three ratings, unratified in advance only for 1+ and 1+ athletes.

Approximately 400 athletes were given a 1 or 1+ rating last year.

"Students have held a petition drive last weekend, hoping to garner support for their cause. They feel that "Limiting the number of athletic ratings would deny the rights of prospective students to have all pertinent information" included in their admissions folders."

The petition states, "The consequences of adopting the measure would serve as a devastating blow to the overall morale of the student body and the Bowdoin Community in general."

On Sunday, a group of 100 students met in Morrell Gymnasium to discuss the issue with the campus. Students were urged to gather at 3 p.m. at the Visual Arts Center, after which they would converge on Massachusetts Hall.

Students were told to talk with faculty members about the issue, and to write letters to the Orient. The crowd also heard from Ann St. Peter '89, a member of the Admissions Committee. St. Peter, along with Coach John Cullen, wrote the minority report to which the faculty agreed.

St. Peter explained what the Barker Report was, how athletic ratings are determined, and what she felt a vote to restrict the number of ratings would do.

"Teams probably will be cut," she said. "What that would mean for Bowdoin is that coaches would have to start acting like admissions counselors."

Alpha Delts feud with international

TANYA WEINSTEIN, ORIENT News Editor

Unless the current resolution is overturned, the Bowdoin chapter of Alpha Delta Phi fraternity must either return to being a single sex organization by the year 1991 or be expelled by its international organization.

According to Shalane Page '89, the president of AD, a resolution was passed several years ago declaring the five coeducational chapters must be ejected from the international if they did not become single sex. Page said some AD single sex chapters felt the coed chapters "were changing the nature of the organization."

He added, "The international as a whole seems to feel the most important thing is keeping the chapters together...but both sides are so vehement about the issue."

The resolution was brought up for reconsideration two years ago, but it was tabled and will come up again at the convention next summer.

Page said, "We are operating under the assumption that they'll do something to reverse the decision...each of the five chapters in question has made it clear they are committed to coeducation. Also, these five chapters are some of the oldest chapters in the international."

Bok to address lying

"Exaggeration, Lying and Secrecy: Duplicity in Government," a lecture by Sissela Bok, associate professor of philosophy at Brandeis University, will be given tonight at 8:15 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium.

Bok's talk is the 1986 Santagata Lecture.

Bok is the author of "Secrets: On the Ethics of Concealment and Revelation" and "Lying: Moral Choice in Public and Private Life," which received the George Orwell Award from the National Council of Teachers of English. She has also written and lectured about the ethics of euthanasia, abortion and health care.

Bok has been as associate professor in the department of philosophy and the history of ideas at Brandeis since 1985. She has lectured at Harvard University on issues of moral choice and personal responsibility and at the Radcliffe Institute on medical ethics.

Bok studied at the Sorbonne, University of Paris, and then earned her bachelor's degree in psychology at George Washington University. She earned her doctorate in philosophy at Harvard.

The Kenneth V. Santagata Memorial Lecture Fund was established in 1962 by family and friends of Kenneth V. Santagata of the class of 1973 to support lectures in the arts, humanities and the social sciences with new, novel or nonconventional approaches. Past Santagata lecturers at Bowdoin include novelist Toni Morrison, economist Lester Thurow, singer-director Meredith Monk and poet Howard Nemerov.

INSIDE:

Upcoming elections....pages 2 & 3

More on the athletics & admissions controversy.... pages 8 & 9

Alumni band members blow their horns at halftime of Saturday's Homecoming football game against Worcester Polytechnic Institute. Photo by Dave Wilby.
Voting opportunities outlined

In Brunswick, there are seven town districts and three state districts. When you go to vote in the elections on Tuesday, Nov. 8, therefore depends not on your address and not upon the fact that you go to Bowdoin College, but depends on the street address of your place of residence.

For students living in campus housing or in the various fraternity houses there are four different places where students must go in order to vote. These students will vote in districts 4, 5, or 7. District 4 votes at the Vocational Regional School on the Church Road, 5 at the Rec Center on Federal Street next to the Municipal Building, 6 at the Union School on the corner of Columbia and Union Streets and 7 at the Coffin School on the corner of Columbia and Barrow Streets.

Below is a listing by district of where these students must go to vote on Tuesday.

Students living in off-campus housing other than that provided by the college must call the Brunswick Town Clerk’s Office at 725-7732 to find out where they can vote.

Students not yet registered to vote may do so according to the districts they live in at the polls on Tuesday. Polls at the various locations at which the districts will vote will be open from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m.

District 4: Beta Theta Pi

District 5: Alpha Kappa Sigma, Copeland House, Harpswell Apartments, Pine Street Apartments, Smith House

District 6: Alpha Delta Phi, Alpha Rho Upsilon, Burnet House, Cleveland St. Apartments, Psi Upsilon, Theta Delta Chi

District 7: Appleton Hall, Baxter House, Brunswick Apartments, Coleman Hall, Coles Tower, 24 Colleague St., 30 College St., Delta Kappa Epsilon, Delta Sigma, Hyde Hall, Mayflower Apartments, Moore Hall, Winthrop Hall, Zeta Psi

As the election approaches, a few things to keep in mind:

1. As of September, 1988 what is often referred to as the Misery Index (inflation rate plus unemployment rate) was down. During the first quarter of this year it averaged 9.9 percent. During the last year of the Carter Administration it stood at 20.7 percent.

2. The United States has created three times as many jobs as the six other economic-sunbelt countries, and in this decade 18 million new jobs have been created, approximately 200,000 per month.

3. Industrial production since 1982 has risen in Japan 22 percent, 11.6 percent in West Germany, and 8.8 percent in Western Europe as a whole. In the United States, production has risen more than 26 percent.

4. The deficit as a percentage of GNP fell from 6.3 in 1983 to 3.4 last year.

What we have here is economic success on a huge scale, attributable to the efforts of the Reagan Administration and to his followers and adherents in Congress. Among these responsible people we find one George Bush.

Now, in answer to Ted Kennedy’s question, “Where was George?”—beside the answer we are tempted to give (“Sober and home with his wife”)—we may respond, these figures in mind, “Presiding over, with his Commander-in-Chief, the greatest peacetime economic expansion in the history of the United States.”

63 months (as of July) of economic growth, actually. Very impressive, especially considering that the historical average is only 27 months.

But let’s not be naive. Bush had little to do with formulating the theories which have produced these numbers. In fact, the phrase “voodoo economics,” used to describe supply-side economics, is Bush’s. But in the last eight years the man has learned many things, the success of lowering taxes was not the least significant among them. He pledges to continue Reagan’s success in the economy, and, given his record, there is little reason to doubt him.

Of Mike Dukakis we may be more skeptical. He says with fervor that somewhere along the line the Reagan Administration economically went wrong. But asked pointed questions by both the press and his opponent on this accusation, he has failed to say what exactly Reagan-Bush have done incorrectly. It seems he can come up with a vague claim of “inefficiency” on the part of the Administration, with of course an equally vague assertion of his competence.” The question in many minds is, though, “Competence to do what?”

Certainly he cannot claim to have run his state effectively. Since he was re-elected in 1983 the state debt has risen from $51 billion to more than 10 billion projected in the Commonwealth’s budget for 1989.

In June, 1986 the state had a cash surplus of $12 billion; but in June 1988 Dukakis was forced to borrow $300 million to cover payroll. Massachusetts has suffered a decline of 13 percent in industrial jobs since 1984—a total of ninety thousand jobs—a while in the same period the nation experienced a growth of 2 percent. It is also interesting to note that while the federal deficit fell by more than $30 billion between 1986 and 1987 (accompanied by a tax cut of 22 percent), the Bank of Boston predicts a deficit as high as $690 million for 1989, despite an increase of $300 million in additional state taxes and fees.

Run a state the man obviously cannot. How would he fare in the White House? I wouldn’t trust the man with a dime.

Christopher Briggs ’80

College Republican.
Canditates pierce fig, face off on issues

DOUGLAS REAL
ORIENT Contributor

Although many people claim the candidates in the 1988 presidential election campaign are hot talking mouth, the fact is that each candidate has clearly stated his position on various questions. This summary of some of the issues in the election campaign is: Republican candidate George Bush and Democratic candidate Michael Dukakis.

Bush's positions are clear and concise. For example, if he is elected as President and there is no budget deficit, he would reduce the budget deficit. If he is elected as President and there is a budget deficit, he would reduce the budget deficit.

Dukakis is pro-choice — he supports a woman's right to choose to have an abortion. He supports limiting polluting calls and calls for a cleaner industry to take part in a phase-out

Sarah Lawrence College
Academic Year in Paris

a semester or year of academic study for juniors and seniors. Students study in small seminars and tutorials with French faculty, and in such Parisian institutions as the Sorbonne, the Ecole du Louvre, and the Institut d'Etudes Politiques.

For information and an application, contact Sarah Lawrence College Academic Year in Paris Box BP Bronxville, New York 10708

The London Theatre Program
of SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE and
the BRITISH AMERICAN DRAMA ACADEMY

A unique opportunity for college students to study with Britain's leading actors and directors. Acting study and performance, supplemented by academic work. Full academic credit is provided for either a semester or a year.

For details and an application, write:
Sarah Lawrence College, Box BBOX Sarah Lawrence College, Bronx, N.Y. 10708

Tennis Anyone?

THE ARAMIS OPEN
Your entry with any $5 purchase of Aramis, Devlin or Aramis 900.

124 Maine Street - Brunswick, Maine 04011
Open Mon.-Fri. 9 to 6, Thurs. eve. 10 to 8, Sat. 9 to 5
Enjoy breakfast & luncheon at the Greenery
**Fraternities**

(Continued from page 1)

The document says all college ties with unrecognized fraternities "are severed on an absolute and total basis.

"These fraternities which continue to maintain official ties with the college will be required to have an advisor and to submit annual financial reports to the college. There will be no change in the policy which states that all fraternities will have to admit members of both sexes in order to obtain college recognition.

A major change which will take place when the new regulations are fully implemented is the creation of a new position, Adviser to Fraternities and Student Organizations, who, according to the report, "will be responsible for advising fraternities and some other student organizations. The Adviser to Fraternities will report to the Dean of Students."

According to Jervis, Dean of Students Kenneth A. Lewallen is heading the search committee which is currently considering applicants for the new position. They have reduced the pool of applicants to five, but may need to renew the search in the spring, Jervis said.

"There is a rhythm to academic appointments," Jervis said. "Usually you start looking in the spring. It may be that we have a fantastic candidate right now. It may be that we'll have to wait until the spring."

Copies of the report have been distributed to fraternities and are available in Jervis' office.
Arts & Entertainment
One acts return to Playwright's theatre

SEAN BELL
OriEnt Staff

"When a society becomes conscious of itself- its needs, aspirations, enthusiasms, beliefs and hardships- the theater is born."
- Harold Clurman

About six weeks ago, if the alert student were paying the many different signs that are found around the Bowdoin campus, he or she would have noticed an announcement telling students that Masque and Gown was now accepting submissions from students of any one-act play that they would be interested in directing. Of the six scripts submitted, Masque and Gown chose three.

According to Dave Mittel, president of Masque and Gown, decisions as to which plays were chosen were based on a number of criteria. Said Mittel, "We have to take the length of the play, the male to female ratio, and the different technical aspects of the play into consideration. The Board also attempts to have some variety in the plays, so that we're not all dramas, or comedies."

The decisions were made, the auditions held, and the programs went off, and now, four weeks later, opening night is just around the proverbial corner. The three plays which will be staged this weekend are Bournemouth, Danny and the Deep Blue Sea and The American Dream.

Bournemouth, by Saul Fussinger, "teaches us that there are no generalizations, that people are unique unto themselves," said director, Lisa Lucas '89. "The story centers around a young man named Todd, who is very unsure about himself, especially with his relationships with older people. Dorothy, a 63 year old woman, comes into his life, and through their developing relationship, Todd learns that there are not particular secrets between old and young or man and women, but that each person is mysterious and unique in their own way."

The play itself was written by a student at Connecticut College, where it was submitted to the International Playwrights Association "and was very well received," Lucas said. "I feel that the play's themes are topics that people of our generation are thinking about and I was excited about being able to present the play to the Bowdoin community."

Jonathon Halperin '89, is directing Danny and the Deep Blue Sea, by John Patrick Shanley, "It's a story about a man and woman, both of them in their thirties, they're not rich, not popular. They meet in a bar, and attempt to communicate their many caged up feelings of hate and loneliness," said Halperin.

" Much of Danny and the Deep Blue Sea deals with communications. How people communicate to one another in order to relieve much of the tension and anger that they feel in their lives," continued Halperin. "That's why I chose this play, I liked the tension."

"The decline of the American scene," is how Leonidas Seferlis '89 describes The American Dream, by Edward Albee. "It's a very subtle satire about the many faces of American society. The story is about Mommy and Daddy trying to put dear old Grandma away in the old folks' home. The situation is looking pretty grim for Grandma when a certain young man, and a lady named Mrs. Barker, cause a change in the present situation that leaves Grandma in the cabrit seat," said Seferlis.

"I chose the play because when I read The American Dream, I was able to look at life in America a little differently. I hope it does the same for the people who watch it," Seferlis said.

(Continued on page 7)

History of graphic techniques
traced in print exhibition

LIZZ MILLAN
OriEnt Assoc. Entertainment Editor

The power of the line is celebrated in a collection of prints currently on display in the Walker Museum of Art. The Print: Old and Modern Masters is an exhibit of etchings, woodcuttings and lithographs. The collection was completed by Professor Cliffon C. Olds in conjunction with a class he is teaching this semester.

The descriptive annotation at the beginning of the exhibit informs the viewer the "eye was in this exhibition were selected to demonstrate a variety of graphic techniques developed over the last five centuries." The prints accomplish this beautifully.

The collection traces the history of printmaking in the Western world through a historical circle. The circle begins with the work of Albert Durer, a pioneer in the Western printmaking tradition. His woodcuttings were among the first of their kind in the West. Others, such as Van Leyden and Goltzilus also helped to initiate a tradition in printmaking through their works of art, helping in the evolution of a new artistic development.

The early masters demonstrate a complex and meticulous form which is subsequently simplified by later printmakers. This process of simplification becomes obvious to the viewer through the organization of the various works in the gallery.

The historical circle comes full swing with two modern works by Picasso and Matisse. Picasso and Matisse demonstrate a style that directs the eye of the viewer to the simple elegance of the line. Through the development of printmaking, the line has worked its way through its historical complexities and can now relax.

Through the history of the line the viewer is able to experience a full round of emotions. Repeated lines create these emotions at the viewer sees and feels the power of the line.

The darkness of depression is depicted in Lucas Van Leyden's David Playing the Harp. This engraving is an example of the early stages of the historical process. The complexity of the line serves to create a rich image. As the graphic form developed, some of this complexity was replaced with a more impressionistic style. A Rembrandt etching included in the collection is an illustration of this. This style affects the mood created by the work. Goya's use of line in Falling Bulls creates a dark, velvety background which lends the work a dream-like mood.

The many effects of line are experienced by the viewer. Examples of the diverse moods generated by the etchings are provided in the exhibit. Canale provides a soothing view through his use of lines while Leibout brings to the viewer a light, humorous representation. The subtle details of Meryon's Le Pont-au-Change, are provided through the freedom of the line. Lines become sources of light and dark in the works created by Corot and Homer.

This collection achieves many effects, one of which is a demonstration of the beautiful and powerful quality of the line. A larger work hanging in the lower part of the gallery, a woodcut by Kuzhe Kollwitz, Mortality to Karl Liebchuch, encapsulates this beauty and power. The lines created by the carved wood

(Continued on page 7)

Miscellanies hopes for White House concert

DAWN VANCE
OriEnt Entertainment Editor

Bowdoin's female a capella group, Miscellanies, is making its music heard this fall. Not just in alumni and college performances which usually constitute its gigs, but on tape and in area nightclubs.

Miscellanies is currently working on a cassette scheduled for release before Christmas break. According to member Hope Hall '90 the cassette will include, "songs not on albums before... a new repertoire." Songs recorded last semester before Miscellanies' spring concert "to get some of last year's seniors on the album" include "Black Coffee", "Teas of Clown", "And She Was", "Respect", "Locomotion" and "One Note".

Miscellanies has set its recording date for completion of the album for Nov. 10, at Megaphone Recording Studios in Portland. Although Hall said, "We're technically ready- we've been working on how much recording tape we have left," songs the group is thinking of as possibilities for inclusion on the album are "Too Many Fish in the Sea", "Tell Him", "Time and Tide" and "When I'm 64." In addition to its recording of an album, Miscellanies has busied itself with its October break tour and with a recent concert at the White House Friday afternoon in the East Room.

(Continued on page 7)
Friday,
November 4
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Practicing Buddhism series.


8 p.m. Concert. Performance-deuterium (heavy water), improvisational music. Dan Hanahan, guitar, with Dave Shacter, saxophone. The Pub, MU.

Saturday,
November 5

Sunday,
November 6
2 p.m. Film. From These Roots. 30-minute documentary on the Harlem Renaissance. Presented in conjunction with the exhibition "Harlem Renaissance Art of Black America." Kress.

9 p.m. Performance. Cathy Slobbins and Loose Ends. Folk rock. The Pub, MU.

Monday,
November 7
7:30 p.m. Executive Board Meeting. Lancaster Lounge.

Tuesday,
November 8
Intercollegiate Day
Don't forget to vote

Wednesday,
November 9

7:30 p.m. Red Cross Blood Drive. Sargent Gymnasium.

Thursday,
November 10
4 p.m. Lecture. "Reproductive Biology of Shadkush." Christopher Campbell, Department of Botany and Plant Pathology, University of Maine-Orono. Room 314, Searles Science Building.

Friday,
November 11
12-3:30 p.m. Luncheon Talk. "The Attack on Patriarchal and Monotheistic Science by Feminists, Minorities and Environmentalists." Richard Gelwick, research associate, Department of Religion. Small Dining Room, MU.

Exhibits
- Lancaster Lounge, MU. Paintings in oil, enamel, watercolor, past and construction by Stephen Howard, Newcastle, Maine and Florida. (November-December).


7:30-10 p.m. Shakespeare Film Series. Henry V. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

7:30 p.m. Film. The Left-Handed Woman. German with English subtitles. Kress.

Theatre Project offers acting class

Al Miller, artistic director of the Theatre Project in Brunswick, will offer a class in improvisational acting, beginning Monday, Nov. 7, and continuing for four consecutive Monday evenings, ending Nov. 28. The class will run from 7:30-9:30 p.m. The fee for the class is $25.

The class will focus on developing a character and creating material. Miller plans a series of classes this year that will acquaint interested actors in the work of the Theatre Project and will give them opportunities to develop their acting technique. Other classes will offer instruction in scene study, ensemble acting and mime.

One of the objectives of these first classes will be to create an acting company for The Theatre Project’s planned New Year’s Eve Celebration. According to Miller, The Theatre Project will offer performances from last afternoon until midnight of New Year’s Eve for those in the area in search of entertainment. The afternoon performances will be aimed at families and children and will feature The Young People’s Theater. Performances in the evening will be directed at a more adult audience.

Anyone interested in information about the acting class can call 729-8895 or write Acting Class, The Theatre Project, Box 817, Brunswick, ME 04011. The class will be open to experienced actors and novices. The Theatre Project is located on School Street in Brunswick, near the Tontine Mall.

Giant Charcoal Pit

Good Morning Bowdoin!

Now Open for Breakfast

New Hours!

Sun-Thurs 6:30 a.m.-11 p.m. Fri-Sat 6:30 a.m.-midnight

Flowers by Knowles

Good Selection of Fall Flowers

15 Jordan Ave. 725-2461

BICYCLES

EXERCISE EQUIPMENT - X-COUNTRY SKIS

CUSTOM BRAZING - FRAME REPAIR - WHEEL BUILDING

Check our end of season sale on Mountain Bikes

ALL BICYCLES FULLY ASSEMBLED AND GUARANTEED WITH FREE 30 DAY CHECK-UP

442-7002

ROUTE 1, WOOLWICH, ME

Sandwiches

The Movie: “Playing for Time” will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall

November 9, 1988

Sponsored by the Department of German in conjunction with German 51

BOWDOIN ORIENT
Perpetuation of stereotypes?

Q: Last year the faculty’s Admissions Committee presented a study—known as the Barker Report—examining in great detail the relationship between athletic credentials and patterns of admission and matriculation at the College. Many people concluded from that report that the existing rating system (which has since been changed) gave athletes an advantage over other applicants and that many of these athletes, particularly those from private schools, who did come to Bowdoin turned out to be average to poor performers in the classroom. At the same time, much briefer study by the Computing Center—known as the Curtis Report—disputed these conclusions. Why do you feel, as someone who did well as both sports and studies, that the Barker approach was wrong?

A: The Barker Report discriminated against athletes by claiming “the lower end of the academic spectrum is heavily weighted with athletes.” The Curtis study examined the records and found that 69 percent of the students in the bottom of the classes in question were not athletes. The truth is that athletes granted admission here are academically qualified. The Barker Report also classifies as athletes some students who do not join teams at Bowdoin nor remain on teams. The definition of “athlete” used is highly misleading in some cases. Anyone who can win and get financial aid is an athlete, and some candidates gain admission not only because of athletic ability, but because of other positive attributes, such as musical expertise or volunteer work.

Q: But the complaints about class performance seem to be spreading, whichever report is being defended.

A: The perceived relaxation of standards in the classroom is the result of the many changes. Unlike Curtis, the Barker Report stereotypes athletes as “picks” by creating a special category of male wrestling/football/hockey participants. The report also tries to address some people’s stereotype of a male athlete who attended private school, with high SAT scores, belongs to a fraternity, sits in the back of the class, does no work, prioritizes his athletics over academics, has an aversion to music and the arts, majors in government or economics, and causes sexual harassment problems. According to Barker, the impact of this stereotype is that “an instructor will feel compelled to water down the level of a course so as not to lose too many of the male students.”

If students like that exist at Bowdoin, then the socialization process at fraternities is harmful and the faculty, not the Admissions Office, has failed in its mission. I suggest that the faculty make the curriculum more challenging, both in their responsibility to flunk those students who are incapable or too lazy to pass courses. But if students pass, they have a right to be enrolled here.

Furthermore, the beauty of a liberal arts education is choosing one’s own course load. Since students have considerable freedom to choose, it is wrong to criticize some male athletes for not taking music and art. Are female art majors criticized for not taking economics or government?

Finally, few athletes fit the stereotype I mentioned. The typical Bowdoin athlete is virtually identical to the typical Bowdoin student: he or she may choose to be an independent, be appalled at sexual harassment, and study very hard for courses in a wide variety of majors.

Q: After reading Barker, some faculty members said the College ought to reconsider its policy of not requiring SATs. Their notion, if I understand it correctly, was that what had stated out in the 1970s as a very progressive attempt to attract unconventional yet talented students who didn’t test well had been taken advantage of by students who did not have a chance at comparable schools because of low SATs but who could slip into Bowdoin on their athletic accomplishments.

A: Bowdoin should not return to requiring SAT scores for admission. An SAT score is not indicative of the contribution an individual can make to society. Barker argues that “SAT scores are among the best single item predictors of college success that can be readily obtained.” The scholar Warner Slack, on the other hand, writing in the Harvard Educational Review comments Bowdin for not requiring test scores and says there are “serious doubts about the tests’ fairness and validity as a measure of academic potential.

Q: Do you feel that any change at the stage of admitting students ought to be made?

A: No. The Barker and Curtis studies use the same data and arrive at widely divergent conclusions. Barker suggests that Admissions should be wary of athletes, especially oars who don’t submit test results, because they will not make good students. Curtis finds that only one in three students performing poorly is an athlete and that the majority of students asked by the Recording Committee last spring to take time away had very high SAT scores.

Q: In your view, why are sports so important in an academic community?

A: If the spirit of a true liberal arts education is to produce well rounded individuals, then physical education should be part of the curriculum. Athletic activities do not detract from an education, they enhance it. The Greek ideal of developing both the body and the mind shows the importance of physical activity in producing such an individual.

Competitive sports are some of value because they give you the chance to test yourself, not just against yourself, but against others. They give a small school in Maine a representation outside of the state. Athletes only represent Bowdoin—they learn to accept losing gracefully or winning, they learn values such as perseverance and hard work.

In addition, athletics promote emotional stability because exercise eliminates tension and stress. Individuals who participate are better equipped to contribute to society because they are emotionally stable. A recent study found that the happiest students at Harvard were the athletes, because of the friendships and social activities that are associated with sports.

What about the debate this past semester over continuing the faculty status of coaches—a status that goes back to the days when phys. ed. was required here?

A: Coaches deserve faculty status because they teach. Students learn from them not just the techniques of various sports but how to grow as people. Coaches perform research and keep up to date on nutrition and health. They tend to promote the overall educational development of the students they work with.

Q: What is all this so important to you, now that you’ve been graduated?

A: I care about people. I hope that athletic people in particular aren’t discriminated against because of certain interests they’ve developed.

Bowdoin’s athletic program helped me grow academically by providing discipline in my life, athletically by providing coaching, socially by allowing me to make friends with team members and competitors, and emotionally by teaching me how to compete under trying circumstances. I hope, then, that the College can continue its tradition of producing well rounded people.

The role of athletics in admissions will be addressed again in the Faculty Meeting on Monday, November 7. Students opposing the proposed limits on admissions athletic rankings will protest outside Massachusetts Hall prior to the meeting. The following may elucidate the issues involved.

First is an interview with Lisa Jacobs, ’89 on the Admissions Committee’s Special Report on Admissions and Athletics is reprinted from the Fall 1988 issue of Bowdoin magazine. Jacobs participated in field hockey, diving and track and field while at Bowdoin. She played in the orchestra for four years and was graduated magna cum laude with a double major in history and Romance languages. Following the interview is a response dated October 19, 1988, submitted by William H. Barker, Associate Professor of Mathematics and Chairman of the Admissions Committee during the formulation of the Report, to Bowdoin for publication in the December issue.
Barker defends Admissions Committee Report on athletics

Assistant Director of Athletics John Cullen, and was unanimously endorsed by the faculty.

Periodic debates concerning the appropriate role of athletics in the admissions process are probably inevitable at any Liberal Arts College. Such constant re-examination of admissions policy is a healthy phenomenon. But discussions of athletics in the admissions process often seem to be haunted by heavy reliance on anecdotal information. The football star who cannot put a coherent thought down on paper is offered as proof that too many unqualified athletes are being admitted, while the hockey captain who becomes a Rhodes Scholar and later a successful corporate lawyer is offered as proof that the ideal of the Scholar-Athlete is indeed alive and well at the College.

Previously, a few opinions exchanged by such arguments since, as must be the case in any collection of 1350 students, there must be a mixture of brilliant, academically, and others who are, at best, "inspired." The real question is: what are the proportions of these sorts of athletes in the total student body? How do the students admitted to Bowdoin with an "athletic edge" compare with those who do not receive the "treatment"? It was aggregate, numerical information of this nature that the Admissions and Athletics Report attempted to make available to the College community. The topic of admissions and athletics will never be settled by "the facts" alone; much of the issue is, by its very nature, subjective, resting on one's interpretation of the proper role of athletics in the Liberal Arts. What our report tried to establish was a base of dependable factual data on which informed and productive discussions could be built.

The numbers presented in the report did cause a great deal of discussion, especially a reaction to the position that the influence of athletics in the admissions process has been growing athletic ability correlates in a negative way with academic performance.

This judgment was never claimed nor implied by the Admissions and Athletics Report, and the Report's data does not support such a conclusion. What the data support (at least in my view of the sample) is that highly rated athletes are admitted to the college, on average, with lesser academic credentials distributed across all of the non-athletic counterparts. This, in turn, translates into inferior performance (on average) by these students in the classroom. From this viewpoint the problem is not "athletes in the classroom," but rather "athletes in the classroom with lesser academic credentials.

The Curtis Report also wished to document that many Bowdoin students with poor academic records were not athletes. As Ms. Jacobs notes, "the Curtis study...found that 60 percent of the students in the bottom of the classes were not athletes." Further in her interview she refers to this statistic again when stating "Curtis finds that only one in three students performing poorly is an athlete and that the majority of students asked by the Recording Committee last spring to take away the very high SAT scores."

This contradicts nothing in the Admissions and Athletics Report since, in the Curtis study, a student is "in the bottom of the class," (or is "performing poorly") if his or her GPA is below 2.0. This can happen only if a student has more falling grades than honors grades, and the Admissions and Athletics Report clearly indicates that it found no significant difference in the distribution of grade point averages between athletes and non-athletes. The significant differences were found in the distribution of honors grades and "High Honors" grades (more for the non-athletes). These differences were not supported by the data and are reflected in the reports statistics on "the bottom of the class."

In summary, to claim that the Admissions and Athletics Report and the Curtis study "arrive at widely divergent conclusions is greatly inaccurate, and indicates a misunderstanding of both documents.

"The Admissions and Athletics Report discriminated against athletes by claiming the lower end of the academic spectrum...is heavily weighted with athletes."

The tables in the Admissions and Athletics Report clearly show that, on average, the Bowdoin grades of athletes are significantly lower than the grades of non-athletes. This means that "the lower end of the academic spectrum" has a higher proportion of the "less than the average" of the spectrum. Like it or not, this is a fact.

In what way does this fact, drawn from a carefully compiled data, discriminate against athletes? Although the Report implicitly recommends a scaling back of the preferential treatment afforded rated athletes in the admissions process, it never advocates actual discrimination against such applicants.

"The Admissions and Athletics Report on course and major selections. However, there is no attempt made to put a scholar-athlete in a "stereotype," and there is absolutely no mention of the report of the other items on Ms. Jacobs' list. This is her stereotype, not ours.

"[I]t is wrong to criticize some male athletes for not taking music and art."

This is a true statement— but unfortunately implies that the Admissions and Athletics Report made such criticism. That is not true. The Report analyzed the course selections of athletes versus non-athletes over the seven semesters Fall 1983 through Fall 1986. One trend that became clear was that "the social sciences are significantly more popular with male athletes than among the class." The trend was also reflected in the curriculum, while art and music courses are relatively unpopular.

The significance of this trend is the skewing of academic interests at the College, resulting in a greater number of male athletes, who could have undesirable effects on the academic program of the College. However, pointing out this trend does not imply criticism of those individual students who, for whatever reasons, choose not to enroll in art or music courses.

The Admissions and Athletics Reports were unfair in asserting the Admissions Office and the Athletics Department.

Since this statement was not made by Lisa Jacobs, it has been raised enough by other observers to warrant a fair response. The statements are straight from the Introduction to the Report.

"Although the Admissions Committee sees a need for change in our current practices, that is not meant to imply criticism of any Office or Department at the College."

Given the sparseness of any written policies governing athletics and admissions at Bowdoin, the Admissions Office has established an orderly and reasonable procedure for assessing athletic ability and integrating that data into the admissions process. The Athletics Department, through its athletic ability rating system, correspondence with potential student-athletes, and (restricted) recruitment activities, has acted out of a desire to provide Bowdoin with what it believes to be the best possible athletic program...

Unfortunately in spite of all this careful attention to procedure and data, there has been an overemphasis on athletic ability in the admissions process, and seems at times to be inconsistent with the goals of the College. The problem is that athletics over academics, has an aversion to music and the arts, majors in government and economics, and causes sexual harassment problems.

This is pure fantasy. The Report does contain data concerning private and public school, race, gender, wealth, and the withholding of SAT scores, and patterns

not imply criticism of those individual students who, for whatever reasons, choose not to enroll in art or music courses.
This MBA Program Could Bring You To Your Knees.

If you're going to pursue an MBA that gives you "real world" experience, consider a program that really offers you the world.

Babson MBA students have a unique opportunity to work in other countries, with some of the world's leading business organizations. (Audi AG, the Australian Trade Commission, Lego A/S, and Union Bank of Switzerland to name just a few.)

This special internship program is part of an overall concentration in international business that's available at Babson. And it could prove to be invaluable experience for your career.

Because today, corporations everywhere are taking a global point-of-view.

For more information about the Babson International MBA Program, just mail the coupon, or call us at 617-239-4517.

INTERNATIONAL MBA PROGRAM

I am interested in the Babson International MBA Program. Please send me a catalog and an application form.

Name
Address
City State Zip Phone

Babson College
Nichols
Babson Park
Wellesley, MA 02157

EXECUTIVE THINKING
Women's soccer vaults into ECAC's

TONY JACCACI
ORIENT Staff

The women's varsity soccer team will travel to Eastern Connecticut College tomorrow where they will compete in the ECAC soccer tournament. The team was one out of four teams invited to compete in the tournament despite the fact that the Polar Bears dropped two out of their last three games to end the season with a 7-6-1 record.

Bowdoin ended its regular season with a victory over Bates and losses to Salem State and the University of Vermont. Coach Cullen is optimistic and feels that Bowdoin can beat tomorrow's first round foe, Connecticut College.

There is always something special about playing Bates, and last Wednesday was no exception. The Polar Bears traveled to Lewiston and their hosts took control of the game in the first half until ten minutes remained in the first half, the freshman connection of KC Freny and Didi Salmon scored back to back goals to put Bowdoin into a quick 2-0 lead at the half.

Bates fought back in the second half and scored on an unmarked back-pass and then again when Bowdoin tried to sit on their one goal lead to tie the game at two goals apiece.

Bowdoin had a chance to win the game in regulation time when the Polar Bears missed a penalty shot in the closing minutes of the game.

In overtime, however, Susanne Garbaldi '90 did not miss when Bowdoin was awarded a second penalty shot. Karen Crehore '90 put in one more and the game ended with a 4-2 score in favor of the Black and White. The game was not as close as the score indicates and Coach Cullen felt that the team thouroughly dominated the match.

Men's soccer rides Wesleyan win to play-offs

PETE GOLDMAN
ORIENT Staff

The men's soccer team accomplished its preseason goal on Monday when the ECAC play-off committee announced that the Bears would be one of the four teams involved in this year's postseason tournament.

The Bear's playoff status had been in question but a crucial 2-0 win against Wesleyan enhanced the team's chances for a playoff bid.

Last Saturday, faced with a must-win situation, the team played its most consistent game of the year and blanked the visiting Cardinals by a 2-0 score.

The Bears scored in each half and played a very strong defensive game in posting their college record seventh straight of the year.

The victory all but knocked Wesleyan out of the playoff picture as they dropped to 7-4 while the Bowdoin improved to 7-3-2 and awaited word on their postseason fate.

Bowdoin controlled the game from the far side of the box where striker, and co-captaining, Lance Conrad '91 beat his defender by a stride and shot into the corner of the goal made by the charging goalkeeper.

The Cardinals also appeared to be hesitant for a split second on the play and it cost the Cardinals.

Both teams continued to play very aggressively in the second half. The Bears did not show any signs of letting down and continued to play with great intensity. The Cardinals began to gamble more on their offensive attacks which opened the door for the Bears second goal.

With but nine and a half minutes left in the game a long pass was played by the Bears midfield. Grinnell beat the Wesleyan keeper to the free ball and pushed it to him by on the open net.

The Cardinal keeper, however, reached up and clothed Grinnell preventing him from any chance at scoring. The Bears were awarded a penalty kick for the tackle, and co-captain John Secor '90 converted to give the Bears the final margin of victory.

The Bears confront the Cardinals 14-11 for the game and likely would have how more shots if not for the outstanding defensive play of the Bears.

The Bears were whistled for 18 fouls in all.

The defense played virtually flawlessly throughout. Steppar Patrick Hopkins '92 and sweeper Esteban Polkonary '91 controlled the center of the field where Wesleyan couldn't access to the attack.

Along with the wing fullbacks Amin Khadurri '91 and Blair Dils '90, the Bears limited the Cardinals to few dangerous chances.

Bruce Wilkins made 10 saves in posting his fourth (and a half) shutout of the season, one shy of the season record.

On Tuesday, the Bears finished their regular season by coming from behind to beat Bates 2-1. The win upset the Bears record to 6-2-3 and second for the playoffs.

With the victory, the Bears captured the CBB title which they last held in 1985.

The Bears played a lackuster first half, perhaps because of the weather and perhaps because they had already secured a playoff spot.

The Bobcats made them pay for this and closed the Bears out on the free kick.

The Bears responded, however, in the second half and were able to carry the win holding Bates scoreless. Maier scored on a volley on a pass from Kuhlman and closed out the game on the free kick.

The Bears maintained their offensive pressure and were able to score again when a Dink Asherman shot beat the keeper but ricocheted off the cross bar and straight down onto the goal line. Striker Chris Barcabocho '90 was there to put the ball in the net to claim the final goal of the game.

The goal tied him with Conrad for scoring point honors (11) on the team. Asherman leads the team with five assists.

In a rare occasion, four NECSCA teams were named to the ECAC tournament. The Bears will travel to Williams, the top seed, today for a rematch with the 11-4 Ephs.

Saturdays Slate

ECAC's A

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

FOOTBALL

V BATES 1:00

SAILING

MMA INVITATIONAL A

VOLLEYBALL

MAIAW A

Sports

Soccer rides Wesleyan win to play-offs

Women's soccer vaults into ECAC's

Tennis excels at NE's

very respectable 13-2 record.

The doubles team of Kathyn Lovis and Kay Gradeck also earned key point wins in the Polar Bear's 2nd Division Doubles. The duo won a match at the 2nd doubles level against Babson to gain the quarter-final. There they were defeated by Tufts in straight sets.

The Polar Bear representative in the 3rd Division Doubles draw was the team of Jen Grimes '90 and Nicole Gaugan '92. They were able to win their first round match before bowing out in the round of 16.

In the singles tournament, it was again the top players that carried the day. Wallenfels, playing in the 1st Division, qualified to the quarter-finals where he lost a gruelling three set match, 6-2, 6-4, to Williams.

Coach Baker said, "Heidi showed she could play with anyone in the nation..."

Gustafson, playing in the 2nd Division, also made it to the round of 16. Entering the tournament as the number 6 seed in her division, Gustafson upset 3rd seed Bristol and Trinity in the early rounds before losing to the number 1 seed and eventual champion.

(Continued on page 12)
Engineers stun Bears on gridiron

BONNIE BERRYMAN
ORENIT Staff

It has been a difficult season for the 1988 Bowdoin football team, Coached by Howard Vanderveer, the squad, which is 1-4-1, could easily have a 4-1-1 record. They have lost by margins of 31, 9, 5, and 5 points. Each loss has come very late in the fourth quarter.

The game against the Worcester Polytechnic Institute Panthers last Saturday was the most recent heartbreaker. In a game which the Bears were leading late in the fourth quarter, the Engineers completed an amazing 99-yard touchdown pass to win the game and leave the crowd in shocked silence.

In front of a large Homecoming crowd, the game began in the usual fashion, with the Bowdoin defense halting the opposition. The offense also began with its usual flair, as co-captain Ryan Ruiz fumbled the ball over the 15 yards to John Sousa '89 and 14 yards to Todds Hayden '90. However, the offense only could get the W.P.I. 43 yard line and was forced to punt.

Both teams had difficulty moving the ball in the first quarter. Senior Scott Wooldridge's backfield rusher QB Peter Keller for a nine yard loss and junior Mike Cavendish past the 20 yard line reception highlighted the quarter.

Turns changed in the second quarter as both teams scored a touchdown. W.P.I. struck first as they maintained possession of the ball for over 5 minutes. Engineer running back Tommings took the ball to the 14 yard line. The extra point was good and Bowdoin was in the lead.

It didn't stay that way for long, as the Bears offense mounted an attack of its own. On the drive toward the Engineers end zone, Stafford connected with Cavendish for a 35 yard reception. Adding the finishing touches, RB Jim LeClair '92 scored the one yard TD, his seventh rushing touchdown of the year. There was no good two-point attempt, and Bowdoin trailed 7-2.

With only 1:20 left to play in the half, neither team had the opportunity to score. Bowdoin went in to the lockerroom trailing by only a point.

The third quarter began with the Engineers scoring quickly. After fumbling at the 14 yard line, quarterback Mike Bucci ran the ball 67 yards for a score. However, they failed to make the extra point and the Bears were within one touchdown to tie.

On a drive that lasted nearly halfway through the quarter, the Polar Bear's offense moved the ball slowly yet relentlessly down the field. Undaunted by a fourth and goal at the Engineer's 7 yard line, Stafford connected with LeClair for the touchdown, LeClair's second of the day. This time junior Rick Sallea's extra point was good and the score was tied at 13-13.

The Bowdoin offense continued to move the ball easily. Sean Goebel's 64 yard punt return as heran on four different plays for twenty yards. Sallea then ran 5 yards for a touchdown. Sallea nailed the extra point and Bowdoin was ahead for the first time in the game, 20-13.

The pressure was now on the Engineers to score. W.P.I. seemed to also score on a failed attempt at the 13 yard line. The extra point was good and Bowdoin was losing.

Men's soccer

(Coached from page 11)

The ECAC tournament begins tomorrow at 12:00 when #1 ranked Engine '89 meets #4 ranked Smith and continues at 2:15 when #2 ranked Connecticut College Baker '90 meet #3 ranked Bowdoin.

The winners of the two games will play Sunday at 130 for the championship.

Polare Bears of the Week

Heidi Wallenfels '89
Erika Gustafson '80

Wallenfels and Gustafson, Bowdoin's number one doubles team, advanced to the semifinals of the New England Division III Tennis Championships, losing to the eventual winner. The pair compiled a season record of13-2.

Fredy leads women's xc

SEAN HALE
ORENIT Staff

At the Women's New England Cross Country Championships last weekend, the women runners turned in yet another strong performance, placing 15th out of the 32 teams that competed from all divisions.

Bowdoin finished on the heels of Division I Boston University and placed third out of the Division III schools in this very competitive meet.

Marilyn Fredy '91 led Bowdoin by finishing 15th, garnering All-New England honors. It was another fine performance for Fredy, who is having an outstanding season.

Following Fredy were co-captain Deanna Hodgkin '89 and Margaret Heron '91.

"Marilyn had the best race of the day," according to Coach Peter Slovenski. "She's been competing real well this season, with a near top five finish this year would be great."

Field hockey ends on winning note

BLAIR DILS
ORENIT Ass't. Sports Editor

The Polar Bear Field Hockey team ended the 1988 season with a 1-0 win over Middlebury College on Friday, October 28.

The win ended some of the disappointment of not qualifying for the NIAC playoffs.

One goal was all that was necessary on the cold and soggy day. The Bears played to a scoreless first half. Sheila Carroll '90 broke the tie with 9:40 remaining in the contest on a pass from Beth Succop '92.

Not many quality shots were registered on net as the midfielders of each team dominated the play. Bowdoin's 11 shots versus the Polar Bear defense rendered 12 shots. Lynn Warner '91 managed 9 saves in a winning effort.

Next season, Coach Sally LaPinione will sorely miss the play of her three seniors, co- captains Kate Eard and Kathy McPherson, and Kathy McCormick. The team will definitely need to replace the several years of experience lost to the graduation of these three top-notch players.

The squad finished with a 7-5 record.
"What distinguishes J.P. Morgan starts with the investment we make in you."

At J.P. Morgan, we look for potential, not polished skill. And if we find it in you, we’ll give you outstanding training right from the start, and movement through different jobs. We offer opportunities to work for a global financial firm in corporate finance, sales and trading, foreign exchange, market research, audit and financial management, operations management and systems. So whatever your major, plan to attend this important career session or contact Lisa Nilsson Gabler, Corporate Recruiting, J.P. Morgan & Co. Incorporated, 23 Wall Street, NY, NY 10015.

Attend a J.P. Morgan Information Presentation

Wednesday, November 9
7:00 PM
Moulton Union

Confirm the time and location with your placement office
The Right Disease, the Wrong Cure

The problem of admissions and athletics once again rears its ugly head. The faculty will apparently have to entertain a motion at Monday’s Faculty Meeting to reconsider their decision of last year allowing unlimited numbers of rankings of athletics.

Recent posters, petitions and an informational rally last Sunday demonstrate that it is an issue that concerns many students.

Last year, the faculty refused to set a limit on the number of rankings coaches may make of applicants’ athletic ability. There was serious discussion that the academic environment of the school was being endangered.

A faculty member, disinherited with the faculty’s vote last year plans to ask the body to rethink their rejection of limits.

This is a serious matter and students should be concerned for several reasons. The imposition of limits would force coaches to make judgements about whom a rating would help the most. This alone would put undue emphasis on athletics, as it would make it more of a mark of distinction rather than a rating solely of projected ability.

To limit the number of recommendations would also put those not ranked at a disadvantage. Any applicant should be able to have any department, academic or otherwise, rate his or her abilities. It would be absurd to think that any other department would be restricted in voicing its evaluation of candidates.

If the faculty does perceive problems at Bowdoin caused by athletics and admissions practices, then limiting the number of ratings certainly would not solve these problems. Indeed, it would only serve to worsen the situation.

Instead, the faculty should inquire as to how the rankings are used by the admissions office. The problem obviously lies in how much emphasis is put on the rankings. If a change is warranted they should change the weighting of the factors and not the factors themselves.

The problem lies in the emphasis which admissions counselors place on athletics in the admissions process. If faculty truly believe “right vs. wrongs” which have occurred in recent years due to the overemphasis of athletics, then Admissions Director William Mason and his staff should be held accountable. Ultimately, it is they who are choosing the student body.

If President A. LeRoy Greason and Mason truly want to diversify the student body, then they should stop admitting as many athletes, or at least not admitting who are musicians, artists, inventors, dancers and actors.

The faculty should put pressure on Mason and Greason to give the other academic departments a say that student activism is not completely dead. And if their plans for a demonstration before the faculty meeting become a reality, then we can hope that Bowdoin students will not forget how to stand up.

The students also stand a good chance of success. A motion to reconsider needs a two-thirds vote pass. Since the original motion was passed by a majority, it seems likely that two-thirds will be too much to muster.

Opinion

An Epic

By Brad Olsen

It seems to me upon reflection that some things in life are not good. 

There are problems with friends, problems with dishwashers, 

there are even problems with food. 

Some things are fine and need no alteration. 

I do grant you that happy fact. 

But in order to hang up a poster, it is said, 

on the wall you must first put a tack. 

(in other words, it’s the squawky wheel that gets oiled...)

So here you’ve got me, the omniscient one 

explaining to you wrong and right. 

I’ll point out injustice, 

explain what the fuss is, 

I’ll direct you to further the fight. 

And so humble continue.

In the course of my many years 

my wisdom has grown immense.

High school gave me math, 

my parents gave me ethics 

from the Almanac. I got common sense.

My knowledge so large, it fills not a cart 

rather it fills the grandest chasm.

And so, reviewing all the most eloquent methods 

I have chosen to preach in scandals.

Behold.

Thank you Registrar for an early pre-registration.

Registration is not soon enough.

Deciding next semester a week after mid-terms 

is honestly isn’t that rough.

Next year perhaps, you could skip the course catalog.

Student spends night as a trash can

I was walking back from the field house last Wednesday and a very unusual encounter changed my life. It was about 10:00 p.m., and very dark and then, I was “zapped.” I found myself lying flat and numb on the crisp autumn grass, with a scaly, long-haired visitor from Neptune standing over me. He shook his head and said, “My earth friend, you are stupid, disinterested, unconcerned and very dangerous.” I was stunned by the indentation, but was even more surprised when I found myself transformed into a shiny, aluminum recycling can with an orange lid. The celestial bully continued, “Tonight you will become informed and inspired to help stop the denuding of your planet and not remain idle and unconcerned. You will learn to sort your paper.”

The Neptunian lugged me, now an unwieldy recycling can, to the third floor of Hyde, where I stood awkwardly next to another shiny aluminum can. The other can was simply a trash can, and I felt somewhat special and of singular character. I only took clean paper, newspaper, magazines, and cardboard — no cans, bottles, or greasy Domino’s boxes. I stood meditatively in the hall as a few students took off my orange lid and dumped loads of clean recyclable paper into me. Feeling responsible in my new role, I knew that I was helping students to accelerate deforestation around the world.

Then tragedy struck. A curly-haired freshman approached with an armload of trash and dropped it in with my heap of clean recyclable paper. I became a massive pile of unused and violated what I was once proud to be: a 28 oz. can, now, I can barely stand upright. I’m beginning to wonder if there is an actual value for me in this future, and then, I consider how I should sort my paper and be thoughtful, active, liberal arts people that make a difference. Recycle.

Stephen Kusmiczek ’99
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Letters

College Pro Painters pleased student worker

This letter is directed to anyone who has had or is considering a relationship with College Pro Painters as franchisee, employee, or customer. I am writing to express my personal experience with College Pro.

I was extremely skeptical, almost intrigued, when I first noticed the College Pro advertisement displayed along the dormitory. The poster appeared to promote not a "job," but rather a "business." I sent a request to College Pro for more information and soon found myself in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania for a series of interviews. Throughout the interviewing process, I was continually led to believe that my business would be a source of great experience as well as profit. In a December 1987 interview with Charles Chase, a vice-president of College Pro Painters, one of the interview questions was, "Conservatively, you'll make $5000 this summer. How will you spend it?"

Upon completion of the interviewing process, I was offered a franchise, which I accepted. The documents provided to me in connection with the franchise continued the themes of experience and profit. The disclosure document, filed by the Federal Trade Commission and provided by College Pro, revealed that the "net profit range" was $7590 for a franchise similar in size to mine. Still doubtful, I was encouraged by section 26A of the franchise agreement which reads, "The Franchisor (College Pro) will take all reasonable steps to ensure profitability thereby of way of advice and assistance to the Franchisee (the manager)."

During the Spring of 1988 and throughout the summer I diligently worked to ensure success of the business. I communuted several times to Allentown, Pennsylvania from Brunswick, Maine in the spring. As the summer began, I soon found myself working a minimum of seventy hours a week. My hard work seemed to be paying off.

During a mid-summer visit, vice president Chase visited Allentown and told me things were "great" and that I was "in the running for Rookie Manager of the Year." He told my manager that I "performed 100 percent, attaining."

Encouraged by this, I went on and grossed more than $1000 in franchise sales, solidly almost sixty percent of my jobs (no doubt the highest in my division), and had 96% of my customers pay within thirty days. I grossed a tremendous asset to College Pro in franchise sales and profitability: they received more than $11,000 in royalty fees from me for the summer. While College Pro has made a hefty sum off my diligence, my profit is minimal and I have lost over $2000 of my salary. I have been grueling hard for the past eleven months. I was curious to see how the "unlimited" profits promised by College Pro would materialize.

In recent telephone conversations with fellow Bowdoin graduates, I have the feeling that we gave College Pro credit. "A lot of the plans they made were for us unrealistically...I have problems with the system," said one manager. Another said, "I had a lot of profits this summer...and now I am probably about to be involved in a lawsuit (about my last painting job)." Another manager said, "I made $3500 at College Pro, at least...I was so tempted when kids were offered a job (or some other interview) at the end of the year when I was doing my knockdown, to grab them and say, 'You don't have any other options. I don't take this job, believe me.'"

I attribute my personal problems to the firm's inability to promise support from College Pro, both in terms of personal contact and support from my new team as well as guidance and leadership from the company. When franchise failed, the company gave me several jobs in that area which I should have known were absolute money losers from the outset. In at least one case, all managers were charged nearly fifty percent over retail for a checkout kit, after the FTC documentation promises, in Item 10, that College Pro receives no profit from such sales. Clearly, these acts were not in the best interest of the "profitability" of my franchise as promised.

The franchise agreement into which all franchisees must enter is a standard contract. College Pro is a franchise that is set to start working in this territory within one week of its last spring sale. From May 23, 1988 to August 28, 1988, 2 days before classes started in Maine. Although I have experienced this summer was not profitable, I did learn how to develop a business and contracts in general. Now, however, nine months wiser, I would like to caution other college students who might be considering a similar venture.

Please feel free to contact me at the address below.

Matt Ballard 90
MU Box 47

Student athlete says academics comes first

The up and coming fall event concerns the status of athletics at Bowdoin. Many students have a hard time understanding and agrees much thought. As a person, I'm not very curious about the status of academics, but there is something that I feel very strongly about. As a student major writing is not something that I feel very easy to me, but I hope that by spending the time to write this that others will at least respect what I have to say. While this is an opinion written by one person, I hope that others will represent a large percentage of the student body.

In the end, it would seem very easy for me to ignore what is going on. I only have one year here, so why should I care? However, as a student athlete, Bowdoin has been a very good school for me, and I feel that this is the least I can do. As a high school senior deciding what college I wished to attend, the final selection came down to three highly regarded schools: Oberlin, Tufts and Bowdoin. Bowdoin, as the school that I liked. My mind was made up. I was coming to Bowdoin because it was where I felt that I could get more education, and play for a team that was extremely competitive and well supported. As one who also liked Bowno's location and the fact that most of the college is a while and physically active. People at Bowdoin were winners both in the classroom and on the playing fields. During my two years I have continued to feel the same way. As a student at Bowdoin, I do not get all HH's (honors) but like most students I am not too bad for the grades I have gotten. As those who know me can attest, the work does not come easy to me. I don't work perfectly but not so perfect? I, as most student athletes take difficult classes, and by working hard, I appreciate the grades that I do get. This is why I feel particularly interested by those members of the faculty who seem to label athletes as "dumb". I personally know of several distinction made here between athletes and the rest to the student body, even though I am required to complete the work. To suggest that I or other athletes should not be allowed to get all along, the all, the grades, or have I 100 board scores is ridiculous. In working on whether to limit the number of athletic rankings, I hope that faculty members also consider the following. By limiting the number to 200, many believe that this is a good compromise, but is it really? In choosing student athletes out of a pool of people who are not the most selective than choosing between 400. By keeping athletic rankings unlimited, I hope that Bowdoin is that best qualified for this school's athletes are not forced to make decisions on their own.

It seems that the actual goal of those who want to limit the rankings, is to essentially eliminate all athletics. As such an athlete, I do not see how the rankings would make such a student's work. The only way to do so is to give the athletes who are interested in the rankings is not to have them. I do not want to see the end of athletics, but I do want to see the end of the rankings as something that is done for the student athlete. I feel that the way we do with theammu of college athletes is more about the way things are, and I hope that all faculty members will realize this before voting on November 7th.

Andy Singer 90

APAs stress alcohol awareness, not abstinence

As Alcohol Peer Advisors we would like to clarify some misunderstandings concerning our group and the newly instituted "PAYS Pays" program in the infirmary.

The basis of the Alcohol Peer Advisor (APA) program is "universally effective" responsible decision making regarding alcohol use. Our group is an independent student-run group that addresses student diversity at Bowdoin. At present there are 66 members in our organization, representing 26 different majors. We work with numbers of men and women, as well as large and small groups, to teach individuals and small groups about the dangers of alcohol and being responsible. Some of the students in our group have had personal experience with alcoholism and others do not. The APAs are responsible for freshman and other fraternities, training retreats, Drug Awareness Week and peer alcohol counseling. We also work very closely with the people in the Counseling Center and the infirmary.

Alcohol Peer Advisors are fully aware that the legal drinking age in the state of Maine is 21. Hence, we will not be able to drink. We understand that alcohol is abused at Bowdoin and certain dangers accompany drinking. As such, the APA's at Bowdoin do not condone drinking. "Pays Peer At Your Side Pays" was established out of concern for our fellow students and provides trained peer counselors to assist intoxicated individuals at the infirmary and other parts of campus at night. After speaking with Dr. Weymouth, Director of the infirmary, it was agreed that by having an additional person present at the Health Center on Friday and Saturday nights this program would allow the infirmary to take care of more students with heavy drinks too much and should not be left unattended.

The APA's are a new program and the ultimate liability still remains with the institution.

As a group such as "PAYS Pays" the APAs are not a student-run social policy. We are encouraging people to become more aware of the problems alcohol use causes, but also to enjoy the appropriate use of alcohol. We are not encouraging excessive drinking by using the resources available at Bowdoin. Thank you.

Benie Gagne '90
Sara Gagne '91
Alcohol Peer Advisors

Give your college student a very special care package! An Ice Cream Cake from Ben & Jerry's for birthdays, study breaks, exams, surprises, rainy days...

Call and order your cake today:
625-2725 96 Maine Street, Brunswick
Free Delivery"
Letters

College Pro Painters deceived student worker

This letter is directed to anyone who has heard or is considering a relationship with College Pro Painters, a firm or franchise, or customer. I will briefly explain my personal experience with College Pro.

I was extremely skeptical, although intrigued, when I first noticed the College Pro advertisement displayed in my dormitory. The poster appeared to promote a "job" for the summer, but rather a "business." I sent a request to College Pro for more information and soon found myself in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania for a series of interviews. Throughout the interviewing process, I was continually led to believe that my business would be a source of great experience as well as profit. In a December 1987 interview with Charles Chase, a vice-president of College Pro Painters, one of the interview questions was, "Conservatively, how much would you make this summer. How will you spend it?"

Upon completion of the interviewing process, I was offered a franchise, which included several documents provided to me in connection with the franchise.

Blood drive to be held Wednesday

The second blood drive of the year will be held this Wednesday, November 9, in Sargent Gymnasium. We are hoping for a much better turnout than we had last time. For the last drive, we pledged 205 pints of blood to the Red Cross, which is an average pledge for a Bowdoin drive, but we only received 168. To some, the idea of giving blood is a little scary, to others it is a nuisance; but the fact that one pint of blood can save at least two to three lives makes giving blood something we should all undertake.

Giving blood takes 45 minutes to an hour of your time. The best time to give is between 5 and 7 p.m. Since the drive runs from 3 to 9 p.m., I am including options to be able to give. Contrary to popular thought, drawing blood does not drain you. A good number of people are turned away each drive because their blood is too low in iron or because they are not feeling well. This number could be significantly decreased if people who are going to give eat high-iron foods such as meats, spinach, broccoli and corn and drink plenty of fluids a day to two days before the drive. As usual, there will be refreshments (pizza, ice cream, juice) at the drive. We would like to thank Dominos Pizza for donating over 200 worth of Pizza for the last drive. We look forward to working with them again.

Remember, giving blood is completely safe. Let's make this next drive a real success. Feel good about your decision.

Leavathan Arrat '90
Blood Drive Committee

APAs stress alcohol awareness, not abstinence

As Alcohol Peer Advisors we would like to clarify some misunderstandings concerning our group and the newly instituted "PAYS Pays" program in the alcohol awareness committee.

The basis of the Alcohol Peer Advisor (APA) program---our responsibility decision making regarding alcohol use. Our group is an accurate representation of the student diversity at Bowdoin. At times we work closely with counseling organizations with nearly equal numbers of men and women, as well as those who choose to belong to the fraternities and sororities. Some of the students in the group do not choose to drink while others do not. The APAs are responsible for freshman and fraternity outreach, training retreats, Drug Awareness Week and peer counseling. We also work very closely with the people in the Counseling Center and the Infirmary.

Alcohol Peer Advisors are fully aware that many students at Bowdoin and the state of Maine are 21, and in no way do we encourage the illegal consumption of alcohol or any other drug; however, we realize that alcohol is abused at Bowdoin and certainly contributes to the unsavory image of drinking. Therefore, "PAYS (Peer At Your Side) Pays" was established out of the concerns of several APAs. We provide trained peer counselors to assist intoxicated individuals at the infirmary under the guidance of the night nurse. After speaking with Dr. Weymouth, Director of the infirmary, it was agreed that by having an additional person present at the Health Center on Friday and Saturday nights this program would allow faculty and staff to more efficiently deal with students who have drunk too much and should not be left alone. It is the infirmary's responsibilities that have not shifted, and the ultimate liability still remains with the institution.

By initiating such a program as "PAYS Pays" the APAs are not supporting the ethical use of alcohol. We are encouraging people to become more aware of the potential problems of involving excessive drinking by using the resources of the program. We are also encouraging people to become more aware of the potential problems of using alcohol and to be careful to use it responsibly.
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Blaze forces tower evacuation

KEVIN WESLEY
ORIENT Copy Editor

Early Wednesday morning, Coles Tower had to be evacuated due to a fire caused by debris at the bottom of an elevator shaft.

The evacuation was the second of the semester, and forced Tower residents into Daggett Lounge from 12:10 a.m. until 1:45 a.m. The first evacuation occurred on Sept. 2 when an electrical surge wiped out Tower power for several hours.

Wednesday's fire was apparently started by a lit cigarette which was dropped between the base and the threshold of the elevator. According to Director of Security Michael Pander, the cigarette ignited a large pile of trash which had accumulated in the bottom of the elevator shaft.

Brunswick Fire Department personnel were at the scene and extinguished the fire. There was no damage, except for one burnt broom.

Pander said several cigarettes were found among the burnt debris. He said the amount of trash at the bottom of the elevator was substantially more than in previous years.

Several students voiced concern that the fire alarm was not set off quickly enough. Smoke could be smelled on the higher floors of the tower for at least 20 minutes before the alarm was sounded by a student on the 15th floor.

Pander said the type of smoke coming from the higher floors could have been caused by an incident not requiring a fire alarm, such as a smoking motor from a generator.

Pander said rumors as to the cause of the fire have been circulating the campus in the past two days. Many believed the fire may have been started by someone who lit a copy of the Quill, Bowdoin's literary magazine, and threw it down the elevator shaft. A second theory claimed the fire was started by a disgruntled Democrat after hearing of George Bush's election victory.

Pander added that his investigation into the matter is closed.

According to Thompson Intern Todd Greene, Tower residents were well-behaved during the evacuation. He said, "They really knew they had to get out."

Committee continues search for fraternity advisor

TANYA WEINSTEIN
ORIENT Assoc. News Editor

The search for an Advisor to Fraternities and Student Organizations has not been successful as of yet, according to Dean of Students Kenneth Lewallen.

The search committee is comprised of Lewallen, Professor Janet Martin of the government department, IFC President Jeff Paterson '90, ASIFC president Al Nicholson and Juliet Boyd '91.

Only 43 applications were received in response to national advertising of the position. Lewallen said the administration was surprised at the poor applicant turnout — he estimated at least 10 times as many applications.

Lewallen explained that timing was the reason for the low response. He said the college advertised at a time when many would-be applicants had already made plans for the upcoming year.

Lewallen explained, "Out of the 43 applicants we brought it down to eight that had the minimum skills" (Continued on page 13)

Candidates for freshman class officers face off at forum...page 3

Spring '89 fashions— Orient exclusive photo spread....pages 8 & 9

Weekend marred by vandalism

The college library was the site of two cases of larceny. Security Officer Roger St. Pierre stated the potential accomplishments.

He said the motion also does not limit a coach's opportunity to rate athletes, but just redirects the emphasis of such ratings.

"It's clear to us that athletics is way over-emphasized at Bowdoin," he said.

Prof. William B. Whiteside of the history department read a petition signed by 418 students opposing the original motion at the request of Ann St. Peter '89. He also opposed Lewallen's motion, saying it implies that the athletic people are working against us.

He said although there is an emphasis on athletics, it is a societal problem. The culture is at fault, not Bowdoin," he said.

Whiteside also said the Admissions Committee should develop a new approach to the academic set-up of the college. He reminded faculty members, when Coles Tower was built it was designed to serve as a senior center, bringing together a variety of student subcultures, "one of which is The Athlete."

History Professor Paul Nyhus said the group of athletes rated in the current freshmen class is the result of an Affirmative Action program now in place. He cited the number of freshmen here due to other Affirmative Action programs: Maine residents (59 students), alumni children (55) and minorities (38).

Nyhus said the number of rated athletes, 84 in the freshmen class, indicates where part of the admissions emphasis lies.

The college library was the site of two cases of larceny. Security Officer Roger St. Pierre stated the

thiefs under investigation are very similar in nature. Apparently the (Continued on page 13)
The faculty met on a Monday afternoon. The faculty voted 76-30 to adopt the recommendation not to limit athletic ratings, but to only accept 1+ ratings in the admissions process.

Vice President Scott Townsend '89 addressed the need for the health center to present more information on AIDS to the student body. It was recommended that the Student Life Committee look into the possibility of publishing a health booklet similar to that of Williams College.

In old business, the elections committee presented the proposal for the upcoming freshmen elections. Elections will be held the following Monday.

The Student Activities Room committee reported the committee met with Jervis and received permission to turn the Donor’s Lounge in the Moulton Union into a television lounge along with the Student Activities Room once the new director of fraternities has taken office in the present television room.

According to the committee, the next step is to obtain used furniture from the Dean of Students’ office.

In addition, the Club Sports Committee suggested the committee draft a letter to the administration recommending crowning a club sport.

At present the crew team is not officially recognized by the college.

In new business, Townsend submitted a proposal that the faculty adopt the following guidelines for each course as to avoid misinformation of students about honor code violations. The proposal would be sent to the administration and faculty. The motion by roll call was carried 11-0-1.

Three Bowdoin students wait to cast their ballots in Tuesday’s presidential election. Photo by susannah Moor.

**Oxfam raises funds for famine relief**

BRENDA RIELLY

Oxfam students are being asked to donate their meals for Oxfam America next Thursday. Students may sign up to give away one, two, or three meals to benefit Oxfam.

Part of the cost of these meals will be collected from Dining Service by the Bowdoin Newman Association and sent to Oxfam.

Oxfam America (Oxford Committee for Famine Relief) is a non-profit, international agency that funds self-help projects and disaster relief in poor countries in Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean. The organization was founded in 1942.

Over the past four decades, Oxfam has gained a global reputation for innovative and yet realistic aid to some of the poorest people in the world. Some current projects include help to construct wells in Ghana and the training of community leaders in Haiti. Statistics show that every minute thirty children die for want of food and unnecessary vaccines, as compared to the world’s military budgets that absorb $17 million each minute. Every day 40,000 children die unnecessarily of hunger or hunger-related causes—fifteen million children each year.

The Fast has two purposes: to raise money to help the famine relief programs and to promote the knowledge of the pain of hunger. Last year Bowdoin students donated $1207 for a total of $5147. Cash donations along with Newman collections brought this sum to a grand total of $1055. It is hoped that even more money can be collected this year.

Donations are also being accepted. Checks should be made payable to Oxfam and mailed to the Bowdoin Newman Club office.

Registration for donations will be held today at the Moulton Union from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. and at Doerr's Tower from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Freshmen class officer race draws 24 candidates

TAMARA DASSANAYAKE
ORIENT Editor in Chief

The ballot on Monday's election will carry the names of 24 students vying for the positions of president, vice-president, treasurer and secretary of the freshman class. The open forum for candidates held Wednesday night saw one of the largest turnouts in recent Bowdoin history.

The forum produced nine candidates for class president, eight for vice president, five for treasurer and two for secretary.

"I applaud all of you for coming tonight and showing your interest in Bowdoin," student Executive Board Chairman Andrew Webber (sophomore, psychology) told the audience.

Jeff Bradley '90 of the Executive Board election committee called the turnout "spectacular."

According to Webber, the officers have no official duties and no funds are available to the class. "It's up to your imagination to come up with things to do," he said. "Not all of you will be winners on Monday, but I hope that you all make an effort to stay involved in Bowdoin.

The election will be held on Monday, Nov. 14. The polls will open from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. and again from 5 to 6:15 p.m. at the Moulton Union. The ballots will be counted Monday evening in Lancaster Lounge. Winners will be announced at the weekly Exec Board meeting at 7:30 p.m.

The following is an account of the statements made by each of the candidates at the open forum.

**Vice President**

Running for the position of vice president are eight candidates. Peter Browne cited his previous involvement in student government as experience.

According to Browne, the "organizing" and "demonstrating leadership" is the key to the position.

"I would be a strong leader in building the unity in the class because this year will form the cornerstone for our future at Bowdoin," Browne said. He would work to "unify the class" by organizing such activities as class pub nights and bonfires.

"If we could think of class as a class, we can get a lot more out of the future," he said.

Jennifer Davis said she decided to run for president for many reasons. "I believe that our class needs good leadership in order to meet the high expectations that you, as classmate, have for us," she added. "I feel that we need a lot of fun during our college years," Davis said.

Kim Gorcey, Davis's running mate, experience stems from being president of her high school class for two years and president of the student council her senior year.

"The best thing I could give to you would be my hard work and dedication. The best thing you could do for me is give me a vote," Gorcey said.

**Secretary**

Two students are running for position of Secretary of the freshman class. Amy Capen cited her involvement in holding several leadership positions in high school as a qualification. "I think that running for office shows that you are willing to take on new responsibilities," Capen added that she had experience taking minutes and making posters.

Alanna Pace serves as the secretary of the Quill at Bowdoin and is "excited" about her position. She added that if elected, she would like to start a newsletter to keep the class informed.

Scott Landau is the second candidate for treasurer. He stated that his reasons for running are twofold. "I would really like to be the treasurer in student government," but the main reason he is running is "to be able to represent you as a class." He added that he will "realize this will take responsibility and time but I am willing to make that commitment," said Landau.

**President**

The position of Freshman Class President will be contested by nine candidates. Sara Beard cited her experience as class president of her high school as her qualification for the position.

"I have raised money and achieved a lot more than any other class in the school's history," said Beard.

With regards to the position, she is running for president because she is "enthusiastic, inventive and qualified for this position." Beard added, "It is time to start thinking of the future of the class," and "to create a unified class'92 and need your vote to accomplish this.

Also vying for the post is Sean Bell. According to Bell there are four important aspects to the job.

"First is a knowledge of what is going on - what activities are going on, are people involved, what is working and what is not working," Bell said.

"Ability to compromise and listening is also important and in this class there will be disagreements. Thirdly, a sense of humor is vital, you can't take the job so seriously but it does come from the enjoyment," said Bell.

According to Bell the freshman class needs unification. He cited the need to get something accomplished by organizing events such as dances, freshman class blood drives and fundraisers.

"I know I have the ability, conscience and desire to do what the freshman class desires and needs. I can make a difference," he said.

Michael Bresnick stated his desire to stop the possibility of the class being "helpless and apathetic."

"Talking to Bresnick, "Freshman have little say in school activities, but now is the time to be involved with the class." He continued by saying, "We're just one in a million, but the rest of the friends - but the class has not unified as a whole - we need to be unified."

He cited "plenty of possibilities" to increase class unity including class T-Shirts, a pub night and winter carnival.

"Let's take an interest, get involved and have fun," said Bell.

The fourth candidate for president is Phil Gordon. According to Gordon, he has the qualities needed to be the president. He added that he has "fear, anxiety and expectations of the freshman class." Gordon said it will be his duty to listen to ideas and convey them to the student body and administration.

"I find new ways of increasing our class funds and will always be open to ideas from my fellow officers and any members of our freshman class. It is very important to bring our class together as one unit," said Gordon.

"I care about our future years at Bowdoin and want to make them memorable ones," said Wolfsen.

President

Don't forget to vote.

Treasurer

11:30 -1

and 5-6:15

at The Union
The election seen with 20/20 hindsight

In reviewing the outcome of the presidential campaign, it is clear to me that in mid-August, the race was Michael Dukakis' to lose and he ended up doing just that. Leaving aside the very important aspects of what the Bush campaign did right, some contributing factors and errors seem most relevant:

1. Dukakis failed to accurately perceive his own position on the national political scene. He may not be a "liberal" in the Massachusetts context, but he certainly is on the national spectrum, and his tortured efforts to come across as right and true on his own self definitely hurt him from beginning to end.

2. His vice presidential choice was a fundamental mistake. Vice presidential picks are supposed to make the presidential candidate look good. Bentsen overshadowed Dukakis and as close as he was to Bush politically, ideologically, he enabled the Republicans to paint Dukakis as the odd man out, especially in the South. He did not deliver Texas and he did not deliver a single southern state. Dukakis completely washed this vice presidential pick.

3. Against the conventional wisdom, Quayle turned out to be a tactical advantage in the overall Bush campaign. Quayle made Bush look good by comparison. Quayle absorbed the pain of many of the criticisms Bush himself brought to the campaign. Bush did not have to respond to attacks on Quayle. Dukakis lost valuable time, momentum and focus. Quayle also helped considerably to solve Bush's gender gap with women in the home, and he enabled Bush to come across as strong and commercially for Bush. They, like so much of the campaign, were overly cerebral and underscored the fundamental weaknesses in the Dukakis game plan and its originality.

4. The Dukakis campaign had some of the most ill-conceived and poorly-educated media in recent memory. The key thrust of his campaign was contained in the "handler series." These backfired miserably and many, in fact, thought they were decisive in the face of a firestorm of criticism. Quayle's unpunctuated and ridiculed low-profile effort in the South attracted Bush up to attack — and ultimately win — Dukakis' base in those industrial states which he had to have to win.

5. The Dukakis campaign had some of the most ill-conceived and poorly-educated media in recent memory. The key thrust of his campaign was contained in the "handler series." These backfired miserably and many, in fact, thought they were decisive in the face of a firestorm of criticism. Quayle's unpunctuated and ridiculed low-profile effort in the South attracted Bush up to attack — and ultimately win — Dukakis' base in those industrial states which he had to have to win.

None of this is to say that Michael Dukakis cannot play an important role in the future of the Democratic Party. Indeed, I thought Dukakis grew tremendously in stature with his concession speech and ironically, he was much more attractive and powerful figure in defeat than he had been during the entire campaign.

But I believe that the big victor for the Democratic Party was George Jackson. He was denied the nomination, and the subsequent nominees did not win convincingly. The nominee refused to adopt Jackson's outreach strategy and lost. The nominee tried to court the "Bubba" faction of the Democratic Party and was rebuffed, just as Jackson said he would be. Jackson did all he was asked to do and then some (in fact, he looked more trained and spent than either Dukakis or Bush).

He is alive and well and ready to fight again and in the national/presidential arena, the future of the Democratic Party may well lie with him and his vision of an expanded political base. The challenge for him, however, will be to reconcile the dimensions of America's unfinished agenda with the justifiable pride and sense of national identity to which many Americans take in its already achieved accomplishments.

Christian P. Pothen is a professor in the Department of Government and Legal Studies at Bowdoin College.

News Analysis

Christoph Pothen

Dining facilities close for Thanksgiving

The Moulton Union will close at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 23, for Thanksgiving weekend. It will reopen on a cash basis on Sunday, Nov. 27 from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. For students with board, dinner will be served from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 27.

Lookout Point House

On the Water

Bed and Breakfast

Circa 1821

Italian-Continental Cuisine

Reasonably Priced Lunch & Dinner

in a Unique Atmosphere

Lunch on Italian Stallion - sub roll with salami, capricola ham & provolone topped with lettuce, tomato, onion, green pepper, banana pepper, black olives.

Dine on Manhattan - Long tubular pasta stuffed with ricotta cheese, mozzarella cheese & special seasonings. Topped with a light tomato sauce.

BOOTH

BOOK COUPON

No. It Should Be

76 Union St.

279-2626

Tanya Weinsten

ORIENT Assc. News Editor

President A. Lefroy Greason

addressed concerns regarding the Fraternity Review Committee's report at the Alumni Student Interfraternity Council (ASIFC) meeting Tuesday night.

Greason stressed the report, subtitled "A Draft Document for Discussion," that was released last week is just that — a draft. He said, "It may, in fact, be returned to those capable of drafting a more appropriate report."

Greason did add that although the Governing Boards have already voted on the report as policy, "there may be policies that do not seem sensible after we sit down and start discussing them...the college is always in the position to go back to the Boards to ask for a reconsideration of a decision."

He suggested representatives of the ASIFC meet with both Dean of Students Kenneth Lewis and Dean of the College Jane Jervis to discuss the draft.

Greason was asked by an alumnus if the college would ever recognize single sex organizations. He replied, "I'd be surprised if we did...anything outside of athletic teams probably not."

He added the faculty is almost unanimous on this issue.

Tom Groves, 90, president of Delta Kappa Epsilon, brought up the issue of the apparent friction between the faculty and fraternities and what can be done by the administration to alleviate the problem. Jeff Patterson, 90, president of the IFC, cited the problem fraternity members are facing in trying to find willing faculty advisors for fraternity houses as an example.

Greason replied, "We're working on it."

On the subject of faculty response to fraternity efforts such as the IFC-sponsored Chapel Talks Greason said, "Some of the faculty are regarding the enterprise cynically as an effort on the part of fraternities to look 'good.'"

Greason expressed his desire for representatives of the ASIFC to work out problems with the report with both Lewallen and Jervis so that "an agreement can be reached by second semester that we and you can work with."
College Briefs

According to The Amherst Student, presidents of six New England liberal arts colleges have recently signed a statement protesting recent acts of racism on college campuses across the country.

The statement, released two weeks ago, was signed by the presidents of Amherst, Mount Holyoke, Smith, Wellesley, Wesleyan, and Williams. Williams College President Francis Oakley initiated the effort.

Recent racial incidents at New England institutions including the University of Massachusetts and Smith College prompted Oakley to issue the statement, according to Williams College News Director Ellen Berk.

"No Mates, No Dates" - sound familiar? For all those who complain about the dating/mating situation at Bowdoin, you are not alone. This was the title of an article which recently appeared in The Bryn Mawr-Haverford News.

The article lamented, "Dating. What's that, dating? You may have missed that the first time because you're not used to hearing it mentioned in the bi-college community. The Haverford and Bryn Mawr dating situation has been described to everyone as 'bizarre' to 'non-existent'."

When conducting interviews for their article, Noah Leavit and Mark Levine reported that nearly everyone responded that dating doesn't exist in the bi-college community, at least not in the conventional sense. Those interviewed felt relationships at Bryn Mawr-Haverford were all or nothing; either one night stands or wedding bells.

Those polled expressed their conceptions of the reason why this is so is that the size of the school prohibits keeping a low profile when involved in a relationship. According to the article, "Because it is such a little community, people tend to want to become friends and be on good terms with everyone, rather than form close links with one or two people."

Bates has recently implemented a new alcohol policy. The modifications of its alcohol policy were implemented by the Administration without consultation of the student government.

According to The Bates Student, the main change in its former alcohol policy as explained by Dean of Students James Reese and Coordinator of Student Activities Paul Rosenthal involves establishing a check system in which students attending events where alcohol is served are distinguished according to their age—over/under 21.

Although some members of Bates student government expressed concern that the change could have more than a minor impact on the social scene on campus, the Representative Assembly voted overwhelmingly (35-7-5) not to send a letter of no confidence to the Administration.

The police department of Amherst, Mass. has been cracking down on underage and public drinking in the past few weeks, and a police official said they will continue to do so until the number of complaints related to student drinking decrease significantly.

Police Chief Don Maia promised he would stem the flow of illegal alcohol sales in the town by increasing pressure not only on underage consumers but also on distributors who sell to minors.

"I'm expecting compliance with the alcohol laws. We are increasing our manpower to have all available personnel working," Maia said. "Many people feel that they can sell and dispense alcohol wherever they want. They can't. It's against the law."

Maia said his officers get over 60 complaints of public misconduct due to alcohol every weekend, many of them relating to students at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst or at Amherst College.

---
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Give a gift of enduring value

A portrait by Jane Flayne Doré
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Oil $180.00
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**Skipping class recommended for self-paced calculus**

CHRISTOPHER LERLE

ORIENT Staff

For many students, never having to go to a lecture is the ideal way to take a class. However, such a policy leaves students with quizzes that never affect one's grade, no papers, and an optional final, and you have the makings of what should become one of the most popular courses on campus.

While Self-Paced Calculus (SPC) is a popular class, the lack of record-keeping privacy, everyone's progress was noted on a big chart in the math office. That didn't sit well with us," Barker said.

Another problem Barker and Ward saw with the original program was that it was "too self-paced," where the student wound up at the end of the course was where he stopped. Here, you have to finish the whole course," Barker liked the program, but did not want it to be the textbook

Falling behind is easy if a student deludes himself into thinking SPC is equivalent to a reduced course load.

used at Hamilton for the program at Bowdoin. However, if used along the textbook favored in the department, the student would skimp on theory. The solution came when Barker and Ward wrote The Calculus Companion to go along with the Howard Anton text the students use.

Though only intended to use the Companion as a hand-printed supplement for Bowdoin SPC students, that changed when Anton saw a copy of some early sections of the Companion.

Anton contacted the professors, encouraging them to finish and publish the book. In 1983, The Calculus Companion was published, some two years after a hand-written version went into use in the SPC classes. The Companion currently in use was revised this year.

What Barker and Ward left intact was the basic concept behind the program: the student himself should be responsible for learning the material from the textbook at his own pace.

The course is divided into twelve units. At the end of each unit, each of the approximately 75 students in SPC must take something called a "check." These are different from quizzes in that they are graded on a pass/fail basis and do not count towards the final grade.

Exams are given after every fourth unit. Before taking the exam, students should have passed the four checks preceding it. Exams must be taken by regular deadlines, so students are under some pressure to complete checks regularly.

Helping the students to prepare for checks and exams is a corps of 13 tutors, headed by Courtney Rowe '89. These tutors can be found regularly in the basement of Adams Hall, a homework if somewhat dim room known as the Tutor's Office. Tutors administer and grade the hour-long, long-checks for all the sections of SPC. The self-paced option is available for Calculus 161, 171, and 181.

Currently, the tutors are limited to helping only SPC students and students in regular sections of Calculus 161. However, regular calculus students are not left out in the cold for tutoring help.

Described by Barker as "having a natural genius for explaining things," Billy "Don" McConnell '89 has been conducting the "House of Calculus" since his sophomore year. The Math Department, after hearing of McConnell's tutoring prowess in informal sessions with other students, hired him to make the House a resource available to regular calculus students.

The House will be dismantled when McConnell (who likes to wear a long, flowing robe when conducting the sessions) graduates this spring, unless he has grown a successor on the sly.

Barker said two types of students tend to take SPC instead of lecture sections. The first group are those students who may have taken some calculus, but not enough to place out of their section. By taking SPC, these students can move quickly through familiar material and spend more time when they get to new subject matter.

The other group, according to Barker, are those who need more assistance than regular students.

"There are students who walk into the class with the proper attitude and lots of tutors, were able to pass SPC but, in my opinion, would not have been able to pass in the lecture sections." For Barker, success stories like that are among the prime reasons he is so proud of the program.

Barker also noted proudly the cases of students finishing two semesters' worth of course work in just one semester.

Barker concedes that the program does have its limitations. For example, he told of his initial visit to Hamilton. Being young, and looking even younger, he was able to pose as a late-registering student to take one of the checks. The tutor overlooked a minor error on his paper and passed him.

The next day, he went back to take the next check—and flunked. Having missed a problem, he was unable to meet Hamilton's 100 percent standard for passing a check. That may be one reason why Bowdoin allows students to take a check up to four times and requires a score of closer to 90 percent to pass.

The major problem students can encounter is a lack of organization or discipline. Falling behind is easy if a student deludes himself into thinking SPC is equivalent to a reduced course load.

To overcome this, six Senior Tutors oversee all of the students in the program, sending notes in the mail when a student falls too far behind in taking the checks. Also, Barker is considering proposing changes to the program to "lighten things up a bit, for the students' own benefit." Such changes, if they occur, would be minor and might include adding a few more deadlines.

**MONITOR COMPANY**

Strategy Consulting

Invites All Bowdoin Seniors to Meet with Monitor Consultants to Learn about Employment Opportunities

Wednesday, November 16, 1988 7:00 - 9:00 P.M. Lancaster Lounge

Cambridge • London • Los Angeles • Milan • Toronto
Arts & Entertainment

One acts shed light on human condition

SEAN BELL
ORIENT Staff

Last weekend's evenings of one-act plays provided commentary upon unique aspects of the human condition. The plays achieved varying degrees of success in transmitting their messages, but for the most part Saul Faissinger's Bournemouth, John Patrick Shansley's Danny and the Deep Blue Sea, and Edward Albee's The American Dream succeeded in impressing their themes upon the audience.

The evening began with Bournemouth directed by Lisa Lucas '89. Its beach house set was impressive not because of its high tech gimmicks, but because of its simplicity. The set was reminiscent of Cape Cod, and helped to create a clear image of Cape Cod Town in the minds of the audience. The lighting also largely contributed to the play's success, for it separated the characters and the play's scenes into their own separate worlds, when necessary.

Louis Frederick '90 turned in another stellar performance in his second appearance in a set of one-acts this fall. In Bournemouth, he portrayed Todd with some great comic cynicism, and he kept control of his character, to the smallest detail. His scene with the hammer was so impressive that the audience would have liked to see him really hit that thumb. Holly McGlennon '90 as Dorothy portrayed a woman whose trouble distinguishing the part from the present was one catalyst that led to a relationship with Todd. The crowd tittered nervously when Frederick kissed her for the concept of sex between a woman of her age (and man in his early twenty's) was something it was accustomed to dealing with.

The portrayal of the characters of Danielly Lisa Kane '90 and the Pizza Guy by Craig Winstead '91 caused the audience to erupt into laughter. In their supporting roles, both Kane and Winstead helped to define the comedy and the sadness of Todd and Dorothy's situation.

Because of the similarities of the two plots, people were apt to compare Bournemouth to Harold and Maude. To solely judge the play upon Harold and Maude, however, is unfair. The actors' portrayals of their characters in Bournemouth lent the play its own distinctive flavor and the play should therefore be viewed in light of itself merits.

Jon Halperin '89 did an excellent job in directing Danny and the Deep Blue Sea. The acting, delivered by Kristin Wright '91, who played Roberta, and William Schenk '89, who played Danny, was completely natural. They kept up their Bronx accents, and their tense, angry characters for the duration of thirty pages of dialogue.

The need of the two characters to communicate through violence and sexuality scared the crowd. When Danny slapped Roberta across the face as she tried to show him affection, the whole crowd gasped.

Both Schenk and Wright were remarkable in endowing the portrayal of their characters with credibility.

The American Dream, directed by Leonidas Serferlis '89, proved very difficult to understand in its complexity although the dialogue and the characters added interest to the play. The first night of the performance, the actors seemed unsure of themselves and their roles. This only built upon the complexity of comprehending the (Continued on page 10)

Exhibit features hellenistic sculpture

LIZZ MILLAN
ORIENT Assoc. Entertainment Editor

"A Selection of Hellenistic Terracottas from the Permanent Collection," was the title of the Gallery Talk given on November 6 in the Greek Art, D. Noel Smith, assistant professor of archaeology explained the history of terracottas and the problems involved in dating the Hellenistic Period. The four figures: Standing Woman Leaning On A Pillar, Standing Woman, Flute Player in Dionysiac Costume and Flying Eros in Phrygian Costume bring this time period to the viewer.

These terracottas were created to serve the people. They were meant to be displayed in the home, the grave or in temples. Form and function fuse. The four figures are mold made, thus allowing for fuller access to the people.

The figures of the women are traced to Tanagra. These terracottas were created to represent the common person. The figures are everyday women, in everyday poses. This personalization allows the modern viewer to glance into the Hellenistic time period, to see the people as they were.

These terracottas from Tanagra remain closed, however. The figures are contained, introspective. They do not reach out to the viewer, the viewer must go in to meet them. The two works from Myrina, Flute Player in Dionysiac Costume and Flying Eros in Phrygian Costume embrace the viewer. The motion of these figures spirals out toward the viewer, inviting him/her into the work. These figures, however, are not the everyday people we see in the works from Tanagra. These are whimsical figures, demonstrating to the viewer another aspect of the life in this time period. We leave the mundane existence of Tanagra in order to experience another, more spiritual part of the culture of this time period.

The movement from mundane to spiritual, from introspective to dramatic, follows a historical process. The figures of Tanagra were completed in the early part of the third century B.C. The figures of Myrina are remnants of the 1st or 2nd century B.C. The closed form of Tanagra leads to the development of the open form of Myrina. With the Hellenistic Period, came art for the people. The figures let us see this shift in emphasis. These terracottas lend us an insight into the thoughts, values and attitudes of the people of this period.

These terracottas represent only a few of the many samples of ancient art in the collection of the Walker Art Museum. The collection is brimming with ancient figures and tools which prove that history does not die. These four figures are far from lifeless. The collection allows the viewer not only to experience the life of times past, but to attain a broadened view of the present.

Adair to address black politics and American presidential elections

"Black Politics and American Presidential Elections," an address by Augustus A. Adair, will be given Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in Daggett Lounge. The lecture is part of the Tallman Lecture Series.

Adair is the Tallman Visiting Professor of Political Science for the current academic year. From 1992 to 1997 he was the executive director of the Congressional Black Caucus in the House of Representatives. Adair served as campaign manager for, and political advisor to, Parren J. Mitchell, who represented Maryland's 7th Congressional District from 1970 to 1996.

During the Carter administration, Adair served on the Federal Task Force on Historically Black Colleges and Universities. From 1983 to 1984 he was a special consultant to the Ford Foundation, advising program directors on programs and projects for the nation's black colleges. He has taught and lectured widely on issues concerning black education and politics.

The Tallman Fund was established in 1928 by Frank G. Tallman of Wilmington, Del., an honorary graduate in 1935, as a memorial to the Bowdoin members of his family. The Adair Fund provides funds to bring to Bowdoin outstanding teachers and scholars from throughout the world. In addition to offering courses to undergraduates, visiting Tallman professors present public lectures on the subjects of their special interests.

Augustus A. Adair.
Spring shows pay tribute to

HUMPHREY WANJIHIA OGUDA
ORIENT Contributor

Few designers have come out strong at the spring shows, which concluded this past Monday. American designers presented nothing really new to the pack of buyers from the big department stores, writers, editors and invited guests.

The week could best be summarized as a tribute to Chanel. With very few exceptions, it was a display of casual dressing, which was interestingly conveyed through the use of chiffons and other sheer fabrics. It will be interesting to see if the American consumer will prove this daring. During every season's showings, some of the most amusing if not ridiculous ideas are presented. This season proved no exception.

The questionable ideas: black lace and chiffon mini-dresses that resemble lingerie (Bob Mackie, Oscar de la Renta), transparent trousers (Donna Karan), dowdy flowery fabrics (Arnold Scaasi, Pauline Trigere), lingerie-revealing slits (Bob Mackie), and the killer eight foot chiffon scarf which, I am told, was the cause of Isadora Duncan's death (at every show except for Geoffrey Beene's).

1940's jazz prevailed as the theme music and Sade emerged the most popular singer at the shows. The most overworked models included Anna Bayle, Dalma, Dianne de Witt, Iman, Marpessa and Yasmin Parvanah. Running from one show to the next, as many as four a day, they were the only ones who appeared calm and collected. The fees they command may seem exorbitant—$500 an hour (minimum), but for the designers, it is well worth every penny. Unlike cover models, these slightly tall runway professionals can convince buyers to select garments in less than two minutes. That, after all, is why the shows are held.

Norma Kamali's collection was based on the 1930's style, with her oversize clothing and flapper styles. Bill Blass presented a sea of chiffon — more than enough to drown in, for evening. He did manage to create a few gags with his embroidered evening shirts, made to resemble cotton tennis sweaters. Indeed, they were quite spectacular — American sportiness redefined and unparalleled.

Carolina Herrera will be remembered for three contributions: the most juvenile theme music (Yellow Submarine), glow-in-the-dark evening dresses, and some of the seasons most flattering sheath gowns in white silk crepe, with dramatic back openings. The best investments in suits for the working woman were shown here and at Pauline Trigere.

The team over at Willi Wear
casual elegance of Chanel

WilliSmith presented the clothing youngest in spirit, clothing reminiscent of the 1960’s in its color scheme – green, purple, orange and white. Nobody else would be audacious enough to present a bride, who under her veil, was wearing an embroidered baseball shirt other than Bob Mackie. In a spirited and lively collection, he presented outfits with names such as “Gidget Goes Bonkers”, “Moonie inflatable”, “Tremor”, “jolt” and “Chiffon shock”. Bob Mackie presented the widest pair of trousers seen in New York. Mary McFadden continued to prove that she can pleat like nobody else, and Oscar de la Renta showed one sophisticated collection, based on the styles of the late 1940’s. Carmelo Pomodoro and Carolyne Roehm held shows that reminded one of J. Crew; Miss Roehm, however, showed the couture version. These two shows stood out, for they exemplify the comfort and ease which is synonymous with American clothing.

Donna Karan designs for the woman with the sense of daring, she showed the season’s most transparent clothing, especially in trousers. With her garments all wrapped at the waist, she conveys the image of a sultry sophisticated woman. Angel Estrada may also be in search of the daring customer, for his presentation in a Greenwich Village loft was based on chiffon provocatively draped over very close fitting micro-mini’s. Giorgio di Sant Angelo is known as the king of stretch— he can make almost any fabric give. This season, he replaced stretch with wrap, and the season’s most thought provoking clothing is found here. His was clothing that wraps, wraps and wraps. He layered chiffons and silks over stretch tops in simple yet comfortably stunning ways. At the end of New York's market week, it was painfully obvious that there is only one true designer in America, and this designer is none other than Geoffrey Beene. Mr. Beene does not show fashions; rather, he shows original clothing beautifully made, and does not give a damn about the current trends. More foreign buyers and reporters were present at his collection than at most others combined. Even the Wall Street Journal finds it worthwhile to send reporters to his show. Beene showed modern clothing: tailored jumpsuits, evening gowns worn with embroidered "rugby shirts"; yet still managed to have some fun, placing industrial zippers in his miniskirts where others place slits. It will be interesting to see if any other future designers will be able to become individualists in an industry which seems to favor those who do not take a stand.
Friday, November 11
12-3:30 p.m. Luncheon Talk, "The Attack on Patriarchal and Monolithic Science by Feminists, Minorities, and Environmentalists." Richard Gutick, research associate. Small Dining Room, Moulton Union.
8 p.m. Performance. Windham Hill recording artist Philip Aaberg, pianist. Main Lounge, M.U.
9:30 p.m. Performance. Lazy Mercedes. Folk duo. The Pub, M.U.

Saturday, November 13
12-6 p.m. Textile Art Workshop. Demonstration of basic techniques of batik, silkscreening, and block printing. Bring pre-washed t-shirts and textiles to use for printing. New t-shirts and sheets containing designs which keep ink from setting properly. Beginners welcome. Center Studio, 3rd Floor, Visual Arts Center.

Sunday, November 13
2 p.m. Film. From These Roots, 30 minute documentary on the Harlem Renaissance. Presented in conjunction with the exhibition Harlem Renaissance: Art of Black America. Kresge.
7:30 p.m. Film. Tin Drum by Gunter Grass. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

Monday, November 14
12 p.m. Music at Noon. Randy Bean & Co. Randy Bean and Leila Percy, jazz singers; Brad Terry, clarinet; Roy Frazee, piano; John Hunter, bass; and Steve Grover, drums. Program includes tunes from the Great American Songbook. Room 101 Gibson Hall.
7:30 p.m. Fiction Reading. Evelyn Conlon, Irish writer, reads from her short stories and novel. Faculty Room, Mass Hall.
9 p.m. Film. Another Country. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

Tuesday, November 15
7:30 p.m. Performance. Gandharva-Veda Musicians. Deba Prasad Banerjee, bansuri; Ravi Sharma, sitar, Dilup Mudherjee, tabla; and Selaya Banerjee, tanpura. Classical music of the ancient Vedic civilization. Chapel.
7:30 p.m. Film. 1+1=3, directed by Heidi Genie, German with English subtitles. Kresge.
7:30-10 p.m. Shakespeare Live Film Series. Henry V. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

Wednesday, November 16
7:30 p.m. Holocaust Film Series. The Boat is Full! Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

Thursday, November 17
12-1 p.m. Soup Talk. "Feral Pigs in Maui." John Lyman Perry '89, Curtis Pool Building. Soup and bread provided.
4 p.m. Lecture. Sidney Harwitz, printmaker, professor and director of art, School of Visual Arts, Boston University, speaks of his works and addresses the question of "Am I a Philistine?" Kresge.
7:30 p.m. Concert. Bowdoin College Chorale, directed by Gerald McGee; Judy Quimby, piano. Program includes works of Randall Thompson, Bela Bartok, and other a cappella works. Chapel.
7:30 p.m. Film. The Man from Snowy River. Kresge.
7:30-10 p.m. Shakespeare Film Series. Henry V, starring Laurence Olivier. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.
10 p.m. Film. Jeremiah Johnson. Kresge.

Friday, November 18
7:30-9 p.m. Lip Sync Contest. Kresge.
8 p.m. Major Production. Masque and Crown performs Arthur Miller's All My Sons. Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall.
9:30 p.m. Performance by Atlantic Jam, rock and roll band. The Pub, M.U.

Weekend Movies
Friday, November 11
7:30 & 10 p.m. Diner. Saturday, November 12
7:30 & 10 p.m. Stand by Me.

Exhibitions

LIBERAL SELECTION... CONSERVATIVE PRICES.
YOU ARE VOTED THE WINNER WHEN YOU SHOP OUR ESTABLISHMENT! (THANK GOD THE ELECTIONS OVER.)

THE BRUNSWICK
FLOWER SHOP
216A Maine St.
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:45
Sat. 9:30-5
We Deliver
729-8895

THE BICYCLE SHOP
CUSTOM BRAZING - FRAME REPAIR - WHEEL BUILDING
442-7002
ROUTE 1, WOOLWICH, ME

BICYCLES
EXERCISE EQUIPMENT - X-COUNTRY SKIS
CUSTOM BRAZING - FRAME REPAIR - WHEEL BUILDING
Check our end of season sale on Mountain Bikes
ALL BICYCLES FULLY ASSEMBLED AND GUARANTEED WITH FREE 30 DAY CHECK-UP

Giant Charcoal Pit
Good Morning
Bowdoin!

Now Open for Breakfast
New Hours!
Sun-Thurs: 6:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Fri-Sat: 6:30 a.m. - midnight

Rita Jean
Wagon
826-8966

Typing Word Processing
Term Papers
Class Notes
Book reports
Cover Letters
Copy Works
729-6992

BIG RED Q PRINTING
next to the College
stationery
resumes
posters
newsletters
212E Maine Street
Brunswick
729-4840
Camels edge Bears in OT

TONY JACCACI

The Bowdoin women's soccer team finished their season last weekend with a heartbreaking loss to Connecticut College in the opening round of the ECAC division III tournament. The Polar Bears lost to the eventual champions in a penalty shot shootout after both squads were unable to take a lead in the regulation or overtime periods.

Coach John Cullen felt that both teams played a very intense game and was proud of his team's performance.

Connect College advanced to the final round of the tournament after beating Bowdoin, and shuttled Connecticut College 2-0 in the finals to take home the crown.

Both teams came into the first-round game with the realization that a loss meant a ride home the next day and the play reflected this urgency. Bowdoin used a fast break, "run and gun" offense in which they were taking shots from all points in the offensive half. Cullen said that once they got the ball past the 35, they were taking shots.

Bowdoin played a more conservative game keeping the ball on the ground and rarely shooting from outside the penalty box. The Bears relied on the strength of the midfield to keep the ball in the front of the Connecticut College goal for short shots.

Bears had several good scoring opportunities in the first half, but the goalkeepers prevailed and the first half ended with a 0-0 tie.

Bowdoin scored first early in the second half when co-captain Jen Russell '89 broke down the right side wing and crossed the ball into the middle. Karen Creshore '90 headed the ball to the left side of the net where Sarah Russell headed the ball into the net to take the lead. It was a play which coach Cullen called simply "incredible."

With the goal, Russell tied her sister Sarah as the season high goal. (Continued on page 12)

The defense, led by senior co-captain Ed Del, continued to dominate in the second half, as Bowdoin held the Bears on a 1-2 situation from the Bear's six yard line. Bears was forced to kick another field goal, and their first 25 yard kick closed the gap to 7-4.

"This game was a defensive struggle," said Vandersee. "The whole defense played well."

With only 11 seconds remaining in the half, Bears successfully attempted a 36 yard field goal. Bowdoin went into the locker room with a slim one point lead.

The third quarter was marred by penalties and turnovers, as both defenses continued to dominate. An interception by defensive back Kenny McLaughlin '90 highlighted the quarter for the Bear's defense.

With 5:10 left to play in the quarter, Bowdoin's offense began moving the ball methodically down the field.

Running back Sean Vandersee '91 carried the ball five times for 23 yards in the drive. The Bear's could not put the ball in the end zone, however, and Saletta added a 26 yard field goal to put Bowdoin ahead 10-4.

This gave Bowdoin a little breathing room in that Bears would have to score the touchdown to take the lead.

Both offenses were stifled in the fourth quarter. McLaughlin stopped a Bobcat drive as he picked off his second pass of the day. Yellow flags continued to fly as five penalties were assessed in the last eight minutes of the game.

Neither team scored in the remaining minutes of the quarter, and Bowdoin was ahead, 7-3.

Soccer falls to Williams in ECAC's

PETER GOLDMAN

The men's soccer team closed its season last Friday in the first round of the ECAC playoffs. Unfortunately for the Bears they lost 3-0 to eventual ECAC Champion Williams.

The loss dropped the Bears final record to 8-4-2, the same as last season's mark. However, Bowdoin accomplished more than the previous year's team by being invited to post-season play.

Of the four losses, two were to the Ephs, and once to Division I UNE. Unfortunately, the Bears were a tough team to beat. This year's highights included dramatic wins against Amberst and Wesleyan, the CBB title, a four game win streak, and blowouts of UNE and W.F.J.

On Friday, the Bears found themselves behind early as Williams scored 5 minutes into the game when a goallie punt was misjudged by the Bears defense. Williams either mislaid the man or advantageous to bear and beat the Bears defense for a breakaway and goal when he rocketed a shot past keeper Bruce Simon.

It was a rare error on the part of the defense which played well all year. Coach Gihrle commented, "I thought that defensively our backs and goalkeeping was as strong as anyone else's." It was also only the fourth goal allowed by Wilson all year.

The Ephs, more the talanted and quicker team, used the goal to establish its momentum and controlled the remainder of the first half forcing the Bears to play strong defensively. Wilson played well and Wilson made several good saves in keeping the dangerous Ephmen off the board. The team trailed 1-0 at halftime.

In the second half, the Bears played a much "sounder" game according to Gihrle, but the Ephmen's defense continuously frustrated the Bears by allowing few scoring opportunities. Although Williams still had a slight edge in controlling the game, I felt we were still in a good position to score and then possibly win the game," said Gihrle.

As time ticked down to 15 minutes left in the game, the coaches made a decision to pull sweeper Esteban Ponomary '91 and insert another midfielder. The move was made to help the Bears get an extra attacker on offense. However, the Ephmen foiled the strategy by scoring but a minute later. A scramble for a loose ball in the Bear's defensive zone eventually led to a clean shot for an Ephmen striker Brett Brooks. Brooks's shot beat Wilson and the Ephmen had a more comfortable 2-1 lead.

(Continued on page 12)

Spikers nab second

BRETT WICKARD

In on of their best matches of the year, the women's volleyball team beat rival University of New England in the semi-finals of the M.I.A.A.W. volleyball championship to capture second place.

The first game, the Polar Bears narrowly snared a 16-14 win to crush UNE's confidence. UNE faltered in the second game and lost 15 to 8. Unfortunately, the Bears couldn't give Bates the same demanding game they gave to UNE. The Bears lost again to their Lewiston rival 15-5 and 15-1.

Overall, coach Lynn Ruddy was impressed with the results. Ranked second in the tournament, UNE was expected to defeat the Bears. "The UNE game was excellent," Ruddy concluded.

The all-state and all-tourney teams included an impressive number of Polar Bears. Abby Jaulous '91 was the sole Bear to be named to the all-state first team. Captain Karen Andrew '90 was named to the second team. The all-tourney first team included both Ingrid Gustavson '92 and Jennifer Wald '90.

Whichever team wins this Saturday will win the ECAC championship. Game time is 1:00 at Whitter Field.

A strong win could make up for what has proven to be a frustrating year for the Bears.
Men's soccer

(Continued from page 11) O'Leary

The game's scoring ended minutes later when a Williams back headed in a corner kick play to give the Ephs the final margin of 3-0. The game remained scoreless for the first half.

For the game, Williams outshot the Bears 22-6 and held an 8-3 advantage in corner kicks. Wilson made 9 saves in a losing effort. The Bears should feel no shame, however, because Williams beat Amherst by the same 3-0 count on Sunday for the ECAC championship.

The core of the varsity squad remains intact for next season as the Bears return 10 of their 11 starters including keepers Wilson and Will Waldorf '89. Only co-captain Karl Maier '89 will not be returning.

Of Maier, Gilbride has nothing but praise, "Karl will be a big loss. He has a good feel for the game and his passing helped create scoring opportunities. We suffered without him (Maier was injured for 6 games).

Each year it seems one player provides something extra, as extra spark; this year that was Karl."

Though Maier's offense will be missed (8 points with 3 goals), the team returns several other offensive players. Strikers Chris Caruccio '90 and Lance Conrad '91 led the team with 4 goals and 11 points apiece. Three others who had excellent offensive years were midfielder Kirk Asherman '90 (7 points), striker Bob Schulte '90 (8 points, 3 goals), and defensive back Amin Kudrurti '91 (8 points). All will be back next year hoping to repeat their performances.

Returning midfielders include co-captain John Secor, who played solidly all year, Bill Lange 91 and Ben Grinstein '92 on the wings; the two combined for 7 points this fall. In addition, Tom Groves '90, who had considerable playing time, will help the team overcome Maier's loss. Most optimistic, however, will lie with the defense. The entire defensive unit remains intact including keepers Wilson and Waldorf who limited the opposing team's to 36 goals per game and combined for an impressive 0.876 save percentage.

Gilbride credits Wilson and Waldorf for being able to successfully alternate games. "It is a tribute to their characters that they were able to handle the situation so well; they handled it in a positive way. The team had confidence in both keepers."

He mentions the same thing about fullbacks Blair Dils '90 and Andy Roberts '90 who, as the veterans of a young defense, also split time during the season. "Both were always ready to play," noted Gilbride. The two helped anchor a solid defense featuring strong play from stopper Pat Hopkins '92 and sweeper Pokornay. Kudrurti emerged as the offensive threat of the defense scoring twice and adding four assists over the year.

If all goes well next year, the Bears may once again find themselves in the ECAC playoffs.

However, next time, they will be able to use their experience to their advantage and possibly return with the championship which eluded them this year.

The Polar Bears ended their season at 7-7-1 under the leadership of senior co-captains Karl Brock and Jim Russell as well as seniors Liz Cahn, Susie Kovacs and Liz Skinner. Coach Cullen felt that the seniors on the team provided a support system which was vital to the team's success. He feels that they have helped create a strong team which will return next year.

Both Suzanne Carful'di '90 and Creanore were named to the Division III all-New England team and both will be returning next fall.

The Polar Bears are coming off of a strong defensive year and look for them to be gunning next season.

Where can you find a climate that supports individual achievement in the world of financial services?

Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.

Will conduct an Information Session for the Consumer Markets Development Program on November 17, 1988

7:00 p.m.

Lancaster Lounge Student Union Building

For further information, contact Career Services Department.

Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.

Consumer Markets Development Program

Merrill Lynch

A tradition of trust.

Women's soccer

(Continued from page 11)

scorer with 4 goals each. Bowdoin pressed on and had several more chances in the second, but with 15 minutes left in the game, Conn College tied the game with a long shot from outside. The Conn College sweeper brought the ball in front of the goal, the ball cleared and then turned and fired a shot which just caught the left hand corner of the net. Bowdoin stormed back, but they were unable to score in the final minutes of regulation.

As overtime began, both teams tried to gain control. Neither team could gain an advantage, however, and the overtime period was played pretty much as a stalemate.

Because the game was a qualifying round, only one overtime period was played. This game would have to be decided by a penalty kick shoot-out. Each team takes five shots, and the team with the most goals wins. It is a tie in the penalty shots, then each team takes one shot until a team eventually wins. Unfortunately, there was no need to go to five shots as Conn College won the shoot-out by a score of 4-2.

Coach Cullen stated that it was unfortunate to see such a great game end in such a way but he was also quick to add that Bowdoin has advanced in past years by means of penalty shoot-outs as well.

Polar Bear of the Week

Ed Daft '89

Harriers race at Albany

SEAN D. HALE

ORIENT staff

This past weekend the men's and women's cross-country teams traveled to Albany, New York to compete in the ECAC Division III Championships. Both teams fared well against stiff competition, the men taking 14th and the women placing 9th.

Lance Hickey '91 led the Bowdoin men with an impressive 22nd place finish. It was another strong performance for Hickey, who has consistently been the harrier's top runner all year. On the heels of Hickey were John Dougherty '91 and Bill Callahan '92. Matthew Siggal '92 and John Martin '92 completed the scoring for Bowdoin. Rounding out the top seven were Brett Wickett '92 and Ted Llabre '92.

Coach Peter Slezinski commented, "Lance and John ran very well, they've been co-captains this year as sophomores. We're running 2 sophomores and 3 freshmen in the top 5, we should improve over the next year or two."

The men's team has raced very well this season despite the absence of senior captain Tod Dillon and 3 other returning runners due to injury and study away.

Marilyn Freedy '91 finished 3rd in the women's race, adding another ECAC to her growing list of awards. Following Freedy were co-captain Rosie Dougherty '89, Hanley Denning '92, Jennifer Snow '91, Kim Drylam '91, Gwen Kay '91, and Johannah Burdin '92.

"Marilyn has been All-Maine, All-NESCAC, All-New England, and now All-ECAC. She's having a tremendous season," said Coach Slezinski. "Rosie Dougherty also had an outstanding race."

This coming weekend, both teams travel to Southeastern Massachusetts University to race in the Division III championships.

Do you like sports? Do you like to write? How would you like to write about sports?

The Orient has positions available for sports writers. For more information, contact Tod Dillon or Blair Dils at 729-9483

Wreath out and touch someone.

All Wreaths can be shipped by us. Order EARLY. We deliver.

Fresh Balsam Wreath - $10.00

Everyday Wreath - Our most popular seasonal wreath.

Everyday Wreath - Generously made with a mixture of dried flowers and matching bows. Different sizes.

Christmas Wreath - Handcrafted of German stars, cones and different shades of ribbons. See a yard round. $15.00

Grapevine Wreath - Natural grapevine with a spray of dried flowers and matching bows. Different sizes.

Pauline's Bloomers

Tontine Mall, Brunswick

To order call: 726-5692

Major credit cards accepted

Ride the

Pauline's Bloomers

Tontine Mall, Brunswick

To order call: 726-5692

Major credit cards accepted
THE WASHINGTON INTERNATIONAL STUDIES CENTER

STUDY IN
OXFORD, ENGLAND

Academic Program
Several colleges of Oxford University have invited The Washington International Studies Center (WISC) to recommend qualified students to study for one year or for one or two terms. Lower junior status is required, and graduate study is available. Students are directly enrolled in their colleges and receive transcripts from their Oxford college, and WISC is NOT a program conducted by a U.S. college in Oxford. Oxford colleges accept students with Guaranteed Student Loans. Multi-national student housing and social activities are offered, and cultural tours are conducted by WISC. A special summer session is directed by WISC.

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Pre-professional Program
The Washington International Studies Center offers summer internships with Congress, with the White House, with the media and with think tanks. Government and journalism courses taught by senior-level government officials, who are also scholars, and by experienced journalists. All college students with a 3.0 GPA or above are eligible.

The Director of Admissions for WISC will be on campus the week of November 8 to meet with students interested in studying abroad. Please contact your Study Abroad Advisor for further details.

For further information, please write or call:

The Washington International Studies Center
214 Massachusetts Ave., N.E. Suite 250
Washington, D.C. 20002 (202) 947-9279

Note Taking Made Easy!

With Toshiba Laptop Computers!
For one month we're offering special prices on our line of Toshiba Laptop Computers! And, that's not all! We'll also throw in your choice of Word Perfect 4.2 or the Award Winning Spread Sheet Software LOTUS 123! Just show your Student I.D. for the discount.

Lopez & Church, When It's Time to Get Down to Studying!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba 1000</td>
<td>$1250</td>
<td>$1149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>includes 1-35 70K floppy drive and 64K of memory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba 1200h</td>
<td>$3700</td>
<td>$3399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>includes 1-35 70K floppy drive and 1-20 meg hard disk and 1 meg of memory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba 1200hb</td>
<td>$3900</td>
<td>$3499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>includes 1-35 70K floppy drive and 1-20 meg hard disk, 1 meg of memory and backlit display</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba 3100</td>
<td>$4700</td>
<td>$4199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>includes 1-35 70K floppy drive and 1-20 meg hard disk, 64K memory and plasma display</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba 3200</td>
<td>$5800</td>
<td>$5199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>includes 1-35 70K floppy drive and 1-40 meg hard disk, 1 meg or memory and plasma display</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One Year Warranty!

Lopez & Church Inc.
When it's time to get down to Business.

137 Proctor Street, Portland • 774-5936 • 1-800-442-9829 • FAX # 207-774-7584

Vandalism —
Continued from page 1

Jesus went through students' pockets before taking all the cash and proceeded to replace the empty pocketbooks on the carrels. St. Pierre said he suspects local Brunswick residents may be responsible for the thefts. He advised students to refrain from leaving money or other valuables unattended in the library.

College security also claimed there have been two to three additional reports of stolen bicycles filled by students.

Pander said there are no direct suspects in any of the cases reported. "These types of incidences are so difficult to get to the bottom of," he said.

Fraternities —
Continued from page 1

to do the job." Out of these eight candidates, four were chosen as top candidates. However, three of these four have already dropped out of the running for higher-paying jobs.

At a meeting of the search committee Thursday, the decision was reached to look more closely at the remaining candidates in the hopes of finding someone to fill the position in the near future.

Lewallen said, however, "If those candidates aren't satisfactory we could well open up the search again at a later time." In the meantime, Lewallen said temporary help is a possible option.

"We are considering interim help...we are looking for someone locally who would be an acceptable person to accept the responsibilities on a temporary basis until the position is filled permanently."

Lewallen cited possible local candidates for temporary help as people familiar with the system such as retired alumni or recent graduates.

Students give blood in Wednesday's blood drive held in Sargent Gymnasium. Photo by Jeff Bradley.

Sarah Lawrence College

Oxford

An opportunity for qualified undergraduates to spend a year of study at Oxford. Individual tutorials with Oxford faculty, Oxford University lectures, and an affiliation with an Oxford college immerse students in Oxford's rich educational tradition.

For information contact:
Sarah Lawrence College at Oxford
Box BCBO
Brockville, New York 10708

OLD METHODIST CHURCH
(LOCATED AT 4 PLEASANT STREET, BRUNSWICK)

NOVEMBER 11, 12, 13, 1988
FRIDAY: 6 P.M. - 9 P.M.
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY: 10 A.M. - 5 P.M.

DIRECTIONS
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Friday, November 11, 1988
Three cheers for the Class of '92

This week's forum for freshman class officers is one of the most encouraging events to happen in campus politics in the past few years at Bowdoin. While elections for the rest of the student body have been advantage of both candidates and voters for most of this year, Wednesday night's forum boasted 24 candidates throwing their hats into the ring for four class positions. In addition to the candidates, the forum saw the healthiest turnout of voters interested in hearing the facts of any of this year's campus candidate forums, or indeed in recent memory.

What does this mean? Some pundits will dismiss it as aager beaver freshmen, drooling to build resumes and wanting something else new and exciting for this week's phone call home. We must disagree.

The major theme of the forum was commitment, and the fact that the candidates realize that this is the major qualification for these offices, and perhaps for any position in student government, is a step in the right direction.

This fact, coupled with the number of freshmen who competed in the recent supplementary elections to the Executive Board, is refreshing and restores faith in the electorate of the student body as well as the candidates.

They are beginning to revive the spirit of inquiry and involvement that characterize a healthy political community. Voters at Bowdoin can once again afford to be demanding of their elected representatives and officers because those officials will now be the result of a more rigorous competition. And even before they are elected, the electorate can ask the tough questions and have the fortunate opportunity to vote for a candidate whose answers are satisfyingly intelligent and honest.

We hope and suspect that these recent elections are an indicator of a renewal of understanding of responsibility that each of us bears in a community like the Bowdoin College Student Body. We have been pleased with the quality and volume of the accomplishment of this year's Executive Board. We are happy with the persistence with which they have faced criticism and overcome setbacks which were no reflection on the candidates or officers, but rather on the students and candidates voters who could not be bothered to inform themselves before voting, or indeed to even bother to vote.

They will face more criticism this year, and much of it is apt to come from this editorial board. We encourage you to stick by your guns, and assure you that if you continue to perform in the manner to which we have become accustomed this year, you will be proud of your contributions at the end of the year.

And to the freshmen, embarking on their four-year (or possibly longer) career of elections at Bowdoin and beyond, congratulations. Try your best to follow through on the promise you have shown both as candidates and as voters.

Under the Pines
By Kevin Wesley

A Lesson in Economics

In Economics 101, students learn that governmental policy attempts to answer two questions: Efficiency and Equity. The current debate over athletics and admissions is an all-too-real example of the problems faced by policy makers. What is fair? What is best? What is equal? What is efficient?

Before I begin, I would hope that those opposed to the emphasis on athletic ratings would realize that those of us who feel there is an overemphasis on athletics in the admissions process are not anti-athletic. In fact, I am very supportive of athletics at Bowdoin, and the very important role they play in personal growth.

Bowdoin College has had a long history of athletic prowess, and its students have long excelled at a variety of activities. The strength of Bowdoin's student body lies in a complex admissions process which hopes to ensure that the student body is well-rounded. Fortunately, many people on campus feel that the current student body isn't as well-rounded as it should be. I agree with them.

The Admissions Office should have an obligation to support each extra-curricular activity equally—from the orchestra to the defensive line. But when the admissions process breaks down, then something must be done.

That admissions process has not only broken down, it needs a complete overhaul.

The faculty has made a firm stand, saying that the admissions process is wrong. It's not that there are too many athletes, there are simply too few musicians, artists, thespians, journalists and poets. If the Admissions Office continues to emphasize the "importance" of athletics at Bowdoin, while ignoring the other extra-curriculars, then the student body will continue to exist in its present form.

What must be done is a redirection of the admissions standards, such that the other arts are represented better in the student body. The faculty thus should be commended for its efforts Monday. By curtailing the number of ratings the Admissions Office can review, it's telling Bill Mason to look for something else in those 3700-odd folders next spring. Hopefully, he will.

But to address equity, I'm certain the coaches do not feel they have been treated equally in this little game. No coach likes to lose. The athletic department should be commended. They have brought some of the best scholar athletes to Bowdoin. They have done their jobs better than anyone could expect. It is not their fault that previous ratings have been overemphasized.

However, many opponents of the restricted ratings proposal have claimed that "The music and art departments have just as much of an opportunity to rate students as does the athletic department." That simply is not true.

Coaches are not required to carry on research projects, sweat through an academic tenure process, or maintain a full teaching load of at least two academic courses each semester. To then require those professors to "recruit" students is completely unacceptable.

There is an athletic network out there. High school coaches call college coaches, who can travel to games to see Johnny Snapshot tear apart the opposition. But how realistic is it for a music professor to attend a student recital or a band concert? By the very nature of music, a musician should not stand out in an ensemble setting in the same way a high scoring center can dominate a playoff game.

But the logistics of academic recruitment also are not the fault of the athletic department. The coaches are just taking advantage of a system that prides itself on being efficient and equitable. The best athletes are known, rated, and, often, accepted. So where should a little be pruned? If we feel that the student body is in need of reform (which we feel it is), then those people who make Bowdoin's admissions policies should be confronted. What's wrong with the offices and Governing Boards of this institution? Are they so afraid of losing a few donations because our hockey and basketball teams won't win as much?

Are alumni so simple-minded as to only give a little back to their alma mater when (and if) our football team hits 500? I think not. This college has turned out too many smart people for such a Neanderthal-like attitude to prevail.

Let me just reiterate that I am not anti-athletic. I think the coaches deserve to be angry. They are being penalized for doing a good job. But Bowdoin sports will not disappear. If good athletes want to come to Bowdoin they will, regardless of whether or not they were rated.

In fact, maybe if the administration paid a little bit more attention to the arts on this campus, then all students would feel as though Bowdoin is a place to play clarinet and play center forward. Maybe if a Capital Campaign focused a little bit more on the arts, we wouldn't have an overbudgeted new field house that doesn't even have enough locker space for all its athletes.

Or maybe our president, the Governing Boards, and the admissions officers should take Economics 101.
Letters

Coaching student concerns over athletic crisis

Gilbride upset with faculty

I am writing this letter to express my views concerning the present and atmosphere at this past Monday's faculty meeting regarding athletics and admissions.

As the men's basketball and soccer coaches, I urge you to consider the outcome of the vote. I feel strongly that limiting ratings to only (1) athletes will seriously curtail the abilities of our teams to compete. Also, in a broader sense, this limiting policy might serve as the first step in diminishing the unique family atmosphere and spirit which are major factors in making Bowdoin a special place.

Bowdoin will gradually lose its appeal to the gifted student who relishes a truly collegiate atmosphere. Contrast this with the school's history of academic excellence. To implement a new procedure seems inappropriate and might prove to be counterproductive, eventually leading to a dropping in our academic standing.

However, my greatest disappointment at the faculty meeting was the vote by the faculty to restore the grading system they had originally wanted for the vote, the rule behavior of many faculty members toward their students has been insufficient. If memory serves correctly, a blackout caused by an electrical fire had also demonstrated the ineffectiveness of the present system. The [Thompson] Interns and Resident Assistants were forced to scurry from room to room and warn students to evacuate the building. This is far from an efficient system of warning under such hazardous circumstances.

In my opinion, this was caused by a lack of reliability of fire alarms.

This letter pertains to the fire in Coles Tower on the night of Nov. 8, 1988. I believe that the inadequacy of the present fire alarm system as many students are aware, the fire alarm sounded and the building was gradually evacuated. What many students are not aware of is that the fire alarm was not activated automatically by the accumulation of smoke, but was pulled manually by a student on the 15th floor.

It is our understanding that the Coles Tower desk monitor had called security concerning the smell of smoke some 45 minutes prior to our pulling of the alarm. The large accumulation of smoke in the stairwell was certainly ample to cause a reasonably reliable smoke detection system to be activated. As students of Bowdoin College, we would like to have the security of an efficient, sensitive and self-activating fire alarm system.

This is the first semester that the fire alarm system was not activated automatically by the accumulation of smoke some 45 minutes prior to our pulling of the alarm. The large accumulation of smoke in the stairwell was certainly ample to cause a reasonably reliable fire alarm system to be activated. As students of Bowdoin College, we would like to have the security of an efficient, sensitive and self-activating fire alarm system.

A proposal that the fire alarm system be activated automatically by the accumulation of smoke has been made and rejected by the Faculty. This is a very dangerous situation.

We feel that it is the College's responsibility to provide for the safety of its students. These provisions must include a reliable fire warning system. One incident of this type is quite disturbing, but two within a period of less than three months is unacceptable. We urge that this problem be addressed immediately.

Pauline Cantin '90
Catherine Briggs '91
Douglas Jorgenson '91

Miller claims Patriot is bigoted

With the November 8th issue of the "Bowdoin Patriot" the Bowdoin community is once again faced with the same issue which provided the paper with one of its most heated and controversial stories. The issue was that of a student's content to learn from and grow out of its sad past of ethnocentrism, racism and outright inhumanity.

The most offensive example of bigotry in the paper was Jeff Zeman's article "We Don't Oult. This article discusses Massachusetts' prisoners' hunger program and the case of prisoner William Horton. Zeman writes: "Instead of being a good little boy and coming back on Monday, Willie raped and beat a woman." Horton is an adult male, not a boy, and should be properly referred to by his family name. Horton is also black and is referring to blacks as "boy" or by their first names only, I suggest he change his ways. Would Zeman feel confident calling Horton "boy" if he were referring to blacks in his jail cell? Perhaps Zeman did not know that Horton is black. Ignorance and arrogance on the part of Zeman continues shamelessly; "when someone kills someone else he loses his innocence." How sad that Zeman would deny anyone his most essential rights. If Zeman is convinced that the solution to prison overcrowding is to "electrocute, gas or kill all those who are on death row" then I suggest he seriously look into this action as a career possibility.

J. Evan Simon writes in "Kenneth Bork or Bunt" that George Bush is an "honest" man. A recent article in The New York Times talks about the same idea, that they Bush is a liar or a moron. Is Simon honest when he calls Bush honest or...?

In the article "Dukakis Deceptions", which it seems nobody in the Patriot (I am willing to take credit for, the A.C.L.U. American Civil Liberties Union is called "a radical organization that routinely supports criminals, homosexuals and atheists." How fortunate for the "decent citizen" that there is a patriot, even if he is anonymous, who is willing to take the initiative in stripping these citizens of their civil liberties! The problem with Christopher Briggs' edification is that its "Promise" is that he equates patriotism with belief in the "truth" which our forefathers have left behind. It is a noble dream, but a dream that is of the whole: the Christian faith, the university and a complex structure of political and legal institutions that Briggs' ethnocentrism is staggering. He excludes from his scheme non-Christian Westerners, non-Westerners whose cultures have been decimated by the Christian Westerners and the Christian Westerners in search of a sell other than that designated by the culture of figures cited in the article. Briggs' conservative promise is bankrupt without the acknowledgment of "other."

This publication defends the Bowdoin community by virtue of its own standards.

Asher Miller '89

Republicans need an Einstein

In the last issue of the Bowdoin Patriot, the Columnist's column stated "no liberal arts colleges should disregard intelligence as a presidential qualification. The U.S. could use more high caliber as Albert Einstein."

David R. Crysler '89

Letters to the editor, with the writer's name, address and telephone number should be sent to: The Editor, The Bowdoin Orient, Bowdoin College, 12 Clarendon Street, Brunswick, ME 04011. Letters must reach the Orient office by Wednesday, 5 p.m., of the week prior to the publication of the Editor. The Editors reserve the right for space and clarity.

Subscriptions to the Bowdoin Orient for the year 1988-1989 may be obtained by sending $20 per year or $11 per semester to the Circulation Manager, Bowdoin Orient, 12 Clarendon Street, Brunswick, ME 04011, or by calling (207) 725-3200.
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Three New NOID Toys Are Coming Soon.

You better watch out! Some NOIDly fun is right around the corner.

Every other week beginning Nov. 14, 1988, Just purchase a Domino's Pizza and you can capture the NOID in one of three exciting action poses: the Jackhammer, the Magician or the Boxer. For a triple treat, collect all three.

So, if you've been on the lookout for some fun, you've got another thing coming. New NOID toys are on the way.

Get the NOID Boxer from DEC. 12 to DEC. 25

Call us!
729-5561
26 Bath Road Brunswick
While supplies last.

Product guarantee
Not satisfied with your pizza's quality? Call us within 30 minutes after delivery for a free pizza or a full refund.

Fast, Free Delivery™
26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561

30 minute guarantee
Domino's Pizza® guarantees to deliver a hot, delicious pizza in 30 minutes or less. If we're even a minute late, you get $3.00 off your order. Guaranteed!

Fast, Free Delivery™
26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561
Controversy sparks fraternity walkout

JACK CAHILL
ORIENT Associate Editor

In what may be a prelude to other conflicts that will take place on campus over the next two years, 17 women have left Beta Theta Pi fraternity in a controversy over links with the national Beta Theta Pi organization, which does not recognize women as national members.

This week’s events could be the prologue to the effects of the new fraternity standards which were adopted by the college earlier this semester in keeping with the suggestions of last year’s fraternity review. In order to maintain college recognition, local fraternity chapters will have to sever all ties with national fraternity organizations which do not recognize women as full members.

According to Beta president Bill Bontempé ’90, 11 of the 12 female members of Beta’s senior class, one of the ten sophomores, and three of the five freshmen women have left the fraternity. Of the nine junior women on campus, two have left the house. There are six junior

Freshman elections draw large turnout

TANYA WEINSTEIN
ORIENT AASOC. News Editor

A large percentage of the freshmen class turned out to cast their ballots for their class officers during elections last Monday.

The voting booth was open during both lunch and dinner hours on Monday. No problems were reported, and voting apparently ran smoothly.

Out of the nine candidates running for freshman class president, Sean Bell was named the winner during the Executive Board meeting Monday night.

“Tanya Weinstei

Jeff Bradly, ’90, chair of the Executive Board Elections Committee, expressed his pleasure at the large turnout of both candidates and voters. He said, “I was really impressed by how much effort the freshmen put into the elections...they went all out.”

He cited cars parked outside the Moulton Union with signs in the windows as one example.

A total of 286 freshmen cast their ballots in Monday’s election. According to Bradly, this number is almost 75 percent of the freshmen class.

Bradly attributed the high turnout to several factors. Advertising was used to publicize the event by way of posters in the dorms and various places on campus.

“We also used the proctors a lot as a means of communication to help get the message out,” Bradly said. Proctors were notified and asked to tell their residents of the upcoming elections by putting up signs and word of mouth.

Bradly cited another reason for the high turnout: it was the first chance this year the freshmen really had an opportunity to work together. He said, “This was really important in the sense of ‘92 and had an opportunity to come together as a class.”

“It was neat to see that many people came out to turn out,” he added.

Bradly continued, “I’m hoping that we can build on this and all elections from now on can be this good.”

and operating in September of 1990. Both Jervis and Woodall agreed the timetable for the entire project is more difficult to predict. As the money becomes available, construction will begin.

Woodall cited two major sources of revenue that are vital to the construction of the science complex. The college will not know if these sources are available until some time in 1989 and does not want to identify the sources.

According to Jervis, the present construction project is not expected to be completed in full by the summer of 1990. The project, which involves a 25-26 million dollar investment, is expected to be completed in full by the summer of 1990. The project, which involves a 25-26 million dollar investment, is expected to be completed in full by the summer of 1990.

The reason behind this methodical approach to construction, according to Dean Jervis, is that Bowdoin College does not want to “overextend itself for the future.” Jervis added, “It would be exciting to build the entire complex in one go, but that would require enormous borrowing and would tie the hands of the college with debt and ultimately produce a sensation of stagnation as the college struggles to repay the loans.”
Questions answered in wake of fire

KATHERINE DEMING

O R I E N T S taff

During last Wednesday morning's fire evacuation from Coles Tower, it's hard to tell what
moved faster: the students or the fire. The most popular rumors
pinned the blame on someone who intentionally
intentionally ignited a copy of the
"Quill" magazine, a disgruntled
Democrat upset at the news of
George Bush's election victory, and
the person(s) responsible for the fire
at Zeta Phi last month. None of these is true according to
Michael Pander, Director of
Security.

There has been concern on
the campus as to why the fire alarms
did not go off until they were pulled
manually and why Security did not evacuate Coles Tower upon the first
report of smoke. According to
Pander, these concerns are unfounded. He stated, "No aspect of
any system failed that night." He
also assured us that "there was absolutely no danger posed by the
location of the fire. It was completely
contained."

Security was first notified of the
fire when the presence of smoke
was reported by residents in the
building. At 12:10 a.m. Security
decided to evacuate the Tower, and
at approximately the same time a
student manually pulled a fire
alarm.

Two fire units from Brunswick
Fire Department arrived on the
scene just minutes before the
two teams of firefighters located the
source of the smoke: a burning pile
of paper and a broom in the pit
below the north elevator. An
emergency of debris was found
there, described by Pander as "the
most trash we've ever seen down
there."

The debris was composed of
a notebook, paper, several Donals's
Pizza boxes, two pieces of
silverware, a charred "Quill,"
cigarette butts and assorted scraps
of paper.

All of the elevators on campus,
including the most frequently used
those in Coles Tower and Hubbard
Hall, are scheduled to be checked
monthly for mechanical problems.
The elevators are inspected once a
year, usually in September, by
Maine State safety inspectors. In
addition, Pander stated the elevator
pits are cleaned out "once or twice
a week by workers from Otis E victor."

All the elevators on campus are
up-to-date for inspection. However,
the valid certificates of inspection
have not been posted because,
according to Director of Physical
Plant Dave Barber, "the certificates
have been stolen from the elevators
in the past, so we have been keeping
them on file at the office."

The reason the fire alarms
did not go off automatically, said
Pander, is because the "heat and
smoke detectors will go off when
the fire has reached a stage to endanger
dangerous human life."
The concentration of smoke and heat
was not high enough to set off the
alarms the night of the fire.

Pander stated, "we are thinking
of making from this experience is
to install smoke detectors in the
interior space above the elevator shaft."
Currently, smoke detectors are located in the
bedrooms, bathrooms and hallways, but not in the elevator
shafts.

Pander said since the failure of
the generator in the Tower this past
September, the pumps and RA's
have been equipped with flashlights,
and in Coles Tower, light sticks to
illuminate the landings of the
staircase.

Pander said the Brunswick Fire
Department is "very comfortable with the system now in place" and
they are "confident they can evacuate
everyone from the Tower should there be a real emergency."
Student starts shuttle service

Jack CaHill

ORient News Editor

By getting to off campus Saturday nights will have a whole lot easier this weekend, thanks to the initiative of a member of the student body. Tomorrow night will see the first trial run of a shuttle bus that will make two trips each Saturday to Portland.

Gary Robbins '90 is the creator of the idea that he said began as an idea for a persuasive speech in Prof. Barbara Kaster's political science class earlier this fall. "I thought it was about a time when there was an alternative to driving, don't like to talk of problems, but nothing was done about it. So I thought Portland would be a great alternative," Robbins said.

Robbins said the round-trip price for the bus-$3-$4 is low because of funding of the Student Activities Office, obtained with the help of Student Activities Coordinator Bill Fruth, and funds from the office of Dean of Students Kenneth A. Lewallen. "If two dollars is nothing," Robbins said, "it costs you more than that to park in Portland."

Robbins said he hoped to see plenty of turnout for the shuttle. "This is a trial and we need student support to have it done permanently, every Saturday night, and possibly other nights during the week. Also, if there is strong student support, the cost for the trip may go down."

Robbins pointed out that the shuttle might be an especially good idea for seniors. "They won't have to worry about drinking and driving, or drinking and driving with friends, so we'd like to see lots of senior support."

Robbins stressed that students on the bus will be under the honor and social codes of the college. "We want them to know they will be responsible for their behavior," he said.

organization which would accept women as full members.

Bontemp is considering the third possible idea in receiving a call and letters from the Phi Delta Chi National Fraternity, an organization which will allow women to become full members.

"We wouldn't want to make a decision on the corporation without exploring all the options first," he said. Bontemp added he will work with the alumnus corporation of the house in order to make the decision, but that the first step in doing so is to inform the situation. "There are a lot of alumni who have absolutely no choice as to what's going on. I think they view the fraternity system as it is what it was when they were here. Obviously, there's a big difference between fraternities in the '50s, '60s, '70s and the '80s, it's only fair that the alumni know what is going on.

"There are a lot of alumni who would be fairly reactionary in making their decision. For them to make their decision without knowing what's going on would just be as bad as it did."

A common question in the United States is, "What do you want to do to get the '80s straight?" I have been asked this question many times, and it has plagued me enough to the point that I find myself no closer to an answer than when that question was first raised. In recent years I have found myself frequently making a question to my peers. It was only natural that the question migrate East with me. At first, the question was a challenging job of one's choice, raising a family, paying taxes to Uncle Sam will see to that. Somewhere along the line, there will be someone or something, a politician, a book, a speech, that will set the dull American mind ablaze with ideas that could change the world.

I do not fully understand the Chinese, and may never be able to correctly analyze the values in the People's Republic. But I am afraid for my Chinese counterparts. Today's governmental leaders, who have lived through the turmoil and upheaval of the Hundred Flowers movement, the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution, must be tired of fighting and revolution. These leaders are keen on bringing China into the twenty-first century as an economic superpower. This is a student move. However, they either have no time or desire to listen to young students with ideas.

This is a grave error. By ignoring these students, some of whom have the brightest young minds in the country, the government impedes the laziness and shallowness of my generation.

By quashing individuality and assigning jobs based on need rather than desire, the government ensures that the sparks in these young Chinese minds will fizzle out.

China's economic status may grow by leaps and bounds, but the cost of this advancement may be too high. I fear for my Chinese counterparts. I fear this young generation may never produce another Lu Xun or Wang Ming, another politician, the caliber of Deng Xiaoping, a Nobel prize winner or any thinker capable of improving China or the entire world.
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Sights and Sounds from the People's Republic

Have we found China's lost generation?

by Adam Najberg

Orient Contributing Editor

We do not wish for this generation of college students to be known as the generation of fractured hopes and shattered dreams. Intellectual freedom and probing are the greatest gifts given to mankind. I sincerely hope the government of China wakes up to the importance of free-thinking and liberal society and one day decide to let the sparks in some students' minds into full-blown flames of ideas.

If not, the futures of billions of people may forever be empty. This would be a terrible blow to a country with as much potential as China.
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If you’re going to pursue an MBA that gives you “real world” experience, consider a program that really offers you the world.

Babson MBA students have a unique opportunity to work in other countries, with some of the world’s leading business organizations. (Audi AG, the Australian Trade Commission, Lego A/S, and Union Bank of Switzerland to name just a few.)

This special internship program is part of an overall concentration in international business that’s available at Babson. And it could prove to be invaluable experience for your career.

Because today, corporations everywhere are taking a global point-of-view.

For more information about the Babson International MBA Program, just mail the coupon, or call us at 617-239-4317.
Arts & Entertainment

Masque & Gown shows Miller's "All My Sons"

MICHELLE PERKINS
ORIENT Contributor

No, it's not a sitcom that you see late at night on Nickelodeon. "All My Sons," by Arthur Miller (known for "Death of a Salesman" and "The Crucible"), is a complex, thought-provoking play which Masque and Gown will present tonight and tomorrow night in Pickard Theater.

"All My Sons" deals with the aftermath of World War II and the closely-knit lives of two neighboring families. Joe Keller, played by Jack Cahill '99, was a war profiteer who deliberately neglected the quality of the airplane parts made by his factory in order to maximize personal gain. The devastating consequences of this on his family and those involved with the factory provides the play with its foundation.

Particularly affected by these consequences were his son, played by Matt Arbou '91, and his partner's daughter, played by Jennifer Gormley '92. Other members of the cast include Margot Downs '91 as Keller's wife, and Will Connolly '92 as his business partner's son.

Director Ray Rusan said the cast is "...at fine of an ensemble as we've ever had," adding that it is especially remarkable considering the short amount of time it has had to rehearse. The cast began rehearsals only three weeks ago, but have managed to pull the show together, and it promises to be a good one.

Curtain time both nights is at 8:00. Advance tickets are available at the Student Activities Office in the Moishon Union. Tickets will also be available at the door. Admission is free with a Bowdoin ID, $5.00 for the general public.

"North" realizes its aspirations

SEAN BELL
ORIENT Staff

On September 16, 1968 the Orient published an article discussing the aspirations of "North" magazine. The editors of this literary journal, according to the article, should be Bowdoin students and their aims were to publish the works of writers and artists not only at the college but from all over Maine. "North" aimed to become for the students and the people of the Maine community the chance to have their works published and to open the channels between the college community and the outlying Maine area.

Two months later the fruits of these aspirations have received expression in concrete form with the release of the first edition of "North" on Wednesday. The question which remained unanswered is: How does one go about realizing such an idea? Jons Halperin and Genevieve Anderson accomplish what they set out to do.

"We're very satisfied with the outcome of this edition," said Anderson. "There was a tremendous response to our requests for submissions." In fact, Anderson stated "North" was "response-proof" in its first week.

Halperin agreed with Anderson's sentiment, stressing the favorability of the response so far. He expressed his hope that "North" can cultivate more interest on the part of Bowdoin students in writing for the quarterly publication.

Both authors emphatically agreed "North" has succeeded in its goal. Halperin added, however, "We would like to see more fiction and short stories in the next edition." No fiction or short stories appear in the first issue.

"Generally, the prose was not up to the quality of the poetry that we received, but we feel that will change as we receive more and more submissions in this area," said Anderson.

Submissions from writers at large throughout Maine have been numerous. Anderson named such published poets as David Walker, Tom Tagalik, and William Carpenter as contributors.

Anderson explained how "North" has opened communications between journals of other universities. "Usually when I read a poem or a story, I don't have the time to read the rest of the journal. When I read a poem or story in "North," I read the whole journal."

In a previous interview both Halperin and Anderson stated their view of "North" magazine as a "living publication." And it would appear this is just what they created. They have invited William Carpenter to Bowdoin to read some of his poetry and members of "North" magazine have been invited to Portland in order to be beginning to have an impact on American readers as well. Until the publication of "North" magazine, "at least in a state of some of the poetry that has been published." (Continued on page 9)

Irish feminist Conlon reads excerpts

GENEVIEVE ANDERSON
ORIENT Staff

Last Monday Bowdoin students were treated to a reading by Irish writer and activist Evelyn Conlon. Beginning her tour of America at Bowdoin, Conlon read excerpts of her soon to be published novel "Stars in the Daytime." The book tells the story of a young girl growing up in rural Ireland in the 1950s. Through her reading of selections from different periods of the book, Conlon was able to present a cohesive picture of the difficulties faced by young girls who want to challenge the traditions that have shaped our culture.

Renowned among Irish literary and feminist circles, Evelyn Conlon has been a familiar name on American radars as well. Until the publication of "Stars in the Daytime" the book's work has been unavailable in the United States. She published a collection of short stories in 1987 called "My Head Is Opening" and has had a number of stories printed in various Irish and British publications, along with a one-act play. She is presently working on a film script for Pat Murphy, a notable Irish filmmaker.

Conlon spent Monday afternoon with members of the collective of the Women's Resource Center, speaking informally about the progress of feminism in Ireland compared to that in America. She answered questions of this sort after her reading as well. Conlon has played a central role in the growing feminist movement in Ireland, calling attention to Women's Studies Programs and Irish History.

Conlon has visited America twice before and was shocked when she first arrived to find how little the women's movement had progressed compared to her expectations. She commented on Monday that in many ways Ireland was more liberated than America. Conlon said, "Nobody dares wake a woman up in bed anymore, like they do here. They would be too embarrassed."

Conlon's presence sparked a great deal of lively discussion between students and faculty members. Coming from abroad, she was able to lend a fresh perspective to many of the issues that have been troubling students, among them: the presidential election, women's rights, and racial and religious discrimination. The students who attended Conlon's reading left with a larger understanding of what it means to be a woman living and working in Ireland.

Thanks should be extended to the Bowdoin Literary Society, the Bowdoin Women's Association, and especially English professor Marilyn Ritzbuhler, for bringing such a dynamic and talented personality into our midst.

Irish feminist Evelyn Conlon reads excerpts of her novel "Stars in the Daytime." Photo by Pam Haas.
### Calendar

**Friday, November 18**
- 7:30-9 p.m. Lip Sync Contest. Kregge.
- 8 p.m. Major Production. Masque and Gown performs Arthur Miller's *All My Sons*. Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall.
- 8 p.m. Performance. *Pirates of Penzance*. Gilbert and Sullivan's most popular operetta performed by the Brunswick Choral Society and directed by Priscilla Montgomery. Student rate, $8. The Center for the Arts, the Chocolate Church, Bath.
- 9 p.m. Dom Dance. Hyde and Moore Halls. Daggett Lounge, Wentworth Hall.
- 9:30 p.m. Performance by Atlantic Jam rock and roll band. The Pub, MU.

**Saturday, November 19**
- 7:30 p.m. Lecture/Concert. "Music from China." Nine member music ensemble performs classical and modern Chinese music, Cantonese Opera, and music/dance collaborations. The many styles of Chinese music are played on traditional instruments by Pickard, 8 p.m. Major Production. Masque and Gown performs Arthur Miller's *All My Sons*. Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall.
- 8 p.m. Performance. *Pirates of Penzance*. Gilbert and Sullivan's most popular operetta performed by the Brunswick Choral Society and directed by Priscilla Montgomery. The Center for the Arts, the Chocolate Church, Bath.

**Sunday, November 20**

**Monday, November 21**
- 7:30 p.m. Film. *Slave of Love*. Screening with English subtitles. Kregge.
- 8 p.m. Winter concert. Bowdoin Polar Jazz Ensemble. Mark Manduca, conductor. Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall.
- 9 p.m. Film. Personal Best. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

**Tuesday, November 22**
- 7 p.m. Season Opening. Men’s Hockey vs. St. Anselm. Recreation, 7:30-10 p.m. Shakespeare Film Series. Henry V. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

**Wednesday, November 23**
- 1 p.m. Thanksgiving vacation begins.
- 8 a.m. Thanksgiving vacation ends.
- 9 p.m. Film. Maurice. Kregge.

**Tuesday, November 29**
- 7 p.m. Hockey vs. St. Anselm. Recreation, 7:30-10 p.m. Shakespeare Film Series. *The Chimes at Midnight*. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

**Wednesday, November 30**
- 10:10 a.m. Chapel Talk.
- 3:30-8 p.m. Film. *An American in Paris*. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.
- 7 p.m. Christmas Decorating Party. Main Lounge, MU.
- 7:30 p.m. Concert Series. The Portland String Quartet: Stephen Kecskemethy, violin; Ronald Lantz, violin; Julia Adams, viola; and Paul Ross, cello. Program includes works of Cockerell, Haydn, and Beethoven. Kregge.
- 7:30 p.m. Lecture. "Sixteenth-Century Tuscian Drawings in the Utitz." Graham Smith, professor in the history of art and acting director, University of Michigan Museum of Art, Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Center.
- 7:30 p.m. Holocaust Film Series. David. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

**Thursday, December 1**
- 3:30-5 p.m. The eleventh annual Lighting of the Copper Beech Tree in celebration of the holiday season. Free admission and refreshments in the Great Hall begins at 3:30 p.m. The Portland Community Chorus will lead visitors in the singing of traditional carols during the 4:45 tree lighting ceremony. Portland Museum of Art.
- 7:30-10 p.m. Shakespeare Film Series. *The Chimes at Midnight*. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.
- 8 p.m. Russian Play. Vladimir Mayakovskiy-A Tragedy. A 35 minute performance by members of the faculty and students incorporating cubit art, video, poetry, and dance. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

**Friday, December 2**
- 7:30 p.m. Concert. Bowdoin College Community Orchestra. Zoe Munn, assistant professor of music, conductor. Program features concert premiere of a piano concerto by Vivian fine with Martin Perry at the piano. A work by composer Julia Smith with Cynthia M. Hall ’89, student and guest conductor, and works by George Chadwick and Felix Mendelssohn. Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall.
- 8 p.m. Holiday Performance. The Portland Ballet Company presents. The Nutcracker. Student rate. 50. City Theater in Biddeford: 205 Maine Street. For more information and/or reservations, 772-9671.
- 8 p.m. Russian Play. Vladimir Mayakovskiy-A Tragedy. A 35 minute performance by members of the faculty and students incorporating cubit art, video, music, poetry, and dance. Kregge.
- 9 p.m. Benefit Dance for underprivileged children of the Both-Brunswick area. Disc Jockey, Brian James, with WBLM. Main Lounge, MU.

**9:30 p.m. Performance. Who Knows (Bill Turner Trio). The Pub, MU.**

### Exhibitions

**Museum of Art, Walker Art Building.**
- L. Harlem Renaissance: art of Black America (through November 20).
- H. Laurie Ourlicht: Prints (through November 27).

**Museum of Art, Olin Arts Center, Bates College**

**Portland Museum of Art**
- November 24-December 18. The Homecoming. A tightly-structured comedy of menace by British contemporary playwright, Harold Pinter. For more information, 775-5557.
Mules spoil Bears’ bid for CBB title

BONNIE BERRYMAN
ORIENT Staff

It was a disappointing ending for the 1988-89 Bowdoin football team’s season. The 6-4-0 team, coached by Howard Vanderesse, was eager and confident of capturing the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin championship with a win over Colby last Saturday. The Polar Bears were dealt a harsh blow when the Mules came away with a decisive 24-0 victory.

The game began with the Bowdoin offense dominating the game. Beginning from their own twenty yard line, the Bears moved methodically up the field. The offense got six first downs in a drive that consumed over half the quarter. Tight end Dodds Hayden ’90 and running back Jim LeClair ’92 did a great deal of the offensive work.

Hayden brought down two 9-yard yard completions and receptions from quarterback Ryan Stafford ’89. LeClair carried the ball eight times. The Bears got down to the Colby 3 yard line and then committed a very costly fumble.

Bowdoin’s defense, which has been consistent all year, held the Mules and forced them to punt from their own 18 yard line.

The Bears’ offense could do nothing with their next possession and Colby then struck quickly. The Mules scored on a 32-yard touchdown pass to wide receiver Joe Vecchi scored the 35 yard TD. The extra point was blocked, however, and Colby had a 6-0 lead.

The second quarter failed to bring much relief to the Bowdoin squad. With 10:18 remaining in the first half of the game, Colby scored their second touchdown of the day, after picking off a Stafford pass. The two-point conversion pass failed, and Colby was now leading by twelve points.

The Bear’s offense continued to have difficulties. Stafford was again intercepted, giving the Mules their third touchdown of the quarter. The two-point conversion attempt fell short, and Colby took an 18-0 lead at the end of the half.

The third quarter passed unpromisingly, as neither team was able to score. Turnovers close to the goal line continued to plague the Bear’s offense. Stafford failed to pass into the endzone from the Colby seven yard line was fumbled, giving Colby another opportunity to score. Possession was back and forth between the two teams, neither offense able to get anything going. Two pass completions from Stafford to split end Mike Cavagnau ’90 of 14 and 13 yards highlighted the quarter.

The Mules came alive early in the fourth quarter and added to their already formidable lead. Their fourth touchdown occurred two minutes into the quarter in only four plays. After the Mules missed their fourth extra point, the score was 24-0.

That was the way the game ended. Turnovers were a major factor for the Bowdoin offense in the final quarter. The third possession of the quarter were ended by fumbles and the last possession was intercepted.

It was a bitter way to end the season. For many of the seniors, this is the last game they will ever play. The team has nothing to be ashamed of, as they played impressive football all fall.

Many of the individual numbers are quite impressive. Stafford’s 1432 passing yards is outstanding for a small school quarterback. LeClair finished as the leading rusher with 440 yards and 8 touchdowns. Leading the receiving corps was Cavanaugh with 462 yards, averaging 14.6 yards per catch.

This year’s defensive squad played superb ball as well. Seniors Dave Otto, Terry Conroy, Mike Burnett, Ed Dart, and Scott Wojcicki had impressive seasons.

This is probably the best 2-5-1 football team Bowdoin has had. Many of the outcomes were not decided until the final seconds. Vanderesse’ squad played every game with a lot of heart.

Hockey heats up for new season

Basketball primed for promising season

BONNIE BERRYMAN
ORIENT Staff

Both the men’s and the women’s basketball teams begin their season next week on November 26 at University of Maine-Farmington. This winter looks to be promising for both squads.

Coach Timothy Gilbride begins his fourth season as head coach of the men’s team. The loss of five seniors, including Co-Captains Joe Williams and Kevin Hantock, leaves a “definite void to fill,” according to Gilbride. Williams scored 1,039 career points, the third highest in Bowdoin basketball history.

This year’s returning players are 13 players ready to fill the gap. Co-Captain, Mike Burnett ’89, the only senior, averaged 10.5 points per game last year and is capable of leading the team.

The other captain is Mike Rourke, the only junior of the group. However, Rourke is facing surgery for a broken ankle and is out for the remainder of the season.

Youth is then an important factor, with freshmen and sophomores comprising the rest of the squad. “We played a lot of the freshmen last year, so many of them so fresh are experienced,” Gilbride says. “We’re going to continue to build and improve all year.”

With a quicker, fast-breaking style, Gilbride’s squad will be a definite force to contend with.

Hockey heats up for new season
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Michele Bruce Wilson ’90 faces Jim Fincroch ’90 as Coach Jerry Meagher looks on as they prepare for the 1988-89 season. Photo by Dave Wilby.

Harriers race at NE’s

SEAN D. HALE
ORIENT Staff

The men’s cross country season came to a conclusion this past weekend at the NCAA Division 3 New England Cross Country championships. Two Bowdoin runners set personal bests on the fast course of Southernmost Massachussets University against a field of about 200 on the National Division 3 power Brandeis University ran away from the field in the team competition to take 1st place with an impressive 31 points.

Lance Hickey ’91 placed 41st and John Dougherty 61st to lead the harriers. Both set PR’s along the way on the 5 mile course. Hickey running 26:09 and Dougherty crossing the line in 26: 47. It was a fine way to end the season for both sophomores, who have led this young Bowdoin team the entire season.

Also running well for Bowdoin were Matthew Seigel ’92, John Martin ’92, Brett Wickard ’90, Alex Bentley ’92, and Bill Callahan ’92. It was a tough year for the men’s team, with many freshmen and a bunch of injured runners. But it’s a talented group of freshmen who gained a valuable season of experiences, and those injured runners will recover. Lance Hickey and John Dougherty have established themselves as solid competitors to be reckoned with in the future.

Keep an eye on this team for the next few seasons. Every runner in Saturday’s race is returning next season. Next year they’ll be older, wiser, and faster.

Mitch Price
ORIENT Contributor

The 1988-89 edition of the Bowdoin men’s ice hockey team enters the new campaign faced with the task of replacing 9 lettermen to graduation, including their top three-goal scorers.

Easing the burden of this year’s graduation losses will be a solid nucleus of returning players (16 lettermen will be back), along with a host of experienced defense and an excellent goaltender.

Terry Meagher begins his sixth season as head coach of the Polar Bears with an optimistic outlook. “It’s going to be an exciting season,” Meagher said. “It’s always interesting when you’re forced to go with young players, but our nucleus is still solid, our goaltending ranks high, and we are going to need those things to stay with the best in a league that’s constantly getting stronger.”

Although Bowdoin lost Brad Rabin to graduation, Meagher can be pleased with his goaltending because he has Steve Janas ’89 returning for his senior season. Janas has a career won-lost record of 29-3, and is 11-2 with a 3.07 G.A.A. last year while splitting time with Rabin. Janas will likely see the bulk of the action early on as Meagher searches for a back-up go-toalie to add depth to the position.

Defense is another area with which Meagher feels confident. Bowdoin returns six players at that position, led by Co-Captain Kevin Potter ’90. His experience and leadership should bolster the blueine corps. John Aske ‘90 missed much of last season with a knee injury, but he has recovered and his return will stabilize the defense. Alan Carlaker ‘90 and Paul Nelson ‘90 have been steadily improving as a defensive pair, while Brandon Sweeney ‘89 and Ray Dilly ‘91 round out the returning crew of Polar Bear defenders.

Meagher feels that the defense will be solid because the players are a year older. “They were a young group last year which improved throughout the season.

(Continued on page 8)

Basketball primed for promising season

BONNIE BERRYMAN
ORIENT Staff

Both the men’s and the women’s basketball teams begin their season next week on November 26 at University of Maine-Farmington. This winter looks to be promising for both squads.

Coach Timothy Gilbride begins his fourth season as head coach of the men’s men’s. The loss of five seniors, including Co-Captains Joe Williams and Kevin Hantock, leaves a “definite void to fill,” according to Gilbride. Williams scored 1,039 career points, the third highest in Bowdoin basketball history.

This year’s returning players are 13 players ready to fill the gap. Co-Captain, Mike Burnett ’89, the only senior, averaged 10.5 points per game last year and is capable of leading the team.

The other captain is Mike Rourke, the only junior of the group. However, Rourke is facing surgery for a broken ankle and is out for the remainder of the season.

Youth is then an important factor, with freshmen and sophomores comprising the rest of the squad. “We played a lot of the freshmen last year, so many of them so fresh are experienced,” Gilbride says. “We’re going to continue to build and improve all year.”

With a quicker, fast-breaking style, Gilbride’s squad will be a definite force to contend with.
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Men's hockey

(Continued from page 9) and if they continue to improve this year, the defense will be strong," says Meagher.

Offensively, the Polar Bears will need to fill the scoring void left by the graduation of Steve Thornton, Steve Ilkis, and Tom Aldrich, last year's top three scorers. Senior Brendan Hickey '88 leads all returning players in career points with 10), while Co-Captain Kevin Powers '89 should provide leadership and scoring for the Bowdoin offense.

Meagher feels that sopho- 
mores are always a key to the suc-
sess of a team, and he looks to this 
year's group of second-year play-
ers, including Thomas Johannsson '91, Brad Chin '91, and Jim Pincorn '90, to help pick up some of the scoring slack.

Meagher is currently look-

ing at a number of players to fill the vacant roster spots and indicated that there could be as many as 17 new faces in the line-up when the season starts. Meagher says that the team has progressed well to this point in the pre-season, but that "this will be a young team, and we must be pa-
tient as we introduce new players to the program."

Leadership will be another key to the success of the Polar Bear

ters. "To be successful a team needs excellent senior leadership," says Meagher. "This year's team has that."

He cited Co-Captains Potter and Powers, along with Hickey, Janas, and Sweeney (who "has had a good November") as the players who will provide this all-important leadership.

Potter and Powers are both optimistic about the Bowdoin squad which they will lead this year. "I think we'll be strong," says Potter.

"We're very quick, we have some good freshmen who will be battling for positions, and it's great to have someone like Steve Janas in goal to build around." Powerful adds that, "We'll have a strong squad throughout. I hope to be back where we were last season (ECAC East Championship)"

Bowdoin faces a very diffi-
cult schedule this season. The Polar Bears will meet league rivals Bab-
son and Salem St. twice during the conference schedule, travel to Nor-
wich to play the always-tough Cadets on their home ice, meet Div.

III national tournament runners-up Elmira, and face a difficult stretch in January when the Bears will oppose defending ECAC East champion Merrimack, Babson, and Div. I power University of Maine. Coach Meagher believes that the strength of the league is at an all-time high. "This is the most competitive league since I've been here," he says.

Bowdoin's Polar Bears obvi-
ously have their work cut out for them, but Meagher guarantees an "exciting, fun team to watch, who will give a good effort for 60 min-
utes every game."

It should be another excel-
lent winter of Bowdoin hockey in Dayton Arena.

Basketball

(Continued from page 9)

Comeau is hampered by a knee injury and her status is question-
able.

Another veteran, cen-
ter Sue Ingram '90, will be also returning this year.

Shapiro stress the im-
portance of determination and good health.

"How well we do this year depends on how hungry we are," says Shapiro. "We also need to stay healthy."

1988 Football Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bowdoin</th>
<th>Opponents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345</td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>807</td>
<td>1382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1436</td>
<td>1378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2273</td>
<td>2660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>284.3</td>
<td>325.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>45.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46/122</td>
<td>40/119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56/1583</td>
<td>50/1742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17/12</td>
<td>28/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41/341</td>
<td>45/342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PUNTING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUSHING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeClair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popeo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ledbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavanaugh8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartnett</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PASSING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannewich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PASS RECEIVING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavanaugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeClair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilodeau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ledbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popeo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deveau</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Women's Cross Country Team

Deanna Hodgkin '89
Rosie Dougherty '89
Jessica Gaylord '89
Marilyn Fredey '91
Margaret Heron '91
Kim Dirlam '91
Hanley Denning '92

The team captured 4th at the N.E. Division III Championships. It was the highest finish ever for a Bowdoin Cross-Country team.
Beta

(Continued from page 1)

issue of underlying problems which have existed in the fraternity for some years now.

Beta’s affiliation with its national has emerged as the source of these underlying problems. It has become increasingly obvious to many in the Delta House that the national affiliation stands in the way of the women achieving true equality within the chapter. Said Lewallen, “You can’t have true equality if you have a national which, says no women members—that’s a contradiction—women have recognized this.’’

In order to resolve this issue of gender equality, many of the women in Beta’s local made a concerted effort to break the ‘‘house’s ties with the national. Those women expressed the contention that in repudiation of the national they lay their only hope of realizing complete equality.

Many male members were not prepared to make the decision of repudiating the national, but felt they needed more time to discuss this with a decision with alumni, the house corporation and with the Beta nation in regard to this issue. Lewallen expressed in men were unwilling to grant support under the condition imposed by some of the women and quite honestly, I don’t understand why not.”

Over the course of the past two weeks, these internal problems received the attention of the administration as different factions approached Lewallen and other high-ranking administrators to voice their side of the dispute. These factions included the house officers and female members of the fraternity—both those to whom Lewallen referred as “disenchanted women and women who support the status quo.” By this past Monday, Lewallen had become aware of the significant number of women who had decided to drop their membership in Beta.

The decision of a significant number of house officers and women supports the administration that there is still a large portion of the entire fraternity system as well as the college community. The issue is one of gender equality in a college student-sponsored organization and this prompt the administration to become involved in the internal conflict at Beta.

Because of the ongoing dispute the administration came to express its concern and, according to Lewallen, “the undergrad chapter appeared to be unable to resolve a very basic campus issue without the more direct administrative involvement.” It therefore became necessary for the administration to voice its concern to Lewallen and the College, the College of Governing the administration thought it best to alert the fraternity of the college’s interest in its apparent direction toward creating a hospitable environment for a significant number of women.”

In his letter to Bostemp!, Lewallen explained Beta risked jeopardizing college recognition should Beta fail to resolve its internal crisis: “It seems clear that Beta Theta Pi is fostering a social environment inhospitable to a large number of its women members. If this is true, then I find such a situation intolerable; its continuation will most certainly jeopardize our official recognition of the fraternity.” Withdrawal of formal recognition would entail Beta’s loss of a number of college-sponsored services including collection of room and board fees, dining privileges, telephones service, security participation in the inter-fraternity council and participation in rush. This is not the correct participation in their sentiment in regard to Beta’s internal problems, “If they are genuine in trying to resolve an internal matter which has greater significance I would expect them to follow suggestions outlined in the letter.”

He suggested in his letter Beta should “demonstrate its commitment to the values of coeducation by providing for and encouraging women to live in the house by some specific action or (inactions) by the national office, by making specific plans about the local chapter’s response to actions (or inactions) by the national office, by providing women in every step of this process.”

On all sides hope has emerged of amicably resolving this issue of gender equality which has arisen at Beta over the past couple of weeks. What has become obvious is that Beta must make a decision on the dilemma of coeducation now and can not wait until 1991. After 1991 fraternities may no longer maintain affiliations with national which refuse to recognize female members if they wish to retain college recognition.

In regard to this decision which Beta now faces Lewallen said, “Beta was influenced by its history to form that decision. The women of Beta have now forced Beta to make the decision earlier than it wanted to.”

North

(Continued from page 5) in “North”. Regardless of the fact that they have yet to publish a single issue of the journal, Anderson and Halperin see room for changes and additions. We want to produce a magazine that readers are happy to have in their hands, a magazine that they want to read again and again, a magazine that is a joy to produce,” said Anderson.

He continued, “We also want to find new ways to involve in the work of the magazine.”

The magazine itself is quite impressive. The layout is simple, but this only adds to its attraction. Pages are not cluttered with too much art or writing, it is possible to focus on the work itself.

“We decided that we would produce a smaller, higher quality publication, than a lot of pages,” said Anderson.

Anderson was quick to point out that the staff of “North” was very grateful to the Student Activities Funding Committee for their financial support, and the magazine’s staff and funding have allowed them to make use of the layout equipment.

The poets and artists constitute a cross-section of many different types of people from all over Maine, which seems to fit in with the magazine’s intent. Overall, it seems that the publishers of “North” have enjoyed complete success with both the magazine and the National. Their future looks very bright, especially if they can continue to receive the funding necessary for publication.

Both Halperin and Anderson added they would be attempting to garner more donations and even some sponsorships from different businesses. They are very enthusiastic about what they perceive as the current growth and success of “North” and they invite all writers and artists to submit work for publication c/o “North” magazine, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, ME 04011. Deadline for the second edition is February 18, 1989.

MICHELLO DRY

TRY THE TASTE SENSATION OF THE FUTURE! NOW AVAILABLE HERE (BUT NOT YET AVAILABLE IN SUPERMARKETS)

A BOWDOIN TRADITION SINCE 1979

26 Bath Road, Brunswick, 729-0711, Mon.-Sat. 10 to 6

WE COULD MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER!

Word Processing? Yes, we can do it!
Private post box rental? Yes, we can do it!
Packaging and UPS shipping? Yes, we can do it!
Western Union money? Yes, we can do it!
Passport photos? Yes! Copies? Yes! Laminating? Yes!

Etc., Etc., Etc.

Postal and Business Services

MAIL BOXES ETC., USA

Lookout Point House
On the Water
Bed and Breakfast

Lookout Point House
Harpwell Center, ME 04079
207-833-5509
Sewall Family

Cook’s Corner Shopping Center
729-8774

TONTINE HAIR FASHIONS

207-729-5475

visit our two stylists, Paul and Gail, in the Tontine Mall

BOWDOIN STUDENT DISCOUNT

for HAIRCUTS - BRIDAL T.D.

CAMPUS BANDS!!

Bill Fruth is compiling a list of all the bands on campus

Please contact him with information about your band

Call X3186 or visit the Student Activities Office

Wreathe out and touch someone.

Order EARLY. We deliver.

 Falas Balmy Wretched - $15.00
 Everlasting Wretched - Our most popular aromatic wreath.
 Everlasting Wretched - Generously made with an intricate blend of dried flowers. $21.50-$38.60-$60.00
 Grape Vine Wretched - Natural grape vine with a spiral of dried flowers and matching bow. Different sizes.
 Christmas Wretched - Handcrafted of German star cones and different shades of ribbon for the holidays or year-round. $14.50
 Cone Wreaths - Different Sizes.

Holiday Arrangements for Thanksgiving & Christmas, cut flowers, plants and gifts.

Pauline’s Bloomers

Tontine Mall, Brunswick
To order call: 725-5982
Major credit cards accepted
Opinion

opened Shot

Tortes at Bowdoin
By Brad Olsen

Coeducation. The college administration requires all student run organizations which desire official college recognition to adhere to its policies of coeducation. These policies dictate organizations must recognize both men and women as full and equal members. Unfortunately, the issue of coeducation and gender equality has menacingly reared its head in the past couple of weeks, embroiling one of the college's nine officially recognized fraternities in internal strife.

Over the past couple of weeks it has come to the attention of the administration and the college community at large that trouble has been brewing at the Beta house. The nature of this trouble, however, has only recently come to light. It seems what started as a matter of reported insensitivity on the part of some of the males — both current members of Beta and alumni — has blossomed into a full-blown controversy. Discord has stemmed from the fraternity's affiliation with a national organization which refuses to recognize women as full and equal members. This controversy carries serious implications not only for Beta but for the fraternity system as a whole.

The refusal of Beta's national to recognize Bowdoin's local chapter's women renders them second-class citizens. What has arisen out of this controversy is the sense that women will no longer tolerate anything but first-class citizenship. They went to their brothers seeking support in their struggle for equality. They received instead a message that the men of Beta were not interested in helping them reach an equal footing in the house if it meant separating the local chapter from a discriminatory national organization.

There is some confusion as to where the blame for this situation lies. Many of the women who have left the house are placing blame for the problem on the administration for forcing the houses to make a decision that the fraternities are supposedly not ready to make. They feel it is the system which the school established that has engendered the second-class status of women in many fraternities, which they are only now repudiating. They say now that the administration is partially to blame for strife in the house because they supposedly force the houses into decisions they are not ready to make. How do the demands of the administration differ from those of the women who left Beta in protest? Both say the fraternity must sever ties to the national organization if it will not admit women. Why become angry at the administration for asking the same of the fraternity that they do themselves?

We understand that there are as many misunderstandings as differences of opinion here, and that it is sad that friendships have to be put at risk and feelings must be hurt. We hope that the lack of communication which is for the most part at the root of this week's events is resolved, and regret that it took something like this to bring it about.

Well of course I think this recent hyped-up debate concerning the amount of emphasis placed upon tortes here at Bowdoin is essential. We must, I say, examine the facots involved with a critical eye and dispense with any unneeded scholastic baggage. With that in mind, it has recently been brought to the surface of the faculty a consciousness that perhaps too much value has been given to the importance of tortes as criteria for admission to Bowdoin. Some insight can put this healthy disagreement into a clearer perspective. Regardless of its triviality — is a positive thing. Controversy breeds reflection; reflection breeds counsel; counsel leads to addressing the possibility of change; and a possibility for change deters that dreaded stagnation. This recent tortes-at-Bowdoin dispute has sparked student activism, it has aroused the concern of administrators, it has given the faculty an opportunity to band together, and it has offered The Bowdoin Orient something about which to write. In form, it is a good thing.

We must however, turn away from the abstract and be dispite practical merits. Let us begin with definitions of the terms. Many arguments in this world are simply games of semantics — often times people are railing on about the wrong thing. Some of you may have been confusing the issues. We are not debating the value of tortes (you will notice the "e" on this word send.) A torte has no significant place at a liberal arts college; rather than for gastronomical purposes. Torte: n. a kind of rich round layer cake. A torte is a dessert and if you've been either supporting or attacking the amount of influence that tortes have here, then you have been barking up the wrong tree.

The controversy lies in the argued value of tortes here at Bowdoin. Let us now turn to the core of the issue and look into tortes and education.

Tortes have enjoyed a long history in the realm of higher learning. Their existence is logical. Whenever two or more people exist, friction arises. Human nature, as Hobbes of Rousseau or Freud will tell you, is such that people must work at peaceful coexistence. The problems are often cleanly straightened out through tortes — sometimes the tension between people just get ugly — and when the latter does occur, there is anger, verbal abuse, or, occasionally, Goldenilk, bloodshed. If there is a wronged person involved, it is his or her legal right to claim damages. That is where tortes enter in.

The students of colleges all across this great nation of ours have always had to deal with altercation. Bowdoin is no exception.

Henry W. Longellow (as my extensive research has uncovered) was once given a failing grade in poetry class simply because his toes were of exceptional length. (This of course, before he became famous; at that time creative writing was still taught at Bowdoin...) His frustration, as you can well imagine, must have been great. But it seems that he went right over to the English department and sought recompense.

George Washington, who many of you may not have known was a Bowdoin graduate, was once sent to the Dean of Students to face charges of having cut down trees behind Chi Psi. It was only after a long and expensive legal battle that it was discovered that the Chi Psi had done it themselves in some lumberlike pledge activity. Wouldn't you agree that George deserved to cry out as a torte victim and receive compensation?

So anyhow, the last goes on, in fact right into the present age and that once again takes us to the matter at hand. Do we, here at Bowdoin, put too great an emphasis on the need for proper freshmen/fresh women to be good at tortes?

To answer the question I sought out the advice of the administration, because the debate is so heated and fateful, I am forced to leave out their names — bear with me. Professor X mentioned the fact that many otherwise qualified high school seniors were never given enough of a chance to develop their torte skills. They were too busy with athletics or music, or perhaps just never found the need to seek legal justice. He explains, "We cannot, in my humble opinion, require a candidate to have been exposed to wrongdoing solely in order for us to be assured of his or her academic competence. To do so, would be dangerously analogous to fraying a toad in a skillset." His point is well-taken, though as always, there is dissent. Professor Y (also a variety sports coach) found little value in Mr. X's reasoning, claiming that we can only effectively teach young men and women who are well-versed in demanding justice. "It's a dog-eat-dog world out there," he maintained, and added that he "cannot see where the value of the frog analogy becomes relevant."

Well, the debate continues, and as you can see there are sound arguments on both sides. The people disagreed with the findings of the independent counsel that was brought into Brunswick this week. In theory this was a good one — it forces us to think. In context, I can only offer this factual treatise and pled with you to learn the truth about the issue and making up your mind. I hope my report has helped to clarify the subject.

Letter

Greason offers clueded lesson

Wednesday, November 9th marked the 50th anniversary of Kristallnacht, the "Night of Broken Glass". On this night Hitler's plans for the Jewish people were made clear, particularly the Lebensraum. All over Europe, hundreds of synagogues were destroyed and thousands of Jews were rounded up. From that point on the Jews lost all of their rights as human beings and started down the road toward the loss of 6 million members of their faith.

During Chapal Talk, President Greason gave us a lesson on the historical and moral implications. He talked about his experiences with Anti-Semitism as an undergraduate and as an administrator. His talk served to remind us that the great horror which climaxed during the reign of the Third Reich still has reverberations today.

The lessons President Greason offered was clouded, however, by the words which was sung at the beginning of the service. The choice of "The Church's One Foundation", a very Christian hymn, was made, in my opinion, quite violently. All over Europe, groups of people whose exclusion from society 50 years ago we were seeking to mourn and remember. I am not. In any case, the person who chose the hymn of being anti-Semitic. I just find it insensitive and disrespectful that such a tradition could ever occur with any knowledge of the significance of the days events. This hymn should be used at Chapel Talk, a gathering which should be for all members of the Bowdoin community, not just the Christian ones.

Laura R. Racer '89
Athletics ratings defended

In last week's Orient, quite a bit of space was given to the subject of the role athletics should play in the admissions process. In fact, the topic was so important that it even drew a response from Kevin Wesley, athletic director. After reading the letter discussing the situation, I was pleased to see that he decided to go beyond the topic of admissions and discuss the entire issue of balancing sport and scholarship.

Admit this ordeal the women who have become the center of the controversy. A great deal of courage is required as a member of the college community to speak out. But it is important that we do not shy away from this challenge. We must stand together and support each other as we work towards a more inclusive and equitable future.

First, the most utilitarian of the factors that cause me to be engaged in this subject is the fact that if a college's athletics is justified is that the fact that its success on the playing field leads alumni to increase their donations to the college coffers. Without these donations, Bowdoin may not have funds to support the many programs that students need and have come to be an essential part of their education.

Second, there is no question that there are many known future enjoyment in the form of athletic success. The future enjoyment is not limited to the players themselves, but also extends to the fans who attend games and support the team's efforts. Athletics can provide a sense of community and belonging.

De-emphasize?

A headline in the Portland Evening Press on November 8, 1988, "Bowdoin votes to de-emphasize athletics." This seemingly small headline is a reminder of the larger role that athletics play in our lives. Can Bowdoin "de-emphasize" athletics any more than that?

Thomas Payson '92

No, we cannot fully de-emphasize athletics from our lives. Athletics is an integral part of the college experience and provides a means for students to develop important life skills. However, we must strike a balance. Athletics should not overshadow the academic mission of the college.

One way to achieve this balance is by focusing on developing programs that are specifically designed to support and enhance the educational experience. For example, we could consider offering a variety of extracurricular activities that emphasize skill development and teamwork over competitive success.

We should also consider implementing measures to reduce the financial burden of varsity athletics, such as reallocating funds from other areas of the budget. This would allow us to allocate resources more effectively and support a broader range of student experiences.

Patriot sparks controversy

Election shows superiority of conservatism

We find it distressing that Asher Millin's letter in this week's edition is opposed to the worthy ideals set forth in Christopher Briggs' last letter. As such, Asher expresses that dangerously liberal point of view that is a threat to the nation's right and wrong and that has come to be accepted as mainstream thinking.

The very notion of one's beliefs being elevated above those of others on the average, simply the possibility that he was at least as well informed as Kevin Wesley. Of course, We have seen both sides of the argument and feel strongly that there are valid arguments on both sides. Furthermore, We want everyone to have the opportunity to express their views.

We should be wary of allowing the culture to become a tool for conservatives who wish to silence progressive voices. We must stand up for those who are being marginalized and work towards creating a more inclusive and equitable society.

Accusations questioned

I feel that a great many people have been wronged. The very notion of Asher Millin's letter is that we are not being fair to him. In addition, I would like to emphasize the importance of being fair and unbiased in our discussions.

Miller allegations rebutted

In response to Asher Miller's letter in this publication last week, I would like to state that while I am not a conservative, I do not agree with his claims. Miller's letter is particularly concerning because it aims to intentionally slander someone because of their color or religion. The expression "good little boy" is too familiar and can be used to describe anyone of the male sex. It is not who we sit in America, a country which has, in this last presidential election, exhibited the superiority of Western Civilization over other cultures and the superior value of traditional values.

I am not implying that Zeman should be "arrogant" in writing his article or that he is not admirable. In addition to calling me a "traitor" or a "moron" on his letter, I am not criticizing his argument. I am merely questioning the accuracy of his claims and the validity of his conclusions.

I have not seen any evidence that Zeman's accusations are true. Furthermore, I have not seen any evidence that Zeman's letter is anything more than an attempt to stir up controversy and create a facade of truth.

I believe that the best way to address these allegations is to focus on the facts and the arguments put forth in both letters. We must be open to considering different perspectives and viewpoints in order to have a truly meaningful dialogue.

I encourage everyone to engage in respectful and productive discussions, and to approach these difficult topics with an open mind. We must strive to find common ground and work towards creating a more just and equitable society for all.
Pander

(Continued from page 11)

Indeed, the smoke did not activate
smoke detection devices at stairwell
landings as the smoke was largely
contained in the elevator entrance
areas by the fire doors. It was
determined that the greatest
concentration of smoke was on the
15th and 16th floors. This was
misleading to both Security and the
Brunswick Fire Department as the
source was 16 floors away in the
basement. A coordinated search of
the building was conducted by
Security and Brunswick Fire
Department and the fire was located.
Simultaneously, an evacuation
process was initiated.

Elevators throughout campus
are checked on a monthly or more
frequent basis by Otis Elevator
technicians and re-certified annually
by the State prior to the fall
semester each year. A copy of
the inspection certificates are
normally placed in our elevators.
The original is on file in the
Physical Plant Electric Shop. Part
of their routine maintenance is to
clear debris from the bottom of
the elevator shafts. The accumulation
observed in November 8 was
greater than any other time,
according to the Otis Elevator
technician. These areas are now
being checked regularly by
Bowdoin College Physical Plant
personnel as well as Otis Elevator
representatives and cleaned as
necessary.

The alarm/power failure on
August 31, 1990 was quite a different
matter. On that night at about 10:40
p.m. the campus experienced a
power failure. The emergency
power for Coles Tower is not
battery operated, as is common
throughout the rest of the campus,
but is supplied by a generator. When
the electricity failed, the large switch
controlling the emergency
generator failed, causing an arc,
some heat (and a burning smell)
and therefore did not connect with
the generator properly. The result
was that the fire alarm system
was still supplied with electricity
and could not operate.

In response to this
circumstance, the 24 year old
switching mechanism was replaced.
Residence Hall staff, who normally
assist with evacuations, have been
provided with flashlights and
"Cybillene" light sticks which
will provide ambient light for stairwells.
Also, a backup power supply will be
installed, obviating the need to depend
solely on the generator for the fire alarm
system emergency back up power.
Such a total system failure is extremely rare
since all emergency generators are
tested every two weeks and the
transfer switches are tested once a
year (prior to the start of each semester).
Additional steps that are being
taken include a redundant system in the
system that should allow rapid evacuation
of Coles Tower.

It should be noted that the
College has taken efforts in
conjunction with the Brunswick Fire
Department to significantly
improve the fire alarm early
warning systems in Coles Tower.
Since the late 1970's the College has
added a state of the art high rise fire
alarm system, and continues to
upgrade it as deemed appropriate.
This past summer the College
invested nearly $17,000 to provide
the ability to identify the zone within
the Tower where an alarm has been
activated thus providing quicker
response to the fire scene.
Over the past several years smoke detectors
were added to student sleeping areas
and new smoke detector heads installed
in the entrance area of
each suite.

Both incidents point out the
importance of the fire safety
systems and have caused positive
changes to be made. Rewarding to
us is the seriousness with which
residents view this situation. If
members of the Bowdoin
community have any safety
suggestions or questions they
should contact either of us at
any time.

David N. Barbour
Director, Physical Plant
Michael S. Pander
Director, Campus Security
Mitchell ’54 elected Senate majority leader

George Mitchell, a graduate of the class of 1954, was elected by his Democratic colleagues in the Senate to the post of majority leader Tuesday. This week’s victory confirms Mitchell’s status as one of the most powerful behind-the-scenes players in the congressional arena, and assures him increasing control over the party’s Senate agenda in the 105th Congress.

Mitchell won the vote in a closed-caucus session of the 55 Democratic senators who were called to a successor to Robert Byrd, Democrat from West Virginia, the outgoing majority leader.

The majority leader helps to define the Democratic agenda, and is responsible for guiding legislation through the Senate. He also serves as the Democrats’ spokesman for their goals and objectives.

The vote Tuesday was the culmination of a seven-month campaign for the position after Byrd announced in April that he would step down to concentrate his energies on his role as the chair of the Senate Appropriations Committee.

– Mitchell’s Bowdoin days –

A scrappy back-up guard for the Bowdoin Polar Bear basketball team tried his best match the ball-handling skills of two brothers whose exploits on the court had won them awards, but his statistics

for his senior year show that his

talent lay elsewhere.

George John Mitchell, Jr., a member of the class of 1954, and recently elected to the post of Senate Majority Leader, majored in history, played basketball, was an active member of a fraternity and served as a proctor his senior year.

Mitchell played in eight of 18 games his senior year, scoring eight points the entire season, averaging one point a game, and committing

ten fouls. The team finished with a

9-9 record.

However, Mitchell also served on the team for the three years previous, garnering a much better season his junior year. The February

18, 1953 Bowdoin Orient ran an article with the headline, “The Polar Bear

Quintet blasted by Trinity, UNH, 87-58, 80-77.” The article noted

Mitchell’s accurate shooting, and

went on to tell about the game

Senate Majority Leader George

Mitchell shown in a 1960 photo.

(Continued on page 2)

Increase in size of student body debated

TANYA WEINSTEIN

ORIENT Assoc. News Editor

According to Dean of Planning and Administration Thomas Hochschild, the College community may decide to increase the size of the college by 250 students by the year 2000.

The question of the size of the current student body has been debated for several years, Hochschild said. Over the years, some members of the college community have expressed the opinion that the size of the administration and student body offered to students is large enough to accommodate a larger student body.

A Long Range Planning Council was formed to look at the issue. The Council is composed of 12-14 members, including representatives from the Governing Boards and Board of Overseers, alumni council, faculty, administration and students.

At the Council’s last meeting in July there was a mandated review of the decision to increase student body. The Council concluded, however, that the increase because it needs the three possible growth can be made.

“Without student body to the 1990’s.

Hochschild explained, “A final

closure of what the optimum size of the college should be will then be come true if the college grows by 250 students.”

“We want to stress that this is totally theoretical...at this point there is no plan in place for Bowdoin to increase the size of the college,” he added.

Hochschild continued, however, “If we were to increase, we would probably want to diversify the student body.”

An addendum Paper will be distributed this week to all faculty and Board members. It is composed of three parts: the first is the anticipated impact on the academic program by an increase. The second part covers student life issues. The third part is the financial impact on the college by the increase.

The College would look at several areas of concern if the student body were to increase 250 students. Once of these areas would be to add 20-25 faculty members to keep the student-faculty ratio at 12:1.

He added this would increase the range of courses offered. It would also strengthen departments that are currently weakened when faculty retire and are not replaced. It also would send the argument that the nature of the college would change, as a larger student body would provide for more intimacy. “No one can predict what the nature of the college could be (with an increase),” he said. “We can look at other similar schools...but Bowdoin is exactly like Bowdoin.”

However, Hochschild said intimations might be sacrificed for something better, such as adding more courses and increasing the course load of which a smaller student body cannot currently major.

The College is not considering this increase because it needs the additional students, he said. “We simply cannot look at this as a new revenue stream...there are identifiable costs that go along with the increase in students.”

The College is able to sustain its real growth rate of one percent the past 10 years, three percent in investments, and only partly from tuition. Although tuition seems to be the most obvious money to keep up with costs, Hochschild explained.

He added there is no indication at this time what the Council will decide. He concluded, “By going to the total consensus and asking of their wisdom we can arrive at the best answer. We wouldn’t do this unless there was a general consensus that Bowdoin would be a better place by adding to the student body.”

Exec board discussing campus lighting

CATHY STANLEY

ORIENT Contributing Editor

Michael Pander, director of Bowdoin Security, prepared a draft plan for campus lights and met with faculty, students, and the College’s Lighting Task Force on Wednesday. He explained that the College would use 60% of the College’s electrical budget on lighting, and that the College would use only $300,000 to buy and install new fixtures. The College would save $200,000 per year on the energy costs if the College switched to a more efficient lighting system.

Pander said funds had been provided in next year’s budget to purchase new lights. The College will use the board whether a shuttle to town or Cook’s Corner would be used often. Board members and present campus representatives thought it would be utilized enough to be worthwhile.

Albert Baxter, a student and member of the College’s Lighting Task Force, said, “I think the College should consider the possibility of using a combination of lights.”

At this week’s Executive Board meeting, the issue of the need for more campus lighting was raised for any student interested in the position. Three photography students attended Monday’s meeting to apply for a charter for the photography magazine, “No Light.”

One student, Ed Hard, said that Charter was granted to allow (Continued on page 3)
Mitchell

(Continued from page 1)

against the UNH Wildcats, "George Mitchell topped the Polar Bear scorers with 15 points in his best performance of the season." The February 25 Orient carried a box score for a 63-73 Williams win, which gave Mitchell three goals and a free throw, for a total of seven points. The fans also saw the Polar Bears defeat a team from Brunswick Naval Air Station, 81-56. The season, however, was not as successful. The final record for the 1952-53 team was 5-12.

Mitchell was awarded a varsity letter for basketball that year, and the Orient named Mitchell as one of the returning lettermen who would form the nucleus of the team next year.

However, Mitchell was essentially absent from the pages of Orient basketball coverage for his senior year, and the box scores show Mitchell did not match his success of the previous year.

William Cohen, class of '62, is another Maine senator who played basketball during his Bowdoin days, but enjoyed more success on the hoops court than his senior colleague. "Billy" Cohen was a star of the team, collecting numerous double-digit games, including a 25-point game against Maine, and a 17-point game in the state championship against Colby.

Mitchell was a member of the Sigma Nu fraternity, which had just recently moved into its new house after selling its old house to Alpha Phi Rho Upsilon. The Sigma Nu house was later bought by the college and is now better known to students as Baxter House. He served as treasurer for the house the fall of his senior year and is now better known to students as Baxter House. He served as treasurer for the house the fall of his senior year and is now better known to students as Baxter House. He served as treasurer for the house the fall of his senior year and is now better known to students as Baxter House.

The September 30 Orient reported that the Sigma Nu house had one of the lowest grade averages on campus. The campus average was 2.90, while the Sigma Nu had a 2.08. The highest average on campus belonged to the independents with 3.77.

Compiled by Al Mauro

The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program seeks to promote mutual understanding between Japan and the U.S. by inviting young native speakers of English to Japan for a year to teach English in the local junior high and senior high school levels.

Term: One year, August 1, 1989 - July 31, 1990
Eligibility Requirements:
U.S. citizenship
Age under 35 as of August 1, 1989
At least a B.A. degree as of August 1, 1989
Applications must be postmarked no later than December 15, 1988.
For further information and applications, please contact Elizabeth Scharfer at the Japanese Consulate in Boston (617) 973-9772, or Chris Lucas at the J.E.T. Office at the Embassy in Washington, (202) 399-6779

The Student Judiciary Board will be conducting interviews for Juniors who will be studying away next semester.

The positions that are open are:

1989 - 1990 Sr Voting Member
1989 - 1990 Sr Alternate Member

Interviews will be conducted on Friday, December 9.

Interested individuals should sign up at the Coles Tower Desk.

Any questions, contact Ann Marie St. Peter X3921

Terrorists raid freshman seminar

Bowdoin freshmen who might have been slumbering in their morning government seminar class Wednesday were rudely awakened when a bomb jolted them into alertness just in time to see their professor dragged off by a group of gun-toting terrorists.

Dr. Allen Springer, Bowdoin’s professor of international government, was abducted from his freshman seminar Wednesday morning. Springer was approached by the conclusion of his lecture on the “The Ayatollah’s 10 steps to Martyrdom” when the incident took place. At precisely 11:23 AM a loud intermediary device exploded near the back of the Hubbard Hall conference room. The device was detonated by a member of the terrorist group who had cleverly infiltrated the classroom.

Springer’s students were relieved to learn that the abduction was an academic exercise concocted by seniors enrolled in Government 362, a senior seminar on terrorism taught by assistant professor Shaleen Ayubi.

As the startled freshmen attempted to discern what had happened, a group of heavily armed “terrorists” entered, immediately secured the room, and captured the terrified Springer. The terrorists, claiming to represent “The Radical Association of Students for Tolerable Academics” (RASTA), distributed leaflets containing their demands. RASTA stated their objective was to combat the acute overcrowding in government classes and to demand the institution of an academic senate to control student learning.

Students in Assistant Professor Ayubi’s terrorism class staged a surprise attack on Professor Springer’s freshman seminar Wednesday morning, goes into the execution of a successful terrorist attack. In fact, the attack went off without any difficulties, and the entire operation lasted only a few seconds. The students were quite surprised by the event, and there were no attempts to resist. Springer was taken to Coles Tower where he was released unharmed.

Springer, who had been alerted prior to the attack, commented that “the abduction was very realistic, it was the most professional kidnapping I have experienced.”

Dean of Students Kenneth A. Lewallen remarked that “the exercise was a creative way to learn which involved the students.”

We have Christmas Stocking Kits!

Just off campus at the foot of Noble St.

Come fill up your Christmas Stocking

at

Tontine Fine Candies

We are in the Tontine Mall

1024 Washington

Bath, Maine 04530


Open year round $50 - $75
207-443-5202

Call for reservations.
Nixon counsel discuses impeachment

JACK CAHILL
ORIENT News Editor

A bit of the history of the Watergate hearings carried to Bowdoin Wednesday night when James J. двигал, special counsel to Richard M. Nixon from January to August 1970. spoke on the impeachment process in Jaggot Lounge.

St. Clair, a graduate of the University of Illinois and Harvard Law School, was the inaugural speaker in Bowdoin’s lecture series on Contemporary Crisis in American Constitutional Law. Stated to speak in the spring are Federal Judge Frank Cuffin in February and Sen. George Mitchell S’74, the recently elected Senate Majority Leader, in April.

St. Clair spoke of his personal involvement with the process by which the committee in the House of Representatives voted articles of impeachment on Nixon for “high crimes and misdemeanors,” as provided for in the Constitution. He described the process by which the term “high crimes and misdemeanors” was defined by the committee.

“Then language used in the Constitution is borrowed from English law,” St. Clair said, explaining that the term has a specific meaning in English law and the job of the House committee was to define it for the purposes of determining whether to vote for impeachment and for Nixon’s possible trial in the Senate.

St. Clair said that subsequent study of precedent cases in English law convinced him the term was intended to indicate “not only high crimes but other egregious non-criminal conduct.” But he added that “simple maladministration-doing a bad job as president—is not proper basis for impeachment.”

Eventually the committee decided that each member of the House and Senate should decide for himself what an impeachable offense is: “In my mind, a totally irresponsible process,” according to St. Clair.

St. Clair described some of the charges Nixon faced, ranging from the bombing of Cambodia and obstruction of justice to tax return irregularities and an illegal price increase allowed McDonald’s after a price freeze. He said the White House found out about the charges the president faced by reading the newspapers. “There was no process of notification as you would expect in a normal court,” he said.

The lengthy nature of the committee hearings process was, according to St. Clair, one of the reasons Nixon chose to resign instead of facing a possible trial in the Senate. Although the two-thirds majority required to convict Nixon on article of impeachment was by no means certain, the president would have been crippled in office.

“In my view, this was one of the reasons the president chose to resign rather than going through that process—so that the president would not be out of business, to speak, while the government was in a serious situation in the international scene.”

“I think ultimately the president’s decision was completely justified,” St. Clair said.

St. Clair also praised Nixon for his decision to turn over a number of tapes made of conversations in his office after he attempted to deny himself before the Supreme Court on grounds of executive privilege. “He believes in the law and always did believe in the law. I hope you’ll forgive a few words in his defense, but I believe he made a very fine decision in this case.”

ExeC-

(Continued from page 1)

the magazine 50 dollars for this semester. The organizers will request additional funds in the spring to publish the magazine composed of 30-30 photographs taken by Bowdoin students.

Also on the agenda at Monday’s meeting was an incident which took place at the recent Lip Sync Contest that angered and offended some members of the college community organizations. A motion was made to arrange an open forum to discuss racism on campus, but was defeated 2-12.

Some members feared concentrating too much on specific people and instances rather than the issue at hand. “We don’t want to turn it into a witch trial,” one Board member said.

On other business, Chairman Andrew Winter ’89 received a memo from Dean Kenan Lewallen about the literature service. “Dean Lewallen stated in his memo that he supports and recommends an optional personal service for the ’89-’90 school year,” Winter said. Students who opt for this policy would have to pay a higher fee than was charged in previous years.

Among other items discussed in Monday’s meeting were furniture for the Student Activities Room, and a possible bocce-dinner line at Cokes Tower to speed up the serving process.

HAIR CUT-A-THON

Downtown Plaza
Coifures
176 Maine St.

Sunday, Dec 4
1:00-4:00p.m.

Proceeds to benefit the Merrymeeting AIDS Project

Sponsored by the Bath/Brunswick Cosmetologists Association
A happy holiday offer.

**ESTEE LAUDER MAKEUP ORIGINALS**

An over $90 value.

Yours for only $22.50 with any Estée Lauder fragrance purchase.

Shades of the new year. **MAKEUP ORIGINALS** from Estée Lauder. A collection of truly original colors. Imaginatively put together to help you put together uncommonly fashionable looks for lips, eyes, cheeks, nails, including all the artist's tools and brushes. Everything it takes to make makeup an original art form.

It's all in the sleek frosted white case: six Pressed Satin Eyeshadows, Luscious Creme Mascara, Eye Contouring Pencil, Perfect-Line Lip Pencil, two Tender Blushers, three All-Day Lipsticks and two Polished Performance Nail Lacquers. And to help you perfect the look, there's a new adorable Estée Lauder artist's brush.

Come in for your offer from Monday through Saturday. **Offer expires December 18th.** One to a customer. All prices subject to change without notice. All products made in the U.S.A. 1st floor, Cosmetics.

FREE Estée Lauder and Clinique makeovers available — call our Senter's cosmetic dept. today for an appointment! 735-5558.

---

**The Bowdoin Orient**

Friday, December 2

7:30 p.m. Concert, Bowdoin College Community Orchestra, Zoe Minn, assistant professor of music, conductor. Program features concert premiere of a piano concerto by Vivian Fine with Martin Petry on the piano. A work by composer Juul Smith with Cynthia M. Holt '89, student and guest conductor, and works by George Chadwick and Felix Mendelssohn. Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall.

5 p.m. The Portland Ballet Company presents The Nutcracker. Student rate: $6. City Theater in Biddeford: 205 Maine St. For more information, 772-9671. 8 p.m. Vladimir Mayakovsky-A Tragedy, A 35-minute performance by members of the faculty and students incorporating cubist art, video, music, poetry, and dance, Whitney. 8 p.m. Concert, Portland String Quartet, Baptist Church, High Street, Portland. For more information, 761-1522. 9 p.m. Benefit Dance for underprivileged children of the Bath-Brunswick area. Disc Jockey: Brian James, with WBWM Main Lounge, MU.

Saturday, December 3

5 p.m. Spanish Dinner and slide show, sponsored by the International Club, International House, 30 College Street. 7:30-10 p.m. Film. A Boy Named Charlie Brown. Kesgrave. Admission $1. 8 p.m. Vladimir Mayakovsky-A Tragedy. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

8 p.m. Performance, Bath-Brunswick Folk Club’s annual Yuletide Celebration with Maine’s Folk Group, Castledale. A Celtic Christmas Celebration, Chocolate Church, The Center for the Arts, 804 Washington St., Bath. Tickets: $7. For information, 729-1515.

Sunday, December 4


---

**Sugaloaf Corporate Ticket Program**

**Adult lift tickets**

Regularly $31

Now $25

**Junior lift ticket (ages 7-14)**

Now $12

Tickets available Mon. - Fri., 8:30 - 5:00 in the Events/Scheduling Office.

---

**Wreath out and touch someone.**

All Wreaths can be shipped by us.

Order EARLY. We deliver.**
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Hockey preps for colby tournament

GREG HOSTETTER

ORIENT Contributor

Co-captains Kathy McPherson '89 and Liz Cahn '89 lead the 1988 Bowdoin Women's Ice Hockey team into a campaign that promises only gains from last year. This is more a comment on a refined returning nucleus and a strong freshman class than last year's accomplishments.

The most prominent addition to the team is Lee Hunnacker as head coach. "Our youth will be a positive factor," said the first-year coach. "We're hoping to enthusiastic from the start."

Helping Hunnacker with the coaching duties will be Dana Burnett '89. Burnett replaces last year's popular assistant, Ian Riddon '88. Missing this year will be standout Kathy McCormick '88, lost to graduation, and four others, due to return next semester.

Returning letterwinners include forwards Sheila Carroll '90, Cahn, Sarah Russell '91, and Pers Eaton '91. For the defensewomen, Laura Fonk '91, Nancy Groverson '91, and Laurie Parlak are expected to lead the way.

Leary for the Polar Bears will be the talented tandem of Suzanne Walker '91 and McPherson. Erin Miller '91 will be returning next semester and is expected to contribute.

Adding a welcome punch to this year's edition are three strong freshmen. Katie Allen and Helen Payne are expected to make an impact on the Bowdoin offense while Maggie O'Sullivan has earned a spot in the top two defense pairings.

"The freshmen will be a major factor in our offense from the opening faceoff," Hunnacker said. "We're confident they can handle the responsibilities given to them and we think they can help improve our team immediately."

Lately, the team has been busy with early scrimmages. They beat the U-Maine club team easily, 10-0. McPherson commented on the early outlook for the team, "We have been skating hard, the defense is experienced, there are many great freshmen, and great shooters about."

The optimism is high for a successful season which begins this weekend at the Colby College women's hockey tournament where the Bears will face Colby, Boston University, Bowdoin College, and MIT.

Women's hockey team begins its season with scrimmage against U-Maine. Photo by Dave Wilby.

Polar Bears trounce St. Anselm

Hawks in hockey home opener, 7-2

MITCH PRICE

ORIENT Contributor

"The Bowdoin men's hockey team opened its season on the road over the Thanksgiving break and recorded a weekend split of games against UCONN and Babson. The Polar Bears then returned to Brunswick where they defeated St. Anselm in the home opener at Dayton Arena."

Four power play goals led the Polar Bears to a 5-2 win over UCONN in Storrs, Conn. last Friday night. Special teams play was the story of the night as Bowdoin was 4-7 on the power play and added a shorthanded goal, while the UCONN Huskies added two power play goals of their own.

Bowdoin spotted the Huskies two first period goals but trailed 2-0 going into the second period. The Polar Bears got untracked in the second period though, and scored four goals, all of them on the power play.

Brendan Hickey '89 scored the first Bowdoin goal of the year at 4:42, assisted by Co-Captain Kevin Potter '89 and newcomer Steve Kashian '92. Potter and Kashian hooked up a little over a minute later with Potter getting the goal and Kashian drawing the assist at 5:53. Freshman defenseman Peter Kravchuk '92 scored what proved to be the game-winner at 8:54, with Thomas Johansson '91 and Brad Chin '91 assisting on Kravchuk's first goal in a Polar Bear uniform.

Co-Captain Kevin Powers '92 drilled Bowdoin's fourth power play goal of the period at 11:28, assisted by Jeff Wood '91 and Paul Nelson '90. Johansson added an unassisted shorthanded goal in the third period to close out the scoring. Steve Janas '99 made 25 saves in goal for Bowdoin.

Bowdoin jumped out to a 3-0 first period lead against the Hawks and never looked back as seven different Polar Bears lit the lamp for Coach Terry Meagher. Also Carkner '90 (assisted by Hickey and Jim Pincock '90), Coneyvey (Wood, Chin), and Kashian (Wood, Hockey) were the first period marksmen, while Johansson (Kashian, Vin Mirasolo '91) and Delaney (Powers) notched second period goals. Pincock (Hickey, Kurt Liebhich '90) and Powers (Delaney, Pincock) closed out the scoring for Bowdoin in the third period.

Janas made 22 saves in improving his record in Dayton Arena to a perfect 17-0. Bowdoin upped its record to 2-1 on the year, while St. Anselm, which has started the season on a brutal eight-game road swing, fell to 3-4.

Coach Meagher and Polar Bear fans should be pleased with the opening three games of the season. The only loss came on the road at the hands of a tough Babson team which was already playing in its eighth game of the season. In the first three games, the Bowdoin power play was 10 for 18 and it was a pleasant surprise so early in the season; and the newcomers to the Polar Bear line-up all were impressive, as each of the five first-year players who saw action recorded at least a point.

Bowdoin has two home games remaining before Christmas; the Polar Bears host New England College on Saturday at 4 p.m. and entertain arch-rival Colby on Wednesday, December 7 at 7 p.m.

SATURDAY'S SLATE

men's basketball v Tufts A
women's basketball v Tufts A
women's hockey Colby Tournament A
men's hockey v New England College H 4:00
women's track v Bates, Bentley H 1:00
men's track v Bates Bently H 1:00
women's swimming v Clark, H Sunday 1:00
men's swimming v Babson A
men's squash Bowdoin Invitational H 9:00
wrestling v M.I.T., Wesleyan, Norwich A

FREDY EARNED ALL-AMERICA STATUS AT NCAA NATIONALS

PAT FORSTER

ORIENT Contributor

Marilyn Fredy '91 capped a strong sophomore cross-country season by placing 13th at the NCAA Div. Ill Nationals held in St. Louis on November 19th. It was Fredy's second appearance in as many seasons at the national event; last fall she placed 29th.

Fredy's finish earned her All-America honors for the first time in her career. The top 25 runners were given that distinction. Fredy became only the third Bowdoin woman to receive such distinction in cross-country. The others are Jane Patrick '82 and Joan Benoit Samuelson '79.

Fredy covered the 3.1 mile course in a time of 18 minutes, 32 seconds. Cold, rainy conditions made it a tough day for fast times.

Head Coach Pete Slovenski witnessed Fredy's performance and was greatly pleased with her improved finish this fall.

"She jumped 16 places from last year and this wasn't one of her stronger days," Slovenski said. "She's definitely one of the best cross-country racers in all of New England."

There was no sophomore jinx for Fredy in 1988. Her achievement in St. Louis is the final piece to a season that concluded All-NESCAC, All-ECAC, All-New England Div. III, and All-New England Div. I.
A number of incidents which have occurred this semester on campus have served to highlight the problem of racism at Bowdoin. They came to a head this past week when a lip-sync contest conducted by the Student Union Committee included an act featuring a singer wearing blackface in order to impersonate Aretha Franklin. Several members of the college community were offended when they saw or heard about the act.

We believe these feelings are entirely justified. Blacks at Bowdoin are a tiny minority, and must be vocal in expressing their concerns in an environment which may be less than sensitive to their needs. Racism at Bowdoin is not a matter of malice, for the most part. It is rather a matter of ignorance. Just as there are few black students at Bowdoin, and even fewer blacks in the administration or on faculty, there is little awareness of the concerns of these members of our community.

Non-black students often have difficulty understanding the needs of blacks. We congratulate the blacks at Bowdoin who have spoken up in the past week for trying their best to share with us their feelings and goals, and call on them to continue to do so. It is only with this constant help that the college as a whole can become the place it should be: a forum for the free exchange of ideas, for kicking over the traces which limit us and to open students to new ideas and cultures.

Only by sharing our pasts with others can we reap the full benefits of diversity and make our Bowdoin experience complete.

Racism intolerable in any form

Franklin Pierce, watch out.

Your status as the Bowdoin alumnus who has enjoyed the most clout on the campus over the past 110 years is in danger. This week’s election of George John Mitchell ‘54 to the post of Senate Majority Party Leader makes him one of the most influential players in the congressional arena, leading the Democratic party, which controls the 101st Congress and the man who will set its agenda for years to come.

Pierce’s record as president is less than stellar (as was his academic performance at Bowdoin, despite the fact that he graduated third in his class, he was at one point in danger of failing out), but Mitchell’s rise to Senate power has been almost meteoric, following his performance in last year’s Iran-Contra hearings.

For a small college, Bowdoin has a most distinguished record in the history of American politics, having produced a number of congressional leaders, cabinet members and Supreme Court justices as well as a president. But she has in some ways been less than conscious in recognizing her sons and daughters who have contributed to their nation in the following ways.

In the past, this could be explained by social conventions. We have Hawthorne-Longfellow Library and no Pierce Hall because for many years, politics was not considered a profession for gentlemen, and the world of letters was far more high-minded.

In today’s world of politics, this may be even more true—the events of the past twenty years can hardly have added luster to the student-public service. And it is exactly for this reason that the college needs, at this point, to urge its graduates to consider the field of public service, and by hiring one of her most intrepid sons, George John Mitchell.

In the catalogue of the college, the Bowdoin Prize enjoys first place among honors and distinctions. It is a premium to be awarded not more than once every five years to a former student or graduate of the college or a member of its faculty who has been recognized as having won national and not merely local distinction, and who has "made during the period the most distinctive contribution in any field of human endeavor."

We call upon the college to honor Senator Mitchell, a man of conscience and an inspiration to those who seek to make a better world in which to live and grow—be it the campus or the nation.

Mitchell deserves Bowdoin Prize

The College exercises no control over the content of the student writings contained herein and neither it, nor the faculty assumes any responsibility for the views expressed herein.
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Opinion

Under the Pines
By Kevin Wesley

Is it just a game?

An Open Letter:

Dear Ann,

I saw you standing by the fence, not paying attention to the Thanksgiving morning activities close at hand. While our football team was marching toward the State Championship game, you were scanning the stands. You, like most alumni in attendance, were trying to see who was back for The Game—who was engaged, who was married, who looked hotter, who looked lighter, who hadn’t changed.

I saw you out of the corner of my eye, but I couldn’t bring myself to fight the crowd in order to say hello. There have been enough games between us in the past, and the only game I wanted to deal with was the one on the field.

It’s been a long time, Ann. Do you remember what it was like five years ago, when we’d stay up late, calling each other behind our parents’ backs, talking about nothing in particular, just enjoying each other’s voices? Do you remember our work breaks, when we’d take short walks outside, sitting on the old picnic table, trying to forget about those near deadlines, trying to avoid each other’s stories. We were always trying.

In our adolescence, we were consumed by each other. The scenery of us telling to express whom we felt to the other. We talked ourselves out of a romantic relationship by saying it would ‘ruin our friendship.’ Instead, we dated others from time to time, straying away from our relationship, but like most great friends, we never let personal growth interfere with our feelings for each other.

In the first two years of our friendship, there was only one moment of weakness. Do you remember, Ann? I had just grabbed my diploma. High school was over, and I was leaving the field—the same field where I saw you last week—when you stopped me and said, “Can we talk?”

You held hands as we walked to your old favorite restaurant. Sitting on the grass outside your 4th grade room, we kissed for the first time and only. High school definitely was over.

Something changed. I don’t know when it occurred. I went away to Bowdoin, you stayed in school. We said we would write, call, having some late-night talks. We didn’t. We said we’d try to stay close. We didn’t. You graduated, went to Wellesley College. You remembered that phone call last fall, don’t you? Ann? I was sorry for that thread article. Did I hurt you? Did you think I was referring to you, Ann? I wasn’t. It wasn’t a game, it was a big, big misunderstanding.

Well, halftime rolled around, Ann, and I was getting cold. I decided to grab a cup of coffee. I saw you say my name towards you. It was inevitable, Ann, we were going to pass each other. I wish we could have met somewhere else. Anywhere else. I wish we could have been alone, but there were 12,000 other people here for The Game. I wish you hadn’t been with your ex-boyfriend. I wish I hadn’t been with my girlfriend. I wished a lot of things, I said, “Hi Ann, how are you?”

I just wish you had answered me.

SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT DEPT.—This is December, but Mother Nature seems to have forgotten. I’m not complaining, because any minute now, we’ll be up to our Bean boots in the snow—flush-mud connection which seems to be on the ground until late April. But it’s nice to see that students are enjoying the sunny weather. Yesterday, a Hardy group of freshmen, led by Emily Green (I told you I’d put it in) paraded in front of the Polar Bear statue dressed in shorts and shirts. Maybe they wanted to prove to their friends at UCLA or Miami University that Maine college students can get a Christmas tan? Good, guys.

THOUGHTS WHILE SINGING DEPT.—I may be biased on this one, but there will be two great concerts next weekend to kick off reading week. The first is the annual Christmas Vespers concert in the Chapel Friday, Dec 9 at 4 and 7:30 p.m. The concert will feature readings by President A. LeRoy Greason and Christmas music of the Spanish Renaissance by the Chamber Choir.

The second concert will be Saturday, Dec 10 at 8 p.m. in Pickard Theater, featuring Bowdoin’s a cappella singing groups in their annual Christmas concert. The Meddiechipmunks will be performing several hot new arrangements of Robert Shaw and the House Martins, and the words around Gibson Hall is that Miscellaneous will be as good as ever, unless they have a date at the White House that weekend.
Letters

Lip sync act called racist; students apologize

Student performers were unaware

On this past Friday night we attempted to lip sync Aretha Franklin. Not only did we do a terrible job, but we offended a portion of the crowd in the process. We felt that by painting the lead singer's face we would appear more credible. We were trying to add humor to our act by using the black face as our focus, and we sincerely apologize for not thinking it through.

However, not thinking about the consequences of our actions may have been the worst aspect of the whole incident. We were not aware of the issue, or at least to its sensitivity here on campus. At home is probably the core of the crowd's discontent. And now that we realize what we have inadvertently caused we hope the apology, and hope that this occurrence harmed no one.

Carson Spencer '92
Charles Nock '92
Michael Abbott '92

Afro-Am calls act, Patriot article offensive

This letter is in response to the lip sync performance last Friday and a phrase that appeared in this section's recent edition. Mr. Black, a student at Bowdoin, is a "good little boy."

In these two separate incidents the justification for the actions was the same—"we didn't know." They perpetuated the idea that their actions or statements could be found offensive and derogatory to the Afro-American population of the college community. Although we accept the apology of the students involved in the lip sync performance as (to a lesser extent, to other students, an apology has not yet been received), let it be known that we do not forgive nor accept as a valid excuse for racist behavior.

The stereotypes of black women as Aunt Jemima and black men as "little boys" are as offensive today as in the history of Afro-Americans. Since this issue is the manifestation of prejudicial views of blacks in inferior and service roles. These views have been and always will be wrong. We find it absurd and annoying that in 1988 people still have to be enlightened to the fact that it is offensive to human beings—regardless of race.

We want the college community to realize that the severity of this type of conduct not only gives a negative portrayal of the individual students involved, but of Bowdoin as well. To not curtail these "unintentional" occurrences, we suggest to all the viewpoints that we contact you at extension 3893.

The Afro-American Society

Grievance Committee should be formed

In recent years at Bowdoin, increasing numbers of people have become concerned that certain instances of racism and other forms of discrimination have been ignored or condoned by the Bowdoin administration. We write to you on this concern, we call upon President A. LeRoy Goodnow to establish a Student-Government Grievance Committee to examine and mediate disputes of this nature.

In cases where a member of the Bowdoin community believes he or she has been a victim of discrimination on grounds of race, color, religion, creed, gender, or handicap by another member of the community, there should be a forum to resolve the matter.

Julie Robichaud '91
Oxford, Co-chair

Newman Association thanks students for Oxfam donations

Congratulations Bowdoin for making Oxfam 1988 a success! My Co-chair, Brendan Rielly '92, and I would like to thank the members of the Newman Association and the Bowdoin Christian Fellowship for their efforts in promoting this year's Oxfam campaign, along with Dining Service, whose cooperation was essential to the success of this project. A special thank you to all the students who participated in the fast, as well as those who gave donations. The enthusiasm of the Bowdoin community promises an even better Oxfam 1989. Thank you for your continued support.

Julie Robichaud '91
Oxford, Co-chair

SUC to screen future contest acts

The Student Union Committee would like to apologize to those members of the community that were offended by some of the acts at the lip sync held on Friday, Nov. 18.

Many perceived one skit in particular to be a disturbing racial slur. However unintentional that slight may have been, the issue of racism must be confronted rather than ignored. As a result, we hope to plan some type of programming for the benefit of next semester which will address racism here at Bowdoin, as well as on a larger scale.

If there are any suggestions for program ideas, please feel free to share them at one of our weekly meetings held Mondays in Coles Tower 2 South at 6 p.m.

As for future lip sync competitions, we hope to implement some method of screening the participant auditions for episodes like these can be avoided.

Kevin Johannson '91
Jennifer Tobison '90
Student Union Committee

Student Issues Research Committee to distribute questionnaire next week

On Monday, December 5, you will receive a questionnaire from the Student Issues Research Committee sponsored by the Dean of the College, Dean of Students, the Athletic Department, Counseling Center, Women's Studies Program, Women's Resource Center and Student Activities. The survey provides you with a formal opportunity to state what you perceive to be serious issues for women and men at Bowdoin. The sponsors will take the results of the survey into consideration if the response is great enough to represent all students. It could help us to become more involved in campus life.

Sara May '89
Cynthia Renaud '89

I attended the "Chapel Talk" on November 9, 1988 that focused on race issues, and I was dismayed at the Kristallnacht and was disappointed to see such an inappropriate religious theme attached to a meaningful and stimulating talk. The "Chapel Talks" and certain other religiously affiliated events that I believe are contrary to Bowdoin's purpose as a liberal arts college and as a nonsectarian institution.

The topics and talks of the Chapel Talks are often intellectually stimulating and valuable. However, the name "Chapel Talk", the presence of the lecture in the chapel, the commencement of the talk with the reading of a biblical phrase from a christian Bible, the Christian hymns that are played on the organ, and the implied religious atmosphere advocated by asking people to stand during the recitation of the Biblical quote, is entirely unnecessary and inappropriate for a liberal arts college that advocates religious diversity and claims to be nonsectarian.

I propose that the name and location of the talks be changed and that all of the religious activity that is now an integral part of the talks be abolished. There are plenty of places on campus where these talks could be held, such as Main lounge of Moulton Union. Perhaps there should be no title for these talks apart from the weekly topic of the lecture. This would emphasize the real purpose of these talks. These changes would make this activity non-offensive to the whole community. Until these changes are made, any such program is in conflict with the college's policies and claims to be nonsectarian.

I am equally surprised by the sign around campus that says "M.U. Christmas Decorating Party Refreshments November 30th, 7 p.m., Main Lounge, sponsored by S.U.C." It is not the place of the Student Union Committee to allocate funds collected from every student on campus for an activity that is clearly religiously restrictive to those who celebrate Christmas. It is inappropriate and a misallocation of funds for them to put the (students) funds into an activity that is not in accordance with the college's policies and claims of nonsectarianism. It would be acceptable only if S.U.C. allocated funds for decorations and parties for all of the representation of religious faith. Should the governing board of students (the executive committee) and the administration not immediately abolish the religious tint that "Chapel Talk" presents and that they will see to it that student funds are not used for activities that are restrictive in any way. This is an important opportunity for students and members of the community to speak out in order to insure that the administration and student representatives work to implement the college policies and claims of nonsectarianism in college-community life. We see to talk with students and parties for all faiths that are represented in the college community.

Josh Brockman '92
Top off your next pizza with a treat for the kids.

New NOID® toys from Domino's Pizza:

Get the NOID Jackhammer from NOV. 14 to NOV. 27

Get the NOID Magician from NOV. 28 to DEC. 11

Get the NOID Boxer from DEC. 12 to DEC. 25

Every other week beginning Nov. 14, 1988, we'll offer you a new NOID toy for just 50¢ each. Just purchase a Domino's Pizza and you can capture the NOID in one of three exciting action poses: the Jackhammer, the Magician or the Boxer. For a triple treat, collect all three.

But hurry! This NOIDly offer won't last. Right now is the best time to top off your pizza with a special treat.

Call us!
729-5561
26 Bath Rd. Brunswick
While supplies last.

$1.00 off any pizza purchase.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 12/11/88

Fast, Free Delivery™
26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $2000.

NOID® and the NOID character are registered trademarks of Domino's Pizza, Inc. NOID® design in Claymation® by Will Vinton Productions, Inc. ©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
Campus hands in loud combat to raise money for the Unitied Way in the Interfraternity Council sponsored battle of the bands held Wednesday night in the Moulton Union. Photo by Jeff Brady.

Speakers to address substance abuse

ASAF FARASHUDDIN
ORIENT Photography Editor
As Bowdoin students prepare for final exams, the Alcohol Peer Advisors are putting the final touches to the program for next semester’s Drug and Alcohol Awareness Week.

According to Peter Collings ’00, one of the Alcohol Peer Advisors in charge of the week’s speakers and events, the program has been completed for the week long events beginning on January 22.

The programs will feature an appearance by Meric Myers, a former running back for the 1972 world champion Miami Dolphins and an admitted drug user.

Morris, who was expelled from the National Football League for substance abuse, will kick off the week’s program by addressing the campus Monday, January 22.

Collings said Doug Johnson ’91 was instrumental in arranging Morris’ appearance.

Tuesday will feature “Booze Boot” in Lancaster Lounge. These informational booths, run by other campus groups.

Alcohol Peer Advisors will be busy Wednesday and Thursday running alcohol outreach sessions at area high schools. These outreach programs will occur again on Thursday.

Thursday’s activities will also include a visit performed by members of Mask and Gown, the college drama society, related to alcohol and substance abuse.

Other activities include the screening of alcohol related movies, appearances by recovering alcoholic students from Holy Cross College and other New England colleges, and an address by Amy Dean on “Alcohol and AIDS.” The campus wide is sponsored by the Interfraternity Council.

A direct mail campaign next semester will inform students of the activities planned for the week. “We hope to reach the students and inform them about alcohol and substance abuse and make them more aware of them around campus.”

Ladd added that many of the week’s activities will be open to the public as well as the college community.

Christopher Lierle
ORIENT Staff
Citing the need to “be prepared,” President A. LeRoy Greason signed into existence the Bias Incident Group in a closed-door meeting this past Tuesday.

Originated by Director of Minority Affairs Gayle Pemberton and Head of Security Michael Pander, the function of the committee is to investigate reported incidents of bias on campus. Bias includes “discrimination, harassment, or intolerance of others because of race, religious affiliation, gender, sexual orientation, physical disability, or other characteristics,” according to the group’s charter.

In a memo sent yesterday to members of the faculty and staff, President Greason explained that “this body is not a judicial body but a vehicle for ensuring that incidents of bias come to the attention of the appropriate body if a judiciary proceeding is appropriate.”

The Bias Incident Group was assembled rapidly, Pemberton went to

Charter of the bias incident group

The following is the charter for the Bias Incident Group formed last Tuesday by President A. LeRoy Greason.

Respect for the rights of all and for the differences among us is essential to the Bowdoin community. Acts of bias in any form, however, discrimination, harassment, or intolerance of others because of race, religious affiliation, gender, sexual orientation, physical disability, or other characteristics, have no place in an intellectual community. Such practices or actions violate the ideals of the College and the Social Code and will ensure a strong response by the College. When such incidents violate the statues of the State of Maine, criminal prosecution will be pursued.

The College itself will respond swiftly and effectively to such acts because the entire community is diminished by their expression. To ensure that the response is timely and effective, the Bias Incident Group has been formed in some situations, those involved in the incident may resolve the problem to their mutual satisfaction. In other cases, disciplinary procedures will address the problem. In still other instances, however, the nature of the incident and a real or potential community crisis will require a multi-departmental response.

The Bias Incident Group will meet upon the call of the President for the purpose of sharing all facts.

CATHY STANLEY
ORIENT Staff
The resignation of a board member, an appointment to the Committee to Rebuild Hyde, the Cage/Curtis Pool Building, and the discussion of a forum on racism at Bowdoin were among the topics discussed at the final Executive Board meeting of the semester this Monday.

Andrew Winter ’99, chair of the board, accepted with regrets the resignation of junior board member Tanya Weinzen, Weinzen will be unable to serve on the board next semester as she will be studying abroad. Her resignation will make an election in January necessary to fill the vacant seat.

The board accepted the appointment of Scott Wolfsen ’92 to the Committee to Rebuild Hyde, Curtis. Winter said of the selection process, which involved over two hours of interviewing last Thursday, “It was a very difficult process because of the number of qualified applicants.”

The committee will hold a meeting on Thursday, March 25, to adjourn the term.

A unanimously motion was passed to establish a committee that will organize an open forum on racism. The forum will be held after classes begin in January. The board has charge the committee some body about the program and to clarify the vote taken on the motion at the board’s Nov. 28 meeting.

The board’s Fraternity Committee was authorized to hold a meeting among representatives of the administration, the board, the Interfraternity Council, the Student Interfraternity Council, and the heads of security and physical plant.

The board hopes to start to resolve disagreements between the administration and fraternity leadership.

The group grants a request from Lynne Hodgkins ’90 and Derek Washington ’99 for a discussion group called “Mediation at Bowdoin.” The group which mediators help mediate disputes between students.

We feel that at Bowdoin, our group would be used because there are a lot of students who have problems and don’t get mediated.

(Continued on page 7)

Greason appoints committee to examine incidents of bias

CHRISTOPHER LIERLE
ORIENT Staff
The group membership includes President Greason, Pemberton, Pander, Dean of Students Kenneth Lawlson, Dean of the College Jane Irvins, Director of the Counseling Service Beverly Gelwick, Richard Meyerson, director of public relations and publications, David

(Continued on page 7)
The power of the exhibition in the Becker Gallery of the Walker Museum of Art is not obviously evident. Revolutionary Art: Russian Avant-Garde is a display of the achievements of Russian avant-garde artists of the 1910's and 1920's. This was a period of great experimentation and innovation. To appreciate these works, an understanding of the ideology which grounds them is necessary.

In the Becker Gallery of the Walker Museum of Art.

LIZ MILLAN ORIE N. ASSOCIATE ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

The exhibition titled "Take a Little Christmas Home From Senter's..." has been on display until December 8th through the 24th. It features whimsical Christmas sleepwear by St. Eve and cozy Polar Boots by Solely Ours.

Choose from a charming group of pajamas and nightshirts in adorable reindeer, scottie dog or bear prints, 100% cotton. Sizes: S, M, L.

Save $5 at Senter's

Whimsical Christmas sleepwear by St. Eve® and cozy Polar Boots by Solely Ours®

Choose from a charming group of pajamas and nightshirts in adorable reindeer, scottie dog or bear prints, 100% cotton. Sizes: S, M, L.

Save $5 at Senter's


Now $7.99 at Senter's

Holiday Arrangements for Thanksgiving & Christmas. Cut flowers, fruit, gifts, Balloon bouquets & Fruit baskets

Pauilnes' BLoomers
Telephone: 212-644-0101

Order delivery: 725-5952

Major credit cards accepted

Wreath out and touch someone.
All Wreaths can be shipped by us. Order EARLY. We deliver.

Christmas Wreath - $15.00

Eucalyptus Wreath - Our most popular aromatic wreath.

Everlasting Wreath - Generously made with an intricate blend of dried flowers. $21.00 - $38.00 - $46.00

Grape Vine Wreath - Natural grape vines with a spray of dried flowers with matching bow. Different styles.

Christmas Wreath - Handcrafted of German statue and different styles of ribbons for the holidays or year-round. $38.00

Every Wreath - Different Sizes.

HOLIDAY ARRANGEMENTS FOR THANKSGIVING & CHRISTMAS.

 cut flowers, fruit, gifts, Balloon bouquets & Fruit baskets

Pauilnes' BLoomers
Telephone: 212-644-0101

Order delivery: 725-5952

Major credit cards accepted

Order your Christmas Wreaths from Senter's today.

Call and order your cake today.

Free Delivery (207) 725-2725

96 Maine Street, Brunswick

BIG RED Q PRINTING next to the College

• stationery
• resumes
• posters
• newsletters

212E Maine Street
Brunswick

729-4840

College Briefs

Sex was on the minds of Wesleyan students last week in the wake of the "Reproductive Rights Week" in the School of Social Work. This was the first annual edition of this festival which included speakers who debated the pros and cons of abortion, a series of films, AIDS discussions, and a "Just Say No" party at which condoms were handed out at the door.

The Amber Student was proud to publish the winning entries in a campus-wide search for the best line for "safety." This poem was written by a student in the top line of a "long" poem named "Better Care for the Health of My Lover." She's pleased to be blowing her own horn. Like the winning entry nested a Shatnez for the health of her author, courtesy of Health Services.

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford News gave front-page coverage to the forum on racism and sexism this past month. The forum at Bryn Mawr remains up photographs and a pornographic note sent to a minority student in a harassment incident. The forum was prompted by inaction on the racism issue by the Bryn Mawr administration. Further meetings to debate policy alternatives were scheduled at the gathering. Haverford's sexism forum started working on the problem of sexism after a letter signed by 22 male students accused (all male students) of complicity in the sexism that occurs on campus. The letter, though controversial, did bring large numbers of male students to a forum discussing what had been widely perceived as a "women's issue." No further action on the issue was decided upon at the event.

Redo in the opeuttae ao}

from a select menu of our daily specials

Open 7 days a week.

Order: 725-2725

207-442-0517

RANGERS ICE CREAM

Call and order your cake today.

Free Delivery (207) 725-2725

96 Maine Street, Brunswick
Bontempi said he change to the old system was due in part to the same problems that caused last month's walkout, which was marked by charges of sexism on the part of house leadership.

"If you have one person who's in charge, that gives an imbalance to things. Given the situation we had previously, we believed it would be very bad to have the leadership limited to one person, and hence one sex," he said.

According to Bontempi, the move was not initiated in direct response to the walkout, which was initiated by senior women in the fraternity. "What they did was a catalyst to initiating its reformation," he said.

Members who will serve on the council next semester will include Alan Carkner '90, Richard Arena '90, Morgan Hall '88, Margaret Danenberger '90, Moe Oglevie '90, and Susanne Garabaldi '90.

Bontempi said the house is now researching its options for dealing with the 1991 deadline imposed by last year's Fraternity Review Committee for completely equal standing of the sexes in local fraternity houses.

This would include severing ties with national organizations which, like Beta Theta Pi's national, do not allow women to become full members or to hold national office. Bowdoin's chapter of Beta is considering three options to deal with the 1991 deadline: continued affiliation with their national, which would mean loss of recognition by the college; cutting ties with the national in order to retain college recognition; and finally, affiliation with a national organization which admits both men and women on equal standing.

"We want to formulate our findings and get it out to the alumni in time for the February vote," Bontempi said.

"I'll be the first to admit, we have little to no knowledge of how the alumni feel. If you run off and make a decision without their consent, you'll run into trouble," Bontempi said.
The reputation knife/Or something country

Seductive from with tonight ORIENT smash

The have for I.D. on singing the 70's. For Greason. Renaissance performs the Nutcracker. For information, 744-9618.

That reputation was galvanized in 1979 when third and youngest sister Suszy joined the group's official debut album, The Roches on Warner Brothers records. Named "The Roches," the album was released in 1979 by several publications including The New York Times, the album mixed hilarity — "The Train," "Mr. Selkack," "We," and "The Troubador" — with poignant "Hammond Song," "Run, in the Family," "Quitting Time." Very often the songs would mix these two elements in a subtle and surprising way, such as in "The Married Woman," the disturbing tale "Pretty and High."

Subsequent albums Nurko, Keep On Singing. Another World and the EPs were forced by their acoustic beginnings, toward a more contemporary sound.

At first, listeners may have been reluctant to follow the sisters into the 1980s, with such work as their soundtrack for the film Crossing Delancy (in which Suszy has a supporting role), the Disney tribute album Songs From The Great Philip Glass: Songs for Liquid Saks, it is apparent that The Roches will sound as comfortable in the 1990s as they did in the '70s.

In concert the emotion and the laughter are intensified by the between song joking of the sisters and the very strange stage behavior of Suszy Roché, who definitely dominates with her jerky movements and mid-singer vocals. Maggie, who seems to let her sisters enjoy the majority of the spotlight, is the deep, sometimes disturbing voice that you'll hear ringing from behind the keyboard or guitar. Her compositions make up the majority of the Roches' strange and beautiful collection of songs.

But voice of voices! Terri Roché has as lovely a voice as any one on earth. Maybe lovelier. A sustained note that she hit on the early Maggie song "West Virginia" is a voice that intensifies her music, and especially Kevin Johann '91 for bringing Maggie, and Terre, and

Roches roll in to rock Bowdoin tonight

DAVE CALLAN
ORIENT Contributor

The Roches will be appearing tonight at 8:30 in Pickard Theater. Admission to the concert with the general public is $7.00 for the general public and $2.50 with Bowdoin I.D.

The three Roch sister-sisters — Maggie, Terre, and Suszy — originally came from "deepest" New Jersey, now reside in New York City. Combining contemporary instrumentation in a diverse mixture of singing styles—doo wop, folk, pop, jazz, country, barbershop and even classical—they have continued to stun critics and audiences alike for well over a decade.

Maggie and Terre Roché began singing together in the late '60s and appeared on Paul Simon's smash There Goes Rhymin' Simon LP. They then recorded a classic album, Seductive Reasoning, which utilized Maggie's brilliant songwriting, while Terre's aching pure soprano to maximum effect in an earthy, folksy, country and downright weird way. Lines like "You oughta have something to fall back on/like a knife/Or a career" began the Roches reputation as one of the funniest and cleverest singing groups around.


WEEKEND MOVIES
7 & 9 p.m. Good Mother, starring Diane Keaton as a single parent raising a 12 year-old daughter. Her ex-husband attempts to gain custody by accusing her of sexually abusing her daughter. Evening Star Cinema, Tonline Mall, Brunswick. 7:30 & 10 p.m. A Christmas Story, Smith Auditorium, Sils Hall. Admission $1.

The Arctic Museum Shop is having a sale through December 18. A 10% discount on merchandise. Go to the Arctic Museum and select a gift. Happy Holidays!

The Christmas wreath that adorns the campus is made possible through a gift of Iren Pickard, the widow of John C. Pickard, '22.
Sports

Bears annihilate NEC, battles Colby to a tie

MITCH PRICE
ORIENT Staff

The Bowdoin men's hockey team rallied from a two-goal third period deficit to salvage a 3-3 tie with a archival Colby Wednesday night in the Dayton Arena. The previous Saturday, the Polar Bears escaped with an unanswered goal to defeat a surprisingly tough New England College 1-0 from their home ice.

The Pilgrims of New England College came into Dayton Arena winless in their first eight games, but gave the Polar Bears all they could handle for most of last Saturday's game.

New England College held the lead three different times during the game, including a 3-2 lead midway through the second period. Bowdoin, however, then scored eight straight goals, including five goals in the last five minutes of the period (with three of those goals coming in the final thirty-two seconds of the contest) to give the Polar Bears their 10-3 victory.

Brad Chin '91 scored his first career goal to lead the Polar Bears. Other Bowdoin goal-scorers against the Pilgrims include Vin Mirabello '91, Jim Pincock '90, Thomas Johansson '91, Brendan Hickey '88, E.J. Cowenay '91, Kurt Liebich '90, and Chris Delaney '92.

Steve Janas '89 made 28 saves in goal for Bowdoin as the Polar Bears moved to 3-1 on the season. New England College, despite a solid effort, fell to 0-8-1.

Wednesday night Bowdoin hosted the Colby White
Mules, a team which was wireless in its last ten meetings with the Polar Bears (Bowdoin held an 8-0-2 advantage going into the game) and a team which hadn't won in Brunswick since Dec. 5, 1989 (Pilgrim win). Bowdoin kept those unbeaten streaks alive, but just barely.

The Polar Bears got on the scoreboard first, as Co-Captain Kevin Potter '89 took a føt from Hickey and blasted a slap shot past Colby goalkeeper John Guerrero at 7:49 of the first period. Colby's Bill Clough, a transfer from Division I powerhouse Maine, found himself alone in front of Janas at the 11:05 mark and evened the score 1-1.

Freshman linemates Derek Bettenaccount and Bill Foster assisted on the play.

Hickey put the Bears back on top with a power play goal at 14:16, as he deflected a Delaney shot into the net. Pincock also drew an assist on the goal, and Bowdoin had a 2-1 lead.

With only ten seconds left to play in the first period, Colby got a big goal from defenseman Bob Lewis. Lewis' wrist shot from the point eluded Janas and the White Mules had a power play goal at 19:50, and a 2-2 tie heading into the first intermission.

Possibly the turning point of the game occurred during a Bowdoin power play midway through the second period. Twice within 33 seconds, Colby's Dave Loper stole the puck and had breakaway opportunities against Janas. Janas stopped Loper with a glove save for the first time, but Loper was not to be denied and reconverted his second breakaway at 12:35 to put Colby on top 3-2.

Not only did Loper's goal give the White Mules a one-goal lead more than halfway through the game, but his hondastered effort seemed to spark the Colby team, as they played enthusiastically the rest of the game.

Pincock tied the game for the Polar Bears at 15:39 of the second period, knocking in a rebound of a Jeff Wood '91 shot. Alan Carkner '90 assisted on the play as well.

The 3-3 tie was short-lived, though, as Colby scored less than a minute after Pincock's goal. Mike Venezia got the go-ahead marker for Coach Mickey Goulte's charges at 16:04 to close out the second period scoring.

Colby struck very quickly in the third session, as Bettenaccount finished off a neat passing play with Foster and Clough to give his team a 5-3 lead. Bettenaccount's tally gave the Colby skaters a two-goal cushion just 28 seconds into the period, and the Polar Bears seemed to be in trouble.

Bowdoin, however, was not to surrender easily. Two minutes after Bettenaccount's goal, (Continued on page six)

Aquabears hit the pool

PHIL LIBBY
ORIENT Contributor

The 1988-89 men's and women's swim team have begun their meets and are looking forward to very good seasons. Both teams place well in the NE division championships last year with the women coming capturing the championship and the men earning third place.

The men's swim team began its season with three big wins on the road. The first came against the Bobcats of Bates College, while the Beavers of Babson fell victim in the second meet.

Coach Charlie Butz said the wins resulted from the work of a "really solid" team that works well together. He said the team is doing very well and he's looking forward to a "good season in which the team again can place in the top 5 at the New England's".

A top five finish would be a good showing considering Bowdoin is one of the smallest schools of the 26 teams that compete.

Coach Butz believes that the performance of the sophomores of the team, Doug O'Brien, Dave Morey, and Dan Severson, will be big factors in the outcome of the season.

The seniors, led by John Treadwell and Bob Paglioni, will add depth to the team, while the juniors, led by co-captains Tom Francouz (sprints) and Glenn Waters (all-around), should guide the team along.

Rick Reinhart '89, a transfer from Dennison College will be a helpful addition.

The women's team has also started very strongly. "Everyone on the team is swimming very hard and doing well," according to Coach Butz. He doesn't "know about repeating the show at the New England's again," but they "didn't know they were going to win last year either." His aspirations are for them to place in the top 5 and they are well on their way to doing this, having won their first two meets against Clark University, and Bates.

The women's team also has a strong sophomore section, led by Becky Palmer (who won the 100 yd. breaststroke at the NE last year), Judy Snow, and Holly Claiborn. The freshmen swimmers are doing well and Coach Butz expects great things from Sue O'Connor, Karen Teri, Amanda French, and Chris Reardon.

The team is led by senior co-captains Liz Dietz (distance) and Laurie Small (backstroke), along with Karen Zolnay (breaststroke). Coach Butz also says he would like, to see Cynthia Hardin, Amy Wakeman, and Elyisa Moschos "breakthrough in the backstroke". In his opinion, this would help put the outcome of close meets in Bowdoin's favor.

The drivers of both teams should also have a large impact in determining the Polar Bears records. For the men, freshmen diver Frank Marston is doing very well and should be a huge factor in the success of the diving season. For the women, Liz Johnson '90 and freshman Jane Cady have progressed steadily, as they battle for the number one diving slot.

Tomorrow, both teams have dual meets in key New England match-ups versus Tufts.
Hockey

(Continued from page five)

Delaney took a Brandon Sweeney 29th pass in the left corner and skated in front of the Colby net, where he beat goaltender Guerreiro with a nice move and scored to cut the Colby lead to 3-4 at 2:33 mark of the third period.

Finally, with time running out on the Polar Bears, Mirasolo, with a Colby defender hanging all over him, banged home a rebound in the slot to tie the game with only 2:44 left to play in regulation time. Hickey and Johansson assisted on Mirasolo's game-tying goal, and the Bowdoin third period rally was complete.

Each team had good chances to score the rest of the way, but netminders Janas and Guerreiro were up to the task and there would be no more scoring. The Polar Bears moved to 3-1-0 on the year, while Colby is now 1-1-2.

After the game, Bowdoin Head Coach Terry Meagher said, "We played well overall, but made some key mistakes." The sixth-year mentor was concerned by the mistakes because "they are basic fundamental breakdowns."

Meagher and Polar Bear faithful should not despair, though, as this young Bowdoin squad (three freshmen and five sophomores have seen regular duty so far this season) has lost only once on the year, and showed some poise and character in their third period rally Wednesday night. Also, goaltender Janas was able to remain unbeaten in Dayton Arena as his career record on home ice now stands at 18-0-1.

Bowdoin hits the road for the remainder of the calendar year. Saturday the Polar Bears travel to Manchester, N.H. to face the St. Anselm Hawks, and then are off until Dec. 28-29, when they travel to U-Mass-Boston for the Codfish Bowl tournament.


Senior captain Damon Guterman races for the finish line. Photo by Dave Willey.

Mens' basket Bears overpower Bates

BONNIE BERRYMAN

Mens' basket Bears overpower Bates

The men's basketball team is off to a great start this season as strong defense and high offensive production have led to an impressive 3-1 record.

Coach Tim Gilbride, the squad traveled to Tufts last Saturday. It was a hard-fought game, but when time had expired, the team came away with a 73-71 victory. Down by 5 points at the half, the Polar Bears battled back to oust the Jumbos 41-34 in the second half.

Leading the way for the Bears was forward Mike Mykytovitch with 18 points. Freshman guard Dennis Jacob also had a productive day as he scored 16 points and led the team with 9 assists.

"He (Jacob) played a great game," said Gilbride. "He just got the ball to the right people at the right time."

Senior guard Mike Burnett was a big contributor in Saturday night's victory. He hit a three-point shot late in the game to help secure the win.

Center Dan Train '91 played well against the Jumbos as well as he finished with a team high 12 rebounds.

Tuesday's game at home against Bates was another tough battle for Gilbride's team. The Bears emerged fighting at the start of the game as they stormed to an early 13-0 lead. The Bears continued to dominate the game offensively and defensively, and were leading 38-29 at the half.

The Bobcats refused to quit, however, and three different times late in the game they cut the lead to one point. Bates could never get the go-ahead basket, though, due to strong defensive play. Sophomore Alvin Bugbee had key rebounds which sealed the Bowdoin's 69-61 victory.

Jacob had another strong game for the Bears. He had a team high 20 points and 9 assists. He is the top scorer for the season, as he averages 18.5 points per game. Burnett turned in another strong performance by finishing with 18 points. He also won 2 for three point baskets, and is 9 of 19 on the season.

Rebounding was a key in this victory. In addition to Bugbee's performance, forward Kevin O'Keefe brought down a team-leading 7 rebounds Tuesday night.

This was an important win for the Bears, as it was the first in the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin series. In the CIB series, Bowdoin now has a 1-0 record.

Next on the schedule is Worcester Polytechnic Institute at home tomorrow. The game time is 4:00 p.m. in Morell Gymnasium.
Dear Bowdoin Students:

Recently you may have read about, or been made aware of some controversy about a summer franchising opportunity with College Pro Painters (U.S.) Ltd. I would like to provide you with some facts about College Pro and the AVERAGE College Pro Franchisee last summer:

- **90% OF OUR FRANCHISEES EARNED SOME PROFIT**
  
  (133/147)

- **THE AVERAGE MANAGER GROSSED $73,800 IN SALES**

- **THE AVERAGE MANAGER EARNED $8,954 IN PROFITS (12.1% OF SALES)**

- **45% OF OUR ELIGIBLE MANAGERS (NOT-GRADUATING) ARE RETURNING FOR THEIR 2ND OR 3RD YEAR**

- **THE AVERAGE RETURNING MANAGER EARNED $17,412 AND GROSSED $115,241.**

While not risk free, we believe that a College Pro Franchise is an excellent opportunity for students.

We welcome your inquiries @ 1-800-346-4649.

Or, better yet, call someone who did it:

- **DON DARBY @ COBY COLLEGE** 207-877-9582
- **TOM WILDE @ COBY COLLEGE** 207-877-9582
- **MIKE GOLDEN @ BATES COLLEGE** 207-784-2486

Sincerely,

Charles E. Chase, VP Middle States
College Pro Painters U.S. Ltd.
**Opinion**

**Glancing back at 1988**

The fall semester has reached the point where there is less time on the game clock than on the shot clock. As you throw that desperation pass for an IH or knock on the ball for a P, be sure not to forget the important events of the second half of 1988.

The year started with the smallest percentage ever of freshmen dropping at fraternities. As the deadlines for compliance with the fraternity standards closed in Alpha Delta Phi feuded with its national and a large segment of the female members of Beta made their stand by walking out. The impending reorganization of fraternities, scheduled for implementation by 1991, has not been made easier by the internal strife and disarray evident within some of the houses.

Another issue which created a furor on campus was the vote to determine the future role of athletics in the admissions process.

Still another vote which involved many members of the community and spurred a short but refreshing burst of student activism, showing that it takes an issue of local importance to break through the campus-wide allergy to protest.

After a dismal showing for the first Executive Board elections, the class of 1992 dispelled the apathy associated with student government with 24 enthusiastic candidates vying for the four positions. We hope that this improves the turnout and we see headlines like the one that graced the Sept. 23rd Orient front page: "After election fails to turn up enough candidates," will never have to be repeated.

Once again, the ugly side of the outside world touched Bowdoin, as several assault incidents were reported. Bowdoin students were warned to exercise caution in venturing downtown after dark.

As exams close in and people wonder what this education is all about, the election of Sen. George Mitchell '54 as Senate majority leader cast a ray of hope into the darker corners of the library, and affirmed for us all the potential value of a liberal arts education. We hope the community sees in this event not the importance of personal success, but rather the good that a traditional education can play in equipping a person to bring real justice into the real world.

Recently, a much-overlooked problem, racism on campus, has been brought to the fore and will soon be addressed at a campus-wide open forum. It can only be hoped that these efforts toward alleviating the problem of racial ignorance and insensitivity will prove to be the momentum for a future change. Justice demands that Bowdoin continue the journey begun here.

As we head into another year, it can only be hoped that we bring with us the lessons of the past year. Only armed with these can we continue to address many of the important challenges and issues the new year will bring.

For those who will choose to shoulder the burden of change, we wish for you the courage you need to face a flawed world. For those who have not found their causes: look around. Your brothers and sisters need your help. Bowdoin students are gifted with much—but at St. Luke said, to whom much is given, from him much is expected.

Peace is the gift the world can give to itself. Give what you can this holiday season.

---

**Under the Pines**

**By Kevin Wesley**

**Presents for the Holiday Season**

It is the holiday season. Students are busy and cheerful, eagerly awaiting their exams and papers, and professors are bemoaning the last days of class, when they will no longer be able to divulge vast quantities of information upon students.

Regardless, I think it’s time to present a personal wish list for campus notables and not-so-notables:

- For Andrew Winter, sound-proof padding on which to bang his gavel.
- For Dave Fogle, lots of art in London.
- For Cynthia Renaud and Jeff Spear, copies of every column written by Jay Forstner '87.
- For Tamara Dassanyake, some sleep.
- For Larry Pinette, more chicken burgers, chicken a la king, and stuffed chicken with Supreme Sauce.
- For President Greason, large donations for a student center.
- For Roy Jervis, a little recognition for a job well-done.
- For Bill Fruth, a new see-through coffee cup, and an automatic coffee maker for his office, but no tips.
- For Terry Meagher, a smile, just one, to be used while standing behind the bench.
- For Bonnie Bernyman, a trip to the Bahamas, and a Saints victory over the 49ers.
- For Dawn Vance, copies of “Up Close and Personal,” and “Cancelled.”
- For Naomii Schatz, new cards in the bookstore.
- For Robbie and Carmen Greenlee, an office crib for Alexander.
- For Alexander Greenlee, a great first Christmas.
- For Priscilla McCoy, a clean desk.
- For Kevin Haley, a new tape.
- For Ed Stapleton, sober shuttle students.
- For Jon Goldstein, a 1968 Harley-Davidson.
- For Mitch Price, a job announcing at Michigan.
- For Joe Beninati, a job; announcing anywhere he wants.
- For Jeff Patterson, a successful dry rush.
- For Jennifer Tobiason, Allison Aymar, Tanya Weinsein and Kathryn Nanovic, healthy and exciting semesters in Europe and Africa.
- For Kevin Cramer, a role in “Top Gun II.”
- For Scott Reels, a high selection in the draft.
- For Gary Robbins, a lot of kangaroos Down Under.
- For Genevieve Anderson and Jon Halperin, a lot of kudos up North.
- For Dean Lewallen, peace on campus and goodwill to all college property.
- For Kim Lemieux and Mike Burnett, All-Star seasons.
- For Pete Gergely, a new radar detector.
- For Pete Douglas, a sand-wich at Caribou.
- For Rutherford Hayes, it doesn’t matter, because you know everything; otherwise, a Big Encyclopedia.
- For Asaf Farashuddin, a trip to Grinnell College.
- For Mike Roderick, some more Michigan Brickbush.
- For Al Mauro, a little guy to run around with, saying, “You’re late. Al. You’re late!”
- For Pete Quinby, a happy marriage.
- For Ron Brady, anything to stop him from looking like a grown-up.
- For Lillian Amsden, a new control.
- For Sally Haggerty, a better Music 101 tutor.
- For John Irons, a win over Beverly, maybe.
- For Todd Remis, a raspberry pie.
- For Shaeen and Pat, an ID to give to someone else for a change.
- For Susan Goodbody and Gisele Lashance, for Rulture.
- For Marina Heusch, her name spoken correctly whenever I see her.
- For Eric Rice, a successful Japan tour.
- For Scott Tawesend, a sense of compassion while playing card games.
- For Tseng Yang, a healthy baby girl or boy.
- For Adam Gibbons, “Skibbiedy whah, we meet mahtzo.”
- For Jody Condrea, Nigel’s job.
- For Zoe Munn, a better triangle player.
- For Angela Crange, a copy of “Lionel Richite’s Greatest Hits.”
- For Larissa Brakich, the same thing.
- For Elliett Schwarz, a string quartet on time.
- For Linda Blanchard, a graduate school.
- For Linda Marquis, a full candy jar.
- For Scott Stephensen, a gig with Ozzy.
- For Miscellanies, a White House gig.
- For Cindy, a new new new new new new new.
- For Barbara Whitepine, a trip to go on, instead of one to plan.
- For Lisa Dreier, a chance to redo sophomore year.
- For Sgt. Clay Burns, a regular schedule.
- For Mike Pasho, some new shuttles, and no more fires.
- For Jen Edwards, a picnic table.
- For Ruben Miliken, areallya long long study break.
- For Mike Smith, Casey Kasem’s autograph.
- For Brenda Fagan, a dinner anywhere she wants.
- For Emily Gross, her name in this column one more time.
- For Keith Paine, a superhero’s costume, and some cheese.
- For anyone else I may have forgotten, I’m sorry, and have a great semester break.
Execs to hold forum on racism

On Monday, the Student Executive Council will sponsor the Open Forum on racism and racial insensitivity. Though a similar program was held last year, no date was set for the previous meeting, so the earliest vote did not represent a Board decision to hold the forum.

The Open Forum will be held within the first week of the spring semester. Initial plans are to assemble a panel comprised of students, faculty members, and administrators to discuss racism and radical insensitivity with an open audience in a moderate forum.

Anyone with ideas or opinions about the forum is urged to contact me at 888-7286. Meredith Summer '91

Student Executive Board

J-Board reminds students of Honor Code commitment

On behalf of the Bowdoin College Student Judicial Board, we would like to remind you of the seriousness of the high premium Bowdoin places on student integrity. During this frenzied time of the year, the importance of the Honor Code may become clouded by the stress of paper deadlines and exams. While "tackling the easy way out" might seem to be the only alternative at 4:00 a.m. before the big tests, do not fool yourself. A "D" or "F" on exam paper or paper submitted is a far different result than an "A." cheating and plagiarism insult the integrity of this institution, and more importantly, undermine an individual's future. Old habits die hard, and "just this once" can become easier to rationalize again and again. To be sure, "getting away with it" can be as powerful a lesson as being caught. In a community of scholars the guilt of academic dishonesty gnaws at one's conscience, shedding one's self-esteem until nothing remains. Ultimately, academic dishonesty will always catch up with each individual.

By Brad Olsen

letters to the editor

The case of Senator Joseph Biden certainly teaches that lesson. Just recently a Harvard professor was asked to resign as director of the National Institute of Mental Health due to plagiarism discovered that he had plagiarized some of his studies 10 and 20 years ago. It is an open question about the pressure at the end of the semester crunch. Do not let that manifest itself in incidents of plagiarism or plagiarism. Please refer to "Sources" when screening or plagiarizing. Often it is a simple act that is not uniquely your own. Also, remember that there are resources on campus that are willing to help students cope with the rigors of Bowdoin, most notably the Counseling Service and the Dean of Students Office. The Student Judicial Board has a relatively quiet semester thus far. We would like to keep it that way. Best of luck with all your academic endeavors.

Ann Marie St. Peter
Chairperson
Bowdoin College Board of Trustees

By Brad Olsen

College Pro offers defense to charges

In response to the letter that was printed in the Nov. 4, 1988 Boreal Orient, I feel that a couple of facts should be considered in light of the charge made by one of our present Franchise Managers.

College Pro has been in the franchise painting business since 1970. Comparable statistics reveal that painting businesses fail in excess of 90% of the time. College Pro Painting Franchisees profitably succeed in excess of 80% of the time. Why is it that College Pro which has been in business for over eighteen years span by disciplinary actions.

All franchisees are advised to obtain legal advice from a lawyer, and have an attorney as their accountant. The College Pro Managers' job is not an easy one, and it is not enough to just get by.

College Pro looks for motivated, hard working and responsible college students to run their own business. Presently we are enjoying the high percentage of franchise managers we have ever seen. The case of Senator Joseph Biden certainly teaches that lesson. Just recently a Harvard professor was asked to resign as director of the National Institute of Mental Health due to plagiarism discovered that he had plagiarized some of his studies 10 and 20 years ago. It is an open question about the pressure at the end of the semester crunch. Do not let that manifest itself in incidents of plagiarism or plagiarism. Please refer to "Sources" when screening or plagiarizing. Often it is a simple act that is not uniquely your own. Also, remember that there are resources on campus that are willing to help students cope with the rigors of Bowdoin, most notably the Counseling Service and the Dean of Students Office. The Student Judicial Board has a relatively quiet semester thus far. We would like to keep it that way. Best of luck with all your academic endeavors.

Ann Marie St.Peter
Chairperson
Bowdoin College Board of Trustees
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College Pro looks for moti...
Letters continued

Alumna expresses disapproval of athlete admission practices

My Bowdoin son-in-law asked me yesterday if I were going to publicly express my disapproval over Bowdoin’s admissions direction regarding athletes. I said no, because my views at best annoy a few—those that be at Bowdoin and I might do more than that. But then I thought, my view does reflect those of a very productive group of alumni.

I think Bowdoin’s strength comes from an undefined capacity to recognize and nurture a unique passion in its students. Bowdoin respects you, not just your abilities. I remember Bill Shaw in admissions sending me a student my first year at Hyde because “There’s something good in that kid.” He eventually graduated from Bowdoin and became a dedicated teacher.

Catering to Bowdoin’s new-found prestige may be tainting this unique spirit. I certainly wouldn’t have been accepted to the Bowdoin of today and I speak for many others. Bowdoin must decide whether we or our replacement institution will be the success Bowdoin’s deeper purpose.

I applied to Bowdoin with an average I.Q. and a very poor academic record. I was probably given a summer school trial because of Bowdoin family connections and my high school athletics, but I also like to think they saw some reflections of my own passion—like composing my class song in high school and organizing the first basketball and baseball teams at my prep school.

My first day Ed Sills made me feel Bowdoin had just been waiting for me. That began my exposure to an important bridge in my life that helped test me intellectually and personally while respecting my unique spirit. But my Bowdoin career was undistinguished. No leadership positions, no letters in sports; one more “D” would have meant another semester. I wasn’t good enough or mature enough to do well academically, and I’m afraid most of my passion was expended in poker, parties and sports. But I did hold on to something important in myself and at the end I received an education I had missed. I soon rejected the traditional path of others—and reluctantly and painfully—was able to recognize I was cut out to be a teacher.

Then I can confidently say I have maximized my potential, which defines me—and the many others like me—as the right candidate for Bowdoin. Surely Bowdoin’s best candidates should not be the first to go out before or during Bowdoin, but by what you did with what you got there. I’m convinced of such criteria. Stuart and others may provide information on who Bowdoin really should be accepting.

Which brings me to the critical argument. Academic performance primarily measures success in school. It is not required, so it is hard to separate bright students who choose to explore their abilities in order to gain a cat-bird seat in life, from those who genuinely pursue learning in order to find themselves. The former will drain Bowdoin, because they seldom later find and express a passion in life. Professor Douglas Heath of Harvard graduated over a 40 year period and discovered an inverse ratio between grades and later success in life (measured by happiness, satisfaction, productivity, etc.)

Researchers at Harvard have determined seven different kinds of intelligences, with the academic one the least successful since school is out. Of those I personally taught, with one exception, the best teachers and professors were not my brightest students. In spite of my academic limitations, I did achieve a Master’s Degree in Mathematics and my passion led the Mathematics Head at MIT to call my calculus course “more limited than theirs at MIT.” I eventually even founded a school to try to improve on what I had learned. There is far more to true education than just academic ability.

Should academics be an end in themselves—or a means to discover one’s unique potential? In calculi I frustratingly found myself having to give my best grade to a brilliant, but uncurious kid who was good enough to graduate from MIT at 18 with an “A” average, but who later suffered a nervous breakdown and is now unemployed. I gave my worst grade to a discouraged kid who I finally helped believe in his drive and character. Today he is a top consulting engineer.

So if Bowdoin is to be truly excellent, it needs far more than academic performance. Since athletics are not required, they often reflect the true passion of students. We can more easily spot the athletic glory-birds; we are all aware of the express train to legal practice or big buying gas, while the gritty third-string guard becomes a captain of industry. The same distinction is not as easily made in academics.

The faculty wants exceptional students—just as coaches want exceptional athletes. But it’s not what they want—or even stock Bowdoin, with contributors—that will give Bowdoin its spirit. It is what Bowdoin actually contributes to the deeper passion and uniqueness in its students.

Bowdoin will play a dangerous game if it tries to cater to the untested ones. Many bowdiers who can no longer afford to live by their own standards in this state would surely like to change the guidelines for Maine’s expansion 25 years ago. Bowdoin already has fewer athletes than our competitors—but will we envy their spirit 25 years from now? Until you learn more about what makes Stuarts really stick to giving real value to every candidate’s athletic participation—as well as other expressions that give promise of his or her passion. It is tried and proven ways to maintain Bowdoin’s uniqueness and spirit.

Joseph W. Gauld
President, Hyde School Bath
Letters continued

Greasen expresses views on admissions and athletics

Few events have thrown the campus into such a tempest as the recent vote of the faculty that limits the coach to 1+ ratings on applicants. Some see it as an indictment of the athletic department and the admissions office; some see it as an effort to make the student body a more diverse one in which academic work is everything; and others see it as a faculty settling policy that the College is not bound to adopt. The list of perceptions, as I hear it, is endless. This letter is my effort to explain what did occur and why, and to provide a clear statement on what will and will not happen.

Bowdoin, like most colleges, has never had a clearly stated policy on athletics and admissions. In 1974, a Board of Commissioners chaired by William C. Pierce advocated a diversity of talents, including athletic, in each freshman class. Such talents were to be a substitute for a sound academic record. Given the high visibility of football and hockey, special attention was to be paid to these sports. The report of the Commission was never formally adopted, but it has constituted the guidelines for admissions practices. How these guidelines were to be implemented was left to the administration, which has historically worked with the faculty in addressing admissions issues.

As the College grew in size, the Admissions Staff and Athletics Staff, in an effort to simplify evaluations, devised a system of several ratings ranging from 1+ to 5. Two years ago over 900 applicants were rated, a very high number compared to rated students at similar coeducational colleges. Last year that number was reduced by the Director of Admissions, the Director of Athletics and the President to about 400 by limiting coaches' recommendations to 1+ (student will make a varsity impact as a freshman) and 1 (student will contribute to varsity athletics during his or her four years). The action of the faculty earlier this month further limits the coaches' 1+ ratings only, although coaches, like other faculty members, are free to write any number of letters of recommendation.

The real issue, though, is larger than limited ratings. A relatively small college (about 1400 this fall) with 30 varsity teams is hard pressed to be competitive with the somewhat larger “small” New England colleges — and still be outstanding academically. The populations of talented athletes and talented scholars are not a perfect match. The problem, in the interest of diversity within sound scholarship, is how to strike a balance. That is a real issue.

I want to emphasize, too, that the faculty voted. The judgment of the faculty was introduced in the context of Bowdoin being a very good college with an opportunity to be even better. The judgment of the faculty was founded on an extensive report indicating that students for whom athletic talent was a consideration in admissions did not on average do so well academically as those for whom talent was not a consideration. In the interest of diversity faculty did not vote to abolish any recognition of such talent but voted to limit such recognition further than the administration had. (An original motion limiting rating to 200 was put aside in favor of a 1+ limit, which was seen as more liberal by not forcing priorities among sports or penalizing coaches who vigorously recruit.)

Are there other steps being taken to strengthen the academic quality of the student body? There are. Over the last two years a series of pamphlets has been produced, each featuring an academic department or program, much as an athletic brochure had featured athletic opportunities for many years. Faculty have joined an admissions program that has them writing individual letters to outstanding students in the admissions pool at the time when applicants must decide whether or not to choose Bowdoin. And this year, two faculty members, with time free, will work with the Admissions Staff reading folders and voting on cases to ensure a strong academic input — and to report, I believe, to the faculty from first-hand experience that academic concerns are still very much foremost in decisions of the Admissions Staff.

As to the future, I shall monitor the 1+ limitation carefully. It is meant to strengthen the student body academically. It is not meant to bring a competitive athletic program to an end. The Overseers have asked the Student Affairs Committee of the Governing Boards to review the matter too. I shall also ask the Boards whether it is time to move beyond the Pierce Report, since a report that highlights two male sports at a coeducational college threatens the loss of another kind of balance. We are now awaiting word from an outside review committee that has just examined our overall athletic and physical education programs and the men and women who make them work.

There is every reason to believe that the report will be constructive in its recommendations and favorable in its judgement. Meanwhile, the College will go on about its business of teaching the best students we can find who will bring their intellectual curiosity and their various talents to enrich the Bowdoin experience for all.

A. LeRoy Greasen
President of the College

NOW THAT YOU'RE FINISHED WHERE DO YOU START?

Graduation probably represents the end of a race well run. But with every company telling you how bright your future is, how do you decide where to start your career? To begin, you'll have to ask the right questions. What are the entry-level jobs for someone with your major? How well will you be trained? Will you be pigeonholed, or will you have a chance to explore diverse career opportunities? The Travelers, a $50 billion insurance and financial services leader, offers positions in insurance, finance, actuarial, management, data processing and much more. We have great training to start with, and varied career paths to pursue as you develop your skills.

So, now that you're finished, why not start with The Travelers... and begin the real race?

We'll be on campus Thursday, February 9th. To schedule an interview, you must sign up by Monday, January 23rd.
SEVEN TASTY WAYS TO IMPROVE A COLLEGE EDUCATION.

Mon.
MUNCH OUT MONDAY
$2.00 OFF ANY 16" PIZZA
Exp 12/21/88
26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. © 1986 Domino’s Pizza, Inc.

Tues.
ON THE HOUSE
PURCHASE ANY PIZZA, AND THE SECOND OF EQUAL VALUE IS ON US
Exp 12/21/88
26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. © 1986 Domino’s Pizza, Inc.

Weds.
WACKY WEDNESDAY
BUY ANY PIZZA, WE’LL GIVE YOU A NOID PARTY CUP FREE
Exp 12/21/88
26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. © 1986 Domino’s Pizza, Inc.

Thurs.
THICK CRUST THURSDAY
PURCHASE ANY PIZZA, RECEIVE FREE THICK CRUST
Exp 12/21/88
26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. © 1986 Domino’s Pizza, Inc.

Fri.
PARTY PLANNERS
PURCHASE ANY 16" PIZZA, WE’LL GIVE YOU A 12" CHEESE FREE!
Exp 12/21/88
26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. © 1986 Domino’s Pizza, Inc.

Sun.
SUPER SUNDAYS
$2.00 OFF ANY 16" PIZZA
Exp 12/21/88
26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. © 1986 Domino’s Pizza, Inc.

Sat.
SUNDOWN ’TILL SUNUP
DEC. 17 ONLY, WE’LL STAY OPEN UNTIL 5:00 AM
SPECIAL 2:00 AM - 5:00 ANY 12" 1-ITEM PIZZA, JUST $3.00
Exp 12/21/88
26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. © 1986 Domino’s Pizza, Inc.
**Student killed in plane bombing**

Bowdoin students shocked, saddened by sudden loss

KEVIN WESLEY

ORIENT Editor

News of the death of Bowdoin junior Pamela Elaine Herbert sent shock waves throughout the Bowdoin community. Although most students had left campus for the winter break, news spread quickly.

Those who knew her described Ms. Herbert as a young woman who gave of herself to fellow students, who loved to sing and who had a deeply religious background. She was on her way home from a course of study in London when she died in the bombing of Pam Am Flight 103.

But for those Bowdoin students who were on the Syracuse University-sponsored foreign program with her, Ms. Herbert death touched home more directly.

Junior Kathy Bell was originally scheduled to be on the ill-fated flight, but due to a travel agent’s error, she took another flight the day before the Dec. 21 tragedy occurred.

When she learned of the accident, she said, “It was more just like shock, emptiness (and) a kind of numbness.”

Bell said that at least five of her good friends from the program were on the plane. She also added that Syracuse University had been very supportive of the surviving students.

There was a great deal of mourning during the winter break. Bell said Monday’s memorial service in the Bowdoin College chapel helped her and the other Bowdoin students.

A Bowdoin alumnus Nichola Bright, was also a passenger on Pam Am Flight 103. Story, page 2.

**Asbestos removed from Coles Tower**

**Drugs were seen as a solution rather than a problem. It was a groove then, a rut now.**

— Mercury Morris

Mercury Morris spoke at Pickard Theater Monday night. Photo by Marc Hertz

Morris describes career destroyed by drugs

LAUREN SMITH

ORIENT Contributor

When Mercury Morris arrived at Pickard Theater Monday night, he described his personal battle with drugs not with traditional warnings, but rather by using words like “choice” and “risk.”

Morris had an eight-year career in the National Football League. He was arrested in 1982, seven years after the end of his playing days. Morris was charged with drug trafficking because of the amount of narcotics in his possession at the time of his arrest. He was acquitted after a Florida court ruled that the crime arose out of entrapment, but not before he had spent time in prison facing a possible twenty year sentence.

“Don’t misunderstand us, we’re not saying that we’re all that bad, but that there’s a problem in this country and that we have to do something about it.”

**Major drug use of American fibers comes from old college buildings and insulation, used in mechanical spaces.**

DeWitt said there are 25 college-owned buildings which still contain asbestos. All asbestos has been removed from 21 college buildings, he said. The two biggest areas we still have to address are the underground piping and the library.

Every six months air tests are conducted in the library to assure that there is no danger to students and others who work or study in the library, according to Barbour. Federal standards require that there be no more than one particle of asbestos under five microns in length per cubic centimeter per eight-hour exposure. State regulations call for half that level. “It’s the state limit that we’re trying for,” Barbour said.

Barbour said removal operations have cost approximately $10,000 to date, and will continue for another two to four years.
MILLER loses radio show over apology

MICHAEL TOWNSEND
ORIENT Assistant Editor

An ongoing controversy between ORIENT and its staff member, Ashley Miller '89, was resolved last semester when the station's officials unanimously voted to remove Miller from the air for the entire spring semester.

The controversy began in early November when Miller, who has a regular weekly show since his sophomore year, used his air time as an opportunity to present his political views.

According to Scott Smith '89, WBOR's business manager, Miller spent several minutes "picking apart" articles in the Election Issue of The Bowdoin Patriot. Smith said Miller "got carried away" and began targeting specific members of the Patriot staff, characterizing them as "fascists" and "idiot[s]." Miller, however, said these were only "alleged differences" and though agreeing comments were made, did not recall using such harsh language.

Several members of the College Republicans and The Bowdoin Patriot staff were upset, and voiced their displeasure to the WBOR staff.

At the next weekly meeting of the seven staff members, the staffers discussed the ramifications of Miller's actions. Smith described the situation as a difficult one because neither the FCC nor WBOR have any set policy on what to do in such a situation, but the staff clearly felt that Miller's actions were ethically wrong. After much debate, the staff, and the offender/party, agreed that Miller's apology would rectify the situation. Miller was given three opportunities to apologize, but failed to do so. Smith described Miller's apology as coming from "the bottom of my groin" and then played a song entitled "You Ain't Goin' Nowhere." He commented that this, in retrospect, was "stupid."

During a reading week meeting of the staff, Advisor Bill Fruth played a tape of the incident and knocked Miller's air privileges for a week. Fruth left the decision in the hands of the officers, and they responded with a unanimous vote to remove Miller from the station.

Dean of Students Kenneth A. Lewallen was informed of the incident by an Executive Board member, and asked Fruth to look into the situation. He said later, "I felt this was a true test of WBOR's own responsibility, and they passed it. They have shown that CBS has improved itself in a number of ways" and pointed out the officer's handling of the difficult situation was reflective of that improvement.

Fruth concedes, describing the station as "a tremendous asset to the college, the one staff should strive to make the best it can be." While expressing frustration that the incident took so long to resolve, he was pleased with the officer's handling of the difficult situation. The officers were forced to question their own judgement and decide whether the actions of a single member reflected negatively on the station as a whole.

Miller, in a phone interview, indicated he held no animosity toward the WBOR staff, who he felt "had no choice" in the matter. He added that the whole issue, although he was very harshly originally, was clouded by the subsequent statements.

Miller is still hopeful that the officers will reconsider their decision and allow him to return to the air.

In order to drive a van, students must now show a valid driver's license. Photo by David Wilby.

Students must now show license to drive college vans

ERIC FOUSSHEE
ORIENT Business Manager

With the new semester underway a "general tightening up" of the procedures concerning the borrowing and operating of school vans will take effect.

These measures come in response to allegations of the administration that vans were being driven by students who lacked valid drivers' licenses. Neither Security nor Physical Plant had specific instances as to why suspicion arose. Both agencies view this measure as a strengthening of existing policy. Had an accident occurred, liability insurance would have been rendered invalid and therefore the new rules have been enacted.

The new procedure differs from last semester's only by a few additions. Students must now fill out a "blue" form, stating their license number and the state in which it was issued. Furthermore, students must have the faculty advisor of the club or organization requesting use of a van sign the form, and then must sign it themselves.

Students can pick up this form at Physical Plant and must then return it there upon completion. Upon receipt, a member of Security or Physical Plant will request to see a license before issuing a van to a student. Without a license, any request will be turned down.

An additional procedure will require all student drivers to undergo a driving course. This is purely a verbal course and takes minimal time. It emphasizes safety and the difference between driving front wheel and rear wheel drive. Its intention is to add a note of seriousness to the shuttle program, allowing security to familiarize itself with these student drivers and reducing the risk of possible accidents.

Security has instituted its new rules as a protection of those who drive school vans and the school's liability.

College Bowl sponsored to benefit United Way

Winning team will go on to regionals

SHARON HAYES
ORIENT Contributor

Mostuniversity sports provide physical exercise for the players and passive entertainment for the spectators, but the College Bowl, which will roll into Bowdoin next week, provides mental exercise for all involved.

On February 2, Bowl teams will be pitted against each other in a contest that tests general knowledge. They will compete in categories which include history and literature to sports, science and current events. The College Bowl, held at the Campus Scheduling Office is the first round on the way to a national College Bowl competition.

The winner of the Bowdoin competition will go on to a regional competition in late February.

Any group of four students is eligible to enter the competition as a team. Bill Fruth, Students Activity Coordinator, encourages teams to include fraternity, organizations and residents from different schools.

The registration fee is $17 per team. Students can sign up in the Events Office in the Moulton Union. A pre-competition meeting will be held on Wednesday, February 1, in Lancaster Lounge.

Bina Chadda, Freshman Advisor, who assisted in organizing the event, says the Bowl is "a good way to get students involved in academic activity," she said. In addition she hopes it will help build school spirit.

The Bowdoin College Bowl will be held on Thursday, February 2 at 7:30 in Daggett Lounge. Team members will arrive between 7:15 and 7:20. The games will be played in a round robin fashion. The top team from each region will go on to the regional competition in late February 25-26. Other schools who will compete in the regional include Williams, Amherst, MIT, and Harvard, currently the defending champion. The winner of the New England region will progress on to the national competition, to be held later in the spring.

The Campus Scheduling Office has set aside a room for the Bowl. A petition with Colby College for the winner of the campus competition to enter the national competition will be submitted.

Spectators are welcome at the competition. Admission is $1, and all proceeds will be donated to local United Way chapters. For more information, contact the Campus Scheduling Office at 725-3186.

In other news, the College Bowl sponsored to benefit United Way.

Nicholas Bright, 31, a 1979 graduate of Bowdoin College was one of the victims of the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103.

Although he lived in Boston at the time of his death, he grew up in Maine. After leaving Bowdoin, he went to Harvard Business School, graduating in 1984.

He had been employed in the management consulting firm of Bain & Co., Inc., a Boston-based company, since 1984.

The Portland Press Herald reported that Bright had planned to return to Boston and travel to Maine. He was planning to spend Christmas with his wife, Eleanor, his 1-year-old son Christopher, and his parents, Stanley and Leila Bright.

Bright had been returning from a business trip in London when he was killed.

Alum dies in Pan Am crash

Nicholas Bright '79, leaves wife, one son

Students must now show license to drive college vans

Stuart named fraternity advisor

LISA KANE
ORIENT Staff

Viewing may no longer be possible in the small lounge area in the Moulton Union but students still benefit from the space which now serves as office for the newly appointed Advisor to Fraternities.

He lays out the results of the Fraternity Review Report compiled by the College. The findings convinced the College of the necessity of hiring an individual to supervise the Administration on matters pertaining to the fraternity issue. Bob Stuart, a Bowdoin graduate in 1979, was selected to fill the position on a part time basis and is now a College Counselor independent in Yarmouth.

Now a major and former member of Delta Kappa Epsilon, started his career in education, teaching math at an independent secondary school in Colorado. He eventually chose to return to the position of Dean of Students but chose to leave to pursue his Master's Degree at Harvard Graduate School. After returning to the classroom in Texas, Stuart, a native of Brunswick, claims no regret for having remained in Maine. He returned to the state to work as Director of Admissions at Gould Academy in Bethel, and is now back to Bowdoin.

Stuart is Dean Lewallen, Dean of Students, commented, "We were fortunate that Bob avoided us of his services for a long as he did and well written skills. He is quietly insightful and has a positive approach to the problems of the young people who are coming from.

Stuart admitted to some level of the fraternity communities remain but adds, "I can argue on either side of the issue. Bowdoin does not have a presence in the fraternity circles that it did when I was at Bowdoin but it is not the same issue. The present day fraternities is not even talked about.

Despite his optimistic outlook, Stuart insists he is not blind to the many changes that need to be instituted in the fraternity system. He cites in particular problems related
Career services secretary dies

ALBERT MAURO
ORIENT Art Director

Johanna "Jo" Hill, an administrative secretary in the Office of Career Services, died Saturday, Jan. 8 at a Portland hospital. She was 65.

Mrs. Hill was much more than just a secretary in the Office of Career Services. Harry Warren, director of the Moulton Union, said Mrs. Hill included a bit of everything in her duties, from coordinating campus visits from recruiters to organizing group meetings. "She was a hard-working, energy-laden, inspirational member of our staff," said Warren.

Mrs. Hill also worked to brighten the Moulton Union through her catchy window displays and special publicity work, said Warren. An avid gardener, Mrs. Hill several years ago created a landscape plan for the lower beds in front of the Union and then directed a group of volunteers in planting the beds.

A painting in the Office of Career Services attests to Mrs. Hill's talent as an artist. Warren said that two exhibitions of her work were planned for Lancaster Lounge.

Mrs. Hill began working at Bowdoin in October 1979 until her battle with cancer kept her from work six weeks before her death.

She was born in Bangor, April 6, 1943 to Albin Jon and Pauline Zaleska Rudnicki. She attended Bangor public schools and graduated from John Bapst High School in 1961. She attended Fort Kent State College. Before coming to Bowdoin, Hill was at one time employed at Mt. Ararat High school and Wright Pierce Engineering.

Mrs. Hill is survived by two sons, Christopher Hill of Norwalk, CT, and Jason Hill, of Brunswick, and two daughters, Kimberly Hill, of Springfield, MA, and Jennifer Favreau of Brunswick.

"The impact that she made on young people has really been surfacing in the last couple of weeks as I received notes from graduates in the workplace who remembered her help and encouragement and sometimes motherly chastisements as they went through the interview process," said Warren. "The common thread is they all remembered her with gratitude and inspiration."

Memorial contributions may be made to the American Cancer Society Maine Division, 52 Federal St., Brunswick, ME 04011.

· Campus News Notes ·

A one-year, $10,000 grant from the Mobil Foundation will enable two Bowdoin researchers to continue to study the effects of petroleum spills on marine plants. Edward S. Coffillian, III, lecturer in environmental studies and adjunct professor of chemistry, and David S. Page, professor of chemistry and biochemistry, are studying how oil spills affect marsh grasses in Maine and mangrove trees in Puerto Rico.

Paintings by Mark C. Wetlull, associate professor of art, are on display through March 12 at the Portland Museum of Art. His one-person exhibition is the first in a series entitled "Perspectives," which will showcase contemporary artists working in Maine. The 16 pieces, including four new paintings on display for the first time, will be exhibited at the DeCordova Museum in Lincoln, Mass., from March 25 through June 4.

Professor of German Steven R. Cefi has been appointed to the Advisory Committee on the Code of Professional Responsibility for the Maine State Bar Association.

James W. McCalla, assistant professor of music, will be interviewed Jan. 23 from 6 to 7 p.m. on WPKN-FM (106.3) about coming events in the Bowdoin College Concert Series.

College Counselor Michaelanne Rosenzweig has been appointed to the Brunswick Planning Board.

Don Lancaster '77, the late Dean Paul Nixon '43, and other Bowdoin figures are mentioned in Gary Merrill's new book, "Better, Rippia, and the Rest of My Life." Merrill entered Bowdoin in the fall of 1933, but — on Dean Nixon's advice — left to pursue a career in acting. The book is available at the Moulton Union and the Bowdoin Bookstore.

Student failures rise in Fall 1988

PETER KAZANOFF
ORIENT Contributor

All 12 students brought before the Recording Committee due to academic reasons for this past term have been dismissed from the college for at least the spring semester, according to Dean of Students Kenneth Lewallen.

Of the 12 students not permitted to return this semester, eight will be eligible for readmission next fall. Three of the students must take a full academic year off, while only one student has been expelled permanently as a result of last semester's academic performance.

Lewallen stressed none of the 12 students were "dismissed automatically." Upperslammers are brought up for dismissal after failing two courses in a semester, while first semester freshmen are eligible for removal upon their third failure in the term.

According to Lewallen, 123 students have been brought before the committee since the fall of 1982. Of these students, all but 27 have been dismissed for at least one semester upon review of the Recording Committee.

Lewallen also said that in the last four years a higher percentage of students appearing before the committee have been dismissed.

Lewallen said, "The Recording Committee has had a subtle shift in holding the student more responsible for why they are not meeting college standards."

The Recording Committee reviews each student's transcript, professor observation cards and course selection before reaching a decision on dismissal.

Lewallen said, "In the past, the Dean of Students shared this information with the committee and the student received an invitation for a personal appearance."

This year only three of the 12 students brought before the committee were invited to appear personally. Only students with pertinent information "not readily apparent" have been asked to come before the committee in recent years, according to Lewallen.

Lewallen also said students are not automatically reinstated after being dismissed. He said, "They must show maturity, focus and self discipline" during their time away from Bowdoin.

In short, Lewallen said, "They must earn their way back.

---

ARThUR ANDERSEN
& CO.

Information Session

JOIN US TO LEARN ABOUT
Business Opportunities for Liberal Arts Graduates

IN THE FIELDS OF:

Tax Consulting
Small Business Consulting & Financial Accounting
General Auditing & Business Consulting

Thursday, February 2nd at 6pm
Moulton Union
Conference Room

Refreshments Served
A granddaughter gives money for campus center

A $20,000 gift from the granddaughter of Civil War hero Joshua L. Chamberlain will help Bowdoin College develop a new campus center.

Rosamond Allen, whose grandfather served as governor of Maine and as Bowdoin’s sixth president, made the first donation to support the new project, now in the planning stages.

"Future Bowdoin students should find a double pleasure in knowing that the Chamberlain Room in the new campus center has been made possible through the generosity of the granddaughter of Bowdoin’s famous president. The college is blessed in the friendship of Rosamond Allen," President A. LeRoy Greason remarked.

The new campus center will be housed in Hyde Cage and the Curtis Pool Building, which were closed in the fall of 1987 when Fairley Field House and a new 16-lane swimming pool were opened.

Preliminary plans for the complex include student lounges, mailboxes, a cafe, a dining area, adaptable space for entertainment and dancing, a theater, and the bookstore.

Last May President Greason appointed a committee to develop plans for the project. Under the leadership of Trustee Richard A. Wiley ’49 of Wellesley Hills, Mass., the committee has met several times on campus, visited similar facilities at a dozen New England universities, and is currently involved in the selection of a project architect.

"A native of Brewer, Maine, Joshua Chamberlain graduated from Bowdoin in 1852. He taught at the college until 1862, when he joined the 20th Maine Volunteers. Chamberlain attained the rank of major general and led the Union troops to a strategic victory in the pivotal battle at Gettysburg. He returned to Maine to serve as governor (1867-71) and as Bowdoin’s president (1871-83)."

---

**Marshfield grads gain top grades**

Marshfield High School in Marshfield, Mass., has won the annual Albasax Award from Bowdoin College. Director of Admissions William R. Mason has announced.

Since 1983 the engraved pewter plate has been presented to the secondary school whose graduates maintain the highest academic standing of any high school group in the class during their freshman year at Bowdoin. To be eligible for the award, a school must have at least two of its graduates enrolled in Bowdoin’s freshman class.

The winning graduates, all from Marshfield, are Eunice E. Chase ’91 of 230 Maine St.; Jon P. Devine, Jr. ’91 of 44 Carolina Trail; and Scott M. McCuen ’91 of 54 Hayes Waye. All are dean’s list students.

While a student at Marshfield High School, Chase participated in the art club and in both the marching and stage bands. She served as vice president of her National Honor Society chapter and competed on the varsity soccer and swimming teams.

Devine earned a varsity letter in tennis and was a member of both the Key Club and Amnesty International while at Marshfield High.

McCuen played varsity soccer and served on the Marshfield High Student Council.

The award will be presented to Peter W. Dabos, principal of Marshfield High School, by William R. Mason III, Bowdoin’s director of admissions.

---

**Lecture series examines Gulf of Maine**

The Bowdoin College environmental studies program will sponsor a series of lectures exploring the Gulf of Maine.

All of the lectures in "The Gulf of Maine: Waves of Change" are open to the public, free of charge, and will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Beam Conference, in the Visual Arts Center.

The series will begin Monday, Jan. 30, with "The Gulf of Maine: An Ecological Time Machine," a presentation by Bob Stencel, a biologist at the University of Maine Darling Center.

Thursday, Feb. 16, Dan Belknap, a University of Maine geologist, will present "Erosion and Sea Level Rise: Why Your Favorite Peninsula May Become Your Fa- vorie Island."

Thursday, March 2, Bruce Bourque, an archaeologist with the Maine State Museum will present "Peopling of the Gulf: Prehistoric Archaeology."

"The Gulf of Canada or the Gulf of Maine? The Boundary Case" will be presented Thursday, March 16, by Alison Rieser, director of the Marine Law Institute and an associate professor at the University of Maine Law School, and James Dobbins, a former cartographer for the Canadian government.

"Not Just Another Fish Story" will be presented Monday, April 10, by Ken Koons, director of the New England Fisheries Development Foundation, and Robin Alden, publisher of Commercial Fisheries News.

"Regulating the Gulf: Politics in Troubled Waters" will be presented Thursday, April 20, by Joe Kelley, a geologist with the Marine Geological Survey, Anne Johnson, a policy specialist with the Maine State Planning Office, and Michael Hamilton, a political scientist with the University of Southern Maine.

The series will conclude Thursday, April 27, with "Aquaculture: Farming the Gulf," presented by Rep. James Reed Coles (D-Harpswell), who has legislated marine policy, Freeport aquaculturist Ed Bradley, and David Scarratt of the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans.

For more information, call 725-3629.

---

**Quit smoking.**

**WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE.**

[American Heart Association Logo]

---

**BATH IRON WORKS**

**Bath, Maine**

**A Great Place To Start – A Great Place To Grow**

Bath Iron Works Corporation, one of the nation’s leading shipbuilders with a proud tradition of over 100 years of Naval and commercial ship design and construction, will be on campus on Monday, February 6 for the graduating class of 1989.

Located in Bath, Maine, 1 hour from Portland, Bath Iron Works presently employs over 10,000 people who live and work in an area convenient to all of "Vacationland’s" cultural and recreational opportunities. Our backlog of design and construction contracts is at a record $2.1 billion level and our business is expanding into the international market as well.

This secure business posture and growth presents excellent entry level career growth opportunities:

- **ENGINEERING**
- **DESIGN**
- **OPERATIONS**
- **MATERIALS**
- **FINANCE**
- **MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS**
- **FACILITIES**

We will also be recruiting for our highly selective and intense two year MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.

For all positions we are seeking bright, mature, and highly motivated graduates who are interested in beginning their careers within a heavy manufacturing environment that offers professional challenge, opportunity and growth. We offer competitive compensation and a generous benefits package.

**Bath Iron Works looks forward to seeing you on campus.**

Information on our recruiting schedule and our specific requirements is available now at your Career Services office.

---

**BATH IRON WORKS CORPORATION**

**SHIPBUILDERS AND ENGINEERS**

700 Washington St., Bath, Maine 04530

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V
Arts & Entertainment

Taj Mahal to belt blues in Pickard

MICHAEL TOWNSEND
ORIENT Assistant Editor

Folk and blues styles Taj Mahal will perform tonight at 8:30 p.m. in Pickard Theatre on the Bowdoin College campus.

A 20-year veteran performer, Taj Mahal became one of the world's most popular exponents of the blues, and his repertoire ranges from reggae, funk, and rock to bluegrass and folk. Among his many credits are 14 albums and three soundtracks, including the films "Sounder" and "Brothers.

Recently, he has provided music for the cartoon series on the Ewoks of "Star Wars" fame.

Taj Mahal's live performances have been over 200 times a year or have been the most popular over the years. Recently, he has been drawing large crowds to the Louisville Times "bets that no one will see in concert will hear the blues quite the same for a long, long time."

Stanley Crouch, of The Village Voice, emphatically states "hears him whenever you can."

Taj Mahal's music has been issued by Tony LoIaco describes Taj Mahal as "not just a brilliant musician but a natural resource, a national treasure."

Taj Mahal has been around music all his life, playing a variety of instruments since he was a young age. He philosophy? "Music isn't so much a basic necessity. Let's just say it's one of the basic blessings of life," he says.

"If you've got food and music and a roof over your head, you can make it."

The concert is sponsored by the Student Union Committee. Admission is $2.50 with a Bowdoin I.D. and $6.50 for the general public. Tickets are available at the Bowdoin College Events Office in Moulton Union, Maclean's Music in Brunswick, and Record Exchange in Portland. Tickets may be charged by calling 725-3151 between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. For more information, call 725-3151.

Coffin donates gallery bench

June M. Coffin, a Bowdoin College Museum of Art supporter and volunteer, has donated a 20-year-old wooden gallery bench in memory of her son, Robert Peter Tristram Coffin III, a member of Bowdoin's class of 1978.

Mrs Coffin donated the bench to memorialize her son's life and the beneficial relationship between her family and the College. She chose the bench as a memorial in response to staff discussions about the need for seating in the Museum galleries.

Former Curator John W. Coffey commented that the bench was forged by Duane A. Paluska, assistant professor of English at Bowdoin from 1968 to 1973, now a furniture designer and maker in Brunswick. Paluska designed the bench in honor of Coffin's philosophy to have its own aesthetic presence without competing with other objects in the Walker Gallery. The bench's shape, the legvembered influence, and the inward cant of the legs all serve to direct the sitter's attention outward, toward the walls, instead of encouraging people to talk to each other.

Robert P. Coffin III, called Peter, came to Bowdoin at the age of 30 as a special student after service in Vietnam. A government major, he was particularly influenced by the teaching of Associate Professor of history John M. Karl and by Brooks W. Stoddard, then visiting lecturer in the Senior Center Program. Coffin worked as a bird- and duck-hunting guide and coached local hockey teams. He died of a heart attack in 1981 at the age of 35.

Peter Coffin was the grandson of Robert P. Coffin '15, who left Bowdoin as a Rhodes Scholar and returned in 1922 to teach English for 22 years. He was named Pierce Professor of English in 1934 and earned the Pulitzer Prize for Literature in 1936 for his poetry. Professor Coffin's son, the late Robert P. Coffin Jr. (E.June Coffin's husband) became a teacher at Saint Paul's School and headmaster at The Fessenden School.

Exhibition

An exhibition of photographs by Barbara Morell is on display through February 28 in Lancaster Lounge in Bowdoin College's Moulton Union.

Morell's photographs of Europe, Peru and Nepal are included in the exhibition, which was organized by her mother, Elsa, as a memorial for her daughter. Barbara Morell was murdered in her 32nd year in a vicious attack in her home in an unknown assailant in December 1985. She was 28 years old.

The exhibition comprises Morell's early work, including her photographs from her portfolio taken with a $129 plastic Diana camera during her studies at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst.

There is nothing that says love like flowers. They make the perfect Valentine's gift. And Pauline's Blooms, Tontine Mall, Brunswick, Me. has the beautiful sweetheart bouquet just for the occasion. We also have a nice assortment of cut spring flowers, roses and blooming plants. What a sweet way to say I love You. Just call us at 725-5592 or come in. We deliver and we will be open Sunday the 12th all day.

Giant Charcoal Pit

Good Morning Bowdoin!

Now Open for Breakfast

New Hours!

Sun-Thurs 6:30 a.m. - 11 p.m. Fri-Sat 6:30 a.m. - midnight

There are no rules to love and beauty. They make the perfect Valentine's gift. And Pauline's Blooms, Tontine Mall, Brunswick, Me. has the beautiful sweetheart bouquet just for the occasion. We also have a nice assortment of cut spring flowers, roses and blooming plants. What a sweet way to say I love You. Just call us at 725-5592 or come in. We deliver and we will be open Sunday the 12th all day.
So you say there’s nothing to do...

Calendar


8:30 p.m. Majahd, folk and blues singer. Sponsor: Student Union Committee. Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall. Admission $6.50, general public; $2.50 with Bowdoin I.D. Tickets may be purchased at the Events Office, Moulton Union, (725-3151), Macbein’s Music, and Record Exchange, Portland.

9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m. Campus-Wide Party, with Brian James, Disc Jockey from WBLM, Zeta Psi.

Sponsor: Alcohol Awareness Week 1989. (Students only.)

Saturday, January 28 8:00 p.m. Portland. Verna Jones Gospel Singers will be performing at the United Baptist Church. Tickets are $2. Included in the price is Sunday Brunch.


7:00 p.m. Latin American Spring Film Series. Historia Oficial y Los Madres. Sponsored by Romance Languages with a grant from the Mellon Foundation. Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center.

Monday, January 30 12 m. Music at Noon. Christopher Kane, Guitar. Program includes works of Sor, Dugoffrey, Moreno-Terobio, and Piazollo. Sponsor: Department of Music. Room 101, Gibson Hall.


Tuesday, January 31 4:00 p.m. Jung Seminar. Symbols of the Unconscious: Analysis and Interpretation. Vera Berv, certified mandala counselor, Mandalas. Sponsor: Department of Religion. Faculty Room, Massachusetts Hall.

7:30 p.m. Film: Matter of Heart, a film portrait and biography of C.G. Jung. Informational follow-up discussion. Sponsor: Department of Religion with assistance of a grant from the C.G. Jung Center for Analytical Psychology. Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center.

Wednesday, February 1 12:00-1:00 p.m. Faculty Seminar. "Reproductive Rhythms in a Tropical Rain Forest." Nathaniel T. Wheelwright, assistant professor of biology. Lunch available. Main Lounge, Moulton Union.

4:00 p.m. Informational Meeting. Sri Lanka awaits ISLE students. Program offers an authentic South Asian cultural experience. Conference room, 38 College St.


7:30 p.m. Film. The Magic flute (Bergman’s). Sponsored by German 54/ Music 58: German Opera. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

Thursday, February 2 4:00 p.m. Chapel Talk. Civil Rights Movement Series. Reverend Vernon N. Dobson, senior minister, Union Baptist Church, Baltimore. Speaker of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s work. Sponsor: Afro-American Society as part of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s work. Sponsor: Afro-American Society in honor of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s birthday and Black History Month. Kresge Auditorium. Visual Arts Center.

7:30 p.m. Lecture. "Images of Blacks in the Art of Winslow Homer." Peter Wood, professor of history, Department of Art.

Office of Career Services

Campus Recruiting Dates to Remember

Pre-Screened Resumes Due at 12:00 noon on the dates listed

Monday, January 30

• J.P. Morgan

Friday, February 3

• Hannaford Brothers

• Aetna

• Metropolitan

Pre-Interview Information Sessions

Wednesday, February 1

• Fleet Norstar, 6:00 p.m., M.U. Conference Room.

• S.B. Warren, 7:00 p.m., Lancaster Lounge.

Thursday, February 2

• Arthur Andersen, 6:00 p.m., M.U. Conference Room.

• Mercantile Stores, 7:00 p.m., Lancaster Lounge.

Bidding Information

Third Bidding Period

• Bids due Friday, February 3, at 12:00 noon.

Fourth Bidding Period

• Bids due February 10, at 12:00 noon.

Final Bidding Period

• Bids due February 17, at 12:00 noon.

Movies

BFVS

Betty Miller Weekend

• Friday, Outrageous Fortune, 7:30 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

• Saturday, Ruthless People, 7:30 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

And

Wednesday, February 1, Bye, Bye Brazil, 3:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center.

Evening Star Cinema, Tontine Mall

Things Change, 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.

Things Change is a sublime comedy about an underneath mob trooper (Joe Mantegna) who is trying to safeguard his cobbler (Don Ameche) who is going to prison for a crime committed by one of Mantegna’s comrades. Things Change is the second film by David Mamet, who wrote Sexual Perversity in Chicago, the screenplay for Untouchables and recently wrote and directed House of Games.

Cook’s Corner

• Dirty Rotten Scoundrels, 7:05 p.m. and 9:05 p.m.

• Rainman, 6:45 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.

• Twins, 7:10 p.m. and 9:10 p.m.

• The Naked Gun, 7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.

• Matinees (Sat. and Sun.)

Land Before Time, 2 p.m.

Oliver and Company, 2 p.m.

Duque University: Sponsors: Department of Art and the Lectures and Concerts Committee with support from the Maine Arts Commission, Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center.

8:00 p.m. An Evening of One Acts. Reacher Burns. by Joe Mantegna, directed by Paul C. Adelstein ’91. Approaching Lavender, by Julie Beckert Cruzer, directed by John Burbe ‘90. Icara’s Mother, by Sam Shepard, directed by David J. Callen ’91. Sponsor: Department of Theater. G.H.Q. Playwrights’ Theater, Memorial Hall. First 100 seats.

Friday, February 3 7:30 p.m. Panel/Discussion. "From Past to Future: Black Leadership: What was Dr. King’s Vision." Panelists: Reverend Vernon Dobson, senior minister, Union Baptist Church, Baltimore; Reverend Dr. Marion C. Bascomb, senior minister, Douglass Memorial Church, Baltimore; and Ronald L. Thompson, editorial writer, Baltimore Sun. Sponsor: Afro-American Society in honor of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s birthday and Black History Month. Kresge Auditorium. Visual Arts Center.

Reception follows.

Current Exhibitions

Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union. Photographs of Europe, Peru and Nepal by the late Barbara Martz, accompanied by a book (catalog of the show) authored by Elsa Martz of Cundy’s Harbor, as a memorial to Barbara Martz. (Through February).

Museum of Art, Walker Art Building.

• Scenes of Childhood. Recent Photographs of Abe Morel ’71. (Through February 12).

• Komar & Melamid. (Through March 5).

• The Avant Garde and the Text. (Through March 5).

• For more information on events scheduled for the Museum of Art, Call 725-3275: Dept. of Music, 725-3376; all other events, 725-3151.

Russwurm Afro-American Center.

8:00 p.m. An Evening of One Acts. Beauch 21 Banks, by Joe Mantegna, directed by Paul C. Adelstein ’91. Approaching Lavender, by Julie Beckert Cruzer, directed by John Burbe ‘90. Icara’s Mother, by Sam Shepard, directed by David J. Callen ’91. Sponsor: Department of Theater. G.H.Q. Playwrights’ Theater, Memorial Hall. First 100 seats.
**Sports**

**Polar Bears overwhelm Beavers, 5-2**

MITCH PRICE

**Orient Staff**

The Bowdoin men's ice hockey team had success over the holiday break, surviving through three-game stretch to start the new semester, and are looking ahead with optimism to the final half of the season.

On December 10, while most Bowdoin students were inhabiting the library, the icemen travelled to Manchester, N.H. for a rematch with the St. Anselm Hawks, a team that Bowdoin defeated 7-2 in November. The Hawks were a much tougher team on their home ice, and Bowdoin narrowly escaped with a 5-4 victory.

Jim Pincock '90 scored three goals, including the game-winner with only 36 seconds left in the game, to lead Bowdoin. Pincock's third goal came on a deflection off of Steve Kravchuk '92 slap shot and gave Pincock his first hat trick as a Polar Bear.

Steve Janas '89 made 27 saves in goal for Bowdoin, and kept the Polar Bears even late in the game, setting the stage for Pincock's last second heroics.

Following the St. Anselm win, Bowdoin had a 17-day layoff before competing in the 1989 Annual Codfish Bowl Tournament at UMass-Boston. The Polar Bears outscored Salem St. 9-6 in the opening round, and then upended the host Beacons 3-2 in a thrilling overtime to advance to the tournament championship.

Despite the lack of snow, the Nordic teams had an excellent showing. "Dry land hurt us relative to Johnson Suit which has two feet of snow. Even Colby has a little more access," commented men's captain Bruce Badger '89.

The women's team won the relay and were beaten only by Colby in the individual race. Leading the women's team to these impressive placings were captains Pam Butler '89 and Sara Dick '90. "We're skiing really well. Pam's doing amazing," said Badger.

An impressive showing was also given by the men's Nordic team. Freshman John Martin led the way in the individual race with a fifth place finish. He was followed by Badger and Ben Hale '91 with seventh and eleventh place finishes, respectively. The men finished third in both the relay and individual races. Beating them in the individual scoring were MIT and Colby.

Both Nordic teams were greatly boosted this year with new recruits. Frosh Shannon Smith, Ana Glass, Ashley Wolfe, and Kelly Ritten all are new faces for the women's Nordic team. Besides Martin, Derek Spence, Matt Corbett, Doug Beal, and Dave Johnson are freshmen who compete for the team.

The Bears continued their winning ways when they traveled to Wheaton. Freshmen Stacy Bay scored 17 points and senior co-captain Jim Lemieux brought down 11 rebounds in a 69-35 victory. The 36 points was best amount of points the Bears have allowed this season.

The Colby Mules proved to be tough competitors in last Saturday's game. Although Bowdoin played well in the first half, they found themselves trailing 33-36 at the half.

The Bears stormed back in the second half, scoring 46 points and allowing the Mules only 29 points. Bowdoin emerged as a 72-62 winner.

It was Bay, the team's leading scorer with a 20.7 points per game average, who was the game's top scorer with 22 points. Not far behind was freshman guard Cathy Hayes with 19 points and 6 assists. This brings Hayes' assist total to 54 on the year.

The win at Colby improves the Bear's record to an impressive 7-2.

The schedule favors Shapiro's team. The next three games are at home. In fact, the Bears have only three road games remaining, a definite advantage.

BONNIE BERRYMAN

**Orient Asst. Sports Editor**

Things are looking good for the women's basketball team.

Coached by Harvey Shapiro, the Polar Bears have won their last three games, including a come-from-behind victory over Colby last Tuesday.

The Thomas Terriers were the first victims in the team's three wins this week. The Bears soundly defeated Thomas at home last Thursday 59-47. In fact, the squad was up by as much as 17 points in the first half.

The Bears continued their winning ways when they traveled to Wheaton. Freshman Stacy Bay scored 17 points and senior co-captain Jim Lemieux brought down 11 rebounds in a 69-35 victory. The 36 points was best amount of points the Bears have allowed this season.

The Colby Mules proved to be tough competitors in last Saturday's game. Although Bowdoin played well in the first half, they found themselves trailing 33-36 at the half.

The Bears stormed back in the second half, scoring 46 points and allowing the Mules only 29 points. Bowdoin emerged as a 72-62 winner.

It was Bay, the team's leading scorer with a 20.7 points per game average, who was the game's top scorer with 22 points. Not far behind was freshman guard Cathy Hayes with 19 points and 6 assists. This brings Hayes' assist total to 54 on the year.

The win at Colby improves the Bear's record to an impressive 7-2.

The schedule favors Shapiro's team. The next three games are at home. In fact, the Bears have only three road games remaining, a definite advantage.

BONNIE BERRYMAN

**Orient Asst. Sports Editor**

It's been a down and for the men's basketball team this week.

After a resounding 89-43 victory over Bowdoin on the road last Thursday at home, both Babson and Colby dealt the Polar Bears two tough losses.

Coach Tim Gilbride's squad was evenly matched against a strong Babson team statistic-wise. Both teams had finished with 36 rebounds, 13 assists, and slightly over 500 at the free throw line. However, the Bears made 603 of their shots, while the Babson had only a 475 percentage. In the end that was the key difference.

The Bears were trailing by only 7 points at the half, but the potent Babson offense scored 51 second-half points and went on to win the game, 96-85.

High individual performances were bright spots for Bowdoin.

It was sophomore center Dan Train who was the game high scorer with 23 points and 17 rebounds. Co-captain Mike Burnett was right behind Train with 22 points, including two 3-point baskets.

The competition did not lessen for Colby last Tuesday.

The 13-1 Mules went on a scoring rampage in the first half, scoring 52 points. The Bears had a difficult time scoring in the first half, as they were 16 for 35 in field goals. At the half, the team was down by what seemed to be an insurmountable 23 points.

Gilbride's team did not quit, however, and retaliated by scoring 44 second-half points. Despite the offensive production, the Bears could not make up the deficit, and Colby emerged as a 95-73 winner.

Both freshman guard Dennis Jacob and Burnett led the Bowdoin in scoring with 15 points. Sophomore Matt Oliver also had a good day, scoring 11 points in 7 minutes, including a three-point shot.

In the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin series the Bears have a 1-1, having defeated Bates earlier in this season. For the year, the team is 5-4.

It does not get any easier.

The Colby game was the first in a series of 17 straight road games. The next stop is Amherst tonight, January 27.

It is always more difficult playing away from home, and it will provide a challenge.

---

Kim Lemieux '99 drives to the hoop in a Polar Bear victory last Thursday over the Mules. Photo by Anachreum Schmiedeberg.
Polar Bears drawn Lord Jeffs

P J LIBBY

ORIENT Contributor

Last Saturday, the men's and women's swim teams started the second half of the season in losing fashion as the two teams dropped a combined total of 3 matches. The men's team traveled to nearby Waterville last Saturday to face the Colby Mules and the Lord Jeffs of Colby College. The Bears opened the day with a 6-3 loss to the hosts. Number one player Gary Robbins '90, captain Peter Cook '89 and Rutherford Hayes '91 all turned in winning performances in a losing effort.

In the afternoon match, the Lord Jeffs defeated the Polar Bears by a similar 6-3 score. Eric Lord '90, Dan Michon '92 and Craig Neitman '91 were the winners the second time around as the team record fell to 2-3.

The women's team, in their only match of the week, also found themselves at the short side of a 6-3 score at the hands of Wellesley College. The Polar Bears, looking for a win to help ensure a place in Division III of the Howe Cup, could only get wins from Erica Gustafson '90, Pam Larson '91 and Caitlin Hart '91.

Both teams have ample opportunity to improve their situations this weekend. The women travel to Vermont to face Middlebury in a dual meet while the men will trek to sunny Connecticut to face Connecticut College, Brown University and State University of New York at Stonybrook. Both squads are looking to rebound in the second half of the season and finish on a strong note.

Sports schedule... SATURDAY'S SLATE

women's swimming v Williams A
women's track v Bates, UNH, Dartmouth A
men's squash v Stonebrook, Brown A
men's track v Springfield, Clark H
men's wrestling v W.F.L., Maine Club H
women's squash v Middlebury A
women's basketball v Middlebury H
men's swimming v Williams A
men's hockey v Holy Cross A
women's ice hockey v Middlebury H
men's basketball v Williams A

men and women's skiing v Colby-Sawyer A

Hockey

(continued from page seven)
after Babson had rallied from a two-goal deficit to tie the game earlier in the period. Mirasolo, Ray Diffley '91, Thomas Johannson '91, and Mike Cavanaugh '90 were the other Bowdoin goal-scorers. Powers picked up two assists and played an inspired game, while Janas was sharp in repelling 23 Babson shots. The Polar Bears suffered a big loss in the opening minute of the game as Brendan Hickey '98 went down with a knee injury. Hickey,Bowdoin was able to overcome the loss of Hickey in this game to up its season record to 7-2-1. Babson fell to 13-3.

Bowdoin finished off its tough three-game stretch last Tuesday night at the Cumberland County Civic Center against the University of Maine. The Black Bears, who are recognized as one of the top four Division III teams in the nation, were simply too much for Bowdoin as they posted a 7-0 victory.

period and 3-0 after two periods of play, before Malow's superior size took its toll in the final stanza. Maine scored on four of five power play opportunities, and added two shorthand goals. Dave Capuano scored three times for the winners, while freshman Garth Snow posted the shutout in goal. Maine moved its record to 23-5, while Bowdoin dropped to 7-3-1. The loss marked the first shutout of a Bowdoin hockey team since 1979, the tenacious defense which has become their trademark.

The backbone of the Polar women's defensive core is the ECAC player of the week goalkeeper Kathy McPherson '89. Despite losing to the number two ranked Providence Friars 6-0, McPherson turned away 61 out of 67 shots shattering Sue Lee's '90 previous record of 53 saves. Moreover she is top of her game with a career best .976 save percentage.

Bill Bottempt '90 hurries the shot put for Bowdoin. Photo by David Witty.

Track races against UNH, men miss upset by point

SEAN HALE

ORIENT Staff

This past weekend the men's and women's indoor track teams traveled to the University of New Hampshire for a tri-meet against UNH and Colby.

The men's team performance was impressive, as they finished second to UNH by a scant 1 point, tying 2. UNH and Colby. The men's team will bring approximately 300 athletes from 72 colleges over the country to compete in mid-March.

Peter Holtz and Steve Clegg in the 55m hurdles both running 8.6. Other strong performances came from Bill Dresserus George Callahan in the 800m placing 2nd in 2:04.9, Lance Hickey in the 300m with a run of 39.07 to place 2nd, and again Jeff Mao in the long jump with a leap of 20.7" placing 3rd.

Bowdoin won handily in the 4x800 relay with the line-up of Ed Beagan, John Dougherty, Bill Callahan, and Tod Dillon. They won with a time of 3:24.6.

Senior co-captain Tod Dillon commented, "We ran well for a meet at this point in the season, at this pace we could do very well in the New England games later on."

While the women's team did not have the numbers to compete with their competition, finishing third behind UNH and Colby respectively, their meet produced some very respectable times.

Krisen O'Keefe finished 1st in the 100m run with a time of 11.50, and Margaret Herson ran 59.41 in the 400m to place 3rd. In the 800m Lynn Rodriguez set a personal best in 2:14.31 and Christine O'Brien placed 3rd in the 600m in 1:49.6, and in the 55m dash Laurie O'Keefe set a personal best finishing 3rd and 4th with times of 8.0 and 8.1.

(Continued on page 13)

Strong defense bolsters Polar Bear's ice attack

GREG HOSTETTER

JOHN NICHOLSON

ORIENT Contributors

While most of us were relaxing in an extended holiday, Bowdoin's Women's Hockey Team was busy battling some of the top Division I powers in New England. The Bears skated away with a 1-2-1 record over the break and a 3-2 tally overall.

The women bear crossed sticks with Princeton, Providence, Yale, and Colgate; playing each team with the tenacious defense which has become their trademark.

The Bowdoin icon now stand at the midway point of the 1989-90 season with a 7-3-1 record. In assessing the season to date, Coach pleased with the progress of the team."

"We're playing good hockey," said the sixth-year mentor. "I'm looking forward to the stretch run," Meagher admitted that the team will have to make some adjustments due to the injury to Hickey, but he said to watch out for the Polar Bears in the playoffs.

Bowdoin travels to Williams and Holy Cross this weekend before...
Morris
(Continued from page one)

participation, a tactic he often adopts with younger audiences. He describes it as an attempt to bring the
point across about drug abuse. "Morris, however, quickly replaces
the words "drug abuse" into the
words "self abuse." He claims be-
cause it is the individual who is
suffering and not the drugs them-
selves should be called "self abuse."

Morris did not give his case history or recount the effects of
drug, but rather provided examples of
different risks and odds which people encounter everyday. These
did not all pertain to drug use, but
to any kind of risk taking. He called it
"the lot of involvement," drawing upon examples such as
walking on a ledge or driving fast
to illustrate his message about risk
and equating them with drug use. He
explained that there are odds the
individual will die, but the individu-
al never sees the one person in a
billion who dies could be him.

"Don't roll the dice," he said.
The minute you roll the dice or buy
the ticket — the one can be you.

Morris began with an over-
view of history — the events which
occurred in his generation —
that was "the Vietnam War and the
counterculture of the 1960s. He
made the younger generation in the
audience feel what it meant to be
drafted and what it felt like for him
when his country still would not
accept his race. He used examples,
including the assassination of
Martin Luther King to illustrate the
values of the time. As he put it, the
man who was reacting against vio-
ence was destroyed by it.

Morris included both soci-
y's and the individual's role in
discussing the problems today.
During the late sixties, Morris said,
"drugs were seen as a solution rather
than a problem... it was a groove
then, a rut now." Morris also cited
the change in attitudes about drunk-
eness in our own generation.
"Being drunk is no longer funny,"
he said.

He also pointed to such loop
holes in legislation as a case in which
a man pled not guilty in a drunk
driving accident which killed 27
people because alcohol is a legal
drug. This was despite the fact alco-
hol is number one on the list of most
dangerous drugs. "Look at what's
happening around us," Morris said.
"Legislators will not make this right.
It's the people who make it right.
You have to make it right yourself...

Reaction —
(Continued from page one)

"We were not only
there for Pan, but for all of them," said
Pam Hillman '90, said the crash
quickly changed her mood from one of
holiday anticipation to despair over the loss of life. "Initially, right
before the crash, I was so excited to
be coming home, only to learn eight
hours later of the bombing," she said.

Hillman said she first
learned of the crash while driv-
ing. Her mother called her on a
cell phone and told her the news.
All she could do was pull off the
road. "I just started crying," she said.

"It was a pretty small pro-
gram," she added. "(The crash)
was so catastrophic that I
couldn't really comprehend it.
Not until the service the other
day did I really cried openly."

Another member of the
class of 1990, Martha Bodner
and Shannon Johnson, were also
attending last fall on
the Syracuse University program.

it's the power to choose."

Morris stressed accountabil-
ity and the reality it is something
which is not inherent but which
must be learned. "If learned to be
accountable when I went to prison,"
Morrissaid. He pointed out it is
necessary the individual realize he
is responsible for his choices, and
consider them carefully before
making them. He did not simply
tell the audience what those choices
should be.

"Sometimes to get burned
you don't need a flame," he said.
"Make the right choice... Once we
understand the concept of getting
burned, then that is a learning expe-
rience."

Students said they were
impressed with Morris' talk. "He
was very effective without preach-
ing," said Samantha Fischer '92
about his approach.

"It made me think about my
own life, the choices Ihave to make," said Andrew Atwell '91 after
the lecture. He felt Morris had "good
insight into what's wrong with our
legal system."

The Bears of Maine Colleges entertained fans at Tuesday's UMaine-Bowdoin hockey game. Orono squeaked by the
Polar Bears 7-6. For game details, see page seven. Photo by David Wilby.
154 students admitted early-decision to 1993 class

Twenty-six Maine students are among the 154 early-decision applicants admitted to Bowdoin College's incoming class.

Overall, the number of high school students applying for early admission to Bowdoin College continues to grow, and minority admissions have increased for the third consecutive year, according to Director of Admissions William R. Mason, III.

Bowdoin received 455 early-decision applications for admission to the class of 1993, a seven percent rise over last year and the fifth consecutive increase.

The Maine students make up 17 percent of the newly-selected students. Fifteen minority students are among the 154 early-decision applicants, and constitute 10 percent of the class to date. The number of minority students admitted under the early-decision program has more than doubled in the last two years.

"A great deal of hard work and effort has gone into Bowdoin's outreach program to attract minority students, and this is an outstanding indication on which to build the remaining portion of the class in the spring," Mason remarks.

Mason attributed the overall increase in early-decision applications to "last spring's successful on-campus admissions effort" and increased awareness of Bowdoin's opportunities in the most highly competitive colleges. This group of early-decision candidates represents the largest number recruited at Bowdoin's level in need-based financial aid awards for the minority students.

Since it was founded in 1794 "for the common good," Bowdoin College has been committed to recruiting and retaining Maine students in admissions, financial aid, and special programs. The Upward Bound Program, now entering its 23rd year at Bowdoin, encourages students from income families to attend college.

Series to honor MLK, Black History Month

In honor of Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday and Black History Month, Bowdoin College will host a series on the civil rights movement.

"From Past to Future: Black Leadership: What Was Dr. King's Vision," a panel discussion, will be presented Friday, Feb. 3, at 7:30 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center. A reception will follow at the Russwurm African-American Center.

The panelists will be the Rev. Vernon Wall, interim pastor at the New Bethel Baptist Church of the Union Baptist Church in Baltimore; the Rev. Marion C. Bascov, senior minister of the Douglas Memorial Community Church of Baltimore; and Garland L. Thompson, editorial writer for the Baltimore Sun.

More than 100 members of the college faculty and students attended the event, which celebrated Dr. King's 75th birthday.

Exhibits by Soviet artists on display

Komar, Melamid to present slide show

Feb. 6 in Kresge

An exhibition of paintings by Soviet emigre artists Vitaly Komar and Alexei Melamid on display at the Bowdoin College Museum of Art through March 5, in the Twentieth Century Gallery.

The duo will present a slide lecture, "Komar and Melamid on Komar and Melamid" Monday, Feb. 6 at 8 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center. The lecture is sponsored by the Kenneth V. Santagata Memorial Lecture Fund and is free to the public. The audience is invited to view the exhibition with the artists following their presentation.

Komar and Melamid work as a team in a variety of styles, drawing on a wide range of artistic realism in order to make ironic comment on the Soviet Union. Their work is both provocative and skillful technique, using images of "official" Soviet art, they turn the propaganda of powerful governments into affirmation of a common humanity.

The Moscow natives, who emigrated to the United States via Israel in the mid-1970s, collaborate on each work. For example, a figure may be left without a head for the other partner to fill in. With numerous paintings, they might argue about how to combine images and styles, sometimes joining pictures that were painted years before or just hours apart.

Komar and Melamid have exhibited, lectured, and performed throughout the United States, Canada, Europe and Israel. Their work has been critically acclaimed in the American and foreign press.

The Bowdoin College Museum of Art is open to the public free of charge. Hours Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Sunday, 1 to 5 p.m.; Closed Mondays and national holidays.

The Kenneth V. Santagata Memorial Lecture Fund was established in 1962 by family and friends of Kenneth Santagata, '39, to support lectures in the arts, humanities, and the social sciences. These programs follow conventional approaches. Past Santagata Lecturers at Bowdoin include novelist Toni Morrison, economist Lester Thurow, philosopher Sissela Bok, singer-director Meredith Monk, and poet Howard Nemerov.

10% of Bowdoin's students are from Maine and receive 10% of the college's billion in need-based financial aid awards for the current year.
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Chem. department receives grant

Bowdoin College has received a $600,000 grant from The Pew Charitable Trusts to support the college's microscale organic chemistry curriculum.

The three-year Pew grant will provide funding for several projects in microscale research and development: the construction of a new state-of-the-art laboratory, the development of new experiments, and an updated instructional videotape.

The grant will also enable the college to continue its summer microscale institutes for visiting faculty. Faculty from more than 100 institutions have participated in microscale institutes, which have become so popular they can be filled five times over.

The funds will also provide release time for Dana W. Mayo, Charles Weston Pickard Professor of chemistry and one of the architects of the curriculum, to continue to research industrial applications of microscale.

By reducing the scale of laboratory apparatus and experiments 100 to 1,000 times, microscale reduces the expense of teaching organic chemistry by 80 percent, provides a safer and healthier environment for students, ameliorates a growing chemical waste disposal problem and represents a multimillion dollar savings for institutions of higher learning.

Already adopted by more than 200 academic institutions nationwide, the innovative curriculum enables more sophisticated organic chemistry experiments formerly reserved for graduate study to become an integral part of the undergraduate curriculum.

Bowdoin plans to begin construction of the new microscale laboratory this year as part of a proposed $175,000-square-foot science center. Groundbreaking for the first phase of the $25.5 million dollar center, the science library wing, is planned for the spring.

The Pew Charitable Trusts consist of seven individual charitable funds established between 1948 and 1979 by the sons and daughters of Joseph N. Pew, founder of the Sun Oil Company. The Trusts support nonprofit organizations dedicated to improving the quality of life for people and communities and encouraging personal growth and self-sufficiency. Grants are awarded in the areas of conservation and the environment, culture, education, health and human services, public policy, and religion.

Guitarist to play Gibson

Christopher Kane will perform his works spanning four centuries Monday, Jan. 30, at noon in Room 101, Gibson Hall, Bowdoin College. The Public is welcome at no charge.

The program will include five 17th-century lute pieces, as well as works by Fernando Sor, William Doughtery, Federico Moreno-Torremba, and Astar Piazollola.

A prize-winner and finalist in many international guitar competitions, Kane recently returned from his second European concert tour, which included critically acclaimed recitals in Germany, Sweden, and Denmark.

A former member of the faculty at Bowdoin and the University of Southern Maine, Kane is now guitar instructor at Plymouth State College and the Concord (N.H.) Community Music School. He attended the Boston Conservatory before earning his bachelor's degree at GISM. The presentation is part of the Music at Noon series sponsored by the department of music. For more information, call 725-3151.

Leave forests and parks clean.
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As It Should Be
Italian-Continental Cuisine
Reasonably Priced Lunch & Dinner
in a Unique Atmosphere
Lunch on Caesar Salad - Roman lettuce tossed in a dressing made of eggs, lemon, anchovy and parmesan cheese topped with croutons.
Dine on Zappa O'Peace - Seafood combo of fresh lobster, shrimp, scallops, calamari and fish in a marinara sauce served over linguini with garlic points.

At 729 Union St.
Bowdoin College, Brunswick

GIVE YOUR COLLEGE STUDENT A VERY SPECIAL CARE PACKAGE! An Ice Cream Cake from Ben & Jerry's for birthdays, study breaks, exams, surprises, rainy days...

Call and order your cake today:
Free Delivery (207) 725-2725
96 Maine Street, Brunswick
You don't need your parents' money to buy a Macintosh.

It's never been difficult for students to convince their parents of the need for a Macintosh computer at school. Persuading them to write the check, however, is another thing altogether.

Which is why Apple created the Student Loan-to-Own Program. An ingenious loan program that makes buying a Macintosh as easy as using one.

Simply pick up an application at the location listed below, or call 800-831-LOAN. All your parents need to do is fill it out, sign it, and send it. If they qualify, they'll receive a check for you in just a few weeks.

There's no collateral. No need to prove financial hardship. No application fee.

Best of all, the loan payments can be spread over as many as 10 years.

Which gives you and your parents plenty of time to decide just who pays for it all.

Introducing Apple's Student Loan-to-Own Program

Moulton Union Bookstore

©1988 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Skiing

(continued from page seven)

Holly Russell '91 and Klev Manson '91 had impressive runs. On the men's side, Kevin Creamer '91, Nick Schmit '91, and Mike Gibbs '92 skied well. With captain Bob Frenchmen '89, Greg Belongowski '91, and Creamer being the only Bowdoin veterans, the men's Nordic team has been boosted greatly by its new members. Besides Gibbs and Schmit, the men have been helped by sophomores Tony Jaccaci and Brendan Ryan.

The women's team has also doubled in size. Freshmen Jaquline Box, Tisha Roland and Jen Pratt along with sophomores Abby Smith have joined the team. "We have good depth. It's really important," comment Mason '91. The new found depth has already helped the Polar Bears. This weekend when captain Frenchman (who is normally the leading men Alpine skier) failed to complete a run, Creamer, Gibbs and Schmit filled his place. Although the lack of snow hasn't been a problem for the Alpine ski teams, injuries have been troublesome. On the men's side, freshmen Rick Abrahamson has been out with back problems. For the women both captain Booka Smith '90 and Jen Pratt '92 are afoul.

With their first Division II race behind them, the ski team looks forward to more competitive meets. The NE Division II Championships are February 17th and 18th and if Colby falters, Bowdoin has a good shot to win.

Track

(Continued from page 8)

by Berke Breathed

Iranian political prisoner to speak for Amnesty

Tonight, Friday, February 27, 1989, Amnesty International of Bowdoin College will present a talk by Reza Jalali, former political prisoner from Iran. The presentation will take place at 7 PM at the Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Reza Jalali, a Kurd, was exiled from his homeland by the Shah's regime. Under the Shah the basic rights of the Kurdish population were denied. After the overthrow of the Shah, the persecution of the Kurds was continued by Khomeini's government. Forced to leave Iran, Reza Jalali fled to India. In 1981, the Islamic Republic of Iran requested the Indian Government to imprison him. Amnesty International intervened on his behalf and he was released. Jalali came to the US in 1985.

Amnesty International is a worldwide human rights organization with over 500,000 members and supporters in over 150 countries. In Maine there are 11 local groups. The Bowdoin College campus group has been active since 1980.

Films to be shown for German opera class

A series of film interpretations of five German operas will be shown at Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall, Bowdoin College this semester. All of the films will be shown on Wednesday evenings at 5:30 p.m. at no charge to the public.

The film series will be shown in conjunction with a course on German opera. Professor of German Steven R. Curt and Robert K. Beckwith, professor of music emeritus. The course will trace the gradual development of a distinctly German style in a genre founded and dominated by Italian culture.

Each film will be screened at least twice. The schedule is: Mozart's "The Magic Flute" (directed by Ingmar Bergman), Jan. 25, Feb. 1, and Feb. 8; Beethoven's "Fidelio", Feb. 15, Feb. 22, and March 1; Weber's "Der Freischutz", March 8 and March 15; Wagner's "Lohengrin", April 5, April 12, and April 19; Richard Strauss; "Salome," April 19 and May 3.

For more information, call 725-3141.

Women's hockey

(Continued from page 8)

Yet, McPherson is not the only bright spot on the Polar Bear's squad. Maggie O'Sullivan '92 has emerged as a stalwart defender.

On the offensive side of the ice, Sheila Carroll '90 continues to be a dominant presence for the Bowdoin attack. The junior leads in scoring for the second straight season. Carroll is accompanied by the strong sticks of Petra Eaton '91, Katie Allen '92, and Sarah Russell '91.

The team has welcomed back after a semester away Martha Bodnor '90, Caroline Parks '90, and Erin Miller '91. All are returning letter winners, and look forward to an experience to a young team. Their return also adds a third line allowing the Polar Bears to finish stronger in the later stages of the game.

The Bears are back after a strong 91-92 season. The team's 16th place finish at arch rival Colby on Wednesday; unfortunately results were not available at press time.

This weekend finds the Bears playing host to the Panthers of Middletown College and the Carmounts of the University of Vermont.

Irish political prisoner to speak for Amnesty

Tonight, Friday, February 27, 1989, Amnesty International of Bowdoin College will present a talk by Reza Jalali, former political prisoner from Iran. The presentation will take place at 7 PM at the Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Reza Jalali, a Kurd, was exiled from his homeland by the Shah's regime. Under the Shah the basic rights of the Kurdish population were denied. After the overthrow of the Shah, the persecution of the Kurds was continued by Khomeini's government. Forced to leave Iran, Reza Jalali fled to India. In 1981, the Islamic Republic of Iran requested the Indian Government to imprison him. Amnesty International intervened on his behalf and he was released. Jalali came to the US in 1985.

Amnesty International is a worldwide human rights organization with over 500,000 members and supporters in over 150 countries. In Maine there are 11 local groups. The Bowdoin College campus group has been active since 1980.

Films to be shown for German opera class

A series of film interpretations of five German operas will be shown at Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall, Bowdoin College this semester. All of the films will be shown on Wednesday evenings at 5:30 p.m. at no charge to the public.

The film series will be shown in conjunction with a course on German opera. Professor of German Steven R. Curt and Robert K. Beckwith, professor of music emeritus. The course will trace the gradual development of a distinctly German style in a genre founded and dominated by Italian culture.

Each film will be screened at least twice. The schedule is: Mozart's "The Magic Flute" (directed by Ingmar Bergman), Jan. 25, Feb. 1, and Feb. 8; Beethoven's "Fidelio", Feb. 15, Feb. 22, and March 1; Weber's "Der Freischutz", March 8 and March 15; Wagner's "Lohengrin", April 5, April 12, and April 19; Richard Strauss; "Salome," April 19 and May 3.

For more information, call 725-3141.
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The loss of a friend is always a blow. The impact of that blow is magnified when the death occurs unexpectedly, and when the friend taken from us is so young. And when the blow jars us from the serene isolation in which we live at Bowdoin, it is nothing short of devastating.

The pain we feel at the death of Pam Herbert '90 can in no way equal that felt by her family. Nonetheless, we grieve over the loss of a member of our Bowdoin family.

At a small school, we see the same faces almost daily, and we share the lives of our classmates in a way that is often impossible in our increasingly anonymous world. And Pam stood out in so many ways, even in a community of her size. So it is easy to make a name.

Her friendship enriched the lives of all those who knew her, even in the slightest way, and her work here made the college a better place to live and work in so many important ways.

The love that Pam brought to this campus was clearly visible this week at the memorial service held Monday afternoon. We think Pam would have been gratified not only that her friends were brave enough to share her thoughts and feelings so generously at this difficult time, but also to see that the service was not so much a time for grieving as a celebration of her life and the joy she brought to us.

The support we give each other in our sorrow will come from our joyful memories of Pam, and will be the most fitting memorial we can make for her. Special thanks to all those who took part and gave us strength for this week.

To Pam's family, we offer not only our respectful condolences, but our sincere thanks for the precious gift they shared with us in their daughter. We will miss her.

Under the Pines
By Kevin Wesley

There was a time when I never thought it would happen.

It started three-and-a-half-years ago. Back then, the freshman plates came over late Thursday night and woke me up.

That was when the Orient building on Clavelland Street had one computer, two refrigerators full of beer, one light board, no darkroom, a few editors, and hand-held waxers. Stories were sent by telephone modem down to the printer, and then delivered back to our office.

Boy, things sure have changed.

The paper switched into a broadcast (still, full-sized paper, like the Boston Globe or New York Times) during the spring of 1986. In the fall of 1987, it changed back to a tabloid, and will remain that way this semester.

No one can ever accuse the Orient of being left out of the Technological Revolution of the 1980s. We now are completely automated, with an in-house publishing system. Other groups now come to us to do their typesetting.

We installed two new light tables, and just this week, hired Mark Waltz '90 to build a fourth. A new darkroom was built in 1986. The Slides Automatic Washer came in the fall of 1987. The couch came last semester.

Yet with all the changes made in the Orient over my four years, there are still two common denominators. The first is that Orient editors usually spend too much time at the office and not enough time relaxing, playing sports, or attending classes and Small College work. The second is that despite the advances of technology, editor still never gets any sleep on Thursday nights/Friday mornings.

Some students told me when I was named editor of the Orient last semester that I was now in the same position as then-President-Elect George Bush. I looked at them, puzzled, trying to figure out what the similarity between the President of the United States and the Editor of a small college newspaper could be.

The only thing I can think of is that both jobs require you to take a lot of heat for writing about hangouts, but I've never seen George Bush eating a roast beef sandwich.

"No, no, no," my roommates told me.

"You guys are exactly alike in that your best friends are rich and they both spent the past few years trying to get you the worst job in the world."
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A conversation between Roy and the King
By Brad Olsen

"Well Roy, you did a wise thing this morning, but why'd you do it when the band was playing, without any warning or signal of wave of success? You had the travelling Willburys, you had a solo artist singing, he's not even fat yet, why the death and come here with us?"

"Lemme tell ya Thirst of the world isn't..."

Sagittarius—there's a lot of shit out there and most of it is bad. You got your George Michael, your Howard Jones, it's gone berserk—they're making music with B.B. King. I even read in the LA Times, N.W. Wilson's gonna make a record with Bryan Adams. No one listens to Todd Rundgren. We got that dangerous president and his moronic sidekick. Even All is in danger of low racy taste, who's gonna take the place of the same and I wanted out and wanna come in your band bar..."

"I hear you man. Would ya miss making that fried rice over this way..."

"Listen King, you're gonna have millions of people how to do the thing, I don't want to get found out..."

"I mean, it's tough. The tabloid stories about your affair with movie stars, photos, creating artist representations, finding out about celebrity behind-the-scenes difficulties. How do you besides those dark glasses, the wig, and those brown-clad mystery people be anonymous? Man, I've even been hearing about you in the news recently. Four years and..."

"...you're once spotted in the Brunswick Shop and Save..."

To the Editor—

The beginning of the semester again-time for the Executive Board to shoot itself in the foot. There are two vacant positions on the Board, and an announcement detailing the candidacy requirements has been posted in the Moulton Union. This semester it appears that the Elections Committee has corrected last semester's grave error of providing for an interval of less than one week between the first day of notices calling for candidates and posted and the day the elections were to be held. For there are days when they can do something other than democratic tradition, we applauded.

It is for other reasons even more damaging to Bowdoin's reputation as an enlightened liberal arts institution that we feel this letter must be penned. We wish to direct attention to the fact that the election notice is an offense against against the English language. The notice is rife with misspellings, incorrect grammar, horrendous punctualization, and abnormally insane collogialisms. Examples are almost too numerous to mention. "Petions are now at the information desk at the union and the inner." What, exactly, is a "petion"? Nor do we recall them being a "union" anywhere on the Bowdoin campus. But if they are referring to the Moulton Union, shouldn't it be capitalized, as should the "Tower" they are both proper nouns, they are fresh. The notice goes on to state that if students "want to be one of the in thing..." and then "Now" and "that all students are welcomed to attend." (The upcom- ing Student Senate will hopefully do the ultimate what? And how can we be welcomed "to" an event that has not yet taken place?) A New Breeze is indeed blowing across America: let us hope it is not carrying illiteracy wafting in its winds.

If the Executive Board cannot take the time to ensure that notices calling for elections to that body are not produced for a minimum of spelling and punctuation mistakes, we have no desire to be part of that allegedly "in crowd"—nor do we believe in the integrity of a Bowdoin College administration that publicly posts such examples of pitiful prose cannot expect people to take the rule of the students needed by the student body needed to function at even a minimum level of effectiveness.

Once again the Executive Board is using the papers to cover the apathy that the members of the Board continually assert to be rampaging across the Bowdoin campus. The Executive Board should take a close look at the source of that apathy.

The Apathy House

David A. Shacter '89
Damon G. Guterman '89
Ronald C. Brady '89
Luis E. Clemens '89

Letters

Inauguration rites and the sacred presidency

David Kertzer

Two centuries ago the framers of the Constitution created what they thought would be a new kind of head of state, one lacking both the power of a king and the dignity of a pope. By all accounts the new office turned out to be something similar to the divine kingship than the Founding Fathers calculated. Yet, as the waiting inaugurations will so clearly show, the presidency once created is much more similar to the modern presidency of the United States than to the model of the monarchial riches on which the Founding Fathers modeled it. As the king—who personified the nation and symbolized national unity and authority—was considered sacred, so too is the president. As our quadrennial ceremonies pass, it is worth asking what all the hoopla is about.

In 1789, the first inauguration of the presi- dent with European kings of old seems far-fetched, consider the parallels found in as even more exotic case: the enthronement of the king of Aksum. Among this west Africa people, the king-to-be-had his former status by having a sheep killed before him, thereby pouring blood on his feet to purify him. The major chiefs with whom the king had disputes then come to him and make peace. He becomes king when he first sits on the holy stool, thus iden- tifying himself with the previous kings. He is then bore slow through the main streets of the capital, crowded with his people who offer him gifts and are given such things as wine, fruits, and a long list of other offerings. Then, homes blow and, these days, guns are fired. Finally, he swears his sacred oath. As king, he is now in close touch with the powerful spirits of the royal family and is given important political position to bring well-being to his people.

How different is all this from our own presidential inauguration? The period from election day to inauguration day is one in which the president-elect is in a curious in-between state. He no longer occupies his former status, but he has not yet begun his new one. His former approach to him will not be the same, and he must make peace, for the president, like the king, must be above partisan politics and must symbolically unite the nation. Through the inauguration ritual, which is essentially a reaffirmation of the traditional rights of the people, the president is reaffirmed in his authority.

The sacred nature of the presidentship is made abundantly clear in the inauguration. True, the presi- dent is not associated with holy oil by a bishop or pope, as monarchs typi- cally were in medieval Europe. Yet, the two central rites of inauguration, the oath itself and the inaugu- ral address, are analogous to the ceremony of the vocation of a Roman Catholic priest. In this ceremony, the new priest is made a minister of the church and a member of the body of Christ. In his address, the president is made a minister of the church and a member of the body of Christ.

Alas, aiding of the religious requirement for presidential inauguration, there is, then, likely to give Bush the following advice. As newly pro- claimed prophet of the state cult, your inaugural address must remain ting in minute detail the rites performed by his predecessors, the new president must be identified with the leaders, and with the nation and the presidency in a way that a president of the United States can be identified with the presidency. The biblical symbolism used in the oath is picked up in the ad- dresses itself, commonly giving it the flavor of a sermon, complete with biblical quotations. It has be- come virtually obligatory to end the inaugural address with a reference to the doings of God and the seeking of God's blessings. Four years ago, for example, Reagan concluded his address by saying, "Let God bless you and God bless America." This helps to confirm the president's sacerdotal role with a stitting, if subtle, religious to a bit of musical nationalistic literacy in "God bless America." In short, in leading the nation, the president is to act as God's deputy. The fusion of biblical and nationalistic imagery is the key doctrine of inaugural addresses.

Aides, conscious of the religious requirement for presidential inauguration, are thus, then, likely to give Bush the following advice. As newly pro- claimed prophet of the state cult, your inaugural address must remain ting in minute detail the rites performed by his predecessors, the new president must be identified with the leaders, and with the nation and the presidency in a way that a president of the United States can be identified with the presidency. The biblical symbolism used in the oath is picked up in the ad- dresses itself, commonly giving it the flavor of a sermon, complete with biblical quotations. It has be- come virtually obligatory to end the inaugural address with a reference to the doings of God and the seeking of God's blessings. Four years ago, for example, Reagan concluded his address by saying, "Let God bless you and God bless America." This helps to confirm the president's sacerdotal role with a stitting, if subtle, religious to a bit of musical nationalistic literacy in "God bless America." In short, in leading the nation, the president is to act as God's deputy. The fusion of biblical and nationalistic imagery is the key doctrine of inaugural addresses.
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Panel focuses on racism

Lip sync, Patriot article cited as racist incidents
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Andrew Hall '91 spoke of his distress with the apathy image students and the Executive Board, in his opinion, seemed to accept to easily. As he put it, "It's a problem that needs to be solved. Any student body that doesn't appear to have support of its constituents is a dangerous thing."

He promised, if elected, to work to change this image while also trying to help the Executive Board achieve its capacity in terms of the history of the particular firm, their size, and membership. Further, each architectural firm had to outline the services that they could provide Bowdoin, show examples of their work, and explain relevant experience relating to the building of an activities center. Some firms presented "first ideas and thoughts" about the proposed center at Bowdoin, but this was regarded merely as brainstorming.

These presentations will serve as the means of evaluating and selecting the firm who will eventually build the new Student Center.

No firm has been selected at this time and none will be named until early March.

Linked to this decision are plans to expand and remodel Wentworth dining facilities. Since the new Student Center will contain a dining area it will impact the

(Continued on page nine)

Eight candidates vie for vacant Exec Board seats

LISA KANE

ORIENT Staff

Tuesday night's Executive Board open forum witnessed eight students vying for candidates for two recently vacated seats.

Jeffrey Bradley '90, a member of the Executive Board and chairman of elections, presided at the open forum. Before giving students the opportunity to speak, Bradley shared his assessment that the past semester was "tremendously successful," for the Executive Board. He attributed that to the diligence of Board members.

Josh Brockman '90 was the first candidate to take the floor. He expressed his interest in helping the Executive Board take a more active role for students by communicating more effectively with the administration.

He also spoke of his concern with making the Executive Board more diverse. As he explained, "There is not just one type of student at Bowdoin... the diversity of student views must be better represented."

Michael Frantz '90, shared an experience which served to restore his faith in student committees. Last year after accidentally breaking a chair, he was charged $500 dollars by Physical Plant for the damage. After much protest, Frantz finally paid but when he appealed to the Executive Board it intervened on his behalf and had his money returned to him.

If elected Frantz claims that he will concentrate on, "improving efficiency... and eliminating waste."

Christopher Garbaccio '90 expressed his concern with the minimal representation from the junior class which he sought to fill.

He mentioned among other activities the leadership experience he has gained from captaining a variety of athletic teams.

Garbaccio closed his remarks stating his qualifications, "I possess the necessary leadership skills and...[I am] conscientious ... hard working..."

Andrew Hall '91 spoke of his distress with the apathy image students and the Executive Board, in his opinion, seemed to accept to easily. As he put it, "It's a problem that needs to be solved. Any student body that doesn't appear to have support of its constituents is a dangerous thing."

He promised, if elected, to work to change this image while also trying to help the Executive Board achieve its capacity in terms of the history of the particular firm, their size, and membership. Further, each architectural firm had to outline the services that they could provide Bowdoin, show examples of their work, and explain relevant experience relating to the building of an activities center. Some firms presented "first ideas and thoughts" about the proposed center at Bowdoin, but this was regarded merely as brainstorming.

These presentations will serve as the means of evaluating and selecting the firm who will eventually build the new Student Center.

No firm has been selected at this time and none will be named until early March.

Linked to this decision are plans to expand and remodel Wentworth dining facilities. Since the new Student Center will contain a dining area it will impact the
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FRATERNITIES gear up for spring rush

SHARON HAYES

ORIENT Contributor

As the spring semester gets under way the word on many students' lips is "rush." It is not "rush to class" or "rush to get a paper done" but rather second semester fraternity rush.

The spring semester rush, which began yesterday, marks an important event in the schedule of the Bowdoin fraternity system. This semester will be the last time fraternity will hold rush until the spring of 1990, as the college is abolishing the traditional first semester rush beginning next fall.

Among the fraternities holding rush activities this spring are: Alpha Beta Pi, Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Kappa Sigma, Alpha Rho Upsilon, Chi Phi, Delta Sigma and Psi Upsilon.

The primary reason behind the decision by the smaller houses to hold a second semester rush this year is financial. Many of these houses need additional members to help the fraternity make it to next spring.

Andrew Roberts '90, house president of Psi U, points out the importance of new members to maintain financial responsibilities, primarily that of the kitchen.

The four larger fraternities, Beta Theta Pi, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Theta Delta Chi and Zeta Psi, are not holding a rush this semester. Financially, these houses are able to survive the next year without new members.

In addition, Zeta president Judd Kleinman '91 said that without a second semester rush the fraternity can "take time to get new drops acclimated to the house before they take in new members."

The decision to abandon the first semester rush was mutually agreed upon by the administration, the Fraternity Review Committee, and the Inter-Fraternity Council.

According to Jeff Patterson '90, president of the IFC, the fraternities decided that they wanted to move toward a second semester rush last spring. Patterson said in discussing the issue with the administration, they were "discouraged against doing it this year."

Kenneth H. Dodds, dean of students, said, "[second semester rush] is an idea whose time has come."

Showing support for the decision, Scott Hartford '91, president of Kapppa Sig, said, "I'm glad, in a way, because it gives the freshmen

(Continued on page nine)
Seniors begin to face real-life dilemmas

ASA FARAHUDDIN
OriEnt Senior Editor

Every Tuesday night Bowdoin students receive a yellow OCS bulletin in their mailboxes. Depending on your year, the notice either ends up in the dustbin or is read with the requisite sighs and groans.

For members of the senior class, the OCS bulletin is an important source of information on life after Bowdoin. Spring semester hails the news that the real world is only four months away. The constant stream of deadlines for filing applications and turning in resumes does little to drive home that uncomfortable fact.

The sight of numerous smartly dressed students around campus indicates that seniors are not taking things lying down. According to Mr. Harry Warren, Director of Career Services and the Morleian Union, 105 seniors registered to participate in the upcoming OCS recruiting system. In order to register, each student had to attend workshops which covered the fundamentals of writing resumes and preparing for interviews.

Upon registration, each student is allotted a number of points which may be used to bid for an interview slot with a company of their choice. Warren estimated that 50 firms including government agencies and individual legal organizations recruit at Bowdoin each year. Occasionally an internship is available at Bates or Colby with a firm which is not represented at Bowdoin. These cases are arranged by the Directors at the respective schools. The cooperation that exists between the CBB schools may be considered the only competitive atmosphere between students vying for attractive jobs. This is often manifested in the form of missing resources and literature at the OCS.

Many noted that while the number seniors participating in the OCS recruiting season was slightly down from last year, it was still a hectic time of the year. "Sandy Johnson has done a tremendous job of filling the void created by the death of Jo Hill."

Upon registration, options may account for the decline in the number of students interviewing this year. Jayne Rowe, Acting Assistant Director of Career Services, stated that "more seniors may be headed for graduate school this year." She also said that many students were interviewed in positions with firms which did not recruit at Bowdoin. When queried, several students echoed that sentiment. They felt that they were not being adequately represented by the OCS and that they were speaking to their own search Academic

Conference scrutinizes campus violence

MICHELLE PERKINS
OREST Staff Writer

Sexual assault and bias crimes were the focus of a weekend-long Conference on Campus Violence, held at Townson State University in Towson, MD Jan. 10-12.

The conference was sponsored by the Department of Security, the Campus Police and the University's Women's Center. The conference drew students and women who were participating in the rape issue of the book. "One experienced woman and spoke quite candidly about it in her book and in her lecture, Pander said.

Dealing with bias crimes is much harder in some ways than dealing with sexual assault. Many students may not be aware of the problem or how to deal with it. The officers at the conference learned that having a game plan ahead is often much easier than trying to respond to bias crimes after the fact.

Pander said that how an institution responds to bias crimes says a lot about the institution itself. Calling racism a "form of intellectual repression," he said that it needs to be addressed on every campus in the country.

A common theme in all the presentations was communication. "Keeping the lines of communication open between the students, administration, and the surrounding community is critical to solving problems under the rug," stated the president of campus violence, S. Pivnick. The need to have a willingness to admit that these crimes exist in order to address and prevent them.

All that attended the conference from Bowdoin said that it was definitely informative and productive. Pivnick later said that he "learned much from other colleges dealing with violence."

Many had arranged interviews through their "own initiative or through the OCS system."

Growing interest in education and human services may also be responsible for the decline in the number of seniors who are interested in careers with OCS. Assistant Director of Programs for Education, claimed that business at her office was "very brisk." She noted that while there is always interest in education, this spring there appeared to be more seniors and they were speaking to her and speaking about their options.

BRENDA RIELLY
OREST Staff

February is Black History Month at Bowdoin College. The theme of this Black Arts Festival sponsored by the Office of Student Life and the Student Council. "A Celebration of Ethnicity and Diversity,"

A number of minority speakers were invited to Bowdoin to educate students this month. According to Pembertron, Dr. King was the most successful firm, "We seem to have decided over ourselves from issues of justice. People seem to be isolated individuals and have no responsibilities to a community larger than themselves."

Other important dates on the Arts Calendar in February are: 19 February when Harlem Renaissance comes to Pickard; February 22 when Dick Gregory speaks at Pickard; and February 28 when Henry Cisneros, Mayor of San Antonio, Texas, speaks on "Hispanic in the Future of the United States" in Kresge. Mr. Cisneros will also be celebrating the twentieth anniversary of the Afro-American Society at Bowdoin College.

Here is a chance for Bowdoin students to gain an understanding of the Afro-American experience on campus in general and also more participation such as attendance of lectures and guest speakers from students, faculty, and administration, Pov."}

Black arts month begins
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LAUREN SMITH  
OREINT Contributor  

The open forum of Monday night's Executive Board meeting focused upon the college's Sexual Harassment Board. Ann St. Peter '89, chair of this year's Student Judiciary Board, presented plans for revision of the harassment board.

Meredith Sumner '91 expressed concern that Sexual Harassment Board members have received no group training, and at least one member has not had individual training. Sumner said there is "no excuse for a board that's supposed to handle sexual harassment and assault not having training in sexual harassment and assault."

Sumner believes group training is essential, in part because they need to form "group definitions" of what actually constitutes the terms harassment and assault.

While some members have received training in mediation, others have training in judiciary procedures or in sexual harassment and assault. The Executive Board plans to send a letter to President A. LeRoy Creason concerning the revision of some of the "board policy" and to voice its concern that members of the board receive group training in all three areas: mediation, judiciary procedures and sexual harassment and assault.

Another question which has arisen in regard to the board is who has the constitutional right to assign its power. Because the Executive Board has empowered the Judiciary Board with its authority, there is debate as to whether the Judiciary Board has the right to sanction their power to another organization.

These questions relating to the board may entail an Exec Board vote. The Executive Board will ask Creason for the power to interview candidates and submit a list of eight students to the Dean's office. From this list two standing and two alternate members will be chosen.

Pat Fiscalletti '90, head of the Exec Board Judiciary Committee, said he sees the Judiciary Board as isolating themselves from the community.

Executive Board members have expressed concern about informing the student body as to how a J-Board trial is actually conducted. When asked if anything was planned for the J-Board, St. Peter said it is trying to plan a mock hearing on either sexual harassment or academic dishonesty which will be open to the College community. St. Peter said a time has not been set for the mock hearing. In other business, the Executive Board:

- Heard from Gerald Jones, vice-president of the freshman class, who was present to discuss funding for freshmen activities and to suggest that next year a fund be set up early for incoming freshmen. Scott Beless '89 motioned to give $500 to each class. This suggestion will be researched by an appropriate committee.
- Spoke with leaders of The Senioranalist, a satirical newsletter, which requested a charter for funding their publishing costs. The Exec Board will consider granting the newsletter an FC-3 charter.
- Voted to investigate improvements in game room maintenance and the possibility of funding new games.
- Voted to investigate handicapped access with Physical Plant.
- Discussed the extension of the gymnasium hours on Saturday and the language lab and library hours.

The Executive Board deliberates the training methods of the Sexual Harassment Board Monday night.  

Photo by Dave Willey
College swings deal to cut energy costs

JACK CAHILL
ORIENT Senior Editor

The college may be paying substantially lower costs for electricity during high-use periods due to a new agreement with Central Maine Power, according to David Barbour, director of physical plant.

"The Public Utilities Commission approved the plan seven years ago," Barbour said. "Barbour estimated the program will save the college in the neighborhood of $1500-$2000 during the winter months. He said the college company approached Bowdoin, Bates and Colby last year, asking them if they could work in cooperation to identify segments of their power use load they could eliminate. "I already had quite a heavy load-shedding program at the time," he said, but agreed to look into the possibility.

Barbour said the program will involve activating emergency generators in Cole's Tower, Hawthorne-Longfellows Library, the heating plant, Morrill Gymnasium, and Farley Field House. It will also involve shutting off the compressors in Dayton Arena for up to three hours at a time, he said.

"People should be aware that they may be having generators running on especially cold days," Barbour said. He said the generators will be running primarily in areas where students will not be disturbed by the noise, and during off-peak study hours. He said the only place where students may have problems with the noise will be in Hawthorne-Longfellows, but added that the generator in that building is new and is quieter than older models in use in other campus buildings.

If the program is successful, the college will be able to save up to 200 kilowatts. "If Bates and Colby join in the program, that will give Central Maine Power the 500 kilowatts they are looking for," he said.

Large proctor pool expected for 1990

KEVIN WESELY
ORIENT Editor

Applications for proctor positions for the 1989-90 academic year are due Feb. 9, according to Asst. Dean of Students Anna Brown.

Available positions in campus residence halls number twenty-seven and Brown said she expects competition to be fierce this year.

Brown, who held two information sessions for interested candidates this week, said she expects 100 applicants this year, up from 75 last year.

Last year, the proctoring system was changed from two provisors per building to one per each floor in the six brick dorms. Brown said this change has met with mostly positive responses from the student body.

"Students really feel it's fostered a sense of community," Brown said. "More students are aware of the necessity of students in college life, and the need to be responsible." The application process includes faculty and student recommendations.

Each candidate will be interviewed by groups of five to seven people: a current proctor and one member of the interview group which includes Activities Director William Frutch, Director of Security Michael Pander, Dean of Students Elia Zuck, and Admissions Counselor Leon Bratwell.

The proctor will be a proctor for one year. Bratwell said the program is designed to foster a sense of responsibility.

Proctoring is a requirement of freshmen, and Brown said she is pleased with the program. "I think it's a great way to get to know the campus and the students," she said. Brown said she is looking for proctoring positions in the future.

Racism workshop on the boards

CATHY STANLEY
ORIENT Staff

To better inform the Bowdoin campus about racism, a Racism Workshop is being held at 9 a.m. on Saturday, Feb. 9th, in Lancaster Lounge.

Leader of the workshop, Don Kao, is director of Project Reach located in Chinatown, New York City.

Program Reach deals with adolescents from the ages of 12 to 21, assisting them in finding out who they are. The program also examines such issues as racism, sexual assault, and homelessness.

The workshop is open only to those invited, specifically, at least one member of various campus groups and organizations.

"The reason for this is that the workshop will be an experimental piece where people are interacting with each other, and as fifty people are already invited, the workshop will be more difficult for Kao," said Kathleen Brown, from the counseling service, and organizer of the workshop.

She added that she will be making a tape that other students can use later.

SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS
Counselors: 21+, Coed, sleepaway camp, Mass. Berkshire, WSI, arts & crafts, tennis, all land and water sports, drama, gymnastics, piano/voice/for shows, judo, dance, photography, computers, nature, wilderness, model rocketry, guitar, radio, video, archery, yearbook, wood working, RN, typist.

Write: Camp Emerson, 5 Brassie Rd, Eastchester, NY 10707 or call (914) 779-9406.

---

CANDID PHOTOS NEEDED

FOR 1989 YEARBOOK

• Submit any pictures of... friends, roommates, dorm life, fraternity life, sports shots, party shots... FUN SHOTS!!

• Can be color or black & white and any size

• Submit to The Bugle box on the M.U. desk

---

All photos subject to editing
Avante Garde uses text for revolutionary art

"The Avante-garde and the Text," on display at the Bowdoin College Museum of Art through March 5.

This is an unprecedented retrospective of pivotal early 20th-century avant-garde literature. The exhibition examines the social and aesthetic impetus behind the text, as well as the concept of the avant-garde movement. It presents both the avant-garde literature and the visual arts of the 20th century.

In the hands of artists and writers such as Hugo Ball, Marcel Duchamp, Max Ernst, Walter Gropius, Leo Lionni, Tristan Tzara, Kurt Schwitters, the text was transformed into a powerful tool for addressing contemporary issues, disseminating propaganda, and attacking both the political and the artistic status quo. 125 samples of these works dating from 1909 to 1953 are included in the exhibit.

Insight into the exhibit will be provided by two lectures. Wendy R. Salmon, instructor in art history, will present a talk on the exhibition Feb. 8. On Feb. 12, Stephen Feifer, professor of art at the University of Iowa and co-curator of the exhibition, will present a slide lecture, "Textual Persuasion: Art and Instrumentality."

Students make state-of-the-art music

Pianist Barry Hannigan will perform at Bowdoin College, Wednesday, Feb. 8, at 7:30 p.m. in Kenge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center. Admission is $7 for the general public, free with a Bowdoin ID.

Hannigan will present two works by 20th-century composers: "Twelve Fantasy Pieces after the Zodiac" for amplified piano, from Makekroneen, Vol. II by George Crumb, and "The People United Will Never Be Defeated" by Frederic Rzewski.

Hannigan has quickly established himself as a leading performer of avant-garde piano works. He was recently awarded a Solo Recitalist Grant by the National Endowment for the Arts, an award recognizing the nation's outstanding recitalists.

A native of Denver, Hannigan is a graduate of the Eastman School of Music. He is a member of the faculty at Bucknell University.

The performance is part of the 1988-89 Bowdoin College Concert Series.
Study finds freshmen are depressed and in debt

(CPS) This year's freshmen are depressed, disappointed and deterrid, the biggest survey national students attitudes reported Jan. 9. The findings of the American Council on Education and University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) annual survey of 308,000 freshmen paint a picture of collegians "who are not sanguine about the future," summarized UCLA's Kenneth Green.

A record number of students, for example, reported frequently feeling "overwhelmed" and depressed.

"We have very high suicide rates among college students now," added Alexander Astin, the UCLA professor who directs the survey. He attributes them to "tremendous pressures on young people to achieve." Whatever the reason, 10.5 percent of the nation's freshmen reported feeling "depressed" frequently, up from 8.3 percent of 1987's freshmen and 8.2 percent of the 1985 freshmen class.

More than one of every five freshmen felt "overwhelmed by all I have to do." Green added freshmen may be unhappier than previous generations because "a larger number than ever before are not attending their first-choice college." First-choice colleges are often expensive, and the survey indicated students are not getting enough financial aid to afford them. Those who are getting aid are getting it in the form of loans that have to be repaid.

Only 15.6 percent of the students entering college for the Fall '88 term received Pell Grants, which don't have to be repaid. It was the lowest level in the survey's history, Green said. In 1980, almost a third of the freshmen got grants.

"The federal government has, in effect, cut back on most of the financial aid programs intended to help college students form low- and middle-income families," Astin concluded.

As a result, he said, "the burden of paying for college has shifted increasingly to students, their families and the nation's colleges and universities."

The resulting money pressure apparently has changed the way the freshmen view the world, Astin and Green said. The economic recession that plagued families nationwide in the early 1980s and continues to plague them in many farm and energy states changed the students, too.

"These are the children of economic upheaval," Green said. "The recession of the '80s was worse than anything since the Depression (of the 1930s). Their loss of faith and preoccupation with jobs comes from that."

A record number of freshmen — 72.6 percent — said they were going to college primarily to get higher-paying jobs later.
Sports

Women's hockey stuns Colby, 3-2

GREG HOSTETTER

The recent success of the men's hockey team is not the only reason for smiles in Dayton Arena. "We're on a roll," explained women's hockey head coach Lee Husaaker.

Indeed, the women's hockey team has turned up the ice for a five game unbeaten streak against Colgate, Yale, Colby, Middlebury, and the University of Vermont, scoring their record on an impressive 6-4-2.

Perhaps the highlight of the season thus far was last Wednesday's thrilling 3-2 victory over the archrival Mules of Colby. This victory averaged an early season 3-4 overtime loss at the Colby College women's ice hockey tournament and marked the second time in their five-year history that the polar women have beaten Colby.

The game was a tight checking game played to their potential. For the Polar Bears it was their best team effort to date. Petra Eaton '91 led the attack on the Mules, scoring twice, including the winning goal. Katie Allen '91 added the other goal.

Eaton rose to the occasion in the third period as she blasted home a thirty foot slap shot into the upper right hand corner, cleanly beating the Mule's net minder. "Petra's blast was one of the best I've seen in a while," said assistant coach Dana Bureau '89.

Eaton, when asked what was going through her mind at the time, replied "That puck is mine!"

With less than three minutes remaining, the Polar Bears found themselves down five players to three. Co-captain Liz Cahn '90 at that moment pulled the penalty killers together and said, "Listen, all the pressure is on them, score, all we have to do is play good defense." The team responded, clinching the win for the Bears.

Not to be outdone by Eaton's standout performance, leading scorer Sheila Carroll '90 lit the lamp three times in Sunday's 9-4 win against the visiting Catamounts from Vermont.

Carroll's effort gave her the second hat trick of the season. Also, Co-Captain Kathy McPherson '90 has continued her hot hand in the net, as she tallied her first ECCA shutout in a tough 0-0 game with Yale.

However, the recent success of the women's hockey team can not be accredited to just individuals alone. This young team which includes sixteen freshmen, "doesn't play like a young team," according to head coach Lee Husaaker. The main reason seems to be he says, "team chemistry/chemistry.

Husaaker cites a very supportive, mature feeling among the players, led by Co Captains Cahn and McPherson, as the driving force behind the five game streak. One indication of this increased spirit is a jump of the Polar Bear's penalty killing percent from 71.4 percent to 87 percent. This is not a team of individuals but a team effort.

The future will definitely require the Bears to continue their aggressive team-oriented play. The Black and White start at a seven game road swing to finish their season.

This game road swing includes contests against Ivy league powers - the Bruins from Brown and the Dartmouth Big Green, as well as the pesky M.I.T. Engineers.

The women must prevail in these contests to secure a bid in post-season play. If they continue to play at their present level, their chances look good indeed.

Women's hockey squad takes the ice to improve upon their 6-4-2 record. Photo by Annalisa Schmorleitz.

Track runs rampant over Springfield

DAVE JACKSON

The Bowdoin men's track team pulled off a surprising upset this past weekend, defeating Division II Springfield College, 72-69.5, in a tri-meet which also featured Clark (17.5 points). The home advantage helped the Polar Bears pull out the victory in the last event.

It was the pole vault that proved the difference as co-captain Damon Guterman '89 and Rick Saletto '90 finished 1-2. Coach Peter Slovenski remarked, "It was a very exciting meet. We were behind by three points with just the pole vault left. Damon and Rick took first and second to win it for us."

Besides Guterman, other winners for Bowdoin included co-captain Todd Dillon '89 in the 1500 meters with a time of 4:02.18, Jeff Mao '92 in both the 55 meter dash running 6.62 and the triple jump at 44' 7", Lance Hickey '91 in the 1000 meters with a time of 2:06.74 and Tim Roush '92 in the high jump with a 6'4" effort. The Bowdoin 4x100 meter relay team of Bill Callahan '92, Marty Malague '90, John Dougherty '91, and Dillon also finished first in a time of 8:21.34.

Strong efforts were also turned in by Bill Bonnempi '90 who laid claim to second in the 35 pound weight throw with a toss of 37'4". Thirds were captured by Mao in the long jump with a 19'4", Jeb Bolding '89 in the shot put with a throw of 39'3" and Jais Salo '92 who cleaned 6'2" in the high jump.

Dougherty raced to second in the 600 meters with a time of 1:20.36,

while Guterman placed 2nd to Mao in the 155 meters with a time of 6:92.

Peter Holz '91 and Bob McDowell '91 took 2nd and 3rd in the 400 meters with times of 53.72 and 54.60, respectively.

Three runners set personal records during the meet. Callahan ran the 1500 meters in 4:11.47, while Holtz and Steve Clogg '90 ran the 55 meter hurdles in 8.61 and 8.88, respectively, to eclipse personal bests.

With this big victory to trim them up, the men travel to Bates this weekend for the Maine Invitational. Fuelled by last week's results, the men hope to average an early season loss to Bates and mount a challenge against Div I favorites, UMO. If their progress over the last few weeks is any indication, the running Bears are prepared.

Women's track prepares for Smith and Colby

DAVE JACKSON

The women's track team traveled to Lewiston this past weekend for the Bates Invitational. In a field which included Dartmouth, the University of Maine, the University of New Hampshire, Bates, Fitchburg, and Lowell, the Polar Bears finished 5th with a total of 50 points, just 1.5 points out of 4th.

Despite the team's placing far behind running power Dartmouth's 214 points, several individual runners stood out. Highlighting these performances were 3-5 finishes in two events.

Margaret Heron '91 and Rosie Dougherty '89 finished 2nd and 3rd in the 1500 meters with times of 5:49.20 and 5:50.64, respectively. In the pentathlon Jennifer Magee '90 (1496 points) and Krista Mykle '92 (1495 points) lay claim to 2nd and 3rd.

Other top finishers for Bowdoin were Kristen O'Keefe '90, who placed 3rd in the 800 meters with a time of 2:26.78, and the 4x400 meter relay team of Melissa Quinby '91, Dougherty, Heron, and O'Keefe who also raced to a third place finish.

A plethora of others contributed to the Polar Bear effort. Freshman Hanley Deming claimed 4th in the 3000 meters, running a personal best of 11:02.79. Gwen Kay '91 nabbed 5th in the 5000 meters with a time of 18:58.43.

Laurie Sablak '90 ran the 55 meters in 7.82 to finish 6th, while Christine O'Brien '90 also grabbed 6th in the 600 yard run with a 1:37.02. The 4x200 meter relay team of Sablak, Christa Coggins '91, Moy Ogilvie '90, and Beth Hale '90 raced to a 5th place to round out the scoring.

This weekend the women's team returns to tri-meet action when they play host to tough squads from Colby and Smith tomorrow at Folsky Fieldhouse. Events begin at 12:00.
**POLAR BEARS ON THREE GAME STEAK**

**MITCH PRICE
ORIENT STAFF**

The Bowdoin men’s ice hockey team overcame injuries and sickness to record three victories in as many outings last week and improve its record to 10-3-1 on the season.

The Polar Bears came away from the traditionally tough Williams and Holy Cross road trip on January 27-28 with a pair of victories, and then returned to the friendly confines of Dayton Arena on January 31 to defeat the Vikings from Salem State.

The weekend trip to Massachusetts did not start off well for Bowdoin, who lost the first game late for the Williams game on Friday afternoon and seemed to have a case of "buts legs" in the first period. Williams took advantage of sluggish Polar Bear play to skate to a 4-1 lead after one period of play. E.J. Coveney ’01 (Jeff Wood ’01 and Ray Diffey ’91 assisting) had the lone Bowdoin goal of the period.

The second period saw only one goal, a Jim Pincock ’91 power play marker which narrowed the Williams lead to 4-2. Williams made the most of its chances and led 4-3 after two periods of action.

The Bears tied the game early in the third period, rallying from the two-goal deficit with four unanswered goals. Wood (Coveney), Pincock (Thomas Johansson ’91, Brad Chin ’91), Chin (Pincock), and Mirasolo (Steve Kashian ’92, Kurt Liebich ’90) led the Bowdoin scoring parade in the final stanza.

Williams added a late goal to close the margin to 5-5 but could score no more and Bowdoin held on for the come-from-behind win. Steve Janas ’99 made 27 saves in goal for the Bears.

The next afternoon the team travelled to Worcester, Mass., to face the Holy Cross Crusaders and skated away with a 6-1 victory. Bowdoin was at its best when killing penalties against Holy Cross, as the Polar Bears netted three shorthand goals, including a pair within 13 seconds in the first period.

Liebich (Mirasolo), Mike Cavanaugh ’90, and Chris Delaney ’92 (Liebich) all scored while Holy Cross was on the power play, and the Crusaders were never able to recover.

Chin added two goals, his first on assists from Delaney and Alan Carkner ’90 and his second with help from John Anhe ’90 and Kashian. Co-Captain Kevin Powers ’99 (Pincock, Cavanaugh) also tallied for Coach Terry Meagher’s charges.

Janas turned back 29 Crusader shots to record the win, a win which gave Coach Meagher his first road victory in his 6 years behind the Bowdoin bench.

Tuesday night, January 31, the Salem State Vikings invaded Dayton Arena for the second of three regular season meetings with Bowdoin. As in the first contest, the Polar Bears emerged victorious, this time by a 5-3 count.

Johansson scored three straight goals for Bowdoin to break a 2-2 tie and lead the Bears to victory. Two of Johansson’s goals were shorthand efforts, giving Bowdoin five shorthand goals in two games, a remarkable feat.

Chin also had an excellent game, as the speedy sophomore scored a goal (one assist from Pincock) and assisted on two of Johansson’s markers, including a beautiful two-on-one break while Bowdoin was skating a man down. Coveney (Kevin Potter ’89 and Diffey) scored the other Polar Bear goal.

Delaney had two assists on the evening, while Pincock and Carkner each had an assist apiece. Steve Janas, who has played every minute in goal for Bowdoin this season, was extremely sharp in making 31 saves.

Bowdoin’s three straight wins are all the more impressive considering the injuries and illness that the team has had to overcome.

Brett Hickey ’98, injured in the Balson game on January 21, remained out of action last week, while Paul Nelson ’90 aggravated a shoulder injury against Williams and had to miss the next two games.

**SATURDAY’S SLATE**

- Women’s basketball vs Suffolk H 2:00
- Women’s hockey v M.I.T.
- Men’s track vs Colby, Smith H 4:00
- Women’s squash v Tufts, Bates A
- Women’s swimming vs Clark H 1:00
- Men’s basketball vs Middlebury A
- Men’s track @ Maine State Meet A
- Men’s hockey vs Middlebury A
- M & W skiing vs St. Michaels A
- Men’s squash vs Tufts, Bates A
- Men’s swimming vs Colby H
- Men’s wrestling NNE’S A

**Women’s Hoops**

(continued from page seven)

Eagles were 19.7 points per game.

St. Joseph’s was the toughest opponent the Bears faced this week. In the first half, both teams played well defensively and matched each other point for point. At the end of the half it was deadlocked 28.

Bowdoin took control in the second half and began to open up as much as a 16-point lead. Trip- per and Caron led with 16 and 14 respectively. The Bears travelled to Autumn 25-6-10.

Bay also turned in another strong performance for the Bears, as she was 6 of 15 from the field, and made 6 of 7 free throws, for a total of 18 points.

Tri-captain Kim Lemieux ’89 also played well, with 10 points and 10 rebounds.

**Correction**

Bill Hall ’89 was mistakenly referred to as Bill Watt. Frank Marston ’92 is a Freshman and not a Sophomore.

The Sports Staff regrets any inconvenience this may have caused.

**Giant Charcoal Pit**

Good Morning
Bowdoin!
Now Open for Breakfast
New Hours!
7:20-9:00
Sun-Thurs 6:30 a.m. - 11 p.m. Fri-Sat 6:30 a.m. - midnight

**TONTINE**

HAIR FASHIONS
207-729-5475
visit our two stylists, Paul and Gail, in the Tontine Mall
BOWDOIN STUDENT DISCOUNT FOR HAIRCUTS - BRING ID.

**THE BRUNSWICK FLOWER SHOP**

216A Maine Street
Brunswick • 729-8895

**On February 14th... Make A Statement...**

**Honor Mention**

The Bulkhead’s hockey team

Last week’s win over Colby, 3-2, was only the second time in the last five years that the Polar Bears have been toppled by the Bears.

**POLAR BEARS OF THE WEEK**

**The Women’s Hockey Team**

Team Manager Rich Coombs ’89 credits the success of the Polar Bears this season to the support of the players in the bowdoin. "The players are pulling together as a team," Coombs said. "This has been happening since the Maine game and is why we see this surge.

This weekend the Polar Bears will travel to Vermont for games with Norwich and Middlebury, before returning home to host Umass-Boston on Friday 7 at Dayton Arena.

**MEN’S HOOPS FACES TOUGH OPPONENT**

BONNIE BERRYMAN
ORIENT Asst, Sports Editor

The road games have not been easy for the men’s basketball team. Coach Tim Gilbridge’s group traveled to Amherst last Friday and lost to a strong Lord Jeffs team. The game story was Williams the following day was no easier for the Polar Bears as they fell 84-56.

The Lord Jeffs dominated from the beginning of Friday’s game, and took a 32-21 halftime lead. Despite Bowdoin’s strong, 60-point second half, they could not shut down Amherst’s offense. As a result, the Lord Jeffs won the ball game 79-61.

"Amherst was a strong, physical team," said Coach Gilbridge. "They played well and were able to get inside.

**Dr. William R. Ouellette**

DR. BRIAN L. DANIELS

OPTOMETRISTS

Eye Examinations Specializing in Contact Lenses

Pleasant Street Professional Building
53 Pleasant Street, Brunswick
Telephone 725-2161

**Optometrists**

**Eye Examinations**

Specializing in Contact Lenses

Pleasant Street Professional Building
53 Pleasant Street, Brunswick
Telephone 725-2161

**CHUCK WAGON FAMILY RESTAURANTS**

**DR. WILLIAM R. OUELLETTE**

**OPTOMETRISTS**

**Eye Examinations**

Specializing in Contact Lenses

Pleasant Street Professional Building
53 Pleasant Street, Brunswick
Telephone 725-2161

**On February 14th... Make A Statement...**
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Elections
(Continued from page one)
of its potential to instigate long-term changes for the college.
Christopher Krebs '92 re-
lected on his days as student coun-
ti president and his time high school.
Regarding the question of standing in government on a college level, he con-
tended that "any student, young or as a young man ... and my dedication will make a very good candidate for office." Jonathon Perkins '91, identified
himself as a member of Alpha Kappa Sigma fraternity and a football
player, two groups that he believes to be antagonistic on campus.
He expressed his support for an Ex-
ecutive Board. He explained, "The
fraternity system and athletics have been a very positive influence on
me and other students." He is a large
group and should be fairly repre-
sented.
Steve Pokorny '91, admitted "I too was apathetic" but according to him, his attitude was changed and he
is now eager to institute such changes as extending voting hours and
the possibility of receiving partial credit for laboratory work.
He added, "I think this administration is too eager to get rid of fraternities. They don’t real-
ize it’s one of our only social op-
tions." Tucker Shaw '91, the last
speaker of the night, first expressed his concern for the future of the
crew team. In his speech he also
shared his desire, "to see the Execu-
Chinese Board work more with issues such as race, sex and society.'
He also promised, if elected, to
try to increase positive publicity
about the activities of the Executive Board.
The elections are necessary after the resignations of two members, Dan Pizer '90 and Kevin
Weinstein '90. Weinstein resigned at
the end of last semester due to a
study away commitment.
Wesley resigned at the begin-
ning of the semester, citing a con-
flict of interest between the Execu-
tive Board and the Bowdoin Orient.
The Exec Board will hold ele-
cions to fill these two positions on
February 6. Students can vote for
these candidates between 11:30 a.m.
and 1 p.m. and 5-6:15 p.m.
Freshmen, sophomores and juniors
can cast their ballots at the Moulton Union; seniors must vote at Coles
Tower.
February 11. The participating fraterni-
ties are planning a wide range of activities from ADs Roaring Twenties
Night to Pi K’s weekend ski trips.
The houses are all hopeful that
they will get a large number of pledges this spring. Danielle Palmer,
secretary of the sorority, said, "sec-
tion week is the time we get our
biggest drop."
Following the 9 day rush, there
will be an orientation period from
Feb. 12 through March 2.
Architect
(Continued from page one)
existing services at the
Moulton Union and West-
ward projects can be linked and given to one
firm. However, if indepen-
dent firms are chosen, the for-
mation of a close connection will be
necessary so that Dining Service can accurately evaluate their needs.
In its September 16,
1988 issue the Orient ran plans for a new Center created by the Saratoga group. Saratoga is
responsible for Bowdoin’s long term planning and these plans merely evaluated
the Oceanic architectur-
al firm is selected it might make sense to incorporate his suggestions; however, it is
more likely an independ-
at new design will emerge.
The committee which will make this selection contains three student
representatives, Lynn Warner, Scott Wolfson and Cheryl Schultz.
Warner was ex-
tremely enthusiastic about
the new student center and said, "It has great impact on student life at Bowdoin and will serve to unify the campus." Warner was most impressed with architect’s suggestions to make use of the southern exposure of the existing building and make it ex-
tremely light and cheerful.
Racism
(Continued from page one)
racially offensive incidents last
semester: an act in the Lip Sync contest and a reference in the Re-
seum Patroit to a black man as a "boy."
Recently this semester, Winter
pointed out, the issue of racism was brought to the attention of the community by a resi-
ential Semitic comment made by one
student to another was reported.
The panel was unanimous in their
consent that racism does exist at Bowdoin. Adrienne Haten ‘90
stated, "just as racism is a part of our society on the government level, it
also exists down to the personal
level. It is up to individuals to change their attitude."
Albert Smith '92
stated, "Racism is alive here.
It is a microcosm of society.
Jillian Rios '92 stated that
"people are not receptive to cul-
tural differences."
In addition, many of the stud-
ents on the panel spoke of the
importance of holding on to their
cultural differences. Scott Warner
said that he will not stop listening
to rap music or playing basketball,
"If a black person plays basketball people tend to stereotyp
e them as stupid."
The panel and the audience focused on the discussion of racism at
Bowdoin for almost an hour, and then moved on to a discussion of
what the Bowdoin community can constructively do to ameliorate
the situation.
Adrienne Haten '90 expressed
her sentiment that Bowdoin stu-
dents need to make an effort to "be less conscious," and that another student brought up the idea of adding a
Nobody's Perfect

This week we find ourselves in the unusual position of having to defend ourselves against charges levied by the Executive Board and its individual members. We trust that we can answer these charges to the satisfaction of the Board, but, more importantly, to our readership both on this campus and beyond - the only true community, ourselves, to whom we are responsible.

We are surprised and a bit disappointed that the board is thin-skinned enough to be offended by the editorial which appeared in this space last week. May we remind the Board that they are public figures, that the Board is a public body, and that as such they are subject to such criticism as is directed at them by the electorate and its trustees, including the press. They are furthermore responsible for responding to any accusations leveled which are pointed out to them. We will not apologize for doing our job.

Board president with Chairman Andrew Winter's pronouncement that this year's Board is in fact the most effective and hardest-working in recent memory. We applaud the Board both for the laurels which accrued to it in 1988 and also for those which are sure that it will garner in the new year.

The job which the Board has done under Winter's stewardship is indeed commendable, and all members of the Boardown community will benefit from their hard work. We offer them our thanks, as well as the admonition to keep a stiff upper lip in the face of adversity and criticism, which will continue to appear in this space. It is merited, not only by the Board but by any other group which plays a role in the lives of our readership.

We would like to point out, however, that while we approve of the progress made by the Board over the past semester, we do not have to work to. We urge the Board to take more care in the face they present to the public. This public face includes all documents they circulate, correspondence as well as posters. There is little that will detract from credibility more than a sloppily written, poorly choice of grammar or spelling. By no stretch of the imagination did we mean to equate poor spelling, punctuation, usage or grammar directly or exclusively with apathy. We meant rather to point out that carelessness in these areas is reflective of lack of attention which simply makes the Board look bad.

We are equally disappointed by the posters which replaced the original misspelled ones. Partisan political statements, such as the one which appeared on Dan Quayle on the revised posters, have no place in the official public documents of any political or campaign agency. It is our belief that they do not reflect any formal position of the Board, but are nonetheless disappointed by the fact that the Board took so little care in the production of the posters that such an error slipped through. We cannot ignore such errors, and are disappointed that the achievements of the Board are marred by them. The Board can not expect us to put a positive complexion on their work when they persist in shooting themselves in the foot.

We reiterate that we support the board and commend the work it has done to date. But until the board is perfect, we will continue to call "era as we see it, and hope that our readers will do so as well in our letters section, in regard to any event which touches our college - including the Orient. Let's hear from you.

The Bowdoin Orient
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Letters

Radio staff member defends Miller

To the Editor:

As a member of the WBOR staff and as a member of the Bowdoin College community, I would like to clarify some points regarding the recent issue involving Andrew Winter, the WBOR, and the Bowdoin Patriot. To begin with, it is necessary to state that my opinion does not necessarily reflect that of the WBOR staff, though some members would most likely empathize with my position. The problem with this controversy is not that Asher acted improperly, but rather that the core of the controversy has been misinterpreted. I am referring to the Patriot itself, a sounding board for a childish type of political conservatism which aims for nothing less than dialogue.

I was in the studio the night that Asher "got himself in trouble." I heard for myself what he said, and, by the way, to the best of my knowledge, did not include "fascists" and "idiots." I had two initial reactions listening to Asher denounce the Patriot. The first was, as a WBOR staff member, that his handling of the situation was inappropriate; my second reaction, as a member of the Bowdoin community, was one of satisfaction that a least a few students were willing to express what I believe a number of students feel: that the Patriot is an illegitimate and unrepresentative rag of the Bowdoin community, and that the staff clearly felt that Asher had acted unethically. This is not to be confused with the fact that many staff members, for "outrage" the Patriot staff who in turn made all kinds of threats against WBOR, including, we were warned indirectly, a supposed legal action. (Uh oh, we're gonna get sued,¿ which is precisely what the political comments made on the air should be precluded by the statement that they do not in any way reflect the point of view of the radio station. Personal attacks, however, are not appropriate. In this instance, I did not feel it was making personal attacks in that his wrath was directed at the content of (Continued on page 11)

Radio Daze

By Kevin Wesley

Under the Pines

Iarrived at Dayton Arena at about 610 p.m. Tuesday, eagerly awaiting the chance to broadcast the Bowdoin-Salem State game on WBOR.

I ended up sitting in the stands, cheering with the rest of the fans, singing "Phi Chi" by the third period.

It started just like any other game.

I was especially anxious to broadcast Tuesday night for two reasons.

For one, Mitch Price, the play-by-play announcer for the game, had finally begun to fine-tune our on-air rapport. After a few nervous but enjoyable beginnings, he and I are starting to get a feel for the game and our respective styles.

For the other, fewest interruptions or pregnant pauses, and the insight which both we are developing no longer consists of simple "Hey that was Asher acted Mitch" or "I think we're going to see a lot of intensity from both teams tonight."

The second reason behind my enthusiasm was that Bowdoin was squaring off against the dreaded Vikings of Salem State College. Growing up less than five miles from Rockett Arena, where the Viking home games are played, I had an even greater incentive to do a good broadcast.

Well, it started almost like any other game.

As Mitch and I were going over our game-plan memorandum right after the game, I almost broke out on the ice. It seems the "mighty" Vikings had come onto the ice early, and when the Polar Bears skated on, Bowdoin goalie Steve Janas was harassed by the Salem State players. Those who saw the outburst expected a wildly physical game.

I rushed to the ice to sing the National Anthem with the Meddiebempsters and slide off the ice ready to enjoy my bench bore with Mitch and Andrew Winter, our pregame and between-period analyst.

Usually as I'm climbing up to press row, I can hear Mitch say, "And now we're going to have Andrew trade headaches with Kevin Wesley, who'll be joining me for the rest of the game."

Instead, Mitch said, "Kev, we're not even on the microphone yet.

I sort of laughed for a second before I realized that both Andrew and Mitch were still on the radio.

By this time, the game had already begun, and we began a frantic struggle to get our connections hooked up correctly.

Mitch and I had bargained with Todd Green, a Moby in Crew during dinner time to stay in the WBOR studio in case something went wrong. Mitch had to promise a large pizza in order to let us do the game.

WBOR Business Manager Scott Smith had also agreed to make the connections at game time.

But due to renovations in the WBOR studio, the right sound board had been disconnected before games so Mitch had to use the switchboard, and an on-going conversation between him and myself was somehow broadcast over the airwaves.

But while we could make a connection by phone, "Accurate broadcast unit was not willing to cooperate.

Ok, by this way, at this point, Bowdoin was already 2-0.

Mitch and I tried calling several different WBOR numbers, but our attempts to get a connection somehow worked.

We also moved every dial, flicked every switch, and pressed every button we could find, but still the only responses we ever got from the other end of the phone were busy or disconnected signals.

With about three minutes to go in the period, we thought that our broadcast was starting to get a little too "far and away." And Andrew Winter was certainly seeing his chance to make up for a predramatic and between-period analyst.

Anyway, I'm climbing up to press row, I can hear Mitch say, "And now we're going to have Andrew trade headaches with Kevin Wesley, who'll be joining me for the rest of the game."
Letters to the Editor

Executive Board members respond to Orient editorial

To the Editor:

If you would forgive me for being so bold, I would like to offer a bit of criticism for the English language to you, the mighty editors, of this fine newspaper.

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary defines the word apathy as "feeling or showing no interest, enthusiasm, or emotion; 2. Lack of interested concern." Added to this, strange enough, the Merriam-Webster dictionary defines the word as the Orient cares to use it: 3. to misapply and make mistakes when in a hurry. While I am an executive board member, I have been on this board as the bastion of the English language as yourselves believe well. I admit I used the word to suggest that you wait until Webster's itself adopts the word for such usage before you decide to use it as such.

The reason I bring this up is that I recently read an article that wrote those signs that the Orient took as evidence of apathy on the part of the Executive Board of this college. While I will not deny that there may have been a lack of student action, I do suggest that they show apathy by the Executive Board or myself is the gross oversimplification of the most important issues. As I understand it, the official signs for the election would not be ready as soon as we would like them to be. In order to fill this void, and to get the news of the election out to the students as soon as possible, I quickly made up these signs to announce the election until the official signs were ready. I make no apologies for the mistakes I made up to fix the situation, but I hope my fellow students will understand that those mistakes were made in an attempt to serve them better.

These are the simple facts behind the signs. They lack any showing of apathy on the part of myself or any members of the executive board. The signs have been on the board which has managed to work despite the reputation the Executive Board has received. I never once, on the part of any of its members, seen the slightest signs of apathy. We have all tried our best to make this school a better place and we have succeeded. However, the Orient probably would not be aware of this since they have failed to have reporters attend our meetings many times this year.

In fact, it is the Orient which should take the blame for any apathy which grows out of this. The publication of the signs. First, even though a formal request was made, and they chose to editorialize the signs, the Orient did not cover to the reality behind the issue: that there is an election underway right now. For the last six weeks we have been the Executive Board and that a candidates' forum is being held where those who decide to run can introduce themselves to the student body. We have worked hard this year and tried our best to do what we can for this school. You and I have not important events.

The editorial's malicious and sensational tone is especially ironic in light of the fact that the Orient failed repeatedly to send a reporter to meetings and this semester's first meeting. This is not to imply that nothing of import was taking place this past semester. It was. In the last semester, the Executive Board has pursued many important activities.

The Executive Board is working on reviewing the Constitution of the Student Assembly, an undertaking that should clarify and strengthen the power of student government.

The Donors Lounge was converted to a new Moulton Union television lounge and is furnishing the Activities Room in the Union.

The last week's Orient, an editorial entitled "Executive Board blues," characterized the Executive Board as apathetic and ineffectual. These characterizations are baseless and malicious. To the contrary, we feel that this year's Board has been the most effective and dedicated Board elected in this college.

The mere fact that eight persons are candidates for two positions in Monday's Executive Board vacancy elections shows that students perceive the Board as successful and want to be a part of it.

Regrettably, grammatical errors were made on a poster publicizing the upcoming elections. We apologize for these mistakes. How ever, contrary to the Orient's position, these were not "errors of apathy:" they were the errors of attempting to publicize an important event in a timely fashion. It should also be noted that the Orient gave considerable coverage to an inconsequential event, but gave no coverage to the upcoming election of two members to the Board, in my opinion, an important event.

The editorial's malicious and sensational tone is especially ironic in light of the fact that the Orient failed repeatedly to send a reporter to meetings and this semester's first meeting. This is not to imply that nothing of import was taking place this past semester. It was. In the last semester, the Executive Board has pursued many important activities.

The Executive Board is working on reviewing the Constitution of the Student Assembly, an undertaking that should clarify and strengthen the power of student government.

Andrew B. Winter
Chairman of the Executive Board

MILLER DEFENDED

(Continued from page 10)

the articles, not the authors. However, that is debatable. Asher was given his chance to apologize and he used it the way he saw most fitting, which may or may not have been the right way.

What really bothered me about this whole situation was something which seems to have been overlooked. That the Patriot was outraged at Miller's comments was utterly ridiculous. I can't think of any group or person who has more to apologize for than the Patriot staff. Their ignorant rhetoric is an insult, especially at a liberal arts college like Bowdoin which claims to be progressive in thought. I do, however, think the number of channels that the intention of the Patriot has been to "get a reaction," to infuriate people. Well, they certainly succeeded in getting a reaction.

The Patriot didn't come out for the irony: it's all right to infuriate people, but when its other way around, they are "outraged" and demand retribution. (Daddy, you have to beat up Asher but he insulted me just because I insulted him.)

I am not suggesting that the Patriot has a different set of standards for anti-s feminist free speech action. But, as an editor of To The Root, I have personally experienced the radical criticism and constant pressure to support a candidate's position. The Patriot is on the other hand, seems committed to bigotry, ethnocentrism, and misogyny, varying inubility from article to article (Obviously, I am generalizing not every Patriot writer holds this viewpoint, there are those who do.) Given that Bowdoin College as an institution, until very recently, has had difficulties

New election posters also offensive

To the Editor:

With Exec Board elections in inevitably come complaints. All grammatical and spelling errors aside, this week aside, the latest election bulletin is just as bad in other ways. Several of the posters that have been made towards Vice President Dan Quayle in a pitfalls attempt to draw attention to the minor or major flaws of the candidates.

Why, might I ask, was it necessary to slander one of the highest elected officials in our country to encourage participation amongst the student body? Remarks such as "Unlike Quayle, Exec Board seanon cannot be bought," or "the reflection on the Exec Board and the student body as a whole," are not what we have, in the past, and will continue to do. Perhaps representatives would not have found such methods necessary to gain our attention.

However, now that the suppression of candidates who had made a pile of the election, they can no longer complain about the poor representation of candidates, the effecting of a dileting number of candidates. Should they don't themselves seriously.

James E. Simon '92

Blood drive asking for help to give gift of life

You are probably thinking, "Oh great, it's time for Bowdoin's blood drives with all the cute, little stickers and the stuffed animals." This is not just "another blood drive." You're giving blood, literally the gift of life.

The blood supply in the northeast has reached such low levels that now, more than ever, the Red Cross desperately needs all the blood it can get. Nobody likes needles, but it's worth it when you consider one pint saves 2-3 lives.

Giving blood is virtually risk-free, if you follow these two very important guidelines. First and foremost, you must weigh at least 110 lbs. Secondly, you should feel relatively healthy for the day of the drive. To ensure that you do, drink plenty of fluids and eat a day or two days before the drive. If you feel really bad, it might be low in iron, eat high iron foods such as red meats, beans, and eggs. If you have been deferred due to low iron, you should try again. Your iron level may have risen.

As far as fasting is concerned, 90 percent of it is caused by nervousness just remember to eat a meal within four hours prior to your donation, get a good night's sleep, and relax.

The blood drive is on Wednesday, Feb. 8, 9-3, in Sargent Gymnasium. We hope to see you there!

Lewathan Amin '90
Lisa Lucas '89
Laura Godwin '93
Cynthia Atwell '92
Blood Drive Committee
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Students charged with forging IDs

KEVIN WESLEY
ORIENT Staff

Five Bowdoin students, including a provost, have been charged with forging Maine driver's licenses following an ongoing investigation by the state Bureau of Liquor Enforcement and the Bowdoin Security Department.

The students were charged formally yesterday in Bath District Court according to Assistant Attorney General LaGuardia. The defendants, who were tried individually, are charged with using fake IDs to purchase alcohol.

LaGuardia said evidence given to him by the individuals involved and other unspecified evidence indicates that false licenses were being manufactured.

While investigating, materials used to make fake licenses were discovered in at least one room. The materials included "a camera and a facsimile of a Maine driver's license," according to court reports obtained by the Orient.

LaGuardia said evidence from the investigation was "certainly considered" by the individuals involved and other unspecified evidence. False licenses were being manufactured.

LaGuardia would not comment on how many fake licenses were confiscated, but did say that he did not consider the students to be part of a "large-scale operation."

Of the five individuals, only one was charged with forgery, while four others were charged with possession of forgeries. Forgery carries a maximum of $1000 in fines and up to one year in jail.

Possession of forgery devices carries a maximum of six months in jail and $500 in fines. Both charges are misdemeanors.

The five will be arraigned in Bath District Court on February 21.

Exec Board tackles Constitutional reform

LAUREN SMITH
ORIENT Contributor

The Constitution of the Student Assembly is currently undergoing revision at the hands of members of the Executive Board.

Members of the Executive Board are diligently working to rewrite the present document, which has been in use since 1981 and hope to present a new and improved document to the board before spring break.

Albert Yermo '99 and Scott Townsend '99, co-chairs of the committee rewriting the constitution, cited reasons for the changes. One of the board's intentions is to "make the constitution a living document," said Yermo. The board has argued about the same issues every year, and every year's (Continued on page five)

Fire hits Cleveland Street apartment

SHARON HAYES
ORIENT Contributor

On Thursday, Feb. 2, Bowdoin Security received a telephone call reporting a fire in an apartment at 10 Cleveland St. Responding to the fire, which occurred at 11:38 p.m., were two Bowdoin Security officers and the Brunswick Fire Department.

The Security officers entered the apartment and discovered the fire contained in a wastecan. One of the officers removed the wastecan from the apartment. Using their fans to remove the smoke from the building, the Brunswick Fire Department assisted in the cleanup.

Michael Pander, director of Security, said the fire was apparently started by "carelessly discarding smoking material." A visitor to the apartment had attempted to light a cigar and when it wouldn't burn threw it in the wastecan.

However, due to the winter break, no further action was taken until January.

While investigating, materials used to make fake licenses were discovered in at least one room. The materials included "a camera and a facsimile of a Maine driver's license," according to court reports obtained by the Orient.

LaGuardia said evidence given to him by the individuals involved and other unspecified evidence indicates that false licenses were being manufactured.

LaGuardia would not comment on how many fake licenses were confiscated, but did say that he did not consider the students to be part of a "large-scale operation."

Of the five individuals, only one was charged with forgery, while four others were charged with possession of forgeries. Forgery carries a maximum of $1000 in fines and up to one year in jail.

Possession of forgery devices carries a maximum of six months in jail and $500 in fines. Both charges are misdemeanors.

The five will be arraigned in Bath District Court on February 21.
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The Constitution of the Student Assembly is currently undergoing revision at the hands of members of the Executive Board.

Members of the Executive Board are diligently working to rewrite the present document, which has been in use since 1981 and hope to present a new and improved document to the board before spring break.
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Fire hits Cleveland Street apartment

SHARON HAYES
ORIENT Contributor

On Thursday, Feb. 2, Bowdoin Security received a telephone call reporting a fire in an apartment at 10 Cleveland St. Responding to the fire, which occurred at 11:38 p.m., were two Bowdoin Security officers and the Brunswick Fire Department.

The Security officers entered the apartment and discovered the fire contained in a wastecan. One of the officers removed the wastecan from the apartment. Using their fans to remove the smoke from the building, the Brunswick Fire Department assisted in the cleanup.

Michael Pander, director of Security, said the fire was apparently started by "carelessly discarding smoking material." A visitor to the apartment had attempted to light a cigar and when it wouldn't burn threw it in the wastecan.

In a fire such as this, Pander said, "it doesn't take a lot of smoke until it gets going." In this particular case, the students had left the room 40 minutes before the fire actually began. "This points out the need to be careful with smoking material," he said.

According to Pander, minimum fire codes require the college to provide non-mechanical fire alarms in the halls of the apartment building, however these codes do not require the presence of fire alarms in each individual room. Bowdoin supplies the extra protection of the local fire alarms in each room and in this case it paid off.
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- Special Valentine's Day section — pp. 7-10
- Computer virus infects campus — p. 3
- Shaw, Garbaco win Exec election — p. 2
Sexual harassment Board to receive training

JACK CAHILL
ORIENT Senior Editor

The board's concern about sexual harassment may be on the agenda for the college's Board of Trustees meeting this week, according to the board's chair, mathematics professor R. Wells Johnson.

Johnson also expressed concern for the board's members says the board may be concerned about not being fully aware of the format or functions of the board, and that board members should be made aware of questions or problems, even if they are not sure whether they need to raise against another member of the college community.

Concerns about the board's lack of training for sexual harassment are present on the agenda for the Executive Board meeting next week. The board's concern is that members of the board receive appropriate training on the subject of sexual harassment.
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Computer virus attacks Bowdoin computers

ALBERT MAURO
ORIENT Art Director

A computer virus was detected on Macintosh computer systems across the Bowdoin campus, forcing the computer rooms in Hubbard Hall and Adams Hall to close down their Macintosh computers yesterday.

As they work to learn more about the virus and how to combat it, Computing Center personnel are urging Macintosh users across the campus to help stop the spread of the virus by not using unchecked disks. Starting at 5:00 p.m. today, the Computing Center will make available to students detection kits to check for the virus.

The virus was detected late Wednesday afternoon, according to Dan Miller, manager of academic computing. "As of 8 a.m. today, there has been an unprecedented number of Macintosh systems infected," Miller said.

Miller said the virus attacks' systems. Miller said the computers would probably not be re-opened until late Saturday morning at the earliest.

A program that can detect the virus will be available for students to check out from the Hubbard Hall computing center beginning at 5 p.m. today. Miller said. Next week the program will be available at the reserve desk at the library under the "Library Reserve" heading. Miller said a detection kit will be available for departmental use as well.

A virus usually has an objective such as displaying a message or even destroying data.

The exact purpose of the current virus is unknown, but it has been identified as a variant of a virus called "PVIR." Hopcroft said "PVIR" has been in circulation around the country for some time. Although the exact nature of the virus is unknown, Hopcroft believes the virus duplicates itself when an application is launched from a computer which is infected. He said the infected application was launched on a clean computer. The program then embeds itself in the current application or system files. Hopcroft believes the virus does not attach itself to data files, such as papers or resumes.

Although the exact status of a disk can only be checked with a "vaccine" program, such as Interceptor, Miller offered a quick check Macintosh users can make to see if their system is infected.

To check, open your system folder on the desktop and click once on the Finder. Then select Get Info from the file menu. The size of an uninfected Finder, version 6.0, should be 99K. For a version 6.02, the correct size is 105K. Any Finder larger than the normal size is likely to be infected. An infected disk should not be used until it is repaired.

Miller said it is possible that the Adams 208 computing center may have to remain closed during the day and open only when a student monitor comes on duty at 4 p.m. He also said Hubbard computing center hours might also be curtailed.

A serious problem that remains, however, is the inability of students to remove the virus from their personal systems. We need only to have a long-term concerted effort to clear it off campus."

To coordinate the effort, the Computing Center will make use of the Daily Thyme and possibly WBOR to keep students apprised of the situation and inform them on how they can check their systems.

---

Up to 50% Off

Children's

- 50% off all reg. priced children's outerwear
- 50% off all reg. priced children's knitwear

Accessories

- Selected belts 50% off
- 50% off hats, scarves, gloves & mittens

Sportswear

- 50% off selected Donkenny & Alfred Dunner separates
- 50% off Susan Bristol, Skyr, & Pendleton separates

Lingerie

- 50% off all brushed nylon gowns
- 50% off all fall & winter robes
- An additional $5.00 off all flannel gowns
- 50% off Calvin Klein underwear

Bed & Bath

- 25% off all in-stock curtains
- 35% off all in-stock draperies
- 20% off all sheets

Gifts

- 30% off selected Pewter
- 25% off picture frames
- 25% off Senter's stationery
- 20% off Lamps
Entertainment

Series examines Latin issues

Latin American Spring, a series of lectures and films focusing on U.S.-Latin American relations, will be presented through the spring semester at Bowdoin College.

The activities are intended to draw attention to a region which is of vital importance to the future of our nation and the world, says John H. Turner, professor of Romance languages, one of several Bowdoin faculty members who coordinated the series.

One such activity will take place this week. "Public/Private Partnerships: Lessons from the Brazilian Defense Industry," a lecture by Paulo Franko Jones, assistant professor of economics at Colby College, will be presented Tuesday, Feb. 14, at 7:30 p.m. in Daggett Lounge, Wentworth Hall.

Eduardo Hood, instructor in political science at Bates College, will speak on Wednesday, March 15, at 7:30 p.m. in Daggett Lounge. "Politics in Transition: Chile After the 1990 Elections," will be the theme of his discussion.

The highlight of Latin American Spring will be a talk given by renowned Mexican novelist Carlos Fuentes. He will speak Thursday, April 6, at 8 p.m. in Pickard Theater.

In addition to these lectures, there will be a Sunday evening film series. The films will be shown in Kenoa Auditorium, Visual Arts Center. All films begin at 7:30 p.m.

The series will include: Kiss of the Spider Woman (Feb. 12); Portrait of Teresa (Feb. 19); El Norte (March 5); Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands (March 12); Chile, Hasta Cuando?

One-act plays stimulate thought

EMILY IAROCCI

ORIENT Contributor

The one act productions that took place last week provided audiences with an opportunity to experience and enjoy Bowdoin theater.

First on the bill for the evening was "Blacker Bums" in which a group of Chicago Cubs fans, seated together in the bleachers of Wrigley Field, come together to watch their favorite team's losing efforts.

The character portrayals in this one-act were outstanding. Will Schenck's performance as Zig, a middle-aged man who attends games to get away from his ordinary life, was particularly convincing.

Another standout was Andy Goldstone '91 as Marvin, a mean and compulsive gambler. Jason Easterly '90 realistically portrayed Richie, a character without normal mental capabilities. Greg Sear's part as the psychotic cheerleader was stirring. Every actor did a commendable job in this play.

The major fault of this one act was its long length; it ran an hour and a half. The characters, who were initially entertaining, began to get old near the end.

The evening's second presentation was "Approaching Lavendar." The play centered around an interesting conflict. As two daughters wait for their father's fourth wedding to take place, they meet their new step-sister. It is the meeting of the cause of the conflict. Ginny Samford '90 was both witty and dramatic as Wren, the new step-sister. Sarah Williams '89 also did an excellent job as Jennifer, the level-headed, domineering sister. Jennifer Quaigan '90 acted the role of Abigail, the neurotic sister. At times, she pushed the limits of her role. This overacting did not detract from the overall play's humor and humor of the play.

The final production of the night was "Scar's Mother" which was, if nothing else, thought provoking. It left many viewers in a bewildered state.

The play's theme overrode the performances of the cast. Nonetheless, the performances of Nick Schneider '92 as Howard and Erik Rogstad '92 as Frank, shone through the cloudy of confusion. Unfortunately this one-act's surverience managed to leave the audience begging for an explanation that they never got.

(Continued on page 6)

Soviet artists Vitaly Komar and Aleksandr Melamid explain a modern contradiction

SEAN BELL

ORIENT Staff

Modern art is a term encompassing a tradition in art. The two artists who spoke in Kenoa on Monday did not agree. The word modern art evokes a contradiction in the minds of Vitaly Komar and Aleksandr Melamid. Aleksandr Melamid explained the contradiction in this way:

"I hate the word modernism. It does not exist to me. There is a contradiction in trying to explain the world and our art in modern terms, because our art reflects the past traditions that make up our societies."

This vision of modern art was brought to the audience through a series of satirical comments on art, the United States, and the Soviet Union. These comments made for a presentation that went beyond a mere slide show. The dialogue created by these two artists created a comical performance.

Although much of their present work focuses on how the traditional aspects of the United States are reflected in contemporary society, the influence of their native land lingers. Komar stated during the presentation that, "the Soviet Union is a great source of inspiration for artists, unfortunately it cannot be a showplace." Melamid agreed. "Both countries reflect this idea of traditions being an inherent part of today." This focus on the traditions of the Soviet Union is amply demonstrated in the Twentieth Century Gallery of the Walker Art Museum.

Upon entering the exhibit, the observer is greeted by an untraditional portrait of a naked woman. This portrait spans three canvases. The first and largest canvas is an oil painting of a bust of Stalin. Sitting on the bust is the lower half of the naked woman. The second canvas starts where the upper body of the woman should begin. It is a painting of a woman's upper body done in white and red. It is totally unlike the lower half of...
Constitution

(Continued from page one)

board ignores the precedents set by previous boards."

He hopes the new constitution will decide these issues once and for all.

Townsend cited an example of an issue not addressed in the present constitution — the voting rights of exchange students. The present constitution contains no provisions for many questions like this which have arisen. The new document will serve to set down the guidelines for issues and ambiguities like this so they won't need to be decided each year.

Some sections of the constitution, including those dealing with judiciary issues needed extensive work, but Mauro said, "a lot of areas work fairly well," and in these areas the board's is to "try to clarify them."

Besides the clarification of the document, the board is formulating many new concepts and possibilities.

One new feature is the constitution's computerization. In the future the college community will find it accessible at the Student Activities Office. Townsend said this will be "one way of keeping the constitution up to date."

Regarding administrative changes, Mauro said they are "considering different options for the make-up of the Executive Board."

The board is also considering whether it should hold elections for its members by class and if the terms should be staggered.

Another possibility is the formulation of a President's Council which would include all the leaders of student organizations to "better facilitate communication between them," said Mauro.

Townsend said the revisions will also allow the board "to better define the role for officers or representatives" because, "the more clearly they are defined, the easier it is for people to live up to expectations."

Another area revisions will address is policy concerning funding for groups. In making the changes, Mauro said they are trying to "make groups more responsible for these funds." He hopes they will "realize the importance of keeping good records and making good use of them."

Mauro said the committee is "not trying to change something for the sake of change." He said the reason for the revision is "to make a more successful form of student government... a lot of the things don't actually run how they are on paper." According to Mauro, the constitution is being changed to "reflect what really goes on."

An open forum is in the planning for students to "try to explain some of the changes and what these changes could mean to them," said Townsend. Another possible forum will include the leaders of groups and organizations for their input.

Both Townsend and Mauro stressed the importance of student involvement and support. Their aim is not to assert the powers of the Executive Board but to benefit all the organizations and students. Mauro said the committee "needs the student body to understand what we're doing and have a say in it and understand why we're doing it."

He said the constitution is being drawn up to "represent the will of the students" and the board is depending upon "an informed electorate" to vote on its revision.
Junior presents surgery paper

Many college students prepare class presentations with the hope of earning academic credit. Yet one Bowdoin student has received credit from the medical community for a presentation of an entirely different nature.

Neil B. Minkoff '90 recently delivered a report on gastric bypass surgery before the Lincoln-Sagadahoc Counties Medical Society. A biochemistry and history double major, Minkoff collaborated on his findings with John Skillings, M.D., chief of surgery at Regional Hospital in Brunswick.

Gastric bypass surgery is an option for overweight patients who can choose to shed as much as 100 pounds. Minkoff's responsibilities included designating questionnaires for patients who had been through the surgery.

His surveys also examined patients psychological reactions to abrupt weight loss. After phoning as many as 120 men and women, Minkoff concluded that gastric bypass surgery was an option for overweight patients to consider.

Beer advertisement called sexist

(Cs) - A Budweiser ad on the back of Florida Atlantic University's campus phone directory is "explicitly sexist," some FAU residents say, and could lead to a campus boycott of other products from Anheuser-Busch, which brews Bud.

The ad, which features three women in Budweiser bathing suits provocatively sprawled on a Budweiser towel, has run in scores of publications on other campuses without much formal complaint.

Mike Fleming of Fleishman Hillard, the company's St. Louis public relation firm, contended he's received no other complaints about the ad.

But at FAU, a group largely from the Women's Studies Department, circulated petitions asking students not to "consume nor purchase Budweiser beer...encourage others to do the same" because they are "morally, intellectually and aesthetically offended by the Budweiser ad."

To pacify those upset by the ad, FAU's University Relations office is offering gummy labels to cover the back of the phone directory. FAU's student paper, The Atlantic, reported about 60 labels have been distributed.

"Women are being exploited in the ad. The complaints are not justified. I feel it's a wholesome ad," maintained James Orth, president of Double-Eagle distributors, which distributes Bud around FAU. Some FAU Faculty and students agreed.

"There are no professors with their hands on the butts of students in it," noted Prof. Raymond McAllister. "We just don't have the time or money to waste on an issue like this. Damn, we choose the stupidest places to make our stand."

"If they (Budweiser) keep up this tradition," joked FAU student president Marianne Rowland, "there better be some guys on next year's directory."

"We believe our promotional posters are balanced in terms of male/female representation," the company replied in a statement to College Press Service.

Latin America

(Continued from page 4)

(April 9; Bye Bye Brazil (April 16); State of Siege (April 23); La Ciudad y Los Perros (April 30)

On exhibit in the Visual Arts Center through the 16th is a collection of photographs by Jim Daniels which provide further insight into the situation in Latin America. "Facing South: Images and Issues from Latin America," is an exhibition of photographs taken in Ecuador, Costa Rica, and Honduras.

One-Acts

(Continued from page 4)

The special effects and lighting were the high points of this show. Christopher S. Brown's smoking barbecue and the lighting crew's fireworks display were amazing.

All three of the one-acts were diverse, interesting and fun in their own ways. Few members of the audience left the theater disappointed with the quality of the entertainment.

To all who see this face tomorrow, wish her a

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

Waterbird,

Excited to see your name in print or what? We know your birthday will be so happy, a shopping excursion to your favorite - G.C. - has been planned. We love you!!

The Annuals

You don't need your parents money to buy a Macintosh.

Just their signature.

It's never been difficult for students to convince their parents of the need for a Macintosh computer at school.

Persuading them to write the check, however, is another thing altogether.

Which is why Apple created the Student Loan-to-Own Program. An ingenious loan program that makes buying a Macintosh as easy as using one.

Simply pick up an application at the location listed below, or call 800-831-LOAN. All your parents need to do is fill it out, sign it, and send it.

If they qualify, they'll receive a check

for you in just a few weeks.

There's no collateral. No need to prove financial hardship. No application fee.

Best of all, the loan payments can be spread over as many as 10 years.

Which gives you and your parents plenty of time to decide just who pays for it all.

Introducing Apple's Student Loan-to-Own Program

Moulton Union Bookstore

©1986 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Happy Valentine's Day

The day for the birds

MICHAEL TOWNSEND  
ORIENT Assistant Editor

This Tuesday, of course, is Valentine's Day, that day of the year when Bowdoin students await anxiously in their rooms for the arrival of the ever-popular SUC carnations. On a larger scale, it is considered one of the most popular days of the year to propose marriage and is the busiest day of the year for flower shops and greeting cards. It is a day when more red construction paper will be used in elementary schools than any other. But how did such a day come to be?

Contrary to belief, St. Valentine’s Day is not officially recognized on the Christian calendar. There were, however, two St. Valentines, one of whom was martyred around 269 following his execution in persecutions by Claudius the Goth.

Many historians believe there is in fact only one St. Valentine, but two versions of his story came out when he was taken from one town to another for execution. St. Valentine was supposedly the date of his execution. The giving of love notes, however, had no connection with St. Valentine or events in his life. This popular custom began in the late Middle Ages. Paper valentines date from the sixteenth century.

WINTER’S WEEKEND

SUPPORT WILDLIFE

La CASK and KEG

26 Bath Road, Brunswick, 729-0711, Mon.-Sat. 10 to 6

Now ... at Macbeans Music

FINE ARTS VIDEO


Now you can collect outstanding fine arts programs to enjoy at home... from HOME VISION, the largest, most comprehensive selection available anywhere. Priced from $29.95.

Also at Macbeans Music, selected titles in Jazz, Musical Shows, Soundtracks and Children’s Video. Come see!

269-6513

THE TONTINE

149 Maine Street

Brunswick

Maine 04011

Eric Foushee

Why you should eat your parsley

When asked to write a story on aphrodisiacs for the Orient’s special Valentine’s Day section, I thought it would be a simple matter of asking a few people what foods were considered aphrodisiacs and about their special properties. What I found was that no one at Bowdoin really seems to know, or if they do it is well guarded knowledge.

As an aphrodisiac, according to Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary is something “exciting sexual desire.” For most people, typical aphrodisiacs include wine, chocolate, green M&Ms and oysters on the half shell.

What is it that these foods contain that could possibly be related, and induce this extremely sought after effect? Possible theories range from a specific organic chemical compound to being simply “psychobilly”

Professor Barbara Held, of the psychology department recommends that I speak to Amy Weinsteing, a psychologist who serves as Dr. Gunter Rose’s replacement while he is in Sri Lanka. She is out of town until Tuesday, so was not available when I asked her how she knew this. It is true that Dr. Rose would have been able to explain aphrodisiacs. He was at Bowdoin this semester.

The Chemistry Department at first seemed more helpful. Professor Page gave me the names of his colleagues Professors Mayo and Trumper, whom he referred to as “natural chemists.” Dr. Mayo deferred to the authority of Professor Trumper, whom I subsequently asked about aphrodisiacs. Once again I was told to talk to the individual who appears to be the guru in the field. It is Professor Rose. I pressed a little harder, “You know nothing about aphrodisiacs!” Professor Trumper said, “I do, but I don’t want for anything less than a million dollars.” It seems that the mystery of aphrodisiacs is a well guarded secret.

Dining service had to have the answer. When asked what foods they thought were aphrodisiacs, Director of Dining Service Larry Pinette said “only I don’t dare tell no one don’t dare. They never worked for me anyways.”

Perhaps a new angle was needed, so I inquired as to what the menu would include on Valentine’s Day. The main course will contain lots of the color red because it has been shown that red stimulates the appetite and increases the pleasure.

Mary Kennedy, the school nutritionist, said, with a trace of doubt, she thought an aphrodisiac was “more the setting than the actual food.”

As to the question of whether dining service knowingly serves aphrodisiacs to the Bowdoin College Community, they responded, “only at the end of the semester when exams roll around... but its a secret.”

Not satisfied that this was the only aphrodisiacs were served, I pressed Kennedy a little harder. She finally broke and revealed the ultimate secret. The common aphrodisiac served in Wentworth and the Moulton Union is parsley. Kennedy said “we love to watch the people eat the parsley, because they always leave hand in hand.” The properties of parsley seem to be that it stimulates and heightens the senses and cleanses the palate. Anything that can heighten the senses is obviously exciting sexual desire and if one gets clean breath, who can complain? It is a true aphrodisiac to add to our list. And its not even red.

As to the reasons behind the power of aphrodisiacs and the reluctance of anyone to talk about the subject, I may never know. The real answer lies somewhere in Sri Lanka with Professor Rose. For now Bowdoin will have to content itself with the red foods and their parsley and wondering, Happy Valentine’s Day!

INSIDE:
The married and almost-married life at Bowdoin

Valentine’s Day personals

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10

3:30 pm  Men’s J.V. Hockey vs. Tabor Academy

7:00 pm  Island Theme Dinner at Wentworth Hall (dress tropically)

6:00 am  Women’s Indoor Track State Meet

7:00 pm  Women’s Hockey vs. Hamilton

8:00 pm  Bonfire on Intramory Lawn to follow

9:30 am  THE WICKED GOOD BAND in the Pub

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 11

10:00 am  Women’s Swimming vs. Wesleyan

12:00 - 3:00 pm  ACTIVITIES ON THE QUAD!

TUE in THE TONTINE and turn your speakers to the Quadv

Snow Sculpture Contest

$500.00 total in prize money

3:00 judging time

Horseshoe Single Tournaments

Snow Volleyball

Tug-O-War

Broom Hockey

1:00 pm  Women’s V. Basketball vs. Wesleyan

1:00 pm  Men’s Indoor Track Meet vs. M.I.T.

1:00 pm  Men’s V. Hockey vs. Union

Women’s snow sculpture contest will be announced

2:00 pm  Men’s Swimming vs. Wesleyan

3:00 pm  Women’s V. Basketball vs. Wesleyan

9:30 am  THE REWINERS—Main Lounge

9:30 pm  ATLANTIC CLARION STEEL DRUM BAND in the Pub
Tying the knot - Bowdoin style

ASA FARASHUDDIN
ORIENT Senior Editor

While many Bowdoin students spend their weekends in pursuit of romance, some have already found marital bliss. Several more are on the brink, having announced their engagement to the perfect partner.

At this undergraduate institution, it is difficult to imagine married life. The absence of dating on any significant scale precludes students from thinking of marital prospects.

Yet, there are a few married students at Bowdoin, including one couple where both spouses attend the school. There are a few more who are engaged to be married, usually after graduation.

Houman and Sheri Tamaddon are a couple of seniors who became engaged at the beginning of the Fall semester of their Sophomore year. They met during Orientation and began dating almost immediately.

According to Houman, marriage did not precipitate a drastic change in their lives, because they had been living together prior to the wedding. Reflecting upon three years of married life at Bowdoin, they commented that they could not envision a different life since they had been seriously dating each other almost from the beginning.

However, Houman and Sheri did express some anxiety over the future. They plan to have a dual career family and must find a way to reconcile that with their desire to continue their education. They will consider living separately if both spouses secure excellent jobs, but they plan to attend graduate school together.

Sheri emphasized that domestic work was divided equally, although there was some disagreement over who had more distinct advantages in the house. Houman commented that they agreed in three fourths of their class together and that marriage had made academic life more enjoyable.

Like Houman and Sheri, Jonna Ellis ’93 also has experienced married life for several years. Her husband, Darren, does not attend Bowdoin but they live together in Brunswick apartments. Darren works in Portland while Jonna is a full-time student. Jonna employed part-time work in the Fall of 1986. They were married in the Fall of her Sophomore year.

Jonna commented that as a married student, she has had to be more responsible than the average student. She pointed out that most people are surprised when they discover that she is married. Jonna felt that marital life demanded more maturity and reflected that the role of students and the role of spouse were very distinct lives. She noted that there were pressures on her to start a family, which is something that most students could not relate to.

John Curran ’90 has not had to worry much about starting a family, not yet anyway. He recently became engaged to Maria Atenakis of the class of 1988. He said that they met in the Fall of 1986 and announced their engagement on Christmas Eve of last year. They plan to become married following his graduation.

John remarked that while his friends were surprised at the announcement of the engagement, they did not relate to him in any different way. He also noted that his social life was not very different since Maria often visited over the weekend. John said that the engagement had made him feel more responsible because "now you don't just think about the future, you begin to plan it'.

Bethany Jones ‘93 is also busy planning for the future. She is engaged to be married to Paul Whalom in June. Her papers on the Fall of 1986 and became engaged last year after dating for a year and a half.

They plan to have the wedding at the Bowdoin chapel, which they had no trouble reserving because they called early. Beth is a full-time student at Bowdoin while Paul works for Tandy Corporation in Lewiston. According to Beth, Paul visits almost every weekend and thus their social life is not any different following the engagement. She did echo the increased sense of responsibility that others in her situation had felt. She also noted that her engagement had not affected her academic performance in any way. This was another recurring theme amongst the few married and engaged students at Bowdoin.

Finally, Alexey Bortvin reflected on his separation from his wife, who is in the Soviet Union. He noted that it was very difficult for him to live without her for such an extended period of time. He also expressed his desire for her to visit Bowdoin so that she could see the school for herself and share his experience.

In the meantime, the vast majority of Bowdoin students express the desire for nothing more than to have a date for next Saturday.

Tnette Mall – 149 Maine Street
Pauline’s Bloomers
Telephone 725-9832

There is nothing that says love like flowers. They make the perfect Valentine’s gift. And Pauline’s Bloomers, Tnette Mall, Brunswick, Maine has the beautiful sweetheart bouquet just for the occasion. We also have a nice assortment of cut spring flowers, roses and blooming plants. What a sweet way to say I Love You. Just call us at 725-9832 or come in. We deliver and we will be open Sunday the 12th all day.

They are rows red, violet are blue.

Happy Valentine’s Day.

Love, MICHELLE
DEAR ERIK K.W.,

Can you give me the details about the event on Valentine's Day? I want to know what to expect and how to prepare.

Love, N.E. and L.M.

LOPE - I burn for you.

"Why don't we stop fooling ourselves, the game's over," Much love, Happy Valentine's Day, LIL.

TANGSHEEN - It's a question of not letting what we've built up crumble to dust - D.M. Naw rone ruh saoking her. YOBO

MAL - Valentine's Day is a Communist holiday - Say no to the Russian! Or, at least give him up for Lent, BIRD

Dear BRIAN - Not a man with a sweet tooth, huh? Well, what do you have? Why don't you come over to my place and show me? - The model who watches the Celts with you. P.S. I like the shorts!

M - "I dreamed we were lovers in the lemon scented rain." - E

ASYA - Ya de blue tokly! Happy V-Day! - M.P.S. Happy 20th and let's tidy again soon...

K.W., like George Bush, is often quite untidy. - D.

KEVIN WESLEY ORIENT Editor

When the topic of dating at Bowdoin is mentioned in idle dinner conversation, the resulting stories, snickers and snide remarks are indicative of a growing consensus on campus. When it comes to casual dating Bowdoin students are just saying, no.

It's not as if people do not want to date at Bowdoin, but many students feel the smallness of the campus and the pressures of homework and social status tend to hinder the efforts of young romantics.

The situation has even been discussed by the Executive Board, which earlier this semester examined the possibility of a Bring a Date to Class Day. The idea met with laughter from board members, but no further action was taken.

Most students interviewed for this article were anxious to talk about campus dating, and their responses showed several trends:

1) Most people would like to date more, but feel that people immediately label couples as "married."

2) Most relationships begin with a "scoop," which most people defined as meeting someone at a party, while drunk and fooling around.

3) Many students are not interested in dating at all.

Chris Briggs '90 said the traditional order of events in a relationship is Dating, then Relating, then Matting. However at Bowdoin, he said the usual order is Matting-Relating-Dating.

"I would like that order inverted to its traditional way of thinking."

Added Mary Inman '90, "You're either married or you scoop on the weekends. You go from scooping to wanting a steady relationship with no in between."

For those who do venture to begin a relationship, the rumors which are generated almost immediately after a date often can kill a relationship before it really starts.

"If you even suggest to go off campus on a date with someone, people immediately think you're in love," said Sara Gagne '91. "I know [dating] exists, but it's in a minority group."

Many students said the small size of the student body helps to put down a potential romance. Katherine Perrine '91 said, "It's the smallness. Everyone knows everyone."

Preoccupation with academics, athletics or other activities was also cited as a cause for the lack of lasting love at campus.

"People don't want a relationship because they're too busy," said Inman. "But they don't realize what they are going to do in the real world."

Added Heather Brennan '91, "They read too much into it."

"If I see someone on a date, I make sure I call Security," said Nick Schmidt '91.

Three exchange students interviewed said they face an even greater obstacle coming to Bowdoin from single-sex colleges. The three students, Ginny Samford, Landi Sauter and Sarah Watkins, all junior, expressed the sentiments in a joint statement:

"Some people seem to be under the mistaken impression that exchanges come to Bowdoin to get a boyfriend. Many of us find that offensive."

Samford said, "It's nice to meet somebody, but that's not why we came here."

What are the solutions to such a dating drought? Students interviewed said more communication, less speculation and a campus center would help.

Perrine had a suggestion for women on campus who would like more dating. She suggested that each woman "make a list of three people that they think they like and then ask them out on a Thursday, Friday or Saturday."

The dates would be casual dinners or a movie. The following week, she said, "the guys can do the same thing."

But for those who have found romance at Bowdoin, the experience can be enhanced by the small environment.

Matt Hornbeck '89 said he had dated a woman in his hometown as a freshman, and thus had not entered into the Bowdoin dating scene earlier. Now, as a senior, he is dating a woman on campus.

"I don't think dating is impossible, but I think it's very difficult, because Bowdoin is a small community," he said.

"But I'm dating and it's great!"
The Works' BLOWOUT SALE

Our 4th ANNUAL BLOWOUT SALE offers incredible bargains on all sportswear, shoes, accessories & cotton basics. See why this has become the single most POPULAR SALE in the Brunswick area. Buy now, wear now & $AVE!!

SALE GOING ON NOW

French Design JEANS
In light & dark denim

And...
SAVE 50% to 70%
OFF SELECTED ACCESSORIES

sumptuous SILKS
at sensational SAVINGS!

RAYON SEPARATES
from India
were $28 to $37
BLOWOUT PRICED at
$12 to $16

BEAUTIFUL COTTON SWEATERS
by Sarah Arizona
& Estrip
values to $66

GREAT KNITS!
rayon, jean knits, etc.

ETHNIC
Batik print skirts & blouses
inspired wovens, fun Guatemalan items,
rayon block prints from Java, India, & Doggy pants.

SALE ENDS SATURDAY

men's & women's

winter SHOES & BOOTS
BY ESPRIT de Corp.

MEN AT WORKS!
Jimmy Z.
canal jean co
ternational news
will wear
blazers
trousers
knit sweaters
turtlenecks
more

1/2 price

SKIRTS
every length
and lots of color

AMAZING PRICES
many at $10 to $15!

NO HOLDS. NO LAYAWAYS

THE WORKS
141 MAINE ST.
BRUNSWICK, ME
729-8064

212 E. MAINE ST.
BRUNSWICK
729-4840

BLOWOUT PRICED at
$4 to $27

SALE going on now

BEAUTIFUL COTTON SWEATERS
by Sarah Arizona
& Estrip
values to $66

GREAT KNITS!
rayon, jean knits, etc.

SALE going on now

SALE going on now

SALE going on now

SALES ARE FINAL!

ALL FALL/WINTER clothing & accessories
MUST GO!
(making room for spring)

SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS
Counselors: 21+, Coed, sleepaway camp, Mass.
Berkshires. WSI, arts & crafts, tennis, all land and water sports, drama, gymnastics, piano/play for shows, judo, dance, photography, computers, nature, wilderness, model rocketry, guitar, radio, video, archery, yearbook, woodworking, RN, typist. Write: Camp Emerson, 5 Brassie Rd, Eastchester, NY 10707 or call (914) 779-9406.

DANA STANLEY
ORIENT Contributor

The Bowdoin community takes pride in its liberal arts curriculum, allowing students to explore foreign ideas, religions, and cultures. But few of us realize the potential to experience cultural richness which exists right in our area.

The Bowdoin French department sponsored a visit to Quebec City's Winter Carnival on Feb. 3-5 to help students get a feel for Quebecois life. Thirteen participants went on the trip, including chaperone Francoise Sullivan, professor of romance languages.

This year marks the thirty-fifth anniversary of the week-long carnival.
**Sports**

**Polar Bears victimize Cadets, 75-60**

**BONNIE BRYMANN**
ORIENT Asst. Sports Editor

The Friday competition with ORIENT team’s third, season, Bill co-captain won 14’, the Bears to the return to the comfort of Morrell Gymnasium this weekend as they host Trinity tonight at 8:00. Wesleyan visits Bowdoin tomorrow — game time is set for 3:00 p.m.

**SATURDAY’S SLATE**

Women’s swimming v Wesleyan. H 11:00
men’s wrestling v Williams, Northeastern A 12:00
women’s basketball v Wesleyan H 1:00
men’s hockey v Union H 2:00
men’s swimming v Wesleyan H 2:00
men’s basketball v Wesleyan H 3:00
women’s hockey v Boston College A 4:00
men and women’s skiing v Skidmore and M.I.T.
men’s squash M.I.T. Invitational A
women’s squash Howe Cup @ Yale

**Runners nab 3rd in state**

**DAVE JACKSON**
ORIENT Staff

The Bowdoin Men’s Track Team traveled to Lewiston, Maine this past weekend for one of the biggest meets of the year, the State of Maine Invitational. Despite one of the team’s best performances of the season, the Polar Bears simply did not have the depth to outscore Maine or Bates, but they did place third, far ahead of Yales.

In what Coach Peter Slovenski called “the best event of the day,” Bowdoin captured first and second in the 1500 meters. Co-captain Tod Dillon ’99 ran a 3:34.03 to win, while Bill Callahan ’99 ran a personal record of 3:34.03 for second. Slovenski had nothing but praise for these two outstanding distance runners. “Dool is one of the strongest milers in New England this year. Bill ran a beautiful race. Second, he was in 4th with 300 meters to go.”

In addition to the 1500 meter runners, several other Polar Bears excelled in their respective events. Co-captain Damon Guzman ’99 won the pole vault with a mark of 14’, a personal record, and he had one very close miss at 14’ 6". Jeff Mao ’99 recorded in the triple jump with a leap of 44’ 4" and 3". In the 55 meters with a 6.62 time. Lance Hickey ’91 set a personal record in the 5500 meters with a 15:24.44 time good for 3rd place. This mark qualified him for the New England Invitational.

The second half was almost a carbon copy of the first. It was a good opportunity for Shapiro to give the entire team a chance to play.

Many team members had personal bets against Suffolk. Freshman Kelly Landford posted her best numbers of the season, shooting 5 of 8 from the field and bringing down three rebounds. Her ten points was her best at Bowdoin.

Also having a good game was Noel Austin ’92, who matched Landford’s ten points, her personal best. She finished the game with an 800 shooting percentage and 5 rebounds.

The Bears held Suffolk to a mere 17 points in the second half, and won the game easily, 79-31.

**Women’s hoops suffocate Suffolk**

The second half was almost a carbon copy of the first. It was a good opportunity for Shapiro to give the entire team a chance to play.

Many team members had personal bets against Suffolk. Freshman Kelly Landford posted her best numbers of the season, shooting 5 of 8 from the field and bringing down three rebounds. Her ten points was her best at Bowdoin.

Also having a good game was Noel Austin ’92, who matched Landford’s ten points, her personal best. She finished the game with an 800 shooting percentage and 5 rebounds.

The Bears held Suffolk to a mere 17 points in the second half, and won the game easily, 79-31.
**Polar Bears outgun UMB, 8-5**

**MITCH PRICE**

**ORIENT Staff**

The Bowdoin men’s hockey team extended its winning streak to 5 games last week with road wins over Norwich and Middlebury, along with a home conquest of UMass-Boston. The Polar Bears will carry the momentum of their longest winning streak of the season into a pair of big games this weekend, as ECAC West powers Hamilton and Colby invade Brunswick to tangle with Bowdoin.

Bowdoin paid a visit to the Norwich Cadets last Friday, February 3, and the Polar Bears proved to be rude guests as they skated away with a 7-3 victory. Bowdoin’s offense was in high gear against Norwich, as the Polar Bears fired 51 shots on the Cadet net. The Bears, on a 10-1-1 scoring streak, scored on the opening faceoff to take an early 1-0 lead. Three goals later, Bowdoin led 4-0 and the game was effectively over.

The Bears scored the final 11 points of the first period, increasing their lead to 5-0. Bowdoin’s offense was sparked by the goal of Eric Callio, the first of three goals he would score. Bowdoin’s goalie, Frank Gustafson, made 39 saves in the contest, as he shut down the Cadets’ offense.

Saturday afternoon, Bowdoin traveled to Middlebury and defeated the home team 3-0. Bowdoin’s offense was once again the story of the game, as the Bears scored three goals in the first period and never let up. Bowdoin’s goalie, Frank Gustafson, made 20 saves in the contest, as he shut down the Middlebury offense.

**Grapplers take two**

**EDWARD BEAGAN**

Orient Contributor

Grapplers of the Orient Basketball team have won both of their season opener games, with a 71-68 win over Southern Vermont on Saturday and a 91-79 victory over Middlebury on Sunday. In both contests, the Bears were led by their senior captains, Todd Darling and Kevin Diener, who scored 20 and 18 points, respectively.

The Bears took control early in both games, building leads that they never relinquished. In the game against Southern Vermont, the Bears led 17-12 at halftime and expanded their lead to 40-27 at halftime against Middlebury. Bowdoin’s offense was led by the scoring of its senior class, with Darling and Diener accounting for 43 of the team’s 71 points against Vermont and 51 of the 91 points against Middlebury.

**Natators drown Mules decisively**

**CATHERINE STANLEY**

Orient Staff

In a swim meet against the University of New Hampshire, Frank Marsrton ’92, took a dive into success when he qualified for the National Diving Championships. Marsrton took first place in the one meter dive with 233 points.

The men’s swim team had success in their home meet with Colby on Saturday, February 4. Colby 141-85, some members did especially well. David Moresey ’91 set a personal best in the 100 yard freestyle, and John Diener ’92 swam the same event “Francoeur has been cut out most of the season due to injury, and we’re glad to have him back”, Coach Charles Butt said.

Not only the men did well. On Saturday, the women’s team defeated Colby 160-134.

Co-captain Elizabeth Dietz ’99 swam the 100 yard freestyle in 11.55.28, as well as swimming the 50 meter freestyle in 5.33.26. “Both those times were good”, said Coach Butt.

Another, Amy Wakerin ’91 did the 100 meter backstroke in 1:06.87, and Kristin Sover ’90swam the 100 meter breaststroke in 1:14.21.

For the divers, Elizabeth Johnson ’90 finished with 138.30 points for a take second place, and Julia Asseutta ’91 ended the day with 21.15 points in the one meter dive.

The Polar Bears swam away from the Colby Mules at last Saturday’s swim meet held in the Farley Fieldhouse pool. Photo by Dave Wilby.
Three seniors attend Melodrama conference

"I believe there is value in what people like me are thinking and learning every day," said Lisa A. Gardner '88. "We are a great resource and we should pass that knowledge and come up with solutions.

Gardner is one of three Bowdoin college students heading to the 11th annual Student Conference on International Affairs at Mount Holyoke College this weekend.

Together with her two classmates, Julie E. Cohn '89 and Edward J. Murphy '89, she will take part in workshops concerned with "environmental management and resource development," examining ecological issues in both a theoretical and political sense. The conference, sponsored by the Mount Holyoke International Relations Club, attracts participants from a number of colleges every year.

"I do not have that much confidence in the future," continues Gardner, who has a self-designed environmental studies major. "We should initiate things.

"I spent my junior year and this past summer studying at the Meadow Creek Project in Arkansas. I took part in a program called 'Participating in the Environment.' It is concerned with the things that will happen to the world in the next 30 to 40 years.

"Gardner is currently doing an independent project entitled the 'Brunswick Build-Out Project.' "She and her adviser, Edward P. Laine, assistant professor of geology and director of the environmental studies department, are building a model of Brunswick, built according to the current zoning laws, and studying the effect these changes could have on the environment.

This is the first year that Bowdoin students will participate in the conference.

"It is a great opportunity for these students to meet with other students interested in the same concerns," said Becky Koulouris, program and course assistant in the Bowdoin environmental studies department. "The in-depth seminar format of this conference gives the students a chance to connect on specific issues and share their knowledge.

"The three students going to the conference all have an interdisciplinary environmental studies major, so their interests are broad. They have also been away from Bowdoin for a semester or year — I am sure that has something to do with it, too.

Cohn spent last semester studying in London and has worked in a lab doing environmental research.

"I am an environmental studies major and economics double major," said Cohn. "This conference offers the chance to discuss with students the social and economic issues that are important to the environment now and that are going to be in the future. Environmental economics is an upcoming area; it addresses many crucial problems.

Murphy believes that there is an important link between the two, building according to the current zoning laws, and studying the effect of these changes could have on the environment.

"I spent last semester in Nepal and saw firsthand how U.S. environmental protection policies work and how they affect Third World countries. This conference will link the policies of the United States toward the Third World and the environment. I look forward to discussing this problem with other students.

"The environmental studies department here at Bowdoin is not just biology or chemistry. It is more than that; it deals with the environment and relates to the rest of the world.

Koulouris agrees.

"It is a positive thing that the environmental studies program is connecting with other academic programs of a similar nature. Bowdoin's environmental studies program is small, so interacting with other departments broadens the perspective of the students. In addition, it increases the professional development of both the students and the environment studies department.

"The students will attend five workshops, on topics including 'Air Pollution' and 'Management of Aquatic Resources.'

Sorority

(Continued from page one)

porary headquarters.

"The future" Seymour said she is still investigating future housing options but added that choices are scarce. "We have some very good possibilities, but we have to plan for a 'Happy Hours' atmosphere.

Since the organization is new, members added that a strong alumni network is in place. Deming said it is important to remember that the sorority is still a very young organization.

But while the sorority has adjusted to a houseless existence, Deming said a home would serve several essential functions, including giving girls a place to visit and a meeting place to discuss issues with their sisters.

"That will definitely make having a central place to have Happy Hours — where the whole campus can come together to see what we're up to," she said.

Friday night sorority Happy Hours had been held at Bowdoin for two years. Now, the sorority has had to look to other fraternities for support.

"They've been supportive, especially with Alpha Phi (Bowdoin's all- male fraternity), but there's not much they can do," Seymour said.

Since the sorority is not coed, the college does not recognize them as an official organization. As such, Alpha Phi is able to have meetings at Interfraternity Council (IFC) meetings, but does not have a representative attend in an unofficial capacity.

Deming said, "The IFC really does as much as it can," Palmer added the other fraternities lend "mutual support.

"We fill a need at Bowdoin," Deming said. "I think a lot of us have a sense of responsibility to women who are sorority. It's a way we to do, in a sense, reconnect ourselves.

Palmer said the loyalties of members to Alpha Beta Phi's founding sisters provides the inspiration to continue to overcome adversity, this group of women feel strongly about their founding fathers, she said. "But we can actually refer to our founding sisters.

That firm commitment to the history of the sorority is what many sisters feel has kept the sorority on sorority footing, despite the absence of a home. There is a sense of pride among the officers to maintain the traditions and customs of the organization, even the setbacks.

"I do not want to be the last president of Alpha Beta Phi," Deming said. "I want something to come back to.

The Bowen Orient (Continued from page 4)

body. The third piece forms the back of this woman. The form appears in thick ink on the canvas. She is smiling and her nose has a dash of lavender and green in it. Her hair is the same, a separate, smaller canvas is a beautiful line sketch of a piece of pottery and an aop, she and lavender, greens or blues. These colors take the form of fish. Due to its ambiguous nature, this piece elicited many comments. The artists' intent remained nebulous.

Much of the meaning of this art floated above, tied to this world only through the traditional symbols that appeared. The artists seem to be expressing the fact that you view their art as they view the world, an entire picture of the traditional values of the past. As Alexandra Melandrie noted, "Tradition is all connected to the past to the future.

Both artists believe that their art represents the social, and particularly, however, what their art represents to others is nonconsequential.

Soviet artists

(Continued from page 4)

Melamid explained that people view their art in many different ways. "Murayskaya scoffed, a few even cried. This is not important to us. Our art is what it is. What people see in it is the business. This is Komar and Melamid's tradition.

Komar and Melamid's work is funded by the Japanese government. Kenneth V. Santagatha Memorial Lectureships, in the areas of arts, humanities, and social sciences.

Santagatha was a graduate of Bowdoin's Class of 1975 who died of cancer soon after. It was his wish that these lectures be "authorities in their fields that present new, novel, or non-conventional approaches to the designated topic in the specified category." This desire is reflected best in the James Bowdoin Address that Santagatha delivered in the Fall of 1976. "The sense of the absurd... is ultimately practical and durable education. It is the way we learn to know the human and the universe, with wit and wisdom — ourselves, our society, and our world of ideas.

The presentation of Komar and Melamid combined humor and humanity with wit and wisdom. Their art is an eye-opening experience. Their tradition seems to encourage a revolution of the kind envisioned. Their exhibit will be on display through March 5.

SAVE $$$

With our personalized attention & expertise

- Cruise deals • VCR lending library • Rail • Hotels
- Car rentals • Greyhound bus • Western Union
- $150,000 Automatic Flight Insurance
- Lowest Available Airfares Guaranteed

BOSTON WALL STREET TRAVEL
A TRAVEL SPECIALISTS
Established since 1956
9 Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine 04011
207-725-5573 1-800-552-9990 (in Maine only)

when the moon is full on Monday, the 21st of February 1989, kevin john joseph hogottis will be speaking on the effect of non-conventional and planetary transformation — a metaphysical perspective. special emphasis shall be placed upon the meaning ofomens and the social, political, and material fulfillment of cosmic power — and the will expression suppression — and its vital yet forgotten role in personal and planetary advancement/signification. the inescapable merging of integral material to be prepared by head of cludia — what is really happening to the earth on a cosmic level — how are you and your created social structures being affected — who are you, who are you not, and why you can't remember your extrusions — space beings — what is their role — how are they selflessly assisting their veiled brothers and sisters on planet earth — listening to your inner voice and following it regardless of social domestic and other self contracts — we find ourselves on the evening that we may but learn to share express and be unconditional — once again

the first parish unitarian church
474 congress street portland maine
mondays as the sun sets through the doors open at 6:30
admission: a seven dollar for tickets and other information, please call one of us
207-774-0361 09710
Crumbling Ivory Tower

Few pieces of news in recent memory have been more disturbing than the recent arrest of five members of the student body, including one proctor, on charges connected with the production of false identification. While we share the distress of the campus at this discovery, we think it might serve as a reminder of an important fact that it is easy to forget at Bowdoin.

Every college is, to some degree, an ivory tower. It must be so, since we would hope to be free of the concerns of life in the real world to devote our time to learning and self-development. This effect is magnified at Bowdoin, where there are provisions to deal with almost every conceivable problem that might arise in the little community where we live. We even have our own judicial system for meting out justice for the high crimes and misdemeanors we commit against our own community.

While we do not criticize the system which has built upon these provisions to deal with our own problems, we would like to point out that our little village is part of a larger community, and being a part of Bowdoin means the acceptance of our responsibilities to the rest of the world, nor of the constraints its laws place upon us. The fault lies not in the Bowdoin system, but rather with students who take it into their heads that they are somehow above the law or deserving of special consideration because they are in college.

Perhaps the major lesson to be drawn from this incident is that it is time for us to be growing up now and taking responsibility for our actions. The repercussions of the mistakes we make now will follow us for a long time, and persons thoughtless enough to have acquired a criminal record at the age of twenty or younger will have to answer for this silly mistake for many years.

We would especially urge the members of the administration responsible for overseeing activities of proctors to act swiftly in resolving this situation.

If the facts show that the proctor in question has in fact participated in this illegal and irresponsible action, then he or she should be dismissed from his post.

He or she is deserving of no special consideration; on the contrary, what he or she has done is especially regrettable because of the fact that he or she is in a position of special trust for which he or she volunteered.

We wonder how the administration believes that he or she could deal honestly with the students on his or her floor and with his fellow proctors.

Fire Up

One of the most consistent complaints students have about Bowdoin is the relative lack of social events on campus. There is no dating on campus, we say. Problems with alcohol stem from the dearth of events which do not center around drinking, we say.

The fraternity controversy which has split the campus so bitterly over the past several months is the result of the absence of alternatives, we say.

But there is a third choice, such as the traditional Mid-Semester's Madness celebration which has been so successful in recent years, there is not the slightest hint of response or effort on the part of the majority of the student body. They expect it simply to happen; they count on it as a major event in the college calendar.

Well, maybe it's time to close some of you in. Like virtually anything that happens on this campus, it's up to us in the student body to make it happen. This week's meeting may be the last chance for us to come together as a campus and show ourselves what we can do.

Fire up for Mid-Semester's Madness, or have no one to blame but yourself.

Brad Olsen

Contemplating the Job Game

I'm finding myself in the midst of a crisis. I am shrouded within this post-college space that many of us senior are facing; it has manifested itself into a conflict between morality and pragmatism. It involves the attempt of getting a job.

The problem I'm facing—and the probable consequences of my solution—I will humbly share with you. It concerns this whipped-up notion of selling oneself, and I think it sucks. The game goes like this:

(1) You first draw up a resume using thesaurus-found action verbs to make your pretty-good qualifications appear extraordinary. You use stuff that previously meant nothing but you inflate it such that it sounds as if you did it with only this particular job in mind.

(2) You telephone Bowdoin graduates having connections to your desired job, ask them for help and/or appealing to their interest in the alma mater. This step is called "networking."

(3) Next you write cover letters exactly as prescribed by the Office of Career Services (OCS) manual. Any deviation from the OCS manual will void individuality and that may scare off prospective employers, so don't do it. Just follow their form, putting in relevant words where the model leaves blanks.

(4) You now prepare for the interview. No, I don't mean that you think about the job and why you want it and why they might want you, rather I mean for you to log everything resumingly into your memory in the form of a "vignette" (another key word). The best method for proper vignette formation insists that you will need to structure each vignette by telling a story involving any one of the three sequences; (A) topic sentence; (B) background; (C) your action. (B) measurable results. I think this is T-BAR structuring. I think this is the most most helpful.

Within the interview there is one more important point: the merits of a good first impression. One rulebook explains that "The interviewer will be making a snap judgment of you based on your language, demeanor, appearance, and eye contact. Your smile, your 'dress-for-success' clothes, your hair cut, your posture, etc. will all be taken in quickly and the important first impression will have been made."

The main problem I have with all of this is that I do not believe in it. It rests on the premise that we are unqualified or have so little self-confidence and have spent so little time thinking about our desired job that we must make our image of ourselves, depend on alumni, dress alike, and memorize an interview speech. Once this premise collapses, then the entire Job Game becomes absurd.

I have no qualms about rejecting this fundamental premise. Where does that leave me? It sets me in the position of either having to go into the job search at a marked disadvantage, or having to choose a profession that does not ascribe to the aforementioned Job Game. Let us examine these two options.

The first option, admittedly, presupposes that all professions to the Job Game will not see the merits in my ideals. I believe this to be true empirically. From this, it follows that these professions exist in an environment of which I wouldn't want to be a part anyhow. This is true, and so I move on to the second option: this is where I am now. I want to teach in a public high school. Will I find versions of the Job Game even within these confines? Will I find that in order to get a decent teaching job I am going to have to tell prospective employers that I became a WORC disc jockey because I wanted to "improve my communication skills and learn about radio technology?" This phrase I really found in one rulebook mock resume), or that I was an Alcohol Peer Counselor because I wanted to save the campus? I don't know the answer, and my fingers are cold, so I will stop writing.
Letters to the Editor

Athletic praise

To the Editor,

I currently serve as the South Jersey representative for the Bowdoin Athlete Student Advisory Committee ("BASAC"). I love doing Bowdoin athletics work, because it affords me the opportunity to talk about a subject about which I feel passionately: Bowdoin College. It’s a special privilege for me to speak on behalf of the 500 athletes who opened so many doors for me, 13 years ago, when I first started learning from my experiences there.

The vitality of the teaching and vibrancy of the total learning experience at Bowdoin broadened my horizons beyond anything I could have imagined.

Several of my BASAC counterparts and I returned to Bowdoin last weekend to reacquaint ourselves with Bowdoin, and to learn more about Bowdoin’s admissions process. I was impressed and moved by the Bowdoin of 1989. Among other things, I encountered a thoroughly professional admissions staff committed to excellence, diversity and human sensitivity; a Dean of the College who is bringing an exciting new dynamic to the presentation of the college; a 1989 version of Miscellania, a group of poised and talented students viewing new life into old form; and a new Asian studies program, spearheaded by a dynamic young teacher.

I also encountered some aspects of the Bowdoin of 1989 which trouble me. The recent "athletics in admissions" argument is an unsettling instance of a normally healthy tone. This is nothing new: a classmate of mine reminded me that a similar one prevailed during the mid-1970’s when a number of professors decried that the college had admitted too many "functional illiterates." I remember the feelings of hurt, anger and resentment expressed by many students at the time. Many students perceived that some faculty members felt it to moral obligation to state that the academically gifted students, and to this end, not to allow ("functional illiterates") simply didn’t belong at Bowdoin.

This round, the debate appears to have opened wounds that may take longer to heal than wounds caused by the "functional illiterates" controversy; the feelings of hurt, anger, and resentment are apparently no longer confined to the student body but are shared by many faculty members and alumni. I particularly sense an erosion of morale in the admissions department and the athletic department, the two departments which appear to have taken most of the heat generated by the "athletic in admissions" controversy. If I were a member of those admissions department, I would feel that my admissions decisions were being second-guessed by the faculty’s badgering. If I was a member of the athletic department, I would feel that my feelings of hurt, anger, and resentment are being second-guessed by the faculty’s badgering.

The leaders of the athletic department and the admissions department have each built strong programs in their respective fields at Bowdoin, and we must not ignore or disparage their accomplishments. If we do not respect and support them, we will lose them, and Bowdoin will be the real loser.

We also need to respect and support our outstanding faculty, including those faculty and staff who have been2 of the most hardworking faculty. We need to emphasize the need to bridge the gap between the academic skills required to maintain a respectable secondary school academic record and the academic skills required to succeed at Bowdoin.

The long term health of Bowdoin as an institution depends on our ability to find an innovative way to close this gap.

I believe, however, that we must unashamedly embrace the principle that certain students deserve to be admitted to Bowdoin despite their lack of academic preparedness. This principle follows from the belief that the quality of Bowdoin students in the 1980’s is much higher than in the 1970’s, and that the student body of the 1980’s is far more diverse than the student body of the 1970’s.

The college community should do what it can to remove the atmosphere of mistrust which has existed for so long. This requires that we do not automatically assume that any student who participates in athletics automatically exceeds the prerequisites for entrance to Bowdoin.

David J. Larson

Famous alums

To the Editor,

This week marks the halfway point of December 2 and our headline states "Mitchell deserves Bowdoin Prize." This letter is not to comment on the merits of your opening statement of "Franklin Pierce, watch out. Your status as the Bowdoin alum who has enjoyed the most clout on the national political scene in decades. Pierce, who served as the chief of staff of the White House during the period of many weak presidents. There were other Bowdoin alumni, however, with great national recognition and clout."

How about Thomas Bracket

Tutorial program

To the Editor:

The Bowdoin Tutorial Program assists students from the Brunswick High School in meeting the challenges of their high school curriculum ranging from mathematics to chemistry to English. The Bowdoin tutors meet with the high school students several hours weekly either outside of school or during school hours. Many Bowdoin students have found this a rewarding way to contribute time to the community. One area of particular need has been in basic math and the sciences. However, a tutor does not need to be a major in the math and sciences to help a student from the high school in these subjects. If you would like further information or if you are interested in tutoring a student in any subject, including math, science, or English, please contact me.

Sarah C. Merrill

Apathy quotes

To the Editor:

Apathy is indeed rearing its head in the few who persist in believing otherwise, we wish to point out a few facts. In the February 10th issue of the Orient, there were no less than 18 Apathy Quotes. (An Apathy Quote is a phrase containing the word “apathy”.) This far exceeds the number of any such Apathy quotes in any previous editions of the Orient.

We applaud the Orient for carrying the possibilities to objective journalism by accurately reflecting the sentiments of Bowdoin Society. Carry on.

The Apathy House
Dave Shacter ’89
Pat Coughlin ’89
Damon Guzman ’89
Luis Clemens ’89
Ron Brady ’89

Will there be a Mid-semester Madness?

We need your help

Come to the next meeting
Monday, February 13, at 6:30
Maine Lounge, Moulton Union
A Large Cheese Pizza For Just $6.89!

At this price you can afford to top off a large cheese pizza any way you like. Load it up with the toppings of your choice for just a little extra. And of course, we'll deliver your custom-made pizza hot and fresh to your door in 30 minutes or less. Guaranteed!

Call now.
No coupon necessary.
Just Ask!

729-5561
26 Bath Rd.

Hours:
4:30pm-1am Sun.-Thurs.
4:30pm-2am Fri. & Sat.

Our drivers carry less than $20.00
Limited delivery area.
©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
Students charged in ID scam will not face dismissal

KEVIN WESLEY
ORIENT EDITOR

The five students charged last week with making fake Maine drivers' licenses will not be dismissed from the college, but may still face six months to a year in prison. Gregory Castell '91, a.proctor in Main Hall, Michael Abbott '91, James Finney '92 and Alex Ruttemberg '91 were all charged with a Class E misdemeanor crime of possession for session of forging devices. Michael Kryger '91 was charged with a Class D crime of forgery.

A sixth student may be charged in the scam at a later date. The charges were levied following an investigation between the state Bureau of Liquor Enforcement and the Bowdoin Security Department.

Abbott, who lives in Main Hall with Finney, was involved in a conversation with a fellow freshman, member of a fraternity, in which he and others performed in blackface.

Dean of Students Kenneth Lewallen said yesterday that although the five could face jail terms, the incident has been "handled internally." He said the students agreed to "significant discipline." And therefore, the case will not be tried.

(Continued on page nine)

Delta Sig garners 22 drops, tops for rushing fraternities

LISA KANE
ORIENT STAFF

Last Saturday night was drop night for those fraternities that saw the need for a second semester rush. Despite increased pressure and publicity from various levels of the college on the fraternity issue, Alpha Delta Phi, Chi Delta Psi, Kappa Delta Phi and Phi Sigma Kappa all attracted at least as many new members as they normally do for the spring semester.

Delta Sig ran away with the prize for getting far and away the largest drop class with a total of 22 students. The group, consisting of 11 freshmen, 5 sophomores, 4 juniors and 2 seniors, was almost 75% in terms of the sexes and women.

Melissa Quinby '91, the president of Delta Sig, did not dispute one particular cause for their immense success except to say, "Our rush chair people worked really hard...we got to know the freshmen. People also saw the house as it really is.

AD totaled 44 new members with a 3 to 1 male/female ratio. These two to a case in which both rush to are sophomores and one is a senior.

Chi Psi opened its doors to 26 new members, all from the freshman class.

Steve Cote '89, president of the fraternity, said, "It's perfect since we have 6 graduating seniors. The Lodge will be a full house once again."

He attributes their success to the fact that "second semester rush gives freshmen more time to really take a look at us."

Pat U shared the feelings of success with the rush because although they brought in only three new members, all males, one sophomore and two freshmen. Lisa Howell '84, vice-president of the fraternity, said, "We didn't really rush hard, but we are very happy with the people that dropped."

Kappa Sig attracted seven new members, five men and two women.

Five are freshmen, one is a junior, and two did not merely compete for places.

Scott Hartford '90, president of Kappa Sig, said that what he believed to be the reason for what is for them an unusually high number of drops for second semester rush was that "they are waiting, getting a better taste of what life at Bowdoin is like, but I also think freshmen are not getting any less attractive."

Alpha Beta Phi attracted six new members to the sorority, five freshmen and one junior.

Jeffrey Patterson '90, Intracollegiate Council, on assessing the drop night for the spring semester of 1989 explained that he did not detect any significant changes from second semester rush's in year's past. He did add, however, "I'm not a classics major and therefore it clearly suggests that many students are still quite interested in fraternity life."

Curriculum Committee drops signatures

MICHELLE PERKINS
ORIENT STAFF

Weep no more, for Drop/Add signatures on your registration cards are a thing of the past. The Committee on Curriculum and Educational Policy (CEP) voted overwhelmingly to do away with the policy that most faculty and students found to be a nuisance.

The CEP had originally intended to provide a way for faculty members to have greater control over the size of their classes and to more closely monitor how many students would be in their class, especially in the case of a class with limited enrollment.

Bowdoin College Registrar Sarah Jane Bernard said that the policy was intended to be implemented last fall, but in the adjustment to her new position there was a misunderstanding.

After registration this spring, the CEP met to discuss this and other issues. The committee is made up of mostly faculty and administrative representatives, with three student representatives. Most of the faculty and all three of the students complained about the new policy. The faculty members said that it didn't really help them with class size and gave them less time to spend with their advisees.

Mitch Price '90, a student representative, called the whole policy "a real hassle." The committee decided what they did not accomplish what they had originally intended and voted to abolish it.

One of the new policies that the CEP was looking to implement was early preregistration. By having students preregister early, it gives them the opportunity to find out before semester break whether they get the classes they wanted or not. A
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College tuitions to increase across country

(CPS) - Tuition appears to be primed to rise again nationwide. It is nothing new, yet a fact that at the budgets now being considered by state legislatures, regents and trustees around the country suggests that the price of college will be significantly higher next year.

Oregon Gov. Neil Goldschmidt, for example, submitted a budget Jan. 4 to his state legislature that, if passed, would translate into a 5 percent hike for most state students and a 10 percent hike for students at the University of Oregon and Oregon State University.

"A 4- to 8 percent increase is as good a guess as any," said Art Hauptman, an education consultant to the American Council on Education, after scanning early indicators.

Tuition for 1988-89 rose an average 7 percent over 1987, according to the college board. The inflation rate in the United States—above 10 percent for general items from cars to shoes—was "only" 4 percent during the same period.

As a result, the average 4-year public school student is paying $1,403 in tuition this fall, whereas the students pay an average $6,457 to go to private 4-year colleges, $750 to go to public 2-year colleges and $4,150 to go to private 2-year campuses, the College Board figured last fall.

Some bills for next fall are already in.

Baylor University students will pay 8 percent more next year. The University of Northern Iowa's prices will go up 7 percent for in-state students, 9 percent for out-of-state residents. At Utah State, in-state students will pay 9 percent more. At Duke University in North Carolina, rates will rise 7.1 percent for undergraduates.

The great majority of schools just now are beginning to announce their tuitions as legislators ponder budgets and campus officials figure out how much they need to charge students.

The trend, however, is undeniably upward.

Initial proposals would have students at the 13 University of Wisconsin campuses paying 11- to 12 percent more next fall.

Loyola University of New Orleans officials are considering raising tuition by as much as 18 percent next fall.

"It is fair to say that there will be a raise in the tuition rate for fall '89," said Dr. Maurice Scherrons, vice president for finance and planning at George Mason University in Virginia. "Yet I am currently uncertain of the exact percentage of increase."

Colleges get the money they need to operate from cash gifts, earnings on their stock portfolios, government grants and, most importantly, from the federal government, students in the form of tuition and state scholarships.

When legislatures don't appropriate enough money, campuses normally turn to students to try to make up the difference.

"State appropriations have been okay in the last few years," the ACE's Hauptman suggested, and public colleges consequently haven't had to impose the 9 to 10 percent increases common in the early 1980s. Yet students in economically distressed states—particularly where agriculture and energy are the dominant industries—may have to pay more than 6- to 8 percent more in tuition next fall, he added.

Even relatively healthy economies such as those in New York, California and Massachusetts are suffering from tax revenue shortfalls and have less to appropriate to their colleges.

"One quick way of closing those shortfalls is to raise tuition," Hauptman said.

George Mason's Scherrons added campuses needed more money to serve the 140,000 members as much as they could make in unrestricted funds for their staff and to build and maintain their structures. George Mason, for one, is an example of a new 

"Students, naturally, are not thrilled by the prospect of higher tuition rates."

"I'll have to get a higher paying job," said University of Arizona junior Karen Bonz. "It's really hard unless you've got a silver spoon or something."

If Loyola of New Orleans actually imposes an 18 percent hike, it "will drive everyone except the rich, stupid kids who can't get in anywhere else" off campus, student government representative Tara Loomis warned.

The tuition increases, especially those in Florida, are "baffling," said University of Utah student Vice President Grant Sperry. "Students are having to work 20, 30, even 40 hours a week to pay for tuition," said Brad Goich of the Arizona students' Association at a November rally protesting a proposed $350 tuition hike at Arizona State University. "How can the hell we can do well in school if we're working all the time?"

In December, the regents who set the tuition for ASU, Northern Arizona and the University of Arizona, said they were impressed enough by the outgoing student officer anger over the proposed raise to lower the hike to $54.

Execs say classes eligible for funding

RICH LITTLEHALL

Oracle Business

This Monday's meeting of the Executive Board was dominated by a discussion to determine whether or not class governments are eligible to go before the Student Activities Finance Committee and request funds. Subsequently carried, the motion calls for the four class government to be recognized as branches of the student government and therefore eligible to appear before the SAF.

The motion, made by Malmauro '89, was made in response to past requests for "extra" funds, Vice President Brad Halls will be open during the next five years in the future, and increased costs of the University. The reduction seems from the need for monitors to be present at all times, to check incoming software for the virus. The plus, is not, however, if students, not just the freshmen.

To prevent such a problem from occurring in the future, the freshmen class officers submitted a proposal to the Deans' Office that would allow passing freshmen in the option of contributing extra dollars to the freshman class and thereby securing for the student government, their first payment to the college. This plan was approved and will be put into effect with the class of 1991.

In December, the regents who set the tuition for ASU, Northern Arizona and the University of Arizona, said they were impressed enough by the outgoing student officer anger over the proposed raise to lower the hike to $54.

Profs win grant to study oil spills

A one-year, $10,000 grant from the National Science Foundation will enable two Bowdoin College researchers to continue their study of the effects of petroleum spills on marine animals.

Edward S. Gillillan III, lecturer in environmental studies and adjunct professor of chemistry, and David S. Page, professor of chemistry and biochemistry, are studying how oil spills affect marsh grasses in Main and mangrove trees in Puerto Rico.

Both saltwater plants manufacture the fresh water they need to survive in their roots. Oil damages the cell membranes in the roots and allows salt to leak in, thus affecting plant life.

"The plants live in sensitive shoreland environments, their survival is critical to the survival of other marine life, says Gillillan, the director of Bowdoin's marine research laboratory.

Gillillan and Page conduct their research by isolating an area about one foot in diameter inside the sewer pipe. They carefully apply the petroleum products to the plants under study, protecting the adjacent marine life.

Their past research, Gillillan and Page have tested detergent, additives that disperse petroleum and called "wetters" that make the oil stick to the water. They have found that the crude oil, such as are being dumped in the sea, is a considerably less effect on the desalination process then untreated oil.

Their research has shown that the toxicity of the oil depends on the presence of light aromatic hydrocarbons, such as benzene.

"You can predict the toxicity of a particular oil if you know what's in it," says Gillillan.

The two researchers have received the National Science Foundation for the last 10 years.

SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIRONMENT EARN $2500-$3500.

National campaign positions to pass out leaflets, install toxic pesticide controls and promote comprehensive recycling, in 18 states & D.C. Interviews on campus 3/1, 2. Call Kate toll-free at 1-800-622-2202.

For Sale Round trip ticket to Tampa, Florida.

March 4- March 11 $340 or better offer

Call Dennis Spelman 443-6671 - mornings 725-2040 - afternoons

For Sale BURNSVILLE VARIETY & DELI

$60.00 PER HUNDRED remailing letters from home! Details, send self-addressed, stamped envelope. Associates, Box 309-T, Colonia, NJ 07067

For Sale RICHARD THOME

4021 Washington Bath, Maine 04530


Open year round $50 - $75 207-443-5202
Plans for Madness in the works

BRENDA RIELLY
ORIENT Staff
Mid-Semester Madness will soon rock Bowdoin again. The theme of this year's Madness to be held March 11 is "Prime-Time '89." Most of the fund-raising events will center around this theme of television, predominantly game shows.

The major prize-giver will be the Price is Right. The format will closely resemble that of the television version. Students will bid on various items and whoever comes closest to the actual prize will win the item and play one of the secondary games (such as the shell game or High/Low) and attempt to win a second prize. This process will be repeated (each time with a replacement student being called out of the audience) until there are four winners. These four winners will then spin the wheel and one will qualify to be in the showcase. Four more winners will spin the wheel in the second half of the show and one will go to the showcase. One or both of the showcase students will have the chance to bid on a trip to Boston (with various prizes attached). A variety of other games will be offered throughout the night, including Win, Lose or Draw, Ca- sino Night, traditionally a popular event, will be part of the Madness once again, as will be pwn and target card readings. Food will be plentiful and entertainment lively, according to Chair Duncan Hollis '92.

Duncan did express disappointment with the low turnouts at the planning meetings for Mid-Semester Madness. Despite repeated mailings to all activities, very few students have shown up. Says Duncan: "Without participation it will be very difficult to even have a Mid-Semester Madness." Duncan proceeded to say that the amount of fun had will be "up to the students."

There will be a small fee at the door (in the range of three or four dollars) that will allow the student to play any game they desire. Students will have the option to purchase extra money if they wish to play any of the casino games. Food will also cost a small amount but, according to Bill Fruth (advisor to Mid-Semester Madness), the amount of fun had is well worth the small cost. All money raised will go to Maine charities. In the past, Mid-Semester Madness has donated to such charities as Project Bread and the United Way.

The students planning Mid-Semester Madness need more help. Meetings are held in the Main Lounge at 6:30 on Mondays. Here is a chance to have a lot of fun for just a little work.
Knox begins nine-month visit to Russia

Associate Professor of Russian Jane E. Knox is spending the spring semester in the Soviet Union, as a National Academy of Sciences exchange scientist.

One of a handful of American scholars selected for the program, Knox will collaborate with Soviet researchers on a project to establish a psycholinguistic approach to computer-assisted instruction. During her nine-month visit, she will also investigate the role that computers play in developing cognitive and communication skills.

Knox will conduct her research at the Institute of Linguistics in Moscow, as well as Moscow State University, the Zagorsk School for Deaf-Blind children, and in kindergarten classes in Troitsk.

Her son, Robert, who is deaf, will accompany her.

Knox is one of five American scholars visiting the Soviet Union this year under an agreement on scientific cooperation between the National Research Council and the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. She made a similar trip in 1986.

CATHY STANLEY

Study Away deadline approaches

Cathy Stanley

ORIENT Staff

"Students planning to study away any semester next year need to ask permission now", says Assistant Dean of Students Ana Brown.

Brown emphasizes that the permission request form, which can be picked up from her or the Registrar's Office, "must be filed and returned to the Registrar's Office by March 17."

In order to study away, you must make sure you will be able to complete your major and minor requirements, and receive credit for study away courses. Good academic standing is also required.

"This means a student receiving an F in the semester before studying away, cannot go on the program," says Brown.

During the '97-98 school year, 204 students studied away on four programs, for the '96-97 school year, the figure is 190 students.

According to Brown, the tragic death of Pamela Herbert '90 while she was studying abroad, has not seemed to change the minds of any prospective study away students.

Two Appletonian buildings "At Rest" are Karen McCann '92 and Joe Colotowicz '92. The Bowdoin quad is covered with snow sculptures from last weekend's festivities. Photo by Ananias Schmorells

Masque and Gown elects new officers

Bowdoin College's student dramatic organization, Masque and Gown, recently elected six new members to its Executive Committee.

The following new committee members will be responsible for choosing other plays during 1989:

Derek A. Weltrington '90 will serve as president of the committee during the following year. He will be responsible for coordinating the committee and the general members of Masque and Gown.

Serving with him as secretary will be Eric N. Rice '91.

Meredith L. Sumner '91 was elected to the position of production manager. Her primary duty will be to secure volunteers to act as set crew and other necessary backstage positions.

Matthew V. Arbour '91 will act as house manager for 1989. He is in charge of the box office, as well as locating students who will usher for performances.

Also elected was David J. Callan '91. He will fill the position of publicity director.

Tyler T. Micolka '91 was elected technical director. He will be responsible for technical aspects of the performances, including recruiting sound and light crews, as well as some lighting design.
Entertainment

Dance group to put on the moves in Sargent

The Richard Bull Dance Theater group will give an informal performance Friday, Feb. 22 at 7:30 p.m. in the dance studio in Sargent Gymnasium. On Feb. 23, the troupe will hold a dance workshop.

The troupe's work has been called "a marriage of jazz, modern dance, and postmodern dance," from way-out fusion to way-down blues." Their ensemble work has been praised for its harmony, inventiveness, and improvisability.

Richard Bull worked as a jazz pianist in the 1950s, danced with the Munt/Brooks Dance Company in New York City. He has been active as a choreographer and dancer since the 1960s, when he directed the New York Chamber Dance Group. He has also served as chair of the department of dance at the State University of New York, Brockport, before he established his company in 1978.

The performance is sponsored by the Bowdoin College division of dance in the department of theater arts.

Dance and comedy merge in Black Arts Festival

The Harlem Renaissance Theater Ensemble will be featured on Sunday, February 19. They will perform in Pickard Theater at 8 p.m. Harlem Renaissance presents a visual, through music, poetry and drama, of the artistic and social explosion in black consciousness and expression in the 1920s. Re- summoned jazz performer Stan Strickland and a cast of three will perform the works of Langston Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston, Duke Ellington, Bessie Smith, and others. This performance is a part of the Black Arts Festival. The theme of this year's festival is "A Celebration of Ethnicity and Diversity." The events are sponsored by the Afro-American Studies Program and the Afro-American Society, which is observing its 20th anniversary at Bowdoin. Also slated to perform in conjunction with this festival is comedian and political activist Dick Gregory. He will speak on Wednesday, Feb. 22, at 7:30 p.m. in Pickard Theater. Since he entered show business 30 years ago, Gregory has used his success as an entertainer to assist the Civil Rights Movement and other human rights causes in the United States, Ireland, and Iran. He is the author of nine books, including his autobiography, Nigger, and Dick Gregory's Natural Diet for Folks Who Eat. Cookin' with Mother Nature. A reception at the Afro-American Center will take place after his address.

Tickets for the performances can be purchased in advance at the Student Activities Office in the Muison Union. Tickets will also be available at the door.

1st Annual International Film Festival. Films from all over the world, 2/22 - 2/28. Check for times.

Student jazz duo performs in pub

KEVIN WESLEY

ORIENT Editor

Seniors Dave Shacter and Dan Malachuk will be performing their blend of free jazz, Indian raga and rock in the pub this Friday at 9 p.m. Shacter plays an alto saxophone, and Malachuk, an electric guitarist, have been playing together since sophomore year, and have performed in the Pub previously.

Under the name Deutermus (Heavy Water), the duo will play mostly original tunes, as well as solo compositions.

Schacter said he first toyed with the idea of playing with Malachuk and two recent Bowdoin graduates, Bert Mallio '97 and Joe Ferlazzo '98, during his freshman year.

He was sitting in his Cole- man Hall room when he said, "Joe discovered me." He suggested that the two work with the trio the following year.

Now the lone surviving members of the quartet, Shacter said he and Malachuk play a type of music "based on jazz, but [it] goes beyond jazz."

"It's more improvisatory, closer to Avant Gard," Shacter said.

"There's a little bit of everything in there."

BFVS

Pitt's Honor

Friday, February 17, 7:30 and 10 p.m.


Hiroshima Mon Amour

Wednesday, February 22, 3:30 only. Written by Marguerite Duras and directed by Alain Resnais. Hiroshima Mon Amour explores the connection between sense and memory, past and present, in a love affair between a French actress and a Japanese architect in post-war Hiroshima.

Romancing the Stone

Saturday, February 18, 7:30 and 10 p.m. Kathleen Turner and Michael Douglas star with Danny DeVito in this action adventure about a writer of Gothic romances journeys to Columbia to rescue her kidnapped sister and ends up in the midst of crocodiles, jungles and guns.

All shows free. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

Deering Family Restaurants

Student Discount

Brunswick Deering Family Restaurant is now offering a 10% Discount on any item ($1.00 purchase or more)

Just show your Bowdoin I.D.

Restaurant Open 7 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily
Open Friday and Saturday until 11 P.M.
The Orient's definitive guide to winter fun

For those who prefer nordic

The best thing about cross country skiing is, of course, that you can do it just about anywhere, from behind Parley's Field House, to any golf course, to just trashing through the woods. But if you're serious about cross country skiing, and don't mind paying a bit (most cross country skiers have a fundamental problem with this) then head to Jackson, NH and the Jackson Ski Touring Foundation. This non-profit organization is dedicated to maintaining a trail system that meanders through much of the Mt. Washington Valley. Esquire Magazine has called

living in new hampshire

TIDWATER INN
32 Bath Rd. Brunswick 725-0999

KEGS 729-0711
BEST PRICES!
ADVANCED ORDERS REQUESTED.

WINE BEER CHEESE KEGS 4 LITRE TANK AND 26 Bath Rd. Brunswick, 729-0711, Mon.-Sat. 10 to 6

CHUCK WAGON FAMILY RESTAURANTS

Chug Wagon Flyer Shop

Centrally located from Bowdoin College

MT. CRANMORE - Noted for its great location - literally in downtown North Conway and the goat-infested White Mountains. Great family area with sunny, wide slopes, but some challenging stuff at the right of 125S, in the terraced, narrow, steep, -19$ weekend, $228 week. To get there: drive to downtown North Conway ending at Cranmore Rd. Sign. About 1/2 hours traffic no problem.

WATERVILLE VALLEY - New Hampshire's true resort - the kind of place you find when you ask the locals where the town and the ski area are the same thing. There's everything here, the town came after the ski area. Plenty of good snowboarding on two mountains with consistently the longest trails anywhere. 12 lifts, including a high-speed quad, and 47 trails. $27 weekend, $33 weekend. To get there: Complicated from Maine. From Rt. 93 north in New Hampshire, get off at exit 40 for Rt. 69.

BLACK MOUNTAIN - Another of the older areas, steeped in tradition. Not much vertical drop, but there are still some tough trails. Really made for the intermediate skier. Great views; usually sunny. Still a bargain at a $17 weekend, $25 weekend, 6 lifts and 22 trails. To get there: 16 out of North Conway, turn right and look for the ticket office. Jackson. Area is right there.

The Friday, this chanic land. for twilight follows fully ORIENT MICHAEL Page Jackson Valley. you trails, beat skied with the Skiing $24 Fridays? or snow Jackson, mind to the for everyone: 11 RD maintaining called to the Bethel. favorite. and excellent and TIDEWATER of Vermont. skiing the and 31 TIDEWATER FRIED the Mt. SUGARLOAF/USA MOUNTAIN PRIME 3.75 where weekend 3 of any day. 10 00-9 — SERVED FINSAN FILLET 3.75 barn. Open 930-545 Sat. 930-5 We Deliver Wire Service The BRUNSWICK 216A Maine St. Mon.-Fri. 930-545 Sat. 930-5 The THE BRUNSWICK FLOWER SHOP 729-8895

If you need to rent

If you don't own your own equipment, don't let that stop you. Most ski areas will gladly rent, though they are likely to be pretty steep with the charge. Rest areas rent equipment on the way - there are two on the road on the Mt. Sunapee and Gerald in downtown North Conway - that will probably be slightly cheaper. If you have your own, be sure here, try The Shed in the Tontine Mall, The Skier's Choice in Freeport, or The Cycles in Woolwich or Joe Jones in Portland.

If no, then head to Sugarloaf, or over to the Mt. Wash-

- its one of the four best places to ski in the world. There provide 146 kilometers of mapped and marked trails, about half of which are groomed and tracked to perfection. One can take easy flat jaunts around the village, or try the incredibly difficult, 18 kilometer Wildcat trail (expert only!) which is accessible only via the Wildcat Mountain Gondola and lift. Leaving off the back of the summit of Wildcat Mt. There is a 56 kilometer and 69 weekend charge for all trails, though some of the more remote trails are considered fair game for anybody.

SHAWNEE PEAK at PLEASANT MOUNTAIN - Exploding onto the scene this year in this traditional area, where great expansion over the past two years has done wonders 302 highway. Tough top section with no easy way down. If you never went skiing, it's not worth the trip. Open until 10 p.m. every night. Day tickets $20 weekend, $27 with lift, but the 90 twilight ticket (noon to closing) is a great bargain. Note the special deals coming up on: February 25 and March 30, you can ski for $18 for 5 p.m. to 2 a.m. To get there: 95 south to Yarmouth, 115 through Gray to North Windham, then 302 west to Bridgton - it's right on the road. About 45 mins.

LOST VALLEY - Great for the beginning skier - lots of open, gentle runs. The expert is not ignored, but only five so-called difficult runs. Open until 11 every night, 15 trails and three lifts. 30 miles away, $14 weekdays, $19.75 weekends, 16 weeknights. To get there: Go to Lewiston, go on 11 and 121, right on Old Hotel Road and follow the signs.

SADDLEBACK - Not many people head to this place, but it rarely has lines, has plenty of long "cruser" trails, a mogul run called Bronco Buster that will test the biggest ego to dust, and a steep, turn-filling run called Mulekeen. Bad at all, 8.5 lifts and 29 trails.

To get there: 95 north to exit 31. 27 to Farmington, then 4 into the woods, where just about when you think you are lost you will find it. 2 hours and change.

NEW HAMPSHIRE - The Mt. Washington Valley is not as far away as most people think: most of the trails are an hour or less by car. The skiing is great, and the shopping (there's even an L.L. Bean store) is good in North Conway too, if you don't mind people. If you have a family and only plan on one trip, your package deals available - four areas in four days, and the like. To get there: South on 95 to Yarmouth exit, then 15 north to Gray and on to Windham. In North Windham, turn right on 302 and stay on it into New Hampshire. Turn right when 302 is joined by 10 which takes you right into town. Directions to specific areas below are from downtown North Conway.

WILDCAT - Easily the most spectacular view in the East On a sunny day the sight of Mt. Wash-
**Women’s cagers relish wins**

**BONNIE BERRYMAN**

**ORIENT Ass’n, Sports Editor**

It’s been another good week for the women’s basketball team (14-7). After losing on the road to a number-one-ranked Southern Maine squad, the Polar Bears have stormed back to win three in a row. Trinity was the first victim on the schedule, as Bowdoin hosted the Bantams last Friday evening. Trinity kept the score relatively even as the two teams battled for the lead. The Bears, coached by Harvey Shapiro, began to take control of the game in the middle of the first half. The team was able to get inside and began to dominate the boards. At the end of the half, Bowdoin led 38-30.

The Bears began the second half much the same way they ended the first. Dave M. O’Brien was held to 10 points and had 7 assists.

"Kim Lemieux played very well. She scored 11 of her 13 points in the last nine minutes of the game."

-- Harvey Shapiro

Bowdoin hosted Wesleyan the following afternoon. Although the Cardinals proved to be more of a challenge, the outcome was the same. Both teams were evenly matched as they matched each other basket for basket. At the end of the half, Wesleyan was up by 2.

The Cardinal lead did not last very long as the Bears turned it around in the second half. Bowdoin went on a scoring rampage as they posted 43 points in the second half, while only allowing 28.

Baylor, who was 10 of 18 from the floor, led the way for the Bears. She has been a dominating force all season.

Tri-captain Kim Lemieux also had a big day. She finished the game with 13 points and nine rebounds.

It was another strong performance for Hayes, who had 11 points and 13 assists.

The Bears then went on the road last Tuesday to the University of New England. Once again, it was their show.

"We played well in the last 5 minutes of the first half," said Shapiro. "We increased our lead to be up by 14 at the half."

The Bears continued to dominate in the second half, leading by as much as 18 points. Although the momentum of the game went back and forth, Bowdoin emerged as the victor.

Baylor was once again the leader with 25 points. She cleared the offense a big boost, leading the Bears in the second half.

"Kim Lemieux played very well," said Shapiro. "She scored 11 of her 13 points in the last 9 minutes of game, when she had four fouls."

Bowdoin has improved its record to 14-4.

**Hockey battles way to sixteenth victory**

**MITCH PRICE**

**ORIENT Staff writer**

The Bowdoin men’s ice hockey team is in a roll: this past week the Polar Bears extended their winning streak to 9 games (10 in conference play) with a pair of Winter’s Weekend triumphs in the Dayton Arena along with a road win over Salem State on Tuesday night.

Last weekend Bowdoin faced perhaps its toughest test of the season as ECC West powers Hamilton and Union came to town, and the Polar Bears passed with flying colors. Bowdoin shut out Hamilton 7-0 on Friday night, and came back Saturday afternoon to defeat Union 7-2.

While Terry Maegger received an outstanding effort from his entire team over the weekend, two Polar Bear strikers, BERRYMAN and Newhouse, played a huge role in the big win.

Mike Cavanaugh ’90 scored 3 goals in the 3-0 win over the Raiders, including a hat trick against Hamilton. Steve Janas ’89 notched his first career shorthanded goal and stopped 57 shots on the weekend in improving his career record in Dayton Arena to 44-6-1.

**Men’s track set for New Englands**

**DAVE JACOBS**

**ORIENT Staff writer**

The men’s track team anticipated a tough meet Saturday against M.I.T., and they certainly got one. The Engineers proved to be too strong an opponent for the Polar Bears, as the visitors prevailed 83-44.

Several Bowdoin runners enjoyed big afternoons. Co-captain Damon Gunterman ’89 was a double winner, taking the 200 meter dash in 21.52 and the pole vault with a mark of 14 feet. Jeff Mao ’92 scored in three events. Mao won the triple jump on his final jump, an effort of 45-11/2, while he finished second by only 02 in the 55 meters with a time of 6.81 and third in the long jump with a 19-1 jump. Mao is Bowdoin’s high point scorer this season.

Co-captain Todd O’Brien ’89 won the 110 meters in 15.25 while John Dougherty ’91 placed third in a personal record 1:00.02, eclipsing his previous best by a full second.

High jumper Tim Rosenkranz ’92 and Steve Clegg ’90 took first and second in the high jump. Rosenkranz’s winning jump cleared 6-10 while Clegg recorded 5-10. Rick Saletta ’90 finished second to Gunterman in the pole vault with a mark of 11-6 for Bowdoin’s other 1-2 finish.

Lance Hickey ’91 boar a personal record by 12 seconds in the 3000 meters, by running an 8:49.69.

Hickey is second to M.I.T.’s Sean Kelley by only three-tenths of a second.

The Bowdoin 4x800 relay team of Bill Callahan ’92, Marty Malagut ’90, Peter Holte ’91 and Dougherty defeated M.I.T. by an overwhelming 28 seconds.

Despite these high finishes, M.I.T. won easily and swept Bowdoin in five events. It was the Engi

**Aquabears swim past Cardinals, 121-76**

**P.J. LIBBY**

**ORIENT Contributor**

Last Saturday, the men’s and women’s swim teams played host to the Cardinals of Wesleyan University. The meet was expected to be close meets, both of Coach Burt’s aquabear squads thrashed the birds from Connecticut.

The men outdistanced the Cardinals by forty-five points, 121-76. Not to be outdone, the aquawomen won by fifty-five points, putting the hapless Cardinals 49-96.

For the men, Doug O’Brien won the 400 free (3:58.46) and the 100 free (53.35) as well. O’Brien totalled 200 points for the team. Jon Treadwell ’90 won by over a second in the 200 back-stroke.

The gym will be extending its Saturday hours until 10 p.m. on a trial basis starting this week.

**SATURDAY'S SLATE**

women’s basketball v Connecticut College H 1:00 p.m.

men's track N.E. Division III’s H 1:00 p.m.

men’s wrestling v Trinity, Rhode Island A 1:00 p.m.

women’s swimming v Colby H 1:00 p.m.

women’s swimming v M.I.T. H 1:00 p.m.

women’s squash v Colby H 1:00 p.m.

men’s basketball v Connecticut College H 3:00 p.m.

men’s hockey v Amherst H 4:00 p.m.

men’s swimming v M.I.T. H 4:00 p.m.

men and women’s skiing Division II’s A

**Mike Cavanaugh ’90 scores against Hamilton. Photo by Dave Willey.**
Polar Bears squeeze by Cardinals

BONNIE BERRYMAN
ORIENT Ass't. Sports Editor

The men's basketball team had everyone hanging on the edge of their seats last Saturday against Wesleyan.

After leading by 10 at the half, Bowdoin hung on to win a 74-73 thriller against the Cardinals.

The Bears, coached by Tim Gilbride, played very well in the first half. They were hitting most of their shots and were dominating the boards. A key for the Bears in the first half was their reception of defensive rebounds. Sophomore Dan Train was a key for the defense.

Things did not go as well the previous night against Trinity. A Bantam team that was quite enormous dominated the smaller Bears squad.

The Bantams went on a scoring spree in the first half with 11 points. Bowdoin had difficulty scoring, as they were held to 22 points.

Bowdoin played a strong second half, scoring 46 points. They were coming down with more rebounds and hitting more of their shots, but the strong Bantams were simply too much.

Senior Kevin O'Keefe was the big play man for the Bears last Friday. He led in scoring with 11 points.

Train finished the game with nine rebounds — including eight defensive rebounds.

Co-Captain Mike Roque played well in what was his first game of the season due to injury. He finished the night with 10 points.

Another weekend at home in order for the Bears. Tonight Eastern Connecticut State College visits the 87th. Game time is 7 p.m.

The Bears host Connecticut College at 3:00 in Morrill Gymnasium.

Hockey

(Continued from page seven)

5:17 to put the Bears back up by 3 goals. Hickey drew the lone assist on the play.

Kurt Liebich '90 redirected a Paul Nelson '90 shot past Kingshorn at 7:36 to extend the Bowdoin lead to 5-1. Peter Krakow '92 also assisted on the goal. Union's Terry Campbell countered with an unassisted effort at 15:35 to round out the second period scoring and give the gave a ray of hope for a third period turnaround.

A Union revival was not to be this afternoon, as Janas and his fellow Polar Bears shut down the Dutchmen the rest of the way while adding a pair of third period goals to put the finishing touches on a well-deserved 7-2 win. Vinnie Millican '89, 7:58 and Pincock (Chin, Krakow) at 12:28 were the Bowdoin marksmen in the final stanza.

Janas made 30 saves between the pipes for Polar Bears, while his Union counterpart Kingshorn had 26 saves in the losing effort.

Boweloin maintained its winning ways Tuesday night in Salem, Mass., as the Bears defeated the Salem State Vikings for the third time this season. Chin scored a pair of goals and Johansson had the game winner in a 2-1 Bowdoin victory.

The win, was Bowdoin's ninth straight overall and tenth consecutive ECAC East/West success. The Polar Bears' record now stands at 14-3-1 overall and 16-2-1 in the conference heading into the last three regular season games.

Bowdoin will entertain Connecticut College Friday night at 7 p.m. and Amherst Saturday afternoon at 4 p.m. before traveling to Waterville on Wednesday, February 22 to finish out the regular season against rival Colby.

Women's track races to 4th in the state

DAVE JACKSON
ORIENT STAFF

The Bowdoin women's track team hosted the MAIAA State Meet this past weekend in the Farley Fieldhouse. Unfortunately, their guests proved too much for the hosts. Bowdoin finished 6th out of 8 teams, with 36 points, behind Maine, Bates, and Colby, and ahead of St. Joseph's.

Depth proved the difference in the team results, but the Polar Bears had many individual scorers. The team's only first place was turned in by Kristin O'Keefe '90, who won the 800 meters in 2:25.93. In the sprints, Melissa Quinn '91 took 4th with a 22.94.9 time. In the 1000 meters, the team also scored twice. Co-captain Rosie Deary '99 took 3rd with a time 3:09.63 while Gretchen Herold '90 placed 5th in 3:11.21.

Bowdoin had two double scorers, Sandra Scibelli '89 finished 5th in the 20 lb. weight throw with a 32-9 1/2 mark and also took 5th place in the shot put with a 23-9 1/2 effort, while Laurie Sablak '90 finished 4th in the 200, the 55 meters at a time of 7.88 and the 200 meters with a time of 28.31 seconds.

The Polar Bears scored three times in the 3000 meters, taking 3rd, 4th, and 6th. Hanley Dennis '92 led the group with a 10:43.57, while Co-captain Deanna Hodgkin '89 and Gwen Kay '91 followed with times of 11:04.59 and 11:08.08, respectively.

Other individual scorers for Bowdoin were Margaret Heron '91 in the 1500 meters with a time of 4:56.84 to place 4th, and Naomi Schatz '89, 5th in the 200 meters with a personal best of 28.09.

The relay teams also ran well. The 4x400 team finished second to Bates with a time of 3:01.48. The 4x100 team finished fourth in 45.76, but Coach Peter Slavenski praised their effort, particularly that of anchor Jennifer Magee '90. "Jennifer, you were the team's unsung hero, and just barely lost to Bates by .04. She ran a very courageous race," Slavenski noted.

The women hosted another important meet this weekend, the New England Division III Championships. The meet begins Saturday at 1000.

Ollman to lecture on Mozart

Baritone Kurt Ollman will present a public lecture, "The Significance of Mozart's "Bird, Man, Papageno," Monday, Feb. 20, 8:45 p.m. in room 101, Gibson hall, Bowdoin College. Admission is free, but seating is limited.

Ollman, member of the class of 1977, sang the role in the "Magic Flute" with the Santa Fe Opera in 1986. He has sung at the Scala, the Kennedy Center, and Merkin Hall in New York City, among other concert halls in the United States and abroad. He performed at Bowdoin in 1960 and 1967 and received an honorary degree from the college in 1988.

Ollman's presentation is sponsored by the department of music and the department of German, with support from the Jasper Jacob Stahl lecturership in the Humanities.

The Stahl Lecture Series was initiated in 1970 with a bequest from the 1909 Bowdoin graduate to establish a series of talks on the Ancient World and selected eras in European and English history.
Enrollment in the General Education Program continues through the end of December.

The Portland Press Herald reported this week that the Bureau of Liquor Enforcement was alerted to the alleged scam by a local businessperson last December. Robert LaGuardia, liquor enforcement officer, said he had received some material in the mail which led him to believe that the forgeries were coming from Bowdoin College.

The five will be arraigned in Bath District Court Tuesday. If convicted, Kryger faces up to a year in jail and $1,000 in fines. The others could face six months in jail and $500 in fines.

**Term paper blues got you down?**

**Tired of typos? Fed up with footnotes? Dazed by dictionaries?**

Come to the Bowdoin MacFest and see how an Apple Macintosh computer can make term papers a breeze.

The Bowdoin MacFest will be held in the Maine Lounge at Moulton Union Tuesday, February 28 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. MacFest is a servicemark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Hypocrisy

The decision by college administrators to take no action concerning five Bowdoin students who have been 'charged with falsifying Math driver's licenses' is unsettling to many in the Bowdoin community.

The Bowdoin College Social Code states that an individual must abide not only by the rules set forth by the college, but also by the local and state laws. By taking no action on such serious allegations, what is the administration saying about the student body about the effectiveness of the Social Code?

It seems hypocritical that when students have to sign a pledge at registration to abide by the Social and Honor Codes that no action is taken when five students may have been involved in a serious crime.

No more signatures

We are gratified to see that the Committee on Curriculum and Educational Policy have finally come to their senses and reversed the policy instituted at the beginning of this semester requiring students to have all class adds and drops approved by the chair, thus falsifying advisor-involved. This policy was the cause of last month's nightmare of inefficiency at registration time.

Faculty as well as students were unhappy with the policy as it was put into practice, complaining that it gave them too little time to spend with their advisees and did not result in the desired effect of giving them greater control over the size of their classes. We contend that the policy was clearly faulty from the beginning, and that this should have been spotted before the policy took effect.

The only logical effect the policy could have had would be to enable teachers to pick and choose specific students for their classes and to cut class sizes below the limits prescribed in the catalogue. We can not approve of these goals, as they set aside the needs of the student body entirely. There are courses where it is appropriate for teachers to exercise control over who may participate in the courses they teach, but they are designated in the catalogue as courses where the consent of the instructor is a prerequisite. As for cutting class size below prescribed limits, we in the student body do not want smaller classes, but we think this is the way to accomplish that goal. It is a band-aid plan which addresses symptoms but not the disease of the actual problem of growing student-faculty ratios.

We must urge the CEP to find a better way to solve this problem, and call on the administration to give them the leeway and resources they need in order to do so to the satisfaction of all students and faculty. We understand the constraints under which they labor, but feel compelled to remind them that in a world of growing educational costs, we deserve what we pay for.

UNDER THE PINES

BY KEVIN WESLEY

Anti-social behavior

It's too bad that people just don't take the time to look at each other around the quad anymore.

Whenever you see students or faculty or staff members trudging across campus lately, no one seems prepared to raise his or her head to say a quick "Hello." Instead, it seems that most people are simply staring at the ground, unwilling to bat an eyelash at anyone.

There seems to be an eerie preoccupation sweeping the campus, and when infected, poor souls simply become preoccupied with their feet.

But fear not, because the cause of the "Fixed on Feet Fever" is not another virus, but rather the ever-changing weather affecting the campus in the past month.

This week showed a perfect example of the Jekyll and Hyde type of behavior we've seen recently. Last Monday night, a hearty fluffy snow began falling on campus, and the walk home from the library was treacherous one, with layers of black ice creeping through the new white snow cover.

I went to bed Monday content that I would wake to a picturesque snowfall, with green evergreens covered by a white cap of snow.

But when I ventured outside, I was hit by balmy temperatures which caused the snow to melt. As temperatures grew warmer, the slush factor increased proportionally. By noon, people were sloshing around, hoping not to drown by avoiding the huge puddles that had invaded the campus.

Even with boots, most of us had to worry about getting splashed with the brown, watery muck that cars were turning up as they passed.
New buzzwords released

In its annual report of new "buzzwords" that have spread to campuses nationwide, the National Association of College Students found a new crop of slang words peculiar to colleges and universities. Among the findings:

PC - A term meaning "politically correct." Alternatively, someone in favor of slavery would be "non-PC."

GROOVY - When spoken in a sarcastic tone, it means stodgy or old-fashioned.

CHILL - As a command, of course, it means to calm down. As an adjective, however, "chill" can mean something is great, as in "It was a chillin' CD."

TALKING TO RALPH WITH THE BIG WHITE PHONE - Toom.

GOOB-ATRON - It's one of several recent variation on goober, seed, grind, geek and dweeb, as in "Revenge of the Goob-A-Trons."

### Collegiate Crossword

**ACROSS**

2. Finishes a cake 46. Cautious exhibition.
5. 1 Remember — 49. Pine extracts.
7. She 51. Majestly.
8. Apothecary Lat. 52. Entomologist's specimen.
9. Greek letters 53. Part of B.A.
10. Acronyms 54. Barbara and Anthony.
12. Pinball machine word 56. Bow or Barton.
15. In an unstable position (2 wds.) 59. German name for the Deneke.
16. Negative verb form (2 wds.) 60. Take lightly.
17. Pitted with rocks 61. Take lightly.
20. Toko 64. English for... English for...
21. Mortgage bearer 65. English for...

**DOWN**

4. Sharp turn 14. Base
7. French menu 17. City in Georgia.
9. Pig — poke
10. Take it very easy
11. Certain voices
12. Waist
13. Letter opener
14. Peasant and pejor 
15. Prince
16. More infatuated
17. Miss Aileen
18. Change the Constitution
19. Nap for cafe au lait
20. Foreigner
21. Elvish #30 (pl.)
22. Piquancy
23. Spanish for island
24. Snappy photos
25. Name: Fr.

**Answer on page 2**

**Orient Personal Ads**

_Send one to someone you love_

_PERSONALS ARE JUST $2 FOR 25 WORDS. 10 CENTs FOR EACH EXTRA WORD._

Send to Kristin Waterfield, MU 600 or the orient office, 12 Cleveland St.

**Message**

WRITE OR CALL (719) 255-2475 OR 514-0370 FOR MORE INFORMATION. PRESS 1 FOR PERSONALS.

**Tontine**

HAIR FASHIONS
207-729-5475
visit our two stylists, Paul and Gail, in the Tontine Mall

BOWDOIN STUDENT DISCOUNT FOR HAIRCUTS - BRING ID.

**Dr. William R. Ouellette**

Dr. Brian L. Daniels
OPTOMETRISTS
Eye Examinations Optical Services
Specializing in Contact Lenses
Pleasant Street Professional Building
53 Pleasant Street, Brunswick
Telephone 725-2161

**U.S. Peace Corps**

_The Movie_

"The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love"
SATISFY YOUR PASSION FOR PIZZA WITHOUT CONSUMING YOUR BUDGET.

This is for everyone who wants pizza. Now. We have good news for you. Domino’s Pizza® will not only make you a pizza using the freshest ingredients, but we’ll have it on your table in 30 minutes or less at a price that’s easy to swallow. Guaranteed.

Call Domino’s Pizza. We’ll satisfy your passion for pizza.

725-1400
7 Second St., Topsham
729-5561
26 Bath Rd., Brunswick

Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

NOIO® design in Claymation® by Will Vinton Productions, Inc. The NOIO® character is a registered service mark and trademark of Domino’s Pizza, Inc.

Monday Only

Only $5.00 for a 12 inch pepperoni pizza and two 12-ounce bottles of Coke
SAVE $2.30!!

Topsham 725-1400
Brunswick 729-5561

NO COUPON NECESSARY!!

$1.00 off any pizza purchase.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 2-26-89

Topsham 725-1400
Brunswick 729-5561

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary.
Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. ©1988 Domino’s Pizza, Inc.

© 1988 Domino’s Pizza, Inc.
Bowdoin students learn to be teachers

KRISTIN ZWART

The Volunteer Services Program plays an active role not only in student life at Bowdoin but also in the relationship with the surrounding Brunswick community. However, many of us don’t know the extent to which we can be involved in volunteer services, nor realize our effect upon the community through participating in the various programs that are offered.

The Bowdoin Undergraduate Teaching Program, for example, is a volunteer service in which both Bowdoin students and elementary school students benefit. Overseer Ann Pierson, coordinator of Volunteer Services, explains that the teaching program involves two hours a week as a teacher’s assistant at one of the four elementary schools in the Brunswick area. They are: Longfellow, Hawthorne, Jordan Acres, and Coffin Elementary Schools.

Sometimes Bowdoin students volunteer at the local junior high school, Brunswick Junior High School. All schools are within walking distance.

The commitment involves working with children, usually in kindergarten, or youths, at the junior high level, both in groups and one-on-one. As a result, the Bowdoin student becomes an integral part of the classroom. Pierson explains that not only is time with elementary and junior high school students beneficial to the teacher and her/his students, but also in an outlet and a “tension-reducer” for Bowdoin students. She said the off-campus involvement gives one a good perspective of Bowdoin, education as well as completing the semester’s work.

The commitment is a rewarding experience, and one that offers many benefits. Participating in the Bowdoin Undergraduate Teaching Program for pleasure and satisfaction, some students use the experience for career exploration. Former co-chairperson of the program and senior political science and education department, Nancy Cohn ’89, has participated in the program during her first three and a half years at Bowdoin and is now involved in the planning phase to greater degree this semester, as she completes her final requirement for the minor in education, as well as completing a major in American history.

Cisneros to speak on Tuesday

Henry Cisneros, the mayor of San Antonio, Texas, will speak at Bowdoin College Tuesday, Feb. 28.

His address, “Hispanics in the Future of the U.S.,” will be given at 7:30 p.m. in Keagle Auditorium, Visual Arts Center. Admission is free, with a ticket. Tickets will be available at the Bowdoin College Events Office in Mouzon Union and at the door.

First elected at the age of 33, Cisneros is completing his fourth term as mayor of the nation’s ninth largest city. He has been recognized as a political leader for Hispanics in the Southwest and throughout the country. Walter Mondale reportedly considered Cisneros as a running mate in 1984.

Cisneros’ political fortunes suffered last fall, however, when he admitted to having an extramarital affair with one of his fund raisers. He had already announced that he would neither seek a fifth term as mayor nor run for governor of Texas, and his future in politics is unclear.

The lecture is part of the 20th Anniversary Symposia sponsored by the Afro-American Studies Program.

Students plead not guilty to charges in fake ID scam

KEVIN WESLEY

The five students charged in a February 18th case of passing fake identification (ID) faces to students in Bath District Court.

The students, four of whom are charged with possession of forged identification, will face a hearing in March. A fifth student, charged with forgery, will also have a hearing next month.

Four of the five students have hired attorneys.

All but one of the five, Brunswick 91, will be in court March 23. Gregory Cassell, 91, Michael Abbott, 92 and James Finney, 92, along with Robert Runenberg, 91, are all charged with possession of forged identification, will be in court March 23. Michael Kryger, 91, charged with forgery, will also be in court on March 23.

Meanwhile, Robert LaGuardia, an officer with the state Bureau of Liquor Enforcement who arrested the five, said yesterday he did not expect the cases to go through a complete trial.

LaGuardia said lawyers for the defendants are working to get their clients “the least possible penalty” under the law.

The five, who have a right to a speedy trial, will be represented by a Bath attorney representing Kryger, would not comment on the case yesterday.

Lawyers for Abbott, Cassell and Runenberg did not return phone calls to the Orient.

If convicted, the four charged with possession of forged identification, could face six months in jail and $500 in fines. Kryger faces a maximum of a year in jail and $1000 in fines.

“I don’t honestly feel they will go ahead and have a full trial,” LaGuardia said. “In cases we’ve had like this, we’ve ended up resolving them with a monetary fine.”

The five students were charged after a month-long investigation by LaGuardia and the Bowdoin Security Department. LaGuardia said there is still the possibility of another individual being charged in the case.

LaGuardia became alerted to the scam when he went to the Topsham Police Department to teach a course on Maine liquor laws. There, he was given some developed photographs of students.

LaGuardia would not reveal the identity of the citizen who turned in the photos to the police.

The photos were replicas of Maine driver’s license, and were probably created using an ID board as a background. The standard procedure for obtaining fake IDs is to have a person stand in front of an ID board and take a picture.

When it’s developed, the picture can be placed in lamination.

“There’s no doubt in my mind they could have used (the IDs),” LaGuardia said.

He added that although the accused students may have been manufacturing IDs for personal use, they were not involved in a widespread manufacturing operation.

“I sincerely feel they weren’t making them to sell them or to make a profit,” he said.

LaGuardia also said the production of fake IDs is not a new crime, but has been an ongoing problem in state colleges and high schools. “A lot of kids try it, it’s just something you go through,” he said.

The problem is exacerbated because Maine just started to use unprinted lamination last summer. This problem now is both "State of Maine" and is embossed across the lamination.

The problem, according to LaGuardia, is that most IDs still do not have the new lamination, making IDs easier to forge.

LaGuardia hopes the incident will deter students from trying to falsify licenses. “While the (case) is fresh in everyone’s memory, people will be thinking about it, consciously or subconsciously. But as soon as it dies down, someone will be doing it again.”
Laxmen hold clinic

Bowdoin College men's lacrosse Head Coach Mort LaPointe has announced that the Polar Bears will be offering an instructional clinic open to junior and high school students Sunday, Feb. 26. Individual offensive and defensive skills will be stressed, as well as special instruction in team play and goalkeeping.

The session for the clinic will begin at 9:30 a.m. in Bowdoin's Willis Field House. The instruction sessions will be from 10 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., with a one-hour lunch and swimming break dividing the sessions. Parents and coaches will be welcome as spectators in the upstairs viewing area.

If available, each participant should have a stick, gloves, and helmet. Non-marking sneakers (no black-soled or turf shoes) are required.

Cost for the clinic will be $20 per participant. Each participant will receive a free clinic T-shirt and be eligible for raffles of Bowdoin lacrosse equipment and tickets to a professional indoor box lacrosse game in the Worcester (MA) Area.

Instructors for the Polar Bear Lacrosse Clinic:

John W. LaPointe, a native of Gilmanton, N.H., is a 1969 graduate of New Hampshire Military Academy in Concord, N.H., and was an All-American in lacrosse.

Mort LaPointe—Bowdoin College Head Coach...began his 28th season in Brunswick with a 18-73 career record and four ECAC Championships.

Phi MacMillan—former Bowdoin College captain and All-League performer...former Polar Bear assistant coach...current head coach at Hyde School.

Nick Stone—squad...will be joining the team in his senior year. Nick...is a senior at Hyde School and a starter on the University of New Hampshire men's lacrosse team.

Lloyd Byrne—captained Bowdoin's...1988-89 squad...All-American...Bowdoin's...sixth all-time leading scorer...member of New England Blazers pro indoor team.

Jay Quintana—former attackman at...Kenyon...will...All-American...Bowdoin...(VT)...as...a...junior...

Joe Beninati...former Bowdoin...goaltender...set...single-season...College...record...for...saves...263...in...1987...goalkeeping...coach...at...Bowdoin.

Jeff Connolly—All-American...midfielder...at...U.S. Naval Academy...in...1976...assistant...coach...at...Bowdoin.

For more information and application contact Mort LaPointe 725-3351 (office)/727-8624 (evenings)

Beard to discuss 'End of the Game'

Photographer Peter Beard will visit Bowdoin College Friday, March 3, to discuss his film, 'The Endangered Species,' which documents the history and future of African wildlife. His presentation will begin at 8 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center. The public is welcome.

The film takes its name from Beard's popular 1965 book, which focuses on the widespread destruction of the African elephant. Beard has described how enterprisers, explorers, missionaries, and big

Notes from around academia

University of Southem Maine—November increase of power by WMPC, the Bowdoin College radio station, from 50 to 1100 watts has caused a raging controversy on the campus over whether the station's future was in the sending the school. The USM Student Senate voiced dissa- tisfaction with the station which now reaches as far as Brunswick for its lack of commitment to "academia...music," according to the Free Press. WMPC insists, however, that their station's smallness is unique in the listening area, and should not be changed. No action has been taken by the Senate, simply a raising of the issue.

University of Rochester Island—A controversy that has garnered national attention has taken a new turn. In January, ruling a New Hampshire Superior Court Judge overturned suspensions of two students for allegedly writing slanderous racial and sexual comments in a college daily in an issue of the Dartmouth Forli- nightly. The two were suspended for a year but were reinstated by the ruling. The students call it a victory, but the college president, Peter Pounsey, believes in the larger issue of freedom of speech. It can be a big victory if the students suffer no financial burden, but bad publicity, including a negative editorial in the respected Washington Post.

Bowdoin College! The Breaking of MyTH: The Bowdoin College radio station, the WDAM, is now airing a program that focuses on the history and future of African wildlife.

A Skating Marathon to benefit Brunswick area programs for both the homeless and the preservation of local lands will be held March 3 at Bowdoin College's Dayton Arena.

Proceeds from the skatathon will go to the Tedford Shelter and the Brunswick-Topham Land Trust. The event, which is expected to attract up to 200 skaters, is being sponsored by Bowdoin's Inter-Fraternity Council.

The Skating Marathon is scheduled to run from 8 p.m. Friday, March 3, to 5:50 a.m. the following morning. Participants are asked to sign up as many people as possible to pledge a certain amount for each hour he or she skates. Prizes, including a $100 cash first prize, a $50 cash second prize and gift certifi- cates from several area business- es, will be awarded to the skat- ers who raise the most money for the two worthy causes.

Pledge booklets for all inter- ested skaters will be available at area junior and senior high schools, the Brunswick Recreation Department, the Bowdoin College, the Tedford Trust and the Tedford Shelter.

The Tedford Shelter provides emergency food, clothing, and shelter to individuals and families already in a housing crisis. The Brunswick-Topham Land Trust works to protect ecologically and scenically important lands while educating people to a host of related concerns including affordable housing.

For further information, please call the Tedford Shelter at 725-4871 or the Land Trust at 729-2869.

For Sale
Round trip ticket to Tampa, Florida
March 4- March 11
$400 or best offer
Call Dennis Spellenburg 443-6671 - mornings
725-2040 - afternoons

BIG RED PRINTING
next to the College
• stationery
• resumes
• posters
• newsletters
212 E Maine Street
Brunswick
729-4840

Spring Break Special
Put some color in your cheeks.
10 sessions $45

SUN
DAYZ, Inc.
TANNING SALON
103 Pleasant Street Brunswick 729-3383

Pauline's Bloomers
Tontine Mall, Brunswick 725-5982
Quality flower service for all occasions
Large selection of fresh, dried and silk flowers, balloons, plants and fruit baskets.
Floral Design Service
WE DELIVER

Giant Charcoal Pit
Good Morning Bowdoin!
Now Open for Breakfast
New Hours:
Sun-Thurs 6:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Fri-Sat 6:30 a.m. - midnight
972-8000

Deering
Family Restaurants
Student Discount
Brunswick Deering Family Restaurant is now offering a 10% Discount on any item ($1.00 purchase or more)
Just show your Bowdoin I.D.
Restaurant Open 7 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily
Open Friday and Saturday until 11 P.M.
Execs approve appropriations; will make minutes available to public

RICH LITTLEHALE
ORIENT Contributor

Foremost among the many subjects of discussion at this Monday’s meeting of the Executive Board were topics concerning the Student Activity Fee Committee (SAFC) appropriations for the second semester. The Executive Board itself will have to do this with one-third its expected budget, an allowance which will hopefully be supplemented by discretionary funding from the President and Dean of the College.

Among other fund transfers approved were the following:
- Wherefore Art $325
- Bowdoin Women’s Association 2600
- College Republicans 650
- BCLSA 600
- Afro-Am 685
- Bowdoin Jewish Organization 575
- Oating Club 1900
- Druids 655
- Newman Society 800
- International Club 570
- Student Assembly 1429
- Young Democrats 300
- Hispanic Student’s Association 515

The petition by members of the staff committee of NO CATS NO STIPENDS, a new photo-literary magazine, to have their charter upgraded brought into question the constitutional stipulation that such upgrades must occur at no less than one-year intervals. Members of the Board expressed concern that should this policy be overridden too often, it would set a negative precedent; it was originally established to give fledgling organizations a chance to prove themselves worthy of an upgraded charter. The petition would call for a $1200 increase in funding for the publication, which is presently accepting submissions for its first issue. The case has been referred to the Charter Organizations Committee for review; the COC will decide whether or not to grant NO CATS NO STIPENDS a PC-C charter. Should the charter be granted, the officers of the publication will then have to go before the SAFC as its next meeting to obtain the monies allowed by the upgrade.

Finally, the Executive Board read through the Student Constitution Committee’s proposed Constitution. No vote was taken to accept the document, however, due to the absence of Al Mauro ‘89, the chair of the sub-committee.

In other business, the Executive Board:
- Received word that the Morrell Gym was used enough during the fall season to warrant the $8000 appropriation which was originally awarded.
- Discussed the upcoming charter reviews, the period during which reports from all charted organizations are read and financial records are examined by the Executive Board. Any organizations found to be delinquent in their responsibilities or otherwise unfit to continue in good will have their charters revoked.
- Accepted a suggestion that the minutes from their meetings be more widely available to the student body at large. The minutes will be posted in several locations, and the possibility of posting an agenda for the meetings was also considered.
- Heard from Gerald Jones ‘92, Vice-President of the freshman class, concerning the outcome of the dance fund raised by last week’s special appropriations. The dance was a success, bringing in a small profit and creating a positive outlook towards future activities.

Jeffrey C. Norris ‘85 publishes essay

Norris’ economic analysis of a water resource development project is included in “Environmental Resources and Applied Welfare Economics,” a collection of essays published last fall by Resources for the future in Washington, D.C.

Norris collaborated with economics Professor A. Myrick Freeman III, who taught a course on the economics of resources and the environment during Norris’ senior year.

“It is relatively rare, if at least in the social sciences, that students have a chance to collaborate with faculty on a research project in which they can make an independent contribution,” says Freeman. “I think this could only happen at a small institution like Bowdoin, which provides students with opportunities for independent study and research with faculty who are themselves actively involved in research.”

Multiple-purpose water resource development projects may have conflicting purposes, including hydroelectric power, drinking-water supplies, irrigation, flood control, and recreation. Norris and Freeman investigated the price-setting strategies that the projects must employ in order to be self-sustaining.

“Efficiency generally calls for marginal cost pricing, except in the case of public goods,” the authors wrote. “But where there is joint production, marginal cost pricing might not generate the desired level of revenues, and a revenue shortfall is virtually certain where one or more of the project outputs is a public good.”

Norris now lives in Dover-Foxcroft, where he is starting a business based on outdoor recreation. Freeman is on leave of absence at Resources for the Future.

Corrections

Due to a reporting error, it was reported that the duo playing in the pub last Friday was Dave Shacter and Dan Malachuk. The correct performer was Dan Hanrahan.

Due to a reporting error in last week’s men’s hockey article, Steve Janes’ career record of 44-6-1 was reported as being his career record at Dayton Arena. The senior netminder has a current home record of 25-1-1.
Barcelona bound: Kayaker makes US Olympic Squad

(Writer’s Note: Due to a production error, the following article ran incompletely last week. The article appears in its entirety here. The Orient apologizes for the error.)

BONNIE BERRYMAN
Orient Asst. Sports Editor

She has something no one else at Bowdoin has—a chance for an Olympic gold medal.

She is Jennifer Peabody, class of ’92, kayaking wonder, and she is Barcelona bound.

A few weeks ago, this resident of The Forks, Maine, was appointed to the 1992 United States Olympic Team.

“I found out I made the team by mail,” Jen said. “I went to my box and there was a letter saying I had made the team. I was so excited!”

Excited barely conveys her overwhelming accomplish really is. Jen is one of only seven women selected in the entire country to represent the U.S. in Spain.

“There are seven people selected to the team right now. Over the next four years they will keep chiseling it down. They only send four people,” she said.

She added with a determined grin, “I intend to be one of the four.”

It would seem that someone like Jen would have to have been kayaking ever since she could walk in order to have risen to the level of competition she has. However, she only began kayaking about seven years ago.

“I began kayaking when I was 11 years old. I really liked it, and there was nothing else to do where I was staying that summer in Boston. So I kayaked every day,” she said.

After that, kayaking became an every day event. She began racing when she was fourteen. After competing in C and D level races, Jen very quickly moved up to A and B level races—the top caliber races.

She did not merely compete in these races; she was winning. In fact, her selection to the team was based on her past performances.

There was no kayak team in the ‘88 Olympics, she said. “Selection was based on previous performances.”

Training for the Olympics is no easy task; it takes total commitment on the part of the athlete. Even though she has many other responsibilities as a student at Bowdoin, Jen does not neglect her training.

“I work out every day. This winter I’ve been doing a lot of land training, like running and lifting,” Jen said. “I’m really pleased at how it’s been going. In a few days I should be back to my full strength.”

This athlete trains about three hours every day. It’s a safe bet that if you want to find her, just go down to the Androscoggin river and she’ll be there paddling up and down the river.

“I’ve been kayaking as much as I can. It’s hard right now because a lot of the river is frozen over,” she said. “I can’t wait until it gets warmer so the ice thaws and I can go down there every day.”

It would seem that her school work, of which there is always too much, and her training, there are simply not enough hours in the day.

“Actually, my training goes much better now. I used to work out about eight hours every day, so the workouts weren’t as intense,” she said. “Now, in the shorter time span, I work out harder and more intensely, and it’s actually better for me.”

“Besides,” she laughs, “there are times when I have a couple hours with nothing to do.”

Since kayaking was not in the ‘88 Olympics, many people do not know what type of competition or event there is.

The racers compete in a 1/2-mile slalom course. A good time is about 200 seconds after penalties for hitting the gates are taken off. “I’ve got the speed to win. I just have to work on cleaning up my penalties,” she said. “One more mistake and you’re out of the race.”

The racers are required to go the fast move, and that can cost the race.

Also part of the Olympics is a flat water event, but Jen, who thrives on competition, finds it “too boring.”

As the Olympics draws nearer, comparisons between Jen and Bowdoin alumnus Joni Senn Samuelson ’79, Olympic marathon winner, are inevitable. But she is in a class by herself.

Her love of competition and her determination to win will lend her to great honors.

And in four years when we see Jennifer Peabody getting the gold medal, we can say we knew her.

Star Wars expert to speak

Robert M. Bowman, a former Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) researcher from the U.S. Air Force, will speak at Bowdoin College Thursday, March 2 at 7:30 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center.

His lecture, “SDI and National Security,” is free to the public.

Bowman is president of the Institute for Space and Security Studies and the author of “Star Wars: Defense or Death Star?”

Following a 22-year Air Force career, which included more than one hundred combat missions in Vietnam, he held a number of positions at firms specializing in space research and development.

Bowman has lectured around the world on the advantages and disadvantages of space-based defense systems. Favoring simple language to explain complex technologies, he has likened the plan to using lasers to destroy enemy missiles in their boost stage to “firing a machine gun from the top of the Empire State Building at tennis balls bouncing around on the courts at Wimbeldon, England.”

His lecture is sponsored by Struggle and Change, the College Republicans, the Young Democrats, and the Student Union Committee.

For more information, call 725-3151.

$60.00 PER HUNDRED remaining letters from home! Details, send self-addressed, stamped envelope. Associates, Box 369-T, Colonia, NJ 07007

SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIRONMENT
EARN $2500-$3500
National campaign positions to pass clean air act, stop toxic pollution, lighten pesticide controls and promote comprehensive recycling, available in 18 states & D.C. Interviews on campus 3/1, 2. Call Kate toll-free at 1-800-622-2202.

Northwestern University Summer Session ‘89
Think or swim.

2005 Sheridan Road Evanston, Illinois 60201-2650

Save me a seat. Send me a free copy of the Summer Session ‘89 catalog with financial aid and registration information (available mid-March).

Please send the coupon to [ ] my home. [ ] my school.
Entertainment

Talent merges in student exhibit

SEAN BELL
Orient Staff

The term mentions products of thought. "We came across a term in a book on the anthropology of art by Jack Maquet" explained Mark Lenhart. Lenhart is one of the four artists whose photography is included in Mentations. This is an exhibit of photographs taken by four Bowdoin students. The artists include Phillipine Huot, Matt Hornbeck and Ruel Marcelo.

Explaining the reason they chose the title, Lenhart said, "I liked the title because it was very broad. Our photography, our ideas, and our styles are very different, and I think that the term mentions helped to demonstrate these differences."

Differences are quite apparent in the works of the four artists. Each has a distinct philosophy which guides their photography. Says Phillipine Huot, "I am interested not to get caught up in taking your photography too seriously. I would have preferred a title that was a little more tongue and cheek, like "Tue Haery Men on Pogo Sticks."

"A sense of seriousness allows Huot more experimentation with his photography. "I like to think of my photographs as capturing more like painting that in each picture there will view a picture differently. It depends on how you work your eyes. That's why my work focused more on the geometric shapes and non-living things. Instead of offering people view in which the decisions have already been made for them, I experimented with photography that offered more of an abstraction."

This view of photography differs greatly from Lenhart's ideas. "In my photography, I am going back to my freshman year. In a way, it is showing some sort of evolution in my work, in that how I view pictures has changed significantly. In much of my later work, I am trying to capture the interaction between subject and photographer. As I learn more about photography, this becomes the more important to me."

Lenhart, who is a senior, has also included pictures that have a more personal intent. "This is the last time I will be able to show my pictures at Bowdoin, so I used this show in order to demonstrate some of the important people and events in my life."

There is more to Ruel Marcelo's photography than meets the eye. Much of his photography focuses on various scenes from nature. With these photographs, Marcelo is depicting more than just visual images.

"I was also trying to capture the interaction you see between nature and man. There is an obvious interaction of these two forces that I was attracted to and wanted to show in my pictures. Even taking a seminar that focuses on just that idea, the interaction between technology and nature. Marcelo went on to add that his photography has changed also. "Instead of just randomly snapping pictures, I am a little more certain as to what I want the viewer to focus on. Mentations gave me the chance to show this difference."

Films provide international experience

ASAF FARASHUDDIN
Orient Senior Editor

This weekend, Bowdoin students will have an opportunity to view some outstanding foreign movies in the friendly confines of Krege Auditorium. Thanks to the efforts of International Film Series, campus is celebrating the first Bowdoin International Film Festival.

The film festival features seven award winning foreign movies. They will be shown one at a time for seven consecutive days. All of the movies were produced in the country of origin, except the exception of Tange's, The Exile of Gardel, the story of a group of Argentine exiles in Paris, which was filmed in France.

According to Sara Mer '89, president of the International Club, the film festival is a reality largely due to the efforts of Ken Weissbrod '91. "The idea surfaced last Fall, and we began working on it right away," Weissbrod said. The efforts of International Club, the Asian Studies Department, and the Bowdoin Film and Video Society.

May commented that the film festival was an attempt by the International Club to portray different cultures through the silver screen. She noted that movies not only portray images in a vivid medium, but that "foreign films show different cultures through their own eyes, and not from an American point of view."

Weissbrod said that many foreign films are difficult to obtain in the United States. He noted that the Brazilian movie Pixote was nearly impossible to obtain in this country.

He encourages Bowdoin students to take advantage of this view into the world by attending the award winning films. Two of the movies have already been shown. There will remain four more opportunities to venture into a cellular trip to enchanting foreign lands where it does not rain every day.

WE COULD MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER!

Word Processing? Yes, we can do it!
Private post box rental? Yes, we can do it!
Packaging and UPS shipping? Yes, we can do it!
Western Union money? Yes, we can do it!
Passport photos? Yes!
Copies? Yes!
Laminating? Yes!

ETC, ETC. ETC.

The Bowdoin Film and Video Society is celebrating the 60th anniversary of the International Club and the Asian Studies Department in presenting the first annual Bowdoin International Film Festival.

Friday, February 24, 7 p.m.
Pixote (Brazil, 1981)

Directed by Argentine Hector Babenco, Pixote is a stark and shocking portrayal of the life of a ten-year-old street urchin in Sao Paulo.

Saturday, February 25, 7 p.m.
The Home and the World (India, 1984)

Based on the prize-winning novel by Rabindranath Tagore, Home and the World is the story of an Indian woman who falls in love with her husband's best friend.

Sunday, February 26, 7 p.m.
Tangos, the Exile of Gardel (Argentina/France, 1985)

Tangos is the story of a group of Argentine exiles in Paris and their attempts to achieve successful tango stage production.

Monday, February 27, 7 p.m.
Yol (Turkey, 1988)

Yol (irez of life) is the story of five Kurdish prisoners given a week's leave to visit their families. Each prisoner is faced with moral struggles once witnessing the life beyond the oppressive prison.

Tuesday, February 28, 4 p.m.
You Are Not Alone (Denmark, 1982)

You Are Not Alone is a touching and remarkable love story of friendship in a Danish boys' school.

Walker Museum names new curator of collections

Donald A Rosenthal, chief curator and curator of European art at the High Museum of Art in Atlanta, has been named curator of collections at the Bowdoin College Museum of Art, effective May 1, Museum Director Katharine Watson announced.

"Dr. Rosenthal, because of his training, experience, and wide range of interests, including contemporary art, has much to contribute to Bowdoin and to Maine. We are greatly pleased by his appointment," Watson commented.

Rosenthal is a specialist in 18th and 19th century French art and has published articles on French, Dutch, English, and Spanish painting.

At Bowdoin, he will be responsible for managing and interpreting a distinguished collection of more than 12,000 objects.

At the High Museum, where he has been since 1986, Rosenthal coordinated Mont in London, an exhibition and catalog of Monet's series of oils of the Thames River, and organized exhibitions as diverse as Goya: The Disasters of War, Twentieth-Century Painting, 1730-1930, and Art in Cinema.

He also served as adjunct assistant professor of art history at Emory University in Atlanta. Before coming to the High Museum, Rosenthal was curator of collections and chief curator at the Memorial Art Gallery of the University of Rochester, where he was an adjunct assistant professor in the department of fine arts. From 1976 to 1979, he was assistant curator of European painting at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, and from 1974 to 1977, he was a research assistant in the department of European painting at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City.

A graduate of Yale University, he earned a master's degree in art history at the University of New York, Hunter College, and master's and doctoral degrees from Columbia University.
Kristina's offers tasty alternative

Attending Bowdoin College is an extraordinary academic honor, but recently many columnists have pointed out that being a Bowdoin student also provides a divine culinary experience. In this first column, it is important to note what dining opportunities are offered to Bowdoin students on campus.

The head of dining services, Larry Pinette, has recently been regaled by The New York Times, Newsweek, Associated Press, and Down East Magazine, as well as the Bowdoin alumni magazine. Pinette's belief that food should look as good as it tastes, explains his prediction for a spring of parsley with every meal.

The dining service provides the student clientele with a full range of dining experiences, from exotic entrees in plush and opulent which are served at the fish festiva, to the ever-popular hamburgers and french fries which are always available at the Moultion Union. 98% of Bowdoin's graduating seniors have agreed that the dining service provides a very good and excellent food. At Bowdoin's dining service has achieved what some have held impossible—institutional food is not only edible, it's downright tasty.

Kristina's 160 Center Street, Bath

Kristina's is just a fifteen minute drive from school, but when eating of baking. The hostess assured me that the light was taken up by two very capable apprentices. From looks at the display which greets you as you walk in, I was very tempted to taste the results.

My guest and I skipped a tempting list of first courses and went straight for the entree. But, if you come with a big appetite, and go through with a delicate pastry tuxed to your taste, you can begin your meal with an hors d'oeuvres.

They will run anywhere from $3-6. Our meal began with a salad topped by a scrumptious honey poppy seed dressing. This was accompanied by a basket of whole wheat rolls which left me optimistic about the new bakery. The salad was soon followed by our entree. I ordered Apricot Chicken and my guest decided on Sauted Scallops on angel hair. The chicken was complemented by brown rice and a few carrots. The chicken was topped by a ginger sauce which was tangy, but not overwhelming. My guest's scallops came in a tomato sauce and were served on fresh spinach rather than on Angel Hair, which the menu had promised. Unfortunately, we were not informed of the change. However, all was not lost; he scallops were cooked perfectly and were complemented by a light tomato sauce.

The main courses were generous, but not heavy. They range in price from $9-15. After an espresso, we ventured down to the display case in search of the perfect dessert. At Kristina's it is not hard to find something which tempts the palate. The hard part is deciding which dessert to try. The decision was finally made, and my guest ordered a slice of Pumpkin Cheesecake, while I decided on a piece of Pear-Almond Tarte. Each came with a helping of fresh whipped cream on the side. They both were delicious.

Kristina's new bakers are filling the shoes of their predecessor admirably. While the idea of a Pumpkin Cheesecake might sound like nouveau cuisine for a very trendy Thanksgiving dinner, it turned out to be a surprising delight.

The Pear-Almond Tarte was a worthwhile indulgence. The combination of nut and fruit created a flavor which was extremely delicious. At $3-4, desserts at Kristina's are a must after each meal.

Even if you are on a limited budget, you can still enjoy the home-baked goodies by stopping in to pick up dessert. Kristina's welcomes customers to stop in to the bakery. Kristina's combines moderate prices with a pleasing atmosphere, and delicious food. If you are planning a date, or the menu is appeasing for chow, Kristina's is a great place to go. Bon appetit.

Michael Saxi Eating Out
Polar Bears continue offensive onslaught

MITCH PRICE

The Bowdoin men’s ice hockey team closed out its regular season schedule last Wednesday night with a 5-2 victory over rival Colby in Waterville. The win was Bowdoin’s 12th in a row and, combined with weekend droppings of Connecticut College (13-3) and Amherst (9-4) in Dayton Arena, improved the Polar Bear season record to 19-3-1 (17-2-1 in ECAC East/West) as the Bluemen look ahead to the ECAC East playoffs.

The White Mules of Colby had fire in their eyes when they took the ice against Bowdoin Wednesday night. Colby, denied a spot in the playoffs by the ECAC East seeding committee, was eager to knock off the Polar Bears and prove they deserve a post-season bid.

The game was fast-paced and hard-hitting, and was played before a spirited, bipartisan crowd. Bowdoin’s seniors have never lost to Colby, and it was the play of two Polar Bear seniors that keyed the Bowdoin win.

Steve Janas ’99 played an excellent game in goal for the Bears, as he stopped 30 White Mule shots and kept Bowdoin even in the game before the offense took over. Co-Captain Kevin Powers ’99 led Bowdoin offensively with a pair of goals. Powers’ first marker, an outstanding individual effort, may have been the turning point of the game.

Colby had just scored to narrow the Bowdoin lead to 2-1 midway through the second period, and the White Mule faithful responded by towering the ice with debris. After a delay to clear the ice, Powers quieted the home crowd with a goal 17 seconds later to put Bowdoin up 3-1 and seal the momentum from Colby.

The Polar Bears controlled the action the rest of the way to remain unbeaten in their last 12 games with Colby. Chris Delaney ’99, Tom Johnson ’99, and Brad Chin ’91 joined Powers in the Polar Bear scoring column against the White Mules.

Last weekend the Bowdoin offense was in high gear as Polar Bear marksmen lit the lamp 22 times in two games. Friday night, February 17, Connecticut College was the victim of Bowdoin’s outburst, as the Camels fell 13-3 to the hot-hitting Polar Bears.

Brendan Hickey ’98 led the Bowdoin scoring parade with 3 goals and 3 assists for 6 points on the night. Chin added a goal and an assist for the winners. Other Polar Bear offensive stars included Mike Cavanaugh ‘90 (2 goals, 2 assists, 4 points), Powers (1-3-0), Johnsson (1-2-3), Jim Proctor (1-0-1), Ray Difffer (1-1-2), and Co-Captain Kevin Potter ’99 (7-1-8). Jeff Wood ’91 and Vin Mirabito ’91 also scored goals for Bowdoin.

Janas had to make just 11 saves in the first two frames, before giving way to Bruce Wilson ’90 for the final stanza. Wilson, seeing his first action in a Polar Bear uniform, stopped 10 shots.

Saturday afternoon, February 18, Bowdoin continued its winning ways with a 3-0 triumph at the expense of the Amherst Lord Jeffs. (Continued on page 8)

Hoops splits Road trip

BRETT WICKARD

The Bowdoin women’s basketball team faces a weekend test Saturday against the Orange (N.Y.) Skiing team with a 10:00 a.m. start. The women’s cross-country team faces the University of Vermont Saturday at 10:00 a.m. Saturday.

The women’s basketball team faces a formidable foe in the Orange Skiing team, which has won the last 50 meetings. The women’s cross-country team faces the University of Vermont, which is ranked fifth in the nation.
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Track races to second in New England

DAVE JACKSON
OREINT Staff

Whether or not the home track helped them, the women's track team ran an outstanding meet this weekend in the first-ever New England Division III Women's Championships. The Polar Bears finished second only to powerhouse Colby and totaled 111 points.

The team's best event was definitely the pentathlon, where they swept the top three places. Krista Myllyk 92 won the event with a Farley Field House record 1872 points. Jennifer Magee 90 finished second with 1740 points, while Danielle St. Laurent 92 capped the sweep with 1646 points and a third place finish.

The 800 meters also saw Bowdoin runners finish first and second. Kristen O'Keeffe 90 won in a time of 2'24.86 while Melissa Quinby 91 was second in 2'28.25. Those two runners teamed with Co-captain Rosie Dougherty 99 and Margaret Heron 91 in the 4x800 relay, as the Polar Bears won in a time of 10:05.28.

Three sprinters reached the finals of the 55 meters. Laurie Salak 90 finished 4th in a time of 7.88 seconds, while Naomi Schatz 99 and Sarah Clodfelter 91 finished 7th and 8th, respectively. Schatz set a personal best 7.85 in her preliminary heat.

The women also shined in the distance races. Gretchen Herold 90 tied a personal record in the 1000 meters with a time of 3:11.54 to finish second, while Johannah Burdin 92 finished 6th with a mark of 3:29.72.

In the 1500 meters, Dougherty equaled a personal record with a 4:54.21 to finish 4th; Heron was right behind her in 4:54.24, lowering a personal record. Haley Dennis 92 also set a personal record in the 3000 meters with a third place time of 10:39.7. In the same race, Gwen Kay 91 finished 5th with a time of 11:00.87 and Jessica Gaylord 89 ran an 11:10.68 to finish 6th.

In the other distance race, the 5000 meters, Co-captain Deanna Hodgkin 99 finished second with a 15:45.35.

Sandra Scibelli 99 was the lone Polar Bear scorer in the field events. She finished third in the high jump with an effort of 5'8" and 7.5 in the shot put with a mark of 30' 3 3/4".

The other relay teams rounded out the scoring. The 4x200 relay team took second with a time of 1:58.04, while the 4x400 relay team placed 4th in a time of 4:45.68. The strong performance prepared the many of the women for their trip to Boston for the Open New England on Saturday and Sunday, and the ECAAC's hosted by Bates next week.

Hockey

(continued from page seven)

The Bears scored 7 second period goals, including 5 in the first 5 minutes of the middle frame, to break a scoreless tie and cruise to victory. The 7 second period markers tied a college record for goals in a period.

Tom Eccleston 91 recorded the shutdown for Bowdoin in his first collegiate game. Eccleston, a surprise starter for Coach Terry Maueher, made 23 saves on the afternoon playing in place of Janas. Powers led the Bears with six points combined with linemates Cavanaugh and Hickey to account for 12 points on the afternoon.

Cavanaugh netted 2 goals and 2 assists, while Hickey contributed 3 assists.

Hickey's offensive output over the past week has moved him into second place on the all-time assist list, and third place in the career scoring columns.

With the regular season schedule completed, the Bowdoin men now look to the upcoming ECAC East playoffs, which begin tomorrow. The Polar Bears received the No. 2 seed, and will hostMiddlebury in a quarterfinal-round game Saturday at 4 p.m. in the Dayton Arena.

In other ECAC quarterly-round action, A.I.C. will host Salem State, and Babson will entertain UMass-Boston. Top-seeded Merrimack received a first-round bye.

Assistant Coach John Cullen said the team was "very pleased to get the No. 2 seed." Cullen has been named by the ECAC as the coach of the week recently. "Looking back over the last three weeks, we've been improving every week as a team, and we're hoping to continue that improvement through the radiation.

Should the Bears defeat Middlebury, Bowdoin would host a semifinal-round game on Wednesday, March 1 against the winner of the Northeastern State game. The ECAC East final is slated for Saturday, March 4 at the home ice of the highest seeded team.

Skiing

(continued from page seven)
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Teaching —
(Continued from page 1)
Aspiring to be a public school elementary teacher, Cohin is teaching 2 hours a day at Jordan Acres Elementary School plus spending half an hour each day preparing class with one of the school's teachers. Though time consuming, Cohin explains that it is fascinating to see children's minds expand intellectually and academically.

She said, "when the ideas access to the kids and they're connecting and grasping what you say" its a rewarding and gratifying feeling. In addition, Cohin said from her experience in the teaching program, she has noticed how here at Bowdoin "we can get tied up in our work and lose sight of our kids. We forget that by taking time out to help children, we can add more to our own lives."

Virus —
(Continued from page 1)
the day at Adams.

The Adams computer lab will be open from 4-11:30 p.m. weekdays and 10 a.m. - 11:30 p.m. on weekends. Students will be able to use the computers at Hubbard Hall from 8:30 a.m. - midnight during the week and from 10 a.m. - midnight on the weekend. However, the Macintosh computers at Hubbard will be available only until 11:30 p.m. every night. During the reading period, a special schedule will be completed to allow the computer labs to be open later (but not all night) according to Miller. The labs will be open their regular hours during the exam period. Very few students took advantage of the detection kits made available by the computer department, Miller admitted that he was "a little concerned about that." Stressing the importance of testing every machine of this virus, he warned that "only vigilance and care will prevent this virus from blooming again."

More frost smoke, says survey

(CPS) - College freshmen are a little more politically conservative, tend to smoke more and seem more interested in going on to graduate school than their predecessors, the annual American Council on Education and University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) survey of 308,000 first-year collegians indicated.

Among the survey's findings:
• More freshmen than ever before - 21.8 percent of them - listed themselves as politically "conservative." The lowest percentage ever - 24.3 percent - identified themselves as "liberal" while slightly fewer students, 53.9 percent, characterized their views as "middle of the road."

Nevertheless, the students tend to take classically "liberal" stands when confronted with specific issues like what to do about pollution, requiring corporations to have consumer protection programs, abortion (more than half the freshmen thought it should be legal) and school busings.

• After several years of decline, more students are smoking. While 89 percent of 1967's freshmen said they smoked cigarettes, 10.9 percent of this year's class said they did.

• A record number of freshmen supported AIDS and drug testing. More than two-thirds supported mandatory AIDS testing. A still bigger percentage, 71 percent, favored employee drug testing.

• Nearly six of every ten freshmen said they planned to get an advanced degree of some kind. "These rising degree aspirations," said survey associate director Kenneth Green of UCLA, "suggest that a growing proportion of students feel the bachelor's degree will not be an adequate credential in the job market during the next decade and into the next century."

We need you.

As It Should Be
Italian-Continental Cuisine
Reasonably Priced Lunch & Dinner in a Unique Atmosphere
Lunch on Spinach Salad - with crumbled bacon, mushrooms, eggs & tomatoes.
Dine on Gialiano's Veal Sorrentino - Veal scallopini with prosciutto ham, eggplant & fontina cheese sauteed with white wine, garlic & fresh tomato.
Reservations requested Fridays & Saturdays

See a Macintosh in action!

Talk to our support specialists!

Buy yourself a present!

The Bowdoin MacFest will be held in the Maine Lounge at Moulton Union Tuesday, February 28 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

MacFest is a service mark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Photo by Mark Shain
Opinion

The good and the bad

S

ometimes, those events that garner little publicity are those that should receive the most press. The recent rush period should serve as just such an example.

During the past rush period, 50 students dropped into fraternities, a relatively high number for a second semester drop. The rush period passed without incident, and the fraternities seemed pleased with the results.

What makes the rush period even more remarkable is that the "Big Three"—Beta Theta Pi, Theta Delta Chi and Delta Kappa Epsilon—chose not to rush.

The fraternity system has been under scrutiny for as long as there have been fraternities. When Bowdoin went coeducational in the early 1970s, the system came under even more scrutiny. But despite a relatively negative report issued by the Fraternity Review Committee despite pressure from alumni, national and intercollegiate organizations, despite criticism on the part of the deans and administrators, the system has been able to thrive.

There will be no formal rush again for a year, and the social and financial risks of rushing need to be weighed carefully. The fraternities showed good judgement and character and handled the rush period well.

And still, this year, another salvo was launched, this time at a specific fraternity. The latest cheap shot was taken by To the Root, a radically liberal publication which prides itself on calling its writers names like "Shithead" and by using more pseudonyms than bylines.

In the latest issue, To the Root chooses to attack Beta Theta Pi, and the alleged "Beta Wedge," which is supposedly a device used by the fraternity members to cheat during exams.

To begin, with the allegations are spurious and unsubstantiated. They seem to be simple potshots written in an attempt to incite discussion about the issue. The editors of the magazine should be careful, for they could have a libel lawsuit on their hands.

Which brings us back to the general scrutiny that fraternities suffer from on campus. Despite the adversity, many fraternities have been active in their communities, both Bowdoin and Brunswick.

Chi Psi sponsors an annual Halloween party for area children. Zeta Psi offers a skate-a-thon every spring, and recently sponsored a carnival drive. The Interfraternity Council helped sponsor the recent Winter Weekend, and has agreed to help with Mid-Semester's Madness.

Just this week, the Orient received a copy of a letter sent to IFC Chair Jeff Patterson '90, thanking him for his work with the Brunswick Recreation Department during his last year as Student-Father-Daughter Valentine Ball.

Such positive publicity is often overlooked by the students and administrators at Bowdoin.

We applaud the fraternity system for their exemplary behavior, not only this semester, but during the past year.

The carelessness of the fraternity in print without the evidence to confirm such allegations is nothing more than cheap shot. The editors of To the Root should apologize for sloppy journalism and poor judgement. Any publication that can that publish once or twice a semester can find the time it takes to back up such inflammatory opinions.

Similarly, the administration should take the time to credit the positive aspects of Bowdoin fraternities instead of just looking at the negative sides. Fraternities, for good or for bad, are here to stay. They deserve our respect and support.

Letters

Root criticized

To the Editor:

Last week two articles appeared in The Root which caught my attention, "Down With The Polar Bear And Up With The Ballhead: Bowdoin's New Mascot," and "Ballhead And The Eucharist." I personally found both the articles in question extremely offensive, narrow in perspective and lacking any evidence to support their respective conclusions.

The author seems to think that everyone who participates in any intercollegiate athletic Team is "conservative, anti-intellectual, racist, takes the easiest possible course, and cheats in them." Is this really the case? Are all or even most of the athletes at Bowdoin racist and anti-intellectual? I would have to conclude through my own reasoning that this is impossible. Students come to Bowdoin for an education. Moreover, if a student did not have the mental capacity or the discipline, that student would ultimately fail out. The author, on the other hand, feels that a majority of athletes lack the intelligence or drive to succeed independently, and thus deteriorate the quality of this institution. His only concrete evidence to support this outrageous statement is the so-called "Beta Wedge" theory. Does this really exist? Do Betas in general take easy courses and cheat in them? I hope not. I have been a Beta now for about three and half years, and I can honestly say that I have seen no one participate in such an activity. I would have to imagine that either the third party or at one time in the past or this has been created by some "narrow minded, insecure intellectuals" who felt that he was superior to those students who participated in such trivial activities, singling out in particular hockey and football.

In reference to the first article, I would have to conclude that this person is a very naive. He seems to think that education in America has deteriorated greatly and that there are many needed reforms. He calls for "increased government involvement." The government's role would be to regulate the "general structure of our system of higher education allowing for more job-secured methods of education." The reason I decided to come to Bowdoin, as opposed to Berkeley in California, is because I wanted a liberal arts education. I do not wish to specialize in any particular area, but rather in all areas. Secondly, I think it is important to grow as a person and become an independent thinker who can critically analyze a situation and make accurate decisions based on the information available. Furthermore, as a result of my "Bowdoin Experience," I hope I continue my thirst for knowledge and information.

Lastly, the author of this article states that Bowdoin is "drastically in debt." Now, I really think that before you say or write something you should think and maybe find some evidence to back up your "so-called fatuous" statements. Did the author know that Bowdoin is several million dollars in the black? I think not.

Michael Kirch '90

Be wary with wallets

To the Editor:

This is a just a reminder to members of our idyllic community that money and other valuables should not be left unattended in the circus tent known as our library. Several wallets including mine have been stolen by a relatively well-mannered thief who leaves the stacks near by.
Letters

Armenian relief effort

To All Students,

I am an American-Armenian student currently attending Rutgers University in New Jersey. As I begin the new semester, I can’t help but wonder how the students in Armenia feel. Most, if not all of the students, have lost loved ones and friends and many have been injured, some permanently. In addition, most of the universities in the area have been completely destroyed. It is estimated that 86 schools were leveled within 3 minutes on the day the earthquake hit.

None of us could have predicted or prevented the earthquake. However, we can help to rebuild shattered lives. In particular, I am appealing to the students of American universities to help ease the pain of the students in Armenia. I am asking that we as students organize fund raising events for the specific purpose of rebuilding the schools and universities.

Funds can be raised in many different ways. Booths can be set up in the student center, career fairs, concerts, and other student activities can be held for the specific purpose of aiding the victims of the earthquake. Students can even organize a neighborhood campaign to raise money.

Since the earthquake, I have been actively involved in relief efforts, organized by the Armenian General Benevolent Union (the “AGBU”). The AGBU, established in 1910, is the largest Armenian philanthropic organization in the world. The AGBU created the Armenia Aid Program. The AGBU Board of Director has pledged to spend 100% of all monies raised to aid the victims in Armenia. Donations earmarked for a specific purpose will be used only for that purpose. Therefore, all monies raised by students in American universities, which are earmarked for the purpose of rebuilding the schools and universities, will be used only for that purpose.

The AGBU will attempt to provide speakers to you and your student groups if requested. In addition, the AGBU would be happy to discuss ways in which your student groups can help and provide you information about the fund raising activities of other schools in your area. Posters advertising the plight of the Armenians have been printed and are available upon request. Please feel free to call Alex Markarian, Chairman of the AGBU Armenia Aid Fundraising Committee at his office at (212) 221-5730, for further information about the organization or any other query you may have about the Armenia Aid Program.

The cost to rebuild the shattered region in Armenia and the lives of those affected is too large for any one nation or people to bear alone. The Armenians need our assistance. As the new semester begins with all the hope surrounding it, let us think about our fellow students in Armenia who now have no schools to attend and who have questions rather than hope surrounding their future. Please help.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
David Kevorkian

PRSG’s urgent education

To the Editor:

Earlier this semester the Peer Relations Support Group, a group formed to deal with the issues of sexual harassment and assault on campus, trained twenty-four new members, making this the largest membership ever. With a larger membership we hope to be able to sponsor more educational activities that will lead to heightened awareness and we also hope to be more accessible to the college community for peer counseling. Some of the activities we are planning include fraternities and athletic team outreach and an awareness week. We feel that only through education can the college community become aware of the pervasiveness of sexual harassment.

Moreover, only through an understanding of what constitutes sexual harassment can the campus learn to combat this problem effectively. While many instances of sexual misconduct and incorrect assumption exist, a thorough examination of the issue may not share a common set of definitions with which we can work. We hope that our outreach efforts will help to clarify these definitions, and we urge you to attend them.

Members of PRSG are always available to offer information, support, and counseling. Our members have received intensive training in counseling skills and sexual harassment issues. Confidentiality is of paramount importance to the group, and any violation of this confidentiality will not be tolerated. The official peer counselors, i.e. those members who have been active in the group for a semester or more, include Katy Biron (co-chair), Seraphina Markarian, Robin Roth, Marshall Carter, Lynne Hodgkins, Mary Imman, Suzanna Makowski, Greg Merrill, Katie Papacosta, and Nina Roth.

We urge everyone to be concerned about this issue because one out of every three women will be raped during her lifetime. In all probability, one day someone you love will be victimized, or may already be, and you are the only one who can become informed. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact us.

Katy Biron
Nina Roth
Seraphina Markarian
The Peer Relations Support Group

The Bowdoin Orient welcomes all letters to the editor. Letters of 350 words or less will be considered for publication first. Editorial policy dictates that no letters to the editor will be printed unless signed. Also, an address and phone number must be included so the accuracy of all letters can be verified.

Token representation

To the Editor:

Language reflects the manner in which people think, their attitudes toward each other and the influence of their culture. Serbian language, indicative of the dominant male position, permeates our academic system. As one of numerous examples, I was recently assigned to read the essay “Tragic Sense of Life” by the Spanish author Miguel Unamuno. The essay deals with the concept of self. It appears to me that according to “the man Unamuno,” only men have selves.

“This means that your essence, reader, mine, that of the man Spinoza, that of the man Butler, of the man Kant, and of every man who is a man, is nothing but the endeavor, the effort, which he makes to continue to be a man… Man is an end, not a means. All civilization addresses itself to man, to each man, to each I.”

I became more and more angry as a result of the powerlessness I had against that black on white information respected as intellectual thought. In an essay on the concept of self, he completely neglected the existence of women.

In anticipation of the argument that Unamuno is a Spanish author from the turn of the century and women were ignored then, I want to say that I think this excuse to be of little relevance to the destructive nature of such essays. Humanity has progressed and women are now more respected. However, at Bowdoin, and I suspect at universities, this old sexist history lives because thousands of students are reading it. Thousands of men continue to be reinforced as the dominant, powerful, respected aspect of society while thousands of women continue to be negated, ignored, devalued and considered.

Women must be incorporated as more than the token woman author on each syllabus. If women have to withstand reading sexist literature, it is the responsibility of the professor to present that material to all people, not just men. Every person can amend their own course to communicate equal respect for women and men. Females of college age are not women; the neuter terms are one, them, person, humankind, not he, him or mankind.

Words are powerful instruments of both oppression and change. We must acknowledge the influence of coping with our world history and actively bring women to their deserved status. Women are important, worthwhile selves and our language should reflect this needed existence.

Sara May ’89

Volunteer.

American Heart Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
729-8895
216A Maine St.
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:45
Sat. 9:30-5
We Deliver Wire Service

THE BRUNSWICK FLOWER SHOP

Centraly located across from Bowdoin College

SAVE $$$
With our personalized attention & expertise
• Quality package vacations
• Cruise deals
• VCR lending library
• Rail
• Hotels
• Car rentals
• Greyhound buses
• Western Union
• $150,000 Automatic Flight Insurance
• Lowest Available Airfares Guaranteed

Stowe Travel
Established since 1950
9 Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine 04011
207-723-5573 1-800-552-9990 (in Maine only)
Cut Coupons, Not Classes

Save with these special offers from Domino's Pizza.
At Domino's Pizza, we want you to take full advantage of your opportunities, and attend all your classes! Then you can reward yourself for your diligence by taking advantage of these special offers from Domino's Pizza. Don't miss these special limited time offers; clip a coupon and call Domino's Pizza today!

**Monday Only**

Only $5.00 for a 12 inch pepperoni pizza and two 12 ounce cans of Coke
SAVE $2.30!!
NO COUPON NECESSARY!!
Topsham 725-1400
Brunswick 729-5561

$1.00
$1.00 off any pizza purchase.
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 3/5/89

Call us!
725-1400
7 Second St., Topsham
729-5561
26 Bath Rd., Brunswick
Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

Domino's Pizza*
Guarantees to deliver a hot, delicious pizza in 30 minutes or less. If we're even a minute late, you get $3.00 off your order. Guaranteed!
Topsham 725-1400
Brunswick 729-5561

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offers. Prices may vary. Customer pays applicable taxes. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00

©1966 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
Brendan Rielly

For those of you curious as to how the drama sets you see on stage are constructed, props erected, and lights lighted, you shall soon know.

If you have attended a play, concert, or lecture at Pickard Theatre, you have seen the handiwork of the theatrical technical crew. The 24 members of the technical crew "("Tekkies", as they fondly refer to themselves) are students on work-study under the auspices of Mike Rodrick, Bowdoin's theatre technician.

These Tekkies construct and paint the sets and props for the plays, prepare the sets for other non-theatrical performances such as lectures, concerts and dance recitals, and everything else from "setting up the lighting to mopping up the floors to running errands" according to Myer Gresor '91.

No prior experience with the technical aspects of the theater necessary because on-the-job training is a staple at Bowdoin. Students have the opportunity to work with what interests them, according to Rodrick.

However, cooperation is necessary to make this training effective. Said Sarah Merrill '91, stage manager for All My Sons, which was performed earlier this year, "everyone helps everyone else out."

This blending of training and cooperation creates a friendly, personal work environment.

Roderick explained this unusual phenomenon by explaining what he tells workers. "What you leave behind you leaves your mark. Do the best you can, have fun doing it, and leave early."

This philosophy is felt by the students as well. As Jim Berlin '91 said, "working here is the funnest thing I do."

However, technical work is not all fun. The crew is constantly working in severe time constraints because of the theater schedule. According to Berlin, there is a considerable amount of pressure to finish the sets and props in time for opening night.

"All My Sons" was the crew's consensus as the most difficult to complete, especially the picket fence. The complete set took about a month to finish. The one act plays, performed in the smaller George H. Quimby Playwrights' Theater, take considerably less time and Rimer's of Eldridge, the recently completed major-minor production, required a little more than three weeks to finish.

One of the tragedies of Tekkie life is the short lifespan of a set. Once a set is completed and the curtain goes up, it is only a few days later that the entire set must be struck, or dismantled.

Strike occurs after the last show and usually is completed in four or five hours. Technical work is paid and done on the weekend, thus keeping the students free on weekends, except for Christmas and Spring Break.

The crew works with a large variety of materials such as wood, plastic, and cardboard. This allows the crew to create any set needed to fit the play's requirements. The crew also has to be able to work with a variety of tools and techniques to create the sets.

The students also have the option of doing the technical work at shows of visiting artists, like Dick Gregory or Taj Mahal. All Hester '89 hates to cut timbing. Merrill hates hampster and Berlino said he hated "dressing the arts." Roderick was brutality honest when he summed up the technical crew. "Everything is 50/50 here, they do all the work and I do all the rest. I get all the credit and they get all the blame."

For any students interested in working with these Tekkies, the Mengel and Gowan is always looking for help.

Merrill offered perhaps the most telling remark when she said "favorite part of the job is the people."

Art model arrested, charged with theft

Tamar Dassanayake

The Bowdoin College Security Division apprehended a man suspected of involvement in the recent series of wallet thefts on campus.

Ronald Cargill, Jr., a resident of Gorham, was working as a live model for a Bowdoin art student when he was detained by Bowdoin Security officers. He was later arrested and charged with theft by the Brunswick Police Department.

According to Director of Security Michael Pander, the suspect was arrested and charged at a staged set up on the third floor of the Visual Arts Center. A woman, who is not a Bowdoin student or staff member, was later handed over to the Brunswick Police Department and charged with theft.

Pander emphasized that "information from faculty, students and staff contributed to the apprehension of the suspect."

He added, "I strongly encourage victims to come forward in cases of larceny because it is only with their help that we can solve these crimes and ensure that a true picture of the incidents can be formed."

According to Associate Professor John McKee, director of the studio art division, Cargill had been hired sporadically over the past year to model for drawing and painting classes. McKee thought Cargill had made about $50 during that time as a model.

McKee also said he knew of at least four wallets that had been stolen from the VAC since last fall.

Cargill was scheduled to appear at the VAC on Wednesday morning. A wallet containing $25 was then placed in a coat pocket, and the coat hung on a coat rack outside the theater on the third floor of the VAC.

The arresting officers waited.

(Continued on page 2)

Tuition, fees may rise to $18,980 for 1989-90

Kevin Wesley

The Governing Boards will vote tomorrow on whether or not to raise college tuition and fees by 12 percent, as the President has recommended.

The proposal, which calls for total fees to be set at $18,980 for the 1989-90 academic year, was recommended to the Board of Trustees by the Executive Committee of the Governing Boards in a January meeting. A vote will be taken on the increase when the Boards meet on campus this weekend.

The increase is the result of a general price rise in the economy as well as an effort on Bowdoin's part to keep faculty salaries and programs offered to students competitive with peer-group colleges. Dean of Planning and General Administration Thomas Hochstetler said colleges across the country are "in an adjustment mode," and have "some catching up to do," with the general price rise in education.

Hochstetler said the college has added so many more faculty members and programs in the past four years that the overall cost of the college have been steadily increasing.

"We have not increased our prices relative to other schools we compare ourselves to," Hochstetler said yesterday. "We try to keep ourselves in line with other schools in New England."

In addition, the annual giving that would normally provide a great part of the funding for these projects is at a low level this year, due to...

(Continued on page 15)

College mulls offer to sell Coleman Farms' state land

Sharon Hayes

There is a beautiful, undeveloped plot of coastal land sitting 3 miles south of the college known as Coleman Farm. You may have seen the area as a part of a Biology or Environmental Studies field trip, but perhaps you have never seen how close the land is to the college.

It is quite a surprise for most students to learn that the college is currently negotiating with the state of Maine regarding the sale of the property.

In September, 1988, the Brunswick Topper Land Trust, a non-profit organization created for the protection of local land, drafted a proposal to the state recommending the purchase of Coleman Farm. Coleman Farm was one of many areas under the consideration of the trust.

Jack Aley, Executive Director of the land trust, cited the extreme lack of public access to the coastline in Brunswick as the major reason for the proposal. In addition, putting the land under the ownership of the state would protect it from developers.

While the state would have ownership of the land, the town would have full management responsibilities.

If Bowdoin sells Coleman Farm, the town will convert the land into a passive recreational area. Under their management, the coastal park would be open to those with foot access only. Aley also hopes to have an authority working during the summer to give the public tours of the rich ecology of the area.

The money for the purchase of Coleman Farm would come from a $35 million state fund established in November 1987 by Maine voters for the purchase of public land.

The proposal was submitted to the newly created Land for Maine's Future Board, which is presently considering 17 parcels for purchase.

Herbert Hartman, the chief negotiator for the state has already conducted preliminary discussions with College Treasurer Dudley Woodall. "We think the town can manage the land well for the town and the college," Woodall said. However, Woodall cited economic concerns as a major factor in the ultimate decision.

(Continued on page 3)
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Coursen brings together Shakespeare and TV

PETER KAZANOFF ORIENT Contributor
Professor of English Herb Coursen has brought both innovation and experience to his course entitled "Shakespeare on Television." Coursen is a member of the English Department and has been teaching the course for several years. The course is designed to introduce students to the study of Shakespeare's works through the medium of television. Coursen's approach to teaching the course is innovative and unique, as he integrates the use of television to enhance the learning experience for his students. The course is not only an introduction to Shakespeare, but it also provides an opportunity for students to explore the intersection of literature and media. Coursen believes that television offers a unique perspective on Shakespeare's works, allowing students to experience the plays in a new and engaging way. The course has been well received by both students and faculty, with many praising Coursen's ability to effectively use television as a teaching tool.

Pre-orientation trip expansion planned

ERIC FOUSHEE ORIENT Business Manager
The great demand for pre-orientation trips by the class of 1992 has led the administration, and the new coordinator Jeff Christie, to expand the program in the fall of 1989. Two hundred incoming freshmen will be able to participate in the trips next year, an increase of approximately 50 students. There will be 18-20 trips offered. These include canoeing expeditions, hiking, a combination canoe and biking trip, sea kayaking, rock climbing, a bike trip, a journey to the science lab on Kent Island, and a trip entitled, "Diving Down East," a trip to Maine's Washington County.

Dance for Heart this weekend

Volunteers from throughout the Bath-Brunswick area will participate in Dance for Heart on Saturday, March 11 from noon-3 PM at Mt. Ararat School, Topsham. This Dance for Heart is part of a nationwide effort to raise funds for the American Heart Association's programs of cardiovascular research and education. Aerobic enthusiasts will collect donations from friends, neighbors and co-workers for every minute they dance. Each participant can win prizes based on the amount of money raised. This three hour extravaganza benefits cardiovascular health and the AHA. Dance exercise is a popular activity because it emphasizes fun and fitness. Participation is not limited to age, sex or shape so anyone can try it. Through Dance for Heart, participants have the opportunity to help in the fight against heart and blood vessel diseases, as well as show that dance-exercise is fun, easy and heart healthy. Since it began in 1980, more than 200,000 men, women and children have exercised in Dance for Heart events all around the country. This year's Mt. Ararat event will feature instructors from the Mid-Coast Fitness Club, Jazzercise, MEAD 475 Adult Education and Bath Iron Works.

For more information on how you can support this event please phone 1-767-6183.

Check out the events happening this week:

The BOWDOIN ORIENT
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Pre Sale
Round trip ticket to Tampa, Florida
March 4- March 11
$340 or best offer
Call Dennis Spellman
443-6671 - mornings
725-2040 - afternoons

NEEDED IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
Spring Break: Live-in, earn.
Light carpentry, interior painting.
Innovative, furnished farmhouse.
Tamworth: 1 1/2 hrs. from Portland.
20 mins. from Conway. Experience.
504895-8535. Collect okay.

Zootz 18-
Maine's only New Music Dance Club
Now open to anyone 18 & over
31 Forest Ave. Portland
773-8187

Moby Dick's Music
LPS - CDs - CASSETTES
Metal Rock Pop Country Classical Jazz
Special Orders (with deposit)
Coastal Plaza, Bath Rd, Bath
443-4566
Mon-Thurs, 10-6; Fri & Sat 10-8
Closed Sundays

Spend a Profitable Summer at Bowdoin
The Events Office will offer green money and excellent job experience to a few outstanding students.

Interview for jobs in the Events Office by March 10.
Student leaders hit Nashville

USA KANE
ORIENT Staff

February 18th through the the 23rd, four student members of the Student Union Committee and Bill Fruth, Student Activities Coordinating Council member attended the National Association for Campus Activities (NACA) National Conference in Nashville, Tennessee.

The students who were selected to go, Pat Piscatelli '90, co-chair of SUC, Joseph Fruth '90, co-chair of the Lecture Committee, Kevin Johannsen '91, co-chair, and Matt Finkelnburg, co-chair of the Concert Committee, as well as Bill Fruth all attended the conference. They had gained from the four day conference. They joined about 2,000 student leaders from all over the country.

In the morning, participants frequented educational sessions, where, in a round table discussion format, they shared ideas on increasing public confidence about the school. They also met with individuals from a variety of organizations.

In the afternoon, participants were entertained by the plethora of shows that were made available to expose them to the talent pool of artists that they may potentially hire for school functions.

Fruth, who attends conferences of this nature with student leaders annually, found the chance to interact with the various entertainers present to be very helpful. As he explained, "We are interacting with the people we have to deal with all year long on the telephone."

Johannsen agreed that it was a worthwhile venture but the aspect he highlighted was the educational sessions due to the fact that, as he put it, "We learned how to access the talents of the people at our school."

Finkelnburg shared his perception that the focus was primarily on activities as opposed to leadership. He attributed most of what he learned from the conference to the other students rather than the professional staff. He also stressed, "Just because they don't have a big name - a lot of the more obscure colleges had some of the most effective activities programs."

Piscatelli also felt that what made the conference a success, more than any other factor, was the chance to exchange ideas with such a diverse group of students. He commented, "Everyone has different problems - we can analyze why we have certain problems that other schools do not have and at the same time we can also consider why other schools have certain problems that we do not have."

Knowlton felt the conference was beneficial, "we could see where we stand at Bowdoin compared to other schools, in terms of the quality of programming. Compared to other schools we did pretty well, partially because we have more funding. We saw that we have areas for improvement, but in general I thought we looked pretty good."

The Conference also provided its share of social activities but now these students have returned serious and motivated with their new perspective. Finkelnburg added, "it helped us realize that we are doing a lot of things right but now we have some idea of how to make other things work better."

WBOR sponsors state college radio conference

MICHELLE PERKINS
ORIENT Staff

Bowdoin was one of the first College Radio Conference in Maine last Saturday. Students from Colby and USM, as well as Bowdoin students attended the day-long event.

Students from UMO and Husson had planned to attend, but were unable to, due to a snowstorm.

Speakers at the event included representatives from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and Portland radio station WBLM-FM. Approximately twenty people attended, discussing issues that concern those involved in radio. The topics included the state of progressive radio in Maine, maintaining community standards, dealing with record companies, fundraising, and FCC regulations.

One topic of special interest that was covered was news: identifying the audience, deciding what to report, campus news vs. local or statewide coverage.

Student Activities Director Bill Fruth called the conference a great success. He said that Bowdoin "never had done any networking with other parties in the state," and that the general consensus was that they should continue to do it on a regular basis, ideally on a semester basis.

He believed that everyone that attended benefited, and that WBOR can really benefit from the ideas received at the conference.

Pauline's Bloomers

Tontine Mall, Brunswick, 725-5952

Quality flower service for all occasions

Large selection of fresh, dried and silk flowers, balloons, plants and fruit baskets

Wire Service

WE DELIVER

The Bowdoin Restaurant and Lounge

Experience Fine Dining

Great Steaks, Veal and Fresh Seafood

Serving dinner from

5-9 Monday - Thursday

5-10 Friday and Saturday

Serving lunch from

11-30-2 Monday - Friday

115 Maine Street, Brunswick

725-2314

"We all know that books burn - yet we have the greater knowledge that books cannot be killed by fire. People die, but books never die. No man and no force can abolish memory....In this war, we know, books are weapons. And it is a part of your dedication always to make them weapons for man's freedom."

Franklin D. Roosevelt

(in a message read at the annual banquet of the American Booksellers Association, May 6, 1942)
Athletic evaluation due this week

MARK JEONG
ORTENT Contributor

The final report of the committee which evaluated the Bowdoin athletic department should be released publicly this week. Overall, Bowdoin’s aesthetic organization was rated strongly, but several key issues were cited as needing improvement.

A balance between academics and athletics has been a controversial issue on the Bowdoin campus. Last spring, President A. LeRoy Geason reviewed a report of the Bowdoin athletic department.

Upon the request, a team of four non-Bowdoin faculty was chartered to conduct the study. The outside committee, consisting of Karl Lind of Middlebury College, Harry Fisk of Smith University, Ruth Adam of Dartmouth College, and Margo Anderson of the University of New Hampshire, was appointed to evaluate the athletics department and make recommendations.

The committee recommended that the faculty Athletic Committee be given a more active role in the athletic decisions at Bowdoin.

THONTINE
HAIR FASHIONS
207-729-5475
visitors two stylists, Paul and Gail, in the Tontine Mall
BOWDOIN STUDENT DISCOUNT FOR HAIRCUTS - BRING ID.

Haible ’76 returns to fly and study

After a 13-year break from college, Thomas “Spike” Haible ’76 of South Harpswell decided to return to Bowdoin College to finish his studies.

Haible, a member of the Class of 1976, was forced to leave Bowdoin in 1980 due to financial reasons. Despite this setback, Haible has continued to pursue his passion for flying and aviation.

The former student pilot was recently awarded a full scholarship to complete his studies at Bowdoin.

Haible plans to utilize his experience in the aviation industry to help fund his education and support his studies.

The Bowdoin Orient will continue to follow Haible’s progress as he returns to campus and continues his academic journey.
Professor exhibits work in Portland Museum of Art

An exhibition of paintings by Mark Wethli, Associate Professor and Director of the Studio Art program at Bowdoin College, is currently being presented as the first in a series of exhibits, entitled Perspectives at the Portland Museum of Art.

Known for small scale, formally structured, and austere interior scenes, Wethli's paintings are approached as an attempt to space and object relationships as to the objects themselves, creating a characteristically massive air of stillness, serenity and calm.

The settings, sometimes studio interiors, are for the most part non-

RARE TALENT SHINED IN CHAPEL

CRAIG WINSTEAD

One movement from the dance aspect of performance art to the oral medium will be provided by approach Barbara Milewski '89. Topping off the evening's events will be Linda Shao '98 and friends. They will play various percussion instruments.

Throughout the event, the Improvisations will be on hand to add a touch of reality to the performance. They will also improvise preconceived scenarios. The Kommmie Jazz will also be present to add their unique contribution to the evening's talent.

The evening of performance Art will present the viewer with a wide ranging sample of artistic mediums. It will be a rare display of talent.

HUMPHREY OGUHA ORIENT CONTRIBUTOR

Peter H. Beard of Hog Ranch, Nairebi, will be in Krogen at 8 p.m. on March 3. [His presentation, The End of the Game, will describe the state of the wildlife in Africa. It is his request that the audience be prepared for discussion, for the thought of making a presentation without response from his listeners is quite threatening to him.]

The presentation will focus on wildlife. It will encompass many aspects of this wide theme. Population, both of the human and the wild, sort will be included. The effects of development on the ecosystem will also be discussed.

According to Mr. Beard, people seem far more concerned about raising funds for developing countries than with becoming aware of the facts surrounding these countries. Beard will attempt to arouse awareness of these facts.

It is true that poaching has been the most destructive element in the reduction of game in Africa. Is the tourist boom in the interest of the wildlife? Do local citizens have the same feeling towards the wild animals as Americans and Europeans do? These are just some of the topics he will deal with. These topics first took form in his book, The End of the Game is a book that was published in 1965. The third and revised edition of this book was printed last year. It is a book that deals with the gradual disappearance of the elephant from the Kenyan landscape.

As he is an accomplished photographer, Peter Beard realizes that people will be tempted to look at the pictures in his book without bothering to read the text. This is his biggest fear. He wishes those who purchase his book to be both viewers and readers.

There is a cynical attitude towards humans that is contained in the photographs of his book. This attitude, however, cannot be fully understood without a reading of the text. The following passage contains a message that his photographs may not convey to someone who merely views his book.

"At the worst, we adapt to the damage we cause. That is our genius. We cover our tracks and invent perfect excuses." He draws alarming parallels between the famine in Ethiopia and the starvation of the African elephant in Kenya's Tsavo National Park.

Peter Beard is not afraid to tell the truth. That is his genius. In the afternoon to The End of the Game, he writes:

"The romantic, heroic, sentimental, quasireligious fundraising campaigns rage on. Ethiopia's famine first hit the cover of Time magazine in 1984. Now, in 1987, a Time cover cries 'Why are Ethiopians starving again?' and 'What should the world do and not do?' When will we learn that there is simply too much of us, too many ingeniously adaptive, rapaciously destructor, hungry, horning, funding, raising, excuse-making homo sapiens?"

Peter Beard is more than an environmentally minded wilderness photographer. He is the man who, thirteen years ago, created the wonderful myth surrounding the Somolli beauty, Iman. Nonetheless, the natural environment never falls from view. His fashion photography is highly unusual in its combination of wild creatures with heavenly beauties.

Beard has also produced a film. With Peter Beard in Africa describes the current state of the wildlife in Kenya. It was aired on ABC last spring.

Beard is a man of many talents. These talents have provided him with the means to circulate his ideas. He brings with him a wide range of experiences which supply him with a unique perspective.

Peter Beard's presentation will, more than anything else, cause the audience to think about humanity and their behavior and their effect on the ecosystem.

Uneckering a gem:
Robyn Hitchcock and the Egyptians

KARL XAN

Last year, someone handed me a tape titled Globe of Frogs. The artist were Robyn Hitchcock and the Egyptians. I gave the tape a listen and fell in love with it. Since then, I've been seeing next to nothing about this band or their LP. However, this is an album that deserves some print. This album begs for attention.

The album's ten tracks oozed genius. Both the lyrics and music were written by Hitchcock. It becomes immediately obvious that Hitchcock is the front man in this band. The Egyptians are talented, though. Both the bass and drums played a large role in creating this exceptional rhythmic.

Jim Morrison once said, "My way is 's way is 's to find out the limited ways in which we see and feel," Hitchcock has arranged Globe of Frogs with this very effect. In fact, he includes a very personal note on the album's sleeve which makes an addition quote. One interesting side note here, hitcock painted the surreal cover art himself.

This song, written about a mythical surreal hero whom Hitchcock meets in his dreams, is as catchy as they come. Bouncing bass lines and a mean mandolin solo make this song a winner.

The title track "A Globe of Frogs" and the tune "Unsetled" leave nothing to be desired either. The lyrics of both songs are full of bizarre imagery that is really inviting.

In "Chinese bones," Hitchcock muses, "And around her feet I saw Where the serpent was covered." This is not music for the closed minded. It is a means of music redemption for people who have lost faith in the new music scene.

Globe of Frogs is new music. It could not have happened fifteen years ago. This is not to say that it is wholly synthesized on keyboards and drum machines. It is actually very acoustic in style. Still, synthesizers and guitar effects in the right places make this album what it is. This album is worth your hard earned dollars.

The Long Winter (1985) oil on board by Mark Wethli

Beard to speak on the end of Africa's big game

BFVS

Coming Home

Saturday, March 4, 7:30 and 10 p.m.
John Wallraff with percussion
Jon Voight while his husband is overseas. The shattering effect of the Vietnam War on the people at home is depicted in this film. The presentation features the music of the Beatles and the Rolling Stones.

All movies shown in Smith Auditorium. All movies are free.

The Way We Were

Friday, March 3, 7:30 and 10 p.m.
He's a conservative jock, she's a liberal political activist; their love is special, honest, and convincing. Streisand's performance is magnificent and one of the best of her career. Both the poignant title song and Marvin Hamlisch's beautiful score won Academy Awards.

Sugarbaby

Wednesday, March 8, 3:30 p.m.
The acclaimed comedy traces an affair between a mortician and a young conductor driver.
Horoscopes

Welcome all you star gazers to the cosmic reality of the world-renowned Madame Ruby and her esteemed cohen, Doctor X. Let us guide you to the heavens as we know them, dodging all asteriods that may fall into our path.

**Diana** (Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
You little fish! It may seem pretty cold right now, but it's time to jump back in the water and swim upstream. Despite all pressures and excess work you may have, take a chance on that tempting opportunity and don't let anything stand in your way get what you really want now.

Advice: Remember, a fish has not one but several bones.

**Aries** (March 21-Apr. 20)
Turn on your energizers, Aries! Mars is putting you into the fast lane. Things may get a little hectic during mid-month, Mars, but don't fret, Spring Break is only 14 days away. You can rock out all you want, the show must go on.

Advice: You can too reach the summit if you commit yourself.

**Taurus** (April 21-May 20)
"You mean with the bull, you get the horns?" Alas stubborn Taurus, even though you think you're right 100% of the time, everyone is wrong at least once in a blue moon.

Advice: Beware of the interloper.

**Gemini** (May 21-June 20)
Leave the evil twin at home — it's time for your more pleasant side to make an appearance. You've been comparing yourself to some bad vibes to your peers. Make your friends realize what's too late! Advice: Take a dip and/or nip in Lake Harpswell. You know the way.

**Cancer** (June 21-July 22)
The children are calling your name! Take the plunge and claw your way to Nirvana. Keep your head above water and bask in the sunshine.

Advice: DO NOT FORGET SPF 15!!!

**Leo** (July 23-Aug. 22)
Calling all lions and lionesses! Spring time is flying time. Go ahead and make your move.
Cut the strings that bind you! Advice: Either safe sex or no sex at all!

**Virgo** (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)
The entire Milky Way is your oyster. Orion's belt is just a phone call away. However, think about broadening those horizons with some much needed variety.

Advice: Stay away from aquarius, remember earth and water make mud, not love.

**Libra** (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
You've been tipping the scales with your hairbrained ideas. Keep the creativity flowing, don't let anyone dull your sparkle, everyone is an individual and those who go along with the crowd will evaporate.

Advice: Seize the day and don't worry about getting a job. You have a brain don't you? You can be whatever you want.

**Scorpio** (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Hot bothered Scorpion must take time to get into the pool of iniquity. However, even Scorpio must be redeemed. Stay out of the rut of people who think the "miles west of Venus" and sinking fast.

Advice: A good 45 minute shower, need we say more?

**Sagittarius** (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
Earthly goats take heed and listen carefully. This month brings interplanetary answers you've been waiting for. Trustyour instincts, they are your greatest asset.

Advice: No more yodeling to the large celestial gun!

**Capricorn** (Dec. 21-Feb. 18)
Imagine yourself floating, soaring high above the solar system to feelings you never knew were possible. Venus the planet and the goddess of love is guiding you into the place you know you really want to be. Believe in your intuition.

Advice: Our time is only one dimensional — see to it that you can reach beyond this dimension.

---

**Bolcom and Morris express notes**

Plaint William Bolcom and mezzo-soprano Joan Morris will perform on Wednesday, March 8 at 8:30 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium. The popular duo specializes in American songs and piano rags, ranging from the parlor music and vaudeville tunes of the 19th century to Stephen Foster, Cole Porter, the Gershwin, Scott Joplin, Jerome Kern, Charles Ives, Eubie Blake. Bolcom's own compositions will also be featured. They will announce the program from the stage.

The performances conclude the 1988-89 Bowdoin College Concert Series, which is underwritten by the Maine Arts Commission.

Two of the members are presently away, leaving eight current performers. The group practices once a week, working on various scenarios and exercises, but Bolcom stressed that, aside from a few basic starting points, the actors really have no idea what will happen next in performance.

The show includes a large amount of audience participation, and, depending upon the suggestions of the audience, can go in just about any direction.

Usually the actors do a scene in pairs, playing off of each other. As well as the audience.

Chris Salleroll '90, another member, described one such scene, "Sculptures," in which an audience member "sculps" the actors into any position leaving them to begin a scene from that position.

---

**Narcissa Stone offers hidden secrets**

The Narcissa Stone Restaurant is a hidden secret in the Brunswick community. Located within the Danile Stone Inn, the Narcissa Stone Restaurant offers a lovely environment and fairly exorbitant prices. From $29.95.

Also at Macbeens Music, selected titles in Jazz, Musical Shows, Soundtracks and Children's Video. Come see!
DOUG JONES  
ORIENT Contributor  

Bowdoin College is currently considering the most significant aspect of the institution: whether to increase its enrollment. Although the idea of increasing the size of the student body has been raised at several points in the intervening years, the current study is the most comprehensive and thorough, and will result in a definite decision whether or not to increase enrollment.

The process of re-evaluating the size of the college was begun by the recently formed Long Range Planning Council which asked the committees of the Governing Boards in November to evaluate what effects such an increase would have on the college. Though increases as large as 600 students have been mentioned, the committees have been asked to consider an increase of 200 to 250 students over a period of three to five years.

The number of students is expected to increase in every aspect of the college, but the debate has focused on two broad areas: the effect on academic programs and on the finances of the college. By increasing the number of students it is hoped that Bowdoin will be able to support more academic programs which cannot be filled by the current student body.

"In the last few years as the college's academic programs have grown it has become apparent that this may not be the right size for the college," said Dean for Planning and General Administration Tom Hochstettler.

The addition of new students would allow the college to increase such recently-added academic programs as the Asian Studies Program and the Arctic Studies Program and enable smaller departments to expand their offerings.

The college could benefit financially from an expansion in the long run. While some costs would increase in proportion to the added students, other costs would remain the same, providing additional funds for the college.

"My own analysis is that there would be marginal profitability," said Hochstettler who has assessed the effects of an expansion through a statistical model of the college.

The practical effects on the financial state of the college are still being examined. Treasurer of the College Dudley Woodall said, "We are counter-balancing economic arguments which say that the theoretical model is more theoretically possible than practical."

The addition of new students would require the addition of new faculty and facilities to the college. According to Hochstettler an increase of 200 to 250 students would require the addition of 20 to 24 faculty members. Although at this stage it has not been determined how much expansion would be required in the facilities of the college, such facilities as housing, dining, and classes would have to expand.

"The college could expand these facilities before the new students arrive or as they come in. If it is done beforehand, Bowdoin would incur a debt which would probably be paid back over a twenty year period. Hochstettler has estimated that with an increase of 200 students the potential annual debt service for the college would exceed one million dollars. The additional revenue generated by these students would cover the increased indebtedness as well as increased operating costs."

The question is whether the college is willing to incur the debt needed... We would tie our hands for future programmatic growth if we took on that kind of debt," Hochstettler said.

Dean of the College Jane Jervis said Bowdoin would have to build the necessary facilities before any new students arrived. "Unless the newest growth is preceded by an increase of facilities and faculty it would be bad... we are already bursting at the seams with housing, dining, classes," she said.

The possible increase has also raised concerns about admissions. If Bowdoin admits additional students admission to the college would be less competitive and the quality of the student body may suffer. "There are concerns among the faculty about the quality of students... we would be less selective," Jervis said.

Dean of the Faculty Alfred Fuchs said, "I think there's general agreement, though I can't speak for everyone, that unless new students are of the same quality or better, then the added money they bring in will not compensate."

The increase in admissions could bring more ethnic diversity to the campus, but this would require a strong recruiting effort by the college. "If we just go out and beat the applicant pool harder than we are now I don't think it would serve the college community... We would just get more of what we've got," Jervis said.

One reaction to the idea of increasing enrollment has been fear that Bowdoin will lose its sense of community. Although Bowdoin would still be smaller than most of the colleges it compares itself with such as Williams or Middlebury some fear that Bowdoin will lose some of its small college character.

Administrators have been quick to emphasize that no decision has been reached on the enrollment increase. "Some people are saying that they (the administration) has already decided. I don't think they have, they are really considering this... Some days I support it and some days I don't," Jervis said.

"I don't know anyone who wants to do that, though they're saying 'We've got to do this to make Bowdoin a better place.' I think people are looking at it as an open-ended question." President of the College F. LeRoy Greason said.

Fuchs while reassuring that the question is still being debated, said, "My guess would be that there is a lot more skepticism now than there was in the beginning about growing."

INSIDE  
Bowdoin grows up: a look at the long road to 1400 students and beyond.

Effects of the proposal on:
• Admissions  
• Academics  
• Physical Plant  
• Science Center  
• Student Center

Reactions from the college community

Commentary on the proposal

Currently the committees evaluating the effects of an increase are due to submit reports to the Long Range Planning Council this spring. By the fall of this year the council is expected to make a formal recommendation to the Governing Boards whether or not to increase enrollment. The Governing Boards are expected to reach a final decision in May of next year.

Bowdoin opens in 1802 with 8 students.

G.I. Bill swells enrollment to 1,083 in 1946.

Pre-war high of 650 in 1940.

Civil War drops enrollment from 198 in 1860 to 118 in 1865.

World War II draft depletes student body to 166 in 1946.

Enrollment stands at 241 at turn of the century.

Projected increase of 250 students to 1650 over five years.

1989 enrollment of 1408.

1929 enrollment of 1408.

Source: Bowdoin College Catalogue and President's Reports, 1802-1989.
Mason says time is wrong for increase in enrollment

ALBERT MAURO
ORIENT Art Director

Director of Admissions William Mason said the Admissions staff is concerned that the impetus for reviewing the size of the college is financial. "If that interpretation by the Admissions staff is correct, we have something to worry about," Mason said. Mason said an increase in the size of the college in the near future would have serious implications for admissions, many of them negative.

Mason said he believes an increase of 250 students over several years would lower the quality of the student body, and would make the student body more homogenized. Mason also said an increase would probably also bring about a change in the ambience of the college. "It is an awful time to suddenly try to inject 250 more kids to the student body," Mason said.

"Part of the assumption is that just because the school is larger, the applicant pool would be larger. There is no reason to believe more high quality kids will apply," Mason said. This year's high school senior class is the first drop off in many years, Mason said. And according to numbers of students enrolled in lower grades, the numbers of seniors will decline 12 percent over the next five to six years. Mason also said the decline could be as large as 20 percent in Massachusetts, New York and Connecticut, all important feeder states of Bowdoin applicants. Mason also said the number of high school seniors taking the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test, is dropping dramatically. According to Mason, 130,000 less students took the test this year than two years ago when 1.2 million students took the SAT. The PSAT is a fair parameter of college-bound students.

"We are already assuming that without a change of a class size of 350 students there will be a decline in the quality of the kids coming here," Mason said.

The assumption that an increase in the size of the student body will lead to a more diverse group with more minority students is also false, said Mason.

If the increase were to come as 65 or 70 more students admitted every year, Mason said that the students admitted would probably be those now on the waiting list.

With an emphasis on minority recruiting, Mason said highly qualified minorities would not be put on the waiting list.

"I don't see an expansion of the college," Mason said. "We are missing some angle, as contributing to the diversity of the college. I really don't."

"Part of the assumption is that just because the school is larger, the applicant pool would be larger. There is no reason to believe more high quality kids will apply."

William Mason
Director of Admissions

Academic depar discussion of stu

ERICA LOWRY
ORIENT Contributor

An increase in the size of Bowdoin's student body would have immediate and profound effects on the nature and scope of academics. Administrators involved say that the proposal would involve a transitional period of 5 to 7 years. Many professors say that the proposal will cramped library, classroom and office space, will, at some point, become tighter before college funds can be directed to ease the strain incurred.

"The first couple of years, unless there's new hiring or tremendous reorganization of certain departments. There will be a tremendous crush in introductory courses, because we can't handle them now," said Lynne Bollen, associate professor of anthropology and director of the Afro-American Studies program.

According to Associate Professor of Art History Susan Wegner, in the Studio Art Department, "introductory classes are routinely filled to the brim, requiring a lottery every semester to determine which students get in to the classes.

Wegner said the understaffing limits other work in the department as well. "There isn't as much possibility of upper level course variety, simply because of staff power and energy being used elsewhere."

"We're under the gun as it is. We can't offer the variety it would be nice to offer," said Professor of Biology and Biochemistry John Howland.

"Most departments said tremendous problems with physical space, if Bowdoin increases student numbers and faculty. Some said the cramping had relatively little effect on the status of academic work, but more on planning and finding faculty, who can very seriously affect the negative effects of overcrowding."

Associate Professor of Music Robert Greenlee said the number and quality of practice rooms in Gwin Hall would suffer. In addition, said Greenlee, "There are unbelievable space problems in terms of faculty office space and adequate office space.

He added, "If these are all problems that can be worked around, why are we worrying about them?" It's their stumbling blocks rather than nuisances.

"I think we need to increase in areas not presently covered and enhance our offerings in other areas such as the history of Southeast Asia and the Near- and Mid-Middle East," said Professor of History Paul Nyhus. "In terms of the arts we need more in drama, in expansion in music and performing arts centers.

Greenlee also spoke of the potential academic benefits. "There's a lot to be gained — the capacity to add new programs, as we've done in the past with areas like Asian studies, and it adds depth especially to the arts, which are now in a real area of concern.

"I don't think that the additional factor of growing is necessarily good... Why does it follow that improvement equals expansion?" said Associate Professor of English William Watterson.

The proposals lack of explicit objectives and plans has led some to conclude that the college's primary reasons for considering expansion are financial ones. The new science building and the student center currently being planned, as well as other additions which must follow such as increased dining and housing facilities, will require vast amounts of capital which the college does not have on hand presently. "We basically have champagne plans and a beer Catherine's," said Watterson.

"It may well be that financial, alumni contributions and tuition won't even be enough to cover the necessary physical changes. If that's true, then the expansion of the number of tutions is the only way. I guess I have to think of the fact that it's the reality or they wouldn't have gone this far," he said.

"I'm trying to be as representative to the Committees on Admissions and on Curriculum and Educational Policy, said the plan, "personally, it seems

Reactions range fro

LISA DREIER
ORIENT Contributor

The proposed plan to expand Bowdoin's enrollment has elicited student and faculty reactions which vary from enthusiasm to outright indignation. The current debate also seems to be provoking needed evaluation and dialogue concerning Bowdoin's present situation and future goals.

Several faculty members expressed concern that the proposal includes no specific priorities or agenda. "What we want to see is a clear step-by-step program," said Herb Coursey, professor of English. "How can you respond to a plan when there is no plan? The beauty of having no plan is that Bowdoin can do anything it wants.

"We've got to choose the goals, then choose to expand to meet them," said Alan Springer associate professor of government. "We need a set of values articulated that we can then cater to. If we do decide to go forward in the direction of expansion we should do it in a thoughtful, planned way."

"I fear we have to be a forcefully sure
Bowdoin's reported student-faculty ratio of 1:10 is not an accurate figure. Other students here argue that the overcrowding problem is being exacerbated by the 1970 expansion when the college tripled in size. They claim that overcrowding is attributable to the many more students than were estimated to attend when the expansion was planned.

"I think the consensus in the department is that the only reason to enlarge the student body is to allow more diversity and dovetails with our commitment to need-blind admissions," said Professor of Economics William D. Monahan. "This is a commitment that we see as an essential part of our mission. We are a small liberal arts college and we want to maintain our small size."

The overwhelming majority of students, faculty, and administration believe that the growth of the student body has been a problem. The problem is not only with overcrowding in the classroom and living conditions, but also in the quality of student life.

"I know of a professor who has a policy of not assigning more than 10 students to a writing seminar because he has found that he cannot keep the students engaged," said a student who requested anonymity. "I think this is a problem because it limits the amount of interaction between students and professors."

"There are so many students that it is difficult to have meaningful discussions," said another student. "I feel like I am just one of many in a large crowd."

The problem is not limited to the classroom. The dining halls are overcrowded and the dormitories are often noisy and disruptive.

"I have had to wake up several times because of the noise in my dorm," said a student. "It is difficult to study in such conditions."
The madness has method, but no merit

Commentary by Luis Cimenes

The recent proposal to increase the size of the college has prompted heated reactions by faculty and students, some of whom are concerned about overcrowded classes and facilities. Students apparently believe it will make the student body in order to provide the improvements that are being sought levels of enrollment.

The most compelling argument in favor of increasing the student enrollment is the increasing demand for students. An increase in enrollment would also provide additional funds to those members in order to maintain the existing student-faculty ratio. Much of the additional funds and faculty would need to go towards planning in the future, not necessarily launching any exciting new departments or installing new programs.

Furthermore, judging by the number of over-enrolled classes I’ve taken in the last year or two, I would argue that the current student-faculty ratio is adequate. Increased financial security appears to be the second great incentive to increase enrollment. Even though Bowdoin’s endowment has grown over the years, the endowment’s budget remains largely tuition-driven. Thus, it appears logical to consider further enrollment as a source of additional funds. However, I doubt that an increase in enrollment will reap the expected financial benefits. An increase of 250 students might result in fewer expenses than benefits if Bowdoin were to actually provide adequate faculty and facilities.

The decision is not, however, automatic. I am skeptical of this College’s ability to keep up with the cost of the building plans and the an occasional cost of projects such as the Library. The endowment increase is the benefit that Bowdoin College would receive from a proposal’s outcome. It is far from trivial, though, for students to express their approval or disagreement on this matter. As Dean Hochstetler points out, Bowdoin’s problems can be solved by an increase in the size of the college body. Indeed, I think that an increase in enrollment would strain the college’s resources. The planning and growth management. Therefore, the College need to implement the proposal if is approved. En. The proposal to enrollment as a source of additional funds is best described as madness with method, but no merit.

Science center plans should be reassessed

Commentary by Albert Maurro, Orient Director

The issue paper which asks for serious consideration of an increase in the size of the college also asks for faculty and students’ support of the issues involved. One such issue is the proposed science center. The current plans calls for a 52 million, 138,000 sq. ft. science center.

The Governing Boards should take a close look at the science center and ensure that it would be sufficient to withstand any increase in the student body. Furthermore, the science center should be examined to assess the adequacy of its size and to objectively and successfully follow through with such a difficult decision. The science center building itself, there are complex questions about the need for additional instructional and funding.

As Director of Physical Plant David Barbour and Professor of Physics Elyo Laser, this situation is in the interests of long-term growth. Considering the school is looking at a new roof and the question of expansion and gradual growth is the trend anyway, building a new center now rather than later for enlargement or growth seems unnecessary.

The proposal also calls for

This is an issue that is more than a simple question of whether more students or more faculty are needed. It is one of how best to maximize the effectiveness of the student's environment. The Sills science center was intended to have a significant impact of the educational experience of the College. However, the Sills Center has been criticized for not offering an adequate learning environment.

The new science center plans should be reassessed. The plans for the new science center are a significant opportunity to ask questions about what the College really desire. There is a need for more space, and a new center is not only needed, but also desired.

Perhaps I am wrong about these issues, but this is the kind of open discussion that the issue paper on increased enrollment allows. The administration's proposal should be producing. What is more important is that the discussion should be listened to and respected.

If the Governing Boards have some of the same concerns as I do, it is necessary to raise these issues now, in the time to voice them.

Nor is it too late to voice concerns and objections about the science center. The present momentum may not be broken, and it is cheaper to stop a project now than to try to fix it later.
Friday, March 3, 1989

BONNIE BERRYMAN

**SPORTS**

**Women down Nichols 67-55, gain ECAC semifinals**

**MITCH PRICE**

OREST STAFF

Bowdoin men's ice hockey team will face off with the Merri- mark Warriors tomorrow night in North Andover, Mass. for the ECAC East Championship.

The Polar Bears advanced to the ECAC East playoff final with a hard-fought 5-1 semifinal round victory over Middlebury on Saturday, February 25, and a thrilling 7-4 semifinal round contest against American International College on Wednesday, March 1.

The Bowdoin men opened ECAC East playoff action last Saturday afternoon when they hosted the Panthers from Middlebury. Middlebury's young squad gave Bowdoin all it could handle but the Polar Bears came away with the victory.

The opening period of play saw only one goal, a Vin Miraoso tally at 14:22 that put Bowdoin on top. Kurt Liebich '90 and Chris Delaney '92 assisted on the play, and the Polar Bears carried a 1-0 lead into the locker room after the first period.

Middlebury quickly evened the score in the middle frame, as Dave Wheeler scored an unassisted on the power play at 2:55. The two teams then played even until midway through the period, when Bowdoin G-Captain Kevin Powers '89 converted a Polar Bear man-power advantage to put the Bears up 2-1. Powers' power play goal came on a breakaway from C-Captain Kevin Potter '89 and Brendan Hickey '88.

Bowdoin led 3-1 heading into a 2-1 after going into the third period, but in that final period the Polar Bears proved to be too much for the inexperienced Panthers. Bowdoin was appearing in the ECAC playoffs for the 14th consecutive season, while Middlebury was playing in its first playoff game since 1983.

The Bears scored three times in period number three to give them the final 5-1 margin of victory. Delaney had a pair of goals, with Miraso and Steve Kaskan '92 assisting on both markers, while Beat Chinn '91 (assisted by Jeff Good '91 and Thomas Johannson '91) had another Bowdoin goal.

Jansas was excellent in goal for Bowdoin as he made 34 saves on the afternoon. His counterpart at the other end of the ice, Truchon, was nearly as good in turning back 32 Polar Bear efforts.

The win was Bowdoin's 13th in a row and 20th on the season. The Bears improved their overall record to 20-3-1, while Middlebury finished its season at 11-11-2.

The victory also propelled the Polar Bears into the ECAC East semifinal round, where their opponent would be American International College (AIC). Bowdoin and AIC were co-champions of the ECAC East tournament for the second straight season. A year ago the Polar Bears and Yellow Jackets played to an incredible 4-3 OT finish, as Bowdoin rallied from a 3-1 deficit in the final two minutes of regulation time before winning the game in overtime.

Bowdoin and AIC squared off Wednesday night and the game proved to be every bit as exciting as last year's overtime thriller. An enthusiastic Dayton Arena crowd was on hand as the two teams battled for a trip to the ECAC East championship game.

Coach Terry Meagher came into Wednesday night's game without the services of two top players. Hickey, the Bears' leading scorer, had to sit out one- game suspension he received during the Middlebury game, while Liebich was out of action due to an injury. However, Trainer Bill Meagher made the Polar Bears ready for the Yellow Jackets and Bowdoin drew first blood at 3:43 of the first period on a goal by Delaney, assisted by Kaskan and Johannson. Bowdoin maintained this early cushion until the 15:45 mark of the period, when Ken Matz put A.C. on the board to even the score at 1-1. Delaney (Kaskan, Miraso) answered later with his second goal of the period to put the Bears back on top.

The two teams traded goals in the second period. Powers (Mike Cavanaugh '90, Johannson) dug the twine on the power play at 10:44 to increase Bowdoin's lead to 3-1, before Marc Luxier beat Jansas at 12:07 to narrow the margin to 3-2.

The final period turned out to be a wild one. Luxier scored again for A.C. to tie the game 3-3 with 2:30 to go, before Darryl Frenette gave the Yellow Jackets their first lead of the night at 9:21 on an end-to-end rush. With just over 11 minutes to play in regulation time, the Bowdoin blueliners found themselves trailing 4-3.

The Polar Bears were ready to hang up the skates just yet, though. Powers, noted for his "big" goals, got the equalizer for the overwritten (bears?) from way up north had nothing to lose and everything to gain.

Off they went. Nat Bungo, Fernando Jimenez, Pat Horgan, and Dan MacEachen of the Bears four-wrestled from 10:30 in the morning to 11:00 that evening, in a grueling individual round robin, double elimination set up.

Oh, if only you could have been there. Imagine, Horgan and Heister's trip scales in Bowdoin's favorable weight class. If anything, Horgan's performance was a dramatic performance. In the end the Bears did not lose. The Bears won 3-1, pulled, pinned and plastered Trinity and Amherst on their way to the championship. As a result, the coach held his first appearance on the court with a 3-1 victory. The Bears, who had 119 points, were just missing a top ten spot.

**Track teams tune up for ECAC's**

DAVE JACKSON

OREST STAFF

Members of the men's and women's track team travelled to Boston this past weekend for the Open New England meet, featur- ing teams from Divisions I, II, and III. Though neither team was far- enough to score a point against their strong competition, the men tuned up for this week- end's ECAC Championships.

On the men's side, the distance runners finished strong in the 3,000, 5,000 and 10,000 meter races. Peter Holtz '91 ran the 400 in a personal record 51.31, John Dougherty '91 ran the 800 meters in 1:59, Marty Malague '90 finished the 1200 in 3:12, and Bill Cal- jahan '92 ran the final 1600 meters in 4:26, also a personal record. The men's time was its fastest of the season. Coach Peter Slavenski re- marked, "The distance medley looked very strong. We're hoping to win it at the ECAC III's at Bates."

Co-captain Tod Dillon '90 finished 5th in the 10,000 meter race. His time of 35:57.69, was his best of the year. Dillon also anchored the 4x800 to ninth place in 7:51. His 1:53 leg followed Dougherty's 200 time, Holtz's 1:58, and Callahan's 1:58.

Two other Bears made the finals in their respective events. Co-captain Damon Good '91 finished 11th in the pole vault with an effort of 13' 6". Lance Hickey '91 placed 13th in the mile run with a time of 4:18.24. Jeff Mac '90 com- peted in the triple jump, but he did not qualify for his final. Tim Rosenkotter '89 also competed, but did not make the final, in the high jump.

For the women, the 4x800 team finished 10th in 9:41.9, the best Bowdoin time in 4 years and just 5 seconds off the school record. Melissa Quinby '91 opened the race with a 22.8, while the other three runners set personal records, Mar- garet Horton '91 with a 25.9, co-captain Rosie Dougherty '89 with a time of 22.3, and Kristen O'Keefe '90 in 22.3.

Co-captain Deanna Hodgkin '89 also finished 9th in the 5000 meters with a mark of 18:29, her best time of the year. Slavenski added, "Deanna is a great example of a student-athlete who won't back down in a cross-country injury. She will be one of our top finishers at the ECAC East."

Julie Schedel '89 also made the trip for the 20 lb. weight throw but failed to qualify for the ECAC finals.

Slovenski expects both teams to do well at the NEC III Division III Championships this weekend. The men travel to Bates, while the women go to Smith.

The following weekend, Farley Field House will be the site of the NCAA Division III Championships.
Squash sends trio to nationals

BLAIR DILS
ORIENT staff

The men's and women's squash seasons come to an end this weekend as three players will represent Bowdoin in the individual intercollegiate championships. The men's matches will be held at Dartmouth, while the women will travel to Philadelphia and the campus of the University of Pennsylvania.

The women fought to a 300 sea- son-winning ways were finally squeaked in the finals as the University of California-Berkeley team proved to be more than Bowdoin could handle.

Captain Pete Cook '99 ended his four-year career in style as he posted a 3-2 victory, leading the few Bow- doin winners.

On the women's side, co-captains Erika Gustafson '90 and Kristen Zwart '91 will travel to Penn for their nationals. Gustafson and Zwart are coming off successful seasons, highlighted by leading the team to a third place finish in the Division III Howe Cup. Zwart will be looking to end her four-season career in style while Gustafson hopes to improve upon her second place All-America performance of a year ago. Last year the junior was ranked 12th in the nation.

Bonnie Berryman
ORIENT Assistant Sports Editor
Basketball season has come to a close.

The men's team ended with style in a losing effort against the strong Williams College '89 team. Coach Hadden's squad scored 99-89.

The women's team lost a close game to the No. 15 ranked Cortland Polar Bears 72-70 in the first round. They will end the season with a 12-point loss to the No. 1 team in the nation, the Moline University of Iowa Hawkeyes. Coach Tim Gilbridge's Polar Bears matched Colby's best performance in a 9-0 victory, defeating Bucknell 8-8 and impressing everyone with their play on the court.

There were some tense moments in Wednesday's playoff game against AIC, as can be seen from the faces of these Daytona Arena faithful. Photo by Annalisa Schomelott.

Aquabears take third

CATHY STANLEY
ORIENT Staff
The defending New England Division III champion women's swim team traveled to Williams- town last weekend, looking for another strong showing.

The aquabears realized that goal, capturing third out of 26 colleges. "There was real team effort," said Coach Charles But. Judy Snow '91 qualified for the National Championships, swimming the 100 yard butterfly in 100.93. The Nationals were held at Notre Dame, March 10-12.

"We're looking forward to tak- ing her there," said Coach But. "Another pleasing part of the New England Championships was that a lot of the younger swimmers swam some of their best times," says Coach But.

Freshman Becky Palmer scored in the 400, 200 yard breaststroke, the 200 yard individual medley, and the 100 yard but- terfly.

Amy Wakeman '91 also scored in four events, and swam an im- portant role in the relays. Sopho- more Holly Clibborn swam well in the relay.

According to But, the senior women — Sarah Hartsock, Karen Zolnay, Liz Dietz, Laurie Small, Cynthia Harder, and Katie Farrington, "all did a terrific job." The Coach commended all the senior women on the team, saying, "We're going to really miss them. We appreciated the seniors — over their four years, they've been a real contribution. They've done a real fine job.

The men's team had the week- end off, in preparation for their hosting of the New England Cham- pionships, today, Saturday, and Sunday. The swimming began earlier today, with the preliminary trials being held.

In two weeks, Bowdoin will be hosting the Men's NCAA National Championships.

Hockey

(continued from page 11)

Bowdoin. He had to play in the game. Cavanaugh and Delaney assisted on Powers' second goal of the game and third of the playoffs. The goal ignited the Polar Bear fans and gave the bladersmen an emo- tional lift for the final minutes of regulation time.

The action was fast and fur- ious as each team knew that their season had come down to just a few short minutes. With 4:23 to play in the game, Bowdoin's Kashian netted what proved to be the game winner on an assist from Miraglia and the Dayton Arena crowd erupted!

A little over a minute later Delaney notched his third goal of the game (his 19th of the playoffs) on an outstanding individual effort. The unasisted tally put the Bears up by two with 3:24 left, but Polar Bear faithful knew not to relax just yet, as Bowdoin had rallied from a two-goal deficit to get the final period last year against AIC.

Chin dismissed any possibil- ity of A.I.C. miracle with a scoreless game with 44 seconds remaining. Kravuch drew the assist on the insurance marker, and in Coach Meagher six seasons behind the bench.

"It's a wonderful accomplish- ment anytime you get to a champi- onship game," Meagher said. "This team deserves it; it's a good team with good people." Meagher was quick to credit the Bowdoin fans for their ard- dent support of the Polar Bears Wednes- day night: "We really appreciate the fan involvement. It certainly means a lot at that point in the game [third period] and it gave us a big lift.

Bowdoin's opponent in the ECAC East final will be the Merri- mack College Warriors, twice this season beat- ing ECAC East Champions Merri- mack defeated Bowdoin in the championship game last year 4-1, so the Polar Bears will be looking for revenge Saturday night in North Andover, Mass. Game time is set for 7:30 p.m. at the Volley Athletic Complex.
Go U Bears!!

Women's hoops, Men's hockey vie for ECAC Championships

Hoops heads for Conn.

The women's basketball team, one victory short of tying the Bowdoin record for wins in a season, will attempt to break that record this weekend when they travel to Connecticut for the ECAC Division III mini-tournament. The Bear will face Salve Regina College in one semifinal, while top-seeded Eastern Connecticut State will meet Bates in the other pairing, both on Saturday afternoon. The winners will meet on Sunday.

The Polar Bears are enjoying one of their finest seasons ever, and are now sporting an 18-4 mark, second only to the 19-5 record posted by the 1976-79 team. A nice balance of youth and experience has proved to be the right mix for Coach Harvey Shapiro's charges. Senior tri-captains Kim Lemieux, Nicole Comeau and Stephanie Caron have all batted back from injuries to provide the necessary leadership on the team's stretch drive toward the playoffs. Lemieux is the team's leading rebounder, and Caron has picked up her scoring pace, leading the team in several late-season games.

Newcomers Stacey Bay, Cathy Hayes and Laura Martin, all freshmen, have made the adjustment to college ball in spectacular fashion. Hayes has proven herself a fine floor general and currently stands fourth in the nation with a 7.6 assists per game average. Bay leads the team in scoring with over eighteen points per game, and Martin has provided excellence off the bench all season.

Looking at the remaining brackets, it would seem surprising that Eastern Connecticut State was given the top seed after Bowdoin swamped them by sixteen points two weeks ago. Bates, however, handed the Polar Bears one of their four losses this season, by a 62-58 score, and the team would love a chance to avenge that defeat. The women did not play Salve Regina this season.

The ECAC bid is the first for Shapiro in his six years at the helm. A tournament victory would be a first for the program. Good luck in Connecticut!

It's Merrimack - here we go again

Here we go again. For the second consecutive year, and the fourth time overall, the Bowdoin men's hockey team will face the Merrimack Warriors. By virtue of their thrilling 7-4 comeback win Wednesday night over AIC (see page 10), and Merrimack's 12-1 whitewashing of UMass-Boston, the two perennial powers will meet at the Volpe Athletic Complex in North Andover, MA tomorrow night.

Few can forget last year's valiant effort at the same site, which saw the Polar Bears come up on the short end of a 4-1 score. But that was last year. Sparked by the veteran leadership of co-captains Kevin Powers, '89 and Kevin Potter '89, the inspired recent play of newcomers Steve Kashian '91 and Chris Delaney '91, and the dependable excellence of netminder Steve Janas '89, the liquor ride a 14-game winning streak into this year's championship game.

Merrimack, however, is no slouch. Sporting an overall record of 24 wins and 7 losses, the Warriors will be looking for a win to enhance their chances for a Division I NCAA tournament at-large bid.

A key factor that makes the Bowdoin faithful view the Warriors as beatable this year, however, is the loss of two-time All-America goalie Jim Hrivnak from the Merrimack lineup. The goalie has led the team to ECAC Championships in the past two seasons, but was declared academically ineligible in January. Merrimack does, however, sport a potent offense led by Rich and Plo, Andy Hellez and Mark Zillott, who have combined for 76 goals.

The Polar Bears hold a 2-1 edge over Merrimack in ECAC Championship games, winning in 1976 and 1978, and losing last year. Overall, the two teams are deadlocked at 24-24-3, but Merrimack has won the last four meetings, including a 6-3 victory at Dayton Arena this January. The Warriors hold a 10-4 advantage on their home ice.

The game promises to be an exciting conclusion to what already has been a magnificent season for the Polar Bears. A large contingent is expected to head to Massachusetts from Brunswick - so be loud and Go U Bears!

Steve Janas '89 pounces on the puck last Wednesday against AIC, on route to his 27th career victory in Dayton Arena. Photo by Dave Wilby.

1989 ECAC EAST HOCKEY TOURNAMENT

| #1 Merrimack | Merrimack 11-1 |
| #2 Bowdoin | Bowdoin 5-1 |
| #3 A.I.C. | A.I.C. 4-3 (OT) |
| #4 Babson | Babson 6-2 |
| #5 UMass-Boston | UMass-Boston |
| #6 Salem State | |
| #7 Middlebury | |

1989 ECAC Women's Basketball Tournament

| #1 E. Conn. St. | E. Conn. St. |
| #2 Bowdoin | Bowdoin |
| #3 SE Mass Univ. | Salve Regina |
| #4 Bates | Bates |
| #5 Trinity | |
| #6 Emmanuelle | |

$60.00 per hundred remaining letters from home! Details, send self-addressed, stamped envelope. Associates, Box 309-T, Colonia, NJ 07007.

Cathy Hayes '92, ranked fourth in the nation in assists, looks to add to her total. Photo by Dave Wilby.
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LAST CALL...
FREE BEER POSTERS
GREAT ROOM DECORATIONS - NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
A BOWDOIN TRADITION SINCE 1979
WINE - BEER - CHEESE - KEGS - ICE
The Cask and Keg
26 Bath Road, Brunswick, 729-0711, Mon.-Sat. 10 to 6
Too much tuition

This weekend, the Governing Boards will vote on whether or not to increase the tuition and fees of this fine institution by a whopping twelve percent. In hard dollars, this translates into a rise of just over two thousand dollars for every student. Such a drastic increase would be a grave error on the part of the Governing Boards.

Representatives of the college feel that they have several irrefutable reasons for this increase. Some attribute the sudden rise as corresponding to the "general rise of the economy." Silly us; we watch the news, and seem to recall the economy as being relatively stable recently. Perhaps we just switched the channel the night they talked about inflation rocketing twelve percent.

On a smaller scale, nearly all the advocates of the increase point to the necessity of keeping pace with the "colleges to which we compare ourselves." Dean of Planning and General Administration Thomas Hochstetler says that "we try to keep ourselves in line with other schools in New England." Keep in line? Only two other schools are considering an increase of more than ten percent, and schools like Amherst, Tufts, and Williams have proposed significantly smaller increases for the coming year.

Director of Admissions William Masters has the wonderful attitude of "there will always be a public who will pay." That's great, but if it means Bowdoin will become even more elitist than it already is, who needs it? Mason says that the new rates will be "difficult" for the middle class student, yet not difficult enough to prevent differential does that make? There will be plenty of under-qualified, but well-off students to fill the differential.

Bowdoin has made great strides recently in addressing the issue of minorities on campus. One can only wonder at what effect the drastic increase in fees will have on the minority recruitment efforts. The college is stacking the deck against itself: it seems more than likely that the low-income, minority student will take one look at the fees, and turn for other attention elsewhere.

We have a need-blind admissions process that is a wonderful asset. But a vicious new tool is being added to the arsenal of higher tuition leads to more need, which leads to more financial aid, which leads to less money available for other purposes, which brings us back to another tuition increase.

Proponents of the idea even have the gall to point to the outstanding debt of four million dollars on the Farley Field House as another reason for burdening students and their families with the new prices. It is fruitless, however, to ask why the project was so under-budgeted. What is done is done, but we question the wisdom of the college to point to its own mistakes in order to justify the increase. Finally, we urge the students to get up and fight. A well-publicized forum on the issue last night had an attendance of barely reached double digits. This is no time for apathy, this is a real crisis with very real consequences. The posters for the forum invited interested students. Everyone should be interested. We urge the Governing Boards to consider these issues seriously before approving such an increase. Find out what the students really want.

An increase of such magnitude would set a precedent that we all should be afraid of. Twelve percent, this year, but how much next year? Twenty-five thousand dollars in a few years is not such a ridiculous possibility. Bowdoin is among the top ten colleges in the country in academic prowess. That doesn't mean it should be in the top ten in price.

Crumbled Tower

By Brad Olsen

"TOWER TAKES VOW HE WILL NOT THINK IF HE IS CONFIRMED—Reads "Paradise TV" in New York Times the other day."

So I was going to write about the horrible, incredibly stupid and unprofessional behavior of C. Tower and his pseudo-liberalism within the press and Senate. I was just about to get the issue into objective perspective, laying it out against a backdrop of American values and human ethics.

"John G. Tower is, of course, simply an upright good of politician. A man of the people. A man who cares enough about the defense of his country so as to feel obligated to sell his classified knowledge to private defense companies, just to keep us extra safe.

A man with a zest for life. All of life, and therefore a man who sees no harm in knowing of way too many, probably, of things and then (oh, but that was in the '70's) or a bit o' vodka with his smoked salmon. All of life, and so wishes to spread his good cheer, his vitality with anyone including the ladies.

In writing about John J. Tower, I was going to mention the enemy, and their awfully justifiable righteous, Nunn and Co. to demand that the Secretary of Defense, the man in ultimate control of the Pentagon, change the most powerful man in American military defense, be a socially responsible, ambitious, moral person? Can they hope to change the foundation of a country? Do they want us to have faith in government? Have they learned U.S. history? George Washington and his slaves, FDR and his women; JFK and his women; the same Marilyn; Richard N. and G. Gordon Ronnald; and Oliver N. Our country was long ago smothered with the seeds of a real female revolution in power, wealth and spending, some citizens want to cut down a myriad healthy limb (phallic imagery intended).

Sam Nunn and others who agree with him are certainly wrong. What do they hope to accomplish by undermining our President's judgment (was I dead close enough to allay their fears?), weakening the moral facade of Capital Hill, and making things look bad for John G. Tower, but they are also calling into question America itself.

Tower's vodka will help the Russian economy: is Sam Nunn a fascist? Tower's scuttle will help the European Economic Communities. His special concern for women will strengthen Equal Rights! His extralegal interest in private defense companies will make us stronger and increase our Gross National Product. John G. Tower is America embodied and I for one would cringe to see the American Dream (all by the wayside in search of some abstract, metaphysical entity called morality."

(Any personal view is that the Armed Services Committee is the smooth, shiny hair.)

So, I was going to write about Mr. Tower but I realized the mistake I make, albeit factual and unblamed, might appear rather silly. The error was not mine, but the Tower's. This man gave me the notion of an editorial-type article to risk a chink in journalistic objectivity nor offend any reader. This is, using being aware of this, I decided against libel Sam Nunn and others who are suspicious of the Tower's stand and instead plan to write about smallhead.

Letters to the Editor

Exclusionary behavior

To the Editor:

Last week's editorial, "The Good and the best," really begins to consider this scholarship as a victory over foreign blackmailing and the radical liberals who embargo in said billing. A connection is made between those 50 (or so) people and the growing criticism of fraternities as if to imply that these criticisms are ridiculous, that fraternities are not proven by design examination and behavioral observation. The Orient seems to be saying that fraternity codes are not violating any egalitarian ideas; this school supposedly exists to promote. In fact, this semester's drop class adds to the divisiveness as they join Houses that either reject or support Bowdoin's purported values.

About half the drops went to fraternities that portray some form of exclusionary bidding. People can be denied a bid based on their sex, sexuality, social desirability, or preferred activity. This is not a problem so long as both the prospective undergraduates and the house members are aware of what is being done. All human social organizations practice some type of selection process whether they be law firms are a group of people who call each other friends. However, law firms are highly practice Shubin and while informal social groups covertly select themselves. For most of their history, and in most parts of this country, fraternities knowingly exclude, is that why fraternities exist in the first place? To the former Bowdoin, Enter Co-education. Enter (if only via tokenism) Minority Stu-
dents. Enter (marginally) non-discriminatory admissions. Enter (with a shrug) diversity. Fraternity exclusion practices are now illegal. Unfortunately, without exclusion fraternity can't exist. The glories of hindsight yield the obvious: overt fraternal exclusions become covert and the fraternities try to gone as before. However, there is now tension from three areas: the school administration, the "National," and from within, from members who do not fit the exclusion pattern but do not want to be the token. These pressures can cause fraternities to become reactionary, to firmly embrace their basic tenets. Or they can change, and cease to be fraternities. Several Houses have done (or are doing so), and have incurred great losses making the adaption to egalitarian standards. These houses (Not Fraternities) also get good bills of the semester's drop class. This may indicate that egalitarian organizations can work at Bowdoin. All the same, it is easier, financially smarter, and safer. It is also not being tolerated by several student organizations and the Administration.

In the face of this antagonism, the supporters of reactionism obtuse. They white-

wash. They talk about Valentine's day dances and Haunted Houses and other events which Student Action opposes, but do not make up for the fact that people get hurt because reaction has created a lie.

Reaction scamps. The Orient scapegoats someone who gets his pickles by calling them "reaction," a perfectly written thoughtful, if inflammatory articles. What business is it of the Orient what his name is? The Orient, rather than critiquing the actions of these points added in "To The Root" (Boys, if the Ballhogs could be called, any of these groups likes "cheap shot" and "libel"). Childish. Michael Kirk feels himself to be directly implicated. He sure seems to etc yet he reacted constructively with his letter.

Fraternities do not deserve praise for (Continued on page 13)
Letters to the Editor

New ARU

An Open Letter to the Bowdoin Community

The ARU Fraternity was founded over 4 years ago as a group of students who felt alienated from the social and fraternal scene. Many of these students were Jewish or Black and not allowed to join fraternities for that reason. Today, they formed, as named All Races United, had as its mission "Fraternity and Diversity."

The ARU's founding has undertaken many changes. It was at one time the largest house on campus. It has been the "football frat," the "druggie frat" and the "gay frat."

Now it is one of the smallest and its current members are faced with a problem. ARU has been weathed several crises, among them the purging of a large debt and the withdrawal of funds from the college. The members who fought so hard to bring ARU alive through these trials are now running out of energy. Several years of small drop classes has left a lack of new excitement and energy in the house, which ARU feels cannot be relieved by current members. Presently, ARU turned our backs on new fraternity which the current philanthropy hopes to preserve. The membership feels that it is extremely important to the Bowdoin community that there be a fraternity on campus which fosters these values.
The ARU offers and asks for your help with the following. ARU would like to meet with any group of students on campus, which feels that it has goals and values coinciding ours and which would like to join ARU on campus, and use the house and facilities at 326 Maine St. to found a new ARU Fraternity (effectively, with our help and advice, to become that driving force in the new revitalized fraternity). We offer you a chance to use the land, start and experience ARU to realize your own goals and help provide for Bowdoin that which we all feel is necessary. If ARU is the group, it would like a last gesture to make an effort to ensure tolerance and diversity at Bowdoin and it needs your help to do so.

If you are interested in or have suggestions about our proposal, please contact us soon. The under-signed represent ARU.

Caragh Fitzgerald Dick Lindahl
Nora Sturgis
Sue Mason
Cathy Carson
Bill Anderson
Dewitt Wilson
Dan Lind
Tim Guitman

Exclusion

(Continued from page 14)

their "exemplary behavior". They present (and now have) the opportunity to change gracefully, if they want to. Fraternities may have no choice but to change or disassociate themselves from the college system. The college may have no choice in a few years but to withdraw their financial support from the fraternities. However, the situation is not helped by the rhetoric of the Orient dumped on us last week.

Andrew Mishkin '89
Delta Sigma member

Shithaus speaks

To the Editor:

Shithaus wishes to say to you that "Shithaus" is a good and funny name and we all have a good laugh about it. They are able to deal with and respect a creative nickname.

I am not sorry for offending your love sense for mediocrity and conformity.

Love and tarantulas,
Dan Shithaus Hanahan

Tuition

(Continued from page 3)
dropping the level of unrestricted gifts, i.e., those that can be used for operating expenses.

There is also the outstanding debt of $4 million from the construction of the Faculty House.

At a meeting last night run by the Executive Board, student leaders hosted a discussion on the increase for a small number of interested students. After giving an outline of the plans and reasoning behind the proposal, the floor was opened for questions. Among points raised were the effect the increased tuition will have on students and the finances of the college (in terms of energy conservation and recycling).

Also brought up at the meeting was the possibility that Bowdoin students may in the future have to bear more of the brunt of costs, because Bowdoin's $140 million endowment is comparatively small to those of other colleges.

Hopefully, the need for thrift will be relieved to some extent with the endowment fund drive honoring the College's bicentennial in 1992.

Director of Admissions William Mason said the tuition increase "Among highly selective colleges, as long as allocations and costs are comparable, there will be a public who will pay, but concern other problems for middle class families."

Bowdoin will remain need-blind in its admission and financial aid policies, and Mason said this will avoid the problem of poor students being heavily affected by the increase.

Orient staff members Al Maurer and Rich Littlefield contributed to this article.

BLOOM COUNTY

Berke Breathed

Thanks

To the Afro-American Studies Program 20th Anniversary Symposium

First I would like to commend you on the organization and professionalism which surrounded all aspects of the events this month. After attending the second of the two lectures you sponsored I was thoroughly pleased with the quality and impact of each speaker's message. Both Mr. Gregory and the Honorable Mayor Henry Cisneros succinctly articulated that the time is ripe for "everyone to be an active member in confronting all individuals into American society. By adopting their words let us look forward to a bright future. Thank you again for opening my mind and hopefully the minds of others this month.

Adam Luxer '89
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Got the Dorm Food Blues? One call to Domino's Pizza will save you! We make and deliver hot, tasty, custom-made pizza in less than 30 minutes. All you have to do is call! So skip the cafeteria. Get your favorite pizza instead.

$1.00
$1.00 off any pizza purchase. One coupon per pizza. Expires: 3/12/89

Topsham  725-1400
Brunswick  729-5561

Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Limited delivery area.

725-1400
7 Second St., Topsham

729-5561
26 Bath Rd., Brunswick

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS FREE.
LISA KANE

O R I E N T  S taff

At the midwinter session of the Governing Boards last Saturday, the decision was made to raise the tuition and fees for Bowdoin for the 1990 academic year to $18,980.

According to Dean of the Col-
lege, Dean Jean Jarvis, "...it was a decision that nobody was happy about making, but the final consideration was the needs of the college.

"Student and faculty represen-
tatives were also present and given the opportunity to speak on the issue." The student Representative was Groce, who sent a letter of explanation out to Bowdoin parents last week, justifi-
ing what will come to a 12% in-
crease in tuition cost. He com-
mented, "It is a very realistic budget. Recent improvements that we have added...in size of faculty, in size of dorms, in modernizing science and computer equipment, for example...have generated some costs."

Richard Mersereau, director of Public Relations also provided a rationale for the increase. He com-
mented, "It is a real education and we have made the choice of moving in the direction of quality."

Mersereau explained that in years past the tuition was actually low, considering the annual operational costs for the college, such as addi-
tions to the Farley Field House, and that 65% of the college revenue comes from tuition fees.

Mersereau also explained that The Financial Planning Committee was guided in their decision proc-
ess by two issues. They wanted to ensure that the "need blind" ad-
missions policy, which ensures that perspective students are evaluated for admission prior to any financial aid assessments, remains intact.

The other major commitment that affected the final decision, ac-

ting to Mersereau, was in keeping faculty costs consistently in the 4th, 5th or 6th highest position out of a list of 17 other similar small liberal arts institutions. This would successfully fight the fierce compe-
tition for good professors, both from other colleges and from industries related to the field of democracy.

Attracting good professors is not the only concern. Many who were opposed to the tuition increase expressed their fear that it would further deter qualified candidates from low income backgrounds from applying to Bowdoin. Mersereau rejects that belief, insisting, "If you are good enough to get in to Bow-
doin then you should be able to help pay your way...it is important now, more than ever, that people realize that.

Mersereau, on assessing the effects of the tuition increase con-
cluded, "The price we now charge is not out of line with other colleges that do assessments that static, that are intact."

Grossen stated, "I think we've done the things necessary to do so that a jump of that percentage will not be a surprise next year."

He added, "At least that is our objec-
tive."

Bowdoin's increase among highest

MICHAEL TOWNSEND

ORIENT Assistant Editor

Bowdin's rapidly passed twelve percent tuition increase for the coming year is the highest such increase of "school tuition" which we compare ourselves" in the East. Here in Middlebury College is contemplating a 10.7% increase in fees, which would bring their total to $18,990, a scant ten dollars more than Bowdoin. Bates, mean-
while, has a 9.8% hike proposed, possibly pushing the tuition there to $18,430.

Among other schools, Amherst has passed a 6.7% increase, one of the lowest such rises in the East. Amherst's fees next year will reach $17,980, also among the lowest.

Wesleyan has approved an eight percent jump to $19,305 for '89-90.

Middlebury College, originally thought to have proposed an 11.2% increase, which would have been second only to Bowdoin, has since declined to release figures, saying that they have "not even a guess," even though figures were to be re-
leased in "mid-month." A comparison of the total in-
crease in tuition form 1981-82 to the present year shows that Bow-
doin ranks slightly behind in Maine rivals, Colby and Bowdoin, whose increases have run 8.7% in that span, while those at Bates have increased 8.6%, and Bowdoin's 8.1%. Other data shows that Amherst's has grown at a relatively low 7.2-9% while Swarthmore's figure is among the highest: 91.2%.

The general trend this year seems to be of one minimal in-
creases, or even tuition reductions, per-
sonal to last year. Bowdoin, which saw an 8.1% increase last year, is one of the few exceptions. Amherst, Middlebury, and Williams, among others, foresee a slightly lower per-
centage increase as compared to figures of last year.

Former model Ann Simonton

shows sexism in advertising

SHARON HAYES

ORIENT Staff

"We see, on the averaged 150 advertisements a day," said Ann Simonton, a radical feminist who spoke in Kresge Auditorium Tues-
day.

Simonton said the $10 billion ad-
ing industry is a "mass atti-
tude shape" which affects the thoughts and attitudes of everyone, especially the image of women.

Simonton is the co-founder of an organization, based in Santa Cruz, Calif., called Media Watch. This organization helps people become more critical observers of the media.

The group is against pornogra-
phy, but Simonton stressed they were not in favor of censorship in any form. "We believe in educa-
" she said.

Media Watch is pro-sexuality and nudity. She said, "It is not the sex and the nudity we are against it is the marketing of it." In her lec-
ture, Simonton stressed the connec-
tion between pornography and strict puritanism.

Simonton began her lecture, which was integrated in a well or-

The Various Governing Boards approve 12% tuition hike

**How does Bowdoin compare?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Percentage Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bowdoin</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middlebury</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bates</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesleyan</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amherst</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middlebury</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pam Butler

Special to the Orient

In an effort to generate an in-
centive to recycle and a greater aware-
ness of the importance of recycling, the Droids and Physical Plant are sponsoring a recycling competition that is open to all dorms and houses.

**Analysis**

The object of the competition is to have the greatest percentage of recycled paper and cardboard col-
lected each week and to have the highest score on the spot-checks, which will become a check on the amount of participation, and the demonstration of the dorm's or house's initiative in the collection of resources such as aluminum cans which are not collected by the custodians.

The competition will begin next week and will continue until this reading week. Every week the custodians of each dorm or house will count the number of recycled bags which contain only clip mixed paper (newspaper and clean paper), any bags which con-

Recyclers chasing paper

Clean pizza boxes will be counted if placed in a pile beside the recycling can. The dorm or house with the greatest percentage of recycled paper and highest spot-check scores will receive the grand prize of a pizza party.

Last October the town of Brun-
swick implemented a mandatory recycling ordinance into the town's curbside recycling program. The mandatory recycling ordinance is to serve as incentive to increase the percentage of Brunswick residents recycling paper, cardboard and glass.

I thought it would be interesting to find out how much Bowdoin recycling, which areas of the college were recycling the most and where all the recyclables were going.

At the end of the month weighing the recyclable bags of all the depart-
ments, apartments and four dorms,
Execs consider charter issues

RICH LITTLEHALE
OREINT Production Ass.

The focus of discussion at the last two meetings of the Exe-
cutive Board was on the ongo-
ing reviews of the College's char-
ter organizations. Every week each of the Exe-
cutive Board's subcom-
mitties holds interviews with sev-
eral organizations, examining their financial records and their contributions to the college com-
munity since the last review. The pur-
pose of these reviews is not to con-
grant the groups a new charter, but rather to deter-
mine whether or not any group has been so delinquent in its obli-
gations that its charter need be re-
voked. As of this writing a large number of organizations have been discussed and left with their charters unchanged; the pro-
cess will continue into next week.

On the subject of charters, the Exe-
cutive Board once again turned
their attention to No Cats. No Steeplechase, the College's newest
publication. In the time since they
received their charter, the pub-
lication's officers have recognized
a need for greater monies than the $50 allowed by the FC-1 char-
ter that they were granted. Sev-
eral weeks ago they initiated a
request for an upgrade to FC-1, permitting a total grant from the

Student Activities Fee Committee
in the neighborhood of $1200. The
concern voiced by members of the
Board was centered not so much on
the increase in funding as it was on the
feasibility of overriding the Board's Constitution, a measure
made necessary by the Constitution's stipulation that a chartered
organization must serve a one-
semester waiting period before
applying for a charter upgrade. The
proposal was made early because the
$630 in the organization's ac-
count was not sufficient to cover
anticipated publishing costs, and if
the standard wait was observed it
would be impossible for them to
put out an issue this year.

The Executive Board approved the
Constitutional override, but empha-
sized that only in extreme circum-
stances is such a measure taken, is it
unlikely to become common prac-
tice.

No Cats. No Steeplechase's next move
will be to go before the SAFC and
request the funds that the Exe-
cutive Board has made available to them with its
decision. They expect to have an
issue out some time after Spring
Break, with a run of approximately
700 copies.

Also of interest to the Exe-
cutive Board was the tentative request of
the Student Cafe, run out of the
basement of Baxter, to be allowed to

pay the students working there.
While no official decision was ren-
dered, it seems unlikely that such a
thing will be possible, as the
Constitution forbids chartered or-
ganizations to employ students.

Apparently the idea was raised in
response to the concern of mem-
bers of the Cafe, who were wor-
rried that the organization will fall
apart after those who began it leave
Bowdoin.

In other business, the Exe-
cutive Board:
• Noted that Bowdoin's Ex-
cutive Committee did pass the
$12 increase in tuition for the 1989-
90 school year. While no estimate
on next year's increase was offered,
the consensus was that it will likely
be considerable. Some members of
the Board said that they were
disturbed by the lack of notice they
had received concerning the in-
crease, leaving them little time to
organize student response.

• Received copies of the Fac-
ulty Committee on Athletics re-
port. While it has not been made
available publicly as of yet, high-
lights discussed at the meeting
include a proposal to include a
"D" grade in the College's mark-
ing system and to set minimum
grades necessary for participation in
athletics and extracurricular activities.
Professor Ishida recounts horrors of Hiroshima

ASAF FARASHUDDIN

Orient Senior Editor

I saw a very bright, blinding light in the sky. It was unlike anything I had ever seen.

About thirty seconds later there was a loud noise. It was a strange, ominous sound.

This is not an excerpt from a science fiction movie, it is the recollection of a survivor of Hiroshima, who has since found his way to Brunswick.

Tsunohi Ishida, visiting professor of sociology, was nearly 10 years old when he witnessed the atomic bombing of Hiroshima.

He was born in 1936 in Kure City, which is about 40 kilometers from Hiroshima City.

Reminiscing about life in Japan during World War II, Ishida remarked that he had somewhat of a different perspective since his father, Hidenobu Ishida, was a military officer. Living in a Naval Communication Station where his father was the Commander, Ishida experienced a very privileged childhood. Attendees, usually Navy officers, were there to meet his every need.

Despite this sheltered life, or perhaps because of it, Ishida began to notice the differences in social and economic status which existed in a militaristic society. He began to realize that the outcome of the war waged by this militaristic society could not be favorable.

During the war, Japanese students were required to attend summer school. Ishida was at school when, at 8:15 a.m. on Aug. 6, 1945, he witnessed the atomic explosion in Hiroshima, about 40 kilometers away.

The half day session of school was held according to schedule, and when he went home at noon, Ishida had no indication of the magnitude of the event they all had witnessed.

However, when he went to the river for a swim that afternoon, Ishida and his 3 brothers noticed the mushroom cloud over Hiroshima. He recalled that the black "changed colors and grew larger as the day wore on."

Late evening, the first survivor of the blast began to arrive in the village where Ishida lived. He noted that they had burns all over their body, and "it was not the kind of burn due to ordinary fire."

He recalled the misery of a young woman who had sought, and received, treatment for her burns. She died a week later.

During the next few days, survivors continued to stream into the village. They desperately sought aid and shelter from the villagers. "The first thing that survivors wanted was water. They went to the river immediately."

The next morning at school, the students were assembled before classes. The principal made a terse statement that "a new kind of bomb had been dropped on Hiroshima," and added that Japan had also developed these weapons but had not used them. The principal also warned the students to be cautious since other bombings were inevitable.

Ishida visited the city about two months after the bombing, and was amazed to find a few people living there. Hiroshima had been completely obliterated. He remembered that "we could not see any buildings left standing. It was possible to see one end of the city from the other. There was nothing but rubble and ashes."

All of the bridges over the seven rivers that transected Hiroshima had also been destroyed, leaving small, isolated enclaves scattered around the city.

The survivors had no amenities and very little food. They had built little huts to gain shelter from the elements. Most of their time was spent searching for food and trying to rebuild their shattered lives.

There was no civil administration or any other facilities. When asked if he saw any lawless marauders, as envisioned in movies, Ishida remarked, "no, the population density was very low and everyone kept to themselves. There was no interaction at all. Everyone was equally poor and just struggling to survive."

Recounting the bleak state of existence in Hiroshima, Ishida said "the lifestyle was similar to that of the stone ages. People had to light fires by rubbing sticks together. There was no electricity and even marches were a rare item."

Apparently, the residents of Hiroshima were warned a few days prior to the bombing when an American plane had dropped leaflets over the city. However, the Japanese military withheld information from the citizens and did not attempt to evacuate the city.

Ishida bitterly recalled that "if the military was truly dedicated to defending the Japanese people, they could have evacuated Hiroshima."

Despite the devastation, Hiroshima was soon rebuilt and was a thriving metropolis within 10 years. However, the memory of the bombing, and the War, has been seared into the memory of those who survived it.

Ishida said "if people are concerned about their future, they should not start wars. Nations should concentrate more on living peacefully."
How to get through college with money to spare:

1. Buy a Macintosh.

2. Add a peripheral.

3. Get a nice, fat check.

Now through March 31, when you buy selected Macintosh SE or Macintosh II computers, you’ll get a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple peripherals you add on — so you’ll save up to $800. Ask for details today where computers are sold on campus.

Apple Pays Half

Moulton Union Bookstore
Arts & Entertainment

Presidential musical spoof hits Pickard

LIZZ MILLAN
ORIENT Arts Editor

The curtain opened last night in Pickard Theater and George Ger- shwin’s “Of Thee I Sing” took over the stage. This Pulitzer Prize-win- ning play is presented by the Masque and Gown as it celebrates its 85th year.

As this play is, according to Joel Chadabe, “a big musical undertaking” it also boasts a large cast. More than sixty people have been involved with the production of the show.

Adding their experience to the stage are seniors Al Mauro as Louis Lippman, Kevin Wesley as Francis Gillooly, Peter Douglas as Matthew Arnold Fulton, and Todd Caulfield as Senator Carver Jones.

The role of the Chief Justice is filled by sophomore Vincent Jacobs. Sophomore Dave Callan grasps the stage as Senator Robert E. Lyons.

The play is choreographed by Craig Winstead ’91 and costumed by Donna Waterman. The dances and costumes are representative of the period. Examples of tap, jive, as well as other period dances add to the diversity of the musical. The musical direction is done by Cindy Hall ’89 and Arlen Johnson ’91.

The music, a rich source of various sounds, has proved to be a challenge. It is a challenge that has been met. “This musical is one of the most challenging Bowdoin has ever done, but it all pulled together in the end and every citizen as a responsible American should act now and come see it.” Chadabe said.

“Of Thee I Sing” was originally written and produced in 1931, through the time and effort of many individuals, it is brought to an audience in 1989. The curtain goes up tonight and Saturday evening at 8 p.m. in Pickard Theater. Tickets are available in the Student Activities Office or at the door.

Friday, March 10, at 3:7:30 and 10 p.m.
My Brilliant Career in Smith Auditorium.

Wednesday, March 15, 3:30 and 8 p.m.
Rosa Luxembourg
Directed by Margarethe von Trotta. Rosa Luxembourg is the story of the legendary leftist leader known as “Red Rosa,” whose extraordinary, active life involved her in most of the major movements of 20th-century radicalism.
Kresge Auditorium.

Sunday, March 12, 2:30 p.m.
Star Wars

All movies are free.

High tech music in Gibson

Joel Chadabe and Jan Williams creating their “high tech” sound.

Joel Chadabe and Jan Williams will perform a program of music Tuesday, March 14, at 7:30 p.m. in Room 101, Gibson Hall. Chadabe and Williams merge computer technology with percussion to form a unique blend of sounds.

The program will feature “After Some Songs,” Chadabe’s 1986 collection of short improvisational pieces based on jazz classics. “The merging of popular musical traditions with aristocratic traditions and, in particular, technology, has been an interest of mine for quite awhile,” says Chadabe, who teaches electronic music at the State University of New York, Albany, and Bennington College. In addition to teaching, he is president of Intelligent Music, a music software company.

Jan Williams, who frequently performs with Chadabe, is co-founder and director of the University of Buffalo Percussion Ensemble and co-artistic director of the North American New Music Festival at the State University of New York, Buffalo.

The performance is sponsored by the department of music.
**PERSONALS**

BEG - I'm cold. I need you to keep me warm. I love you. SP

RM - Let's not beat around the BUSH. You're a gullible and egocentric fool,... and although SHE doesn't really want you, we always will! HB - the Humdrum Boys

JOAN - I wouldn't want to be in anyone else's shoes - DAVID

DAVID - For you, I'd go barefoot. And anyway, it's hard to climb brick walls with shoes on - JOAN

JB, DH, JB, and other loyal fans: Thank you for your support! 'Til next time... - G

CONGRATS HESTERLAND - You've cooked de wabbit! PADRE DIRECTIVE #1: Bring your wetsuits!

MF - Congratulations for getting over I.W.Y.L.A.K. I'm happy you're happy, and we'll boogie 'til we drop soon, I promise. - your friend, The Epileptic Seal

MITCH PRICE - This personal is for YOU. You are one swell guy, and a heck of a reporter: I look forward to reading your hockey articles weekly. - Much love and adoration from one of your many fans.

E - Oh well! If God had meant for us to live serene, uncomplicated lives... he wouldn't have given us men! Here's to destiny! - M

ANN #4 - I know that you did the right thing, but I'll still miss you terribly. Freedom is never without a struggle, and we always can hope for future days.

**Recycle**

(Continued from page 1) and finding out how much paper is in circulation on campus (mail, newspapers, computer paper and Xerox paper), I determined that Bowdoin was recycling on average 26% of its clean, mixed paper.

I also visited the recycling center in Brunswick where all the paper is packed into huge bales and then shipped to various recycling centers to be used in making record covers, asphalt roofing paper, food boxes and shoe boxes. The recycled cardboard is also packed into bales and shipped to recycling centers to be used to make brown Kraft wrapping, and mixed with newspaper to make chipboard products.

Percentage-wise President Greason and Mrs. Greason are the champion recyclers on campus. The service bureau also recycles all of their waste paper. I weighed recyclables from the four dorms which put bags out to be collected. Although I am sure other dorms recycle, if there is garbage in with the paper/recycle bag, it will not be collected by the custodian and will go the the landfill with the other garbage. Hopefully the competition will generate a awareness of which can is the recycle can and this problem can be eliminated.

A total of fifty pounds of garbage were collected from all the apartment complexes during November. A spot check of the Pine Street and Harpswell apartments' dumpsters showed that about 20% of the garbage could be recycled.

If the mixed paper in the dumpsters was recycled, Physical Plant or TRA, a private company which also hauls our garbage, could possibly reduce the number of loads taken to the landfill each week, and it would save the college $380 a month.

The Dining Service is very concerned with the problem of waste management and they make every effort to recycle their cardboard and conserve the non-recyclable paper product. In the basement of Coles Tower they have a barker to pack the 210-240 pounds of cardboard they recycle weekly. The Dining Service uses paper cups in place of glasses because of a lack of space for large dishwashers. Maybe this could be something addressed when they plan to enlarge the cafeteria. In the meantime there are a few changes students could make when dining in the cafeteria which would help reduce the huge amount of paper thrown away. These changes would be: taking fewer napkins, using glasses or taking fewer cups and refilling them.

It is imperative as we face a looming future of overfarming landfills, resources scarcity, deforestation and a myriad of other non-environmental problems that we make changes in our lifestyles to protect and conserve the environment.

Bulger 89 is completing an independent study in Environmental Studies on Bowdoin's recycling efforts.

**Simonton**

(Continued from page 1) long as they are in full uniform." Simonton also addressed the persecution of racist and sexist stereotypes in the advertisements of African-American and Asian women.

She said advertisers play on the differences between the races and create negative images, further polarizing the situation.

Danielle St. Laurent '92, commenting on the lecture, said "Usually the first times you are introduced to something like this, the reaction is anger. Even though I have been introduced to this, I am still angry. The question is what to do with the anger. You have ideas, but it is hard."

"It triggered me and horrified me and opened my eyes to what I wasn't aware of," Morgan Evans, another audience member said.

Simonton and Moore participate in many protests and support civil disobedience. She says she gets away with it because they are anonymous.

Dar Hannah '90 said, "It makes me want to get involved."

**MID-SEMESTER MADNESS**

**PRIME TIME '89**

Friday, March 10 from 9 p.m. till 2 a.m. in the Moulton Union

Come to:
Win Fabulous Prizes!!!

At:
• The Price is Right game show, with proctor commercials and a chance to win a weekend vacation.
• A football tournament
• Senior game shows
• Pola Prof Dart Game
• The Global Trivia Game
• A REAL casino followed by an auction!

See and hear:
• "The Popular Twills" from Worcester (with the accompaniment of the Bowdoin horns)
• Miscellania
• Improbabilities
AND an array of campus bands
PLUS/EAT:
• Couch potato food in a homestyle kitchen
• Funnel cakes
• Ethnic dishes

All proceeds will go to The United Way of Maine and The Teford Shelter.

*Get Psyched and Get Mad!!!*
Sports

Aquabears nab third in New Englands

The Bowdoin College men's swimming team received several outstanding performances in order to capture a surprising third-place finish at the New England Division III Swimming and Diving Championships March 3-5. The Williams College Ephems placed five individuals among the top 10 point-scorers to easily outdistance the field. Tufts placed second. Freshman Frank Marston continued his dominance in springboard diving. Performing in his first New England championship, Marston earned a pair of first-place finishes in the one- and three-meter diving competitions. Marston set College and NE Div III records with his efforts, scoring 418.25 points at the one-meter level and 458.50 in the three-meter event. In total, 13 New England records were established over the weekend.

Next week in Orient Sports:

- Squash season wrap-ups
- NCAA Swimming championships preview
- Lacrosse team heads south

Hoop's rally falls short in ECAC finals

BONNIE BERRYMAN

The women's basketball team came so close to winning their first ECAC Division II title. A furious rally late in the game fell short, number one seed Eastern Connecticut State defeated Bowdoin 66-59 to win the title. The Polar Bears got to the final round of the playoffs by easily defeating Salve Regina 62-45 in Connecticut.

Shapiro's group outplayed S.R. in nearly every category. They never provided much of a threat, as evidenced by the 30-19 Bowdoin half-time lead.

Tri-captain Stephanie Caron, who has come on strong in the past few weeks, was the game's high scorer with 21 points. The senior also played very well defensively, finishing the night with 10 rebounds, another game high.

Freshman Cathy Hayes had a big night last weekend as she led with 9 assists and had fourteen points. This led to the match-up against a number one seeded E.Conn. squad.

E. Conn came out smoking in the first half, and had 33 points after the first 20 minutes. But had played good defense in the first half," said Shapiro. "They played well too and shot 60 percent in the half. Also, we were only 2-9 from the free throw line, and that hurt us."

Despite being down at the half, the Bears did not quit and played much better in the second half. A few times Bowdoin would go on a scoring run and cut the E. Conn lead, but, the Bears could not get the go ahead basket.

"We were only down by five with about two minutes to go," said Shapiro. "Then they got a three point play which put their lead up eight. There wasn't enough time for us."

Loading the way for Bowdoin was Hayes, with 16 points, highest in the game, followed by Kehr, 15. Three 3-point baskets helped increase her point total.

Right behind her was Caron with 15 points. She shot well from the floor, hitting 7 of 11 attempts.

Also scoring in double digits for the Bears was freshman Stacey Bay with 11 points.

Senior Kim Lemieux played well off both boards, grabbing four offensive and four defensive rebounds.

It was a class effort by a team that has played very well all year.

The outlook is bright for next season. Three star freshmen, Hayes, Bay and Laura Martin will return next year with a great deal of experience on their way to an ECAC title next year.

Bowdoin finished the season with an overall record of 21-4 and a 6th place finish in the ECAC East with record of 19-3-1. Despite the final game loss, the 1988-89 season was certainly one to remember. The 21 victories were one short of the collegiate record, the 4 losses were one away from the record for fewest defeats, the .827 winning percentage was the second best all-time, and the Merrimack loss snapped a 14-game Polar Bear winning streak (two shy of record).

Coach Terry Meagher, who led his team to the ECAC East Championship game for the fourth time in his six years behind the bench, was pleased with the season overall. "It was an excellent season," Meagher said. "One of the most exciting collegiate seasons that I've been involved with, as a player or as a coach."

With the passing of another season, Meagher has to say goodbye to another group of seniors. This year's seniors have achieved great success in their four years under the pines, including an 83-22-1 record, an ECAC East Championship, and three championship game appearances.

"The bottom line is that you need excellence leadership from your senior class to be successful," said Meagher. "We've got it."

The Polar Bears were backstopped this year by Janas in goal. Janas, in stopping 42 Merrimack shots Saturday, set a single season school record for saves with 775, while his career record of 49-7-1 and Dayton Arena mark of 27-1-1 are both Bowdoin bests which may never be equalled.

"Stephen's record speaks for itself," Meagher said in praise of his outstanding netminder.

Brendan Hickey '98 also made his mark in the record book this season. Hickey picked up two assists against Merrimack to give him a career total of 47 goals and 99 assists for 146 points. Hickey finishes his career tied with John McGeough '87 for most career assists, and tied with Steve Thornton '88 for second place behind McGeough on the all-time scoring list.

Hickey, according to Meagher, "had an outstanding year." Despite missing five games, Hickey led the team in scoring in addition to penning his name in the Bowdoin record books.

Co-Captains Kevin Potter '89 and Kevin Powers '89 were "two excellent captains who played extremely well for us," said Meagher. Powers finished up with a career total of 100 points, while Potter provided die-hard reliability for four years while accumulating 31 career points.

Brendon Sweeney '89 "played steadily and played well," Meagher said. "He came to the rink every day even though he wasn't always in the lineup. That's a hard thing to do."

Sweeney's career has been marked by injuries that have kept him out of action over the years, but the steady defenseman played in 13 games this year and last season and picked up a pair of points. Meagher described Sweeney as a "very important part of our team."

Tuam manager Rich Coombs '91 good-natured this year as well. "Rich was an important part of our success this year," Meagher said. "He's a good person who did a great job for us." We'll miss him."

Replacing this excellent senior class will be a difficult task, but the team returns a solid nucleus of good, young players next season. Meagher's future looks bright for Bowdoin hockey.

Polar Bears come up short against Merrimack in ECAC title rematch

MITCH PRICE

The Bowdoin men's ice hockey team ended one of its finest seasons ever on a disappointing note last Saturday in North Andover, Mass., as the Polar Bears lost to Merrimack 9-4 in the ECAC East playoff final.

Bowdoin jumped out to a 4-0 lead before the mighty Warriors scored 9 unanswered goals in the final two periods of play to capture their third consecutive ECAC East crown. Next year Merrimack moves up to the Division I Hockey East conference.

Mike Cavanaugh '90, playing in front of his hometown fans, netted a pair of goals for the Bears. Vin Meagher '91 and John Ashe '90 wore the other Bowdoin goal scorers. Six of Merrimack's 51 Merrimack shots in his last game in a Polar Bear uniform.

Bowdoin's Doug O'Brien '91 was the Polar Bears' leading individual scorer. O'Brien's 72 total points put him 17th on the overall leaderboard. O'Brien's fifth-place time in the 500-yard freestyle (2:42.88 seconds) set the College record in that event. Doug also teamed with Alexander Karn '92, Tom Francour '98, and Bob Paglione to set the College record in the 200-yard freestyle relay.

Karn set a mark of his own in the 50-yard freestyle. His time of 21.94 seconds in the finals of the event was the fastest a freshman has ever swum that distance.

Karn then teamed up with Tim Treadwell '90, William Hall '99, Rick Reinhart '91, to cover the 200-yard medley relay in 1:38.94 and smash the College record in the process.

Hall, Kevin Fitzpatrick '90, and Glenn Waters all swam personal-best times in the 200-yard breaststroke.

Senior goalieder Steve Janas smothered the pack during the Bears' season-ending loss to the powerful Merrimack Warriors last Saturday. Photo by Dave Willey.
Polar Bears race to sixth in ECACs

DAVE JACKSON
ORIENT Staff

In their last indoor meet of the season, the Bowdoin Men's Track Team finished 6th out of 20 teams at the ECAC Division III Championships at Bates. The Polar Bears' 33 points placed them behind only M.I.T (92), Cortland State (78), Bates (63), Tufts (54), and Fitchburg St. (41).

Three second place scorers led the individuals: Co-captain Damon Guerman '89 set a personal record of 14' 2" in the pole vault to finish second. Bowdoin's other co-captain, Todd Dillon '89, also earned a second place, in the 1500 meters, with a time of 3:38. Another second place came from Lance Hickey '91 in the 3000 meters, his time was a personal best 8:46.

The men scored in three other events. The distance medley team finished 3rd; Rob McDowell '92 ran the 800 meters, Peter Holtz '91 followed with the 400 meter leg, Marty Malagie '90 ran the 1200 meters, and Bill Callahan '92 ran the anchor leg of 1600 meters. Tim Rowenkerdt '92 finished 5th in the high jump with an effort of 6'7". The 4x800 relay team of John Dougherty '91, Alex Bentley '92, Ed Beggin '91 and Holtz rounded out the scoring with a sixth place finish.

Though none of the men have qualified for this weekend's NCAA Championships, to be held at Farley Field House, the successful indoor season gives them momentum for this coming spring's outdoor track season.

Polar Bear of the Week

Sandra Scibelli '89

Sandra will be representing Bowdoin this weekend in the National Track and Field Championships, in her specialty, the weight throw.

Track wraps up successful season

DAVE JACKSON
ORIENT Staff

An onslaught of personal records highlighted the Women's Track Team's showing at the ECAC Division III Championships at Smith. The team finished 12th out of 20 teams with a total of 16 points, but the individual times were the highlight of the trip.

Two runners earned fourth place for Bowdoin's highest finishers. Co-captain Dianna Hodgkin '90 took 4th in the 5000 meters with a personal best time of 18:12.27. Kristen O'Keefe '90 also set a personal record, placing 4th in the 800 meters in 2:21.24.

Bowdoin's only NCAA qualifier, Sandra Scibelli '89, finished 6th in the 20 lb. weight throw with a personal best throw of 12.15 meters. The 1000 yard team featured two scorers and two more personal records. Margaret Heron '91 finished 5th with a time of 2:47.97, while Gretchen Herold '90 placed 6th in 2:52.

Two of Bowdoin's relay teams also finished in the scoring. The 4x200 team of Melissa Quincy '91, Laurie Salkin '90, Mary Ogilvie '91, and Beth Hale '90 finished 6th, and set a personal record, with a 1:34.19 time. The 4x400 team placed 5th with a time of 4:43.08. Quincy, co-captain Rosie Dougherty '98, Heron, and O'Keefe ran their usual strong race.

With only Scibelli qualifying for the nationals, the rest of the women look forward to their outdoor season, which opens shortly after spring break.

$60.00 PER HUNDRED

remaining letters from home! Details, send self-addressed, stamped envelope. Associates, Box 309-T, Colonia, NJ 07007

H & T BUSINESS SERVICES
Word Processing Professionals
Term Papers, Theses, Resumes, Etc.
Pick up and delivery services available.
P.O. Box 628
Old Sheepsfoot Road
Newcastle, Maine 04553
(207) 563-1317

STUDENT & YOUTH AIRFARES

SPRING/ SUMMER RATES
BOOK THEM NOW!

 rims
Rounds Trips From Boston

Paris $470
RIO $570
Frankfort $470
Hong Kong $979
Sydney $1170
Tokyo $758
San Juan $524

From New York

London $380
Madrid $470
Oslo $510

Fares from most U.S. cities
Destinations worldwide
One way fares
Multi stop round-trip
Round-trip airfare
Fly America
Tours - Japan China Europe
Call for free information booklet!

The Student Travel Network

Cooks Corner
Brunswick
729-5555

Great Food in a Great Atmosphere
Enclosed Tropical Atrium
Daily Chinese-American Lunch Buffet Dinners 10 pm nightly
Lobsters, too!

Take Out Available Anytime
"HOW I MADE $18,000 FOR COLLEGE BY WORKING WEEKENDS."

When my friends and I graduated from high school, we all took part-time jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and hamburger joints, putting in long hours for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one weekend a month and two weeks a year. Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army National Guard.

They're the people who help our state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an important part of our country's military defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such an important job, they're helping me make it through school.

As soon as I finished Advanced Training, the Guard gave me a cash bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting another $5,000 for tuition and books, thanks to the New GI Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Army Guard paychecks. They'll add up to more than $11,000 over the six years I'm in the Guard.

And if I take out a college loan, the Guard will help me pay it back — up to $1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000 — or more — for college for just a little of my time. And that's a heck of a better deal than any car wash will give you.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO. SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE 800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS COUPON.


6: 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense. All rights reserved.

MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015

NAME: ____________________________

ADDRESS: ____________________________

CITY/STATE/ZIP: ____________________________

AREA CODE PHONE: ____________________________

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: ____________________________

OCCUPATION: ____________________________

STUDENT, HIGH SCHOOL, COLLEGE PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE: YES NO

BRANCH: ____________________________

RANK: ____________________________

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

Americans At Their Best.
Opinion

Wake up Governing Boards

Over the last weekend, the Governing Boards held their annual Midwinter meeting and made two large decisions, which will seriously affect Bowdoin in the future. First, they approved a twenty percent increase in tuition and fees for the coming year, and, second, they allotted a large sum of money and gave their seal of approval to plans for the Science Center. Ground will be broken for the project this spring.

The pros and cons of both these ideas were discussed in this space, and throughout the paper, last week. It is now too late for discussion — the issues are decided. What saddens and angers us, however, is the apparent unwillingness of the Governing Boards to listen, or even consider listening, to the opinions of students and faculty on these issues.

The tuition increase affects every student, yet the Boards timed their announcement of the proposal in such a way as to eliminate any opportunity for students to voice their views. The Executive Board was made aware of the proposed increase last Monday, and did their best, with what little time they had, to spread the word to the general student body. Posters were put up by Tuesday afternoon advertising a Thursday evening student forum to discuss the issue. But it was a classic case of too little, too late.

We can hardly fault the Executive Board for their inability to organize a responsive meeting in just five days. Even six days from the time they first heard of the idea to the time the increase was approved by the Governing Boards. Only a handful of students showed up to the forum, but it was difficult during this hectic time of the semester for students to find time for such a meeting with two days notice. Even if the forum had been well-attended, what could the Executive Board have done? The vote was thirty-six hours later, certainly not enough time to prepare any strategy.

It is obvious, regardless of the turn-out at the forum, that the majority of the community felt very strongly about the proposed increase, but it seems to many that we had barely begun talking about it when the Governing Boards passed it, half the committee, and left town.

The same is true for the proposed Science Center. While the idea is a good one, there are drawbacks to the plans, and it seems to us that more discussion was needed on the issue. Not the Governing Boards, though: what seems right to them, what seems right to us, to be “in the best interest of the student body” to them, is the truth. Matter closed.

Is this the attitude we want taken by the people who essentially make the most important decisions regarding Bowdoin College? If the goal of the Boards is to serve the students best, shouldn’t one of their primary concerns be the opinions of those students?

And what about the faculty? They have opinions too, and with that goes a right to be heard. There was not even a faculty meeting last week for them to give their views on these issues. It is evident that they felt strongly as well, but their voices, like ours, have fallen silent, defeated.

In the future, the Governing Boards will be considering other issues, like the expansion of the school, that directly affect the students and faculty. We hope that next time they will take the time to listen to the voices of the community, that they will not simply believe what they are doing will be whole-heartedly approved. We hope that next time announcements about major “proposals” will not be sprung on us just days before they become realities. We just wish we didn’t have to wait until “next time.”

Under the Fines

by kevin wesley

Opening Night

Tonight, I’ll pace around the bottom of Pickard Theater, silver-haired and ruddy-lipped. Tears will be streaming down my cheeks, not only from an emotional distress, but because I can never put eyeliner on without crying.

It’s Opening Night.

But tonight in a special Opening Night, for it’s my last musical as a student. When the curtain rises and I can hear the crowd chattering, when the pit band begins playing and we sing our opening notes, it’ll be the time for first times.

Theatrics is a funny profession. Actors rehearse for weeks or months at a time, throwing in long hours for little or no money, all for a few nights of limelight.

But we can’t stay away.

I never realized it way back in seventh grade, when my best friend convinced me to try out for the Drama Club with them. I’d end up spending so much time in the theater.

In high school, the theater was not only our workplace for most of the year, but also our social hangout as well. All of us ate together, took classes together, and rehearsed together through February vacation, late nights on weekends for the shows.

But now that’s all coming to an end. Sure, there are community theater and rep companies, but this has been my last chance to sing and dance and act with a group of people.

Now, like in high school, we complain about midterm, planet class parties and make fun of silly costumes. We still pass out flowers to each other, give each other hugs before we go onstage and snare out those shaky scene backstage, worrying if so-and-so will remember that one nagging line.

The thrill of Opening Night is still there. The adrenaline starts pumping, and the tension mounts when it gets closer and closer to showtime.

When I started acting ten years ago, Opening Night was at the old Memorial Junior High School. We were doing “Oliver!” and I was thrown into a role of Mr. Sowerberry at the last minute. Although I went fine, I remember being concerned about what kind of a start I was getting into show biz.

I wasn’t too excited about playing an undertaking.

Things picked up. I now played an effeminate beauty salon worker in “Mame.” I figured things could only get better, and they did.

My two most favorite Opening Nights were in high school. Sophomore year, I played the Tinman in “Wizard of Oz.” However, Opening Night was really an Opening Day, since our first show was a matinee for the elementary school kids in the wings.

The part was also the most difficult, since after I appeared in the opening scene as a farmer, I had to throw on 60 pounds of costuming in ten minutes to become the woodman without a heart. Unfortunately, the costume room was on the opposite side of the stage from where I exited.

To facilitate the change, I needed three assistants, one of which met me as I strode off stage right. We then ran around back of the stage, stripping off our sweats and Straw hats, dripping with my costume.

When I got to the costume room (in my underwear), one assistant had a pair of tights and a gray thick shirt waiting for me. The other was busy putting on my armor, which consisted of metal breastplates, arm and leg guards. A real funnel and axe completed the costume.

At the same time, my arms, hands and hair were being sprayed by gray hair color.

As I rolled down the aisle to make my entrance, I could here kids in the audience gasp, “There he is! There’s the Tinman.” They were climbing on the seats trying to get a better glimpse while their mothers screamed and pushed, “Get him down and be quiet.”

The show went wonderfully, and we came off stage ready to go out of costume and go home for the night.

To our surprise, hundreds of kids had stayed, waiting for us to come out. They all had their programs and came up to cast members asking for autographs. Parents quickly grabbed cameras and taped photos while we struggled to keep up with the demands for John Hancock.

Never before or since have I felt that way. To those kids, a storybook fantasy had come alive and we were actually able to meet the guys who appeared on their TV sets once a year.

My other favorite Opening Night was senior year, when we did “My Fair Lady,” in which I played Prof. Henry Higgins. The week before the show, my grand father had died, and the cast held rehearsals without me for five days.

When I returned, the cast worked harder than ever, and by production week, we were more than prepared for the show. Opening Night jitters were mixed with an overwhelming sense of confidence. We were eager to go on, and ready to face any audience that appeared.

The cast included three seniors, including myself, who had been close friends for three years. We were members of the “Breakfast Club” that had a habit of skipping Physics class to go and have a cup of coffee in a local pancake house.

Prior to the show, the ensemble gathered in a classroom for Cast Circle, a traditional event in which we would stand in a circle, holding hands and talking about the show and the people who would be there. Possible. After an emotionally-charged speech, I broke down crying, not because of the eyeliner, but because I realized this was it — the end of an era.

The show went on to be one of the best ever at the high school, because the cast had made sure the production was a great one.

They also dedicated it to my grandfather.

So after ten years, tonight will mark the end. “Ode to I Sing” will probably be the last line for the show, but shows will go on. They must go on, if only for an Opening Night.
Letters to the Editor

Oriental editorial criticized

To the Editor:

The last issue of the Orient contained two editorials criticizing the "business-oriented" approach that was said to be reflected in the newspaper. Writing in the last edition of the Orient was a letter from a member of the Board of Directors who disagreed with the views expressed by the two columns. According to the columnist, who is a member of the Board of Directors, there was a need for the newspaper to focus more on substantive issues and less on "business-oriented" matters. The writer of the letter expressed concern about the direction of the newspaper and suggested that there should be more space for critical commentary on important issues. The writer concluded by stating that the Orient should be a more influential voice in the community.

Equal rights video shown

Equal rights video shown

To the Editor:

During the week, the Oriental American Society was sponsoring a presentation of Eye on the Prize, a documentary depicting the African American struggle for equal rights. Reasons for the selection of this particular video are to shed light upon the Civil Rights years, the major events that occurred, and the significant people who took part.

As Michelle Freeman and I were preparing a program utilizing clips from a series of Eye on the Prize, we decided to show the entire documentary campus-wide. However, the campus-wide advertising has been hindered in several cases. For example, we sent a letter publicizing the program the Board of Oriental to appear in latest Friday's issue, but it did not appear due to "mixups" on behalf of the Oriental.

Basketball captains thanked

Basketball captains thanked

To the Editor:

This season the women's basketball team has enjoyed a 19-5 record. The season would not have been as successful if it were not for three dedicated seniors. The triumvirate of Kim, Monica Caron, and Nicole Comass have been instrumental in contributing to the basketball team's progress. They have stood every minute of every game, and we couldn't have done it without you.

Terry L. Stevenson, '92
Michelle R. Freeman, '92
Note: The remaining three episodes of the Prize will be shown March 13-15 at the Alumni Center from 7:30 p.m. each night.

Improvs want more games

Improvs want more games

To the Editor:

While appreciated Michael Townsend's recent article on the Improvisables, I disappointed to find that the article left out most of the group members' names. The Improvisables consists of Michael Libonati, David Spohr, David Callan, Lisa Kane, Joanna Doon, Will Combs, and Julian Boyd and Michael Schwartz, who are away this semester. In addition, the Improvisables have been guest performers for the Improvers, which is a group that the Improvisables have collaboration with. I thank you for your understanding.

Teresa A. Farghely, '92

Correction

Correction

Due to a production error, Orion Personals did not run last week. They are printed elsewhere in this issue.
WE'D LIKE TO DELIVER
THIS HOT LITTLE NUMBER

In pizza, it's got to be hot to be good. And ours is always hot because we
deliver in 30 minutes or less, guaranteed.

Call us.
725-1400
7 Second St., Topsham
729-5561
26 Bath Rd., Brunswick

$1.00 off any
pizza purchase.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 3/19/89

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary.
Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less
Facility discusses athletic report

ALBERT MAURO
ORIENT Art Director

A report of the Athletic Committee was presented at the faculty meeting on Monday, and two of the report's recommendations were sent to committees for further discussion.

Professor of Mathematics Wells Johnson, chairman of the committee, presented the recommendations to the faculty and asked that they further consider adding an extra seat on the Athletics Committee for a coach and adding a new grade between 'P' and 'F' that eligibility requirements may be instituted.

"Attacking the problem through changes in admissions is too indirect," said Johnson. "We ought to address it through academic means."

"I don't like the idea of eligibility being tied to grades," said James Hodge, professor of modern languages.

The recommendation was unanimously referred to the RECORDING Committee, with a report expected next week.

The recommended eligibility requirement would apply to any extracurricular activities as well.

Earlier, in new business, Daniel Levinsohn, assistant professor of government, said that although he supports coaches being faculty, the faculty not having any policy powers over athletic programs is troubling. "Athletes can vote on a class's constitution, but the faculty can't vote on a sport," he said.

The recommendation was sent to the Committee on Committees.

Wells Johnson, professor of mathematics, reported on the recent Governing Board meetings. He reported that the budget has run a deficit of $2 million over the last two years and another $2 million deficit is expected this year.

(Continued on page 8)

Sasaki Associates to design student center

Sasaki Associates of Watertown, Mass., has been named proj ect architect for Bowdoin College's new campus center, Dean of the College Jane L. Jarvis has announced.

The campus center will be housed in Hyde Cage and the Curtis Pool Building, which were closed in fall 1975 when the William Farley Field House and a new 16-lane swimming pool opened. Preliminary plans for the complex include student lounges, mailboxes, a café, a dance studio, space for entertainment and dancing, and a bookstore.

In January the college received a $200,000 gift for the campus center from Rosamond Allen of St. Peters burg, Fla., the granddaughter of Civil War hero Joshua L. Chamber lain, who served as Bowdoin's tenth president and as governor of Maine.

Sasaki Associates is an architectural firm that designed the project architect for the college's new campus center.

The firm has prepared campus planning and architectural services to more than 150 schools, colleges, and universities during its 36-year practice. In addition to Bowdoin, Sasaki has completed projects for Brown University, Yale University, Brandeis and Northeastern, and recently completed a major redesign of the campus at Western Washington College in Rock Springs.

Orient wins collegiate newspaper award in LA

The Bowdoin Orient recently won a second place award for front page coverage by the Associated Collegiate Press and College Media Advisors. The award was presented at the ACP/CMAs fifth annual National Conference for the College Press in Los Angeles.

The award was based on the front page of the Orient published on Feb. 10. The page included articles by Michael Townsend '90, Lauren Smith '92, Sharon Hayes '92 and Kevin Wesley '89 and a photographs by Marc Hartz '92.

This page was designed by Wesley and Townsend.

Cloutier '90 returns from Vietnam

KRISTIN ZWART
ORIENT Contributor

After his two-week trip to Vietnam in late February with the Vietnam Learning Group, Kevin Cloutier '90's back at Bowdoin with not only lasting memories but also invaluable impressions of Vietnam.

During the two-week trip the Learning Group, consisting of high school students from around Southern Maine and five Vietnam veterans, toured both North and South Vietnam. They went to Hanoi, where they visited a high school and a cooperative farm. Then they went to Da Nang, where they saw China Beach and Marble Mountain, and Hue, where they visited the Hue Citadel. Then they traveled to Ho Chi Minh City, where they toured the city, a hospital, a school, and the Cu Chi tunnels. Their last stop was in Dalat, where they had a tour of the various city quarters.

The following is based upon an interview with Cloutier after his tour. It is not necessarily a verbatim account of his statements, but is a structured compilation of the interview.

Q: What was the impact of the trip?

Cloutier: The main reason for the trip was to find out about the Vietnamese people. It was mostly a sociological type of visit but we also got a lot of chances to see what they thought of American students.

Q: Were you well received?

Cloutier: Everywhere we went we were just flocked to by everybody. They were always coming up to us, asking us where we were from...and as soon as we would leave.
Exec Board reviews campus organizations

RICHARD LITTLEHALE

The ongoing process of charter review dominated this Monday's meeting of the Executive Board. Findings concerning over a dozen of Bowdoin's chartered organizations were turned in by the committees conducting the interviews. As of yet, only one charter has been revoked, a move that was anticipated by both the Board and the group holding the charter.

The Student Admissions Volunteer Organization, a group of students who meet with potential applicants and their parents to answer any questions about the College, are the admissions process that they might have, were taken off the roll of chartered organizations by a unanimous vote. Losing their charter won't effect SAVO's operation, however; they have been funded primarily by the Admissions Office for some time now. Because they don't need SAFC funding and work exclusively with Admissions, SAVO's charter has been a formality since last semester.

The student-run Coffee Grounds Cafe has caused concern among members of the Executive Board of late, last week with its request for permission to pay student employees, and this week with the report given by the review committee that spoke at the meeting. After having granted a charter, there was an understanding that the original $500 made available by the SAFC would be a starting push only, and that the Cafe would support itself thereafter with profits from food sales. This semester, however, they were granted an additional $500 for the purchase of more food and equipment, and are selling some items far below cost. Members of both the Executive Board and the SAFC will be meeting with representatives from the Cafe soon, and further action will be based on that meeting.

Finally, the Bowdoin Greys were denied an FC-3 charter by the Board this week, and will soon be taking a more active role in the community. The Greys, subscribers to the world wide political movement bearing the same name, concern themselves primarily with issues involving the preservation of the environment. They have been meeting regularly on alternate Wednesdays in Chase Barn, and plan to continue to do so under the charter.

The Executive Board voted to override the Constitution and extend the period of review until April 10th, due to the difficulty some committees have had meeting with their list of organizations.

In other business, the Executive Board:

- received word that the installation of nine new streetlights has been approved. Work will commence soon. The additional lights are being provided in response to a request to make the campus brighter, and therefore safer, for late-night pedestrians.

- was told that the response to the student survey concerning the purchase of a second shuttle for runs to Cook's Corner and other nearby locations was insufficient to justify the expenditure.

- noted that in Cats' Neck Stables, the photo-litho publication that received an unusual charter upgrade last week, received $510 from the SAFC.

- received copies of the William Cumin Health and Sex. The books will be photocopied and relevant sections distributed to concerned groups on campus for review.

Students present papers at conference

MONIQUE DA SILVA
Bowdoin News Service

While men have come a long way in the academic sphere, the male presence in the Women Studies meeting Thursday, the men in the Women Studies meeting Thursday have not been as evident. Some men did participate in the meeting, according to a paper co-authored by Steve D. Weatherhead '90, of Caribou, Maine, and Lilian P. Flotte, assistant professor of sociology at Bowdoin College.

Weatherhead presented "Husbands' participation in childcare: A Longitudinal Perspective" as part of a panel discussion on "Equality in Public and Private Spaces." at the fourth annual women's conference at Colby College in March. The conference is subtitled "Feminist Unity and Diversity.

Fellow Bowdoin students C. Suzanne Cole '89 of Wayne, Pa., will present her paper, "Description and Evaluation of Men and Women: The Example of Acaemic Letters of Recommendation," during a round-the-clock discussion on the topic.

This paper does not suggest the real reasons for the lack of the husbands' participation in childcare, but does document that husbands in Maine do not do much in childcare," explains Weatherhead, a sociology major and government minor.

"Of the 140 husbands who were interviewed, most noted that husbands provided little assistance in finding childcare or in transporting the child to the childcare facility. While most of the mothers interviewed had held a job at some point, the husbands remained in the role of the primary breadwinner and did not share the childcare responsibility.

"Our study is based on data that professor Flotte collected about three years ago. There is nothing out there on the husbands' involvement in childcare, we are finding out things that have not been previously documented."

"Contrary to popular conceptions, " says Flotte, "men are more involved in childcare—and there clearly are some men who provide a significant amount of childcare—the major burden still resides with the mother, regardless of the socioeconomic level."

"The study, as it is based on information collected over a period of time, suggested that some men provide some childcare for some time period, but that the mother is still the long-term caretaker."

Cole's talk will take a general look at the position of women in academia and how language is used to evaluate men and women, "says the sociology/environmental studies interdisciplinary major. "It will examine data on what other people have done, as I have not collected enough data at this time to draw conclusions."

I'm trying to determine how language is used to describe academic candidates, with specific emphasis on gender. As my sample I am using 86 letters that were sent to the sociology/anthropology department during the last few years. I have permission from the authors and the subjects to read these letters, and I am breaking them down to compare the candidates, intellect, teaching ability, research ability and personality."

"Using these as my guidelines, I will determine whether women are judged and described differently than women whether men are described as better researchers, women as better teachers, or whatever will be proven by the data."

The study was initiated by Cole's advisor, Professor Flotte, and Assistant Professor of Sociology Susan E. Bell two years ago.

"There is practically no research in this area," says Flotte. "Yet there are indications that men and women express themselves differently and are described differently. Unfortunately, we know nothing about the effect this has on something as important as a letter of recommendation, which may affect someone's job opportunities."

"This conference offers Steve and Suzanne the chance to present their papers in a professional setting," says Flotte. "This opportunity does not arise often for undergraduate students."

Why settle for a grain of truth when you can have the whole beach?

Mail this coupon, or call 1-800-FIND-US in Illinois, (312) 941-4114.

Northwestern University Summer Session '89
Think or swim.

2005 Sheridan Road Evanston, Illinois 60201-2560

Save me a seat. Send me a free copy of the Summer Session '89 catalog with financial aid and registration information (available mid-March).
Please send the catalog to □ my home □ my school.

Name
School Address
City State Zip

Phone Number

Mail coupon to Northwestern University Summer Session '89, 2005 Sheridan Road, Evanston, Illinois 60201-2560.
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Arts & Entertainment

Of Thee I Sing rescued by talented cast

LIZZ MILLAN ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT Editor

There was music and great theater on March 11 when The Casco Bay Singers presented their annual spring concert at Bowdoin.

The performance of "Of Thee I Sing" was a fitting tribute to the 25th anniversary of the Casco Bay Singers, a group that has provided entertainment and enjoyment for generations.

The cast included a variety of talented performers, each bringing their unique talents to the stage. The music was energetic, and the acting was impressive.

A special highlight of the performance was the rendition of "When the Saints Go Marching In," which brought the audience to its feet. The enthusiastic applause was a testament to thequality of the performance.

The members of the Casco Bay Singers were to be congratulated for their hard work and dedication, which resulted in a truly outstanding performance.

The crowd was captivated by the combination of music and storytelling, with the performers bringing their characters to life with passion and energy.

The performance of "Of Thee I Sing" was a wonderful celebration of the Casco Bay Singers' 25th anniversary, and a testament to the power of music and the theatre.
Cloutier sees difference between North, South Vietnam

(Continued from page 3)

out we were from America, I don't know man said to me "Old America #1, Vietnam #2, Soviet Union #3." That was in the North. The North has much more Russian influence than the South. The two are really different.

Q: What's the difference between North Vietnam and South Vietnam?

Cloutier: The South is more capitalist, it's more Westernized, and it's busier. In the North they have a real sense of nationalism and tradition. You see more traces of ancient civilization like pagodas and old buildings. The people seem to be more patriotic and less apt to talk about the war. In the South, since that was where the Vietnamese was located, they didn't seem to strongly support communism. When we asked about it, they didn't really talk about it but said that they have to live by it...They're more money-oriented because they had the Americans and the French in South for so long and they just started to understand how poor they're country is.

Q: How's the Vietnamese politically conscious?

Cloutier: I think they were in some ways however, the Northern people were nationalistic in their politics. In the South, they were conscious of the politics, but I don't think it affected them. So they knew it existed, and from the American influence, they knew or thought it was a good system. I don't know if communism is good for that country, but since the country is so poor and they largely depend upon such things as rice production, I don't know if anything else could exist. People don't really get involved, they just have their jobs of kind, they grow their rice and that's it.

Q: Why did Vietnamese vets react to the visit?

Cloutier: They were glad when the trip was announced. When we were going through all the tours, they stood in the background. I think they were wondering about what they thought they had a lot of fun. One of the Vietnamese vets said that he thought the Vietnamese people just needed a strong infrastructure to expand because they don't have anything else to base themselves on. Some said we were U.S. should help them, and some said that we should stay out of it.

Q: What about the students on the trip. How did they react?

Cloutier: A little less than half were children of Vietnamese vets. They really got into meeting Vietnamese high school students, hanging out with them and getting to know them really well. One of the guys on the trip, Fat, he really loved Vietnam. He wanted to stay there; it's [his] because when you're over there, you get the feeling you can stay there forever because the people are always coming up to you, you're the center of attention, you have the most money, you look different, and they just want to talk. We had hundreds of people standing around us all the time and you didn't even have to see anything. You just had to talk to them and try to ask them questions. We didn't have anything to really talk about so we started teaching them to count in English and they taught us to count in Vietnamese. If we [messed up], they'd just laugh! There was a really jovial attitude between us...The final night we were there, they came over to the hotel room and we sang songs together, like

"We Are the World." Then at the end, they gave us all presents, and when we tried to give them stuff like tee-shirts and hats, they said "no, we don't want anything." Obviously your personal experience during the trip can't be compared to your father's experience in Vietnam, but how did his stories and descriptions affect your visit?

Cloutier: Well, what he told me and what happened to recover there were two totally different experiences. His was a war experience where he was hiding all the time and mine was one where I was meeting Vietnamese people. How he described it, with half the rice, half the pajamas, and the culture, was the same. Nothing had changed in that respect. Since he was in the jungle fighting most of the time, I didn't really see actual places where

and WorldTeach can even suggest possible funding ideas.

Volunteers leave for China in February and August. The application deadline for these programs is December 15th, and January 10th respectively. After that, space will be available on a first-come, first-served basis.

For more information and an application, call (617) 495-5527. Or write us at: WorldTeach, Phillips Brooks House, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138.

Don't miss your chance to participate in the development of this rapidly-emerging cultural giant.

WorldTeach A year that will last you the rest of your life.

WorldTeach is a non-profit program of Harvard University's social service organization, the Phillips Brooks House Association.

Diary describes rice fields, soccer contest

CLYDE WRIGHT
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Cloutier: To Vietnam? Tough question. I think I would like to go back only to see some more things. But I found out what it was like, I have a better feeling for the war and that's what I wanted to know.
The road to Seattle: a preview of the pretenders and the contenders

They call it March Madness, but Bowdoin wants to de-emphasize athletics, but for 64 universities across the country, the NCAA Division 1 Basketball Tournament is anything but de-emphasized. A school losing in the first round still earns nearly a quarter million dollars — that's millions.

Michael Townsend

But love it or hate it, the NCAA Tournament is rapidly becoming one of the biggest sporting events of the year — certainly the biggest in the college town to say "amateur" ranks. And for hoop junkies like me, it's why March is worth living through (besides my birthday). Predicting the outcome of the tournament is a pretty hopeless one knows it.

1) LaSalle - Best player you've never heard of - Lionel Simmons, averaging just under thirty points a game — will lead this team to a stunning victory or two.
2) Siena - Nobody has seen them play in a month because of a measles outbreak, but Stanford will wish they hadn't seen them at all after the first round.
3) Oklahoma - The conference tourneys are supposed to be tune-ups for the best teams. The second-ranked Sooners tuned-up by being taken to double overtime by Colorado, needing a desperation three-pointer to beat Iowa State, and then getting crushed by Missouri. Some tuneup. Out by the second round.
4) Illinois - This city last year it was Villanova, the year before it was Austin (Bay what?). They can't get by the second round. It will be deja vu, maybe a Ball State giant.

Your Family Restaurant

Charcoal Pit
Cocktails Served
Just Plain Good Food

Chuckwagon

Be sure to watch for our daily specials

Chuckwagon Maine Family Restaurants

Bath Road, Brunswick
729-9896
Report doesn’t make the grade

The Faculty Committee on Athletics has released its report on the grading system, recommending changes for Bowdoin’s policies regarding athletics. The results of the Committee’s report are, to put it mildly, remarkably tame.

Those who awaited a solution to the volatile controversy over athletics and admissions will be thoroughly disappointed. The sole recommendation was that the administration “act quickly and decisively to resolve the controversy.” Can this even be called a recommendation? We thought that one of the aims of the Committee was to suggest possible solutions, not point out the need for one.

Another non-recommendation is that the governing Boards and Faculty will clarify the faculty status of administration grades.

Does this mean another of the administration’s infamous committees will be formed to discuss solutions? The Committee did manage, however, to drop one bomb. Its report suggests that the suggestion that the Recording Committee seriously consider altering the present grading system into a “C” grade and uncoupling it from the institute eligibility requirements for athletics and extracurricular.

Reforming the grading system has been seriously discussed in the past by several faculty committees in the past, with no action having been taken.

The time is right to address the issue again. The system must be changed. It is not right.

Adding another grade to establish an eligibility requirement for participation in athletics and extracurricular is not the right reason.

The current grading system was implemented in the early 70’s, primarily to deemphasize pressure for grades between students, and put it on the individual.

The time has come for a change. The system as it stands leaves a frustrating ambiguity for grades, makes for great “clumping,” and can be said to be kinder grades in their search for subjective or subjective grading schools.

One of the largest complaints voiced about the present grading system is that it promotes laziness. The Bowedin grades have become a goal of the student who wants to put a decent effort, but certainly not knock himself out. It rewards, in effect, mediocrity.

Another complaint focuses on the enormous span covered by the “P” grade. A student receives a “P” on his record card as comparable to what could have been a serious effort in a difficult course covering unfamiliar material. In numerical terms, an average of 62 and an average of 78 are seen in the end as equivalent efforts.

The ambiguous system also leads to a great range of judgment made by individual faculty members. Some professors are known to be reluctant in their handing out of “P’s,” resulting in a large slump of students in the “P” range. There also occurs an extreme over-dependence on plususes and minuses.

In applying for graduate schools, some graduate schools force Bowdoin grades into a G.P.A. The conversion obviously hurts students on the high end of the grade, and rewards justly those who slipped by.

At the same time, we recognize certain advantages to the present grading system, not least of which is that one need not give 100% all the time. (Should anything come up that diverts us from academic pursuits we will not have an immediate negative effect on course grades.)

It is a real asset in the present day for participation in athletics or extracurriculars to be a ridiculous idea, and an insult to students. The Bowdoin system is not completely academic - it is a combination of everything. As much, sometimes more, can be learned from participation on a tennis team in an activity, than in the classroom. Here in the Orient, the staff has been known to work harder on the tennis court than in the classroom, and, often grades are just as good.

Our recommendation is that the present grading system be reformed for the reasons stated. The present grading system is a product of the past, an artifact of the present and future.

Our report does not make the grade.

Letters to the Editor

Skiing thanks

To the Editor:

On behalf of the Tedt Shelter and the board of the Brunswick-Tombelon Land Trust, we want to thank everyone who made the March 8 Skiing Tournament at Bowdoin’s Daytona Arena a success.

This year’s event raised a significant amount of money for the nonprofit organization, which will enable the skaters to continue their work. We are truly grateful for their involvement in our event, and are especially thankful for the support of the community.

We Were Skiing

Sneakers sighted

To the Editor:

The pressing need for a new student council was not lost on me in our "library." I had almost decided that I was a nerd for wishing that Hawthorn-Longo, for all its glory, had the silent, respected atmosphere of the locally-oriented atmosphere normally associated with the word "library," which dovesbent which I witnessed recently by the reserve desk moved me to write this letter. The first was two male skaters, sporting only T-shirts, who entered the "library" on their posteriors, while yelling and in many cases simply exit the "library." They were the appearance of the pledge class of a fraternity, who sang a rousing rendition of their favorite tune, and then hung around talking about it for 20 minutes.

Both of these scenes are all in good fun, but watching these types considering the other things that people do in the library, which include the following: eating, sleeping, shouting, pillow fights, counting reals, sex, athletic workouts, and parties. Our library has a unique atmosphere—something between a subway station and a circus.

The situation seems worse when I find clear evidence of this. Those who have expressed concern about the attitudes toward academics here should consider the state of the place where book and baldric are supposed to meet.

Lisa Breier ’89
Letters to the Editor

Boycott organizer, franchise owner respond to pizza protest

To the Editor:
In response to the recent boycott of Domino's Pizza, I feel I should respond to the actions taken against us.

As most people are aware, Thomas A. Monaghan, founder of Domino's Pizza, made a personal contribution to the Committee in the State of Michigan seeking to End State Funding to the voters in Michigan and three other states around the country, voted in favor of this amendment during last November's election.

As the local Domino's Pizza franchisee, I am an independent business owner. The contribution made was a personal contribution from Mr. Monaghan, and although Mr. Monaghan is the CEO of Domino's Pizza, his personal actions do not indicate his attitudes or feelings of the company as a whole.

Mr. Monaghan will not feel the effects of this boycott. He owes 5000 Domino's Pizza stores internationally.

Final Four
(Continued from page 5)

upset.
1) Louisville - Injuries and a baffling mental lapse of three weeks have taken them out of it.
2) Temple - They're in the conference finals, but they have no chance.
3) East Carolina - They're in the conference finals, but they have no chance.
4) Houston - They're in the conference finals, but they have no chance.

I, however, am feeling the effect of the boycott, as Sean Bell '92, expressed in a letter to the editor dated March 10, 1989. I depend on selling pizza to all consumers, regardless of their views on issues. I frequently and generously donate to local organizations in our community. I feel I'm best championed for the actions of someone whom I have no control over.

I am large enough to write or call Mr. Monaghan directly, personally, to let him know what you think. His mailing address is Mr. Thomas Monaghan, Domino's Pizza Public Relations Department, 30 Frank Lloyd Wright Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48106.

William R. Giff, franchisee, Domino's Pizza, Brunswick

---

Alden James & Michael Eaves
The Student Council

---

Student & Youth Airfares

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

BOOK THEM NOW!

ROUND TRIPS

FROM BOSTON

PARIS $470
RIO $760
FRANKFURT $470
WONG KONG $799
SYDNEY $1100
TOKYO $758
SOUTH JAPAN $245

FROM NEW YORK

LONG BEACH $380
MADRID $470
OSLO $410

FREE FROM MOST DOMESTIC AIRLINES:
+ DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE
+ ECONOMY, BUSINESS, & FIRST CLASS
+ MULTI-STOP ROUND THE WORLD PASSES AVAILABLE
+ EMIRAL PASSES AVAILABLE
+ INFLIGHT CATERING
+ CALL FOR FREE INFORMATION BROCHURE

THE STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK

1-800-664-1745 978-4622
207 720-5997

---

As It Should Be

76 Union St.
729-2826

Italian Continental Cuisine

Reasonably Priced Lunch & Dinner in a Unique Atmosphere

Lunch on Eggplant Parm - Eggplant topped with mozzarella cheese in a sub roll.

Dine on Lasagna - Traditional lasagna noodles layered with ricotta cheese, mozzarella cheese, ground beef & ground veal with special seasoning topped with a light tomato sauce.

Reservations requested Friday & Saturdays

---

1024 Washington

Bath, Maine 04530

Luxurious Victorian mansion, seven rooms, all with color cable TV, hidden away neatly in cabinets, private and semi-private baths, elegant, romantic atmosphere, fireplaces, fresh flowers abound.

Continental plus breakfast.

Open year round $60 - $80

---

Cook's Corner

Brunswick

729-5555

Great food in a great atmosphere

Enclosed Tropical Atrium

Daily Chinese-American Lunch Buffet

Dinners until 10 pm nightly

Lobsters, too!

Take Out Available Anytime

---
Faculty

(Continued from page 1)

Greckon said the deficit was the result of a shortfall of unrestricted fund donations.

Albie Smith, director of annual and reunion giving, said, "As far as annual giving, unrestricted gifts have never been higher." Smith said the Alumni Fund, Parents' Fund and Friends' funds have goals 17 percent higher than last year. Smith said that the Capital Campaign, which is different from annual giving, also receives unrestricted funds which contribute to the operating budget.

To these grievances, Johnson said the the Board passed a freeze on all new positions.

"We are not going to add new positions to faculty or staff unless we are doing so with money funded from outside of the college," said Greckon.

Johnson said that other measures were enacted to trim the deficit. He said the Board decided to exclude the computerized library card catalogue from next year's operating budget and that there would be no immediate expansion of the child care center.

Johnson said the computerized card catalogue has not been in the general operating budget in the past, and that it feels that is an attractive item for donations.

The final budget will be voted on in May.

The faculty voted the addition of H & I BUSINESS SERVICES

Word Processing Professionals
Term Papers, Theses, Resumes, Etc.
Pick up and delivery services available.
P.O. Box 628
Old Sheepscot Road
Newcastle, Maine 04553
(207) 563-1317

Pauline's Bloomers

Tontine Mall, Brunswick. 725-5952

Quality flower service for all occasions
Large selection of fresh, dried and silk flowers, balloons, plants and fruit baskets.

Service WE DELIVER

A Likely You
90 UNION STREET
BOWDOIN, ME 04011
TEL. (207) 725-2147

ENTER OUR AFGHAN CONTEST

Get 10% off your afghan yarn with this ad. Thru 3/31/89.

Jung

(Continued from page 3)

Series is a product of the Jung Center as well. These films are a series of interviews with Joseph Campbell. Campbell uses Jung's basic contribution, the notion of the collective unconscious and the archetype image to present the power of the myth. Each film is followed by a discussion led by Prof. Geoghegan. The Center has also made possible the offering of various courses in the field of Jungian psychology. Professor Geoghegan will present a class Wednesday, April 5-Wednesday, May 24. He will discuss, The One and the Many: Jung's Psychology and the nature and destiny of the individual in major philosophies and religions. 7:30-9:30 p.m. Massachusetts Hall.

Singers

(Continued from page 3)

have never seen the groups, or want to see them again, they're organizing a night of a cappella music on April 7 that will feature two mens' a cappella groups, the Amberton College Zamboni and A Tufts University Belchards, and two women's groups yet to be invited by the Meddies.

H & I BUSINESS SERVICES

Word Processing Professionals
Term Papers, Theses, Resumes, Etc.
Pick up and delivery services available.
P.O. Box 628
Old Sheepscot Road
Newcastle, Maine 04553
(207) 563-1317

The following is a list of recommendations made by the faculty committee on athletics. It reflects the results of an outside evaluation of the athletic department performed on campus last fall.

The committee recommended:

• The committee on Committee recommends adding one more seat to the Athletics Committee to be filled by a coach.
• The Dean of the College review the supervision of trainers.
• The President continue to support and enforce NESCAC restrictions on post-season play.
• The Athletics Committee review the varsity sports annually.
• The Athletics Committee be granted responsibility for charting informal sports before funding can be obtained through SAAC.
• The Department equalize awards and trophies for men and women.
• A Director of Physical Education, Intramurals and Club Sports be named.
• The Department offer certificates of recognition for completion of certain instructional courses.
• The Department hire more full-time female coaches.
• The Dean of the College and Athletic Director review the procedures for reappointment of coaches and student evaluations.
• The Governing Boards confirm and clarify the faculty status of coaches.
• The College address the need for additional trailers.
• The President discuss the possibility of NESCAC exchange of financial information.
• The College pay more attention to the needs of the women's ice hockey team and locker space in general.
• Training facilities in Sargent and Morrill be consolidated and the main training room be made available to women.
• The athletics-admissions issues be resolved quickly and decisively.
• The addition of a fifth grade be considered.
• The Dean of the College address dining problems with athletes.
• More events be scheduled on weekends, including Sunday.

of 10 new courses to the Asian Studies department. A new major in geology-chemistry was also approved. The new major will consist of 13-14 courses.

Bowdoin will originate a study-abroad program in Tamil Nadu, India, with a consortium of eight other schools. The program, called the South India Term Abroad will be much like the current ISLE program in Sri Lanka.

Tontine has been granted to Susan Bell, assistant professor of sociology, Paspy Dickenson, assistant professor of biology, Michael Jones, associate professor of economics, Sarah McMahon, assistant professor of history.

$60.00 PER HURDLED remailing letters from home! Details, send self-addressed, stamped envelope. Associates, Box 309-T, Colonia, NJ 07067

THE STUDENT JUDICIARY BOARD

will be conducting interviews for open positions on next year's 1989-1990 J-Board.

POSITIONS OPEN:

• 1 Sr. Voting Member
• 1 Sr. Alternate
• 2 Jr. Voting Members

(2 year appointment)
• 1 Jr. Alternate

(1 year appointment)

Interviews will be conducted from 7-10 PM on April 5 & 6. Sign up at the M.U. Desk

Any questions contact Ann Marie St. Peter X3921
Pinette to retire as Dining Service chief

JACK CAHILL
ORIENT Senior Editor

Larry Pinette, director of Bowdoin College Dining Service, has announced that he will retire Oct. 1, after over 30 years of service to the college.

"I feel 25, but I'll be 65 next December," I've talked over with the college and they've agreed to let me off. I guess after 33, almost 34 years, it's a rest," Pinette said.

Pinette is planning a six-month vacation immediately after his resignation. "I'm going to jump into my motor home and take off for parts unknown," he said.

However, he was quick to add that he will play an active role in planning and construction of the proposed expansion of the college's dining facilities. "I'll never forget the college, of course. It's been almost my total life. It's time now to hit the road, try something different, but I know I'll be back. I'll never be able to leave it alone."

Pinette's association with the college dates back to his days as chef at Chi Psi fraternity, where he was hired as chef in 1953. "The 10 years I spent there I wouldn't swap for anything. It's a great organization," he said.

He recalled the night President James Coles came to the fraternity house for dinner so Pinette could perform at work as chef at the Senior Center.

(Carried over from page 4)

Two seniors win Watsons

Two Bowdoin College seniors have been awarded $13,000 fellowship grants by the Thomas J. Watson Foundation for a year of independent study and travel.

Margaret K. Minister of Phoenix, Ariz., will study the identity of middle class women in Visakhapatnam, India, a shipbuilding center sometimes referred to as "the next Bombay." The Indian middle class, with its emphasis on consumerism, is altering the values of all of the nation's classes, Minister says.

Teresa A. Vega of Brockton, Mass., will study the Uyghurs (pronounced WEE-guns), an ethnic minority in northwestern China, who are segregated from the majority Han culture. Vega says her study will have implications for minorities worldwide, addressing racism, discrimination, segregation, and cultural superiority.

Minister and Vega are among 75 grant-winners chosen from 187 nominees from 47 small colleges and universities this year, according to Martin A. Brady, executive director of the Watson Foundation.

The charitable trust was established in 1961 by the late Mrs. Thomas J. Watson Sr., in memory of her husband, the founder of the International Business Machines (IBM) corporation. The fellowship program was begun in 1968 by their children.

Since the inception of the program, 1,447 fellowships have been awarded, with stipends totaling more than $13 million. With this year's awards, 38 Bowdoin students have received Watson fellowships.

LittleFeat chosen as Ivises Weeksend band

ERIC FOUSHEE
ORIENT Business Manager

Its official: the 1989 spring concert will be Little Feat. They will play May 7, in Morrell Gym at 7:30 p.m. Tickets will go on sale today, Friday, April 7, and will be $9 for students and $13 for the general public. Two thousand tickets will be sold.

Little Feat is a band that began back in 1969, combining rhythm and blues, jazz, and classic rock to create a unique sound. They recorded nine albums over the first nine years. These included Little Feat, Sailin' Shoes, Dixie Chicken, Feats Don't Fail Me Now, The Last Record Album, Time Loves a Hero, Waiting for Columbus, Dixieland on the Farm, and Hey Hog!

When their lead singer, Lowell George, died in 1979, the band disassembled. It wasn't until 1980 when singer Craig Fuller, formerly of the Pure Prairie League, auditioned for the role of lead singer did the band once again begin to perform. It has been said that Little Feat is the best come back band of the 1980s.

Currently they have released a new album called Let It Roll. They spent the summer touring with the Grateful Dead and their own fall tour was highly praised. Bowdoin will be the last stop on their spring tour.

Originally it was hoped that Little Feat would perform at Bowdoin in the fall of 1988, but due to scheduling problems this was impossible. It was also hoped that both Stanley Jordan and Little Feat would put out concerts this spring. However, Stanley Jordan has cancelled all of his April dates due to exhaustion.

The Student Activities Committee hopes that he can be rebooked for early September. The Student Activities Committee is extremely enthusiastic about Little Feat and believes they will be well received here at Bowdoin.
Cafe caters to crayon crowd

CATHY STANLEY

ORIENT Staff

"You're missing a great time if you haven't been to the cafe," say Matt Hornbeck '89 and Josh Foster '91, founders of the Coffee Grounds Cafe. The student-run cafe, located in the basement of Baxter House, opened last September and has been a positive addition to Bowdoin's campus life. One student called it "one big care package from home."

"We're completely self-sufficient, operating at cost," said Hornbeck, adding that the Student Activity Fee Committee has been a great help.

"The SAFC has been really generous, keeping us going," said Foster. "With a $1,500 SAFC grant we received before Spring Break, we bought new directors' chairs and a coke machine. Those have made nice improvements in the cafe. We're very grateful to all the support SAFC has given us."

According to Foster and Hornbeck, Baxter students have also played a major role in making the cafe successful. Hornbeck emphasized, "It's a cafe for students, run by students — it's our cafe, it's your cafe. Please continue to support it."

Twenty people have been working in the cafe this semester. "They're vital," said Foster. "The cafe could never have been possible without them."

"You've been incredible," Hornbeck commented about the volunteers. "We want to say a huge thank you to everyone who has supported the cafe. And to all the students who come by, we really appreciate it, and please continue to come."

Open from 9-12 p.m. every night, the cafe has about 60 customers each night. Hornbeck estimates that at least half the student body has seen it.

"Encourage anyone who's not seen it this year, to get down there and just see it, if nothing else. You can enter through the back of Baxter on Admissions Driveway."

"Come with more suggestions and requests," said Foster.

Among the many items on the cafe's menu, some of the most popular include nachos with fresh cheese, French bread pizza, microwave popcorn, and pop tarts.

"One big unexpected seller is the uncooked chocolate-chip cookie dough," said Hornbeck.

In addition to its menu, Coffee Grounds Cafe has had several thematic nights, including Freshman Night, a Big Brother/Big Sister Night, and an Afro-American Film Series. Recently they had a semi-formal Miss-Cellania Night.

"We sold about 45 tickets, and it was over-full," said Foster. "We used tablecloths and candlelight, and served Kristina's Desserts and Green Mountain Coffee. It worked out real well."

If anyone is interested in helping out at the cafe in the fall, contact either Foster at x892 (11A Coles Tower) or Hornbeck at x9295 (Baxter 11) by May 1.

According to Foster and Hornbeck, "Things are going great because of all the support from everybody. Thank you!"
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Friday, April 7, 1989

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
SUMMER IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK
SESSION 1989

Columbia: an Ivy League campus in New York City

At Columbia University this summer, you can enjoy New York's diversity and you can:

- fulfill distribution and departmental requirements in introductory and advanced courses
- enhance career skills, (build an architecture portfolio in Introduction to Architectural Design, try Business News Writing, receive premedical training)
- immerse yourself in a foreign language (from Chinese to Yiddish) in a program that incorporates native speakers and cultural activities of New York City
- pursue your interests in courses on the American Indian, recent European philosophy, the human skeleton, Victorians and Decadents, Women and the drama, Soviet politics, American popular music, or over 200 others.

First Session: May 23-July 7
Second Session: July 10-August 18

Please read a Summer Session Bulletin and application form at

VISIT

1113 S.MOE ZIP

Office of Admissions, Summer Session, 203 Scholes, Columbia University, N.Y. 10027. Phone: 125/214-1141

Columbia's success is an alternative to four-year opportunity avalanche.

Patrons belly up to the bar in the Student Run Cafe. The cafe, which has been run out of the basement of Baxter House since September, has been called "one big care package from home." Photo by Marc Herzt.

Beless resigns from Executive Board

RICHARD LITTLEHALL

ORIENT Production Assistant

This Monday, senior member of the Executive Board tendered his resignation. Scott Beless '89, who has served on the board since September, resigned during an executive session, citing personal reasons.

Chairman Andrew Winter '89 accepted the resignation with regret. Beless offered no comment. Due to the impracticability of electing a new member to serve out the remainder of the semester, the board voted to override the constitution and allow itself to operate with only fourteen members.

Tucker Shaw '91 will assume Beless' responsibilities as head of the Student Life Committee.

The board voted to allow students who are studying away to be considered for positions on committees of the faculty and governing boards. The discussion was sparked by a letter from a student studying in Japan, who wished to be considered for a travel committee.

Several board members argued against accepting such applications, saying the personal interview is an important part of the normal application process and such an interview would be impossible with these students. However, others argued that it would be unfair to extend an opportunity to some members of the student body without extending it to all of them.

As a result of discussion at their last meeting, the Executive Board sent a letter to President of the College A. Leroy Geason voicing reservations about certain proposals of the Faculty Committee on Athletics report. Four specific proposals were of particular concern to the board. The letter will meet with Geason soon to discuss the letter.

One reservation concerned the college's policy on post-season athletic competition. The board voted to recommend a uniform policy allowing all teams and individuals the same opportunities to compete in post season play.

The second proposal with which the board disagreed, would allow the administration to down grade certain sports to club status, requiring them to apply for SAFC funds. The board felt that the administration should not be able to require them to fund a certain group. A possible solution may be found in the proposed changes in the constitution. The new policy allows the students of the administration to review sports for liability concerns and make a suitable recommendation to the board.

The board unanimously objected to a proposal recommending a change in the grading system to include "D" which would make feasible academic eligibility requirements to participate in athletics and extracurriculars. The board felt these changes would betray students' wishes to comply with the present policy in mind, as well as putting unnecessary stress on the student body as a whole.

Finally, the board resisted the suggestion that athletic events be rescheduled to Sundays whenever possible, to prevent athletes from missing classes. The board felt this would infringe too heavily on what is for most students the only free time they have to work or relax. The board was also concerned that some Sunday sports would infringe on some students' religious observances.

In other business, the Executive Board:

- Voted to revoke the charter of the Broaden Renniere. The Renniere, a magazine that published essays written by students for their courses, had their charter pulled by failing to fulfill their charter requirements.
- Will meet with the college's lawyers, Peter Webster, to discuss issues of alcohol-related liability in a session for campus leaders and parents.
- Will sponsor an open forum on the plans for a new science center on April 11th in Scoulls Hall.

As It Should Be

76 Union St
729-2826

Italian Continental Cuisine

Reasonably Priced Lunch & Dinner in a Unique Atmosphere

Lunch on Monte Cristo - turkey and ham with swiss cheese in an egg battered bread. Served with a fruit sauce. Dine on Steak Au Poivre - N.Y. strip steak with peppercorns, demi-glace sauce with cognac and a touch of cream.

Reservations requested Fridays & Saturdays

SAVE $$$

With our personalized attention & expertise
- Cruise deals
- VCR lending library - Rail - Hotels
- Car rentals
- Greyhound bus
- Western Union
- $150,000 Automatic Flight Insurance
- Lowest Available Airfares Guaranteed

Specializing in Group & Corporate Travel

Stowe Travel

Established in 1979

9 Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine 04011

707-725-5573 1-800-552-9990 (in Maine only)
Weekend symposium focuses on Women in Antiquity

A two-day symposium on "The Lives of Women in Antiquity: Literary Images and Historical Realities" will be presented at Bowdoin College on Friday, April 14 and Saturday, April 15.

The symposium brings together scholars whose interests encompass both ancient literary and historical research as well as more recent critical approaches. The fields of history, classics, women's studies and ancient art will be addressed in a series of panel discussions which include such topics as: "Misogyny Among the Greeks," "The Women of Athens," "The Roman Family," and "Gender and Class in Rome."

The keynote address, "Women's History and Ancient History" will be presented by Sarah Pomeroy, professor of classics at Hunter College and the graduate school of the City University of New York. She is the author of the well-known book, "Goddesesses, Whores, Wives, and Slaves: Women in Classical Antiquity."

The symposium coincides with the inauguration of the women's studies program at Bowdoin according to symposium coordinator and Associate Professor of Classics Barbara Weiden Boyd.

"The growth in women's studies has changed the way classics is studied and taught. Now we do more than read literature and study political history; we're more concerned with social history, how people lived in the past," said Boyd.

The symposium is sponsored by the department of classics and funded in part by an Andrew W. Mellon Grant for Strengthening the Curriculum.

Sociology prize offered to seniors

Milton M. Gordon, professor emeritus of sociology at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, wanted to honor the Bowdoin College professor who inspired him to pursue a career in sociology.

Gordon, a member of Bowdoin's class of 1939, has endowed the Elbridge Sibley Sociology Prize fund, in honor of the professor who taught him from 1932 to 1946. The annual income of the fund will be awarded to the member of the senior class majoring in sociology or anthropology who has the highest general scholastic average in the class at the midpoint of each academic year.

Gordon, a native of Gardner, and a 1935 graduate of Portland High School, considers Sibley to have been an important mentor and credits him with inspiring his won teaching career in sociology.

Gordon served on the faculties of the University of Pennsylvania and Wellesley College before he was appointed to a professorship at the University of Massachusetts in 1961. A past president of the Eastern Sociological Society and now retired from teaching, he is the author of "Assimilation in American Life," which won two national prizes, and the recently published "The Scope of Sociology," among other books.

Gordon won numerous honors while at Bowdoin, including election to Phi Beta Kappa and the Charles Carroll Everett Scholarship for graduate study, which he pursued at Columbia University, receiving his doctorate there in 1950.

Sibley, who lives in Brunswick, joined the staff of the Social Science Research Council in Washington, D.C., in 1944. He retired in 1977.

Notes from around academia

COLDWELL BANKER REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES

ANALYST POSITION

Immediate employment opportunities are available for candidates who possess exceptional analytical and writing skills and have demonstrated a record of academic distinction, personal achievement, and integrity. Experience with PC-based interactive software is a requirement of the position.

This two year position provides outstanding undergraduates who expect to go on to pursue graduate degrees in business, law, or other fields, an opportunity to develop in-depth expertise in real estate financial transaction analysis, evaluation, and offering material preparation.

The general responsibilities of the Analyst include providing general support to the firm’s partners and associates for all activities relating to the origination, processing and placement of large real estate transactions.

For immediate consideration, please submit a resume and cover letter to:

Mr. Thomas B. Townley
Personnel Manager
Coldwell Banker Commercial Group, Inc.
533 South Fremont Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90071-1798

Re: IBS Analyst Recruitment
Spring Break

(Continued from page 1)

Frieder, both sophomores caught a train to Washington D.C.

Jennifer reported that, “It rained a lot, but we saw the Ruby Slippers.” She visited the Smithsonian, “and rode one of the world’s longest escalators.” The trip was not a total loss.

Dana Schneider ‘92 went to see the Violent Femmes in Cincinnati, and was given a set of drumsticks by drummer Victor de Lorenzo.

She added, “I also rode around a corner on a motorcycle at seventy-five miles an hour.”

Roommate Amy Capen, also a freshman, commented, “That’s not noteworthy, that’s just dumb.”

Maybe so, but we can’t all go to the Virgin Islands, and some of those who did not have the most amazing vacations went to extremes to embellish their ordinary holidays.

Barb Milewski, ’89 spent her two weeks on a sojourn around both Antigua and Bora Bora.

She spent her time, “Visiting old friends and drinking the native juices. It was and extraordinary trip.”

Pete Chipman ‘91 journeyed to Iceland where he enjoyed the world renowned food and nightlife.

“A once in a lifetime trip,” he called it.

Whether or not you spent your time basking in the sun or illegally parking in your own hometown, the break was almost unanimously a welcome one.

Do you know what you wanna do the rest of your life?

Come and read all about it!

We have lots of career books.

IT’S ACADEMIC

134 Maine St. 725-8516

Open every Sunday 12-4, and Thursdays until 8!

Every Thursday

Italian Night

Kristolina

with special prices

all ages $4.50

Special menu ...

Martin wins fellowship

Janet M. Martin, assistant professor of government, has been awarded an American Political Science Association Congressional Fellowship for 1989-90.

Martin will visit Washington, D.C., in November for a month of orientation followed by nine months of full-time work as a legislative aide in congressional offices. She will be on sabbatical leave during the coming academic year.

Martin is one of three political scientists chosen in the annual national competition, which the APSA has sponsored since 1953. Four journalists were also selected.

A member of Bowdoin faculty since 1986, Martin specializes in congressional politics. In addition to teaching and writing, she has provided media commentary on the American electoral process. A native of Milwaukee, she earned her bachelor’s degree at Marquette University and her master’s and doctoral degrees at Ohio State University.

Spring Break

College quartets to perform

String quartets from Bowdoin College, the University of Southern Maine, and the University of Maine, Orono, will perform Tuesday, April 11, at 7:30 p.m. in Kreege auditorium, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College. Admission is free to the public.

The Bowdoin College String Quartet will perform Mendelssohn’s Quartet in A minor, Opus 13; the USM String Quartet will perform Brahms’ Quartet in C minor, Opus 51, No. 1; and the University of Maine Quartet (whose members include students at Orono and Brewer High Schools) will perform Beethoven’s Quartet in F minor, Opus 95.

The concert is sponsored by the Bowdoin College department of music.

Northwestern University Summer Session ’89

Think or swim.

2003 Sheridan Road Evanston, Illinois 60201-2650

Save me a seat. Send me a free copy of the Summer Session ’89 catalog with financial aid and registration information (available mid-March).

Please send the catalog to: _____ my home. _____ my school.

Mail this coupon, or call 1-800-FINDS-ME, in Illinois, (512) 991-4114
Madhorse Theatre presents a contemporary tragedy

It isn't for everyone. The language is explicit. The themes are strictly for mature audiences. There is violence, abuse, unsentimental sexuality, and alcoholism. All are presented with ruthless honesty in The Crackwalker, a play presented by the Mad Horse Theatre Company.

The Crackwalker is a play about five people with varying degrees of mental and emotional handicaps—all struggling to live with dignity in spite of the barriers created by their economic status, by society, and by their own fears. Set in a "city in Maine," the play's action revolves around the character of Theresa, a homeless, mentally retarded woman whose insurmountable handicap gives The Crackwalker its humanly revealing themes.

The Mad Horse Artistic Director, Michael Rafkin, who directs The Crackwalker, says that the play fits into Mad Horse's artistic mission—to offer theatre that reaches into the deepest parts of humanity and reflects images of the workings of the human soul.

"The Crackwalker is a contemporary tragedy," Rafkin says. "As much it differs from the grand tragedy audiences are accustomed to in classical drama. The Crackwalker has no kings or princes, no metaphor of evaluation. This play deals with a homeless, retarded girl. Instead of grandeur, there is degradation.

The characters in The Crackwalker are the victims of their destiny, "headds." They have no choice but to play out their lives as regarded people. In effect, they are true innocents. And, as innocents, they evoke in all of us a sense of compassion and sympathy, in a raw and realistic style. The Crackwalker is a highly engaging, emotionally touching tale.

The show runs thru April 23 at The Theatre of Fantasy, 50 Danforth Street, Portland. Performances are Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m., and Sundays at 3 p.m. Tickets are $11 on Thursdays and Sundays, $13 on Fridays and Saturdays. There is a $2 discount for students. Tickets may be reserved by calling the Mad Horse Box Office at 775-5657.

Pablo Picasso: Imaginary Portraits, a group of twenty-six lithographs, will be on view at the Bowdoin College Museum of Art through June 4, 1989 in the Twentieth Century Gallery.

In 1969, a crate of art supplies was delivered to Pablo Picasso, then 87 years old, at his studio in Mougins, near Cannes, on the French Riviera. Large panels of corrugated cardboard were bound together with layers of heavy wrapping paper had been used to protect the shipment. The corrugated paper immediately became a challenge to Picasso, who was never able to resist a blank surface.

Picasso turned the corrugated panels into Imaginary Portraits, drawn in goasache in simple, brilliant colors. Some of them refer back to his own earlier images: Balzac and Shakespeare, the dandies of the seventeenth-century Holland, and even bald hallucinated heads of his post-Cubist works.

The original drawings were transformed into a suite of lithographs, under Picasso's personal supervision. Proofs were submitted to Picasso, and printing of each of the portraits proceeded only after Picasso had indicated his corrections and later noted his acceptance of the final proof with his signature and an exclamation mark on it. The preparation and printing of the lithographs took more than a year. Upon completion, the image on each plate was destroyed, so that no additional copies could ever be printed.

The Bowdoin College Museum of Art was fortunate enough to receive the complete portfolio of lithographs as a gift from Mrs. John Pickard in 1972. Although selected images have been included in various exhibitions at Bowdoin over the years, this show provides a rare opportunity to view the lithographs as a suite, in order of creation.

By Lawrence Rafkin

Gly Hallway

The Crackwalker: Music Critic

Tonight in Pickard Theater, the Meddiebempsers and Miscellania will host four visiting a cappella groups from area colleges in a Spring Concert.

The concert will begin at 8 p.m. in Pickard Theater. Admission is free but tickets may be picked up in the Events Office today to ensure a seat in the theater.

Along with Bowdoin's two independent singing groups, two women's groups, the St. Lawrence Sinners and the Mt. Holyoke V8s will be here. Also performing will be the Tufts Beelzebuts and the Ambient Zumbyes.

Miscellania is coming off the heels of a sold out performance in the Coffee Grounds Gate prior to spring break. The Meddiebempsers, who were the official singing group of the NCAA Division III Swimming Championships held at Bowdoin in March, are planning concerts in New Hampshire and Massachusetts for later in the month.

According to Keris Wesley '89, musical director for the Meddiebempsers, the concert will feature some of the finest vocal music around. Tufts and Mt. Holyoke always are fantastic, and the Sinners and Zumbyes are known as two of the best groups on the circuit," Wesley said.

It is also widely acknowledged that the Meddie and Miscellania are two of the most popular and talented singing groups in New England, playing to sold out audiences on and off campus last semester.

(Continued on page 6)

The Crackwalker, a play about five people with varying degrees of mental and emotional handicaps is at the Theatre of Fantasy in Portland.
Carlos Fuentes discusses his literature and his politics

A conversation between two friends.

X: Hey Xan, heard the new Lou Reed album? Xan: No, I have the new Red album. It's called New York.

X: Hey, Stevie, can you turn down the stereo? X: I don't understand what you mean. It's Lou Reed's new release, New York; have you heard it?

X: Yeah.

X: Well, what did you think?

Xan: You're supposed to become kind of critical.

X: I liked parts of it.

Xan: Only parts of it! The album is brilliant! Lou and that guy Mike Mathie, do some of the best guitar stuff ever. How can you not like it?

X: Do you have any gumdrop?

Xan: You're an idiot. What's your deal?

X: Nothing. I'm just tired of the whole biker artist with a social conscience deal. I hate to hear a guy got down of America. I mean, okay, America has seen better days, but that one song, Dirty Blvd., the one of the radio all of the time, pisses me off. Especially that one line, Give me your tired and poor, I'll piss on them. That's what the statue of Liberty says. After a line like this, he tries to cover up his message with some totally catchy chords.

Xan: We haven't had American music with a message in the 80's. Now, when we finally do, you're too afraid to listen.

X: I'm not afraid to listen. I said I liked parts of the album. The song Beginning of a Great Adventure is great! It's about Lou's unborn child. I love that song! The guy on bass, Rob Wasserman, is excellent. I got psyched when I hear jazz in a record.

Xan: It's not just jazz. I mean it's hard jazz; I don't know what kind of label to give it.

X: It doesn't have to be a label. You can just like what you hear and not label it. I mean, this guy doesn't even sing, he just sort of talks, but sometimes his sound takes over. I don't know if it's Country Western or what it is, but it feels good.

Xan: It's not supposed to feel good.

X: It's cutting a social commentary. Did you listen to Good Evening Mr. Waldheim? It's about the fate of American heroes.

Xan: Yeah, and it's got some cool guitar solos. What's wrong with music making you feel good?

X: You're missing his point.

Xan: I hope not. I already bought the album.

SEAN BELL

ORIENT CONTRIBUTOR

As soon as the first question was asked, the stiffness and uncertainty left the group. Fuentes spoke in an informal manner which allayed nervousness. One question quickly followed another. The interests and concerns of the group varied, as indicated by the many different questions that were addressed to Mr. Fuentes. Questions were asked about the current political situation in Mexico, the plight of Mexican Indians, the role of the Catholic Church in Mexico and throughout Latin America, and the role of women in the Latin America. While each of the questions held on merit and importance, his answers underlined a question which is paramount to an understanding of the character of Carlos Fuentes. Who is he? Is he a private writer, who in his words will spend "ten out of twelve months doing something God did not intend man to do, stay hunched over a piece of paper scribbling lines into it, instead of being outside, hunting, swimming, or making love?" Or is he the spokesperson for Latin American issues?

Critics of Fuentes maintain that these two identities irreconcilably conflict with one another. One example that was mentioned during the forum came from one of Fuentes' novels El Gringo Viejo (The Old Gringo). Much of the language of El Gringo Viejo is very masculine. It seems at times that one central character, Harriet Wilson, learns to define herself and her feelings through the sexual encounters she experiences, with General Tomás Arroyo. This idea leads to dangerous stereotypes that confuse the reader. Especially when one considers Fuentes' public statements, which indicate he is working to dispel stereotypes.

At first, Fuentes answered the question by specifically dealing with El Gringo Viejo. "It is important to realize that El Gringo Viejo is not a realistic portrayal of Mexico in 1913," stated Fuentes. "The purpose of establishing these stereotypes is willful in that these characters serve the function of being the bearers of the literature of sexuality, not the bearers of a realistic situation. It is the reader who will make that distinction using the clues I have left for them." Fuentes went on to explain that these stereotypes were obvious in order that they would be readily noticed and understood by the reader. "It is up to the reader to see and understand that distinction," Fuentes said.

Does Fuentes find these two characters, the writer and the spokesperson, conflicting? "Yes, I believe," he said. "It seems we are living in a world of specialization, especially in the United States, but I do not believe this is true. I need compensation for that time I spend hunched over writing. By traveling, lecturing, talking to people, I am compensated." Fuentes added later that he's not a spokesperson for Latin America. That is a role the media has bestowed on him. "In fact, if I claimed to be the spokesperson for Latin America, I am sure I would be persecuted with stones and clubs. I do not intend to be a spokesman for anybody but myself." Why then, when there was such a fascination with Fuentes in the media, Fuentes indicated that it might have a lot to do with the fact that he speaks English so well.


Festival features college dancers

The Second Annual Maine College Dance Festival will take place April 7th and 8th. It is sponsored by the Maine Dance Consortium, the University of Maine and the Maine Community Foundation. Colleges participating in the Festival include Bates College, Bowdoin College, Colby College, University of Maine at Farmington and University of Southern Maine. Performances by faculty and students from the five participating colleges will be held in the Barn Island Dance, 25A Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets for the performances are $6.00, with a $4.00 general admission. Reservations can be made by calling 773-2562.

Concert

(Cast) (Choreography) 

Wesley said the Mediebempers will be performing the song "Mannenmorden" ("That Cat is High") and "House of Blue Lights") from last semester. Wesley said the Mediebempers were formed to provide an outlet for students who were interested in modern and improvisational techniques with the Portland School of Dance. For tickets or information call 773-2562.
Baseball season gets under way

DAVE JACKSON

With the showers, the new leaves, and the coming weather of spring comes the beginning of the baseball season. The off-season brings plenty of new faces to new places, including a new commissioner, former Yale and NL President Bart Giamatti, a new TV deal, effective March 1, which gives CBS and ESPN the national rights to the sport, and the threat of another strike next year. Putting all that aside, let’s look at this year’s baseball season by division.

The NL East looks like a one team race, with the rest of the teams jockeying for second place and 500 records.

1. New York: Long on talent, short on temperament. The Mets pitching staff has the rest of the division at arm’s length, which should help the hitters to re-enter their slump of last summer.

2. Pittsburgh: Their pitching staff has great potential, and their line-up and defense are solid. Vulnerable to let downs, but there aren’t many good ones in the division to be too young to catch the Mets.

3. Montreal: Also features a good staff, but their line-up features only four quality hitters and is weak up the middle of the diamond.

4. St. Louis: Their pitching staff, despite injuries, features only one quality starter, Joe Magrane. The hitting has improved, but a mediocre pitching division, it won’t be enough.

5. Chicago-Except for Mark Grace, the LH hitting is awful. Why did the Cubs trade Rafael Palmeiro? Perhaps they wanted to take the Bulls off the hook for trading Charles Oakley.

Baseball season gets under way

Tennis on the upstairs

TODD DILLON

Ouient Sports Editor

The men’s tennis team, under the guidance of Head Coach Howard Vanderven, completed its first full spring trip to the Orange Lake Country Club in Orlando, Florida. The Bears’ return home on a 2-5 record against strong competition.

The men experienced a tremendous improvement in their level of skills over the course of the week in the sunshine state. According to captain Blair Dils ’90, "The team really started to come together by week’s end. We almost defeated Oberlin, who were undefeated in their last five matches."

After dropping Oberlin the Bears received a standout performance from freshman Nat Forster in the 4-3 loss. The first year player defeated Oberlin’s number one player 6-4, 6-2, 6-4. The loss proved to be Oberlin’s top player’s only loss of the week.

Coach Vanderven was satisfied with the play of his Bears. He commented, "It was encouraging to see the players bounce back from a tough 0-4 start and play very well in the last three matches. Oberlin had an answer in many of their matches, but we put in a great effort and stayed close."

The Bears’ number one doubles team of Peter Goldman ’90 and Steve Mitchell ’90 played a 3-3 mark in six matches. The partners hit things at times to come when they needed the number one pair from Division I University of Hartford.

On Wednesday the Bears hosted the Engineers from MIT and ended up on the short end of an 8-1 loss. The Bears did all they could to challenge their opponent against the highly regarded Fords of Harvard.

The senior didn’t let up however, as the tallyed goals in the Swarthmore victory. Russell’s 11 goals and 2 assists lead the Polar Bears this season.

Susie Suskind ’89, Margaret Danenberger, and Petra Eaton ’91 also had tremendous performances during the Mid-Atlantic swing. Suskind tallied four goals of her own against the Fords and was opened in the win against Swarthmore.

Women’s lacrosse wins on the road

TODD DILLON

Ouient Sports Editor

Fueled by the offensive exploits of senior Jen Russell, the women’s lacrosse team has started the 1989 campaign during spring vacation with a couple of wins against Haverford College and Swarthmore College. The Polar Bears dispatched of Haverford 15-13, and ousted Swarthmore 10-8.

The victories over the Pennsylvania schools were numbers 83 and 84 for 13-year Head Coach Sally LaPointe.

Russell, who was away last season, netted seven goals for the Bears, including what proved to be the game-winner against the highly regarded Fords of Haverford. The senior did not let up however, as the tallyed goals in the Swarthmore victory. Russell’s 11 goals and 2 assists lead the Polar Bears this season.

Susie Suskind ’89, Margaret Danenberger, and Petra Eaton ’91 also had tremendous performances during the Mid-Atlantic swing. Suskind tallied four goals of her own against the Fords and was opened in the win against Swarthmore.

Softball preps for opener

BILL CALAHAN

ORIENT Contributor

"Young" and "exciting" are the buzzwords for the 1989 Bowdoin softball team. For the first time in recent years, the Polar Bears appears to have some speed that should keep fans and opponents on their toes. Some new blood will definitely improve the pitching, and the mix promises to improve considerably on last year’s record of 3-9.

The freshman classes’ hurlers have looked good in the preseason action. Pam Shank, Noal Austin, Jennifer Davis, and Tracy Doak are among those who have given some much needed depth behind ace hurler Melissa Conlon ’91. Pitching was the sore spot of last year’s team, and the addition of young Lynn Ruddy should be reason to be improving.

Veterans will fill in roles of the Bowdoin infield, led by seniors Kristin Pula and Nancy Saltin at third base and first base, respectively. Pula is an All-State candidate on the hot corner, and will be joined with shortstop Eileen Carter ’91 on the left side. Second base duties will be shared between sophomores Nancy Pardus and Conlon, while Melanie Keza appears likely to be spending most of the time behind the plate.

Wendy Harvey ’92, Debbie Levine ’92, and senior centerfielder Naomi Schatz are ready and willing to burn up the bases, as all three are good batters and quick-footed. The usually conservative Coach Judy expects that they will add a powerful face to the offensive arsenal. The offensive guns will be held by Pula and Conlon, the infield and third leading batters from the 1988 season, with averages of .375 and .339 respectively. Kozak appears to be the team’s home run threat, and should drive in some runs.

The outfield will be capably handled by Schatz, Davis, and Sue Kovacs ’89, whose strong arms should make opponents think twice about going for extra bases.

(Continued on page eight)
Baseball preview

(corrected from page seven)

They’re doing a lot of hard hitting, their pitching staff has been excellent, and their defense is solid. The offense has been led by the left-handed hitting Mark McGwire, who has 20 home runs and 62 RBIs. The center fielder is Tony Phillips, who has six home runs and 45 RBIs. The third baseman is Eric Young, who has 14 home runs and 47 RBIs.

Kevin Potter ’89

Bears Look to Brandeis

The 1989 baseball team is looking for their first win on the road tomorrow against Brandeis.

Softball

(continued from page seven)

Weather permitting, the Bears open with UM- Farmington this afternoon, for the beginning of an action packed season. During last year's disappointing season, 80 percent of the team improved their batting averages from the previous year, a good indication this team has no where to go but up.

What: The Frank Sabateanski Memorial Polar Bear Run

When: Sunday, April 9, 1988

Where: Start and finish at the Bowdoin College Polar Bear

Time: Registration 11:30 - 12:45

Race: 1:00 p.m.

Course: 10K, reasonably flat

Prizes will be awarded

Sponsored by the Society of Bowdoin Women
Pinette

(Continued from page 1)

building, he thought. "There goes my job," he said.

Pinette also recalled the first meal served in Wentworth Hall. "I came in that morning and there wasn't even a single tile on the floor," he said. The guys were in the truck, still waiting to assemble the furniture. But at 5:30 that evening, we were ready to serve dinner.

Pinette said that evening's menu included filet mignon and double baked potato, and guests at the dining hall were served at their tables, which was normal practice at the time. It was only later, when the student body expanded, that Wentworth switched to cafeteria-style service. Pinette said, "We had service down too science. It was like Hotel Wentworth. But eventually we realized that we had to switch to cafeteria service."

Pinette said his replacement has not yet been hired, but added, "I would feel comfortable if Mary Lou Kennedy were to take my place." He described Kennedy, his current assistant, as a "tireless and knowledgeable worker. I think dining service would be in competent hands."

He added that Kenneth Beauvis, chief chef at Wentworth, will also be leaving soon to go into private restaurant work.

And of course, Pinette commented on the garnishes on every dish that have been his trademark. "They can laugh at me all they want for the little piece of parsley or watercress. If you go to a show in New York, the scenery is there for the play. So we have the parsley there for the meal," he said.

---

TMI Student Travel offers discount international airfares, major airlines, not charters, personalized trip planning, group discounts (617) 367-3311

SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS
Counselors: 21+, Coed, sleepaway camp, Mass., Berkshires, WSI, arts & crafts, tennis, all land and water sports, drama, gymnastics, piano/track for shows, judo, dance, photography, computers, nature, wilderness, model rocketry, guitar, radio, video, archery, yearbook, woodworking, RN, typist.
Write: Camp Emerson, 59 Brasse Rd., Eastchester, NY 10707 or call 914-797-9406.

H & T BUSINESS SERVICES
Word Processing, Professionals
Term Papers, Theses, Resumes, Etc.
Pick up and delivery services available.
P.O. Box 628 Old Sheepscot Road
Newcastle, Maine 04553 (207) 563-1317

---

CLINIQUE

YOUR LATEST CLINIQUE BONUS:
"SUPERGIFT"—
AND YES, YES, YES! SUPERPOWDER
IS IN IT! CAN YOU WAIT
TO GET YOURS?

"Supergift" is yours with any Clinique purchase of $10 or more.

Right now is when to stock-up on your Clinique needs — because this is Clinique Bonus Time, and "Supergift" shown below, is everything it says it is. Just be sure to come in soon — 1st floor, Cosmetics.

Offer good: now through April 15th.

---

Clinique is a total system of skin care. And the very heart of the system is the Clinique Computer.

Programmed by a group of leading dermatologists, it asks eight essential questions and analyzes the answers to determine skin type and the proper Clinique products and procedures. Then a sequence of three minutes in the morning and another three minutes at night results in better looking skin.

1st floor Cosmetics

FREE Estée Lauder and Clinique makeovers available — call our Cosmetic dept. today for an appointment! 725-5558.
It's more to listen

If you look to the immediate right of this editorial, you will see something you rarely see in the Orient. This week, we have reprinted, verbatim, an editorial and a letter to the editor that appeared a month ago in the student newspaper of Hobart and William Smith Colleges. We are doing this simply because the two writers said exactly what we would like to say as we move towards Sexual Awareness Week.

There are plenty of reasons not to discuss something. Confidences may be violated, feelings may be hurt, reputations may be damaged. But fear of embarrassment, the desire to fail to discuss a problem that is important on our campus.

Do you think that the woman from William Smith who wrote what we consider to be an incredibly powerful piece of writing felt that enough good would come of her letter to make up for her embarrassment. We admire her courage. Perhaps hers was the only way to reach people once and for all.

Next week there will be a series of events on campus, planned by the Peer Relations Support Group, designed to heighten awareness of the problem of sexual harassment at Bowdoin.

Distinguished speakers and powerful films will be offered, and PRSG is to be commended for their efforts. But all the hard work in the world won't make a bit of difference if there is no corresponding effort on the part of those the forums are intended to reach.

Do people think that this does not happen at Bowdoin? Do we need some sort of brutal confession like the one students at Hobart and William Smith received? Well, now you have one. Is it difficult to read? We hope so.

Sexual harassment is the subject of much discussion — some say too much, while others say not enough. But, like any other topic, talk does good if there is no one listening. Too often, it seems that those who are aware of and concerned with sexual harassment have their cries fall on deaf ears. "Ah, come on, that doesn't happen here. It doesn't affect me." Well, it does. Those who are most likely to be involved in an incident of sexual harassment are most certainly those who overlook the importance of the issue until it is too late. Perhaps the best way to make sure that you are listening is to do a little talking yourself. What did you feel when you read the article "The rape victim? Shock? Outrage? Fear? Guilt? Talk about it with your friends. The issue doesn't have to be discussed only in a formal setting. Sexual awareness should not take place only one week of the year.

Maybe the tensions that give rise to problems between men and women at Bowdoin also keep us from speaking our minds. We hope not. I have the courage to speak my mind.

Elsewhere in this issue, there is a "campus note" from Bates in which it is mentioned that a recent assault has prompted much discussion about security at our neighbor to the north. Do you have suggestions about what can be done to make Bowdoin a safer campus? Now is the time to let other students, faculty, administrators and security staff members know — let's not wait until a similar incident forces us to confront the issue.

In a small community like Bowdoin, each of us is charged with setting standards of conduct. Sexual harassment will not flourish in an atmosphere where it is not tolerated. Go and hear what is being said. Talk. Learn. Listen.

Listen to what the author of the letter to the right is screaming to us all.

"The College exercises no control over the content of the student writings contained herein and neither it, nor the faculty assumes any responsibility for the views expressed herein."

Kevin Wesley '89, Editor in Chief
Michael Townsend '90, Assistant Editor

Letters to the Editor

Sexual awareness week

To the Editor:

The Peer Relations Support Group urges everybody to attend the events we have planned for next week. These events will give everyone an opportunity to learn more about sexual harassment and to discuss these issues in depth.

On Saturday, April 8, at 3 and 7:30 p.m. in Kreges we will be showing the film "9 1/2 Weeks." After the film we will hold a discussion focusing on the elements of power and dominance which are an important aspect of the film. We would like to stress that although this film appears to be very sexy, it is important to re-examine it and recognize the sexual harassment that lurks within it.

On Sunday Dr. Alan Wabrek, director of medical sociology at Harvard Hospital, and (Continued on next page)
Letters to the Editor

Sexual awareness week
(Continued from page 10)

Lynn Wabrek, director of sexual counseling at Harvard Hospital, and a teacher of sex education at Avon Old Farms School, will give a presentation on sex role stereotypes and male socialization.

The presentation will be followed by a discussion. Thursday night at 7:30 p.m. in Daggett there will be a forum on sexual harassment in the Bowdoin community. Nancy Jane Jervis, Bob Villas, Barbara Held, Lance Conrad ’91, Mike Pan-ter, and Marya Hunstiger will give statements and answer questions from the audience.

Saturday night at 7:30 p.m. in Daggett there will be a chapel talk given by Lynn Wabrek, who is an active member of PRSC and an alternate on the sexual harassment board. We hope to see you at these events.

Nina Roth ’84
Publicity Chair
PRSC

Bowdoin Greens

To the Editor:

The Greens movement in the U.S. is a grassroots political movement pursuing social change, and based in the struggle of racial and social justice. The main purpose of this letter is to inform people of what the Greens party, and affinity groups are doing here in Brunswick.

The Greens sent a representative to the planning session for the upcoming ‘May Geth’er’ to be held at Antioco College in Ohio, May 25-29. The focus was on finalizing plans for the gathering and further work on the revisions of the Youth Caucus Statement. A significant amount was accomplished informally through discussions, and volunteers, with several items still needing attention, specifically statements about Capitalism/Communism, and about Nonviolence.

April 9, the NOW (National Organization for Women) is organizing a pro-choice march in Washing-

Browdoin Greens was presented to the Student Union Committee proudly welcomes LITTLE FEAT in concert Sunday, May 7 at 7:30 p.m. in Morrell Gymnasium If you were sold out of The Robert Cray Band last year, don’t miss this one! Tickets go on sale to Bowdoin students today! Tickets are $9 with a Bowdoin i.d., $13 for general public, and are available in the Events Office from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. Act now! Tickets go on sale to the general public soon! Don’t be sold out of the Spring Concert: LITTLE FEAT!

Daffodil Days delayed

It was reluctantly announced today that Daffodil Days, an event sponsored each year by the Maine Division of the American Cancer Society, which has been plagued this year by uncertainty due to the unusually bad weather in the State of Washington, normally a very temperate zone, the delivery date of March 29th could not be met.

The original delivery date for the flowers to be trucked was March 15th; it was then changed to March 29th when they were to be flown into Maine and delivered by Federal Express to drop points throughout the state.

Now, because the flowers are inside one foot of water, rotting, the delivery date is April 15th. Daffodil Days are April 20, 21st, and 22nd. One of the girls attempting to pick flowers to save what they could was stuck in the water and mud for ten minutes and had to be rescued. A later blooming variety will be har-

The Maine Division of the American Cancer Society apologizes for any inconvenience caused by these delays and asks the public to bear with them in these trying circumstances.

The Student Union Committee proudly welcomes LITTLE FEAT in concert Sunday, May 7 at 7:30 p.m. in Morrell Gymnasium If you were sold out of The Robert Cray Band last year, don’t miss this one! Tickets go on sale to Bowdoin students today! Tickets are $9 with a Bowdoin i.d., $13 for general public, and are available in the Events Office from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. Act now! Tickets go on sale to the general public soon! Don’t be sold out of the Spring Concert: LITTLE FEAT!
WE SUPPORT THE PARTY OF YOUR CHOICE.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!! THE PARTY ISN'T OVER YET!!

No matter what the occasion or size of the group, Domino's Pizza makes party planning deliciously easy. Just call ahead with your order. Then relax and join in the fun! We'll deliver custom-made pizzas, hot from our oven to your door. We can also supply cold Coca-Cola® Classic and napkins. Domino's Pizza makes party time special – and affordable.

SAVE BIG ON YOUR PARTY ORDER!
Order 5-9 pizzas and get a 10% discount; 10-19 pizzas, you'll save 15%; and on orders of 20 or more, a full 20% will be deducted from the total.

GUARANTEED 30-MINUTE DELIVERY.
We're so confident your pizza will arrive quickly that we'll put our money where our mouth is – (gulp) even if it's a minute late. When you want a pizza you want it soon, and we deliver on our promise.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION. Once your pizza has arrived, we still aim to please. We guarantee you'll be happy with our pizza. If you're not, for any reason, we'll replace your pizza or refund your money.

*Call store for details. Our drivers carry less than $20. Limited delivery areas. ©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
Greasen to retire in 1990

Bowdoin's 12th president announces decision to faculty

Faculty, student roles in search debated

One of the more heated topics at Monday afternoon’s faculty meeting was the debate over the method which will be used to ap- point the committee which will recommend candidates to the Board of Trustees to replace retiring President of the College A. LeRoy Greason.

Before the Executive Board meeting Monday night, Greason said, "The search committee will look very far outside this college nationally and inside this college locally." Greason emphasized that he would have no role in selecting the new president. "It is imperative that the president have nothing to do whatsoever with the process."

At the afternoon meeting, the faculty discussed the procedure by which they will appoint members to a search committee.

Dean of the Faculty Alfred Fuchs said students would be represented on the new search committee.

Barbara Kaster, Harrison King McCann Professor of Oral Communications, asked the president to recommend the Board of Trustees to select the committee. The president said, "I would ask the Board to allow three faculty members to be selected by the committee." Kaster felt strongly that the three representatives should be directly elected, instead of appointed by the Committee.

Concerns were voiced by some faculty that a direct election might not include non-tenured faculty. A vote led to the ballot being divided into two positions for tenured and one for non-tenured faculty. The faculty will vote by ballots to be sent them through the mail within the next week to nominate a slate of six for the search committee and a second runoff will decide the final three representatives before the May faculty meet- ing. Under the plan finalized at the faculty meeting, four tenured members of the faculty and two non-tenured members will be in- cluded among the candidates for election to the search committee.

Professor of Physics Elroy Lacey suggested that faculty be allowed to remove themselves from consideration for nominations to the search committee by allowing them to communicate such wishes to Steven Cerf, chairman of the Committee.

Kaster urged faculty members not to make themselves out of consider- ation. "This is one of those rare, rare times in your career you have to say yes even if you don't want to," Kaster said.

Bowdoin connection began in 1952 for English professor

A. LeRoy Greason will be remembered by his successors as the president who oversaw the early stages of the expansion which Bowdoin will undergo in the coming decade and the mastermind of the capital campaign that made it possible. But in addition to these important events which took place during his stewardship, Greason will be remembered by closer colleagues as a family man, a lover of great literature, and a gifted scholar.

Greason is a native of Rhode Island, born in Newport on Sept. 13, 1922. After graduating from Wellesley High School in Wellesley, Mass., he attended Wesleyan University in Middletown, Conn., where he was noted for his contributions to the swim team as well as his devotion to literature. Greason was elected to the Phi Kappa Sospi- al of Wesleyan University. One of seven Bowdoin presidents to garner that honor, the others are the late President John W. Ryley, A. LeRoy Greason, and the late President Royal Greason. Greason was also named an honorary member of the National Academy of Sciences.

The Greasons have three grown children.

Greason hinted he would not retain an important role in the administration of the college, saying, "I think the administration is going to be well taken care of as far as the college is concerned."

(Continued on page 4)
Overdue Thanks

Looking ahead on the "Greason years," there is no denying that great steps were made during the time, steps that can be directly attributed to the diligence of our President. His fund-raising feats have been well documented, and it is no secret that President Greason has pushed Bowdoin College to spectacular heights financially. The reputation of the College has been bettered and the facilities — Farley Field House alone has changed this College in a positive way forever.

But President Greason himself is well aware, as he stated at yesterday's faculty meeting, that it is his shortcomings that will be remembered as much as his successes. It is his weaknesses that will be the strengths in his successor. Many say that the attention given to financial affairs has had a negative effect on the relationship between the student and the student body, that the distance between the two has grown too great. In 1981, we needed a President that could raise money and reorganize the confusion left by his predecessor. In 1990, perhaps we need a President who will be more visible and accessible to the student body and its needs.

Looking ahead on the "Greason years," there is no denying that great steps were made during the time, steps that can be directly attributed to the diligence of our President. His fund-raising feats have been well documented, and it is no secret that President Greason has pushed Bowdoin College to spectacular heights financially. The reputation of the College has been bettered and the facilities — Farley Field House alone has changed this College in a positive way forever.

But President Greason himself is well aware, as he stated at yesterday's faculty meeting, that it is his shortcomings that will be remembered as much as his successes. It is his weaknesses that will be the strengths in his successor. Many say that the attention given to financial affairs has had a negative effect on the relationship between the student and the student body, that the distance between the two has grown too great. In 1981, we needed a President that could raise money and reorganize the confusion left by his predecessor. In 1990, perhaps we need a President who will be more visible and accessible to the student body and its needs.

Looking ahead on the "Greason years," there is no denying that great steps were made during the time, steps that can be directly attributed to the diligence of our President. His fund-raising feats have been well documented, and it is no secret that President Greason has pushed Bowdoin College to spectacular heights financially. The reputation of the College has been bettered and the facilities — Farley Field House alone has changed this College in a positive way forever.

But President Greason himself is well aware, as he stated at yesterday's faculty meeting, that it is his shortcomings that will be remembered as much as his successes. It is his weaknesses that will be the strengths in his successor. Many say that the attention given to financial affairs has had a negative effect on the relationship between the student and the student body, that the distance between the two has grown too great. In 1981, we needed a President that could raise money and reorganize the confusion left by his predecessor. In 1990, perhaps we need a President who will be more visible and accessible to the student body and its needs.
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The Orient front page of Friday, Sept. 21, 1984 announces the beginning of the $56 million capital campaign. President Greason leans comfortably upon his podium at a school-wide assembly for Bowdoin, which had already reached $19 million in preliminary funding.

Faculty, alumni praise the Greason years'
Needs of future must be addressed

KEVIN WESELBY ORIENT Editor

A. LeRoy Greason will be re-
membered as the president who
gave Bowdoin College a new di-
cision and stability, according
to faculty and Governing Boards
members interviewed last night.
Several Board members said
Greason became president at a
time when the college was und-
ertaking a difficult transition,
following the presidency of Willard
Enslow. Greason was able to
clean the wounds of the college,
"getting it back on track," said
Merton Henry '50, a trustee emer-
uitus who served on the boards from
1962-87.

"I think he came in after the
college had had a couple of diffi-
cult years," said Lee Hetter, a
trustee since 1986, "and started a
period of healing."

Paul Hazeltine '42, professor of
education emeritus, said, "He
took charge of the college at a
ever difficult time in the college
history and has made it very
impressively."

When Greason was hired, the
college needed "someone with
maturity and judgement who knew
Bowdoin College," added a well-
knewn to the faculty and re-
pected by students and faculty,
Henry said.

"He was very willing to step
forward and take a position, even
if that position may not have been
a popular one," said Trustee
Rosalyne Bernstein.

"He has the respect of the
faculty and complete confidence
in the Board of (Trustees)," she
said.

The $56 million Capital Cam-
paign has been touted as Greas-
on's biggest accomplishment.
Barbara Kaster, Harrison
King McCann Professor of Oral
Communications and a former out-
spoken member of the faculty,
said "He has led us through this gi-
antic capital campaign. If Roy
did not have the support of the
alumni, he would not have got
that money."

"I think that what he was
hired to do in '74. It was very clear we were about to go into a capital campaign when he was hired."

But Henry, who was chair-
man of the Board of Trustees for
the first three years of the Greas-
on presidency, denied that a
raise was in the works in 1981,
when the search for a new presi-
dent was undertaken.

"The Capital Campaign hadn't been decided on yet," he said.

"He took hold of it and has
driven it through to the success it
has had so far."...

But while Greason has faced
some criticism from members of
the college community for devot-
ing so much time to the capital
campaign, board members hope
to quick defend the president.

"Once the capital campaign
began, the president's focus had
to be on the campaign," Bernstein
said. "I think that was appropri-
est — the president was investing his time and energy in the campaign."

"It is true that any presi-
dent is committed to his
camp. He has to be," said Dean of
Alumni Fuchs said.

Bernstein said the Greason
years "have been wonderful for
Bowdoin" considering the president's
"open and accessible."

Hazeltine said, "I think Roy
has taken hold of the college
almost at every point in his time at
Bowdoin. He has been committed
to fairness at all times — commit-
tions to minorities, broadening the
college curriculum in new kinds
of studies. I think the college is in
excellent shape.

Fuchs cited the expansion of
the faculty and implementation of
new programs. "I think Roy list,
and very carefully tried to shape
the college based on what he
heard. He worked within the
system and doesn't take credit for
some things he has accomplished
because it gets blurred in the
system."

Hetter said, "I'll be really sad
see him go. I'll think I'll be hard
to replace.

James Hodge, the George Tay-
er Files Professor of Modern Lan-
s, said, "It has been a special time
for the college to find someone who's
awake of all the things the college
is about, especially beyond money.
We're still small enough to have a
commutative reality. I think it's
important that we maintain it."

Henry L. Leib, professor of
physics, said, "He took over at a
very difficult time and he bridged
the gap fairly well and I do hope
for the future. Where comes
will be able to go beyond
financially, academically and
be able to provide leadership... We
be able to face the financial pres-
sures, more than just fundraising,
more than just keeping an even
keel."

Greason Retires: Reaction

Students express surprise, anxiously await the future

MICHAEL TOWNSEND ORIENT Assistant Editor

As word of President A. LeRoy
Greason's retirement announce-
ment spread across the campus
last night, the reaction of the student
body was a combination of mild
surprise, praise for his work at the
College, and an urgency to find
the future. While most students
had been aware of rumors recently
that Greason was planning to step down, many were caught unawares by the
timing of yesterday's announce-
ment.

Speculation began almost
immediately as to who Greason's successor would be, and how that successor
would be chosen. The search for a
replacement is likely to begin this
summer. There will be two months remaining in the Search
Committee, and the Executive
Board decided last night to hold interviews with
candidates on Sunday, April 23. The Board encourages all interested students
to apply.

Chairman of the Executive
Board Andrew Winter '89 com-
tended extensively on the an-
nouncement, Greason's presidency,
and the future. "The announcement was certainly not completely unex-
pected," Winter said. "His presi-
dency has been beneficial in that we
have been able to move ahead with
the capital campaign, and he has
provided stable leadership for the
past nine years."

Winter went on to say that
"whoever assumes responsibility
will face a lot of difficult choices.
We are at a critical point in terms of
the direction of the College. Expan-
sion and the science center are cen-
tral issues, and I'm sure the frater-
nity question will remain an impor-
tant issue."

President Greason spoke to the
Executive Board at last night's regu-
larly scheduled meeting. Winter
said that "the Board was very ap-
preciative of the fact that he came. It
was a nice gesture to the Board and
the student body in general."

Fellow Board member Scott
Townsends '89 also praised the Presi-
dent's success at fund-raising, and
good with Winter's assessment of the future: "Greason's successor will
depend on what kind of educational place Bowdoin will become as it moves into the
nineties."

Winter mentioned that he
thought Dean of the College Jane L.
Jervis "would make an interesting choice. She challenges students in a
positive way, and is very support-
ive of all types of student representa-
tion. She should be seriously con-
sidered."

Ann St. Peter '89, Chair of the
Student Judiciary Board, described
decision as "a personal choice. He
received his studentship profes-
sionally, afford-
ning them a type of respect he would
have offered a board member or faculty
member. She commented that she
felt his presidency had been marked
with a "willingness to reach out to
campus by formulating various boards
to address issues: fraternity sexual
and sexual harassment, for example. With regard to the frats.
freedom, she cited corned for all
points of view to be heard. He didn't
want to make any rash deci-
dents."

St. Peter felt that the "growing
nurse" was "a very sexy issue of vision
and primary issue that the new presi-
dent would have to be prepared to face. The expansion issue, and addi-
tions or enhancements to the
curriculum are going to be im-
portant."

She went on to mention the
importance of "anticipating the needs of the student body" as the key to the success of the next presi-
dent.

Other students less directly
involved in the decision-making pro-
cessed that Greason's efforts in the
fund-raising area were the most
noteworthy achievements of his
presidency. One junior suggested,
however, that this has caused some
President from the student body, and
expressed a hope that the future
will see a coming together of the
student body and the Presi-
dent.

One sophomore commented
that "no President is ever going to
please everyone all of the time. He
had some extremely strong quali-
ties and some that were less strong,
but the whole package has provided
with stability. But as we move into the
nineties and face several important
issues, perhaps it is good to get some
new blood injected into things."

Mitch Price, a senior who has
served on a committee chaired by
Greason, said that Greason had
announced on that day, simply, "He
was a great guy. I'm sorry to see him go."

"Several students commented
the Board was not ready to go into
an address to the Executive Board
that a letter was being sent to each
and every student. One student said
"that it was strange to read about
something happening at your
own university and you don't know any-
thing about."
Greason Retires: His Presidency
October 9, 1981: an era begins

Biography

(Continued from page 1)

Greason's doctoral dissertation and the faculty of the past 29 years, noted that in the 1987-1988 academic year, 20
his degree in 1954, he was appointed an assistant profes-

Greason took his first major administrative position in 1963, when he became the first to fill the newly-created position of Dean of Students. He became Dean of the College in 1966, and held that title until 1975, when he resigned from the office to return to a full-time teaching position.

After the retirement of controversial Bowdoin president William E. Enteman, Greason became Acting

Greason served as acting president in 2001, when President Todd H. Hignite, after $7 million in capital improvements,

Foremost qualifications is the ability to work in confidence. "An absolute requirement for this committee is the ability to keep your mouth shut," she said.

One of the major issues confronting the committee, according to Johnson, will be whether to bring in outside consultants in the search process. "The answer to that ques-
tion is not obvious, and if you do go ahead and do it, how do you select that consultant?"

For Greason, a career-long interest in student financial aid led him to chair a task force at Bowdoin and to serve on the national advisory committee of the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators.

Greason "is a dynamic individual with a vision for the future that goes beyond what we have been doing," said Bowdoin faculty member and search committee member David Theobald. "He has a clear vision of how the College can achieve its goals, and he is a leader who can implement those goals."
Glass' class builds houses
Architect teaches design to Bowdoin students

BRENDAN RIELLY
ORIENT Staff

Four years ago, Bowdoin students placed a want ad for a teacher of architecture. Christopher Glass answered that ad and, under his tutelage, interest in architecture at Bowdoin has grown to the point that officials are now discussing it as a possible architectural major.

Glass' introductory class, offered every spring semester, concerns the fundamentals of architectural design. No prior experience with drawing or design is necessary for this course. What is necessary, according to Glass, is an interest in architecture coupled with the willingness to experiment with different styles and shapes.

Students begin the class "playing with shapes," specifically monuments. In the first step of a graded series of problems, students must design a monument for the Bowdoin quad. The next architectural challenge is the framing of a facade for a downtown store. After seeing the particular store, the student must conceive a new exterior.

The third assignment is the design of the interior of a dormitory room. After completing the dormitory room, the student must design a house.

"All the complexities of any building arise in a house," Glass said. Thus, students are required to utilize the full spectrum of their architectural skills. The semester closes with a final project of the student's choice.

On April 15, 1989, the 92 students who had completed the class, had their work displayed in the campus art gallery.

Christopher Glass' architecture class has been designing up a storm this semester. Photo by Dave Wilby

Three students treated at hospitals for drinking

KEVIN WESLEY
ORIENT Editor

Three unconscious students were rushed to local hospitals as a result of alcohol abuse on Saturday night. Two of the three were first examined at the Dudley Coe Health Infirmary and sent immediately to the hospital.

The students involved were all freshmen women and lived in Appleton Hall.

The students who went to the Infirmary were sent to the hospital due to the seriousness of their injuries. Although the Infirmary was criticized this week for not treating the students on campus, the college physician maintains that the nurse on duty was following the standard treatment policy.

The first student was brought to Regional Memorial Hospital by ambulance. She had fallen in a dormitory and was unconscious. An ambulance was dispatched to the scene and transported the woman to the hospital.

Later, two other students were brought to the Infirmary by friends. Neither was treated at the college, nor were they transported by ambulance or security, but instead by the individuals who brought them to the Infirmary.

"The policy here is the same as it has always been," College Physician Dr. Roy Weymouth said.

That policy states that if students who are unconscious, they will be treated if they are "at risk, need observation, conscious and with another student," Weymouth said. But the two students who were unconscious...

(Continued on page 9)

Bowdoin students rally in Washington to support abortion

SHARON HAYES
ORIENT Staff

If you had happened upon the nation's capital Sunday you may have believed you had stepped back into the politically active days of the early 70's. People blanketed the stretch of Constitution Avenue between 15th Street and the Capitol, carrying signs, donning coat hangers, chanting and letting their opinion be heard: "Not the church—not the state—women must decide their fate."

The march, which was held Sunday, April 9, drew between 300-600,000 people. The National Organization for Women (NOW) sponsored the march which was focused on expressing support for a woman's right to "safe and legal" birth control and abortion.

Joining the several hundred thousand marchers were about 50 Bowdoin students, the author of this article included, as estimated by Maureen Rayhill '89, the organizer of the Bowdoin coalition.

The march also served to demonstrate to Congress, the President and the Supreme Court the support for the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision which legalized abortion. This support is seen by NOW as important in the wake of a Missouri case coming before the Supreme Court beginning April 26, Webster v. The national group.

Pro-choice activists from across the country rallied in Washington last weekend. Photo by Annamaria Schorrilites

(Continued on page 4)
Faculty debates Science Center plans

AL MAURO
ORIENT Production Director

At Monday's faculty meeting, President of the College A. Leroy Geason announced his plans to retire in June 1990.

However, most of the discussion at the meeting concerned the proposed science facility, faculty voting status and the selection process for faculty representatives to the committee to search for a new president.

Dean of the Faculty Alfred Fuchs gave a short presentation on the history of the planning for the science facility and the current state of affairs. He said his presentation was in response to concerns raised by a number of community members, including a director of theater, and the Orient.

Rutan sent a statement of concern to faculty members and then sent a letter asking for faculty members to respond whether or not they were concerned about the project. Rutan received 60 responses expressing concern, and only three that did not. Fuchs said one of the not-concerned responses was his. Fuchs said he was "not surprised there were concerns."

Professor of German James Hodge spoke for the faculty located in Stills Hall, whose building will be taken over by the new facility. The faculty in Stills is concerned about the fact that there are no firm plans for the relocation of displaced faculty and programs, as well as Smith Auditorium and the language lab. "Is there going to be a schedule of where we are going, how we are going, and what is going to be there?" said Hodge.

Fuchs responded, "All those things will be done before Smith is touched." Fuchs stressed that a replacement for Smith be in place before the auditorium is torn down. "We are trying to make ourselves aware of everything," said Fuchs.

Hodge also raised the concern that the departments currently in Stills be kept together. Fuchs said that there were no current plans to split up those faculty, but that it would be unavoidable to split them from the media center for a time.

Barbara Kaster, Harrison King McKann Professor of Oral Communications, expressed the Stills faculty's displeasure at not being involved in the planning of the future of Stills. "We found out that we were brought kicking out because we read it in the Orient. That isn't appropriate," said Kaster.

Kaster said that the only thing that would reassure those in Stills Hall would be for the president to appoint a building committee to plan for and oversee the relocation.

In other business, the faculty: accepted a report, as amended, to retain the voting position of the director of admissions.

If you see Susie Ingram on Monday, April 17th, Don't forget to wish her a
HAPPY FIRST BIRTHDAY!!

Geason meets with Execs
RICH LITTLEHALE
ORIENT Production Director

This Monday the Executive Board began their meeting with an address on behalf of the College A. Leroy Geason. Geason announced to the Board his intention to retire at the end of June 1990.

The reason for this early announcement, according to Geason, was to allow the Board sufficient time to fill the two seat vacancies on the Presidential Search Committee. Geason told the Board, however, that he in no way considered his job over, and when wished well in his retirement by Board Chairman Andrew Winter '89, said, "We still have a way to go."

The Board approved a motion to the effect that he be eligible for an interview for one of the two Search Committee seats, a student must first submit a petition with 75 student signatures. Applications will be made available this week, and interviews will be conducted on April 23.

Winter met with Geason earlier this week to discuss the letter the Board sent to the president concerning the Faculty Committee on Search Committee's report. Geason informed Winter that a uniform policy for post-tenured professors, in the works, and noted that scheduling games on Sundays would only be necessary for two or three of the ten faculty, and that a policy on such a policy to be implemented. Geason suggested that responsibility for issues of liability and funding for club sports fall under the Dean of the College's purview. Finally, Geason's feelings werepirit

Room draw plans, lottery number details unveiled

Lottery numbers for this year's room draw will be posted on Tuesday, April 18, 1989 in the Moulton Union and Coles Tower. Also on display, floor plans of available rooms will be on display in those locations, as well as the Dean's Office.

Only students who have paid their room deposit will be eligible for the lottery and room draw.

According to Ass't. Dean of Students Ana Brown, two floors of Coles Tower between the third and tenth floor will be set aside for students who want a single, double or triple.

Room draw is as follows (each night runs from 6-9 p.m.): Students and seniors, Monday, April 25; Juniors - Wednesday, April 26; Sophomores - Thursday, April 27.

For more information contact Brown.

STD, AIDS programs planned

MARK JEONG
ORIENT Contributor

The Bowdoin campus will initiate the first program in its Sexually Transmitted Disease Awareness Project Monday, April 17. The project is supported by members of the Bowdoin Women's Association, Interfraternity Council, Student Union Committee, Gay Lesbian Student Alliance, Women's Resource Center, Health and Counseling Centers, Dean of Students Office, and Department of Sociology.

The project will kick off with a lecture by Suzanne Landolph, Landolph, a health educator/ac- cess/stand up comic, will give a lecture on AIDS and safe sex. Landolph is renowned for her use of humor and frankness which captures the attention of her audience.

Her presentation called "Hot, Sexy, Safer" concentrates on practicing safe sex and general information on AIDS. She will speak at the Bowdoin campus on Monday at the Daggett Lounge at 7:30 p.m.

Freshmen Advisor Bina Chaddha, who has been in charge of the Landolph lecture, is very enthusiastic and expects a large turnout. The IFC has also shown strong interest for her lecture, and Theta Delta Chi will be hosting a closed dinner dedicated to her.

The Center for Human Sexuality STD awareness program include a lecture by Dr. Michael Bach, the assistant chief at the Division and Infectious Disease at the Maine Medical Center.

Also, a brief presentation and an informal discussion on common STD will be sponsored by staff Bob Bilas, staff John Collin, and physician's assistant Jan Bachurski. The discussion will focus on the common STD at Bowdoin campus and students vulnerability to these diseases.

Anyone is welcome to attend, and this discussion is scheduled at Zeta Psi on April 25. Time of the discussion may differ and will be determined by next week.

DR. WILLIAM R. OUELLETTE
DR. BRIAN L. DANIELS
OPTOMETRISTS

Eye Examinations
Specializing in Contact Lenses

Pleasant Street Professional Building
53 Pleasant Street, Brunswick
Telephone 725-2161

COUNCIL ON INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE

Presentation on CIEE's Work & Tips on Budget Travel

Abroad Programs in:
• GREAT BRITAIN
• IRELAND
• FRANCE
• GERMANY
• NEW ZEALAND
• COSTA RICA
• JAMAICA

Wednesday, April 19
4:00 PM
Lancaster Lounge

If you see Susie Ingram on Monday, April 17th, Don't forget to wish her a HAPPY FIRST BIRTHDAY!!
Small snail studies seize junior

MONIQUE DA SILVA
Bowdoin News Service

Have you ever wondered why Dogwhisk snails are a variety of color?

Neither had anyone else, until Bethany S. Jones of Saco, a senior at Bowdoin College, and Edward S. Gilfillan, lecturer in environmental studies and adjunct professor of chemistry at the college, started looking into the question.

"I am studying Dogwhisk snails at home," said Jones, who is a biology/environmental studies interdisciplinary major. "At Orr's Island of north of Casco Bay, the color patterns are white, tan, orange, black, brown, gray, or banded. I am trying to find out why the snails are different colors."

In a paper to be presented at the National Conference on Undergraduate Research in San Antonio, Texas, Jones started her study last May, when Gilliffin suggested the question as a possible topic for her honors project. While it was first assumed that the colors were related to the environment, the snails live in, results so far point in a different direction. "I am now looking at the effect of wave exposures on the snails," said Jones. "The snails at Pemaquid Point are exposed to lots of waves. They always wet, when hidden in the rocks to protect themselves from the waves, and are not exposed direct sunlight."

At Orr's and Reid's Island, the waves do not crash in as much—the snails sit right on the rocks and are exposed to the sun. It is much more important for them to be light colored, as light colors reflect the sun."

"I am observing their reaction to LD 50, which is a lethal dose of sun that kills 50 percent of all organisms. It is very cruel," she added.

"I take their temperature with an electric thermometer and record the changes in body temperature over the time spent under the sunlight. So far the Orr's Island snails have been heating up more slowly."

"I am studying different strategies that these snails have adopted to escape from the sun."

"Because the environmental studies program is so small, it is easy to go on a first-name basis. We do not have a student-professor relationship, but more of a partnership. At this point, I know more about the snails than he does."

"Both will come out of this study with a paper that deserves a graduate degree," said Gilfillan. "It is great just to get the opportunity to work with kids like Beth—a very intelligent, hard-working woman.

"She is very enthusiastic, which phase can be the most difficult for the research."

"Jones received two grants to fund the study. She worked at the Markey Foundation Undergraduate Fellowship and also received a Bowdoin Foundation Undergraduate Fellowship to fund her research.

After graduation Jones plans to work as a biological research technician in Maine before attending graduate school.

"I still have to decide what I want to study in graduate school. Hopefully, fully a few years of experience as a technician will make that clear."

"But at Orr's and Reid's Island, the waves do not crash in as much—the snails sit right on the rocks and are exposed to the sun. It is much more important for them to be light colored, as light colors reflect the sun."

"I am observing the reaction to LD 50, which is a lethal dose of sun that kills 50 percent of all organisms. It is very cruel," she added.

"I take their temperature with an electric thermometer and record the changes in body temperature over the time spent under the sunlight. So far the Orr's Island snails have been heating up more slowly."

"I am studying different strategies that these snails have adopted to escape from the sun."

"Because the environmental studies program is so small, it is easy to go on a first-name basis. We do not have a student-professor relationship, but more of a partnership. At this point, I know more about the snails than he does."

"Both will come out of this study with a paper that deserves a graduate degree," said Gilfillan. "It is great just to get the opportunity to work with kids like Beth—a very intelligent, hard-working woman.

"She is very enthusiastic, which phase can be the most difficult for the research."

"Jones received two grants to fund the study. She worked at the Markey Foundation Undergraduate Fellowship and also received a Bowdoin Foundation Undergraduate Fellowship to fund her research.

After graduation Jones plans to work as a biological research technician in Maine before attending graduate school.

"I still have to decide what I want to study in graduate school. Hopefully, fully a few years of experience as a technician will make that clear."

Students urged to ‘Think Summer’

BRENDAN RIELLY
Orient Staff

At this critical time, students generally look forward to days at the beach, relaxation, and no classes. For most students however, this utopia with temperatures in the 50's is dimmed by the necessity of summer employment. However, Bowdoin College’s Office of Career Services has many new opportunities to help the students find summer internships.

"Contrary to popular belief, Bowdoin College does not shut down after the students leave for summer break. Nicky de Bruyn, OCS Intern, cited such available jobs as tours guides, library helpers, and cafeteria workers. Also students are needed to help with the numerous programs held at Bowdoin during the summer (from hockey camps to chemistry conventions). Various departments also need to be staffed with research or other tasks.

"For further information concerning the departmental jobs, one should contact the department secretaries or chair." Nicky de Bruyn stressed the importance of the student’s willingness to work for themselves...and follow through. OCS can help with the contacts, but the common sense usually must come from the student.

"In opening the meeting on summer jobs held in Main Loung an April 11 at 8:00, Sue Livesey, Career Counselor, said in order to facilitate finding a job, a student must determine whether the 'need to earn a little money of the type of experience and to see exotic parts of the country, or to get career experience' is most important. Also a student looking for work should consider combining a paid job with an unpaid internship or job shadowing."

The most valuable resource, according to de Bruyn, is OCS alumni networking. Bowdoin alumni are "very loyal" and generally willing to help Bowdoin students find summer internships.

Other valuable resources are the OCS listings mailed regularly to students, the list of chambers of commerce from across the United States, and the yellow pages.

Matt Samuelson ’90, Monica Tobin ’89, and Barbara Milewski ’89 all stressed the importance of combining the resources available in the OCS offices with individual creativity and tenacity. Samuelson has found OCS a "great way to do something very valuable in pursuing an internship at an environmental law office. Milewski’s capacity for self-promotion and skill in developing contacts enabled her to get the lucrative boat-cleaning business during the summer. Tobin apply the methods learned in her job meeting by advising students to "use OCS as much as you can."

"While it is not a placements service, OCS will help any student (freshman or senior) find summer employment. Come and examine the black binders basking with internships, or tap the Bowdoin alumni network. And, exotic location, or valuable experience should be just around the corner."

Canoe film premiers

KIMBERLY ECKHART
ORIENT Executive Clerk

The Maine premiere of the film Into the Great Saltwater will be held at the Portland Performing Arts Center on Sunday, April 30 at 4:00 and 7:30 p.m. for the benefit of the Maine Atlantic Life Society.

The film is about Robert Perkins, an 18-year-old canoe tramp, who by the headwaters of the Back River to the Arctic Ocean. Robert Perkins is an expert riker to have a poet/naturalist whose books and paintings are published by the Atlantic Monthly Press and Henry Holt & Co. of New York. In the summer of 1987, alone in his 16-foot canoe, Lacis, Perkins travelled the longest (700 miles) and toughest northern waters—uncoastal and uncharted. Into the Great Saltwater vividly captures the raw beauty of the severe Arctic wilderness which Perkins encountered on his trip.

"It is as well as Perkins' physical journey, Into the Great Saltwater, shows his inner journey. The American historian, Kevin Starr, commented that "Mr. Perkins is at once a minimalistic narrator writer of wilderness experience and a rich evoker of more elusive geographies within."

The film relates with humor, humanity and insight, personal quest of a man tarnished by twentieth-century urban lifestyle, who leaves his steady job on Wall Street to follow a dream. Perkins' feeling about his journey is very fitting in his own words: "To travel alone is risky business, especially into a wilderness. But even with dreams and not follow them."

The premiere of Into the Great Saltwater will include a champagne reception, a prize drawing, and an introduction to the film by noted Maine canoeist Zip Kellogg. Tickets are by advanced reservation only and are $25 each. Patrons, who will be listed in the program, are $100 for two reserved seats. For more information contact Pam Strat at Maine Audubon, 781-2320.
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The Task and Keg

Open all year

39 Harpswell St.
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Word Processing Professionals
Term Papers, Theses, Resumes, Etc.
Pick up and delivery services available.
P.O. Box 629
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Newcastle, Maine 04553
(207) 563-1317
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are African-American.

In the applicant pool as a whole, African-American applicants fell 14.5 percent from last year, while Hispanic applicants rose 28.3 percent.

The program is a costly one, with the college picking up the tab for all expenses, including transportation for those students who cannot afford it. Braswell said the program is "well worth the cost. We are competing for an applicant pool with acceptances at Yale, Brown, Dartmouth."

The program's effectiveness is apparent in both percentages and in student reactions. Last year, 45 percent of the people who participated in the program matriculated at Bowdoin in the fall.

Among the students who took part in the program last year, there is a genuine enthusiasm about its effectiveness. Jonathan Schwartz '92 said the program is "one-hundred percent successful."

He said the weekend experience influenced him to come to Bowdoin over Amherst, Tufts and Colby. The deciding factors, Schwartz said, were "the faculty dinners where the professors were warm and friendly, and Leon Braswell, who presented Bowdoin's qualities and the College's expectations honestly."

For Theresa Stevenson '92, the program allowed her to get a chance to preview Bowdoin by picking up the price of a plane trip she could not afford.

Bowdoin won out over Wellesley and Bryn Mawr, Stevenson states, because of "the special trouble Bowdoin went to and the money it spent on such a program. I figured Bowdoin must have good facilities and professors if it was able to go to the trouble and expense to get us all here."

In addition, she said the weekend "gave us a chance to meet other accepted students and form some early friendships, while meeting the people here."

Carrie Smith '92, who also took part in "The Bowdoin Experience" said, "the attention the school showed was attractive and transcended particular attention to minority students to students in general." He also states that, "the weekend was good for students financially unable to come to the school and interact with the students."

The point all the students emphasized about "The Bowdoin Experience" was that its personal approach helped make their college decision easier. While the price tag is admittedly high, the students who take part and the Admissions Office feel the program works to effectively introduce minority applicants to a unique Bowdoin experience.

"HOW I MADE $18,000 FOR COLLEGE BY WORKING WEEKENDS."

As soon as I finished Advanced Training, the Guard gave me a cash bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting another $5,000 for tuition and books, thanks to the New GI Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Army Guard paychecks. They'll add up to more than $11,000 over the six years I'm in the Guard.

And if I take out a college loan, the Guard will help me pay it back—up to $1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000—or more—for college for just a little of my time. And that's a heck of a better deal than any car wash will give you.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.

SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE 800-638-7600, OR MAIL THIS COUPON.

MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
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Americans At Their Best.
A true Maine dining experience

About ten miles straight out route 123, a right turn before the elementary school, then another right, and two and one half miles of bumpy driving later lies the Dolph In Marina. Tucked beside a busy bay, to which it caters, "The Dolph In" is a gem amidst the mud-flats of Harpswell. People gather, linked only by their common knowledge of this eatery, to indulge in wondrous pies, cakes, and various home cooked items.

When entering, one must give the hostess a familiarly exuberant "hello," and then proceed to nod a quiet greeting to all the regulars, usually gathered at the counter. The regulars know that the counter menu offers much of the same food as the other menu at less cost. Thus, they resign themselves to sit at the counter where they can flirt with the waitress, casually look at the surplus marine goods on the counter behind them, and loiter drinking coffee and trying to avoid going back to work on the cold, rough ocean. They've all seen lots of the ocean, and when eating a meal, they'd rather save a few pennies than starve, awe-struck, over ingres expanse.

But "the Dolph In" attracts a slew of different customers. While the fishermen and penny-pinching college crowd stick to the counter, the rest of the restaurant hums with vitality, as it fills with retired professional people, and those-students recently fortified by a check from home.

As I went through the motions of greeting the hostess, and nodding at familiar faces, I decided to treat myself to sitting with the retired professionals since, The Orient was footing the bill. Normally no reservation is needed, but occasionally on a Sunday night it's better to be safe than sorry. Also, if a paper is sitting at home half-written, and time is of the essence, you can call in an order ahead of time and have it prepared to eat when you arrive. You can either eat it there, or have it wrapped to go. Sitting at a warm, oceanside table, I had time to pass the time watching the sea, trying to figure out my exact location on the map/planet in front of me. Harrowing a laugh and turning to see what kind of success an immensely visal, at least-seventy-five-year-old fisherman was having happily propositioning my waitress. This is all part of the charm of dining at "the Dolph In."

Breakfast at "the Dolph In" is a completely a carte deal. Each link of sausage must be ordered separately. Fortunately they draw the line at hash browns, and serve them as an entire, generous, and tasty order. Breakfast is always prepared perfectly, just as ordered, and it is very reasonably priced. Items which must be tried include the blueberry muffins or the blueberry pancakes. Both are huge and scrumptious.

"Dinner," the word which encapsulates lunch and supper in rural, traditional Maine, is logically combined on a single afternoon menu. All the seafood items are fresh, delicious, and inexpensive. My favorites are the fish sandwich and the clam chowder. The fish sandwich is made of a fresh piece of haddock, fried in batter, and smothered with mozzarella cheese, all put together on a lightly toasted bun. It is the quintessential "fish-wich."
The clam chowder is rich, thick, and check full of fresh clams. Whatever you order you can't go wrong.

As I mentioned before, it is worth saving room for a dessert. Every day "the Dolph In" offers an impressive array of fresh pies and cakes. They bake something which sounds heavenly to every palate, from strawberry rhubarb pie to peanut butter chocolate squares. Each customer has her/his own favorite.

If you can handle a somewhat bumpy ride, and revel in a hokey atmosphere which juxtaposes fisherman in rain gear with "summer folk" in Nantucket red pants, then the Dolphin Marina is for yon. Prices are very reasonable, and the food is downright tasty.

Brewster '77 shows works

"Riley Brewer: Recent Paintings and Drawings" will be on display at the Brewster College Museum of Art, in the John A. and Helen P. Becker Gallery, through May 7.

The exhibition includes nine paintings and ten drawings produced between 1982 and 1986. Brewer graduated from Bowdoin in 1977, attended the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture in 1978, and received his M.F.A. from Yale University in 1982. His paintings and drawings have been exhibited throughout New England and New York City.

Brewster will give a public talk Sunday, April 16, at 3 p.m.

Bloom County

Dr. Strangelove

Friday, April 14
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Smith Auditorium

Peter Sellars and George C. Scott star in Stanley Kubrick's classic satire of an accidental nuclear attack. Don't miss Peter Sellars line, "You can't fight in here, this is the war room," and don't miss Slim Pickers bronco-busting a nuclear missile.

Wings of Desire

(West Germany/France 1988)

Wednesday, April 18 3:30 and 8 p.m. Kresge Auditorium

Wim Wender's film is both a re-examination of the divided city of Berlin and a romantic love story. An angel leaves the heavens and enters the mortal world of earthly delights and dangers. With Peter Falk.

All shows are free.

The Bowdoin Dance Troupe will perform its Spring Concert next weekend.
Back without a word

XAN: Remember that dude I was telling you about? SMB: Huh? XAN: Remember I told you about Robyn Hitchcock? SMB: Yeah, you said it was worth my hard earned cash to buy his album. You said you liked him. Blah, blah, blah...

Xan Karn

X: I said really liked him. I like him tons.
S: You’re a girlie.
X: No, I mean I like his music. Anyway, guess what I just heard?
S: What?
X: He has a new album out.
S: Why did you lie then?
X: What the hell are you talking about?
S: You said you hadn’t heard anything about his last album. X: I know, but that was before. S: Before what?
X: Before Queen Elvis.
END OF CONVERSATION
It’s true. Robyn Hitchcock’s the Egyptians are back on the charts. On a recent visit to the “new” bin at WBOR. I came across quite a surprise. There was an album filed under “R” that caught my eye. It was added Queen Elvis, and it was written, produced, and performed by Robyn Hitchcock. It was a surprise because nobody bothered to tell me it was coming out. Promotion was nil. The media ignored its release. I won’t ignore it, though. It’s too damn good.

All of the ten tracks were written by Hitchcock. Most of them sound wonderful. However, Robyn can’t take all the credit for that. Andy Buck’s guitar defines harmony. Yet, he doesn’t forget to solo. The drums and bass move fast, but they are not obnoxious. This song’s biggest problem is its length. It’s too short. Maybe that’s good enough, because it leaves you begging for more.

The song One Long Pair of Eyes is perhaps the album’s finest. Instruments are added and dropped from the composition to keep it exciting. It’s a dynamic song that lonely takes one listening to appreciate. Remember the last time that string arrangement sounded cool? Meither. However, Hitchcock does it. There is a string section in The Devil’s Coachman that might remind you of some work on Sgt. Pepper’s.

The album isn’t flawless. There is one track in particular that leaves much to be desired. The tune Knife is so far below Hitchcock’s ability that one must wonder why he included it on the LP at all. The bass line and guitar harmony are so repetitious that there is too much attention drawn to the vocals. The singing seems to intrude on the song.

Buy this album. If you don’t think this is your kind of music, you are wrong. There is something for everyone here. Queen Elvis is a wonderful secret.

Metacade plays bass and keyboards. Morris Windsor plays drums. In addition, Peter Buck appears throughout the album. (He’s the guitar from REM)

The album’s first track is titled Madonna of the Wasps. It encompasses all of Hitchcock’s brilliance. The lyrics are aloof, but pleasing.

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

Orient

Personal

Embarass friends, meet new people.
Say thank you. Say goodbye. Say, “What the heck.”

COLUMBUS UNIVERSITY

SUMMER IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK SESSION 1989

Columbia: an Ivy League campus in New York City
At Columbia University this summer, you can enjoy New York’s diversity and you can:

• fulfill distribution and departmental requirements in introductory and advanced courses
• enhance career skills (build an architecture portfolio in Introduction to Architectural Design, try Business Writing, receive premedical training)
• immerse yourself in a foreign language (from Chinese to Yiddish) in a program that incorporates native speakers and cultural activities of New York City
• pursue your interests in courses on the American Indian, recent European philosophy, the human skeleton, Victorian and Decadents, Women and the drama, Secret politics, American popular music, or over 200 others.

First Session May 28-July 7 Second Session July 8-August 18

Please send a Summer Session Bulletin and application form to:

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP

COLUMBUS UNIVERSITY 3400 Broadway, Columbus University, NY 10011 Phone (212) 614 2221

Columbus University is an affirmative action-equal opportunity institution.
**Sports**

**Bears whip Mules, defrock Monks**

**BONNIE BERRYMAN, ORIENT Asst. Sports Editor**

The baseball team tied two very big wins this week. Strong hitting performances have been the main reason for Bowdoin's two consecutive victories, including their home opener against St. Joseph's last Wednesday.

A 6-run fifth inning gave the Bears a crushing 16-5 victory over the Colby Mules last Tuesday. In their first win of the season, three players had three RBIs.

Bowdoin dominated right from the start, as Ray Diffley '91 scored the first run in the second inning. In the third inning, Bowdoin took a 3-0 lead as Matt Rogers '91 and Kevin Cloutier '90 both scored. Colby had major pitching problems in the fifth inning as Bowdoin scored nine runs, just about everything Colby threw. Nearly everyone in the line-up scored, as Bowdoin runs put them up 9-0.

The Mules managed to score two in the bottom of the fifth, to close the gap to 9-2.

The Bowdoin squad, coached by Hal Sabino, continued their offensive rampage, scoring three runs in both the sixth and the ninth inning.

Sophomore pitcher Alvin Bugbee got the win over the Mules, striking out five batters.

Diffley, sophomore Ed Cowaney, and senior John Irons each had three RBIs and scored two runs.

After handling Colby, the Bears pulled out a close 9-8 win over visiting St. Joseph's College.

Bowdoin had a big first inning, scoring five runs to nab an early lead.

Rogers got on base with a walk, and Cloutier followed with a single. Bugbee and sophomore Brad Chin both had RBIs in the inning, and Chin scored Bowdoin's third run.

Diffley's and Cowaney's runs rounded out the scoring in the first. After Chin and Bugbee scored in the fifth inning, the Bears had their biggest lead of the game, 8-2.

St. Joseph's scored one run here, two there, and before anyone knew it, the score was tied 8-8 in the top of the ninth.

Despite the teneness Bowdoin faced to break the tie, they responded well to the challenge.

Cloutier got on with a walk to start. After Chin hit to the pitcher, Bugbee got the game-winning RBI, giving Bowdoin a narrow 8-9 victory.

Bowdoin has a slew of home games in the next week, before playing their last seven games on the road.

UM-Farmington will be visiting Bowdoin on Fri., April 11th, 1989 for a doubleheader, six innings each game. They don't get much of a rest, as they host Southern Maine the following day.

---

**Tennis downed by Colby**

**CLIFF ASHLEY, ORIENT Contributor**

Despite the recent problems with scheduling, the Polar Bears are unscathed this spring, boasting a 7-0 record.

"It's been a tough week for fans of the men's lacrosse team. Saturday, the Bowdoin faithful were denied the much-anticipated matchup between the Polar Bears and the visiting UVM Catamounts." As the game was canceled due to snow.

Wednesday, supporters who read the schedule expected to see a CBB conference showdown against Colby, but discovered the game had not been played the previous day.

Bowdoin's offense took advantage of their extra day to practice Saturday. It showed as the Bears, coached by Mort La Pointe, jumped out to a 4-0 lead in the first quarter.

Colby capitalized on their opportunities too, scoring twice on man-up plays to come within two points at the end of the quarter.

Both teams kept pace with four goals each in the second period, with Colby once again scoring two on man-up opportunities.

The third quarter belonged to Bowdoin, as all three attacks found the net to extend the Bear's lead to 11-6.

The White Mules refused to give up, and they came out strong in the last period, scoring four in the final 5- and 1/2 minutes to pull within one.

Midfielders Todd Bland '90 and Ken McLaughlin '89 then scored their second goals of the day to ice the game at 13-10.

Attackman Mike Earley '91 continued to play well, coming up with three goals and assists, while7th Tall Carr '90 got a hat trick of his own.

The Polar Bear's man down defense, which had previously given up only four goals in 27 attempts, had a disappointing game. Number-wise, allowing four of six attempts.

Colby's comeback in the fourth quarter was due in part to Bowdoin's defense, which Coach La Pointe labeled "tentative."

Weather permitting, the Bowdoin squad will take to field again tomorrow, at home against Wesleyan. The Cardinals appear to be a well-coached, much improved team with a goalie who could be a key factor in the game.

Gameline is 3:30 p.m. at Pickard.

---

**Saturdays SLATE**

baseball v UM-Farmington H:120
men's lacrosse v Wesleyan H:100
women's lacrosse v Wesleyan H:100
tennis v Clark H:110
men's track v Colby, Tufts A
women's track v Colby, Tufts, Bates A
Track captures second place

DAVE JACKSON
ORIENT STAFF

In the words of Coach Peter Slovenis, the women's track team's first meet was "an encouraging opener. We had someone entered in nearly every event, which is a great improvement over last spring."

The Polar Bears, indeed, showed strong depth on the way to a second place finish in a five-team meet. Bowdoin's 45 1/2 points were second only to Bates (76 1/2), and they soundly defeated Maine (25), Colby (16), and Southern Maine (6).

Junior Mary O'Givle '90 was particularly impressive. O'Givle placed second in the 100 meters in 13.7 and third in the 200 meters in 28.6. She also ran the first leg of the winning 4x100 relay team. Alex Gehring '92, Nancy Beveridge '91, and Beth Hale '90 also contributed to that effort.

Co-captain Sandra Schell '89 won the hammer throw with an effort of 34.94 meters. She also took third in the shot put with a 28'2" throw.

The other co-captain, Deanna Hodgkin '99, finished second in the 1500 meters, running a 5:03 race.

The team also placed well in other middle distance and long distance races. Kristen O'Keefe '90 won the 800 meters with a time of 2:26.6. Katie Tyler '92, a newcomer to the team, finished third in 2:28.3.

Marilyn Freedy '91 also won her race, the 1000 meters, with an impressive time of 3:23.3, bettering her nearest competitor by almost 22 seconds. Beveridge, another newcomer, took third in the 400 meters, posting a 1:06.2 time. And the 4x400 relay team of Beveridge, Christine O'Brien '90, Jessica Gaylord '89, and O'Keefe, finished second, in a time of 4:39.5.

Other scorers for the Polar Bears were Blue Karmolky '92, who took second in the javelin with a 46' 5 1/2' effort, and Jennifer Magoo '89, who placed third in the 100 meter hurdles in 20.2 seconds.

Fresh off this performance, the women look to tomorrow's meet against Tufts and Colby at noon.
**Architectue**

(Continued from page 1)

ners of architecture, but does not require students to follow any particular established style.

The counter-demonstration by anti-abortion groups was noticably small. Estimats say the group was around 100 people strong.

Anti-abortion groups also erected what they called a "Cemetery of the Innocent" containing 4,400 crosses representing the average number of abortions performed daily in the United States. The "cemetery" had been taken down by the time the Bowdoin group reached the Capitol.

At the Capitol steps, organizers, celebrities, and notable people within the women's movement spoke to the gathering marchers. Gloria Steinem, a noted feminist writer, said, "It is the Supreme Court which is on trial here, not reproductive freedom."

Marchers came from all over the United States to participate in the event and many groups were represented. Stickers bearing the words "Catholics for Choice" were frequent. Another participant bore a sign reading "Mormons for Choice." And among the colorful Texas delegation were quite a few "Cowboys for Choice."

There were several signs with the President as their subject: "Bush get your nose out of our pharmacy," and "George Bush's mother didn't have choice." Other marchers wore cowbells and carried signs demanding "Never Again," referring to the harmful illegal abortions which took place before 1973.

NOW had reported the participation of over 400 colleges and universities by only the middle of March. The reactions of Bowdoin marchers were strong. Anne Burnham '90 said, "It was the most empowering experience I've ever undergone."

Steve Bowler '89 said he had become frustrated at the influence the vocal minority of Right-to-Life-ers had on politicians and felt the march was essential to demonstrate that the majority of the country is pro-choice.

Rayhill said, "It was not really a march about abortion, it was a march about freedom, choice and civil rights."

Organizers of the Bowdoin group said the only unfortunate thing about the event was that there were many Bowdoin students who wanted to march but were not able to find transportation to Washington.

The college vans were not available for use, so the group had to rent their own vans for the event. Each of the 16 or so van goers contributed their own money to cover the cost. The other participants from Bowdoin travelled in private cars.

There was such an intense amount of energy, passion and strong feelings," said Amy Schaner '90.

Rayhill said she was especially struck by the "tremendous feeling of unity" among the hundreds of thousands of people.

"It was the best thing I've ever done," she said.

*** Sharon Hayes '92 participated in Sunday's march in Washington. She is a member of the Orient staff.

---

**Hospital**

(Continued from page 1)

brought to the infirmary on Saturday were unconscious, so Pauline Souza, the nurse on duty, immediately sent them to Parkview Memorial Hospital.

Souza said she was following infirmaty policy by sending the students to Parkview. "That's the policy we were told to do," she said. "I saw the students enough to see that there was no immediate danger."

"We were told to send them immediately to the hospital," she said.

Weymouth said the risk involved with treating a person who has been drinking is that the severity of alcohol abuse cannot be determined with the infirmary's facilities. "The problem is," he said, "unless you know what someone's blood alcohol content is at the time" the proper treatment cannot be determined.

Weymouth defended Souza's actions, saying it was a "judgement call" on her part. By sending the students to the hospital by private transport instead of using an ambulance or security, he said she was "trying to get somebody from point A to point B as fast as possible."

Asst. Dean of Students Ana Brown said the administration is concerned with the incidents, but encouraged students to seek treatment at either the infirmary or a hospital if they need medical attention.

---

**University of Southern Maine Summer Session**

Looking for a way to keep moving toward your educational goals during the summer?

With 4-week, 6-week and 7-week course sessions, the University of Southern Maine makes it convenient for you to do this with quality academic experiences.

**Registration begins March 20** and continues through the beginning of each session.

For more information, contact Summer Session University of Southern Maine 96 Falmouth Street Portland, ME 04103 or call (207) 780-4076
Policies in Question

Last weekend, three women were taken to local hospitals suffering from alcohol-related injuries or illness, an unusually high number. In attempting to discover the facts about these incidents, we have discovered a great deal of confusion and conflicting ideas about what the policies of the college and the fraternity are for dealing with this type of situation.

Last semester, the Alcohol Peer Advisers (APA) were provided with volunteer group called Peers At Your Side (PAYS). The idea behind PAYS was to provide assistance to students in dealing with drunk students. The program was supported publicly by both the fraternity and the student body.

Suddenly, the PAYS program has ceased. The reasons for this are somewhat unclear to us, and, we think, unclear to the parties involved. The APA's place the blame on the fraternity and the fraternity places the blame on the APA's. To us, the truth appears to be that the two groups have miscommunicated.

In the aftermath of last weekend's incidents, rumors have begun flying around campus about the fraternity's policies. Foremost among these rumors is the rumor that the fraternity will not treat, or even look at, drunk students, and is instead sending them directly to the hospital. This rumor is not based on fact, according to the college physician.

Another continuing issue is that the students who came to the fraternity last weekend, and were sent to the hospital, were not greeted at the front door of the fraternity. In our opinion, the person who brings a drunk friend to the fraternity has often been drinking as well. To ask that person to get behind the wheel of a car is a horrifying thought.

Security does not want to become a hospital shuttle service on weekend, and rightfully so. They have plenty else to worry about on the average weekend night.

But the fact is, students should not, we feel, have to be responsible for getting their friends to the hospital. The time that could be wasted in locating a car, and/or a driver, could be crucial to the patient.

College students drink, and they occasionally drink too much. The fraternity should realize this, and have policies to provide care. No student should ever feel that they can't or shouldn't take a friend to the fraternity for fear that he or she will not be looked at properly.

We are making no accusations here, particularly against the fraternity staff. There is no real evidence to suggest that anyone acted improperly last weekend.

What we are saying is that there is some confusion on campus about the policies, and these need to be clarified immediately. The fraternity staff and the APA's should resolve their misunderstanding, if indeed that is the problem. PAYS appeared to be working well, and we would like to see it continue.

A policy should also be outdated regarding this. If a patient should be sent to the hospital, and most importantly, how that person should be transported to the hospital.

This is a serious issue. The administration, the fraternity, the APA's and any other parties involved should get together soon to address it.

*The College exercises no control over the content of the student writings contained herein and neither it, nor the faculty assumes any responsibility for the views expressed therein.*

Kevin Wesley '89 *Editor in Chief*  
Michael Townsend '80 *Assistant Editor*
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letters

Beless thanks Board

To the Editor:  
More often than not, a resignation is not presented as a positive experience. However, this is without question an exception. Just last week I tendered my resignation from the 1988-89 Executive Board, citing personal reasons. That decision, whether it was the right one or the wrong one, was the truth and nothing but the truth.

More important is the fact that the 1988-89 Executive Board has and will make tremendous strides in improving student life within the Bowdoin community. The days of referring to the Executive Board as merely a "resume filler" appear to be over, thankfully.

Members of the current Exce Board are not only hard working and ambitious (as I have come to know), but are genuine people who are committed to helping the betterment of Bowdoin College. Without question I will miss each and every one of you in a very special way. I hope you have each of your continued success in the future.

Sincerely,  
Scott D. Beless '89

PARKING CRACKDOWN

To the Editor:  
Now that the spring muddy season is upon us, Security is soliciting everybody's assistance in keeping the parking lot free from muddy vehicles parked on grass areas leaves runs, and besides being unsightly, uses many hours of the grounds crew's time which could be used more effectively in other areas. Your cooperation in this area would be greatly appreciated by all concerned. Of particular concern is the loading area/driveway behind Moore Hall. Edging the side of the parking lot is a no parking area. It must be noted that Security is obligated to ticket cars parked in non-designated parking areas.

Office of the Director of Security

The Interfraternity Council

To the Editor:  
The Interfraternity Council would like to thank the fraternities which gave their help at the Midsemester's Madness event; with special thanks extended to Scott Hartford '89, president of Alpha Kappa Sigma, for his efforts in this highly successful event, which took place on Friday, March 10. The evening raised $1,600, all of which will be donated to charity.

It has been a busy winter season for the IFC and the fraternities in general. Some of the many projects thus far include the Skatanthos, Alcohol Awareness Week, and Winner's Weekend. The fraternities also sponsored a Valentine's event at the Brunswick Recreation Center. This event was organized by Chris Chemey '89, of Theta Delta Chi.

This spring, fraternity sponsored activities will include sexual awareness talks, one lead by Suzanne Landis, and another by members of the Dudley-Coe Health Center, as well as a Walkathon. We will also be implementing new policies regarding social functions, and future orientation and rush activities.

The Interfraternity Council

"This is serious"

To the Editor:  
(Member's Note: Dana Schneider '91 wrote this narrative after a night of excessive drinking required her to be taken to the hospital. We thank her for allowing us to print the following.)

Sunday morning I woke up in the hospital. The first thing I noticed was the IV hooked up to my arm. This is serious" kept running through my mind. Looking back, one of the scariest memories of the night was that I had none. I had no idea what happened, where everyone was and why I was alone with an IV in my arm.

After seeing my attempt to climb over the bars of the bed, a nurse came in to escort me to the bathroom. Disgusted, I noticed the dried vomit on my clothes. I was primarily informed that my friends had brought me to the hospital while I was fully unconscious. Bits of the night came back: someone asking me if I had any medication, someone else informing my mother had been called, and worst, the nurse asking me if I wanted to talk to my mother. It's all a daze.

Since then, I've been in a daze, unable to laugh it off. You can't laugh off the thought of throwing up in someone's face while passed out, or the many people that were present. You can't laugh off the stupid and careless choice that I had made. Not can I laugh off the thought of my mother being informed. I wasn't even able to talk to the doctor initially revived me.

My friends have made a joke out of it. A friend told me he hoped that I had learned my lesson, as I have been known to question his drinking habits. Others have told me to put it behind me.

It's not funny to me. I can't forget it and I don't want to forget. I was scared and I was wrong. I took too many shots of alcohol, not bothering to count or think about what I was doing. It was simple. I just wanted another shot.

I can't duck my head about this. I want people to know, to realize that what happened to me is not unusual on this campus. Going to the hospital has made my experience more public, but not more serious than the passing out or having black spots that many people are familiar with. I'll do the same thing, but I was lucky that professional people were watching over me.

I'm not going to promise my parents that I'll never drink again. However, I am now aware that I have fallen into a pattern since the first week of school of going to parties and expressing myself to come to the hospital while I was fully unconscious. I've been called only to find out what happened; and not at the time. I've been called only to find out what happened; and not at the time.

My message is not for people to stop drinking, but for everyone to become more aware of the dangers of excessive drinking, to take precautions, and to understand the consequences. In the past, I've taken drinks away from friends who I thought had been drinking too much. Having this personal experience made me more aware of my own drinking.

The hangover is gone now, and in a couple of days no one will be talking about it anymore, but I hope the message from my experience is understood. No one should have to go through what I did to learn that there is a limit to drinking.
Satanic Verses generates international fury
What has Salman Rushdie really taught the West?

(Collegiate Times) Salman Rushdie, the controversial Westerner and trendy leftist, has taught us a number of important lessons in freedom of expression. His most recent book, The Satanic Verses, has also illustrated, with great clarity, what is at stake in the debate between Western Civilization and many leading Islamic nations.

Now we know that our literary establishment believes in absolutes. At least, their literary journalist Christopher Hitchens implicitly believes in absolutes of free expression and free thinking.

It is said that some, this truth may be un, to our literary establishment. It appears not too be absolutes to the Ayatollah Khomeini. Or to millions of Muslims around the world.

Most places on earth, in fact, do not believe in the absolute right of free speech and freedom of expression. In historical perspective, the idea is a relatively new one. The Ayatollah is quite right: It is a Western idea. And, so maybe the world does need to accept the Ayatollah's work. Mr. Rushdie does and so do other writers and thinkers.

Which is to say that so many writers and philosophers have long ago been converted to the West. One writer called the writer's role "the cancer of the human race," Others say the West should not "impose" its values on the Third World.

But now, thanks to Mr. Rushdie, Western writers do want to do both. They want to do this. They want to do this in our Third World. Western culture is a tiny minority in a sea of cultures with shockingly different values. If we insist on our values above all, we must do good jobs. Does the Ayatollah understand why there is a right to freedom of speech and freedom of expression? Does he know how such rights came to be so important? How can he not be institutionally secured? To understand, one has to read the Western经典s (e.g., Milton, Locke, Mill and Madison to Vatican II) that argue for, define and defend those secular, those values, the history of the long and arduous struggles that have secured them in so few places on earth.

This presents a problem. Since many of our universities are not even imposing these Western classics on their own students, it may seem odd to want to impose them on young men and women not of our Western persuasion. But Rushdie has changed this. After building a high reputation for free expression in the West in book after book, Mr. Rushdie showed us why the universities should require all students to study more carefully the classics of the Western tradition. And by contrast the literature of Islamic, African, Asian, and other cultures. But not enough to learn about the precious values that some Westerners have long been lacking in their own literature. It is necessary to learn why other cultures do not share these values.

Salman Rushdie has taught us

We need you.

We're fighting for your life.

American Heart Association.

Topsham Fair Mall - 729-1800
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Lisa Whitehouse, a paid consultant to Panama's powerful deposed dictator, spouts a foreboding message in a bid to drum up support.

The right to free inquiry also carries with it a number of responsibilities. Salman Rushdie's intellectual crimes precipitate a forfeiture of the protection granted under that freedom.

ASAF FARUHIDIN - ORIGINS OF IBADHITES

Salman Rushdie's novel The Satanic Verses has sparked an international uproar. Its proportions rarely inspired by a published work. He has been condemned, sentenced to death and defended vehemently by voices from all quarters of the world. Unfortunately, the loudest rhetoric has emanated from Tehran, which has called for the author's death.

The controversy surrounding the novel involves much more than the United States. Defenders of Rushdie would have you believe that freedom of expression is the paramount principle. Free expression is another. World War II free expression was forbidden and thousand-year Reich from banishing both. The long, gray war against communism has had a similar purpose.

Many Muslims have expressed the shame at America's murderous threats. Powerful means exist for respecting free inquiry and free expression, and most of the world is coming to realize their rights. Yet, most Muslims still bow to the Ayatollah. Perhaps in America, our framework conceived of an experiment in "ordered liberty," a liberty confirmed in law and protected and shielded by a liberality in which the truth can be trusted, even though it often, is victorious, is spouted aside by passion and bigotry. Given more stimulation, it is more likely to sail straight like an arrow.

The reason we believe in free inquiry and free expression is that the mind of man is not nature seeks the truth; it can be trusted, even though it often is misunderstood, is spouted aside by passion and bigotry. Given more stimulation, it is more likely to sail straight like an arrow.

The reason for free expression and free inquiry is that the truth and choice may be practiced in a wide field as possible, and so that truth may be protected and free inquiry.

But truth, reflection and choice are to be served in a spirit of respect.

And that is the final lesson that Salman Rushdie teaches us. Yes, he has a right to free expression and free inquiry—at least, we have a right to hear him. But forcing harm and embarrassment to millions of his fellow Muslims, for the outing of mocking (even in a literary dream) the founder of their religion, he does not win our respect.

He is free to write what he believes. But we are also free to withhold from him our respect. Free expression invites freely given disappointment. Protect him, yes; respect him for what he wrote, no. The fact of all of us in the West are secular. Indeed, in America, most are of any religion—and respect other religions besides our own.

Michael Novak, a nationally syndicated columnist, joins the George Frederick Smith chair at the American Enterprise Institute. His recent book is Free Persons and the Common Good (HarperCollins).

Distributed by the College Network

J o e W. McCleary, a private consultant who has served as a strategic planner for political leaders from Jimmy Carter to Manuel Noriega, will speak at Bowdoin College Tuesday, April 18, 8 p.m. at Daggett Auditorium.

He's been a behind-the-scenes advisor to politicians and business leaders and a public-relations consultant to politicians, business leaders and others.

McCleary says his principles of Buddhism, to which he converted 17 years ago, guide him in his risk-taking career.

A year after serving as a paid consultant to Panama's powerful deposed dictator, he joined opposition forces in a bid to oust Noreiga. He most recently advised Costa Rican President Oscar Arias, and he has also served Philippine President Corazon Aquino, South Korea's Kim Dae Jung, Nigeria's former president Shehu Shagari, and the Dalai Lama.

McClary worked as a fund raiser in Jimmy Carter's first presidential campaign and also worked in the Carter White House as a deputy assistant for political affairs. In 1981, at age 26, he was named Milliken's first assistant to serve as Treasurer of the Democratic National Committee.

After Carter's bid for a second term failed, McClary became head of foreign operations for the New York-based Sawyer-Miller Group, where he now heads a six-person international division that advises foreign politicians and governments on campaign and public-relations strategies.

McClary's talk is sponsored by the department of Asian Studies. For more information, call 725-3131.

Buddhist strategist discusses politics

“... The right to free inquiry also carries with it a number of responsibilities. Salman Rushdie’s intellectual crimes precipitate a forfeiture of the protection granted under that freedom.”

JOE W. McCLEARY

Back by popular request!

OPEN SUNDAYS!
TAKE ANOTHER 10% TO EVERYTHING IN THE STORE!
Sunday, April 16 only

S U N D A Y S 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 2 0 0 0

C A M P U S  B I R D N E S S  B L O C K  1 1

M E N ' S  C H A P E L  I N  T H E  C O R N E R

S U N D A Y  E V E N I N G S  W I T H  O N E I N  O N E

Computer Center in Hubbard Hall - 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Athletic Facilities (gym) 5 p.m. daily.

C U R R E N T  B U S I N E S S  H O U R S  E X T E N D E D

Several campus businesses will be open later tonight in the evenings on a trial basis.

The extended hours will be in effect for the rest of the semester.

The cheese shop, Moulton Union - Friday and Saturday until 2 a.m.; Sunday, 8 a.m. - 1 a.m.

Computer Center in Hubbard Hall - until 2 a.m. daily
Athletic Facilities (gym) 5 p.m. daily.
AFTER A BILLION OR SO CUSTOM-BAKED, OVEN-FRESH PIZZAS DELIVERED IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS...

...WE'RE GETTING GOOD AT IT.

After all, we've had a lot of practice.

And after all those pizzas, we at Domino's Pizza® have perfected a way to make pizza incredibly fast. So we can make each pizza to order when you call, and not one minute before.

Because we make our pizzas so fast, we can deliver them sooner. In 30 minutes or less, as a matter of fact. So when a pizza from Domino's Pizza gets to your door, it's just naturally fresher. Hotter. More delicious.

So the next time you're in the mood for a pizza, give Domino's Pizza a call. And taste just how good we are.

Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Limited delivery area.
©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Purchase any small pizza and get FREE Coca-Cola® for two. One coupon per pizza. Expires: 4/23/89

Fast, Free Delivery™
26 Bath Rd.
Phone: 729-5561

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. ©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
A Boston Marathon runner’s personal diary:
26.2 miles of carbos, cramps and crowds
LIZZ MILLAN
ORIENT Arts Editor
The day had finally arrived. It was Monday, April 17, the day of the 1989 Boston Marathon, the day we would do something that seems quite irrational. On this day, we would run from Hopkinton, Mass. to the city of Boston, 142 miles. Molly Warran and I woke up to a clear blue sky and streams of sunshine. “What perfect day for a marathon!” we naively exclaimed. To start our eventful day, we filled our stomachs with a huge amount of oatmeal, anything to keep us going. Of course, all week we had been doing the prescribed ‘carbo-loading’. We ate pasta, rice, bananas and raisins in copious amounts. We even went to the extreme of Downing Joe Wedner’s Carbo-Load Citrus Drink. We would need all the extra help we could get.

We also made sure we would be fueled by the crowd. Donning our gray and black shirts with Bowdoin emblazoned upon the front would ensure that the enthused spectators would have a direction to their cheering. The crowd names the runners according to the logo on each shirt. We were Bowdoin.

8:30 a.m. Molly’s great aunt (she, made the oatmeal) drove us to the park from the buses to the starting line. We effortlessly passed over the miles that would later become a labor to endure. There were inflatable running shoe displays and beer advertisements already up. Balloons beaded the lampposts. The road of pain was already brimming with activity, and there was a definite air of festivity. Well, at least the spectators could enjoy the occasion.

8:30 a.m. Molly and I boarded the bus which took us to the starting line. Armed with our Vaseline and two bandages, we felt prepared. On the bus we met all kinds of people with all kinds of running back grounds. The men who were in the seat behind us had never run more than six miles and laughed when we mentioned carbo-loading. We had never seen them at the finish line.

11:00 a.m. We arrived in Hopkinton. This is where it all starts. This is the fun part. We don’t do much running here. Here is where we mix and mingle and do some stretching. There is such a feeling of unity upon being a part of an event as old and honored as the Boston Marathon.

(Continued on page 9)

Lack of candidates postpones class officer elections

Class officer elections, which were scheduled for Monday, have been postponed by the Executive Board due to a lack of candidates.

At Tuesday’s Open Forum, at which petitions were to be accepted from candidates, several positions drew no candidates, including all offices for next year’s sophomore class. The junior class lacked a candidate for secretary, and there was only one candidate for five positions as representatives to the Governing Boards.

The only position for which there was more than one candidate was the senior class president. Three persons declared their candidacy for president.

The Executive Board met in an emergency session Thursday night to decide the fate of class officer elections. The Board voted after one and a half hours of often heated discussion that the issue should not be decided until the regular meeting of the Board Monday night.

Eleven of the fourteen regular members were present at the meeting.

The Board did not seek to pinpoint the blame for the poor turnout, but suggested that a combination of inadequate publicity and student apathy was to blame. The Board said that the Orient failed to give coverage to the upcoming nominations and elections.

Gerald Jones, ‘92, current freshman class vice-president, said he was unaware of the exact deadline for nominations, even though he regularly attends Executive Board meetings.

Chair-Clair Scott Townsend, in arguing for the delay in consideration, said that the best thing would be for the Board to wait until Monday before making any decision. He said that he hoped discussion of the issue in the Orient would generate more information on which the Board could make a decision.

The Board’s action postpones the elections for class officers which would have been held Monday. Under the working rules of the Board, candidates for contested spots in an election are automatically declared the winners without a voice.

Katherine LaPine, ‘90, a candidate for senior class president, asked the Board to go ahead with the election to decide the contested spot. “We would like to get this over with...we were sort of planning on this,” she said.

Correction

The headline “Bowdoin students rally in Washington to support abortion,” which ran on a front-page story in last week’s Orient, was erroneous and misleading. The rally, which was attended by approximately 50 Bowdoin students, was actually held to lobby for pro-choice and “support for a woman’s right to base legal birth control and abortion.”

The Orient apologizes for the printing of the headline.

Faculty fret over lack of Sills relocation plans

Send letter to Greason; committee formed

JACK CAHILL
ORIENT Senior Editor
There is relief in Sills Hall this week as the faculty of the department awaits the appointment of a committee to oversee the renovation of Searles Hall, where it is expected that language faculty and media facilities will be relocated when Sills becomes part of the new science center. This issue was the source of controversy at this month’s faculty meeting as some teachers such as President A. LeRoy Greason’s promise to arrange for the appointment was long overdue.

In an April 12 letter, which appears in the letters section of this week’s Orient, 24 members of the faculty having offices in Sills applauded Greason for a promise they say he made as the April 10 meeting of the faculty to arrange for the appointment of a committee to take care for the preservation of programs belonging to departments now resident in Sills. Greason’s letter, he says, the George Taylor Files Professor of Modern Languages, said the relationship which has developed among the departments in that building may be accidentally built.

“Can you imagine trying to teach the subjunctive mood with a front end loader going by and a jackhammer running 50 feet away?” – Professor Barbara Kaster

“Can you imagine trying to teach the subjunctive mood with a front end loader going by and a jackhammer running 50 feet away?”

“Can you imagine trying to teach the subjunctive mood with a front end loader going by and a jackhammer running 50 feet away?” – Professor Barbara Kaster

woman assaulted on campus

JACK CAHILL
ORIENT Senior Editor
A female Bowdoin student was the victim of an assault on the grounds of the college early Saturday morning. She identified the attacker as a Bowdoin officer, director of security.

A report filed with security said the victim had parked her car at 12:45 a.m. in the auxiliary parking lot near Delta Sigma and the Samuel Newman House on Longfellow Street. The victim told college officers and Brunswick police she was approached by the attacker from a darkened area grabbed by the wrists and thrown to the ground.

The victim screamed and fought off the perpetrator, then ran to Coles Tower, where she told the security officer on duty what had happened.

According to Pander, the victim said her assailant was five feet, 10 inches tall, had a thin face, and was wearing a dark-colored watch cap and a flannel shirt-jean type garment. There was no weapon used in the attack, and the attacker made no threats. The victim sustained a minor injury to her knee.

Pander said officers investigating the incident went to several campus gatherings to interview.

(Continued on page 9)
Variety, excellence at student art shows

LAUREN SMITH
ORIENT Staff

Do you feel visually dead? If so, revive your senses with various styles and works of talent available right here at Bowdoin. The senior studio art majors have exhibits of their work on display now through the end of the semester. These exhibits, seven of which are honors projects, offer something for all tastes.

Jennifer Edwards '89 recently presented an exhibit of photography which in many ways was very unique. She printed some of her photographs on handmade paper, mixed her own chemicals and used Christian Scientist Robert Gates lectures Tuesday

Lecture targets need for 'caring compassion'

Here in the past four years Robert Gates, a Christian Science lecturer, has crisscrossed two continents, speaking throughout the United States, Canada, Europe, and Great Britain. He’s seen up close the plight of the homeless, the jobless, those tormented by the tragedy of alcoholism and drug abuse.

On Tuesday, April 25, he’ll be bringing his newest talk, “The Highest Standard of Living,” to Brunswick. Sponsored by First Church of Christ, Scientist, the lecture will be given at 7:30 p.m. in the Bowdoin College Chapel.

In this free, one-hour address, Gates will talk about some of the economic and social ill affecting so many communities, and he will draw on the Bible and his experience as a Christian Science practi-
tioner to offer some practical, spiritually-based solutions for healing these problems.

A former reporter for The Christian Science Monitor, Gates contends that many of society’s ills today stem from excessive preoccupation with material possessions and personal achievement. “The highest standard of living,” he says, “isn’t having everything we want. It’s giving—living the Golden Rule. It’s seeing and meeting our brother’s need, as the good Samaritan did. It’s bringing kindness, integrity, and caring compassion back into the forefront of daily living.”

The lecturer will explain how God-centered, rather than self-centered, thinking and living is the only way to true happiness and success. And he’ll illustrate how individuals who feel hopelessly stymied by economic and physical problems—including alcoholism and drug abuse—can be healed by a deeper understanding of God’s love for them.

Additional information and transportation can be obtained by calling 207-729-0317.

RICHARD LITTLEHALE
ORIENT Production Assistant

At its meeting this Monday the Executive Board opened the floor to nominations for the position of Summer Chair. Cara Maggioni '91, currently the Board’s Secretary/Treasurer, was elected to the position. Her responsibilities will include supervising the Bowdoin Big Brother/Big Sister Program, collecting incoming freshman dues, and acting as spokesperson for the student government during the summer months.

The Board also officially approved the Judiciary Committee’s nominations for seats on the Student Judiciary Board. There are five new members: Halley Harrisburg '90, Thomas Johnson '91, Max Millican '91, Jed Doberty '90 and Matt Schecter '91 as alternates. These five, along with two returning members, Gilbert Seymour '90 and Papas Pappas '90, will begin their terms of service next year.

The admission of several students to Parkview Memorial Hospital after parties on Saturday, April 14th sparked discussion among members of the Board concerning the infirmity’s alcohol policy. At present, the infirmity will treat any drunken student if they are “at risk, need observation, conciliates, and with another student,” according to College Physician Dr. Roy Weymouth. This policy was questioned by members of the Board who felt that it left the inebriated student no choice but to find a friend to drive them to the hospital, a friend who has quite possibly been drinking that night as well. The Administration and the Board will meet with Dr. Weymouth at a later date to discuss this policy and its repercussions.

In other business, the Executive Board:

• sent out a mailing detailing the positions available on Faculty and Governing Boards committees.

As of the meeting, the Board had

• received word that Dean of the College Lee Sills will look into the problems with the pre-registration process brought up by students at previous meetings of the Board.

• noted that responsibility for adapting the Williams College Health and Services book will be transferred to the Summer Chair.

Summer Position
May through Labor Day
Thursday through Monday

FAST PACED WHITewater RAFTING COMPANY

Seeking efficient, organized person with emphasis on math and telephone skills. Computer experience preferred.

For appointment call Ellis at 725-2255

Welcome Bowdoin!

Giant Charcoal Pit

Cocktails Served

Open for Breakfast
Just Plain Good Food

(Bath Road, just beyond the Bowdoin Farm)

Sun-Thurs 6:30 a.m.-11 p.m. Fri-Sat 6:30 a.m.-midnight

The Bowdoin
Bed-n-Breakfast
Open all year

39 Harpswell St.
725-4656

Pauline’s Bloomes

Tontine Mall, Brunswick, 725-5952

Quality flower service for all occasions
Large selection of fresh, dried and silk flowers, balloons, plants and fruit baskets.

Wire Service
WE DELIVER

The Wren

ORIENT Staff

Welcome to the familiar and much-loved bowdoin lounge in Bowdoin College. It will be the guest at a previous reception in the Afro-American Center, following her talk.

The film "Malcolm X" will be shown Thursday, April 20, at 7:30 p.m. in Daggett Lounge, Westwood Hall. The public will be welcome at no charge.

Shabazz, who is director of communications and public relations at Medgar Evers College, will be the guest at a public reception in the Afro-American Center, following her talk.

Wives of Malcolm
X to speak tonight

Betty Shabazz, the widow of slain Black Muslim leader Malcolm leader Malcolm X, will speak at Bowdoin College Friday, April 21, at 7:30 p.m. in Daggett Lounge, Westwood Hall. The public will be welcome at no charge.

Her address, "A Tribute to Malcolm X," will conclude a week-long tribute to the founder of the black power movement.

Shabazz, who is director of communications and public relations at Medgar Evers College, will be the guest at a previous reception in the Afro-American Center, following her talk.

The film "Malcolm X" will be shown Thursday, April 20, at 7:30 p.m. in Daggett Lounge, Westwood Hall. The public will be welcome at no charge.

The events are part of the 20th Anniversary Symposium sponsored by the Afro-American Studies Program. For more information, call 725-3151.

Execs announce new J-board

The TREE # DELUXE • • •

THE models proven

YOU’LL love it and we’re sure of it

At Bowdoin until

STUDENT & YOUTH
AIRFARES

BOOK NOW FOR SUMMER

RETURN FLIGHTS

LONDON $298
PARIS $350
MUNICH $375
AMSTERDAM $459
MELBOURNE $1189
TOKYO $679
HONG KONG $829
SEOUL $769
SINGAPORE $290
DELHI $1200

FOUR OR MORE ADULT FAIRES

HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?

3-TO-10 PERCENT DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS

THE STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK

1-266-6014

STUDENT TRAVEL

1-576-4623

175 MAJOR Ways

MASSACHUSETTS AVE

WASHINGTON, DC 20036

5709776
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1-800-672-7591
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1-800-672-7591
Middlebury faculty approves proposal to abolish fraternities

MICHAEL TOWSEND

ORIENT Assistant Editor

A March 7 faculty meeting at Middlebury College produced a surprisingly broad approval of a proposal to abolish the present fraternity system at the school.

The Faculty Council presented their proposed plan, and the proposal overwhelmingly approved the idea. The margin was 131 to 11. The plan will now be submitted to the Governing Boards as a recommendation.

The proposal calls for changes to begin in the fall of 1990, and be fully implemented by the following fall.

Faculty opinions included a proposal by Dean of the College John Emerson to amend the plan to provide for all fraternities to continue to be affiliated with a national organization, as long as that national allowed women members. This, according to Emerson, would "add Middlebury's voice in putting pressure on national organizations to admit women." 

"I don't think the faculty's proposal is the way to go." - Member of DKE at Middlebury

The national fraternities to go co-educational. The amendment was rejected.

Student reaction was, according to some sources quite negative.

Co-Chairman of the Residential Coordination Council Jon Linencheck said an "overwhelming majority of the students favor reform, although very few want to see them abolished outright."

Other students commented in The Middlebury Campus that fraternity parties were the only "real social events on campus," and that there should be more choices regarding social events.

Members of fraternities agreed that the present system could use a few changes. Delta Kappa Epsilon member Matt Disci was quoted in The Campus as saying, "I don't think the faculty's proposals are the right way to go."

Dissection in Massachusetts Hall: Maine Medical School and Bowdoin

MICHAEL TOWSEN

ORIENT Staff

Cadavers in today's calculus classrooms? Anatomy and surgery labs in former homes of Massachusetts Hall? Secret business deals involving the importing of dead bodies in barrels of whiskey? It may all sound too ridiculous to be a part of campus. Under the new plan, things of these were strange during the 1850 year history of the Maine Medical School.

The Maine Medical School was the brainchild of Senator William Allen, who saw, in 1820, the need for a medical education in Maine. Allen proposed to the Maine legislature that state money be used to build a medical school.

The first building on the campus was erected in 1820. Under the control of the Trustees and Overseers of Bowdoin College, the Medical School gained its first lecture in the spring of 1821 to twenty-one men.

The Medical School was thus financially tied to Bowdoin, and decisions regarding it were made by Bowdoin, but it was essentially a separate entity with its own students, faculty and staff. Degrees were conferred at the Bowdoin commencement, and many medical graduates simply stepped next door to continue their education at the Medical School.

For the first forty years of its existence, the Medical School was housed in Massachusetts Hall, Bowdoin's oldest existing building and a treasure of the English and Philosophy departments.

The school flourished during this period, eventually outgrowing its cramped facilities.

One of the most fascinating difficulties the young school faced in the 1850s was that of acquiring bodies suitable for anatomical study by students, a practice which wasillegal until the latter half of the century. John D. Wells, chairman of Anatomy and Surgery until 1830, wrote long letters to colleagues frequently, referring to the near-impossibility of acquiring such "subjects" or "merchandise," and to the necessity of using "every precaution to keep it the body from being traced."

A desperate plea in 1830 to Dartmouth Medical College founder N.M. Smith brought the reply that Smith would immediately invoke Frank, our body snatcher to "cause three to be put up in barrels of whiskey." This was the common practice of the time - bodies were shipped in barrels of alcohol so as to evade detection by the authorities.

Despite the amusing difficulty, the Medical School blossomed into a respectable institution throughout the nineteenth century. In 1861, the Trustees raised enough funds to construct and equip Adams Hall, today the home of the Math department. The Medical School moved to its new home in 1962.

In the latter half of the century, the institution focused on expanding its programs, faculty and student body, which grew to twenty-three instructors and nearly a hundred students.

At the turn of the century, however, it was decided to move the majority of the school to the rapidly growing city of Portland, where a connection with Maine General Hospital could be established. The move forestalled the decline of the Medical School in Brunswick, though it would last two more decades.

The new century saw a series of moves by the Trustees and Overseers to tighten their grips also to further unify the Medical School with Bowdoin. It was subsequently permitted for Bowdoin students to first take selected courses in the Medical School as part of their liberal arts curriculum and later to take their entire senior year in the study of medicine.

A 1910 report by Andrew Carnegie, who took it upon himself to inspect the state of the country's medical education, proved very damaging. The school suffered mainly from having a tiny operating budget, which simply did not allow it to remain competitive.

World War I drained any hopes of turning around the school's fortune. In 1917 through 1919 saw a great number of students and faculty entering the service, thus coping with increasing financial woe. In December of 1920, the Board voted to close operations the following spring. The Commencement of 1921 was to be the institution's swan-song. Exactly one-hundred years after its first lectures, the Maine Medical School closed its doors permanently.

The Medical School carved for itself during its hundred year existence a special niche in the history of Bowdoin College. President Kenneth C.M. Sills said, at the time of the school's demise, that "the College has received so much generous and loyal support from the trustees of the Medical School that abandonment of the school means a very great loss. The School closes its account with us in a creditable record and in good standing."

3 chosen 'as 89 class agents

MICHELLE PERKINS

ORIENT Staff

With graduation looming in the near future, the Co-Class Agents have been chosen for the Class of 1989. Kathy McLkeye, Todd Greene, and Todd Rems will be sharing the title of this volunteer position.

In February, an open dinner was held for any seniors interested in this volunteer position. Speakers included Class Agents from past years.

Following the dinner, the students that showed the most interest in student phonathons were the most effective callers were considered for the position.

In addition to being Co-Class Agents, Todd Greene will be in the Office of Annual Giving next year. His job will be managing Class Agents from the fifteen youngest classes.

Before they graduate, the Co-Class Agents will choose ten of their classmates to be Assistant Class Agents. These people will help them to organize fundraising and assist them in other duties. All of the Agents get together on campus about four times every year to meet with the Alumni Council.

The Class Agent system has been a tradition since 1919. The duties of these chosen few include keeping track of their classmates and soliciting class funds. The first few years after graduation, the focus is on the formers. Once chosen, one remains an Agent until they resign. Some have remained in the position for fifty years.

The Class Agents are important members of the Bowdoin Alumni Fund. Last year the Alumni Fund ranked sixth in the nation for percentage of alumni participation. The goal for 1989 is to raise $3 million and have over 61.6 percent participation.

while in Brunswick

...treat yourself

at

and shop at

Serters

Fashions for men, women, children and the home.

Enjoy lunch at the Greenery - top floor -

Every Thursday

Italian Night

at

Soft & Hard Serve Frozen Yogurt is now available!

151 MAIN STREET • BRUNSWICK, MAINE 04011
Sun - Thurs 11-10, Fri & Sat 11-11

with special prices on--

and a very special menu...
South African nationalist condemns apartheid policies
Vilakazi urges immediate reforms in South Africa Awareness Week lecture

SHARON HAYES ORIENT Staff

On Tuesday, April 18 at 7:30 p.m. in Kretge Auditorium, Bowdoin students received a first-hand insight into the present situation in South Africa from Temba Vilakazi, a member of the African National Congress (ANC) and Director of the Fund for a Free South Africa. The ANC is one of the primary liberation organizations in South Africa fighting against apartheid.

The lecture was sponsored by the South Africa Scholarship Fund Committee.

Vilakazi began his lecture with a story of a flight he had taken from Oslo, Norway to Boston with a stopover in London.

"Security is especially tight in the London airport as a result of the recent terrorist bombing of Pan Am Flight 103. As a result of the nature of the flight pattern (its destination for the United States) and Vilakazi's stateless condition -- he was expelled from South Africa -- he came under the suspicion of the airport security forces.

"After the long process of checking-out Vilakazi's luggage, he was able to assess how he felt being suspected of terrorism. At first Vilakazi felt insulted but later he changed his mind. "The people who are moved to the point of killing innocent people they don't even know are human beings like me," he said.

"Perhaps they are people who are particularly appalled about something. They may very well be stateless, like me, they may very well be people who have lost their family, who have lost their home, people who can not go back to where they were born," Vilakazi said.

Vilakazi spoke about the incidence of 'necklacing' practiced by some young black South Africans against other black people whom they believe are helping the enemy, the white government. This practice was an indication for the white South Africans that black South Africans were barbaric and unable to rule themselves. The white South Africans justified this type of action as "something inherent in us," Vilakazi said.

"Necklacing involves putting a tire soaked in gasoline around a person's neck and igniting it.

"This was their way, in fact, of duplicating what has been in essence part of our daily life," Vilakazi said.

"The white South African government could not see that this violence was as a result of their policy; that it was as a "result of living in a society that daily violated your dignity, daily violated your body," he said.

"Vilakazi went on to talk about the many kinds of subtle victimization which the black South African society is subject to on a daily basis. He spoke of the breakup of the family when the only work a man can find is hours from his home. He discussed the policies which force whole families to move from their homes near urban areas into desolate rural areas where there are no jobs.

Vilakazi also said that the infant mortality rate is extremely high because of the lack of good health care for black South Africans.

"In this environment, Vilakazi said, which causes the violence, "not because we are inherently monsters, but because we are tired of the pain, at some point you have to strike out."

"Vilakazi said the violence is growing every day. The government, he said, thinks it can control the situation by imposing more restrictions, by getting a larger police force, by getting more guns -- but that just aggravates the violence. "Every peak of violence is higher than the previous peak."

Vilakazi said, there are some changes happening in South Africa. However, most of the government reforms, such as allowing mixed marriages, are largely ways of avoiding the central demand of the black South African community for control of their own lives and their own political destiny.

"Where Vilakazi sees promise is among some of the young white South Africans. There is a growing draft resistance movement among this group of people. Vilakazi said they are realizing the purpose of the military is not to protect the country from foreign invasion but to "use young whites to kill young blacks."

"He said the future for South Africa looks bleak as "the state continues to try to contain the situation, to try to suppress the black population, the anger and the frustration of black people will continue to exhibit itself in ways that will not be welcome, especially not in the white communities of South Africa."

"Vilakazi said, "the international community has a concern and a responsibility to intervene in something, somehow."

"In the question and answer period which followed the lecture, Vilakazi answered questions relating to divestment, black women's role in South Africa, goals of the liberation movement and U.S. policy toward South Africa."

Awareness Week raises consciousness

SHARON HAYES ORIENT Staff

A group of people believe that apartheid in South Africa is no longer an issue for Bowdoin students since the college has divested their funds from the country, the South Africa Scholarship Fund Committee is sponsoring the South Africa Awareness Week to show otherwise.

The South Africa Scholarship Fund Committee is a committee composed of Bowdoin students, overseen by President Greason, which looks after the scholarship fund created for South African students. This scholarship fund provides money for two South African students to attend integrated South African universities.

"Mvelase Mahlaka '91, an organizer of the Awareness Week, said the technical objective of the awareness week is to raise money for the two South African students."

"The Run Against Apartheid, to be held Sunday, April 23, will be the primary fundraising event. However, Mahlaka said the committee has already received donations from members of the community, alumni and faculty and they expect such donations to continue to add to the fund."

"The pragmatic objective," Mahlaka said, "is to raise the overall consciousness of the community as to the present situation in South Africa."

He said the committee hopes the awareness week will "educate people about the necessity for eminent change."

The highlight of the week was the lecture "South Africa Now" presented by Temba Vilakazi on Tuesday, April 18.

"Vilakazi, 25, is a member of the African National Congress (ANC) and the Director of the Fund for a Free South Africa.

"Other events of the week include: movies. The first will be shown Friday and the second Saturday. Both will be held in Beam classroom."

"Vilakazi said he wants to have Bowdoin in the forefront of the struggle of small colleges against apartheid."

The audience was small but enthusiastic. "Mvelase Mahlaka '91, who was a primary organizer of the Awareness Week, said, "we were expecting a larger audience"

One member of the audience, Paul Miller '92 said, "it was good that we had black students involved in the audience. It shows a solidarity among blacks for the common goal of liberation of blacks everywhere from capitalist oppression."

"Kirsten Griffiths '91 said she thought divestment was still an issue on campus and that it was good to have the perspective of a member of the ANC. Outside of the campus, "We have to stop thinking, we are doing these people a favor by not divesting."

"Vilakazi said there must be a change to a society where young people who could have been ordinary kids, you become kids who are capable of burning people alive."

Run Against Apartheid set for Sunday morning

BRENDA RIELLY ORIENT Staff

"Apartheid is an ugly word that has torn South Africa apart. The repercussions of this violent system of oppression have been felt in every nation and every heart."

"So began a letter to athletic directors of local high schools concerning this year's Run Against Apartheid. The race will be held at 11 a.m. on Sunday, April 23.

"Three years ago, Bowdoin College joined the New England South African Student Scholarship Program and currently supports two South Black Africans studying at one of the five integrated universities in South Africa. Each of these scholarships costs $2,800 a year."

"The Run Against Apartheid raises part of the money for these scholarships. April 23 will be a 10 kilometer run and a 3 kilometer fun run. The race will be held on the Bowdoin College campus."

"The entry fees are $6 (pre-registration) and $7 on the day of the race. Prizes will be awarded to the winners of the individual age categories in the 10 kilometer race (under 18, 18-21, 22-25, 30-49, and 50 and over). Also the winner and first place winners in the fun run will receive prizes."

"The first 50 registrants will receive free Run Against Apartheid t-shirts. Race t-shirts will also be sold the day of the race. Entry forms can be obtained at The Moshokin Union or College Information Desk. Further information can be obtained by contacting Ned Scarpa '89, Rob Christie '92, Steve Bell '89, or Pam Smith '92."
Mitchell to speak at Bowdoin

U.S. Senator George J. Mitchell Jr. will speak at Bowdoin College Thursday, April 21, at 7:30 p.m. in Morrill Gymnasium. Admission is free to the public.

The lecture has been moved to the gymnasium to accommodate the large demand for tickets. Tickets were issued for the original site of the lecture, Daggett Lounge, will not be needed.

His address, “Separation of Powers and Its Impact on American Foreign Policy,” is the last in a series on “Contemporary Crises in American Constitutional Law” sponsored by Bowdoin’s department of government and legal studies.

Since his graduation from Bowdoin in 1954, Mitchell has had a distinguished political career, most recently as Senate majority leader.

ARU’s recent appeal for new members yielded enough drops to pull the fraternity out of dire financial straits. Photo by Marc Herzog

ARU’s future secured after garnering 17 drops

MARK JEONG
ORIENT Staff

A few weeks ago, Alpha Rho Upsilon fratmen wrote a letter to the sophomore and freshman classes, and to The Orient explaining the difficulties they were experiencing. The fraternity, which was once the most powerful house on campus, was having trouble with recruiting new members.

Caragh Fitzgerald ’90, the president of the house, urged students to seriously consider Alpha Rho Upsilon and the ideals which it stands for.

On April 8th, her letter received a tremendous response from the students when the house received 17 new members.

ARU, which stands for All Races United, was founded at the Bowdoin campus about 40 years ago and its ideals follow their motto: “Tolerance and Diversity.” The primary reason for creating the fraternity was to provide an environment which gave students of all races a social and academic place to grow.

With the recent trend of poor rush turnouts, ARU suffered growing debt and experienced difficulty in meeting the house fees. Dean of Students Kenneth A. Lewellan has been very supportive, giving the fraternity needed assistance. The Inter-Fraternity Council has also been very helpful by allowing ARU to have a delayed spring pledge period. With the help of the administration and the IFC, ARU is no longer in the jeopardy of permanently losing their house.

The 17 pledges are going through the traditional pledge period and will become full members on Saturday, April 22. Fitzgerald is very enthusiastic with the large turnout the letter has generated, and he is “excited about the future. With the combination of the new members’ attitudes, ideas, and energy, Alpha Rho Upsilon’s ideals will be preserved, and it will once again make the fraternity a strong organization.”

Dave Howe ’92, one of the 17 new members, said the idea which attracted him to ARU is the fraternity’s principles which promote individualism and the absence of a need to belong to a group. Howe was impressed with ARU’s motto, and believes that this credo is the key to the existence of the fraternity. He said he believed that ARU’s idea of “you are free to be yourself” is a very important asset to the fraternity. Howe does not understand why ARU received the reputation it has or had and he is very enthusiastic about what the future holds for the revitalized fraternity.

Pam Smith ’92 said one of the influences which made her choose Alpha Rho Upsilon was “the real potential to do something with the house.” She also said that “ARU’s ideals are great to work and expand with.” She also hopes the image of the house will improve.

Ian Lebauer ’92 said he wanted to help a “dying fraternity” and wanted to rejuvenate the Alpha house to the position which it once had. Lebauer wants to make Alpha Rho Upsilon into a more influential fraternity which will contribute to the Bowdoin community. Lebauer is excited about the new activities it will be working to initiate such as weekly band night and other social events.

Alpha Rho Upsilon now has 44 members including the 17 pledges, and the ARU shows a promising future. The house seems to be full of energy which is directed to improve ARU and also make a positive contribution to the Bowdoin community.

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

IFC announces formal social policy for parties

Due to the concern surrounding social issues, the Interfraternity Council at Bowdoin has adopted the following policy regarding social activities and the use of alcohol at fraternities. To properly comply with the policy each fraternity will have to restructure how functions are conducted at their chapters. The IFC hopes that the student body will work with the fraternities in adhering to the policy.

Below are some highlights of the policy with which the college community should become familiar, to aid fraternities in conducting responsible activities:

1) Each guest must present a
Bowdoin ID or a Maine State ID
2) Underage persons will be identified as such
3) Nobody, regardless of age, shall have free access to alcohol, i.e., to serve themselves
4) Persons who seem intoxicated will not be served
5) A maximum number of guests will be allowed at functions
   the IFC wishes that students wishing to attend a function at a fraternity
   will get themselves on a guest list in advance
   Students wishing to attend parties which have not yet reached the approved capacity will pay a penalty fee for not being on the guest list

Though not a guideline, the IFC wishes to remind students to use the Bowdoin Shuttle. It is important that students use the Shuttle program responsibly, respecting the service provided and the personnel on duty.

The IFC would like to stress the importance of legal liabilities and social responsibilities facing Bowdoin students at fraternity parties. For further review, the IFC Policy for Fraternity Social Functions and Alcohol will be posted at each fraternity. The IFC feels that this policy is another example of the fraternities’ concerns for social issues.

BROWNSVILLE

BLOOM COUNTY

WEEKLY LUNCH SPECIALS
Haddock Basket.......$2.95
1/2 lb. Hamburger.......$3.75
With choice of topping
Bacon, American or Blue cheese
Cheese, jalapenos & onions...$2.50
Catch the Sox on NESN in our lounge
25% off Drinks during game

Wilson, Neuman Cooper, Mizuno equipment &
Nke, Brooks, Mizuno Cleats by
jaosports center
YOUR FOUR SEASON DEALER
725-8675
212 Maine St., Brunswick
*Team Uniform Quotes!

THE BRUNSWICK
FLOWER SHOP
1216 Maine St.,
Mon-Fri. 9:30-5:45
Sat. 9:30-5
We Deliver Wire Service

26 Bath Road, Brunswick, 729-0711, Mon.-Sat. 10 to 6
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"HOW I MADE $18,000 FOR COLLEGE BY WORKING WEEKENDS."

When my friends and I graduated from high school, we all took part-time jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and hamburger joints, putting in long hours for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one weekend a month and two weeks a year. Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined the local Army National Guard.

They're the people who help our state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an important part of our country's military defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such an important job, they're helping me make it through school.

As soon as I finished Advanced Training, the Guard gave me a cash bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting another $5,000 for tuition and books, thanks to the New GI Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Army Guard paychecks. They'll add up to more than $11,000 over the six years I'm in the Guard.

And if I take out a college loan, the Guard will help me pay it back—up to $1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000—or more—for college for just a little of my time. And that's a heck of a better deal than any car wash will give you.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO. SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE 800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS COUPON.


© 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense. All rights reserved.

MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

AREA CODE PHONE

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

BIRTH DATE

STUDENT \ HIGH SCHOOL \ COLLEGE \ PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE \ YES \ NO

BRANCH \ RANK \ AFM/MOS

Army National Guard

Americans At Their Best.
Chinese students protest for democratic reforms

Editor's note: Adam Najberg '90, is a former news editor for the Bowdoin Orient. He is currently working in Beijing, China. The following article was dictated by phone Wednesday to the Orient editor.

ADAM NAJBERG ORIENT STAFF

Beijing: April 20 - Students mourning the death of former General Secretary of the Communist party Hu Yao Bang Tuesday laid wreaths on the monument of the party founder Mao Tse-tung and then marched on Zhongnanhai, China's White House, demanding prosecution of all those involved.

More than 3000 students protested from 7:30 a.m. Saturday and Wednesday in front of the heavily guarded compound, which houses China's highest officials.

The demonstrators, consisting mainly of college students, hoisted banners with slogans such as "Democracy and Science make our country strong," and "A generation of heroes," as they shouted "Long Live the People, Long Live Democracy.

Tuesday evening students staged a massive sit-in just in front of Zhongnanhai, and sang revolutionary songs while military police tried to move the growing crowd away from the gates.

Demonstrations began Monday following the death of Hu last Sunday. Hu, who was held in high esteem by Chinese students as symbol of reform and democracy, was forced to resign his post of General Secretary in January 1987 after students rioted for democratic reform across the country.

However, the somber mood of the wreath layers rapidly turned revolutionary as students marched through Tiananmen on their way to Zhongnanhai. Passersby joined the procession, and the crowd grew in front of the compound numbered in the tens of thousands by 11:30 p.m. Tuesday.

Student leaders who were allowed to stand up before the crowd, were deprived of bullhorns by Beijing Public Security.

Demonstrators were content to sit in front of Xin Hua Men Gate until 12:30 a.m. Wednesday morning, when angered by party leaders' refusal to come out and speak to them, they rose to their feet.

The crowd surged forward, hoisted the official memorial wreaths to Hu in the air and ripped them to shreds. Pieces of the wreaths were hurled into the gates of the compound while military police, rows deep, pushed the crowd back from the gate.

The crowd responded by raising banners just outside the gate along with cries of, "Don't beat the people" and "Li Peng come out.

At 11:30 a.m., Thursday, police dispersed demonstrators trying to unlock Beijing's widest street. Hundreds of police waved cyclists and passersby on and off the streets.

Lacking solid leadership and a sound system, the demonstration fell into disarray. Student leaders spoke of a list of seven demands including an end of bureaucratic corruption and suppression of all freedoms of speech, and a question and answer session with Premier Li.

Student leaders spoke of a list of seven demands including an end of bureaucratic corruption and suppression of all freedoms of speech, and a question and answer session with Premier Li.

Small demonstrations continued throughout the day Wednes-
day as thousands of students marched across the country.

Veteran military police, rows deep, blocked the street from Beijing's Xidan district, allowing people to leave the demonstration but not allowing them to enter. Police and public security blocked off all side streets. Pushing and shoving between the demonstrators and men in uniform continued all night.

In the students crowd they will see their demonstrations through to the end. They are calling for reform and democracy and claim they will get them. Several students said protests will continue until May 4, the day commemorating China's student activist.

Travelers should know overseas drug laws

Over 2500 American citizens were arrested abroad in 1988. More than 900 arrests were held on charges of using or possessing drugs.

As we approach the busy travel season, many Americans are getting ready for that long awaited trip abroad. For some, the trip will become a nightmare. The global war on drugs is heating up and there are increased efforts by all countries to stop the flow of illegal narcotics.

Those American's who assume there is no real danger in buying or carrying just a "small" amount of drugs on their overseas trip may be in for a very unpleasant surprise. American's may find themselves foreign nationals, out of a job, and sitting as little as a third of an ounce of marijuana.

Michael Thomas assumes that, as American citizens, they are immune from the laws of their adopted country under foreign law. But the truth is, Americans suspected of drug violations can face severe punishment, even the death penalty, in some foreign countries.

BIG RED Q PRINTING next to the College

• stationery
• resumes
• posters
• newsletters

212E Maine Street
Brunswick
729-4840

AVE $$$

With our personalized attention & expertise

Quality package vacations
• Cruise deals • VCR lending library • Rail • Hotels
• Car rentals • Greyhound bus • Western Union
• $150,000 automatically insured
• Lowest Available Airfares Guaranteed

STAY & FLY

CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF TRAVEL

BUDGET TRAVEL

500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10018

COOK'S LOBSTER HOUSE

Come dine by the sea

Open 7 days a week: Mon - Sat 12-9
Sunday 12-8
Mayo wins National Catalyst Award

The Chemical Manufacturers Association has awarded one of its 1989 National Catalyst Awards to Dana W. Mayo, Charles Weston Pickard Professor of Chemistry at Bowdoin College. Mayo, one of the architects of the pioneering microscale organic chemistry curriculum, will receive the award on June 8, at the CMA's annual meeting.

The CMA annually recognizes chemistry teachers in secondary schools and undergraduate and graduate institutions for "great teaching, fine science, and the traits of humanity and citizenship that truly inspire."

The Catalyst Award is the last in a series of honors for Mayo, who developed the microscale curriculum with Bowdoin chemistry Professor Samuel S. Butcher and Merrimack College chemistry Professor Ronald M. Pike, who was a visiting professor at Bowdoin in 1986-87. The trio has also received recognition from the Charles A. Dana Foundation, the northeastern section of the American Chemical Society, and the New England Association of Chemistry Teachers for microscale.

By reducing the scale of laboratory apparatus and experiments to 100-1000 times, microscale reduces the expense of teaching organic chemistry by 90 percent, provides a safer and healthier environment for students, ameliorates a growing chemical waste disposal problem, and represents a multimillion dollar savings.

Already adopted by more than 200 academic institutions nationwide, the innovative curriculum enables a more sophisticated organic chemistry environment that is reserved for graduate study to become an integral part of the curriculum at undergraduate colleges and high schools. Several Maine high schools have begun to introduce microscale to their chemistry programs.

"Microscale has saved hands-on chemistry instruction in academic laboratories," says Robert E. Varner, director of life safety at Boston University. "It's probably the most significant contribution to chemistry education in the last two or three decades."

BLOOM COUNTY

Gov. Brennan announces college scholarship fund for public service career

Congressman Joseph E. Brennan announced today the availability of scholarship monies for students interested in pursuing a career in public service.

"I strongly recommend public service as a career," Congressman Brennan said. "Public service is a very rewarding profession and it offers exciting opportunities to create positive change in society, whether on the local, state, or national level. I encourage students to consider following this challenging career path."

The scholarship program is administered by the non-profit group, Public Employees Roundtable. This organization, composed of professional, managerial, and governmental agencies, encourages interest in public service careers and excellence in government. Last year, twenty-four $1,000 and two $500 scholarships were awarded. The Roundtable and Members of Congress are working together to identify nominees.

Applicants to the scholarship program must be working toward an undergraduate or graduate degree on a full time basis and intend to pursue a public service career. Applicants must demonstrate a strong record of academic achievement and possess a cumulative GPA of 3.5 or higher. Individuals with some public service or community service experience (internships, summer employment, etc.) will be preferred. Candidates must also write a short essay titled "How My Chosen Government Career Affects the Quality of American Life."

Interested students may obtain an application from Congressman Brennan's office, 177 commercial street, Portland, Maine, 04101 (1-800-443-4092). For more information, call Gretchen Halves of the Public Employees Roundtable at (207) 325-4324.

The deadline for submission of all material is May 15, 1989.

Student Issues Committee survey results released

Editor's Note: The authors of this article are student coordinators of the Student Issues Research Committee.

Cynthia Renaud
Sara May

Mayo, it has admittedly been some time since the Student Issues Research Committee questioned students out to all of you, 1300 Bowdoin students. In total, we received just over 100 (70%) by women, 64% (68%) by men. The results were tabulated by simply counting the number of common responses, e.g. 62 men and women said that sex pressure was one of the five most serious issues facing men on Bowdoin campus. We did not perform scientific calculation, including a statistical analysis, on the data. The results target the areas most noted by students as problems at Bowdoin. Our report is, however, a preliminary instrument to give students a voice in the running of our college.

Before stating the results we would like to describe the Student Issues Research Committee as many of you were interested/intrigued by this new group. The idea originated after Ellen Goodman's talk at the James Bowdoin Day ceremony last fall. She spoke about the progress of women and men in the past decades and the resulting imbalance of workers and caretakers. In light of her speech and our own concerns we became interested in knowing what the rest of the student body perceived as their needs. Our goal has been to determine the key issues here on campus, some of which are largely ignored or accepted without thought. We want to listen to each other and take steps to alleviate the problems at Bowdoin.

For both men and women the five most serious issues facing Bowdoin students were sexual harassment (110 responses), fraternity issues (95), alcohol and drugs (70), peer pressure (43), lack of social event/social center (39). Many of these concerns do not discriminate between the genders. In the breakdown of what men and women identified as the five for women, facing opposite gender's most serious issues, however, we do see some gender oriented issues. For men, the number one issue is peer pressure from "pressure to lose weight" or "pressure to do things I'm not interested in doing." For women, the most serious issue, sexual harassment, fourth; and lack of social event/social center, fifth.

For women, the most reported serious issues was sexual harassment. Fraternity issues were the next most noted item, followed by alcohol and drugs. Eating disorders were the second common response, and discrimination to the classroom and lack of social events/social center tied for fifth.

One student related many of the issues identified by men students; "...men at Bowdoin feel that they have to live up to a macho image...the compulsion to assert gender roles is present, albeit in a less overt manner."

Many students noted as a solution to sexual harassment that students need to be made aware of all its insidious forms. Hopefully some of that education began in last week's events dealing with sexual harassment.

Many women and men said that eating disorders are a serious issue facing women. In describing this in more detail, one student said that the problem is "...preventing not to be obsessed with physical appearance while it is being used as the standard of judgment again and again."

Another student said a solution to the problem would be to increase the dealing especially with eating disorders.

Several students remarked that the survey should not have divided the genders at all; they suggested that there should have been one question only: "What are the most serious issues facing students?" One student said that there should be one question, one issue. There are many issues for women's issues on this form is an example of the lack of an ability to see conflict as problems that both sexes contribute to...it needs to be addressed as an WE problem rather than an us-them problem."

The responses to the questions have shown that there is a large number of issues common to both genders, but there are several unique questions that are specific to each gender. For example, many students noted peer pressure as a serious issue facing women, but eating disorders as a problem for men.

The Student Issues Research Committee would like to thank all of you that responded to the questionnaire. Copies of the results will be available in the future, and will perhaps have an influence in changing policies, alleviating problems identified in the questionnaires.

Do you dream of walking backwards for a living?

Do you love telling the world about Bowdoin?

Do you want to impact the Class of 1994 the way few others will?

Then we have the job for you!

The Admissions Office is now accepting applications for tour guides for the next semester. Forms can be picked up in the Admissions Office and are due back by Wednesday, April 26.

Please contact Kelly McKinney at x3100 if you need more information.
**Assault**

(Continued from page 1)

students, and that security had received calls relating to the incident from students. "Students have been extremely responsive to our officers' requests," Pander said. Pander said the incidents should make students more conscious of cautions such as using the shuttle, sticking to lighting areas, not walking alone at night, and being aware of the locations of campus emergency phones.

The Hills. Runners like Kelly and Marathon Man II are a driving force. Mary was hobbling up one of the hills when a voice from behind addressed her. "Listen, Mary, I have a pacemaker and I'm not fluent moving." He grabbed her arm and they ran up the hill together. Mary made an interesting analogy between the Boston Marathon and a war, both a matter of survival. A sense of camaraderie helps to sustain the will to survive. Survival is the name of the game.

Everyone involved with the Marathon is eager to make you feel comfortable. After finishing, I was wheeled into the medical tent and given a massage. The race is generously sponsored. All 7,000 runners are well provided for. There is plenty of food and drink available. I was able to eat and have a shower and a rest before the awards ceremony. I was given a t-shirt and a medal. I felt exhilarated. It was the best day of my life. I think everyone was happy to be part of the event. The organizers work hard to make the race a success.
Your college degree has already started to pay off.

College graduates get pre-approved credit and $400 cash back on any of these new Ford cars and trucks.

Your New England Ford Dealers think you should be rewarded for those countless essays and pulling more all-nighters than you care to remember. That's why we've introduced a hassle-free way for college grads to buy a new Ford car or truck.

We'll give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back to be used as a downpayment on one of the new Ford cars or trucks featured below. Other purchase incentives may also be available. But you must take delivery by Dec. 31.

To qualify, you must earn a bachelor's degree from a four-year college, or an advanced degree from an accredited institution, between Oct. 1, 1988 and Jan. 1, 1990.

Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. Proof positive of the value of an education.

See your New England Ford Dealer for details. For more information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536.
Reggae legend Burning Spear will bring his intense sounds to Maine Lounge Monday nights. Burning Spear follows the tradition of music innovators such as Bob Marley.

Burning Spear provides hot music

On Monday, April 24 Burning Spear will arrive. He will be performing in the Main Lounge at 8 p.m.

Who is Burning Spear? He is Winston Rodney, a man following the same general direction of Bob Marley. Of course, the world’s best must be used loosely, as he definitely sets his own pattern. The Burning spear musical legacy, entering into its 20th year, is replete with all the elements of the message-bearing “African Postman” to the nearly divine “Queen of the Mountain” to the autobiographical “Creation Rebel.” Spears images are distinct and universal.

Ed Paladino, of The Beat describes Rodney as “an intense, serious and introspective man, whose absoluteness is keenly tempered by a warmth and dignity that can be disarmingly funny. There is a rare air of distinction he shares with a pleasant charm that is finely countered with an innocence and sense of humor that one would not expect from the tenseness of his recordings or the fabrication of his live shows where dance can be seen as a form of prayer.”

Tickets are free and can be picked up in the Events Office.

The Untouchables

Friday, April 21, 1989
7:30 and 10 p.m., Smith Auditorium
Blood and whiskey flowed freely in Prohibition-era Chicago. Out of this time rose an incomparable band of lawmen who know as the Untouchables. Director Brian DePalma brings the TV series to the big screen, with a rapt script by David Mamet. Kevin Costner is Eliot Ness, and Sean Connery turns in an Oscar-caliber performance. Robert DeNiro portrays a charming Al Capone.

Swimming to Cambodia

Wednesday, April 26, 7:30 and 10 p.m., Douglass Auditorium

This is an exhilarating, hilarious and intricately crafted monologue by Spalding Gray. With only a glass of water, a map and a pointer, Gray takes us from posh Beverly Hills to the sex clubs of Bangkok, telling stories inspired by his role in The Killing Fields. Jonathan Demme directs, and Laurie Anderson adds the soundtrack.

No Way Out

Saturday, April 22, 7:30 and 10 p.m., Smith Auditorium

Kevin Costner and Gene Hackman star in this twisting tale of intrigue and murder in the Pentagon. Costner is brought to the Pentagon to find out who murdered the mistress of a high official. He finds himself in the middle of a cover-up and soon discovers the trail leads to him.

All shows are free.
Billy Taylor Trio Jazzes it up in Pickard April 28

The Billy Taylor Trio will perform Friday, April 28, at 8 p.m. in Pickard Theater.

Admission is $10 for the general public. Tickets are available at the Mt. Union Union Events Office.

Since he began his career as a jazz pianist in 1937, Taylor has earned a reputation as one of the world's foremost jazz musicians, composers, and educators. His concerts, recordings, and broadcasts have attracted new fans from several generations.

Eating disorder discussed

On April 27, at 7:30 p.m., in the parlor of the First Parish Church there will be a program on eating disorders sponsored by the Special Action Committee. Dr. Beverly Colwill will present the lecture, titled "Anorexia and Bulimia." She will talk about current definitions, research and treatment.

Tedford Shelter video shows plight of local homeless

A premiere showing of a new video about Tedford Shelter, an emergency shelter for the homeless, will take place on Sunday, April 30, at 3:00 p.m., at the Unitarian Universalist Church, 15 Pleasant Street.

VEITA volunteers at the shelter started work on its production last September under the direction of Casco Cable TV, which donated its services. "Erik Van Betuw and Kim Mangani are real pros, and as a result, we now have an excellent promotional piece that will do a lot to increase community awareness and involvement with the problem of homelessness in the greater Bath-Brunswick area," according to a Shelter spokesperson.

The video runs about 15 minutes and covers the shelter's history, organization, services and its needs for volunteers and funding. It is available to be loaned out to any group that would like to use it to help support the shelter's mission. All shelter volunteers are urged to attend, members of the Board of Directors will join the group, and refreshments will be served. An open invitation is extended to the public. For further information, call 726-4871.

Class officers

(Continued from page 1) Rob Smith, '91, moved that the Board accept those uncontested positions, and hold elections for the senior president as scheduled. The motion also called for the empty positions to remain empty indefinitely. The motion was defeated 4-5.

Smith said, "I don't accept the excuse that people just didn't know. I think it's going to take a dramatic step to get people involved in this. If people don't care, we should just leave it open."

Several Board members objected that it would be too extreme of an action to leave class officer and Governing Board positions open. Shaw said the Board should not just give up on encouraging candidates, "We need to motivate the students, we can't just step back and say fine."

A motion by Jeff Bradley, '91, called for those candidates for uncontested positions to be declared winners, and that the nominations for the senior class president be closed. The motion called for the other positions to be opened for new nominations, and a new election to be held for those spots, along with the senior class president. The motion was defeated 4-5.

Bradley said that to reopen all the slots would punish those who had already declared. "They have gone out and done the work, they have made the effort. I don't think we should disallow their nominations or open their positions to more competition."

"We did take the initiative and we did know what was going on. I don't think we should be punished," said Heather Frank, '91, candidate for junior class treasurer.

Townsend said that by allowing candidates to take their positions uncontested elections would undermine the system of class officers. By allowing uncontested candidates to automatically assume office, he said they would lack credibility as leaders. "If we still believe in them [class officers], we must reopen the nominations," said Townsend.

To become candidates for class office, each person was required to obtain 50 signatures from members of that class, and for Governing Boards positions, candidates were required to gather 75 signatures from the student body.

The following candidates filed for office at the Open Forum Tuesday night:

- Scott Pinney, '91, junior class treasurer.
- Matt Rogers, '91, junior class vice-president.
- Heather Frank, '91, junior class president.
- Laurie Sabal, '90, senior class secretary.
- Kathleen Bell, '90, senior class treasurer.
- Eileen Carter, '90, senior class vice-president.
- Katherine LaFlite, '90, senior class president.
- Michelle Passman, '90, senior class president.
- Jeff Lewis, '92, Board of Overseers.
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COLDWELL BANKER REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES

ANALYST POSITION

Immediate employment opportunities are available for candidates who possess exceptional analytical and writing skills and have demonstrated a record of academic distinction, personal achievement, and integrity. Experience with PC-based interactive software is a requirement of the position.

This two year position provides outstanding undergraduates who expect to go on to pursue graduate degrees in business, law, or other fields, an opportunity to develop in-depth expertise in real estate financial transaction analysis, evaluation, and offering material preparation.

The general responsibilities of the Analyst include providing general support to the firm's partners and associates for all activities relating to the originating, processing and placement of large real estate transactions.

For immediate consideration, please submit a resume and cover letter to:

Mr. Thomas B. Townley
Personnel Manager
Coldwell Banker Commercial Group, Inc.
533 South Fremont Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90071-1798

Re: IBS Analyst Recruitment
Sports

Polar Bears on upswing, slide by Mules 2-1

BILL CALLAHAN
ORIENT Staff

Women’s softball began with a bang as the weather cleared, facing five opponents in the span of a week. Highlighted by a win over Colby, the squad is showing encouraging improvement.

Against Colby, the Mules held a 1-0 lead after four innings, as Pam Shanks was pitching very well, and the defense was solid. It came down to the bottom of the sixth inning, which Kristin Pula ’89 opened with a line drive single. Colby got two more outs before Pula moved to second on a wild pitch. Sue Kovacs ’89 reached on a walk and the table was set.

Missy Conlon ’91 smacked a twisting loop that the Mule first baseman couldn’t get a handle on, and kept going, narrowly beating out a throw to second. Meanwhile, Pula and Kovacs waited in the win.

Coach Ruddy called it a “nice game”, and was impressed that the victory came through in the clutch.

Before the magnificent victory over the Mules, the Polar Bears had dropped a pair of close games to Husson, 1-0, and 8-0. Coach Ruddy praised the pitching of Conlon, and Pam Hanks ’92 in the doubleheader.

ERRORS HURT THE POLAR BEARS, especially in the second game where all Husson’s runs came with two outs.

Encouraging signs were shown in Wednesday’s doubleheader against the University of New England. The Bowdoin bats defrosted in a losing effort as they lost both games by a score of 4-3, the second in ten innings.

Conlon played well in both games, pitching the first game, and adding a stolen base on the day. Naomi Schatz ’89 garnered two stolen bases in the losing efforts. The defense played very well, especially Kristin Pula, and Eileen Carter ’90 at the third base and shortstop positions, where they registered a number of putouts.

Noel Austin ’92 made a great effort in pitching all ten innings of the second game.

Coach Ruddy called the doubleheader “the best games we’ve played in my three years as coach.” If the team continues to play as they did Wednesday, Ruddy is sure the “wins will come”.

The team has a doubleheader with Wheaton on Saturday and the Polar Bears feel they are well prepared for the match up.

Bear nine lambast Mules, 11-8

BONNIE BERRYMAN
ORIENT Art, Sports Editor

After a slow start, the baseball team has come on strong, winning five of their last six games to improve their record to 5-7.

Coached by Harvey Shapiro, the squad won both games in their doubleheader against UM-Farmington last Saturday.

The Bears won the first game 7-4, as both teams came out scoring in the first inning. UM scored three runs in the first, and Bowdoin retaliated with three runs of their own.

It was Matt Rogers ’91, Kevin Cloutier ’90, and Ray Diffl y ’91 who scored for the Polar Bears.

Bowdoin opened up a slight lead in the fourth inning. Rogers got on base with a single, and Chip ’91 hit a triple the BBS. Freshman outfielder Mike Webber ’92 scored the other run for Bowdoin, giving the Bears a 5-3 lead.

After their big three-run first inning, UM had difficulty scoring, let alone getting on base. They managed one run in the fifth inning, but never mustered enough offensive to overtake the Bears.

Runs scored by Chin and sophomore Alvin Bugbee increased Bowdoin’s lead to 7-4, and that was it.

John Cioppino ’90 got the win last Saturday after pitching a strong game. He went the distance, walking only three batters.

The outcome of the second game was the same, as the Bears cruised to a 10-8 victory.

The majority of the runs were again scored in the first inning. This time UM scored four, and Shapiro’s group came right back with three runs, just as they had in the previous game.

UM scored once in the top of the third, to take a 2-1 lead. It was the last time they maintained the lead, as the Bears scored three in the fourth to overtake opposition. Rogers, and freshmen Ben Grinnell and Jim Hanewich scored for the Bears.

Three seemed to be the magic number for Bowdoin last Saturday, as another three-run sixth inning increased their run total to 10, having scored one run in the fifth.

UM’s two-run’s scored in a last-gasp effort was not enough, and Bowdoin went on to win 10-8. The two victories last week had brought the squad’s winning streak to four games.

Next on the schedule was a very strong 13-4 ball club from Southern Maine University. The game was postponed until Monday, as it had rained all day Sunday.

It was tough day for the Bowdoin nine. The Huskies score two runs in both the second and third innings. The Bears scored a run of their own in the third, as Rogers got on base with a double and Cloutier had the RBI.

The Huskies only led 2-1 after three innings. However, things started to fall apart in the fourth, as USM scored six runs to take a 10-1 lead.

It just went downhill from that point, as the Huskies scored in every inning but the seventh, including a five-run ninth inning.

Shapiro utilized a variety of pitchers last Monday. Four Bowdoin pitchers combined to give up 14 hits and walk 18 batters.

Undaunted by the 20-2 loss on Monday, the Polar Bears bounced back to defeat Colby 7-2 at Pickard Field last Wednesday.

The teams stayed fairly even through most of the game, and were tied 6-6 in the sixth inning.

Hanewich blasted a solo homer in the sixth to break the tie, and the Bears went on to defeat the White Mules.

Bowdoin hit well against Colby, as Hanewich, Cloutier, Chin, and Rogers each had two hits.

Bugbee got the win, going 7 2/3 innings, and Cloutier got the save. This is the second time in as many games that Bowdoin has defeated the Mules. Colby’s record sinks to 4-11.

The men will be hosting Bates Saturday at 3:00 at Pickard Field for their last home game of the season.

Track races at Colby

DAVE JACKSON
ORIENT Staff

The Bowdoin Women’s Track Team travelled to Waterville for the second outdoor meet of the season. Bowdoin’s 39 points were good for fourth place, behind Tufts (109), Colby (68), and Bates (56), far ahead of Southern Maine (1).

Bowdoin’s top runner was Mogy Ogilvie ’90, who took second place and a third place. Ogilvie finished the 1500 meters with a 5:13.8 race. Her third place came in the 200 meters, with a 26.3 time.

The women scored twice in the 5000 meters. Marilyn Freedy ’91 took second in 17:46.3, while co-captain Deanna Hodgkin ’89 placed third with an 18:27 time. The other co-captain, Sandra Scibelli ’89, recorded a 29.92 meter throw in the discuss to finish second.

Bowdoin’s other points came in the middle distance and long distance events. Rosie Dougherty ’89 took second in the 1500 meters, running a 5:01.5 race, and losing by only one second. Kristen O’Keefe ’90 finished second in the 800 meters with a 2:25.3 time. Gwen Kay ’91 also scored, placing third in the 3000 meters, running a 11:17.6 time.

Despite some strong individual times, the team did not place first in any event, due to the outstanding competition. They hope to improve this week at the ALOHA Relays, to be held at Bowdoin at 1:00 tomorrow.

SATURDAY'S SLATE

baseball v Bates today 3:00  

v Husson Sat. A

v New England College A

men's lacrosse v Middlebury A

women's lacrosse v Wheaton A

softball v Wheaton A

tennis v Middlebury today 3:30

v Boston College Sat. A

men's track State Meet A

women's track Aloha Relays H 1:00
Andy Singer '90 downs a Cardinal laxman during last Saturday's win over Wesleyan. Photo by Dave Wilby.

Tennis overpowers UMO, Clark

Cliff Ashley

TOD DILLON

Sports Editor

The men's tennis team moved over the .500 mark for the first time this season with two decisive 6-3, 6-0 victories over Clark University and the University of Maine-Orono.

Last Saturday, the Bears hosted Clark and made quick work of their opponents, recording a decisive 9-0 victory.

Leading the way was freshman Nat Forster with a big win over Clark's previously undefeated number one player. After dropping the first set 6-4, Forster rallied to take the second and third sets 6-4, 6-4.

Of the impressive Bears, junior captain Blair Dils said, "Our depth and conditioning was too much for them."

Wednesday was another banner outing for the Bears as they overpowered the Black Bears from Orono, 7-2, despite being without the services of Forster.

Steve Mitchell '90, playing in the number one spot, lost a tough three-set decision. Pete Goldman responded with a convincing 6-3, 6-1 win.

In the fifth spot, Dils played solidly and notched a two set win, 6-3, 6-0. Karl Maier '89, playing in the sixth slot, rounded out the Bear's domination in singles play. The senior recorded sets of 6-3 and 6-2 for the win.

In doubles action, Mitchell teamed with Goldman in the first match. The junior duo narrowly missed winning, dropping two sets by the same 6-4 score.

Hunt and Dils were a little more successful, nailing the win with sets of 6-3, 6-3. Maier and Leger, true to the form set by the previous two Doubles wins, recorded a straight sets win.

The Bears look to improve on their record as they entertain the Panthers from Middlebury this afternoon at 3:30. Tomorrow will find the Bears playing at the Heights in the Intercollegiate, against the Division I Eagles.

Sports shorts

Junior Erick Gustafson finished the 1988-89 season ranked among the top 15 women's squash players in the nation. The ranking earns her second-team All-America honors for the second season in a row. For the season, Gustafson's record was 17-4. At one point in the year she reeled off 16 straight wins to gain a place in the top 15 of the women's field at the national tournament hosted by the University of Pennsylvania March 3-5.

Stephanie Carson '89 was awarded Bowdoin's Women's Basketball Alumnae Award. She was also named the CBP's MVP for the 1988-89 season. Stacey Bay, ECAC Rookie of the Year, shared CBP Rookie of the Year Honors with teammate Cathy Hayes.

Terry Meagher was selected by the American Hockey Coaches Association as the college-classification Coach of the Year. Meagher was also honored in 1986, when the Bears defeated Babson in the ECAC finals and claimed the number one ranking in the final NCAA Division III poll.

Track wallops Colby

Dave Jackson

Improve their performances both individually and collectively, the Men's Track Team cruised to a second place finish in a tri-meet with Tufts and Colby. The Polar Bears' 49 points fell far short of powerful Tufts' 113, but they were good enough to beat rival Colby 41-40.

Co-captain Damon Guterman '89 was a double winner. Guterman continued his success in the pole vault, winning with an effort of 19' 3". He also led 1-2 finish in the 100 meters, nipping teammate Jeff Mao '92. Both runners were timed in 11.7 seconds, as was the third place finisher from Colby. Mao, however, was not to be denied in the triple jump, winning with a 44' jump, outdistancing the field by almost three feet.

Co-captain Tod Dillon '89 also won his event handily, the 1500 meters, with a 4:06.6 time, six seconds more than his nearest competitor. Another senior, Conrad Lattes '89, won his event. Lattes threw the javelin 188' 7", a new school record, and just 8 feet short of the NCAA qualifying mark.

Colby's meet was the high jump, as they swept the top three places. Jim Sabo '92 won with a 6' 2" effort, equalling his mark from the previous week. Steve Clegg '90 placed second with a 6' jump, while Derek Spence '92 took third with his jump of 5' 10".

Two other runners scored for the men. Rob McDowell '91 placed third in the 800 meters with a 2:04.4 time. Peter Holz '93 placed third in the 400 meter IM hurdles, running a 59.1 race.

The men go back to Waterville this weekend for the state meet. The meet kicks off at 10:00 tomorrow.

Lax dumps Lowell, 20-0

Brett Wrickard

ORIENT Staff

The Bowdoin men's lacrosse team won both of their games at home this week, including a 20-0 rout over Lowell University, to extend their unbeaten streak to nine.

The Bears first challenge was against the Cardinals of Wesleyan College. The Cards entered the game with a decisive 1-4 record and were led by the stingy play of goalstopper Greg Baldwin.

The Bears were quick to take the lead, however, as they scored five goals in as many minutes. Among those goals were two each by Mike Earley '91 and Chris Roy '92, who both finished the day with a hat trick.

Bowdoin took a 6-3 lead into the second half, and never looked back as they beat Wesleyan, 14-7. The Cardinals' seven points were to be the only goals scored on Bowdoin all week. The Bears finished the game in a game in which nearly every Bowdoin player had the chance to score.

It was undoubtedly a lopsided match, as Bowdoin went in with an 8-0 record, while Lowell was winless at 0-8.

Coach Mont LaPointe took this opportunity to give playing time to some of the less utilized players, including freshmen Chris Varece and Phil Gordon. Both scored their first collegiate goals.

Goalie Morgan Hall '99 had the day off, leaving Kurt Liebich to save all four of the Chair's shots on his way to the shutout.

Jake Odden '90 finished the game with four goals. Pete Geagan '92, Tod Bland '90, Roy, and Earley all had a productive game, providing the Bears their third straight win.

Earley picked up his third consecutive hat trick and had three assists to lead the team with 22 goals and 26 assists on the season.

It's not going to be so easy tomorrow, as the Bears travel to Middlebury. The Bears are strong team and pose a threat to Bowdoin's unblemished record.

Women's lacrosse smoked Wesleyan, 16-9. Photo by Rob Anderson

"She has been a fantastic captain," said LaPointe. "She almost had a hat trick."

Due to their great teamwork Bowdoin's has amassed a record of 4-1 despite the lack of experience. There are many notable individual performances. Goalie Karen McCane '92 had an outstanding 22 saves against Wesleyan to bring her save percentage up to 64%. McCane's play is enhanced by the fine performance of Bowdoin's defense.

On the offensive side, Jen Russell '89 is the leading point scorer with 31 and a shooting percentage of .570. She is followed by Susan Suskind '89 who has 21 points and a shooting percentage of .390. Angela McPadden '88 and Margaret Danenberger '90 with a .590 shooting percentage and 18 points. The Polar Bears faced Colby yesterday. Although the Bears have greater skill than Colby, the Mules tend to play a rough game than Bowdoin is used to.

Tomorrow the Bears travel away at Wheaton at 1:00. This Wednesday, the Bears will play a very powerful Tufts team.

The game will begin at 3:30 on Packard Field.

Polar Bear of the Week

John Cipollini '90

Gipollini was the winning pitcher in the first game of the doubleheader against UM-Farmington. He threw seven strikeouts and walked only three batters in the 7-4 victory.

"He has been a fantastic captain," said LaPointe. "She almost had a hat trick."
Board, faculty committee positions open to students

The Bowdoin College Student Body should be aware that the Student Executive Board will soon be interviewing and appointing Student Representatives to both Governing Board and Faculty Committees for the next Academic year. All members of the Classes of 1990, 1991, and 1992 who will be in attendance at Bowdoin for the entire 1989-90 academic year are eligible for these positions. Applications for these positions are presently available at the Moulton Union Information Desk and soon will be mailed to all underclassmen. Interested students should leave completed applications in the Executive Board Mailbox by 5:00 pm on Friday April 21, 1989 in the Student Activities Office. Sign-up forms for interview times will also be in the Student Activities Office.

The Student Executive Board will be encouraging any interested student to apply for these positions. The responsibilities of a Student Representative are:

1) Vigorously seek student opinion through the Executive Board, campus polls, and open issue forums, and other available means.

2) Make every effort to attend all committee meetings and see that the expressed views of the student body are made known to all committee members and are given serious and complete consideration in committee discussions.

3) Immediately inform the student body and the Executive Board of important issues discussed in committee which may be of concern to the student body.

4) Submit a formal committee report to the Executive Board covering the committee's activities for each semester. In addition, at the discretion of the Executive Board, any representative may be required to deliver an oral report.

5) Attend a short orientation meeting to be held in early May.

Descriptions of the responsibilities of specific committees are available for inspection at the Executive Board Bulletin Board in the Union, and in the Library Reserve, entitled "Library." By all means, any serious applicant is well-advised to read them.

These representatives will have challenging positions, but if they work assiduously it will mean that the Bowdoin community will be able to depend on them. It is important to note that serving as a Student Representative is an important honor and a serious responsibility; it is also an excellent learning experience and an opportunity to serve Bowdoin University of Pennsylvania in memory of Donald L. Fisher '71.

The scholarship is available to students enrolled in the Graduate Division of the Wharton School, with preference given to Bowdoin graduates.

Room draw plans detailed

Assistant Dean of Students Ana Brown reminds students that room draw will be held next week at the following times:

Seniors — Tuesday, April 25; juniors — Wednesday, April 26; and sophomores — Thursday, April 27.

Brown also announced that the third and fifth floors of Coles Tower have been chosen as the rooms randomly selected to house just a single person, a double or triple. A foursome cannot take a room on either floor.

She also said Hyde Hall will be painted and carpeted next year, so no more painting of the rooms by students will be allowed. Furniture will be upgraded in Hyde as well next year, with the hope that completely new furniture will be budgeted for the following year.

Profs. Potholm, McCalla present papers

Professor of Anthropology David I. Kersten is the co-editor of "Age Structuring in Comparative Perspective," recently published by Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. The foreword was written by Matilda White Riley, Daniel E. Fayerweather, Professor of Political Economy and Sociology Emeritus.

Christian P. Potholm, professor of government, participated in an April 10 discussion, "Maine's Changing Voters and Voting Behavior," part of a lecture series sponsored by the University of Southern Maine's Public Policy and Management Program.

Assistant Professor of Music James W. McCalla presented an invited paper at "Time, Space, and Drama in Recent Music," an April 11 conference at the State University of New York, Stony Brook. McCalla's paper is "We, A Sundea: Persons in Elliott Carter's Settings of Elizabeth Bishop."

A scholarship has been established at the Wharton School of the

FOR SALE

Three Apple IIc Computers

$400 - $500 each or best offer

Also available:

- Three Apple Monitors
- Two External Disk Drives

If interested, please call The Bowdoin Orient at 725-3300

**A Liberty Yarn**

90 Union Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
Tel. (207) 725-2147

Come in and see our selection of MAINE WOOL and SUMMER YARNS
letters

student attacked

Editor's note: The author of this letter has requested anonymity. Due to the sensitive nature of the issue discussed, that request has been granted.

To members of the College community,
I was assaulted by a man in the Cushing Tower auxiliary parking lot last Friday night at 12:35 a.m. We struggled briefly, he threw me to the ground, but fortunately he fled without physically harming me.

This is not the first occurrence of violence against women on campus this year. It is crucial that we all, men and women, work together to prevent this from happening again.

Although Bowdoin Security is working to identify the perpetrator in all places at all times. Despite Bowdoin's somewhat isolated location, we are vulnerable. Please, please think twice about walking anywhere alone after dark.

Name withheld upon request.

more coverage

To the Editor:
I enjoyed the article on men's baseball, along with the action photos. I also enjoyed the article on men's lacrosse and men's soccer.

We need to do more for the lacrosse and soccer teams as well.

Sincerely,
[Name witheld]

headline 'misleading'

To the Editor:
I am distressed by my February 8 letter, "Your Times, Our Times," in which I wrote of "people who believe the opposition is doing the same thing as we do.

I believe the people who believe the opposition is doing the same thing are incorrect. The opposition is doing the same thing as we do.

Sincerely,
[Name witheld]

tyler comparison affair

To the Editor:
I picked up the most recent issue of the Bowdoin Orient and was shocked at the parallel drawn between the Salaman Rashidic incident and the more recent Scott Tyler controversy in Asaf Farashuddin's article "Rashdive novel much ado about nothing."

Both situations center around the issue of freedom of expression, I think the lesson for civilization and Islam is that the aftereffects of freedom or its subsequent protection. The argument should focus upon a society's ability to adapt to a transgression of the boundaries of a freedom — if one is accepted as norm or an attack upon the ideas or symbols which the society deems sacred.

No one is professing that "the American Flag is more sacred than the Islamic Holy Scriptures."

Even if a country does not accept the freedom to express oneself, what it does is give them the right to decide who should speak for what they express?

Sincerely,
[Name witheld]
**Thymes remark too flippant**

All of us who regularly read the Bowdoin Thymes are familiar with the little editorial at the end of that publication put at the top of every issue. Sometimes they’re funny and cute, intended to bring a smile. Sometimes they’re meant to be provocative. All Harris and Kathy Shao, who put quite a bit of work into them, I’m sure, into compiling the Thymes, challenge us to do a little thinking about political or social issues which they feel are important or timely. Usually I enjoy these short thoughts, and more often than not I agree with the ideas they’re trying to get across. I make it a point to read them every morning.

Last Wednesday morning, at the top of the Thymes, I read the following short passage:

> "Pope Pius XII, Manifest Desistivist of the Year.

I was standing at the desk in the lobby of Coles Tower when I read this, and I thought, "What's this, the Pope's been afflicted with what's essentially the same disease as the American people?"

I don’t know who it was who came up with the title, "Manifest Desistivist of the Year." I don’t much care, either. Nor is it important that Pius XII, whose original name was Eugenio Pacelli and who was a professional diplomat as well as a priest, was the subject of a wide little joke. I’m not too crazy about some of the things he did during his papacy either. The point is, how politics feel about the person they consider their spiritual father.

I am Catholic, and I’m a pretty traditional Catholic. I think the idea of the papacy is important, and I’ll bet that if you asked around among your Catholic friends, they’d agree. So maybe you can understand why I found the flippant remark about manifest destiny and the leader of my church rather disturbing. Maybe you can understand why I was even more disturbed when I pointed the quote and the title out to some friends of mine, who don’t happen to be Catholic, and they thought I bit a bit disrespectful, and they said they found it funny.

These aren’t ignorant people. I’m talking about, either. They are bright and well-read and sensitive, and I think the world of them. And for just that reason, I found their attitude that much more disturbing.

Now, I come from a city where most of my friends were brought up in the Catholic church. That’s just the way it happens to be when you live in an old mill town where most families have only been in this country two or three generations, and most of them came from Italy or Poland or Ireland or France. It also happens that I’m a middle-class white male. So it’s a little strange for me to find myself in a situation where I’m in a minority, albeit not a particularly visible one. I just rarely think about the fact that I am in almost invisible but rather important way I’m a little different, from most of my friends and the people around me here.

So I guess I found myself wondering if I were just being overly sensitive. I’m sure neither Al nor Kathy meant to show any disrespect for my beliefs. And I know that the positions the Catholic church takes on abortion and the gay community give people the impression that most Catholics are conservative, despite the role the Catholic church and its leaders in America play in the peace and disarmament movements.

But, it seems to me, the fact remains that the leader of a religious group who taught me that what happens was the subject of a big national debate, and I happen to be Catholic, and I thought I bit a bit disrespectful, and they said they found it funny.

**Jack Cahill**

---

**Letters to the Editor**

**Coverage appreciated**

To the Editor:

We really wanted to express our appreciation for the firm stand you took on sexual harassment in the April 7th issue of the Orient. We found your editorial and reprint both sensitive and effective, and your timely coverage of this issue really helped to make our week a success.

The freshmen, sophomores, seniors and? had a very good year plus

Steve Janas in good...

**Hockey congrats**

To the Editor:

We wish to again congratulate the Men’s Varsity Hockey team.

We were treated to many great games and despite the loss of so many seniors in June, the team had an excellent record.

The freshmen, sophomores, juniors had a very good year plus

**‘Wizar’’s hurtful freshman**

To the Editor:

Although the Wizard of Bowdoin piece, which appeared on the quad Monday morning, was creative, the sculpture had negative effects on certain individuals. The freshman who was offended, in a munchkin's understanding the way of President Geason. Body shapes were altered to accommodate his diethes, thus singling out our people for humiliation. This is wrong. As a student I have been caricatured the con

sequences would not have been as severe. Despite the above intentions were seemingly harmless, in reality the final result was detrimental to the sculpture, and thereby the diversity inherent in this campus, and the same in emphasized and thus ridiculed. We hope that time consideration will be made to the long term effects of such displays.

Julie Blumenfeld ’92

**Spring stealing scorned**

To the Editor:

"Ah, spring has finally arr

Precisely my thoughts as I rev

elved with friends at the Zete campus-wide last Friday. Plans of mountain-biking and beach-going filled Zete's airy basement air.

It was a great evening until I discov

ered that someone had absconded with my bike. Apparently, an uninhibited individual let their desire to get some sunny time override their integrity. On such a sunny day, I naively thought it would be safe to leave the bike unlocked, but we have learned the hard way that even the simplest thing can be a source of embarrassment, and we hope that this will not happen again.

John James "92

**Profs want promises**

The following letter was sent to President of the College A. Lee Geason. It was signed by 24 faculty and students.

Dear Roy,

The undersigned members of the departments residing in Sills/Smith expressed the commitment you were made during the faculty meeting on Monday, April 10, 1989, to arrange the new program for the Governing Board of the appointment for a governing Board's building committee, whose priority consideration will be the increased of the program's course and cooperation which now exists here.

**Should be pro choice**

To the Editor:

Whether it was left in through sheer ignorance or by editing, the headline of Sharon Hayes' article on the march for women's rights in Washington was incorrect.

The march was not, as the headline suggested, to support abortion, but to support the rights of women.

The correct term is abortion.

Sarah Hannah Hill ’92

Letters to the Editor continued on previous page
You're back hitting the books again. So let us remind you that there's no better food for thought than pizza from Domino's Pizza.

We'll rub out your munchies with hot, delicious, quality pizza delivered in less than 30 minutes after you've ordered. Nobody can do better than that!

So use the special discount coupon below and get back into the swing of school with a pizza from Domino's Pizza.

Our drivers carry less than $20.00 per delivery.

©1987 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
Students really dig summers in Italy

ALBERT MAURO
ORIENT Art Director

You could spend your summer behind a desk in an office, or in a fast-food restaurant. Or you could dig for artifacts at an Etruscan archaeological site in central Italy.

The Murlo Summer Program, located near Siena, is a field school where a small group of students spend seven weeks working on the site, learning under the supervision of a professional staff.

"You learn more about archaeology at the dig in one summer than you could learn at Bowdoin in four years," said Matt Wilcox '16, a member of the Murlo program staff.

The students in the program are divided into several shifts which rotate to different aspects of the dig throughout the seven-week course. Each crew participates in excavation, recording of data, and analysis of the finds. The crews also spend time in the store rooms, learning about the theory, practice and conservation of archaeological illustration and photography.

The program is open to students from any field, and no previous archaeological experience is necessary, although Wilcox said, "You need a strong interest and a drive to learn." The size of the program varies from year to year, but Wilcox said the optimum size is about 20-25 undergraduates.

Knowledgeable Italians is helpful, but not necessary. The program offers one course credit in field archaeology. The program is run under the auspices of Bowdoin, the University of Evansville, and the Trinity University in San Antonio.

Wilcox said Bowdoin is committed to the program for only two more years.

The program is run by an international staff of about ten professionals, ranging from an architect from Sweden to a conservator from Cambridge, MA. Graduates of the program have gone on to become archaeologists, museum professionals, and teachers.

(Continued on page 13)

Activities, scheduled events on the rise

AMY CAPEN
ORIENT Staff

The 1988-89 year has seen a dramatic increase in the number of activities available to students, as compared with previous years.

A major factor in this change has been funding available to student organizations. The Activities Fee was raised this year to $130, as compared to $100 last year and $90 the previous year. The result is the action of the Student Activities Fee Committee (SAFC), in order to improve the quality and quantity of activities available.

The Student Activities Office, directed by William Fruth, oversees and "provides the resources for different student groups to pursue their own activities," says Fruth.

"If there has been an increase in the programming on campus, all the different student groups deserve all the credit," continued Fruth. "We only help them coordinate things and then it's up to them.

Recent figures on the use of facilities have proven the change in terms of sheer numbers. Comparing this year (through 3/30/89) with the 1986-87 academic year, the number of dances, lectures, films, performances, workshops, and similar events has jumped to 1,448 from 679.

In addition to the events sponsored by the Student Union Committee (SUC) to the Art Club, there has been an increase in the programming of the Student Council, the Interfraternity Council, and the Intramural Association.

(Continued on page 10)

Room Draw's got your number

KATHERINE DEMING
ORIENT Staff

The agony and the ecstasy of Room Draw came to a close recently with the rising freshmen, sophomore, and junior classes finishing their choosing for the next year.

The atmosphere in Main Lounge of Moulton Union Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday nights was tense as students clustered with their future roommates awaiting their number to be called and hoping that the available rooms were slowly, methodically erased from a blackboard.

Room Lottery numbers were posted last week and since then discussion about housing arrangements has been heard in classrooms, cafeterias, the library, and wherever students gather.

This time around inevitably results in dashed hopes and strained friendships, but there does not seem to be in the immediate future a more fair or convenient way of doing things. Bina Chaddha, freshmen advisor, said part of the problem occurs with people making "last-minute decisions."

"People want to see who is living near them," she said. "This slows things down." As for improvements in Room Draw in the future Chaddha said, "A computer system may speed things up as well as music and food to make the atmosphere more fun."

The administration looked at Room Lottery systems at other colleges and found them to be similar to ours, with the exception that some schools average the numbers of each roommate before they choose.

Chaddha also said, "We have moved from singles for upperclass students, and perhaps we need to eliminate freshman dorms to make mixed class dorms."

She said things moved more smoothly this year than last, which she attributes to "students being more familiar with the system."

An added part of the Room Draw process this year is the Housing Agreement each student was asked to sign. It states the rules regarding pets, roommate changes, and other necessary information that is not always clear to the student before moving in.

As of Wednesday night Room Draw, Harpswell and Pine Street were gone, while the Tower had been almost completely taken up by seniors living with underclassmen. Cleveland Street Apartments, Baxter House, Brunswick Apartments, the dorms and then the houses went next.

The Room Lottery system is not without its problems. Stephanie Davis '92 said, "I think there is a real problem with Senior Room Draw because seniors brought in sophomores with them. It ends up a lot of seniors and sophomores in the Tower. We need some way to regulate it so juniors don't get screwed. Maybe

(Continued on page 2)

Sen. George Mitchell speaks on foreign policy, balance of power

JACK CAHILL
ORIENT Senior Editor

Sen. George Mitchell, a Bowdoin alumnus and current Senate majority leader, came home to Morrell Gymnasium last night to speak on the balance of power and to give a Washington insider's perspective on current national and international events.

Mitchell's speech, entitled "Separation of Powers and Its Impact on American Foreign Policy," was the last in Bowdoin's year-long lecture series on "Crises in Constitutional Law." Mitchell graduated from Bowdoin in 1954 and went on to Georgetown Law School. He later served as a United States District Court judge, and was appointed to complete Sen. Edmund Muskie's term in the Senate in 1980. He has since been reelected twice and chosen as the whip and the leader of the Senate's Democrats.

Mitchell won national attention as a member of the Contra Committee, where his defense of the role of Congress in shaping national policy "earned him the gratitude of his nation," according to Mitchell.

(Continued on page 15)

Cahill, Caulfield, Dreier named graduation speakers

PETER KAZANOFF
ORIENT Staff

The 1989 Commencement speakers are seniors Todd Caulfield, Jack Cahill, and Elizabeth Dreier, while Andrea London has been selected as an alternate.

In the first week of March all seniors were sent invitations to try out for a spot as one of the three graduation speakers according to Professor of Physics Elrey LaCasce.

About 20 interested students chose to audition their speeches before a faculty committee headed by LaCasce. LaCasce said the committee "looked for content and delivery," but also they tried to "pick some speeches that represented a wide variety of concerns."

Each of the seniors chosen was notified this past week and was given a faculty mentor to help them put the final touches on their speeches.

Caulfield, who was the winner of the class of 1988 commencement prize, will deliver a speech entitled "Humanity and Science." He said, "The speech will entail the discussion of ethical situations in the sciences that can be better understood through the study of the humanities."

Cahill, whose speech is entitled "Living and Working," was the winner of the Gooden in Commencement Prize. Cahill's speech will examine the choices people make when pursuing an occupation.

He said, "People have lost sight of how important labor is and the idea of vocation has fallen out of use."

Cahill said, "I've always enjoyed public speaking and I thought I had something important to say."

He also expressed his surprise at being named one of the commencement speakers.

(Continued on page 13)
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Chamber Choir performs Baroque cantatas. Page 8
New 27-member Board of Proctors ‘very promising’

MARK JEONG
Oriental Staff

Whether it be answering a simple question about an upcoming event or giving advice about class schedules, proctors serve a vital role in making life at Bowdoin a little easier. A year ago, the new list of proctors for the 1989-90 academic year was released.

Assistance Dean of Students Ana Brown, the coordinator of the proctor program said, “I am pleased with the new group, and I am excited to work with them.” She also said the group is made of “a nice mix of people, and looks like a very promising group.”

This year, 84 candidates applied for the 27 open spots—making the selection process very competitive. Cutting the list down to the 27 proctors involved two phases. The first phase consisted of interviews by two members of the interviewing committee, made up of Freshmen Advisor Brina Chaddha, Student Activities Coordinator William Fruth, Director of Security Mike Pander, Assistant Director of Admissions Leon Braswell, and selected proctors. The two member committee included one of the four staff personnel paired with a proctor.

After all the applicants were interviewed, the committee recommended 43 applicants to continue on to the second phase. During the second phase, Brown and a selected proctor interviewed the 43 candidates individually.

After the second phase interviews, the final list of 27 proctors was made. Specifically, the committee was looking for someone who has a sense of responsibility, good academic standing, and a sense of humor. They also looked for someone who is comfortable at Bowdoin, and is sensitive and approachable.

The new proctors will go through formal training in August. The proctors must also return two days prior to the spring semester to undergo further training. The proctor may work with a group of 10 students or with 10 other volunteers. They will be receiving $1,100 in pay, although they do not receive free room and board.

Each proctor is assigned a single in the residence which they will be monitoring. And most importantly, all of the proctors participated to make the lives of freshmen a little easier.

Brett Wicirk ‘90, a returning proctor said he enjoys proctoring because the job allows him to mix with a larger group of people, thus fostering diversity. He also said the feeling of contributing positively to the Bowdoin community is gratifying.

Wicirk likes the personal interactions with different people, and planning interesting activities for them.

He also feels that without the fall semester rush next year, proctors must provide more activities to keep the incoming freshmen involved with the school and avoid them from getting bored.

Sara Wasinger ‘92 said her interactions with her proctors was a big influence in her decision to become one. She felt that the proctors did a good job and hopes to continue successful proctoring.

She said proctors are emboldened with a “definite responsibility to introduce the freshmen to the campus.” She also said she is looking forward to working with her fellow proctors and feels that it will be interesting to work with a group of people who share the same goal; making Bowdoin a more interesting place to be.

Wasinger admits that being a proctor will take a lot of time and it will affect her social life, but she also feels that she will find a new dimension of social activities by helping freshmen.

Michael Trucano ‘92, said his primary reason for applying for a proctorship position was to give something back to the Bowdoin community, especially by helping freshmen. From observing how proctors operated, he felt the essential need of a guidance to assist proctor members of the Bowdoin community in their adjustment to college life. Trucano feels that “students look to proctors as agents of the college who can tap as informational resources regarding most aspects of campus life.”


campus notes

Professor of Computer Science Allen B. Tucker Jr. delivered two papers at a conference at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville April 20 and 21.

Tucker spoke about the recent evolution of computer science as an academic discipline and about his own research into artificial intelligence approaches to natural language understanding and translation.

•

Research by Assistant Professor of Physics Dale A. Syphers led to the presentation of an invited talk, “Evidence for the Importance of Spin in the Fractional Quantum Hall Effect,” as the March meeting of the American Physical Society in St. Louis. He also presented a contributed paper, “The Fractional Quantum Hall Effect with Added Parallel Magnetic Field.”

•

F. Bigelow, visiting lecturer in anthropology and curator/registrar of the Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum and Arctic Studies Center, presented a lecture in the Distinguished Scholars lecture series at the New York (N.Y.) Museum and Science Center on April 19. His talk, “Vikings of the Far North Atlantic,” examined the role the Vikings played in exploration, early settlements, and art and literature.

•

Six Bowdoin students visited Augusta April 12 to take part in International Students Recognitions Day, sponsored by the State Department of Economic and Community Development and the Chancellor’s Office of the University of the System. Rathrayne Acraythne (EX), Devasundar Arasanyagam ‘89, Tharyan T. George ‘90, Shameem Hashmi ‘91, Kang II Hu (SP), and Sreekumar Iyachic ‘92 met Gov. John R. McKernan Jr. and UM Chancellor Robert L. Woodbury and other college students in the state.

•

The Bowdoin College community donated 166 units of blood. This year, proctors must make an American Red Cross drive, April 12, for a total of 757 units this academic year. Bates College and Bowdoin’s rival in an annual Red Cross competition, has donated 561 units to date, with one drive left in May.

Room Draw, 1983

Room Draw

(Continued from page 1)

averaging the numbers would work. It’s just not fair.”

However, on the other side of the coin, there are those who think

everything worked out quite well. Marshall Carter ‘91 and Gerald Jones ‘92 snagged one of the last doubles in Baxter House and said in unison, “We’re psyched!”

Proctors 1989-90

The Board of Proctors for the 1989-90 academic year consists of the following students:

- Sean Bell ‘92
- Johannah Burdin ‘92
- Jon Devine ‘91
- Pamela Ellis ‘92
- Doug Jergensen ‘91
- Karen McCann ‘92
- John McClelland ‘91
- Allegra McNulty ‘90
- Lynne Manson ‘91
- Michael Matos ‘91
- Ellen Mitchell ‘92
- Heidi Moulleseaux ‘91
- Charles Panaceke ‘92
- Steve Pokorny ‘91
- Muzzy Quasibwak ‘90
- James Record ‘90
- Richard Reinhardt ‘91
- Annalisia Schmoltz ‘92
- Jonathan Schwartz ‘92
- Abigail Smith ‘91
- Booksia Smith ‘90
- Meredith Sumner ‘91
- Joel Tarbox ‘92
- Michael Trucano ‘92
- Sara Wasinger ‘92
- Brett Wicirk ‘90
- Anna Wuorinen ‘91
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Word Processing Professionals

Term Papers, Theses, Resumes, Etc.
Pick up and delivery services available.

P.O. Box 628
Old Sheppscott Road
Newcastle, Maine 04553
(207) 563-1317
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SIDEWALK SALE!

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, APRIL 28th & 29th
RAIN DATE MAY 5th & 6th
25% TO 50% OFF!

Save on items from Sportswear, Children’s, Men’s, Accessories, Dresses, Coats & The Home Store, including towels, blankets, sheets, & much more! Don’t miss the 1st sidewalk sale of the season!

Department Store & Industries

124 Maine Street • Brunswick, Maine • 04011
Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00 Saturday 9:00-5:00 Enjoy lunch in The Greystone
Execs reopen some nominations; elections May 8

RICHARD LITTLEHALE
ORIENT Production Assistant

At their meeting this Monday the Executive Board passed a motion by Jeff Bradley '90 to end the debate over class officer elections. The motion, which was carried 7-3-2, provides for three basic measures: first, all candidates for uncontested positions will be declared winners; second, nominations for those positions presently without candidates will be opened at a later date; and finally, the nominations for senior class president will be closed.

A second motion, carried 9-3, set the date for the new elections at Monday, May 8.

Opponents of Bradley's motion felt that allowing the candidates for uncontested positions to be ushered in without bringing their candidacy before the student body for a vote deprived the candidates of the mandate of their constituency. In answer to this, the motion's supporters offered the point that every candidate has to obtain fifty signatures from members of his or her class to be eligible for candidacy.

The one thing the Board did agree on, however, was that despite what some have called insufficient publicity for the election, the major problem was the apathy of the students. Speaking on the resultant lack of candidates, Al Mauro '90 said, "I think that's pathetic, and I think that it's not our fault."

There was a dearth of candidates across the board, and many positions, including all four officers of the Class of '92, had no nominees at all. As a result, the Exec Board held an emergency forum to deal with

(Continued on page 13)

A crowded Lancaster Lounge was the scene Monday night as nominated students for faculty and Board committees were approved by the Executive Board. Photo by Dave Wilby

Committee nominees approved

RICHARD LITTLEHALE
ORIENT Production Assistant

The interviewing committees for positions on faculty and Governing Boards committees submitted their nominees to the Executive Board at this Monday's meeting. Most nominees were accepted without discussion.

But the nominees to the Student Judiciary Board were challenged with a question that has been brought up fairly frequently of late: what is the J-Board's responsibility towards educating students about both the rules it upholds and the procedures by which it upholds them?

Vice Chairman Scott Townsend '90 was the most vocal of those asking for additional effort on the part of the J-Board in this area. He addressed his questions to Paul Poppeo '90, the nominee for chairman of next year's J-Board. Poppeo said that he considers the Board's role to be predominantly adjudicatory, and that "we assume that by the time a student reaches Bowdoin, [his or her] morals are well-developed."

All the nominees were accepted by the Board, however. Townsend added he felt that "Next year the Bowdoin community will be served well by its student reps."

Also discussed at this Monday's meeting were the two seats presently unoccupied on the Sexual Harassment Board. Due to the 50-50 male-female ratio called for in the Board's regulations and the present membership of the Board, both chairs must be filled by women. Interviews for the positions will be held at a later date, and the nominees voted on on Monday, May 8.

To Our Little Trooper:

Barie-Lynne Dolby

Congratulations Sport
You have finally (almost) made it!
Like the little engine that could ...
you have a GREAT caboose.

CONGRATS
Hugs and Kisses,
Gary, Jeff and Scooter
Seven to receive honorary graduate degrees

Charles Leighton

David Driskell
David C. Driskell was co-curator of "Harlem Renaissance: Art of Black America," a touring exhibition to five pioneering black American artists that was displayed at the Bowdoin college Museum of Art last fall.

Everett Pope
Everett P. Pope was elected trustee emeritus of Bowdoin in 1988, following 27 years on the College's governing boards, including three years as chair of the board of trustees and four years as president of the board of overseers.

Frances Peabody
Frances W. Peabody is a long-time activist who co-founded The AIDS Project in Portland in 1985. She serves on the board of directors and as a counselor and educator. Dedicated to the preservation and restoration of Portland's historic properties, she served with Greater Portland Landmarks, Inc. since 1966, currently as an advisory trustee and trustee emerita. In 1985, the group dedicated The Frances W. Peabody Research Library in her honor. In 1972 she rescued her current home, the Allen B. Butler House at 4 Walker St., Portland, from the bulldozer. The 1868 structure was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1974. Peabody has assisted in the publication of four books, "Living With Old Houses" (1973), published by Greater Portland Landmarks; "Tale House, Crown of the Maine Mast Trade" (1982) and "This Was Brunswick: 1727-1860" (1985), both published by the National Society Colonial Dames of America in Maine; and "The History of Sweeter Children's House: A Century and A Half of Service to Maine Children" (1988).

John McKernan
Governor John R. McKernan Jr. addressed the 1988 Bowdoin commencement exercises.

Robert Cross
Robert M. Cross has been a member of the Bowdoin College staff since 1950. He has been secretary of the college since 1980.

Elizabeth Wilson
Elizabeth D. Wilson has been an active student in continuing education programs at Bowdoin. She is also well known throughout the college community for renting rooms to Bowdoin students, some of whom have been the children of former tenants.

Public Health Nursing Service and the Luther Gulick Camps in South Casco. She taught at the Central Maine General Hospital School of Nursing, where she served as assistant director of nursing education, and at the Central Maine Medical

(Continued on page 13)
New scholarship to honor founder of Afro-Am Society

Bowdoin College will honor Virgil H. Logan Jr., a member of the class of 1969 who co-founded the Afro-American Society in 1968, when black alumni return to campus for a special weekend, April 28-30.

The college's governing boards voted March 6 to establish a scholarship in Logan's honor for his "devotion to the brotherhood and sisterhood of humankind."

Logan entered Bowdoin in 1965 on a John Brown Russwurm scholarship, named for the college's first black graduate (1826). In 1968 he co-founded the Afro-American Society with Robert C. Johnson '71. That same year he and other students conceived a black arts festival and initiated a weekend for black scholarship. In 1969 Logan selected the site and design for the Afro-American center and assisted in recruiting the college's first director of Afro-American studies.

During his time at Bowdoin, Logan also served as president of the Bowdoin Undergraduate Civil Rights Organization and chaired the New England Conference on College Policy and the Negro Student in 1969.

Upon graduation, Logan received one of Bowdoin's first two Watson Foundation Fellowships to travel to East and West Africa to study African literature in English and French. He earned his master's degree at Harvard University in 1971.

Logan was a member of Phi Upsilon fraternity and served as secretary of the house in 1968. The fraternity has established a library fund in his name.

Logan retired in spring 1988 as special assistant to the president of Bronx Community College, City University of New York, where he previously served as an adjunct instructor in English. He served as a consultant or lecturer at the Harvard Center for Urban Education, Columbia University's Institute for Urban and Minority Education, and the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

Virgil Logan '69

Boston.

Logan was a convener of the New York State Commission on Human Rights, Bronx Division. He was president of the board of the Housing Development Fund Corporation in Harlem.

He is the author of a collection of poems, "How Does A Whisper Catch Fire?"

Logan, who is ailing, is one of three people who will be honored during the weekend that will conclude the 20th anniversary celebration of the Afro-American Society and Afro-American studies program.

The college will present an award to Ardella A. Davis of Portland, who has been an active member of the college community for more than 20 years. Also, a commemorative gift will be given to the family of Pamela E. Herbert, the Bowdoin College junior who was killed on Pan Am Flight 103 in Lockerbie, Scotland, last December.

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

Dr. Grammar

The Split Infinitive

(Dr. Grammar is actually Prof. Jack E. Surrency)

Dear Dr. Grammar:

Recently you asked readers to tell you what bothers them about the misuse of the English language.

The misuse which bothers me most is its so widespread...in the constant splitting of infinitives. In my school days this was a cardinal sin. Are the rules different now, or is it that people just don't care?

Jane White

Dear Ms. White:

Many of us who graduated from high school 25 or 30 years ago remember our English teachers spending a great deal of time on infinitives. They told us that the infinitive was made up usually of the word to plus the present form of a verb. For example, to eat, to drink, to dance to describe are infinitives.

Now, I don't know what happened in your class after this explanation, but in mine our teacher got very quiet. She took a silent, visual survey of everyone in the classroom: it was eyeball to eyeball. When she had our attention, she issued this warning: NEVER SPLIT AN INFITIVE.

She told us that in the sentence: "No one can expect to excellley sus everyone" the word exactly splits the infinitive in two. She told us such a sentence would not be acceptable in her classroom. She put it in such a way that we all believed that our ears would fall off if we ever split an infinitive.

And now you are asking me if there really is such a rule. Well, I did some research in a dozen grammar books dating back to 1894 to see if I could find a rule prohibiting the splitting of infinitives. In G.P. Butler's School English, published in 1894, I found this statement: "the to which precedes the infinitive should not be separated from its verb." Butler adds, however, that "some authorities maintain that the observance of this rule is not essential to correct writing."

In 1908, A.C. Scott, in Practi-

cal English, states that the "to as the sign of the infinitive...should not be separated from the rest of the verb by any word or phrase." But Scott points out, "there are writers who insist that force may sometimes be gained by violating this rule, but the latter the student give himself practice in abiding by it, the more he will find it a safe rule to fol-

low.

In 1939, John M. Klenkev in the Mac "Handbook of English Writing: 'The split infinitive is no longer considered one of the seven deadly sins of college composition. It is not true that the parts of an infinitive are independ-

ent. But since a split infinitive still causes many persons discomfort, if not actual suffering, it is better for the student not to split his infinitives too rashly or pro-
miscuously."

Finally, in 1968, the editors of the Prentice Hall Handbook for Writers tell us that "there is nothing ungrammatical about splitting an infinitive; and sometimes a split is useful to avoid awkwardness. But most split, infinitives are unnecessary."

The editors give the following sentence as an example of when it is preferable to split an infinitive: "The course is designed to help you gain a lot of experience in going into business." Placing the word better in any other position in the sentence renders the sentence awkward and even unclear in its meaning.

Additional information about the split infinitive can be found in H.W. Fowler's A Dictionary of Modern English Usage and je Mario Penet's "The Story of the English Language."

I would like to thank those of you who are responding to Dr. Grammar. I enjoy your comments very much, and I look forward to responding to you questions.

Please send your letters to Jack E. Surrency, Ph.D. Dr. Suri-

ency is the Assistant Dean of Communication at Florida Com-

munity College, 11901 Beach Boulevard, Jacksonville, Florida 32216-6624.

Sebastian's Fine Dining

"Sebastian's is a breath of fresh air...an intimate dining center with Old World touches. The menu seems complex but the results are delicate and fulfilling. Moderate prices."

-New England Monthly, April 1989

"...menu is revised weekly to offer the broadest appeal possible, both in terms of appetites and appetites." Dennis Gilbert, Portland Monthly, Dec. 1988

"...elegant...not elitist or expensive. Cynthia Haeinlin, Maine Times, 11/88

Serving lunch and dinner, Mon.-Sat. Sunday Brunch 11 am - 3 pm 15 Independence Dr., Freeport 865-0466
From Dogwhelk snails to medical malpractice
Seven seniors to present projects at San Antonio conference

MONIQUE DA SILVA ’89
Bowdo in News Service
Several senior Biology seniors have been selected to present their research at the National Conference on Undergraduate Research in San Antonio, Texas, April 27-29.

The seven seniors traveling to Texas are: F. Travis Cranton, RL; Johannes B. Girardoni of Cambridge, Mass., Patricia E. Ingham of Millis, Mass., Be- 


The annual conference allows undergraduate students to share the results of their research with other students.

Brickell will be talking about the " tuting of Renaissance," focusing on the Aaron Douglas illus-

tration in James Weldon Johnson's book, " God's Trombone."

"I got interested in this artist because of the Harlem renaissance," exhibition at the college's art mu-

num, "explains the history major and English minor. "The exhibition included a few paintings by Douglas, but when I did more research and found Johnson's book, and have used that as my research," she said.

J. Cranton and Douglas were in tune with the position of blacks in society. They created a unique black identity that does not ignore their heritage, as some other black artists have."

Lanci will be talking about St. Peter's Catholic Church in Portland, which is keeping part of his heri-

gage alive.

"Coming Home to Mother" is an ethnographic field study of the Catholic Church's role in main-

taining the rituals of the Italian-American community in Portland," explains Lancia, an anthropology and religion double major.

"The Italian-Americans in Portland do not have a physical neighbor-

hood that brings them together anymore, the church maintains the ethnic presence in Portland. With-

out it, ethnicity would be hard to maintain."

Lancia collected his data last summer by interviewing members of the church and observing the summer festival held in honor of the maron priests.

"The festival brings the mem-

bers of the church back to the neighbor-

hood that used to be predomi-

nantly Italian-American."

"I got interested in a personal con-

cern as the basis for her honors project."

"My presentation is titled 'Defining and Pursuing Medical Malpractice,'" explains Ingham, a sociology major and Romance languages minor. "I am focusing on the people who feel they have been involved in medical malpractice, but who do not take action."

"I believe that I experienced malpractice, but when I went to discuss the issue with the legal and medical professionals, I found our definitions of malpractice did not match."

Ingham is using data col-

lected by a professor from Beloit College in Wisconsin.

"There are a series of stages that a person goes through before they sue, and between those stages there are different things that make them decide to sue or not to sue. I am trying to find out why they do not sue."

"Elements that contribute are often the nature of the patient-doctor relationship, the influence of family and friends, and people's intimidation by the legal system itself."

Waterbury has been examin-

ing the poetry of Russian poet Anna Akhmatova from a feminine stand-

point.

"I have been trying to deter-

mine how the poems characterize her identity as a poet and a woman," explains the Russian major.

"First read her work 20 years ago and liked her poetry, although I did not fully understand it. Now, for my honors project, I have been studying her poems more closely and focusing on her use of biblical women, Mary Magdalene and the Virgin Mary, to articulate her struggle."

Waterbury translated all the poems from Russian to English herself.

"I feel more comfortable using my own interpretations," says Waterbury.

"Girardoni is also doing some of his own interpreting."

"I am using my artwork to il-

lustrate a model proposed by Vas-

sly Kandinsky," says Girardoni, a studio art and English double major and art history minor, about his research project.

Kandinsky's equation puts the emotion of the artist on the left, the artwork in the center, and the observer's emotion on the right, Gir-

ardoni says.

"The first part of my talk will focus on the left side of the equa-

tion, interpreting the creative process with Jung's concept of coming to selfhood as the artist and the artwork come to a whole."

"The second half will be on the relation of artwork to the viewer, or the right side of the equation. Both sections will be seen in the context of my own paintings, using my own creative process to illustrate Kandinsky's ideas."

"I am interested in how her hon-

ors project, trying to determine why Dogwhelk snail have different colors."

"I am studying Dogwhelk snails at three locations," says the biology/environmental studies major and chemistry minor.

At Or's Island, East of South Harpswell and Reid Island (west of Boothbay Harbor), the snails are tan or white colored, while the snails

at Pemaquid Point (near Damariscove) are many different colors. I'm trying to determine why the snails at Pemaquid Point are different colors."

"It was first assumed that the color differences were due to envi-

ronmental causes, but results so far suggest that sunlight exposure is the main reason."

"Light snails reflect sunlight, which is important for snails at Pemaquid and Reid Islands, because waves do not wash them in as much—they are in direct sunlight. The snails at Pe-

maquid are many different colors because they are almost constantly under water."

Mann will discuss her honors project, determining the reason why there are different amounts of lipids (one of the chief structural compo-

nents of living cells) in diatom, single-cell marine algae. She is working with the Bigelow Labo-

ratory of Ocean Sciences in Boothbay Harbor, Maine.

"I am measuring the amount of lipids in large cells, which are just about to divide, and small cells, which have just divided, to deter-

mine why the small cells have more lipids per volume than the larger cells. I believe this is because the small cells are growing, and the larger cells are preparing to divide, and not using a lot of energy.

"It is interesting, because these algae may be a fuel source for the future," says the bio-

chemistry major.

Saturday shuttle service sends students to suids and shows

MICHELLE PERKINS
Open Call

For all of you that really need to get off campus to preserve your sanity, there's hope. The student shuttle to Portland will be making its third run this Saturday night.

Sponsoring this service is the Student Activitie l Program, and the Student Activity Committee.

There are two trips made dur-

ing the course of the evening. The first trip leaves from the Union at 4:00 p.m. The two drop-off points are the Maine Mall and the Old Port. Students will be picked up at the Maine Mall at 9:00 p.m. and at the Old Port at 9:45 p.m. A later trip leaves from the Union at 9 p.m., with the final pick-up at 12:45 a.m.

The cost is $3.50.

Gary Robbins ‘90, founder of the Saturday night shuttle, thinks it is "a great idea." He said it is an ideal way for students who get to Portland to take advantage of the many movie theaters and restaur-

ants.

The first shuttle is ideal for underclassmen who want to get back in time to do things on cam-

pus, and both runs are good for upperclassmen who don't want to worry about driving after enjoying Portland's nightlife, Robbins said. Also, the pricing is much less than parking in the Old Port parking

garages. He emphasized that student support is needed to make the shuttle a regular part of Bowdo in weekends. The administration is committed, but asks just that if enough student interest is shown. So far, the success of the shuttle has not been confirmed. The next oppor-

tunization is a Thursday night shuttle to visit the museums that stay open until 10 p.m.

Tickets for the shuttle are avail-

able at the Student Activities Office or at the bus.
Entertainment

Phish can be caught in Maine Lounge tonight

Tonight at 9:30 p.m. the Main Lounge will rock with the sounds of Phish. Phish is a band from Burlington, Vermont. The musical foursome consists of Page McConnell, keyboardist; Mike Gordon, bassist; Trey Anastasio, lead guitar and vocals; and Jon Fishman, drums, trombone, and faham plate extraordinarie. What kind of music do they play? The titles: Oh Possum, Golgi Apparatus, Run Like An Antelope, indicate a creative streak in the members of this band.

“Our lyrics aren’t standard,” says Anastasio. “And regular characters crop up from song to song. There are some intricate stories at play in a lot of our material.” Many of the band’s lyrical imagery takes root in an epic that Anastasio wrote while a student at Goddard College. He has written that when discussing Phish, “we are talking about genuinely intelligent lyrics, a rare enough commodity, and extended, somewhat bluesy jams, nudged along by more influences than you can shake the proverbial stick at.” Bassist Gordon favors jazz, bluegrass and traditional folk, while drummer/trombonist Fishman goes more the way of calypso. The lead guitarist, Anastasio has a background in composition and classical music.

“We do fugues put to a Latin Not,” asserts Anastasio, “I’m all right into Stravinsky, and try to draw upon some of his ideas. Rock and roll, jazz, blues, funk - it’s all included.”

In addition to a diverse selection of original works, Phish has an extensive array of cover songs. These include releases by but not limited to: Lynyrd Skynyrd, Taj Mahal, Rolling Stones, Talking Heads, Muddy Water, Frank Zappa, Traffic, Duke Ellington and Herbie Hancock.

Tickets for Phish can be picked up free of charge today in the Events Office at the Moulton Union.

It was a normal Sunday, so I had convinced myself. All of the regular ingredients of a Sunday were there. My head was throbbing from the brutal beating of a hangover and I felt like I had been hit by a Mack truck. My knapsack was on the floor in the corner where it had been left undisturbed since Thursday. It seemed to be begging me to pick it up and take a look at some of the books in it. Instead, I searched through the bible (TV Host) but saw nothing of interest. As I asked myself why King Fu wasn’t on, I switched the channel from MTV to the Discovery Channel. As two cheetahs fornicated on my screen, I felt I was learning, what even my books couldn’t teach me. I grew bored of this return to nature and was soon immersed in the pro-golf tournament.

This didn’t last long for almost immediately I heard Sunil walking down the hallway. I knew he didn’t want to go shoot hoops, that menacing group of Washed-up athletes had left half an hour ago. He walked through the door. We looked at each other. This was the weekend. "FAT BOY is open!" we both shrieked. Suddenly, the couch loosened its vice-like grip on my body and I threw on a baseball hat. I didn’t bathe, I didn’t even brush my teeth. I was ready for Fat Boy, and I knew Fat Boy was ready for me.

We recruited two more eaters, but that was all right as we had a car with four doors. We hardly spoke as we raced down the Bath Road. Our new found hunger was tearing at our insides. As revolting as the thought of food had seemed just a few minutes ago, the mention of the mere word, Fat Boy, made me foam at the mouth in anticipation.

At last, we arrived. Damn! There were no open booths. Luckily we were parked near the restaurant so we knew the waitress would quickly respond to our flashing high beams.

"Would you like to see some menus?" asked our waitress, who was as cute as a button.

"Sure," was our automatic response.

We fouled nobody. We did not need a menu; of course we knew the menu by heart. But we had to see it. Was it the same? Had the prices gone up? Could this be the year that Duke of Rib would make its glorious return to the Fat Boy menu? Would Fat Boy sell Burger King to go into the Why back into the Whopper burger? Could you still get a black raspberry Whopper? Thick Western Frappé? Were Clamake Sandwishes and Grilled Frankfurters on Toasted Buns still under a dollar each?

Of course! A booth inside opened up and we darted inside. We could eat in the car next time, but not for the first time of the season. I searched into the depths of my pocket. Bingo! Two
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Chamber Choir to perform on May Day

GUY HALLWAY

ORENIT Contribution

On Monday, May 1, the internationally renowned Bowdoin College Chamber Choir will present "Sacred Cantatas of the German Baroque." The performance, at 8 p.m. in the Bowdoin College Chapel, will feature seven soloists from the choir, and will be accompanied by five musicians from a professional performing ensemble in Boston.

Works by Dietrich Buxtehude, Johann Krieger and J.S. Bach will be sung, each accompanied by the harpsichord playing of Naydene Bowder and original Baroque instruments.

Soloists are Kathy Shao '89, soprano; Julie Robichaud '91, soprano; Sara Jane St. John, alto; Pat Seed '90, tenor; Kevin Wesley '89, tenor; Arden Johnson '91, bass; and Pete Chipman '91, bass.

The Chamber Choir is a selectively auditioned student ensemble under the direction of Associate Professor of Music Robert K. Greenlee. The Choir, which is best known for its annual Christmas Vespers concert, has toured in Canada, Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, Northern Maine and New Jersey in recent years.

Ferron plays in Morrell

Canadian singer-songwriter Ferron will perform Friday, May 5, at 8:30 p.m. in Morrell Gymnasium, Bowdoin College.

Ferron has been called "a renegade feminist," "a boisterous indulgent pioneer," and "as hard to describe, but harder to ignore." In 1984 the Boston Globe chose her Shadown: On A Dune album for its annual Top 10 list.

A native of Toronto, Ferron grew up in a suburb of Vancouver, where her family struggled to make ends meet. Her early musical influences were Kitty Wells, Hank Williams, and Will Carter and the Carter Family.

Later she turned to fellow Canadian Neil Young, Joni Mitchell, Gordon Lightfoot, and Bruce Cockburn.

The concert is sponsored by the Bowdoin Women's Association, the Women's Resource Center, the Gay/Lesbian Straight Alliance, and the Student Union Committee.

Tickets are $8 in advance and $10 at the door. Additional tickets are available at the Bowdoin College Events Office in Moulton Union, Gulf of Maine Books in Brunswick, and Amadeus Music in Portland. For more information, call 725-3151.

Performance Notes

The Bowdoin College Choir will perform works by Bach, Beethoven, and others, when it presents its spring concert Thursday, May 4, at 7:30 p.m. in the College Chapel.

The featured works will be W.A. Mozart's "Requiem," and "Wolf" for bass, that is written by John Bach. The choir is directed by Eric Aldridge, the director of the Bowdoin College Choir.

The Choir will perform works by J.S. Bach, Beethoven, and others, when it presents its spring concert Thursday, May 4, at 7:30 p.m. in the College Chapel.

The program will include the First Suite in E-flat for Military Band by Gustav Holst, Irish Tune from County Derry by Percy Grainger, and Malcolm Arnold's Prelude, Scherzo and Rondo.

Also featured will be Festival for Concert Band by Richard G. Francis, a Bowdoin freshman from Mill River, Mass. The program will conclude with John Philip Sousa's "Washington Post March.

The Choir Band is under the direction of John P. Montague.

Tickets are available at the Box Office, 725-3151, or at the door.

Soft & Hard Serve Frozen Yogurt is now available!

Welcome Bowdoin! Giant Charcoal Pit Cocktails Served Open for Breakfast Just Plain Good Food (Road, just beyond the Bowdoin Pines)

The program is sponsored by the department of music. Admission is free to the public. For more information, call 725-3151.

***

Moby Dick's Music LPs - CDs - CASSETTES Metal-Rock-Pop-Country-Classic-Jazz Special Orders with deposit Coastal Plaza Bath Rd., Bath 443-4568 Mon-Thurs, 10-6; Fri & Sat 10-8 Closed Sundays
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Your college degree has already started to pay off.

College graduates get pre-approved credit and $400 cash back on any of these new Ford cars and trucks.

Your New England Ford Dealers think you should be rewarded for those countless essays and pulling more all-nighters than you care to remember. That's why we've introduced a hassle-free way for college grads to buy a new Ford car or truck.

We'll give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back to be used as a downpayment on one of the new Ford cars or trucks featured below. Other purchase incentives may also be available. But you must take delivery by Dec. 31.

To qualify, you must earn a bachelor's degree from a four-year college, or an advanced degree from an accredited institution, between Oct. 1, 1988 and Jan. 1, 1990.

Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. Proof positive of the value of an education.

See your New England Ford Dealer for details. For more information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536.
Shabazz speaks on the legacy of Malcolm X

SHARON HAYES  
ORIENT Staff

Malcolm X, later El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz, was a significant leader in the civil rights movement of the 50s and 60s. His involvement first with the Black Muslims and later as the leader of the Organization of Afro-American Unity was an integral part of the struggle for black power and unity.

Dr. Betty Shabazz, the widow of Malcolm X, lectured Friday, April 21, as a part of a two-day Malcolm X tribute sponsored by the Afro-American Society to ensure that people remember the man and for what he stood.

Shabazz is presently the director of communications and public relations at Medgar Evers College of the City University of New York. Shabazz devoted much of her lecture to the goals and actions of her late husband, Malcolm X. She said, "I think Malcolm was probably one of the best things that happened to America."

She related the effect of her husband on her own psychological development. Attending college in the south, Shabazz said she had to deal with a lot of racism. Her parents, Dr. and Mrs. El-Hajj Malcolm X, derailed the racism saying it must have been a result of her own actions. She said Malcolm was more interested in clearing up her confusion than he said, "Sister — it was racism."

Shabazz said Malcolm X was accused of being violent, but that accusation was a distortion of meaning. He was honest and demanding in his requests for equality. Shabazz said, "He asked me to start on to clear up my confusion."

Shabazz said Malcolm X raised the struggle for civil rights to a struggle for human rights. He did not call for an armed struggle but he said if the government and the justice system cannot protect these people, they must protect them selves.

Dr. Shabazz then related the struggle of her husband to the struggle for the recognition of the problems of this society: poverty, unemployment, inequality of the justice system, de facto segregated housing, pollution, the problems of day care and the plight of senior citizens.

She threw the responsibility for the struggle to the audience. You have to "increase the pride and the dignity" of the society, she said.

Shabazz stressed the importance of having a sense of where we are in this society and a sense of the "upcoming crisis." You have to "accept the responsibility," she said. "If not you—who?"

Shabazz holds many degrees, including a B.R. from Brooklyn State Hospital School of Nursing, a B.A. and M.A. from Jersey City State College in Public Health, Education and Administration and a Ph.D. in Education from the University of Massachusetts. She has conducted research in Africa, the Caribbean and America and often serves on commissions and task forces at many levels of government.

Dr. Shabazz has been named and answer period many insightful questions. When asked how she felt about Louis Farrakhan, Shabazz hesitated and said she does not offer answer questions about Farrakhan. She said her husband thought he could change Farrakhan and tried very hard to do so, but "he was not my friend or a friend."

Shabazz demonstrated a great deal of loyalty and respect for Malcolm X, as a point for the ideas he fought for.

Shabazz said what the world would be like if Malcolm X were living today, "The world wouldn't be like this if Malcolm was alive," Shabazz said.

"Malcolm's agenda is as correct as it is now."

Activities
(Continued from page 1)

Shabazz was once a member of the number of charities organizations. The Hispanic Student Association, The Sensationalist, and the photography magazine No Cats No Steepleks are all newly chartered this year. The organization must be chartered to receive funding from the SAFC.

Among the organizations already chartered, the demand for funds has increased as the groups have attempted more ambitious projects. The Literacy Society has, for example, publishing the magazine North for the first time this year.

Most organizations have also increased the quality and depth of their offerings, such as the addition of the Wednesday film series by the Bowdoin Film and Video Society.

The group which receives the largest portion of the SAFC funding is SUC, which now has operating yearly budget of roughly $48,000. Events are organized by the five subcommittees, Publicity, Lectures, Lively Arts, Dancees and Concerts. The SAFC allocates $8,880, Kate Lapine '90 feels, that the "increase in student activities directly coincides with the change in drinking policies."

When Lapine was working with SUC, she had an operating budget of $65,000, of which $15,200 alone went to concerns. She feels that the biggest problem facing SUC is one of "budgetary concerns...when people complain about the quality of our concerts, they have to realize that a school like Colby has a separate concert fund and can therefore get bigger acts. The quality of events is definitely proportional to the funding. SUC has also been very aware of its role as an alternative to fraternities...this school has charged a lot since my freshman year when there were at least two campus wide every weekend night."

Camps events are also very dependent upon the facilities available. An event like Burning Spear or The Bobs could easily have been in larger spaces, but it is difficult to gauge the interest level of students and the public. Included in the planning of the new student center in the Hyde Cage/Curtis Pool area is a 250-seat film theatre to replace Smith Auditorium, as well as "Multi-Purpose Rooms" with flexible seating capacities.

Fat Boy

The Juke Box was mine. My ephoronic buzz was slightly shacked when I heard the Magic Dragon or Tennesse Bird. And I concluded that Miss B's still had to get to the Door for Robert Cray. I would survive because I knew what I had coming to me. So much to choose from, I couldn't possibly have ordered the entire left side of the menu, although the thought did cross my mind. I knew how I loved Fidwstt and that the Lester Roll always please and at a great price. The menu reminded me that the Fat boy was Canadia BLT with delicious homemade onion rings was known from Coast to Coast. All these thoughts ran through my head but when I tried to order my stomach took over and commanded my money, I'd like the WhopperBurger pronounced with a long O so as not to be com pared with that feeble Burger that I could have gotten down the street: Butcher and cheese and 25-cent, coffee Thick Western Frappe. There was nothing else I could have ordered. My body needed a Whopper. While we were waiting for our cravings to be fulfilled, we talked about all of the events of the weekend and to try and keep our minds off of what was coming, but secretly, everyone's minds were on food. Great food! Fat Boy food! It came. The food had actually come. Our winter-long dearth of Whoppers was about to be ended. I had to do was remove the wrappers and... Chop!.....MmmmMmmm. Skyrockets went in my head as it were Bobby Brady's first kiss. I had died and gone to heaven. Another bite, it was even better than I had remembered. Another bite, and another. I could taste the juicy meat combine with the lettuce, tomato and special sauce under the wraps of a toasted sesame bun to give my taste buds a sensation that was previously unknown to them. I washed it down with my Frappe at long last. I was finished before minutes after any of my carnovorous coupons.

Fat Boy DRIVE-IN  
Bath Rd. (near Cook's Corner)  
Food: * * * *  
Service: * * * *  
Atmosphere: Inside**\astill(dish satisfied by juke box selection)

In cool**(nothing like your own car)** 
Prices:**
Specialties: Whumperburger, Canadian BLT's, Lobster Roll, any thing deep fried.

Safety Tips

Bowdoin College Security urges all folks who park on campus to lock their cars. Recent observations have revealed that few cars are locked either in the daytime or the nighttime. While there have been no specific incidents related to the ordinary, springtime usually does bring with it an increase in thefts from vehicles.

$1.00 off on all haircuts at Margarita's Hair Styles
for the month of May for anyone with a Bowdoin I.D.
725-6711 25 Stanwood St.

FREE...RED SOX AND TED WILLIAMS POSTERS.  
GREAT ROOM DECORATIONS - NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
A BOWDOIN TRADITION SINCE 1929
WINE • BEER • CHEESE • KEGS • ICE
28 Bath Road, Brunswick, 729-0711, Mon.-Sat. 10 to 6

FOR SALE
Three Apple IIc Computers
$400-$500 each or best offer
Also available:
• Three Apple Monitors
• Two External Disk Drives
If interested, please call The Bowdoin Orient at 725-3300
CLIFF ASHLEY

The men’s lacrosse team remained unbeaten this week (increasing their record to 11-0 with two big wins over tough opponents).

The Bears earned their tenth win Saturday when they travelled to the cold climate of northern Vermont to play the Panthers of Middlebury. Although the Panthers lost several players from last year’s ECAC Div.

ting championship team, the Bears expected a tough game nonetheless. The Panthers boasted only a 1-5 record going into the game, but their losses came at the hands of some of the best teams in the East, including Washington and Lee University, Amherst College, and ECAC Div.

II leaders Springfield College.

The Polar Bears scored quickly, taking a two-goal lead only three minutes into the game. Middlebury’s offense then reeled back and gave the game away to the Bears over the next few minutes. This pattern continued into the second period as Bowdoin again was up by only two to have the Panthers claw their way back into the game.

A Polar Bear attacker Mitch Caplan ’98 found the net for the third time of the game giving the Bears a two-goal lead. Caplan finished with four goals and an assist.

Bowdoin stormed out in the second half, building their lead to 8-4. The first goal scored by Mike Earley ’90 and assisted by Jake Olden ’90, proved to be the game-winner. The Polar Bears led Middlebury with an 11:7 win as their win streak climbed to ten. Team captain Morgan Hall ’98 was happy with the win and was glad to see “the team came together and there were no lapses on defense.”

Much of Bowdoin’s success can be credited to Hall who dominated the field making big saves, controlling the ball on the clear, and displaying excellent leadership.

Coach LaPointe called his captain’s play “outstanding,” stating, “He’s the difference. Without him we’re a good team, with him we’re a very good team.”

Joe Benini ’97, Director of Sports Information and holder of the college record for most saves by a goalie in a season (1,535) speculated, “If [Jim Grobe doesn’t give Morgan a vote for All-American...I’d be very surprised.”

The selection committee that chooses All-Americans and the rest of the team continued their excellent play Wednesday as the Jumbos of Tufts University traveled to Brunswick to challenge the Bears’ perfect record.

The Jumbos are a large, physical, and talented team, and had nothing to lose, entering the game with only a 4-4 record.

The Bears showed early though that they were equal to the task as they shutout Tufts 3-0 in the first period.

Bowdoin maintained their offensive pressure, moving ahead by as much as 7-2 in the second.

Tufts wasn’t giving up through as they kept Hall three times to pull within two at the half. Midfielder Todd Bland ’99 scored a hat trick in the third period, complimenting freshman Pete Gegan’s three goal tally earlier, to take the Bears to a four goal lead which they preserved to win, 14-10.

Earley also recorded a hat trick as he leads the team with 26 goals and 55 points on the season, while Hall recorded a season high 17 saves.

The Polar Bear’s eighteenth straight win ties the college record for consecutive wins in a season. The team must now go to defend their title against Amherst.

DAVE JACKSON

In their finest outing of the season to date, the Women’s Track Team placed a strong third in the ALOHA Relays held here last Saturday.

Bowdoin’s 111 points were surpassed only by Colby (185) and Bates (132), and were more than enough to overtake Smith (69), Mt. Holyoke (65), and Southern Maine (57).

Bowdoin finished first in five events. Two of these were come-from-behind performances by seniors. Co-captain Deanna Hodgkin ’99 came from 15 meters behind in the 5000 meters to win with a personal best time of 18:07.7. Rose Dougherty ’99 won the 1500 meters, despite being in 3rd place most of the race behind an All-American runner from Colby. Dougherty’s time was a personal record 4:50.9. Coach Peter Sosnovski praised the two seniors for their efforts, “It’s so great to see Rosie and Deanna hit their personal bests in their senior season. With all the distractions of senior year, these proves they are very dedicated and talented runners.”

Sandi Schell’s ’99, another senior and co-captain, won the hammer throw with her best mark of the season, 36.31 meters. She also placed second in the discus and 5th in the shot put.

Kristen O’Keeffe ’90 also came first, in the 800 meters, with a time of 2:33.7.

Bowdoin’s final win came in the 4x800 relay. Gretchen Herold ’90, Christine O’Brien ’90, Dougherty, and O’Keeffe combined to produce the winning time of 10:09.4.

The sprinters also did very well. Laurie Sablak ’90 finished third in the 200 meters with a time of 25.7. Seeing their 4x200 in 1:50.93, Bates’ 4x400 in 3:53.67, and Bowdoin’s 4x800 in 8:57.57.

The women also produced other scorers. In the 10,000 meters, Gwen Kay ’91 placed second in a time of 36:37.40 while Kelly Snow ’91 placed third in 3:42:46. Heather Bigelow ’90 scored in both events, placing 4th in the hammer throw with a 3:02 meter effort, and 4th in the discus with a 25.28 meter throw.

Katie Tyler ’92 placed 5th in the 1500 meters with a 5:03 time. Another freshman, Blue Kaznowski ’92, placed 4th in the javelin, with a throw of 28 meters. Jessica Gayford ’92 placed 4th in the 3000 meters, running a 11:36 race.

The women turn their sights toward the NESCAC Championships, to be held at Hamilton tomorrow at 10:00.

BONNIE BRYERMAN

The Bear’s run seven runs. Like Harrett, he also had three hits and two RBIs.

Freshman Ben Crinn fell was right up there statistic-wise, as he scored one run and batted three runners home.

Previous to the Husson game, Bowdoin had the Bobcats of Bates in Bowdoin’s last home game of the season. The victory over Bates gave the Polar Bears an unblemished 3-0 record in the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin series.

The Bears will travel to Bates early next month in hopes of a 4-0 record in the CBI series.

Bowdoin takes it on the road tomorrow to Worcester, MA to play Clark University. They get little rest, as they face the Monks from St. Joseph’s for a doubleheader the following day.

The men’s tennis team went 1-2 in recent action as the Polar Bears prepped for the NESCAC championships at Amherst College this weekend.

Last Friday the Bears hosted the visiting Panthers from Middlebury College and their guests came out on the high end of a 7-2 decision. Steve Mitchell ’90 upset his opponent in the #2 singles spot 6-3, 6-0. The junior averaged an easier loss suffered to the same Middlebury foe in Florida over spring break.

Karl Maier ’99 was the other victor for the Bears as he cruised to a 6-3, 6-0 victory.

Saturday, the Division I and Big East champion Eagles of Boston College easily handled the Brunswick squash, 9-0. The doubles teams of Blair Dils ’90 and Jim Hart ’92, and Maier and Nat Forster ’92 turned in a convincing performance as both duos lost in close three set decisions.

The loss pushed Bowdoin’s record to 3-4 in New England and 5-9 overall.

The Bears found the win column on Tuesday. Amid severe wind gusts and weather-damaged courts, Bowdoin nabbed an 8-1 victory over the University of Maine-Orono.

Forster lost a heart-breaking 7-6 decision in the third set for the Bear’s only loss.

In doubles action, Pete Goldman ’90 and Mitchell won impressively in straightforward sets. The tandems of Dils-Hurt and Maier-Forster survived three set scares.

The netmen journey to Amherst today for the NESCAC tournament hoping to improve on last year’s ninth place finish.

Coach Howard Vanderven’s charges are shooting for a top six performance during the weekend’s matches.
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Track weathers meet at Colby

DAVE JACKSON
ORENIT Staff

In a somewhat disappointing performance, the Men’s Track Team finished 4th out of 4 teams in the State of Maine Invitational. The team scored 26 points, finishing behind Maine (96), Bates (65), Colby (29).

Bowdoin’s only first place came from co-captain Ted Dillon ’90, who easily won the 1500 meters in 4:06.5. Ben Hale ’91 finished fourth in the same race, with a 4:15.5 time. The other co-captain, Damon Guterman ’89 took second place. His 11.0 time was just 2.0 short of winning the 100 meters, and his 13.6” effort in the pole vault was also good for second.

The team also had a respectable 2nd place finish in the 4x100 relay. The quartet was led by Steve Winnick ’96, David Sargent ’96, Joe Steer ’96, and Mike Appel ’96. They ran a solid 43.8 seconds, just 0.2 behind the Tufts team, who took first in 43.6.

The Bears also took second place in the javelin throw, with Joe LaPonte ’91 leading the way. He had a solid 66.0 meter effort, which was just 1.0 short of the winning effort.

In the long jump, Bowdoin’s Mike Dougherty ’91 took fourth place with an effort of 6.3. This was just 0.1 short of winning.

Lacrosse shells NEC and Wheaton

BRETT WICKARD
ORENIT Staff

This week, the women’s lacrosse team had mixed results. They crushed both Wheaton and New England (21-7 and 16-6, respectively), and were pummeled by Tufts 10-21.

Tufts, ranked 9th nationally last year, played a consistent game to overcome Bowdoin. The Jumbos jumped to an early lead which the Bears could not overcome. Bowdoin played even up with Tufts and kept them within reach until the half. During the second half, Tufts continued their onslaught and pulled farther ahead. Unfortunately for Bowdoin, Petra Eaton ’91 sprained her ankle in the closing minutes. “She’s a key player in the middle,” commented coach Maria LaPonte. Fortunately, the sprain was not too serious, and Eaton should be ready for play soon.

The game was not without bright spots, however. LaPonte felt the team played a game on the same level as Tufts, but we lacked consistency. LaPonte also commended to Liz Sharp ’90 and Martha Chace ’90 for playing strong games on defense. Jen Russell ’90 and Margaret Dieringer ’90 were the major goal scorers with 4 and 3, respectively.

The loss brings Bowdoin’s record to a respectable 6-3.

In other games, both New England College and Wheaton failed to give Bowdoin competitive games. The Polar Bears ran circles around both teams. Bowdoin jumped at the chance to substitute through their whole roster and build experience.

The team will be on the road this weekend to the Green Mountain State.

On Saturday, the Polar Bears take on the Middlebury Panthers in Middlebury, Vermont.

Sunday will find them up the road in Burlington to take on the Catamounts from the University of Vermont.

SATURDAY’S SLATE

- Baseball v Clark University A
- Golf @ NECAC A
- Women’s Lacrosse v Amherst A
- Men’s Track v Middlebury A
- Softball v Tufts (2:75) H 1:00
- Tennis @ NECAC A

Deanna Hodgkin ’89 is on her way to a convincing victory in the 5000 meters race last Saturday. Hodgkin, who also runs cross-country and indoor track, is captain of the Polar Bear squad this spring. She has been a varsity track performer since her freshman year. Photo by Dave Wilby
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trenches, training field students and
recording all data in site diaries.
Maureen Rayhill, '89, spent last
summer at the Murlo dig, "It's an
excellent personal and educational
experience."

Liz Cahm, '89, another recent
Murlo archaeologist, said "You learn
far more than just archaeology at Murlo. It's a three-dimensional
experience."

The Murlo site, called Poggio
Civitate, was discovered by Kyle
Meredith Phillips, Jr. '56. The site
has proved to be one of the most
important Etruscan digs in central
Italy, and the Murlo program main-
tains a museum for its finds in the
town next to the dig in an old
palazzo.

"Archaeology is a lot more than
digging and sitting dirt," said
Wilson, "By working closely with
staff conservators, photographers,
and architects, the students also
learn what archaeology entails out-
side the trenches."

Wilson said the location affords
students many options for explo-
loration. "The location of the site, in
central Tuscany, offers students
wonderful opportunities. For our
archaeologists, the art and architecture of
Florence, Siena, Volterra, and Arezzo
are within easy reach on weekends.
The Etruscan sites of Roselle and
Chiuse are also nearby, for the
archaeologist," he said.

"Living in such a small, rural
town provides students with the
opportunity to enjoy an authentic
Italian experience. The annual Board
Festival in Vescovado's tiny piazza,
and the P.C.U.'s (Pitti Community
Unions) rallies are not to be missed," Wilson
said.

The program costs $2,200 (ex-
dclusive of travel to Rome and inci-
dences). Applications are still being
accepted for this summer. For more
information, write to: Dr. Erik
Nielsen, Vice President for Aca-
demic Affairs, University of
Evansville, 1800 Lincoln Ave.,
Evansville, IN 47712.

Graduation
(Continued from page 1)

The final graduation speaker
is Dreier, winner of the DeAlva
Staunton Alexander commence-
ment prize. She will deliver a speech
titled "A Promise:"

"It's our responsibility
towards the rest of the world," Dreier
said. "Bowdoin is an elite place which dedicates most of its
resources towards furthering the
status quo, but as long as we've been here, I think we should use
that power in a positive way."

London, who was selected as
the alternate commencement
speaker, prepared a speech
called "Bringing Two Worlds Together at Bowdoin."
Mitchell's Bowdoin spirit

Last night's lecture by Sen. George Mitchell was both engaging and entertaining. More importantly, it was, quite simply, a wonderful gesture on his part. Senator Mitchell is one of the most prominent, and, hence, most in-demand individuals in Washington. As the Senate majority leader, taking time off from Washington is a near-impossible task.

There he was, last night in Morrell Gym. It says a lot to us that Sen. Mitchell would take the time to come to his alma mater to speak at all, but it says even more that he did it free of charge. By doing so, he dispelled the snicker, the kind of thing we never-ceasingly desire to help that has gained him respect in his peers.

We all realize the fact that Sen. Mitchell graciously offered to move his lecture from the intimate confines of Daggett Lounge to the expanse of Morrell Gym when it became apparent that the demand for tickets far exceeded the space available. It does make us wonder, however, we fill Daggett Lounge for the average lunch every day, so did those who planned the Mitchell lecture really believe it would fit comfortably there? A most point, however, since the result was an excellent evening.

We wholeheartedly thank Senator Mitchell for taking the time out of his busy schedule to lecture the students of the school he graduated from thirty-five years ago. Not only did he provide us with an educational and interesting evening, but he taught us all that Bowdoin stays with us in the future, no matter how distant it may seem at times. We hope everyone will remember Bowdoin thirty-five years from now with the same fondness George Mitchell does.

Student apathy lacking

Last week in this space, we rallied at the student body for perpetuating the apathetic label by not running for several class offices. While continuing to deplorze that fact, we feel that we must also tip our hat to the many individuals on this campus that have fought that label by initiating a wide variety of new campus groups and organizing a wealth of activities.

The Student Activities Office has released figures (found elsewhere in this issue) that indicate that there has been a substantial increase over the last few years in both the number of groups initiated on campus and the activities generated and organized by those groups. To us this indicates a growing diversity. An incoming, fresher-older will see such a variety of activities available to him or her, that it would seem to be nearly infinite in variety and one that interests them. This is certainly a good thing, and will be an asset to Bowdoin in the eyes of prospectives in the near future.

The Student Activities Fee has been raised in successive years, now standing at $130.

One of the most often asked questions sounds something like, where does all that money go? The implication being, of course, that "all that money is disposable without tangible results.

We don't think this question is really valid anymore. With the raised fee, the budget (over $200,000 this year) is now large enough to support the variety of interests that are being displayed by students. Further, the Student Union Committee is presenting the groups willing to cover a van with array of charts and other performances, the likes of which have not been seen here in recent years. Ask where you the money goes? How about Burning Spear, the Bop, Regency, Phish and Little Feat? We applaud SUC for their efforts.

While we think the present trend of enthusiasm for campus groups is encouraging, we also feel the trend will not remain if the point where every person with a whim will be running to the Executive Board demanding a charter and money. For the moment, however, this is not the case, and we cheer those who are creating the enthusiasm.

Green Hornet apology

To the Editor:

This letter is intended as a response to the letter by the subject which appeared here last week, and, more importantly, as a general apology. The Green Hornet Construction Corporation feels that the concept and creation of the Munchkin in this past week's project was in no way intended to be derogatory. We apologize for any hard feelings it may have inadvertently caused. Any conviction that the Munchkin housed in this building has had relative to the attached heads was the unfortunate result of chance combination.

The originator of the idea to overhaul the construction of the construction, I reject the implications of the letter which appeared here last week. The idea that the Munchkins were created by our staff is a gross individual difference is entirely false. Difference is neither a crime nor a punishment. Four hundred identical bodies would not be required to demonstrate this diversity and individuality of the freshman class.

In brief, the Green Hornet Construction Corporation apologizes for any hard feeling which we may have caused, but believes that the assumptions underlying some of the accusations in last week's letter are inaccurate.

G.H.C.

Green Hornet Corporation

Dance coverage

To the Editor:

I speak for everyone who gave so much time, thought and energy into creating the Spring Dance Performance when I express my thanks for the Orient's decision that it was worthy of media attention. However, in the future I would hope that your coverage be more thorough and accurate. It is of course very difficult to accomplish this task if the writer does not stay to watch the entire program, which does not possess at a minimal knowledge of dance so that incorrect terms such as "skit" are not used in the article. Also, the photograph that was included, though showing a remarkable resemblance to students who participated in this year's show was out of date.

I find it hard to believe that a member of the Orient staff ever would be permitted to write only about one period of a hockey game, for example, with no knowledge of how the game was played. I think this criticism is worthy of your attention because it demonstrates a lack of respect for the performing arts at Bowdoin, a bias I hope will cease to exist, at least to such a great extent, in the future.

Lisa Kane

Bowdoin Sunday

To the Editor:

Sunday, April 30th is a day set aside by the United Church of Christ for the recognition of the importance of education for the growth of the church and the world community. Many religious traditions have a similar kind of recognition day at other times of the year.

First Parish Church chooses on this day to celebrate the special relationship it has with Bowdoin College, a relationship that goes back to the founding of Bowdoin by several Maine churches interested in establishing a center for higher education in Maine. Thus, the last Sunday in April has come to be known as Bowdoin Sunday.

Traditionally, the service has been planned and executed by Bowdoin students who attend First Parish, and this year there will be a time for special recognition of the members and friends of the parish who are connected with the college as faculty, staff, and alumni. We, as members of the committee responsible for the service, would like to invite all interested students to come to First Parish at 10:00 a.m. on Sunday to worship and to celebrate our mutual interest in education. You are also invited to brunch following the service.

We hope to see you there.

Laurie Raso '89

Diane Russell '89

Suzanne Watson '89

Bowl 1990

Thanks for "Hot, Sexy and Safe"

To the Editor:

On April 17, Ms. Suzanne Landolph's dynamic presentation, "Hot, Sexy and Safe," was a welcome event to the efforts of campus groups and individuals to encourage people on campus organizations. Special thanks to the I.F.C., S.U.C., Health and Counseling Centers, Department of Sociology, B.C.L.S.A., Women's Resource Center, and B.W.A. Many thanks to Theta Delta Chi for hosting a dinner for Ms. Landolph that evening.

If anyone is interested in purchasing a "Hot, Sexy and Safe" T-shirt for $10.00, I have two left. Please stop by my office on the third floor of Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall to pick one up.

Bina L. Chaddha

Freshman Advisor
The Page would be informed of that fact, and I do believe that if the Board were to be informed of it, they would be concerned about the implications of it.

The letter went on to say that the Board needed to be informed of the situation immediately to prevent any further harm to the institution.

The letter ended by expressing concern for the affected students and the future of the institution. It was signed by Jameson, who is a professor at Bowdoin College.

---

The letter from Jameson to the Board of Trustees is a clear example of the kind of action that is necessary to protect the rights and safety of students. It demonstrates the importance of having open communication channels and the need for swift action when confronted with issues of harassment and discrimination.

---

The letter from Jameson is just one example of the many developments that have occurred at Bowdoin College in recent years. The institution has made significant strides in promoting diversity and inclusion, but there is still much work to be done.
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The letter from Jameson to the Board of Trustees is an important reminder of the ongoing challenges facing institutions of higher education. It is a call to action for all parties involved to work together to create a safer and more welcoming environment for all students.
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The letter from Jameson to the Board of Trustees is a powerful example of the kind of leadership that is needed to address issues of harassment and discrimination.
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A MODEST ANNOUNCEMENT:

NEW DOMINO’S PAN PIZZA!

Fantastic news for pan pizza lovers! Now you can enjoy the great taste of oven fresh pan pizza without leaving the comfort of your home.

Thanks to Domino’s Pizza® you can have your pan pizza delivered in 30 minutes or less, guaranteed. No traffic hassles. No waiting in restaurants.

New Domino’s Pan Pizza has thick, chewy crust, smothered with tangy sauce and lots of thick, gooey real cheese. And it’s topped off with generous portions of your favorite toppings. All baked to delicious perfection!

So for great pan pizza, call Domino’s Pizza. Nobody Delivers Better™

Call us!
725-1400
7 Second St., Topsham
729-5561
26 Bath Rd., Brunswick

New Domino's Pan Pizza
12" cheese $6.00

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $200. ©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
13's lucky for Polar Bears
Laxmen in semis at Williams; LaPointe gets 200th win

Mike Earley, a sophomore has led the Polar Bears to the ECAC semifinals today against Williams. Bowdoin advanced to the game after ousting the Colby Mules 13-6 Wednesday. Photo by Dave Willey.

Breathed to move out of Bloom County

MICHAEL TOWNSEND
ORIENT, Assistant Editor

In a move that is sure to surprise his millions of fans, Berke Breathed announced last weekend that his syndicated comic strip “Bloom County” will cease on August 6.

The strip, which has won a Pulitzer Prize, spawned six softcover books and a wealth of T-shirts, stuffed caricatures and other memorabilia, was launched in 1980. It quickly carved its place as one of America’s most popular—and most controversial—strips, and currently appears in over 800 daily and college papers. The strip has been a feature in the Orient since January 1986.

In a statement released by his syndication service, the Washington Post Writers Group, Breathed, 31, said, “A good comic strip is no more eternal than a ripe melon. The ugly truth is that in most cases, comic strips age less gracefully than their creators. “Bloom County” is retiring, before the stretch marks for a college-record 12th straight victory.

Bowdoin got off to an uncharacteristically slow start and trailed early in the game. Things got worse for attackman Mitch Caplan ’91, due to the field with an ankle injury, taking him out for the season. Caplan left the game with one point, bringing his season total to 26 goals and 18 assists.

Later in the game, attackman Mike Earley ’91 scored his second goal to tie the game at four. Earley finished with a season-high seven goals and two assists.

Bowdoin had hoped the win and undefeated record would earn them the number two tourney seed, ahead of Williams. This would have given Bowdoin a tournament first-round bye, and the home-field advantage in the semi-finals today.

However, after being given the third seed, Bowdoin played CBB rival Colby on Wednesday at Pickard Field.

The sixth-seeded Mules entered the game with a 9-5 record, and they looked to avenge a 13-10 loss to Bowdoin earlier this seasone.

The Bears scored the only goal of the first quarter as both teams adapted to the other’s style of play.

Coach LaPointe’s group then reared to an eight goal second period, to take a 9-3 lead at the half.

Bowdoin got four more goals in the second half to put the game well out of reach at 13-1.

(Continued on page 11)

13 candidates vie for open positions

MARK JEONG
ORIENT Staff

On Wednesday, May 3 the student Executive Board held the second election forum for candidates running for the unfilled positions from the first election. For the eight positions open, 21 candidates made an appearance, made short speech about themselves and their goals.

Positions left open from the first elections are all class officer positions for the class of 1992, secretary for class of 1991, president for class of 1990, and representatives to board of trustees and overseers.

The election committee chair, Jeff Bradley ’90, said he was pleased with the large turnout. “I think it’s for the best,” said Bradley when asked about having to hold two forums to fill all positions.

The actual election for the remaining positions will be held on Monday, May 8. The election sites will be the Moulton Union from 11:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., and the front desk of the Colby Tower from 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. All students are encouraged to come to the candidate’s and vote for the appropriate positions.

Townsend named editor

The Bowdoin Publishing Company has announced that Michael Townsend ’90 will be the Editor-in-Chief of the Bowdoin Orient for the fall 1989 semester. Townsend, who is currently an Assistant Editor-in-Chief, has been on the Orient staff since his freshman year.

As a sophomore, he was Advertising Manager, and was named to his current position after spending a semester in Wales, as a resident of Dewitt, N.Y., and majors in English in minor in psychology.

Lights! Camera! Action!
Bowdoin’s ‘Little Hollywood’

BRENDAN RIELLY
ORIENT Staff

Anyone who has seen a movie realizes the importance of competent acting, but not many people realize the vital role that directing and editing play in producing quality motion pictures.

Students in Professor Barbara Kaster’s Electronic Film Production class are experiencing first-hand the rigors of directing and editing student-produced films.

Each spring, the 20 students chosen to participate in this film class are absolute novices at filming, editing, and directing, according to Kaster. While learning the principles of screenplay writing and how to use the "very valuable and complex video equipment, students actually write and film four movies. The films usually take five member crews to shoot and edit.

Kaster stressed the "incredible time spent editing," as an important step in teaching the students to "see" film and understand it, rather than just watch it. Says Kaster, "At the end of the course, I know that they have learned to see, whether the students choose to work in film or not."

One group of students are learning to "see" film by producing "Change of Seasons," a 20-minute movie, written by Valerie Post ’89, about an older brother returning to his younger brother after an absence of six years. After spending 75 hours filming.
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Names and Faces

Jennifer Andich ’91 has been named chair of the Student Activity Fee Committee for the 1989-90 school year. Andich, who assumes her title immediately, is the student chair of a nine-person committee which includes students, faculty and staff. This past year, Andich, a Russian major, was an alternate to S.A.C., and was elected chair by the student members of the committee. Next year, Andich will be responsible of a budget over $200,000 which will be distributed to over 40 campus organizations.

The Masque and Gown Board has announced that Jennifer Quangan ’90 has been elected to the post of secretary and Dave Wilby ’91 has been named Technical Director to replace current board members studying away.

Brown: room draw ran smoothly

MARK JEEONG ORIENT Staff

- The housing lottery may be one of the most stressful periods for any student looking for that home sweet home. Assistant Dean of Students Anna Brown, who is the coordinator of the housing lottery said the overall result of the room draw for the academic year 1989-90 was good.

- The room draw was run more smoothly than last year. Opposed to 10 sophomores ending up with no housing last year, this year only 5 male sophomores were placed on the waiting list for campus housing. Despite such rumors that seniors invited more sophomores into Coin Tower rooms than juniors, Brown said “in reality that is not true.” 921 seniors were placed in campus housing with 33 juniors and 31 sophomores accompanying them. 377 juniors were placed in campus housing. The low turnout in the junior class is due to the large number of students who study abroad.

- 220 sophomores are reported to have registered to live in campus housing. For the incoming freshmen, 395-400 beds have been reserved, and the majority of these rooms will be triples.

COOK’S LOBSTER HOUSE
Come dine by the sea
Open 7 days a week: Mon - Sat 12-9 Sunday 12-8

SAVING $$
With our personalized attention & expertise
Quality package vacations
- Cruise deals • VCR lending library • Rail • Hotels
- Car rentals • Greyhound bus • Western Union
- $150,000 Automatic Flight Insurance
- Lowest Available Airfares Guaranteed

STOWE TRAVEL
MOWE STOWE'S MOST COMPLETE TRAVEL AGENCY
Established since 1950
9 Pine Street, Brunswick, Maine 04011
207-725-5573 1-800-552-9990 (in Maine only)

Every Thursday Italian Night

with special Prices
and a very special menu...

Pauline’s Bloomers
Preserve your love for Mom.
Send her the P.D. Preserve Jar with a beautiful assortment of fresh flowers.
We also have a large variety of Holland flower cut roses, blooming plants, and gourmet fruit baskets.
wire service WE DELIVER
725-9552
We are located in the Tontine Mall 149 Maine St., Brunswick

Created for your lifestyle! Welcome to the Tanning Bed at our downtown location!

couve.plaza COFFURES

151 MAINE STREET • BRUNSWICK, MAINE 04011
Sun - Thurs 11-10, Fri & Sat 11-11
GRAND OPENING - May 6, 11-5
• magician • clown • helium balloons • 2 for 1 Special - (5 oz. with one topping) • face painting

Thompson Interns, R.A.s named

Following are the Thompson Intern and Resident Advisors for the academic year 1989-1990.
Thompson Interns
Anne Marie LeMahtagne ’90
Todd Taylor ’90
Resident Advisors
Brunswick Apartments: Marsha Marxwey ’90
Hayden Apartments: Adriana Harden ’90
Harpwell Street Apartments: Hillary Burke ’90
Pine Street Apartments: Kathleen Devaney ’90
Mayflower Apartments: Robert Cedzoz ’90
Smith House: Gary Fords ’90
30 College Street Apartments: Tamara Damselyzky ’90

Anyone interested in filling the last position open for resident advisor in Brunswick Apartments should contact Assistant Dean of Students Anna Brown for information.

Brown said “I will continue to refine the system, and I’m open for feedbacks and ideas.” One of the ideas which Brown thought were good was the option of turning double occupancy Brunswick Apartments into triples. This plan was initiated due to large response for a triple.

Although only two Brunswick double units were taken by triples, Brown will continue to offer the option. Also, renovation of the 3rd and 5th floors of Coin Tower for people who wanted a single, a double, or a triple was a worthwhile plan, she said.

Although the reviewing of the two floors generated a warm welcome, it did cause some complaints from students who wanted a quadruple. Brown said she and her staff are welcoming comments about the lottery, and they will look into operations of housing lottery by schools which are similar to Bowdoin for improvements.

For those people who withdrew from the lottery and are looking for off-campus housing, the Office of the Dean of Students has information about rental homes and apartments. Also, the Brunswick Times Record will publish a listing of available off-campus housing on the second week of May.

A list of people who wish to change or trade rooms will be available at the same office, and any one interested in swapping rooms should contact Brown.
Notes from around academia

AMHERST - Students voted on April 18 to ban Coca-Cola products from the College, because of the company’s continued involvement in South Africa, it was reported in a recent issue of the Amherst Student. The proposed non-binding referendum passed by a 56% to 44% margin. Leagues of the organizing group will meet with the President and Director of Food Service in hopes of getting the administration to act on the results. The final decision would have to be made by the Board of Trustees.

In other news, an 18-month search for a new Dean of Faculty ended when the College announced the appointment of Ohio State Professor Donald Rosholt to the post. He was the Chair of the Department of Romance languages at Ohio State. He will assume the Amherst position on June 1.

Finally, in a follow-up to an article which appeared in this space during the Winter, an injunction for the annual UMass-Amherst snowball fight was denied. Last Winter’s fight resulted in nearly $5000 in damage and a serious injury. Though the judge did not designate the suit Amherst brought against UMass would be dismissed, he ruled that the entire university would be injuncted at this time unnecessary.

UMASS - The Amherst Student reported that over 90 people occupied Memorial Hall on the UMass campus on Monday, April 24, protesting on-campus military research funded by the Department of Defense. The group occupied the building all day, and about a third of the protestors stayed overnight. A list of eight demands, later increased to ten, was given to the administration. At the time the article went to press, no results from the meeting between the protest leaders and the administration were available. Police were on the scene, but had not taken action.

WESLEYAN - A Wesleyan junior, Thomas Richey, fired at least 14 rounds from a shotgun into an electrical substation in Maryland on April 11, before shooting himself in the abdomen. It was reported in the Wesleyan Argus, Richey was in stable condition in a Maryland hospital and was expected to recover. Police reports indicated that Richey said he did “it to impress a girlfriend.” There was some speculation that his fascination with the philosophy of Nietzsche, and other writers, contributed to the incident. Police confiscated several such books, as well as maps of power stations and live ammunition, from Richey’s campus apartment.

On a somewhat lighter note, the Third Annual Faculty Auction was held on April 26. The top item was donated by President William Chace. The highest bidder received the President’s house, meals included, for three days, while Chace would live in the student’s dorm room. Other items include a shrimp curry dinner, guitar lessons, a lesson on writing the perfect resume, fencing lessons, and a two-on-two coed basketball game, all donated by various faculty members. Proceeds from the event will go to a Middletown service agency.

HOBART and WILLIAM SMITH - How not to get a concert on campus: The Concert Committee’s decision to hire Eddie Money to play the Spring Concert resulted in more headaches than they bargained for. The choice was met with disappointment on campus, and approximately 20 percent of the student body signed a petition boycotting the choice. After many discussions, the Concert Committee attempted to cancel the event. The Premier Theatre Agency, Eddie Money’s agent, said, however, that unless full price was paid anyway, they would sue the school, put a restraining order on all student funds, and file a grievance with the American Federation of Musicians. Such a grievance would result in a boycott of the campus by two-thirds of the acts in the country. Not surprisingly, the Eddie Money concert was planned early.

Compiled by Michael Townsend

Endless Summer Style:
that free and easy feeling you get
only in pure cotton.
B.D. Baggies’ button down shirts
are pre-laundered
(in sunshine and salty air?)

present this coupon and receive
20% OFF
B.D. Baggies’
Limit one per coupon

[Ad for B.D. Baggies’]

Summer Position
May through Labor Day
Thursday through Monday

FAST PACED WHITewater RAFTING
COMPANY
Seeking efficient, organized person with emphasis on math and telephone skills. Computer experience preferred.
For application call Ellie at 725-2255

H & T BUSINESS SERVICES
Word Processing
Professionals
Term Papers, Theses, Resumes, Etc.
Pick up and delivery services available.
P.O. Box 628
Old Sheepsfoot Road
Newcastle, Maine 04553
(207) 563-1317

COASTAL SELF-STORAGE
Rt. 24 South - Cook’s Corner near exit, US 1 B, Brunswick.
725-5818
Residential-Commercial-Industrial
Household-Boats-Auto
5x5 thru 10x10
FREE - 1 wk. w/3 mos. rental
FREE - 2 wks. w/6 mos. rental

BRUNSWICK STOR-ALL
INDUSTRIAL PARK
729-5898

RAFT GUIDES WANTED
Unicorn Expeditions is hiring raft guides for the 1989 summer.
If interested, call Jay at 725-2255
If It Doesn't Fit

Ship It.
Whether heading for college or home for vacation, Mail Boxes Etc. USA will get your things there safer, faster and all in one piece. We even pack your boxes for you!

The Post Office Alternative
MAIL BOXES ETC. USA®

Pack and ship your belongings home! We'll be at the Moulton Union

May 15-19 10am - 5pm
Arts & Entertainment

*Museum Pieces* captivates audience with public art

**LIZZ MILLAN**

**ORIENT Arts Editor**

The Dance Department celebrated the arrival of Spring on Thursday afternoon with its annual Museum Pieces, according to the dance department in collaboration with the art department. The music steps were transformed into a stage of dancers. Thursday and Friday’s performances marked the tenth annual occurrence of Museum Pieces.

Museum Pieces, according to June Vail, director of the dance department, is an event where dance and music come together to see dance in a different atmosphere, one in which different sets of experiences come into play. This performance was inspired by the paintings of the museum galleries.

A chance for the audience to see things that don’t fit on the stage. The possibilities are expanded through the interaction of space, “Vail said.”

It is added that although some of the music can be more focused and less serious, they are no less important. In fact, bringing the art of dance off the stage and into the public, enlarges its meaning.

The performance began with a burst of energy as two dancers leaped into the audience to lead the performance into the first phase of Museum Pieces. They then sat on the platform in front of the Walker Art Building with a hit set of movements to Fast and Furious. This performance, the dancers trashed the doors and onto the grass. The music of the world was transformed and motion. The music was calming as ever. Due to a production error, a photo of Museum Pieces was unavailable.

**Musical education at Bowdoin**

**Xan Kari**

It’s been a good three weeks since I’ve written anything for the Orient. Anyway, it’s seemed like a giant battle to get anything done.

This week, though, I really want to share something. For a long time now, good music has reminded me of sunny drives. Not exactly a reason the two seem to go together in my head. This may seem queer to you, but it’s the truth. Anyway, I want to share some sunny drives with you.

Not quite a year ago, The Feelies released the album *Only Life*. It wasn’t until last month that I listened to it. Now, every time I pop in the cassette, I’m speeding along country roads on a gorgeous day. The kid who lent me the tape told me it was one of his favorites and enjoyed. Open your mind. This is one of the finest material. There are three tracks which you can find on any of the greatest hits compilations that are amazing. They are "Louie Street, My Wild Life, and We Could So Good Together." Krieger is really hot on guitar. In the greats of these Manzarek’s keyboards adds the right touch of magic. Morrison’s lyrics are often just a mystery, but all are pleasing. I hope you can get your hands on this.

Ever heard of "E.U. Experience Unlimited/Most likely, you haven’t. Unfortunately, most radio stations won’t give their style a chance. This really bums me out. Their style is Funk. It’s pure energy. Their latest LP is entitled "Linn’s Life." It is undoubtedly the most soulful album of the year. If you like old Prince or the band, Was/Nik Was, this is right up your alley. Even if you don’t, listen to "Linn’s Life," or the jam, Buck Wild. This album’s mixture of horns, guitar, and sampling is brilliant.

The best part about writing and listening to music is that the best part about writing the music of the world has been the music itself. The fame and glamour were a close second. Seriously, though, there is more great material out there than I’ll ever be able to listen to. That’s really a shame. What’s worse, though, are the people who know what they like and only what they know. If you are not familiar with some new sound you read about, give it a try; you may be missing something great.

**Koller to read from his poetry on May 9**

**GENEVIEVE ANDERSON**

**ORIENT Reader**

My house is too small for most... who come here, yet I have more chairs than visitors.

Some day it will all change... crowds will come to tell me how wonderful it is to live in such a small house. & most will have to stand or stay outside.

These lines are quoted from poet James Koller’s book *Give The Dog A Bone*. Koller, a pleasant artist, poet, will give a reading at 7 p.m. on May 9 in the Faculty room at Morse Hall.

Koller moved to Georgetown about 15 years ago after living and writing in the midwest and California. He has edited and published his own international literary journal, *Coyote’s Journal*, since 1984. Koller is not only a writer, but a painter and a performer. He has toured the world and his work is currently published in a variety of international journals. In the last issue of *Tyrone* there was an interview with Koller, and an excerpt with the work of the I CHING. His readings promise to be an interesting and enlightening taste of Koller’s many-talented take. Take a break from studying and come listen.

**The Deer Hunter**

**Robert DeNiro stars in the Michael Cimino film about Viet Nam which won Best Picture and won DeNiro an Oscar for Best Actor. A powerhouse cast includes Meryl Streep, Christopher Walken and John Savage.**

**Frida (Mexican)**

**Wednesday, May 10**

3:30 and 8 p.m.

**Kriege Auditorium.**

**Taxi Driver**

**Friday, May 5, 7:30 and 10 p.m.**

**Smith Auditorium.**

Robert DeNiro and Jodie Foster star in this powerful story of a teenage prostitute. Don’t miss the film that launched Jodie Foster’s career and compelled John Hinckley to attempt to assassinate President Reagan.

**All shows are free.**
Brass quintet beats out tunes in Kresge May 8

The Bowdoin Brass, a student brass quintet, will perform Monday, May 8, at 7:30 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center. The program will include works by Mouret, Campra, Charpentier, Piazzolla, and Karg-Elert. Also featured will be George Gershwin’s "Bess, You Is My Woman Now," a suite from Gilbert and Sullivan’s "The Pirates of Penzance," and Fats Waller’s " Ain’t Misbehavin." The Bowdoin Brass is under the direction of Mark Manducca, a trombonist with the Portland Brass Quintet and the Portland Symphony.

The members of the quintet are Peter B. Holtz ‘91, trumpet; Melissa A. Katz ‘91, trumpet; Cynthia M. Hall ‘90, French horn; Jennifer H. Brookes ‘91, trombone; and Scott J. Vanciuro ‘92, tuba. The concert is sponsored by the department of music.

Dance

(Continued from page 5)

The last dance was performed to the music of Bach. Christine Phillion choreographed this number for the students of her Intermediate Repertoire class. The ap-ness of these dancers was not hindered by the cement; they moved as smoothly as the platform of a stage. The dance had a flow and rhythm that was quite pleasing.

Women’s studies director named

Martha E. May of Canton, N.Y., has been appointed the first director of the women’s studies program at Bowdoin. Assistant Dean of the Faculty Helen Caf- forty, chair of the women’s stud- ies program committee, an- nounced.

In addition to her adminis- trative duties, May will join the faculty as an assistant professor of women’s studies and history. She will teach an introductory course in women’s studies, courses in feminist theory, and a history course on women in the American labor force.

"This spring marks the comple- tion of the first full year of a minor program in women’s stud- ies," Caf forty noted. "Martha May’s appointment will enable the program’s continued growth and the development of a women’s studies major."

An American historian, May has focused her research on the history of women and the family, U.S. labor and business history, and law and public policy. May is the author of many articles and studies about gender roles in the family and in the workforce. She has received fel- lowships from the American Bar Association and the National Endowment for the Humanities.

May is currently assistant professor of history at St. Law- rence University, where she is director of gender studies. She previously served as an assistant professor at the University of Dayton and as a visiting assistant professor at Colby College.

Farley speaks Monday

William Farley, chairman and chief executive officer of Farley Industries, Inc., will address the next Bowdoin Business Breakfast, Monday, May 15, at 7:30 a.m. in Farley Field House. His address will be "How lever- aged Buyouts Are Changing Corporate America: The Farley Industries Success Story."

The full buffet breakfast is open to the public for $5 per person. Reservations are still being accepted. Call 725-3437 by May 11.

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

FOR SALE

Two Apple IIC Computers

$400 - $500 each or best offer

Also available:

• Two Apple Monitors
• Two External Disk Drives

If interested, please call The Bowdoin Orient at 725-3300

Students are needed for a variety of jobs during

Reunion Weekend
June 1 - 4

Housing and meals are provided

To sign up, stop by
Alumni Relations, Cram Alumni House
83 Federal St., second floor
or call x3266
**Women's lacrosse faces Bobcats in NIAC tourney**

By BRETT WICKARD

Bowdoin's women's lacrosse team dropped games to Bates, UVM, and Middlebury this past week. Last Saturday, Middlebury narrowly beat Bowdoin 10-9. Despite the loss, coach Sally LaPointe was impressed with the game. "We played hard... it was down to the wire... our best game all year," commented LaPointe.

The game against UVM proved to be a tougher challenge. Division I UVM crushed the Polar Bears 15-2. LaPointe said UVM was a stronger team than Bowdoin expected. "It was another fine job... our defense was marking well," said LaPointe.

Bates defeat of the Bears was the most frustrating of the losses. According to LaPointe, some key differences were noted in the game. Bates moved the ball better and had a better overall game. Bowdoin would have another shot at Bates in the NIAC tournament this weekend. The Polar Bears are ranked third behind Connecticut and New Hampshire.

LaPointe said, "We're really looking forward to the tournament."

---

**Sandra Scibelli**

**Track teams gear up for Division III's**

By DAVE JACKSON

Mostly on the strength of seniors, the Men's Track Team finished 5th in the NESCAC Championships. The two senior co-captains amassed 22 of the team's 32 points.

Damon Gouterman '90 was Bowdoin's only champion, winning the pole vault. Gouterman also placed 5th in the 100 meters.

Ted Dillon '89 finished 3rd in the 1500 meters, and 4th in the 800 meters.

Coach Peter Slovenskij remarked with pride, "Ted and Damon have strong four-year careers, and they are carrying us this spring."

Seniors scored the remainder of the points, bringing home the best performance of the year. Chris Rosenkoetter '92 and Jim Sabo '92 tied for 4th in the 400-meter. Jeff Mao '92 also took a fourth place, in the triple jump.

The men look forward to this week's New England Div. III at Williams. The meet starts at 1:00 Saturday at Williams-town, Mass.

Final results from NESCAC:
1. Trinity (128)
2. Williams (115)
3. Tufts (109)
4. Middlebury (81)
5. Bates (72)
6. Hamilton (61)
7. Wesleyan (54)
8. Amherst (34)
9. Bowdoin (32)
10. Conn. College (27)

---

**Women's track teams regatta**

By ERIC FOUSEHE

**ORIENT Business Manager**

On Sunday, April 30, 1989, the crew team hosted the Third Annual Head of the Androscoggin Regatta, which is the team's first regatta of the spring semester. Other schools which competed included Bates, Colby, and Hyde School.

Race conditions were good despite the steady drizzle. All races were in-crowds for an overcast day. The regatta began with the Women's Light Weight Division. The event was won 2-1 by Bates with a slight margin of one-hundredth of a second over Colby. Bowdoin finished strong in a time of 4:97:21.

The Men's Light Weight boat garnered Bowdoin its only victory of the day. The boat made up of Steve Schmidt '91, Jason Brown '91, Clark Eddy '91, Chandler Everett '91, and coxed by Adrienne Cardella '89 pulled out to over a seven-length lead—a lead which they never relinquished. The boat had the best overall time of the day with 8:19:01.

The Women's Heavy Weight event was won by Bates in a time of 9:23:68.

The Men's Heavy Weight Division was a disappointment for Bowdoin, but the two Bowdoin boats lost to strong competition in Bates, who has won the Head of the Androscoggin for the past three years.

The Novice races were plagued by steering problems, resulting in many boats getting off course. However, the crews demonstrated clearly the promise and growing depth of the Bowdoin rowing program.

This weekend the Crew Team will travel to Worcester for the New England Small College Championships. Three Boats will represent Bowdoin; Men's Light Weights, Women's Light Weights, and Women's Heavy Weights. This race will mark the finish to their spring season.

---

**Bear baseball bats blast Clark**

By DONNIE BERRYMAN

**ORIENT Staff Sports Editor**

The baseball team managed to go 2-1 in this week, despite the rain, rain, and more rain we've had the past few days.

What a game it was, as the Polar Bears had 15 hits on route to an 11-8 victory over Clark last Saturday.

The top of the first inning was all Bowdoin, as the Harvey Shapero-coached team scored five runs.

Clark pitcher Derrick Shulman walked the first two batters to start the inning. Sophomore Brad Chin singled to bring home Matt Rogers '91 for Bowdoin's first run.

Shulman continued to have problems as he walked Ray Diffey '90, the third batter of four he faced. Sophomore Alvin Bugbee then got the next RBI to give the Bears a 2-0 lead.

The lead continued to grow as outfielder Mike Webber got a triple to bring in three batters, putting Bowdoin up by five.

The Bears lead held up until the fourth inning. Clark had scored twice in the third, and added a run on a fourth inning tying ball game. The 5-4 set-up put Bowdoin back on top.

Webber led off with a single, and freshman Ben Grinnell followed with the same. Rogers' sacrifice fly gave the Bears on a lead. Chin also added his second RBI of the game, as his single brought Grinnell home.

Both Chin and Diffey also scored in the inning to give Bowdoin a 9-0 lead, a lead which they never lost.

Shapero's squad scored one run in both the eighth and ninth innings, to secure the victory. Clark managed to get two in the bottom of the ninth, but it wasn't enough. The victory gives Bowdoin its seventh of the season, improving the record to 7-8.

Freshman Mike Brown got the Polar Bear win, his second of the season.

---

**Bobcats dump Bears 12-5 in season finale**

By BILL CALLAHAN

**ORIENT Staff**

Another tough year for the Bowdoin softball team came to an end on Wednesday, as the Polar Bears dropped a 12-5 decision to Bates on a windy Wednesday afternoon at Pickard field.

The loss dropped the Polar Bears to 2-12 on the year, a decisive statistic as they lost seven games by one run.

Bates used a five-run second inning to run up a 9-0 lead after four, but Bowdoin came back strong in the fifth.

Naomi Schatz '89 led off with a double that rolled to the fence, and Kristin Pula '89 followed with a single. Eileen Carter sent the two home with a thunderous double to centerfield. Pam Shank '92 single-sent Carter home for the third run of the inning.

Linda Pettis '91 then sent the fresh hurler home, and things were looking up for Bowdoin.

The glimmer of hope widened even further in the sixth, as Shanks sent the Bobcats back to the bench in order. Wendy Harvey '92 made it even closer as she scored in the bottom of the ninth on a sacrifice by Carter.

However, Bowdoin's hopes were dashed in the seventh, Bates loaded the bases on two walks and a single, and a double by the Bobcat's Colleen O'Brien soared over Schatz's glove in leftfield, scoring three and finishing off any hopes for a Bobcat rally.

Coach Lynn Ruddy called the loss "tough", and lamented Bates five-run second inning. The second inning had presented problems for Bowdoin earlier in the week as they lost to Colby 7-4, on three unearned runs in the second.

For the season, senior All-State candidate Kristin Pula finished her stellar career leading the team with 17 hits and a .333 average. Classmate Naomi Schatz also closed her career with a bang-ending with 13 hits and a .302 average.

Next year will see the likes of Harvey ('36, 91), Shanks, Debbie Levine '92, Missy Conlin '91, and Noel Austin '92 leading the team on diamond.
Polar Bear of the Week

Mike Earley '91

The attackman had seven goals and two assists in the 12-9 men's lacrosse defeat of Amherst. He then had two goals and two assists in the 13-6 win over Colby.

Baseball

(continued from page seven)

season. Brown's 6.36 ERA is currently the second best on the team.

The Bears had a double-header against St. Joseph's on Sunday, but it was postponed until last Wednesday due to rain. The game against Bates, scheduled for May 2 was also rained out, and was made up yesterday.

The Polar Bears have only two games remaining this season. Tomorrow they travel to Trinity for a double-header, and close out the season against Wesleyan the following day.

Did You Know?

FACETIOUS is the only word in the language in which all five vowels appear in alphabetical order.

The BowdInn

Bed-n-Breakfast
Open all year

JAMESON TAVERN

Main Street, Freeport
865-4196

Noted under landlord
Jameson for its quality spirits and excellent cuisine.

Steaks • Seafood • Cocktails

Light meals in the Lounge
Banquet Facilities

PUT US TO THE TEST.

SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT • LSAT
GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
OAT • TOEFL • NMB • NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP
FMGEMS • FLEX • COGNOS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE

If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first. Our students get the highest scores. We've proven it to over one million students. Let us prove it to you.

KAPLAN

Test us. Call now.
1-800-332-TEST

The BowdInn

Bed-n-Breakfast
Open all year

39 Harpswell St. 725-4656

Bicycles

EXERCISE EQUIPMENT - X-COUNTRY SKIS
CUSTOM BRAZING - FRAME REPAIR - WHEEL BUILDING

Check our end of season sale on Mountain Bikes

ALL BICYCLES FULLY ASSEMBLED AND GUARANTEED WITH FREE 30 DAY CHECK-UP

442-7002

ROUTE 1, WOODWICH, ME
The Year in Sports

BONNIE BERRYMAN
ORIENT Asst. Sports Editor

Another year—it's just about over. Time to finish classes, pack up, and head off to wherever it is people go for a summer. Is it already May? It's nice to just kick back, relax, and remember how awesome the Bowdoin campus is sports-wise.

What follows is a sport-by-sport synopsis of the year in sports.

Fall 1988 revised

SOCCER

It was impressive as both the men and the women's teams re-
ceived berths in the ECAC Division III Tournament.

Coached by Tim Gilbride, the men finished with an 8-4-2 record and advanced to the semifinal round of the tourney, before being blanked 3-0 by eventual champs Williams.

Sophomore Lance Conrad led the Polar Bears in scoring for the second straight season, with four goals.

Not to be outdone, the women's team finished their season 7-6-1, good enough for a tournament bid. The Polar Bears lost an opening round thriller to Connecticut, a painful loss which involved two sudden-death overtimes.

Not surprisingly, it was Jen Russell '89 who earned the scoring title for Bowdoin, with four goals and three assists. She has 59 career points, which ranks fifth all-time at Bowdoin. The team shined defensively too, as Susanne Garthland '90 and Karen Crehore '90 were selected to the first team All-New England squad.

FOOTBALL

What a crazy year it was for football last fall. Coached by Howard Vanderventer, the team finished with a deceptive 2-5-1 record. A team that could have just as easily been 6-1-1 suffered three heartbreaking losses late in the fourth quarter. Despite the disappointing season, individual honors and new records abounded everywhere.

Quarterback Ryan Stafford '89 finished his last year at Bowdoin by becoming the first Bear QB to ever pass for 3,000 yards in a career. Three players were named to the All-NESCAC team: Mike Cavagnol 90, Terry Conroy '89, and Ed Daft '89.

FIELD HOCKEY

They had the record but they just didn't get the bid. Despite what was an impressive 7-0 season, the women's field hockey team failed to make the NIAA tournament.

Once again it was junior Sheila Carroll who led the team in scoring. Her 36 career goals are the most ever by a Bowdoin woman, and she still has a year to go.

CROSS COUNTRY

The women's careers team placed second at the NESCAC meet last fall for the second straight time. Sophomore Marilyn Frawley was All-NESCAC first team in the distance events.

Women's tennis was led by Heidi Wallenfels '89 and Erika Gustafson '91. The team took a none-too-shabby second place in the St. Lawrence Invitational.

Benny and the Bowdoin women defeated five other teams in the Northeast.

Women's tennis was led by Heidi Wallenfels '89 and Erika Gustafson '91. The team took a none-to-shabby second place in the St. Lawrence Invitational.

A lot of people didn't know that the sailing teams had a win in the True North series, and the golf team triumphed last fall in the CBB showdown.

The weather got cold quickly, too quickly, and before we knew it, winter season was here again.

Winter 1989: Close calls for hoops and hockey

HOCKEY

These were the games that everyone was waiting for. The team lived up to all the high expectations and finished the season 19-3. The quarter and semi-final games were at home, and both Middlebury and A.I.C. fell to the Bears. Then it was a repeat of last year's championship game against Merrimack. Bowdoin looked incredibly good in the first period, but throughout the remainder of the game, Merrimack was just too strong. Well, the Warriors moved out and out, so wait until next season.

Seniors Steve Janas and Kevin Potter were selected to the ECAC first team, and Brendan Hickey '88 was chosen to the second. Just about all of these players set records. Janas set College records for goals (715) and minutes played (1500). Potter's four goals and 11 assists led all Bowdoin defenders in scoring.

Then there was Hickey, who led the entire team in scoring, despite missing a four-game stretch. He had 11 goals and 32 assists for the season.

Not to be outdone were the skaters for the women's hockey team.

The women had an impressive year, finishing 10-7-2. The 10 wins were the most games they have won in a single season. Sheila Carroll '90 was the Bear's scoring champ for the second straight season, with 36 points. Goalie Kathy McPerson '89 was brilliant this season, getting her first—ever shutout. Her .91 saves against Providence College set a Bowdoin record.

BASKETBALL

Hockey was not the only thing happening last season. In fact, the men's basketball team, coached by Harvey Shapiro, also reached the final round of the ECAC playoffs, their first appearance ever in the tournament. After finishing the season 19-5, the Bears destroyed Nichols in the first round of the ECAC Division III tournament. Steve Regia was the next victim. However, the Bears lost to number-one seed E. Conn. St. in the finals.

Freshman Stacey Bailey and Kathy Hayes led the team this year. Bailey averaged 18.1 points per game, while Hayes ranked fourth in the nation with 168 assists.

The men's basketball team, despite finishing 8-16, played very well this season, and in fact, did better than many expected. Co-captain Mike Burnett '89 led the team in scoring this winter with 15.9 points per game, and was named to the All-CIBB team. Freshman Dennis Jakobi was right behind him with 14.2 ppg. Jakobi's efforts were involved to earn him the CIBB Rookie of the Year Award.

SQUASH

Both the men and the women's team did fairly well this year. The men finished with a 6-12 record and won Gary Robbins '90 and Eric Leeb '90 to the Individual National Tournament. The women finished with an 8-8 mark and also sent two to the tournament:

Erika Gustafson and Kristin Zwart '89.

FAREY HOSTS TOURNEYS

It was pretty hectic at the field house around the middle of March, as Bowdoin hosted the NCAA Division III championships in track and swimming. It was incredible to watch—the talent of some of the athletes was amazing.

SWIMMING

The Bowdoin swimmers themselves also did quite well, as they captured a surprising third-place finish at the New England Division III championships.

Freshman swimmer Frank Marston was the star of the show, as he placed first in both the one and three-meter diving competition.

Doug O'Brien '89 set a College record in the 500-yard freestyle, with a time of 4:34.24. Chris Muhrs also took a win in the 100-yard freestyle, with a time of 21.94 seconds. This is the fastest a freshman has ever swum that distance.

We then headed into spring, where the teams are now finishing up their seasons.

Look at the men's lax—they're questing for the ECAC Division III title this weekend. The women's lax is in the NIAA tourney this week.

A lot of times we don't appreciate how hard the athletes work and how much time and effort goes into their sports.

Here's to next year!

Photos courtesy of Public Relations. Special thanks to Sports Information Director Joe "Voice of the Polar Bears" Beninati.
The Year in Sports

BONNIE BERRYMAN
ORIENT Asst. Sports Editor

Another year—it’s just about over. Time to finish classes, pack up, and head off to wherever it is people go for a summer. Is it already May? It’s nice to just kick back, relax, and remember how awesome the bowdoin campus is sports-wise.

What follows is a sport-by-sport synopsis of the year in sports.

Fall 1988 revised

SOCCER

It was impressive as both the men and the women’s teams received berths in the ECAC Division III Tournament. Coached by Tim Gilbride, the men finished with 8-4-2 record and advanced to the semifinal round of the tournament, before being blanked 3-0 by eventual champs Williams. Sophomore Lance Conrad led the Polar Bears in scoring for the second straight season, with four assists.

Jen Russell ’89, women's soccer co-captain, was a solid performer for the varsity team for four years.

Baccio Ryan had a brilliant season, registering three goals and three assists. Chris Garbaccio ’90 was right behind him, scoring four goals and adding two assists.

Bowdoin’s netminders Bruce Wilson ’90 and Will Wallhoff ’90 set the College record for shutouts in a season, registering seven.

Not to mention, the women’s team finished their season 7-6-1, good enough for a tournament bid. The Polar Bears lost an opening round thriller to Connecticut, a painful loss which involved two sudden-death overtimes.

Not surprisingly, it was Jen Russell ’89 who earned the scoring title for Bowdoin, with four goals and three assists. She has 59 career points, which ranks fifth all-time at Bowdoin. The team shined defensively too, as Susanne Garibaldi ’90 and Karen Crohn ’90 were selected to the first team All-NESCAC squad.

FOOTBALL

What a crazy year it was for football last fall. Coached by Howard Vanderene, the team finished with a deceptive 2-5-1 record. A team that could have just as easily been 6-1-1 suffered three heartbreaking losses late in the fourth quarter.

Despite the disappointing season, individual honors and new records abounded everywhere. Quarterback Ryan Stafford ’89 goals and three assists. Chris Garbaccio ’90 was right behind him, scoring four goals and adding two assists.

Bowdoin’s netminders Bruce Wilson ’90 and Will Wallhoff ’90 set the College record for shutouts in a season, registering seven.

Baccio Ryan had a brilliant season, registering three goals and three assists. Chris Garbaccio ’90 was right behind him, scoring four goals and adding two assists.

Bowdoin’s netminders Bruce Wilson ’90 and Will Wallhoff ’90 set the College record for shutouts in a season, registering seven.

Not to mention, the women’s team finished their season 7-6-1, good enough for a tournament bid. The Polar Bears lost an opening round thriller to Connecticut, a painful loss which involved two sudden-death overtimes.

Not surprisingly, it was Jen Russell ’89 who earned the scoring title for Bowdoin, with four goals and three assists. She has 59 career points, which ranks fifth all-time at Bowdoin. The team shined defensively too, as Susanne Garibaldi ’90 and Karen Crohn ’90 were selected to the first team All-NESCAC squad.

FOOTBALL

What a crazy year it was for football last fall. Coached by Howard Vanderene, the team finished with a deceptive 2-5-1 record. A team that could have just as easily been 6-1-1 suffered three heartbreaking losses late in the fourth quarter.

Despite the disappointing season, individual honors and new records abounded everywhere. Quarterback Ryan Stafford ’89 finished his last year at Bowdoin by becoming the first Bear QB to ever pass for 3,000 yards in a career. Three players were named to the All-NESCAC team: Mike Cavanaugh ’90, Terry Conroy ’89, and Ed Dalt ’89.

FIELD HOCKEY

They had the record but they just didn’t get the bid. Despite what was an impressive 7-5 season, the women’s field hockey team failed to make the NJAC tournament.

Once again it was junior Shelley Carroll who led the team in scoring. Her 38 career goals are the most ever by a Bowdoin woman, and she still has a year to go.

CROSS COUNTRY

The women’s cross-country team placed second at the NESCAC meet last fall for the second straight time. Sophomore Marilyn Freedy was All-Everything as she won a great many honors. Her 16th place finish at the Division III national meet earned her an All-American selection. She is only the third female Polar Bear to win that honor.

GOLF, SAILING

Then there are the smaller, less publicized teams which many people, except those who are on them, forget about. Like tennis for example.

Women’s tennis was led by Heidi Wallenfels ’91 and Erik Gustafson ’91. The team took a none-too-shabby second place in the State of Maine Tournament.

Set a lot of people didn’t know that the sailing team had a win in the True North series, and the golf team triumphed last fall in the CIB showdown.

Winter 1989: Close calls for hoops and hockey

HOCKEY

These were the games that everyone was waiting for. The team lived up to all the high expectations and the season finished 19-3. The quarter and semi-final games were at home, and both Middlebury and A.I.C. fell to the Bears. Then it was a repeat of last year’s championship game against Merrimack. Bowdoin looked incredibly good in the first period, but throughout the remainder of the game, Merrimack was just too strong. Well, the Warriors moved up and out, so wait until next season...

Seniors Steve Janas and Kevin Potter were selected to the ECAC East’s first team, and Brendan Hickey ’88 was chosen to the second. Just about all of those players set records. Janas set College records for saves (715) and minutes played (1500). Potter’s four goals and 11 assists led all Bowdoin defenders in scoring. Then there was Hickey, who led the entire team in scoring, despite missing a four-game stretch. He had 11 goals and 32 assists for the season.

Not to be outdone were the skaters for the women’s hockey team.

The women had an impressive year, finishing 10-7-2. The 10 wins were the most games they have won in a single season. Shelley Carroll ’90 was the Bear’s scoring champ for the second straight season, with 36 points. Goalie Kaitly McPherson ’89 was brilliant this season, getting her first-ever shutout. Her 61 saves against Providence College set a Bowdoin record.

BASKETBALL

Hockey was not the only thing happening last season. In fact, the women’s basketball team, coached by Harvey Shapiro, also reached the final round of the ECAC playoffs, their first appearance ever in the tournament. After finishing the season 19-5, the Bears destroyed Nichols in the first round of the ECAC Division III tournament. Salvie Regina was the next victim. However, the Bears lost to number-one seed E. Conn. St. in the finals.

Freshmen Stacey Bay and Cathy Hayes led the team this year. Bay averaged 18.1 points per game, while Hayes ranked fourth in the nation with 166 assists.

The men’s basketball team, finishing 8-16, played very well this season, and in fact, did better than many expected. Co-captain Mike Burnett ’89 led the team in scoring this winter with 15.9 points per game, and was named to the All-CIB team. Freshman Dennis Jacobi was right behind him with 14.2 ppg. Jacobi’s efforts were enough to earn him the CIB Rookie of the Year award.

SQUASH

Both the men and the women’s team did fairly well this year. The men finished with a 6-12 record and sent Gary Robbins ’Wand Eric Leeb ’90 to the Individual National Tournament. The women finished with an 8-4 mark and also sent two to the tournament: Erika Gustafson and Kristin Zwaan ’89.

FARLEY HOSTS TOURNEYS

It was pretty hectic at the field house around the middle of March, as Bowdoin hosted the NCAA Division III championships in track and swimming, an incredible feat to watch—the talent of some of the athletes was amazing.

SWIMMING

The Bowdoin swimmers themselves had a good year as they captured a surprising third-place finish at the New England Division III championships.

Freshman diver Frank Marston was the star of the show, as he placed first in both the one and three-meter diving competition.

Doug O’Brien ’89 set a College record in the 500-yard freestyle, with 4 min. 42.88 seconds. Alex Karm also made his mark in the 200-yard freestyle, with a time of 21.94 seconds. This is the fastest a freshman has ever swam that distance.

We then headed into spring, where the teams are now finishing up their seasons.

Look at the men’s lax—they’re questing for the ECAC Division III title this weekend. The women’s lax is in the NJAC tournament this week too.

A lot of times we don’t appreciate how hard the athletes work and how much time and effort goes into their sports.

Here’s to a new year!

Photos courtesy of Public Relations. Special thanks to Sports Information. Director Joe “Voice of the Polar Bears” Beninati.
Fictional narrative

Letters to the Editor

Dining Service praised

To the Editor:

Over the past four years, Bowdoin has significantly improved its dining service. Under the leadership of Dining Service Director Mike Townsend, the team has worked tirelessly to enhance the quality and variety of meals offered. Students, faculty, and staff consistently praise the improvements, making the dining experience more enjoyable and satisfying.

Yours sincerely,

Letter writer

Award criticized

To the Editor:

Recent announcements of cuts to the Central American Fusion Fund (CAF) have been met with widespread criticism. Despite this, the administration has defended its decision, arguing that it is necessary to maintain financial stability. However, many feel that this move is shortsighted and counterproductive, as it may undermine the long-term success of the student-led organizations.

Yours sincerely,

Letter writer
Letters to the Editor

Pamphlet released

To the Editor:

Belatedly, the Dean of Students office is currently distributing copies of the College’s sexual harassment and sexual assault brochure. Delays in my office and in publication have prevented earlier availability. Nevertheless, I consider the pamphlet, entitled “Sexual Harassment and Sexual Assault: A Shared Community Problem,” of critical importance to the campus regardless of the delays in its distribution.

My office plans to revise the publication during the summer for a more timely dissemination in the fall. I encourage all students and academic advisors to review the pamphlet and discuss its significant features with one another. Sexual harassment and sexual assault are issues of deep concern at Bowdoin. Hopefully a greater understanding of the College’s position, definitions of sexual harassment and sexual assault, campus and Brunswick resources, and methods of prevention will result in a raising of the level of awareness within the community while reducing incidences of this behavior.

Kenneth A. Lewallen
Dean of Students

Patriot criticized

To the Editor:

Have you read the current issue of the Patriot? Unfortunately, although I am alluded to in the new Patriot, I am not mentioned by name. In Ed Burton’s ‘91 letter to the editor of the Patriot, he writes that he “could not have been more shocked” at my radio ‘apology’.” Ed, somehow I think it would take more than my radio broadcast to shock you. Ed accuses me of being a demagog.

Well, I am a democrat. And that’s none of your business. To associate me with the Young Democrats is shockingly slanderous, especially from someone as quickly to associate himself as you.

I have never discussed my political affiliation with anyone, certainly not anyone on the staff of the Patriot, as they have yet to introduce themselves to me. However, they seem to know who I am. I have recently discovered that I was present, not in person, but you in effigy, at a party which was attended by several members of the Patriot staff and held in a certain fraternity house. Wait a minute, “in effigy”? You ask. Yes, reportedly there was a picture of me with a snarl slung around its neck that read something to the effect of “My name is Asher. What is a pinata?” you ask. According to Webster’s New World Dictionary, a pinata is “a clay or paper-mache container of various shapes hung from the ceiling on certain festivals and broken in a game by children with a stick to release the toys and candies inside.” You must recall that during the Spanish Inquisition, Jews, Moslems, Protestants and subversives of all sorts (except Democrats—they didn’t exist) were tortured and/or slaughtered in effigy when they could not be found in person. So Ed, imagine my shock at discovering this heinous and evil act had been perpetrated unto me, no less by the very members of our community who charitably spent so much time and effort to educate me about my allegedly slanderous label (“fascists, idiots and morons!” I think it was). Actually, I was equally shocked, although I shouldn’t have been, that the use of a pinata, a surprising foray into cultural diversity, I must admit, could turn into such a perversion. So remember ye Patriotic sons of Bowdoin, especially you Ed, never get caught with your pants down, especially when it comes to slander.

It’s been fun,
Asher Miller ’89

Thanks

To the Editor:

I thank the freshman class council for their time and energy in assisting with the rising sophomore class room draw last Thursday night. Sean and Gerald were great in setting up a “Roommate Matchers” table to enable us to find roommates. Again, thanks!

Ana M. Brown
Assistant Dean of Students

Films

(Continued from page 1)

The culmination of the Film Production Course is the May 4 premiere of the student-written films. Tickets are required for the 8 p.m. showing with a maximum audience of 210.

“Of Changing Seasons,” will be shown along with “Developing Concerns,” “Illiteracy: The Hidden Handicap,” and “Johnny Elviss.”

Lacrosse

(Continued from page 1)

Colby surged in the last quarter, but fell short as Bowdoin won 13-6.

It was another productive day for Earley, who had two goals and two assists.

Captain Morgan Hall ’88 recorded a personal season-high 25 saves.

The win improves Bowdoin’s record to 15-2-all—the first time over the White Mules, and breaks the college record for consecutive wins over two seasons (14).

The playoff road now turns toward Williamsport, Mass., for a rematch of last year’s semi-final, which Bowdoin lost 10-6.

The Ephs are seeded second and hold a 7-1 record, having lost only to number-one ranked Springfield College.

“Williams is the strongest team we’ve played all year but, if we play our game, we’re capable of winning in Williamsport,” said Coach LaPone.

The Bears will return home tomorrow for a regular season game versus Trinity. With a victory on Friday, the Bears would then play the winner of the Springfield-Amherst game on Monday for the ECAC championship.

Bowdoin will finish their season Tuesday in a CBB matchup away at Bates.

Newspaper Editor Botnick Bergman contributed to this article.

Sleek 1988 Honda Civic Sedan (cranberry)
For Sale
9,000 miles, air conditioning, Sony cassette.
Excellent, brand-new condition.
Call 723-8499 after 6 pm

BIG RED Q PRINTING
next to the College

• flyers
• resumés
• posters
• newsletters

212 E Main Street
Brunswick
729-4840

j&l'sports center

YOUR FOUR SEASON DEALER
15% OFF all shoes for Bowdoin Students

with coupon

Have a great summer!!

Sebastian’s

Fine Dining

“Sebastian’s is a breath of fresh air…an intimate dining center with Old World touch.” The menu says, “The results are delicate and fulfilling. Moderate (prices).”

—New England Monthly, April 1989

“…menu is revised weekly to offer the broadest appeal possible, both in terms of appetite and aesthetics.”


“…elegant…not elitist or expensive.”

—Cynthia Hacini, Maine Times, 11/88

Serving lunch and dinner, Mon.-Sat.
Sunday Brunch 11 am - 3 pm
15 Independence Dr., Freeport
865-0466
NEW DOMINO'S PAN PIZZA!

THE NOID CRUSHED BY THE NEWS

(DP) The NOID panicked, (bonking himself on the head with a pan!) when he heard that Domino's now delivers pan pizza.

New Domino's Pan Pizza™ has thick, chewy crust, generous toppings, and lots of thick, gooey cheese. And it's delivered in 30 minutes or less, guaranteed. All of which creates pandemonium for the NOID.

So call for new Domino's Pan Pizza. When it comes to pan pizza, Nobody Delivers Better.
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Convocation
Senators Mitchell and Cohen to speak. Page 2

Admissions
Class of 1993 has more minorities, fewer women. Page 5

FARASHUDDIN
ORIENT Senior Editor

A few weeks ago, while the academic year was winding down and Bowdoin students were frantically trying to finish those term papers, a few of us thought it might be nice to get away from the bustle of campus for a while. So we did get away, on a flight of fancy to a destination not quite exotic or tropic, but nevertheless warm and exciting.

Wednesday afternoon, May 3rd, Kevin Creamer '89, Courtney Howe '89 and myself rented a single engine aircraft from Wiscosin and enjoyed a pleasant flight to Martha's Vineyard. The flight provided a welcome reprieve from the hurly-burly of student life. The Vineyard traditionally faces at the end of a term. It was also a fascinating insight into the intricacies of undertaking an airplane flight.

The trip must be preceded with preparation involving navigation charts and weather checks. Creamer, who aspires to become an airline pilot, explained all of the procedures involved both in the preflight planning and the actual flight execution.

The first step was the selection of a destination and a flight plan which would take us there. We chose Martha's Vineyard and mapped a flight plan which would take us down the coast.

Our flight plan would take us over a number of airfields, including Portland, Logan and Pease Air Force Base. Each airfield has a specific radio wave over which its air traffic control may be reached. It is essential to contact the controllers since they are responsible for guiding all of the aircraft safely through their airspace.

The actual trip begins with a pre-flight check, where all of the instruments and controls are tested. Kevin completed the checks in a few minutes and at 1:25 p.m. we were airborne.

From the cabin of our Cessna Skyhawk we enjoyed a spectacular view of the midcoast area. The Brunswick Naval Air Station was visible to the west, and in the distance we could see the activity at Portland Jetport.

(Continued on page 7)

Hatch Science Library breaks ground June 3

Groundbreaking ceremonies for the Hatch Science Library, the first phase of Bowdoin College's $27 million science center, will be held Saturday, June 3, at 5:30 a.m.

President A. LeRoy Geason, members of the Science Building Committee, and other College officials will take part in the ceremony, which coincides with Reunion Weekend. Remarks will be made by Dana W. Mayo, Charles Weston Packard Professor of Chemistry, representing the faculty; Overseer Campbell E. Niven '52, representing the governing boards; and Joshua A. Bloomstone '89, a graduating senior who majored in biochemistry with a minor in history, representing students.

Construction on the $7 million library and associated aspects of the project will get under way in June, and the library is expecting to be completed in December 1990, according to David N. Barbour, director of physical plant.

A joint gift of nearly $2 million from the Margaret Miliken Hatch Charitable Trust and Cobbie Pond Foundation will help support the construction of the library wing. The

(Continued on page 8)

Grades urged to maintain morals

"Less clear will be the principles of some of the organizations that will almost inevitably become a part of the lives of some of you," he continued. "As you look back at Bowdoin from a world of international corporations, of tacitly restricted housing developments, and of men's clubs and women's clubs and country clubs, Bowdoin will seem incredibly idealistic.

"As your Commencement approaches and you prepare to leave Bowdoin, do not leave behind, I urge you, the kind of conviction and concern that prompted, for example, a Bowdoin student named Virgil Logan in 1964 to establish the Afro-American Society, that prompted the governing boards to have the College disassociate itself from single-sex institutions and the stereotypes they perpetuate, the conviction and concern that have given life to the Bowdoin Women's Association, to the Harassment Board, to the Gay Lesbian-Straight Alliance, to the Alcohol Peer Advisors, to Struggle and Change, to students mediation to Bowdoin Area in Community Service (Volunteer Services), to the Peer Relations..."
Cohen and Mitchell to address College Convocation June 3

Sen. George Mitchell

U.S. Senators William S. Cohen, a member of Bowdoin's class of 1962, and George E. Mitchell Jr., a member of the class of 1954, will be the guest speakers at the College Convocation Saturday, June 3, at 11 a.m. in Farley Field House. The public is welcome to attend.

Bowdoin President A. LeRoy Cresson will preside at the special program, during which Cohen and Mitchell will be presented the second Gordon S. Hargraves '19 Preservation of Freedom Fund Prize. The Preservation of Freedom Fund was established in 1983 by the estate of Gordon S. Hargraves of the class of 1919 and Henry V. Farnum "to stimulate understanding and appreciation of the rights and freedoms guaranteed under the Constitution." The prize recognizes an individual or group making an outstanding contribution to the "understanding and advancement of human freedoms and the duty of the individual to protect and strengthen these freedoms at all times."

The first recipient was William B. Whitehead, Frank Munsey Professor of History, a member of the Bowdoin faculty for 33 years. Whitehead joined the Bowdoin faculty in Mitchell's senior year and had Cohen as a student.

Cohen and Mitchell are among the 66 Bowdoin alumni who became members of Congress, including three present officers of the Senate and one speaker of the House of Representatives. Cohen received an honorary degree from the College in 1975, Mitchell was honored in 1983.

The College Convocation is part of the three-day alumni weekend. Two honorary degrees will be presented at the ceremony, to Robert M. Cross '45, secretary of the College, and Elizabeth D. Wilson, a retired nurse and active student.

Gov. McKernan, six others to receive honorary degrees

Bowedin College will award five honorary degrees at its 185th Commencement Exercises Saturday, May 27. President A. LeRoy Cresson has announced. Two doctors of law will be honored at the college convocation June 3. Sketches of the seven are shown below.

The five recipients of honorary degrees are:

David C. Driskell, one of the world's leading authorities on Afro-American Art, who will receive a doctorate of fine arts.

Charles M. Leighton '57, chairman and chief executive officer of CML Group, Inc., a specialty marketing company that includes Boston Whaler and Carrol Reed, who will receive a doctorate of law.

John R. McKernan, Jr., who will receive a doctorate of laws.

Frances W. Peabody, an active civic leader who co-founded the AIDS Project of Maine; she will receive a doctorate of humane letters.

Eveett P. Pope '41, retired president of Workingmen's Cooperative Bank in Boston and Bowdoin trustee emeritus, who will receive a doctorate of laws. Also, two honorary degrees will be awarded at the college convocation, Saturday, June 3, during reunion weekend; Robert M. Cross '45, secretary of the college; doctor of humane letters.

Elizabeth D. Wilson, retired nurse and active student; doctor of laws.

Peter Smith '60 to receive Alumni Service Award

Peter S. Smith, professor of law at the University of Maryland School of Law, will receive the Alumni Service Award at the Alumni Association Luncheon Saturday, June 3. The award, the highest bestowed by the Bowdoin Alumni Association, will be presented by Association President Michael S. Cary '71.

Smith, a member of the class of 1960, has been a volunteer for the Bowdoin Alumni Schools Interviewing Committee (BASIC) in Baltimore for 10 years. BASIC volunteers meet with local high school students in their areas to describe the opportunities at Bowdoin.

Smith's efforts are focused on minority recruitment. Currently, two black students from the Baltimore area are enrolled at Bowdoin, and a total of 20 Baltimore area students are undergraduates.

Smith and other Baltimore alumni have established a fund to help pay transportation costs for local minority students who want to visit the campus.

Smith has served as an officer of the Bowdoin Alumni Clubs in Washington, D.C., and Baltimore.

Best Wishes

For a good summer from

FLOWERS BY KNOWLES

15 JORDAN AVE. 725-2461

As It Should Be

76 Union St.
729-2825

Italian-Continental Cuisine

Reasonably Priced Lunch & Dinner in a Unique Atmosphere

Dine on Leekontine Chicken - Boneless breast of chicken sauteed with artichoke hearts, mushrooms & capers in a white wine & lemon sauce.

Baked Ziti Siciliano - Ziti pasta mixed with ricotta & grated cheese, topped with eggplant, mozzarella cheese, & a light tomato sauce.

Shrimp Scampi - Shrimp sauteed in a scampi sauce of white wine, lemon, garlic & parsley, served over linguini.

Steak Fajitas - Filet mignon sauteed with a sauce of fresh tomato, garden fresh white wine, fresh basil & topped with mozzarella cheese.

Veal Saltimbucha - Veal scallopini with prosciutto ham, spinach, onions & fontina cheese, sauteed in a demi-glace sauce.

Reservations requested Fridays & Saturdays
London tells of bringing two worlds together

Editor's Note: Andrea London is the alternate graduation speaker for tomorrow's commencement. Her speech is reprinted here.

President Creason, Governor McKernan, Members of the College and Guests.

The last few months at Bowdoin have helped me to come to terms with the last four years of my life. For most, the college adjustment period takes a semester, or maybe a year, but for me it was a three and a half year process. I attribute this lengthy, unstable adaptation to two factors: one is my background, and the other is Bowdoin. These two worlds clashed, and the result was chaos. I was caught between two cultures, and was searching for something to hold on to. While my voice may only represent a few of you, my message affects you all.

As a woman with a diverse, urban background, coming to this small, homogeneous school gave me a case of "culture shock." Ironically, the essay I submitted as part of my Bowdoin application stressed the importance of diversity. I spoke of my experience of growing up in a predominantly black neighborhood where racial differences played no role in my early childhood experiences. I wrote, "The experience I have had has given me a unique understanding of the importance of life in exploring and appreciating different cultures. I feel society in general would benefit if everyone could accept people on the same level."

As I grew up, and became aware of racial tension, I was forced to look at that issue on a personal level. Cultural programs offered in and out of school opened my eyes to the value of racial unity. For the most part, my friends and I grew up with single-parent families headed by a working mother. This gave us first hand experience of the fight for women's equality on an intimate, personal level.

It was at Bowdoin where I first encountered people with two-parent families, where the term "housewife" came to life before my eyes, and attending prep schools seemed the norm rather than the exception. For me, Bowdoin became synonymous with money. I immediately rejected anyone who I thought was rich. The power of money was foreign to me, and now I was forced to deal with it. I allowed myself to see the Bowdoin, a "wholly," wealthy elements of Bowdoin. I can remember the first day arriving at Bowdoin, and when Bowdoin when my mother whispered, "everyone looks alike here." Realizing that I too looked like everyone else, I felt the need to prove I was different. Whiteness is the overwhelming majority at Bowdoin, but somehow, I felt like a minority.

A feeling of alienation and inferiority came over me. I did not quite know why, but I assumed it was because the Bowdoin experience was so different than my own neighborhood experience. Although I did not expect Bowdoin to mirror my own community, I thought I would find something to bind the two together. My two best friends were among the few whom I felt comfortable with, whom I was quite satisfied shooting hoop by myself, and the janitor who used to come by regularly and play a quick game with me. I felt a bond with the janitor because he was a "real person"—an actual working man, born and bred in Maine. He did not hesitate to speak my mind, and I respected him for this. He used to call me "the city-slicker" and I used to call him, "the white chap who died in the city." We laughed at each other's stories because our experiences were so different. I could not believe he actually went hunting, and owned a gun, and he could not believe I grew up without a front yard. Our conversations filled a gap that existed between home and Bowdoin.

The more I spent at Bowdoin, the more alienated I felt. I joined the Afro-American Society in another attempt to link home with Bowdoin. Instead of continuing to isolate myself and reject the experiences of my peers, I became very curious and forced myself to deal with it. In my first two years here I engaged in all night debates with a rather chauvinistic group of senior males. We would go back and forth on women's issues, economic issues, and current political issues. They called me a feminist, and took that as an insult. It is a term that a large part of our society resents as a "dirty word," but when I discovered the true meaning of the word, I embraced the concept and felt proud of it. I viewed my politics as moderately left, while they saw me as radical. But, this was okay. Without realizing it, I was developing a new social awareness. The conversations and feedback I was getting gave me the incentive to address some of these issues in my classes. I was not aware of the power of my opinions, but the more I verbalized my feelings, the more obvious it became that it is worth speaking about and defending what you believe in.

I started to focus my interests and take courses which addressed topics of my concern. This led me to the Sociology Department and what is now the Women's Studies Department.

The class issue in our society became a major interest to me. My grades in sociology showed me that problems which I previously associated strictly with minorities, were problems shared by the working and lower classes in our society. These problems cut across racial lines, and struck the poor from all over the country. I previously could not picture the concept of poverty without an urban setting.

In Maine, the rural poverty problem came before my eyes. The recent attention towards the problem of the homeless in our country is not just not concentrated in the cities, but also exists right here in Maine. Reexamining class, and the problems of the lower class regardless of geographical location or race had a major impact on me. I angered me that the Sociology and Women's Studies departments were considered less substantial departments by many members of the Bowdoin Community because for me they represented my missing link to society. The opportunity to explore these issues through academia was a very exciting thing for me. In doing this, I was able to maintain some form of social consciousness. My neighborhood experience was finally pulling into shape for me.

Things were beginning to change and I was turning over a new leaf. I became aware that I was learning a lot when I discovered that by urban diverse background had been sheltering me in some respects. The Bowdoin homogeneous community opened up my eyes to the "other." But for me, the other happened to be the white middle-upper class America.

All of this leads me to the present and what college is supposed to represent. The notion that a college is a place where one becomes well-rounded is a misconception. It is impossible to grow without diversity. The homogeneity is limiting, but does not have to prevent one from attaining his or her goals. As Bowdoin students it is up to us to make a commitment both inside and outside the classroom.

Andrea London

outside the classroom.

To my Bowdoin sisters, we make up over half the world's population, when will Women's Studies be bestowed as a full major? Although we have come a long way, we are still only half way there. Outside the classroom, I must realize that the Bowdoin community contains not only us, but dining service workers, janitors, administrators, staff and faculty. These people are a great source in learning about experiences that are foreign to us. These people all work together and play major roles in running this college. I take this chance to applaud those of you who make up this community, and struggle to make a living at the same time.

In concluding, I ask you not to take your experience at Bowdoin for granted, and realize that you represent a group of fortunate individuals. Although we may seem to look alike, it is important to look beneath the surface of each and every one of us. I learned a great deal from you, I hope you have learned from me.
Retiring faculty and staff honored

Bowdoin College has announced the retirement of one faculty member and five members of its staff.

William B. Whiteside of Orr Island, Frank Munsey Professor of History, retired in January after 35 years as a member of the faculty. Margaret E. Dunlop of Brunswick, associate director of admissions, will retire after 44 years with the College.

Students raise money for South Africa

For the fourth consecutive year, the Bowdoin College community has raised enough money to send two black South African students to integrated universities in their native countries for one year.

With encouragement from President A. LeRoy Geason, the governing boards, faculty, staff and students raised $8,231 to provide scholarships for S.M. Pike, an architecture student at the University of Natal in Austerville, and Moses Wirboo, a medical student at the University of Capetown. These scholarships cost a total of $6,000.

"I think that all faculty and governing boards members, including me, who voted for divestment should contribute generously to this cause, in the hope that the battle may be fought in arenas other than the streets," President Geason said. "The students' fundraising efforts have been very impressive."

Bowdoin students raised just under $8,000, including proceeds from the April 23 Run Against Apartheid, a 10-kilometer race. The race capped a week-long series of events designed to heighten awareness about conditions in South Africa.


Obituary

Augustus A. Adair, the Tallman Visiting Professor of Political Science for the 1988-89 academic year, died Saturday in a Baltimore hospital, after a long illness. He was 56.

Adair taught courses in American politics. Last November he delivered an address, "Black Politics and American Presidential elections." In February he coordinated a program of civil rights leaders in history of Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday and Black History Month.

"Few teachers have had such a lively and useful impact on Bowdoin life in so short a time as Gus Adair did," Bowdoin President A. LeRoy Geason remarked.

Adair was born in Chicago Aug. 5, 1932. He graduated from Tufts College Institute High School in Alabama and earned his bachelor's degree in political science at Morehouse College in Atlanta in 1954. He earned his master's degree in political science at Atlanta University in 1956 and pursued further study at Boston University before earning his doctorate in political science at Johns Hopkins University in 1975.

From 1972 to 1975, Adair was the executive director of the Congressional Black Caucus in the House of Representatives. He served as campaign manager for, and political adviser to, Farron J. Mitchell, who represented Maryland's 7th Congressional district from 1978 to 1986.

During the Carter Administration, Adair served on the Federal Task Force on Historically Black Colleges and Universities. From 1983 to 1984, he was a special consultant to the Ford Foundation, advising program directors on programs and projects for the nation's black colleges.

Adair taught and lectured widely on issues concerning black education and politics. He spent 25 years at Morgan State University, where he was director of the Institute for Political Education from 1967 to 1970, and was a visiting professor of political science at Howard University from 1971 to 1980. The Tallman Fund was established in 1928 to bring to Bowdoin outstanding teachers and scholars from throughout the world.

Adair's memorial service was held in Baltimore Wednesday, May 17. The College flag was lowered to half-staff and a memorial minute, and moment of silence was observed at the May 22 faculty meeting.

To the Class of '89

You are very special to us.

We wish you happiness and success through your life.

The Staff of the Brunswick Flower Shop

Sebastian's Fine Dining

"Sebastian's is a breath of fresh air...an intimate dining center with Old World touches. The menu seems complex but the results are delicate and fulfilling. "Moderate prices."" -New England Monthly, April 1989

"...menu is revised weekly to offer the broadest appeal possible, both in terms of appetite and aesthetic." Dennis Gilbert, Portland Monthly, Dec. 1988

"...elegant...not elitist or expensive." Cynthia Hartlin, Maine Times, 11/8/88

Serving lunch and dinner, Mon.-Sat. Sunday Brunch 11 am - 3 pm
15 Independence Dr., Freeport
865-0466

COASTAL SELF-.Storage
Rt. 24 South - Cook's Corner near Sears, BNAS, Brunswick
725-5818
Residential-Commercial-Industrial Rates: 5x5 thru 10x20
FREE: 1 wk. w/6 mos. rental
FREE: 2 wks. w/6 mos. rental

BOWDOIN DISCOUNT FOR HAIRCUTS - BRING I.D.
570-1300

BOOK NOW FOR SUMMER RETURN FLIGHTS
LONDON $398
PARIS $350
MUNICH $375
AMSTERDAM $459
MELBOURNE $1189
TOKYO $679
HONG KONG $829
RIYADH $1799
SAN JUAN $290
ST. PETERSBURG $1200

Moby Dick's Music

LPs - CDs - CASSETTES
Metal-Rock-Pop-Country-Classical-Jazz
Special Orders (with deposit)

Coastal Plaza Batd Rd., Bath 443-4568
Mon-Tues. 10-6, Fri & Sat 10-8
Closed Sundays
Class of 1993 admits show more diversity

Minority percentage goes up; female numbers drop

Minorities account for 12 percent of Bowdoin College’s class of 1993, the highest enrollment in the last 10 years. Of the 405 members of the class who will matriculate next fall, 49 are members of minority groups, including 22 Blacks, 10 Hispanics, and 17 Asian-Americans. A year ago, 38 minority students accounted for 9 percent of the freshman class.

In early April, 827 letters of admission were mailed to some 3,453 applicants. With 405 of 827 accepting this year’s offers, Bowdoin’s “yields” of 49 percent remained among the highest in the nation.

Bowdoin is committed to being a diversified school, where students from a variety of backgrounds and cultures can experience a liberal arts environment,” Director of Admissions William R. Mason said. “We are very pleased with the results of our efforts to enroll some of the best and brightest minority students in the country.”

Of those entering class whose public secondary schools computed class rank, 80 percent ranked in the top 10 percent. Of the 257 students who chose to submit their Scholastic Aptitude Test scores, 65 percent scored 600 or above in the verbal section, while 87 percent scored 600 or above in the math. Thirty-seven percent of the class exercised their option to not submit SATs of Achievement Test scores.

Although 44 percent of the admitted group are women, they make up only 40 percent of the matriculants, a lower percentage than in recent years.

Geographic distribution continues to broaden, with only 38 percent of the new students from New England. One-fifth are from the mid-Atlantic states, nine percent are from the South; and 10 percent are from the Midwest. The Far West creep, on the other hand, has grown to 12 percent of the class, and foreign enrollment has doubled to six percent over last year’s freshman class.

More students continue to enroll from Massachusetts than any other state (17 percent); Maine is a strong second (13 percent); New York is third (11 percent).

Springer joins admissions office

Anne W. Springer of Brunswick has been named associate director of admissions effective August 14, Director of Admissions William R. Mason has announced.

“We are all excited about the goals Anne has for the office and we look forward to working with her,” Mason said.

Springer, who has been Bowdoin’s director of alumni relations since March 1986, will continue in that position as well.

A search committee has been appointed to nominate a successor to Bowdoin College President A. Lefoy Creason, who will retire in June 1990.

The committee will be chaired by Bowdoin Trustee John F. Magee Jr., chairman of the board of Arthur D. Little Inc. in Cambridge, Mass.

The other committee members are:

- Samuel S. Butcher, professor of chemistry
- Kenneth L. Chesworth ’73, a Bowdoin overseer, executive vice president of American Express Co. in New York City
- William S. Faraci ’69, the incoming president of the Bowdoin Alumni Council, an attorney in Haverhill, Mass.
- Laurie A. Hawkes ’77, a Bowdoin overseer, vice president of Salomon Brothers Inc. in New York City
- Craig A. McEwen, professor of sociology
- Richard A. Mersereau ’69, director of public relations and publications
- Judith R. Montgomery, assistant librarian
- Campbell B. Niven ’52, a Bowdoin overseer, publisher of the Times Record in Brunswick
- Gayle R. Pemberton, director of minority affairs and lecturer in the department of English
- Amy L. Schaner ’90, student.
Under The Pines
By Kevin Wesley

Too Many Questions

When I first sat down to write my final column, I was just going to make a list of graduation presents for the senior class. After taking 15 minutes to get past “B” in the alphabet, I decided to try something else.

In the final days prior to graduation, seniors have a lot of time on their hands (when we’re not at Harpswell or in Portland, that is). For many of us, the extra hours have allowed for a certain amount of introspection and self-analysis. “What did I learn?” “How did I change?” “What would I have done differently?”

The questions are endless. The answers may never come. But in my final weeks, some impressions and reflections have surfaced that I wish I had typified my Bowdoin years.

* The campus. Students here are indeed lucky. The pictures that this campus puts in our minds are remarkable. The setting sun reflecting on the chapel with a winter snow on the ground. Standing at the end of the path, staring down at Massachusetts Hall, guarded by a regiment of trees lining the way. The pines just outside the Moulton Union and bordering College Street. Students packing, their belongings, and teary-handed good-byes.

* The Bowdoin Experience. What I have been able to gain in and outside the classroom is allowed for a complete educational journey. Bowdoin allows a student to participate in a myriad of activities and still perform competently academically. It allows for excellence to be recognized in a variety of venues—the classroom, the stage, the arena, the court or field, the community, or a combination thereof. Bowdoin allows professors, students and staff from a diverse range of backgrounds to meet and share their lives.

* The people. The staff and administrators at this college are a dedicated group of individuals, most of whom remain behind the scenes. These men and women keep the support services from the library to dining service to physical plant running.

* The memories. Late nights at the Orient, too many classes in Gibson 101, singing in Germany, getting a Medallion tie, Letterman and jacket, summer nights, Morello nights at the Orient, drawing economics graphs on the walls of Hyde 31, singing “On Broadway” with the Coleman Gang, hockey broadcasts, the best ball. From ever, talking about Givens and Takers in Baxter, a few more late nights.

Images such as these have been floating through my mind often during the past few days, almost like a slide projector that changes pictures too quickly. A thought doesn’t stay in mind long enough to dwell on it. There is a sense of frustration—everything is creeping up on us, and there’s no time to sit back and sort it all out.

But in a sense, it’s better that way. No time for lingering. No wistful recollections.

Graduation should be a time of celebration. The culmination of four years of effort. People are telling me, “Congratulations!” and I’m asking them, “What now?” It has yet to sink in that in a few weeks, the most intimate association a person can have with Bowdoin College—a being—a student—will be finished for me. It’s hard to imagine those teary-eyed goodbyes.

My roommates and I have noticed that we all seem preoccupied this week. We have nothing to do; no classes, no appointments, no responsibilities. We shouldn’t feel so out of sorts. But our minds always seem to be drifting away. We are distant from each other and from ourselves.

What does it all come down to?

More questions.

Fewer answers.

Lots of packing.

Fond memories.

To my classmates, may there be happiness and success in your lives. May you never stop questioning. May you continue to learn.

May you do everything you enjoy, and enjoy everything you do.

COOK’S LOBSTER HOUSE
Come dine by the sea

Open 7 days a week: Mon - Sat 12-9
Sunday 12-8

ROUTE 24 • BAILEY ISLAND • 833-2818

Sea for miles and miles...
on Moby’s Deck
Mastercard and Visa accepted

Giant
Charcoal Pit
Cocktails Served
Just Plain
Good Food

CHUCKWAGON
Be sure to watch for our daily specials

Bath Road,
Brunswick
729-9896

(Exit 15, just beyond Bowdoin Pines)
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 6:00 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 6:00 a.m.-12 midnight

BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed

Soft & Hard Serve Frozen Yogurt
is now available!

TRUEJOY
YOGURT
151 MAINE STREET • BRUNSWICK • (207) 725-5305

Sun - Thurs 11-10, Fri & Sat 11-11

Pauline’s
Bloomers

Tontine Mall, Brunswick, 725-5305
Quality flower service for all occasions
Large selection of fresh, dried and silk flowers, balloons, plants and fruit baskets.
Wire Service
WE DELIVER

TELEMARKETING-SALES
Join an innovative and growing New York based educational publishing company with offices located in Midcoast Maine.
Position requires contact with educators selling them a variety of recruitment products and services.
Good hourly wage plus commission
Flex-time available
Excellent earning potential
Send resume to:
Personnel Manager
PO Box 639
Carmel, ME 04843-0639

Casual Country Dining

J. HATHAWAY'S
RESTAURANT & TAVERN
Serving Dinner
Tues-Sat 5-9
Sun 12-8

Reservations Appreciated
833-5305
Rt. 123
Historic
Harpswell Center
Student pilot earns his wings on trip to Cape Cod

(Continued from page 1)

The flight path of aircrafts are not restricted by any barriers in the manner of automobiles, which must follow the road. In a busy airspace, such as those around major airports, the risk of a midair collision is very real indeed. The burden of preventing accidents falls on the air traffic controllers, who must track the traffic in their zone and maintain separation between aircrafts.

We could hear these controllers barking out their instructions over the radio. Typically the controllers request pilots to identify themselves, make certain course adjustments and often maintain visual separation from other aircraft in the area. The radio chatter, which is conducted in a formal jargon, can become quite frantic around major airports.

At 2:30 p.m. we were permitted to enter the airspace around Logan at an altitude of 8500 feet. Ten minutes later we flew directly over the terminals of Logan Airport. In the bright sunshine we could clearly identify the numerous commercial planes parked at the terminals. After passing over Boston, Kevin took a southwest heading to complete our flight to Vineyard Haven.

It was nearly 3 p.m. in the afternoon when we began our descent into the airport. Anyone who has been on a commercial flight may have wondered about the all of the banks and turns the airplane makes prior to landing. Kevin explained that it was customary to fly across the field, turn downwind (parallel to the runway and heading away from the airport) and then turn upwind to make the final approach. It is advantageous to make the landing against the wind, as it reduces the ground speed and the length of the runway needed to roll to a stop.

The view from the pilot seat provides quite a different perspective to the flight than the passenger in a commercial jet is accustomed to. You are privy to the radio chatter between the controllers and the pilots. You can also monitor all of the flight instruments and maybe even get a chance to fly the plane.

Kevin gave us a chance to take the controls for a short while. My career as an aviator ended when I nearly swerved us into a cloud bank, but Courtney did much better, taking the controls with much elan.

After enjoying the lovely weather in Edgartown, we returned to the airport to retrieve our airplane. The flight back to Maine was quite eventful as we were forced to make a detour. The air traffic around Logan had become extremely heavy, and Kevin was requested to fly west of Boston. While the detour gave us a brilliant view of downtown Boston, it drained our fuel reserves.

As a result, Kevin made a reducing stop at Portland Jetport on the way back. An airplane is refueled much the same way an automobile is; you just drive up to the service area and ask for a "fill up.

On the final leg of the journey to Wiscasset airport, we spotted several brush fires from the air. It was dark when we landed, and we were glad to be back on terra firma. However, we were also grateful for this rare chance to take to the air on our own. Who says humans were not meant to fly?
Support Group, and to other good organizations I don’t mean to overlook.

"In the larger world, as at your Bowdoin, these concerns need to be addressed by men and women of conviction or they will not be addressed at all," Customson continued.

The president praised the graduates for standing and protesting "with remarkable civility."

"I haven’t always felt that way at the time, but compared to your counterparts at other schools, you have been civil — and that is good, provided the moral passion isn’t toned down. In your drive to get your way, civility can become all. Yet civility divorced from moral passion has no dignity or decency. Without convictions, civility, pleasant as it is, is too easy and really to no purpose."

Hatch

(Continued from page 1)

Hatch gift will also be used for two auditoriums that will be located on the first floor of the main building (Cleaveland Hall), which will house the departments of biology, chemistry, geology and physics.

The Hatch Science Library is the first step toward strengthening Bowdoin’s commitment to undergraduate science education and research," said Alfred H. Fuchs, dean of the faculty.

The science center has also received support from the L.G. Ballard Foundation, whose $50,000 grant will be used to construct two introductory biology and chemistry laboratories and a seminar room on the first floor of the main building.

A $1,000 gift from Arthur D. Little Inc. of Cambridge, Mass., and John F. Magee ‘46, the firm’s chairman of the board and a Bowdoin trustee, will support a seminar/conference room.

The science center and library have been designed by the Boston architectural firm Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott. H.P. Cummings Construction Co. of Winthrop, Maine is the builder.

Baccalaureate

(Continued from page 1)

of how important labor is and the idea of vocation has fallen out of use."

The final graduation speaker is Dreier, the winner of the DeArna Stanswood Alexander Commencement Prize. She will deliver a speech entitled "A Promise."

"It’s about the responsibility toward the rest of the world," Dreier said. "Bowdoin is an elitist place which dedicates most of its resources toward furthering the status quo, but as long as we’ve been here, I think we should use that power in a positive way."

London, who was selected as the alternate commencement speaker, is preparing a speech called "Birthing Two Worlds Together at Bowdoin."

This issue has been made possible by the Office of Public Relations and Publications. Special thanks to Dick Menereau, Dan Shapiro and Norma McLoughlin.
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Reminder

Seniors are reminded to line up in the Coles Tower parking lot at 10:30 a.m. tomorrow. Commencement exercises will begin at 12 noon. A reception will follow on the Mall beginning at 2 p.m.

Baccalaureate prizes awarded

The following prizes were awarded at Baccalaureate last night at the First Parish Church.

Andrew Allison Haldane Cup — Awarded to a member of the senior class who has outstanding qualities of leadership and character: Ronald Brady and Sarah Thorpe.

Luden How Prize — Given to a senior who has shown the highest qualities of conduct and character: Shalene Page, Ann Marie St. Peter and Teresa Vega.

Cl Wilson Henry Owen Premium — Presented to a "humble, earnest and active Christian": Patrick Oughlin and Dawn Johnson.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Wishes the best of luck to everyone in the Class of 1989

725-8416

134 Maine St., Brunswick

IT’S ACADEMIC

FOR SALE

One Apple IIc Computer

$400 - $500 each

or best offer

Also available:

• One Apple Monitor

If interested, please call The Bowdoin Orient at 725-3300